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The
President's
Report

1965
Trm YEAR 1965 has been one of significant events for ·The University of New Mexico. Once again, the accelerating growth of the
student body has required expansion of facilities at all levels. At
the same time, the so-called "knowledge explosion" and resulting
social and economic shifts have continued to increase pressures for
broadening and revising academic programs and for strengthening
resources for graduate education.
Enrollment of the University reached 12,186 for the fall semester, representing an increase of 1,461 students and a growth of 13.6
per cent over the past year. Graduate school enrollment, which
had stood at 789 only ten years ago, reached 2,050-a gain of 159
per cent in the decade. These factors, combined with changing
needs of education, made 1965 a year in which building of the
faculty, of the physical plant and of academic programs occupied
much of the attention of the administration and influenced virtually all developments at the University. This report will deal primarily with these building programs, with the progress that has
been made, and with the problems which still lie ahead.
Respectfully submitted,
ToM L. POPEJOY,

PRESIDENT

\
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Building
the
Faculty
SINCE no university can be better than the men and women who
teach in its classrooms and laboratories, the most important aspect
of expansion at the University of New Mexico lies in the building
of its faculty. In this area the University can report some success,
because substantial progress was made in 1965. But we must also
admit a measure of failure, because in one crucial area progress
was not as rapid as conditions in New Mexico demand.
During the year, the University appointed 92 new full-time
faculty members, bringing the size of the general faculty, including
deans and department chairmen, to 452. This number docs not include professors on temporary visiting assignments or a large number of part-time teachers recruited by the University from business,
the professions and scientific and technical installations. Some of
the 92 new teachers represent replacements for faculty members
who have resigned, retired, or taken leaves of absence, but there
was a net increase of more than 16 per cent in the full-time equivalent teaching staff.
The quality of these new faculty members was remarkably high.
Of those permanently appointed to a professorial rank, 76 per cent
hold the Ph.D. degree or the equivalent terminal degree in their
field. Most of the others are teaching· in technical or professional
fields where such degrees arc rare. ·while members of this group
are generally young, their records already indicate substantial accomplishments and much promise for the future.
It is significant, however, that of these 92 appointments, 23 were
made at the rank of instructor, 47 as assistant professors, 14 as associate professors and only eight as professors, the senior rank in
the academic ~calc. Men of this top rank are extremely important
to any university. At this point in time they are of special importance to the University of New Mexico. To understand why this is
true, I im·ite an examination of the Jollowing pages, on which the
qualifications of the University's eight newly appointed professors
are outlined.
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DR. llomr~ru. :\LBRECIIT,

one of the nation's lca!lillg authorities
on the relaxation phenomena in wlid !lJ<Ltctials, joined the faculty
oft he College of Engineering as l'rofessm ol l\Iechanical Engineering. Dr. Albrecht harl been teaching experimental mechanics of
materials ami vector analpis at the graduate ]eye] in the School of
Engineeriug of Columbia Uniwr~ity.
Dr. Albrecht stu1lied civil engineering at the Slovak ImtituLe of
Technology in Czechoslo\'akia, reccin~t! a master of science degree
in structural engineering from Columbia PniYersity and a Ph.D.
degree in Applied l\Icchanics from the .>oune Pni\'ersity. Ilc also
11id advanced work in Holland as a ;'\ational Science Foundation
Postdoctoral Fclhm·.
Ills most recent research 1\·ork im·olvcd studies of the mechanics
of solid rocket propellants for the Oflice of l\'aYal Research and of
the effects of high temperatures on stress in structural metals for
the Air Force Systems Connnaml. His cotllril>tttiom to the knowl·
edge of the deformation aJHI Jlow ol ;olillm.tterials has drawn wide
attention throughout his profession.
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DR. THOMAS "\V. CHRISTOPHER, appointed Professor of Law and
Dean of the School of Law, is widely known in the legal profession
as a national authority on food and drug laws and federal anti·trust
~tatutcs. He is the author of three books, with a fourth volume now
being prepared for publication.
Dr. Christopher receh·ed his bachelor's degree from 'Vashington
& Lee University, his LL.B. degree from the University of Alabama
and LL.M. and ].S.D. degrees from New York University. Before
coming to the University of New Mexico in 1965, he had serveclll
years on the lmr faculty of Emory Unh·ersity, where he was associate dean and editor of the ]oumal of Public Law, and the past four
years at the Unh·ersity of ~orth Carolina.
He is a member of the Bar of Alabama, Georgia, North Catalina
and ~ew York and has been admitted to practice before the U.S .
.Supreme Court and other federal courts, including the U.S.
Cu,toms Court.
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DR. CoRNIE L. HuLsnos, appointedl>rofessor of Civil Engineering
and chairman of the department, is internationally known as an
authority in the field of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures. He comes to the University from Lehigh, where he had
served as Research Professor of Civil Engineering and as chairman
of the Structural Concrete Division of the Fritz Engineering Laboratory.
Dr. Hulsbos received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees in civil
and structural engineering from Iowa State University. He taught
engineering there for 14 years after working as an engineer for the
American Bridge Company for lise years. He has ser\'ed for many
years as an expert advisor to technical organizations such as the
American Concrete Institute, the Highway Research Board and the
National Cooperative Highway Research Program and has played
a prominent role in the deYelopment of knowledge concerning concrete structural strength and in the formulation of design and construction specifications.
He is currently engaged in research on prestressed concrete
bridge members, horizontal sheer connection in composite concrete
beams, and lateral distribution of load for concrete box beam
bridges.
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])R. J.\CK KnJ.IlFRT, appointed prolessor ol rtwdcrn languages, is
ouc .ur Ll1e outslatuliug sdwlar~ oJ his generation in the Hcl<l of

mmlern Frenddanguagc aml IiCc1·.1tU1'e. De~pllc hi~ ['dative yomh,
lw has already attained an imeruaLional reputation, as cvitlcuced
thi, w;1r l>v his election as C:lu'l'rdier cle.> l'almr.1 ,Jcailcmiqw:J.
llri~ rar~~ honor of auai11ing knighlhoorl in rhc French Acaden1y
is- ba\etf uu b]:illiaJll achic\ ('illCUls. Hh work on I•:dmond j';Jloux,
published in (;clit:l'a aml Paris in I%~. dn:11' n ilical ardaltn and
led the great- ;\mire lllatrrois to ·make Kulbcrl .his u!Iicial biograplwr. Kpllwrt ·s 'Flu• Worlds n}. .·lndrr·s Jl[auroi.1 will ,won uc publhhetl. Dr. Kolben j, abo ro amhor of tlit• t-wn-volnmc Fn•11ch for
flu· Elt·weulan 5\clwol Tr•ttt l11•r and is ;tt work m\ a study or the
dement nl patriotism in French poetry ~iilce the ;\[jddle Ages.
l)r. 1\.[Jlbl•rt rccrhTcl_ his bachei()_t-'s and rua>tcr'.s_ dc~recs I'-:olll
llnih·r~ity or Soutlwrn C:aliloruia and hi!i Ph.B. !rom Columbia
t'llLWI,ity, He ha~ abo Mudicd at tlw l 'nilcr,ity nl Caliro.rnia and
at the Sorbomw iu Pads. IIc prev.iouo,Jy taught at the (lnin~rsity
ole Southern C.tlilomia.<Lt the Herkclcy campus of the Uni\crsily
n!C:.dilornia. as Ford Fcllrm· at \\'csleyan l'nivcrsitv. and, for the
l''l't «h ye;rr;..;-otHiw Fnin'l"i-it'y-ol-l'itto;lmrgh,where -he had- served
-a., duiirmau of tht: Tkpilttlll<·lll ol Romance Languages ~inn~ HJ62.
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DR. RoBERT A. MuNSICK, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
and chairman of that newly-formed department of the School of
Medicine, is a Diplomat of the National Board of Medical Examiners and well known in medical research for his work in the field of
neurohypophysial hormones.
Dr. Munsick is a graduate of Cornell University and received
his medical degree from the College o[ Physicians and Surgeons of
Columbia University in 195'1. After interning at the Roosevelt
Hospital, New York, and taking his residency at the Sloane Hospital for Women, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, he
earned a Ph.D. degree at the Columbia University Faculty of
Pure Science.
Dr. Munsick came tO the University after three years on the '
faculty of the University of Colorado Medical Center at Denver.
His research discoveries haYe resulted in publication of twenty
articles in various medical and scientific journals.

-~- 9

DR. GEORGE M. RmENOUR, Professor of English, has established
an outstanding reputation in the area of the English Romantic
poets. He is the author of The Style of DON JUAN, which has
drawn considerable acclaim from Byron scholars since its publication in 1960. His newest book, Shelley, was published by PrentissHalllhis year as one of its "Twentieth Century Views" series representing the best in contemporary critical opinion.
Dr. Ridenour came to the University of New Mexico from the
faculty of Haverford College. He is a graduate of the College of
vVoosler, studied linguistics at the University of Vienna, and
earned his master's and Ph.D. degrees at Yale University. He
served from 1955 until 1963 on the English faculty at Yale.
In addition to his books, Dr. Ridenour has published several
articles on Coleridge, Browning and Byron in scholarly journals
and anthologies. He is preparing a volume of poems by Browning
for publication in a new Signet poetry series.

1.0

DR. PAUL F. ScHMIDT, Professor of Philosophy and chairman of
the Department of Philosophy, is widely known as the author of
Religious Knowledge and for his many articles on the philosophical
relationships between religion, ethics and science.
Dr. Schmidt joined the University faculty after 15 years as a
teacher of philosophy at Oberlin College, where he had served as
acting chairman of the Department of Philosophy. He attended
Pennsylvania State University and the University of Rochester
and earned his Ph.D. degree in the Philosophy of Science at Yale
University. He also twice studied in India under a State Department Fellowship and a Bureau of University Travel Grant.
Dr. Schmidt has attained impressive national stature through
his writing on contemporary philosophy. His second book, Whitehead's Philosophy, is ready for publication and he is at work on a
third volume with the working title, Scientific Crisis and Scientific
Knowledge.

THOMAS R. VREELAND, JR., Professor of Architecture and chairman of the department, brings to the University a brilliant record
in his profession.
One of Vreeland's architectural designs won the Honor Award
of the Pennsylvania Society of Architects and another took the
Honor Award of the Philadelphia Society of Architects. He has
won the Benjamin Franklin Medal of the National Producers
Council, the Urban Design Award presented by Prog1·essive Architecture, and other significant professional recognition of his work.
Mr. Vreeland received his bachelor of arts degree [Tom Yale
University in 1950 and his architecture degree from the same university in 1954. He worked on the staff of the Philadelphia architectural firms of Louis I. Kahn and Vincent G. Kling and since
1959 has operated his own architectural finn in that city. Mr.
Vreeland also served on the Architecture faculty of the University
of Pennsylvania for ten years, resigning his position this year to accept an appointment at the University of New Mexico.
His special interests lie in experimental structures and urban
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design, and he is currently architect for the City Centre Urban
Renewal Plan of Camden, New Jersey. His Cooper's Point Neighborhood Plan was featured in three professional journals and his
designs for the Boston City Hall, the University of Pennsylvania
Therapeutic Research Laboratory, and the Rittenhouse Swim
Club have drawn wide professional attention.
As THEIR QUALIFICATIONS INDICATE, the men introduced on the
preceding pages represent valuable additions to the University
community. Their employment is part of the reason we can claim a
measure of success in efforts to build the faculty. But unfortunately, these eight represent only a fraction of the senior appointments the University should have made to meet mounting needsand would have made had necessary funding been available.
The principal reason that senior faculty appointments are of
pressing importance to the University lies in the growth of the
graduate program. Currently 319 doctoral candidates are registed
with the Graduate School. Some 300 other candidates for the Ph.D.,
Doctor of Education, or Doctor of Science degree are also at work
in the program.
These students have already mastered the general knowledge in
their fields. Many of them have years of working experience in
their profession behind them. Their efforts now are largely research-oriented since, to earn the doctorate, they must add significant new knowledge to their field. At this level, the work of each of
these students must have the close attention of a senior faculty
member-of a professor whose education has been seasoned by
experience and who has earned national stature in his discipline.
In the College of Engineering it is calculated that it requires
one third of the time of a professor to direct the doctoral research
of two students. The situation is approximately the same in the
other colleges which grant doctoral degrees. Thus the growth of
University responsibilities at tl1e Ph.D. level has created a tremendous burden on the senior faculty.
The University has maintained a conservative policy relative
to its graduate program, adding new doctoral degrees only when
substantial demand has been demonstrated and when the department involved had the faculty resources to assure that the degree ,
would be well respected. The University will not modify this
policy. There is now heavy demand for the doctorate in several
additional areas. But these programs cannot be added without
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employment of additional senior rank faculty members whose
qualifications and reputations would assure student research of the
highest level of quality. Indeed, continued gTowth of graduate
enrollment demands rapid top-level reinforcement of existing doctoral programs.
An analysis completed this fall indicates that the University
must add 26 new teachers of full professor rank next year to support existing graduate programs in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Engineering and Education. In addition, the College of
Business· Administration, which is confronted with a rapidly increasing demand for a doctoral program, must add additional senior
rank authorities in both accounting and management before it
can initiate the degree.
Competition for seasoned, highly qualified men with established
reputations is intense. They command salaries in the $16,000 to
$20,000 range. Rut the University cannot meet its responsibilities
to the state in graduate education without paying this price, and
with it the additional price of specialized library holdings, the
continued expansion of laboratory equipment, and other support.
Because of this, the University has asked the Board of Educational Finance, as a matter of policy, whether it wishes to ask the
Legislature of New Mexico to commit itself to the building of
quality doctoml programs at the University. Such a decision must
be made. Unh'ersity responsibilities in the field of graduate education ha\'c grown far beyond the point "·here they may be met
without additional financial support.

v
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Building
the Academic
Program
SEVENTY PER CENT of the pharmaceutical prepantions with which
students in the College of Pharmacy worked in 1965 did not exist
in 1955. This fact, dramatic as it is, is typical of the current explosive advance of knowledge and illustrates why there is a constant need for expansion and revision of academic programs.
In the past year a great deal has been clone at the University to
meet this need. A new Department of Guidance and Special Education was formed in the College of Education to handle increasing
demand of New Mexico school systems in this field. Six new advanced degree programs were approved. Steps were taken to enrich
Latin American Studies programs in the departments of history,
government, economics, sociology and anthropology. And in virtually all of the University's academic departments, new courses
were being added and existing courses modified to keep them up
to elate.
While this process has been far too widespread to permit any
detailed cataloging of changes here, an examination of activities
in the College of Business Administration will provide some insight into this process.
Just as advances in the related sciences o( chemistry and biology
are accelerating a revolution in pharmacy, business administration is being affected by research in human behaviour, by broadening knowledge in many fields of economics, and by spectacular
advances in mathematics facilitated by the electronic computer.
·with these developments in mind, the faculty of the college
made a complete reappraisal of the undergraduate curriculum and
the philosophy which underlies it. Among important changes decided upon were requirements that candidates for the Bachelor
of Business Administration degree must complete nine credit
hours of study in behavioral science. six hours in the history of
Western Civilization, and courses in comparative governments, philosophy o( science, and fine arts. Junior level courses in marketing
and organizational theory were modified to include knowledge
made available by the research of sociologists and psychologists.
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Because o[ the increasing influence of international trade on domestic business, and the increasing involvement of American business
in foreign markets, other changes were made to involve students
in more case studies dealing with international problems. In addition, requirements for managerial accounting and managerial economics were added, along with a junior-level seminar designed to
provide an integrated overview of all of the administrative functions of business.
The college also made sweeping changes in its graduate program.
The major strengths of the previous Master of Business Administration and Master of Industrial Administration degrees were
merged into a single M.B.A. degree program, which gives students
an opportunity to combine work in administrative theory and
practices with advanced study in related fields outside the College.
The changes made by the College of Business Administration
were adjustments to the increasing complexity of American economy. Thus they were characteristic in many ways of what has been
happening throughout the University. In all departments the tendency has been toward a broadening of undergraduate curricula to
include more work in related fields and more of the courses in the
humanities required to produce the well-educated man.
Illustrative of changes now being considered for the academic
program is a proposal that all students, no matter what their
major field, be given a substantial introduction to the uses of electronic data processing and the computer. Plans are now being
made to consolidate the University's computer and data processing
resources in a Uni\·ersity Computer Center. Such a move would
clear the way for substantial additions to the University computer
facilities-additions needed to support a multitude of research
operations and for administrative purposes as well as for the academic program.
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The
School
of Medicine
changing circumstances have caused a continuing series of
adjustments throughout the academic program, they have forced
a drastic change in policy concerning the School of Medicine. A
series of developments in the past two years has made it obvious
that the University should progress to a full four-year medical
school program without any loss of time.
When the School of Medicine was being planned in 1959 and
1960 it appeared that the most economical approach to providing
medical education for New Mexico would be through a two-year
school. In such a school, students would receive their education
in the basic medical sciences and then transfer to four-year schools
elsewhere to complete the clinical phases of their training. In
I 961, at our request, the State Legislature approved this two-year
approach.
Since the founding of the school a number of significant events
have taken place. At the national level, there has been a tremendous increase in emphasis on health, including research and health
education. Public Law 88-192 was adopted in 1963, providing
two-to-one federal matching funds for health-educational facilities.
The same year, loan funds and grants were authorized for medical
students. In I 965, Congress passed legislation providing direct
financial grants to strengthen and improve medical schools. Another law, passed just before adjournment in 1965, provides substantial assistance for development of medical school libraries. The
annual budget for the National Institutes of Health has been more
than tripled since I 960 to a total of .5662,000,000. This represents
a Va'it increase in the availability of funds to underwrite medical
school research programs, as docs the establishment of the new
Institute for Child Health and Human Development and the
newly-formed Institute of General Medical Sciences.
FiYe years ago when the two-year school was being planned we
could not guess that improvement of public health would suddenly
emerge as a top-priority domestic program of the federal government-making important new sources of financing available. Nor
vVHILE

could we foresee that the Medicare proposal, apparently solidly
deadlocked in 1960, would become a law of the land. Medicare is
certain to cause a tremendous increase in demands for medical
services, multiplying the need for additional physicians.
These rapid changes in the national posture relative to health
have brought a parallel change in attitude toward the two-year approach to medical education. In 1960, the Association of American
Medical Colleges favored such schools and specifically endorsed
the feasibility of a two-year program at the University of New
Mexico. But in 1965, the AAMC took a new look at changing conditions. In its "Planning for Medical Progress Through Education"
report, the association states that arguments such as those used
by the University of New Mexico to support its limited program
are today "not sufficient to justify the more general existence of
two-year schools."
Aside from the dramatic changes in the national situation, a
number of local factors are weighing heavily in favor of a fouryear medical school operation. Working relationships between the
school and both the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital and the
Veterans Administration Hospital have developed better than
could have been hoped. Due to this superb cooperation, which
has involved constrnction of physical improvements at both hospitals and plans for a substantial addition to the BC-1 institution,
it has become obvious that available clinical facilities will be more
than sufficient to support a full medical education program. Thus,
as could not have been predicted four years ago, one of the major
financial obstacles for a clinical program does not now exist for the
University.
It appears now, however, that the factor least recognized five
-years ago was the potential economic stimulus of a full medical
center program, This potential has several facets.
The past Congress approved legislation authorizing regional
complexes to combat the "killer diseases"-cancer, stroke and heart
disease. These centers will rely heavily on the leadership and research of medical schools and will almost certainly be located near
such schools. At the request of Governor Jack M. Campbell the
faculty of the School of Medicine has prepared an application for
the location of such a federal center in New Mexico. The Governor is aware, as are we, that these centers are more likely to be
established in conjunction with four-year medical schools.
'Whether of not such a federal center is located here, it is a
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well-demonstrated economic fact that full clinical education programs are powerful attractions for industries involved in healthrelated research.
As stated earlier, the availability of hospital facilities for clinical programs sharply reduces potential costs of the full medical
school program. Next year, for example, an appropriation of $850,000 would be needed for the two-year medical school. A four-year
school would require an additional $150,000. In 1966-67 these
figures would be $1,000,000 for the two-year operation, and $1,250,000 for a four year program.
The New Mexico Medical Society has urged an expansion of the
program to the full four years and the same step has been strongly
recommended by the New Mexico Chapter of the American Academy of General Practice. More recently Governor Campbell has
taken the same position on this issue. I take the liberty of quoting
a portion of the Governor's statement:
"It is now apparent to me that a four-year medical school can
add materially to the science-related economic developments which
are occurring in our state. With the tremendous impact of the
nuclear and space age in our State and with the involvement of
institutions such as the Lovelace Foundation in aerospace medicine
and the medically related research at Los Alamos and Sandia Corporation, it is quite logical that a four-year medical school would
add greatly to this economic base.
"I have found that the medical school, with its excellent staff,
financed in part by public and private research grants, adds materially to our capabilities in meeting State public health problems at our numerous State health-related institutions. Coordinated
public health programs at the local, state and national level can
best be established within the framework of a four-year medical
school which can serve as the nucleus for a State Medical Center.
For example, I have requested the University Medical School to
submit an application for consideration of Albuquerque as a
Medical Research Center under new federal legislation. Such pro·
grams can best be established effectively with a four-year medical
school.
"In short, it is my considered opinion that, considering all of
the circumstances as we now know them, we should move ahead
now to establishing a four-year medical school so that New Mexico
can keep pace with the growing interest in medical education, research and health-care. If we do so, I believe we will have made a

20

sound investment. If we fail to do so, I believe we will be needlessly
postponing something which we will ultimately have to do at
greater cost. In the meantime, we will have lost the advantage of
timely ancl effecti\'e action."
The Regents and Administration of the University agree that
changed circumstances dictate immediate progress toward a fouryear program for the School of Medicine. v\Te will ask the State
Board of Educational Finance and the 1966 Legislature for appro\'al of this expansion.

20
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Building
the Physical
Plant
SUBSTANTIAL l'ROGRESS was made in 1965 in building physical
facilities needed by the expanding University. Projects costing
more than $3,000,000 were completed during the year and starts
were made on other jobs totaling well over $7,000,000. But the
most important development of the year relative to construction
was a far-sighted action taken by the 1965 Legislature.
The state lawmakers approved a plan which, for the first time
in history, would make it possible for New Mexico public institutions of higher education to develop orderly and coordinated longrange building programs. This plan provides for issuance of a
series of five general obligation bond issues in the ten-year period
beginning in 1967, with the total amount not to exceed $42,500,000. It provides for the allocation of this money to the colleges
and universities on the basis of an inventory of existing space in
various categories balanced against current needs and enrollment
increases. If the voters approve this proposal in the 1966 General
Election it will mean that state institutions of higher education
in New Mexico will have a firm financial basis for developing
rational, step-by-step construction programs in these crisis years
of the enrollment boom.
The University is now completing a detailed self-survey upon
which its long-range building program will be based. In addition
to an exact inventory of the condition and usage of existing space
and an evaluation of current needs, this study will include a yearby-year projection of growth in each of the University's colleges,
departments and divisions upon which building priorities can be
based.
During 1965, the University continued to work against a basic
building priority list established in 1963 to meet pressing immediate needs. Projects completed included:
TI-lE GRADUATE RESEARCH BUILDING of the Department of Physics and Astronomy. This added <11,156 square feet of
laboratories, classrooms and office space at a cost of $765,215.
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SANTA ANA and ALVARADO DORMITORIES, with a
combined capacity of 368 students and of total cost of $1,247,339.
UTILITY TUNNEL EXTENSION, a $719,513 project which
improved utility service to several existing buildings and expanded
the transmission system for heating, cooling and power for future
construction throughout the Central Campus.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE FACILITIES, including a building
to house the Clinical Psychiatry department, a laboratory and office
building, an addition to the medical library, and remodeling work.
Total cost: $367,007.
KNME-TV TRANSMITTER BUILDING, to house transmission facilities atop Sandia Crest. Cost: $122,118.
The year also saw construction started on projects extremely
important to the development of the University. These were:
ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY ADDITION. This $1,769,684 project will add 105,165 square feet of space to the central library, approximately doubling its size. At year end the building was more
than 75 per cent completed. It will be ready for use in the autumn
of 1966.
CONCERT HALL. Construction was about 60 per cent finished
at year end on this $1,913,333 addition to the Fine Arts Center.
The 2,080 seat facility will be completed in autumn, 1966.
BASIC SCIENCE BUILDING of the School of Medicine. At
year end, excavation and site grading was completed on this $2,975,851 project which will be the central structure of the School
of Medicine on the North Campus. The expected completion date
is October, 1967.
BASKETBALL ARENA, $1,367,000, started December 27,
1965. This 15,000 seat structure, expandible to 20,000 capacity,
represents another step toward concentrating athletic facilities on
the South Campus.
Three major academic structures are currently programmed for
contracting in the year ahead and a fourth will probably be added.
Also on the list for construction starts in 1966 are several other _
projects which range from an infirmary building to permanent
landscaping. The building program, with estimated construction
costs, includes:

BIOLOGY BUILDING ADDITION, .$2,000,000, scheduled
for contracting in February. The project includes addition of a
60,836 square foot wing to the Biology Building, largely devoted
to laboratories, and remodeling of the existing building.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS. ADMINISTRATION, $1,000,000,
scheduled for contracting late in 1966. This building will house
the fast-growing College of Business Administration, the Bureau
of Business Research, and a number of classrooms and offices.
ENGINEERING CENTER, $2,300,000, scheduled for contract.ing late in 1966. Included are 62,100 square feet devoted to teaching laboratories, faculty and administrative offices, and facilities for
the growing volume of Tesearch in which the College of Engineering is involved.
STUDENT INFIRMARY, $1,000,000, scheduled for contracting in Spring, 1966. The ground floor if this building would house
the University College and its guidance, testing and counseling
operations. The upper floors would house operations of Student
Health Services.
CLASSROOM PROJECT, about .$600,000, probably contracting late in 1966 if programming can be completed in time. This
building will relieve a worsening shortage of classrooms and will be
built ncar the center of the campus.
DORMITORIES, $4,500,000, contracting in Summer, 1966. An
additional 700 or more units would be included, plus dining facilities to serve the dormitory area. Completion will be necessary for
autumn, 1967, occupancy. Another 1,000 dormitory units must be
staTtecl by 1967 for completion by autumn, 1969.
Other projects on the program include:
Landscaping the area east and north of New Mexico Union,
where permanent construction has been completed.
Extensions of Redondo Drive to give the Central Campus an
internal traffic arterial.
Installation of additional streets and underground utilities at
Uni\'ersity Research J>ark.
Remodeling of Hokona Hall kitchen and cafeteria facilities.
Construction of club house, maintenance building and shelters
at the new University Golf Course, a project made necessary by
use of the old North Campus golf links for building sites.
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The
Growth
of Research
THE sponsored research program of the University of New Mexico continued its steady growth during 1965. At mid-year, programs
under contract amounted to approximately $4,590,325-an increase
of 28.6 per cent from a year earlier. In the past seven years, the
involvement of the University in sponsored research has grown
441 per cent. In the year ahead another 30 per cent increase is
anticipated.
In the past fiscal year, the University received $2,942,215 in
reimbursements from private business, federal and state agencies
and various foundations for its research work-an increase of 35.6
per cent from the previous year. ·while this income is important, a
more significant dividend of the research program lies in its enrichment of the academic program.
A project undertaken by the University this year for the Ford
Foundation serves well to illustrate this point. The Foundation
allocated .~275,000 lO finance an analysis in depth of the phenomena of social revolution in Latin America. The departments of
history, economics, anthropology, sociology and political science
are joining forces in this study. Their efforts will not only provide
new knowledge of a subject of great importance to the United
States but will also further strengthen the Latin American studies
program of the University-an academic field in which the University has already gained a considerable measure of national and
international distinction.
Currently, facully members in 19 departments and divisions are
engaged in 115 sponsored research projects in fields ranging from
cosmic rays to kidney disease. The most dramatic increase has been
in the School of Medicine. In 1964, reimbursements to the University for 111edical school research totaled $88,107. In 1965, the
amount had more than quadrupled to $354,660. Expansion of the
school to a four-year program will assure substantial additional
growth.

......
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REIMBURSEMENTS
FOR RESEARCH I'ROJECTS

REVENUE SOURCES (Current Funds) 1964-65 Academic Yeat
State Appropriation
Tuition and Fees
Endowment & Land Income
Auxiliary Enterprises
Federal Grants
Miscellaneous

$7,721,017
$2,866,843
$511,200
$4,376,605
$3,595,705
$1,212,931

38.06 per cent
14.13 per cent
2.52 per cent
21.58 per cent
17.73 per cent
5.98 per cent
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THE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE 0~' ARTS AND SCIENCES
July 1, 1964 -June 30, 1965
Hoyt Trowbridge, Dean

A college or university, though not literally an organism,
has many characteristics of a living creature.

It is not an arbi-

trary assembly of heterogeneous elements but a coherent whole, a
structure of functionally related parts, mutually supportive and
working together toward common ends.

Colleges are fed and shaped

by their environment but also act upon it in dynamic balance.
They are always changing, continually renewed by infusions of ne'\11
students and faculty, and in this country most of
every year.
~·rard

t~em

grow larger

They differ in age and maturity, each developing to-

its mm distinctive form and individual character.

In its

seventy-sixth year the University of Ne'\>7 I<Iexico could perhaps be
described as an institution just emerging from adolescence, still
a little gawky but strong, vigorous, and conscious of its pOI'lers.
The College of Arts and Sciencesr the oldest division of the University, provides the skeletal structure of basic liberal studies
by

'~><hich

the 'lllhole enterprise is supported.

It too is approaching

full adulthood, filled 'IIlith energy and ready for ne1r1 experiences
and responsibilities.
Activities of the College during the 1964-65 academic year
are summarized in this report under four headings:

Students,

Faculty, Hork of the College in Teaching, and Work of the College

in Research.

A few projections and needs for

presented at the end.

L~e

future are
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I.

STUDENTS

The University is in a period of unusually rapid growth, and
the College is growing even more quickly.

In the University as a

whole, total enrollment passed 10,000 for the first time in the
fall of 1964, with 10,723 full-time and part-time students in
undergraduate, graduate, and non-degree programs--an increase in
the five years since 1959-60 of 47 per cent overall and of 51 per
cent in undergraduate degree candidates.

During the same period

the number of undergraduate students enrolled in the College of
Arts and Sciences increased by 90 per cent in Semester I and more
than doubled in Semester II.
ENROLLJI.1ENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF nRTS AND SCIENCES, 1959-1965
Year
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65

Sem.

I

% Inc. Over

Prev. Year

Sem. II

% Inc. over

Prev. Year

757
810
920
1,059
1,270
1,438

- 8.9 %
7.0
13.6
15.1
19.9
13.2

758
813
963
1,136
1,296
1,532

- 1. 7 %
7.3
18.5
18.0
14.1
18..2

Average Inc.
over Previous
Year

101

10.0 %

127

12.4 %

5-Year Inc.

681

90.0 %

774

102.1 %
,.
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UNf•1 ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES, SEMESTER I, 1959-1964
UNDERGRAD.

1959-1960
No.
% of Total
2,638
36.0 %
757
10.5
2,314
32.0

Univ. Coll.
A&S
6 Others {a)
Total
Undergrad. 5,709
78.5
GRADUATE
1,575(b) 21.5
TOTALS
{a)
(b)
{c)

7,284

100.0 %

1964-1965
No. % of Total
4,114
38.5 %
1,438
13.5
3,092
29.0

5-Year Increase
% Inc.
No.
55 %
1,476
90
681
34
778

8,644
81.0
2,079(c) 19.0

2,935
504

51
32

3,439

47

10,723

100.0

%

%

The Colleges of Business Administration, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Nursing, and Pharmacy.
Includes 87 in Law.
Includes 100 in Law and 24 in rl.ledicine.
In all American universities, but especially in those

which are state-supported, students frequently transfer in or out,
leave without earning a degree, or interrupt their studies for
varying lengths of time.

Since the incidence of such changes of

plan varies 'I'Tidely and unpredictably from year to year, there is
no constant proportion beb1een the number of students enrolled in
a given year and the number completing a program of studies, undergraduate or graduate.

Over a period of years, however, the

number of degrees awarded constitutes a valid measure of growth,
more significant in some \11ays than student enrollment figures.
The number of baccalaureate degrees earned in the last five
years has risen more steeply in Arts and Sciences than in the six
other Colleges awarding first degrees--by 85 per cent as against
50 per cent--but at the graduate level the rate of gro\\Tth has been
lo\-ver in Arts and Sciences, an increase of 84 per cent in advanced
degrees awarded in College departments, 112 per cent in other
Colleges, and 103 per cent in the Graduate School as a whole.
- 3 -
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The decline of the A&S share in production of advanced degrees,
which can be expected to continue, is explained by a very large
increase in the number of master's degrees awarded in the College
of Engineering and by the introduction since 1958 of new doctoral
programs in both engineering and education.
DEGREES AtiTARDED, 1960-1965 (A&S only)
YEAR

BACHELOR'S DEGREES I A D VAN C E D DEGREES
Total
No. of
% Inc. over 1 t1aster's(a) ·
Doctor's
Deg:rees Prev. Year INO.
% Inc. No. % Inc. No. % Inc.
I

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
Average
Annual
Inc.
5-Year
Inc.

190
214
223
230
301
351

- 0.5% : 57
12.6
4.2
74
58
·3.1
30.9
76
16.3
89

In

11.8%
20.8
2.8
-22.2
31.0
17.1

7
17
21
18
14
29

-85.7%
142.9
23.5
-16.7
-28.6
107.1

64
89
95
76
90
118

0.0%
39.1
6.8
-25.0
18.4
31.1

25

ll.l%

8

10.2%

2

23.8%

9

12.5%

161

84.7%

32

56.1%

22

314.3%

54

84.3%

(a) These figures do not include r1aster of Arts in Teaching and
Piaster of Education in Science degrees awarded to students in
institutes for teachers of Spanish, mathematics, and science.
If these degrees are added, the totals for master's degrees in
the last five years are 84, 92, 110, 109, and 142 respectively.
DEGREES Al\IARDED, 1960-1965 (\'/'hole University)
Bachelor's Degrees
1960
1965
% Inc.

Advanced Degrees(a)
% Inc.
1960
1965

College of A&S
Other Colleges

190
402

351
604

84.7%
50.2

64
l39(b)

118
84.3%
295(c) 112.3

Ut.!M

592

955

61.3.%

203

413

103.4%

(a) Advanced degrees are awarded by the Graduate School for work
done in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, and Fine Arts; and the School
of Law.
(b) Includes 12 LL,l3. degrees awarded by the School of La~-1.
(c) Includes 17 LL.B. degrees.
- 4 -
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Like the rest of the University, the college is not only increasing in size but steadily improving in quality.

Intangibles

of tone and rising expectancies on the part of both students and
faculty have much to do

~lith

the higher caliber and better scho-

lastic performance of A&S students in recent years, but more adequate preparation in the lower schools and more stringent University admission standards have also played an important part.

The

decision in the spring of 1965 to require a grade-point average
of 2.5 (C plus} for admission of non-resident students, whether
entering as freshmen or transferring from other schools, will undoubtedly have an appreciable effect on quality in future years.
In the fall of 1966, if plans now under discussion are
adopted, more complete comparative data on the scholastic aptitudes of students at UNl1, at other Ne'l'l Mexico colleges, and in
other states will become avaj.lable.

The scores of graduating

seniors on the Graduate Record Examination, a useful measure of
student achievement in basic liberal studies, are unfortunately
not available for the 1965 graduating class.

The median scores of

last year's seniors ran well above the 1954-63 medians.
The academic performance of A&S undergraduates, as measured
by grades in courses, follows a slightly skewed normal distribution above and below the mean, which is normally a little above
C plus.

In 1964-65 the grade-point average for all A&S students

was 2.60 in Semester I and 2.68 in Semester II? both higher than
corresponding figures for last year.

The grade-point average

earned this spring by women in the College was 2.79, highest in
the University at the undergraduate level.

- 5 -
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At the bottom of the scholastic scale, for reasons

~1hich

are

obscure to the dean, both the number and the proportion of students on probntion or suspended for poor grades have been increasing.

Approximately one-eighth of all students enrolled in the

College, 12.7 per cent, were placed or continued on probation at
the end of Semester I.
COJ.11PARATIVE SUSPENSION AND PROBATION FIGURES
S E ME S T E R
I
1964-65
1962-63
1963-64
%
No.
No.
No.
%
%
Probation
Suspended
Released from
Probation

109
14

10.2
1.3

105
17

8.3
1.3

183
25

12.7
1.7

25

2.1

29

2.3

20

1.4

s E11ESTE
1962-63
No.
%

Probation
Suspended
Released from
Probation

R

II

1963-64
No.
%

1964-65
%
No.

119
25

10.4

112

2.2

23

8.6
1.8

169
38

11.0
2.5

27

2.4

25

1.9

29

1.9

To offset the poor performance of some A&S students, it is a
pleasure to report that two local records were broken in the
spring term:

the number of students with straight A grades reach-

ed 20 for the first time, and the number on the dean's list passed
300, also for the first time.

Just under one-sixth of all stu-

dents in the College were on the dean's list in the first semester
and a little over one-fifth of them in the second.

- 6 -
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STUDENTS ON DEAN'S LIST
Grade
Average

1964-1965

1963-64

Semester I
%
No.

Semester II
No.
%

4.00
9
3.50 - 3.99 54
3.00 - 3.49 128

0.7
4.2
10.1

149

0.9
5.7
11.5

TOTALS

15.0

234

18.1

191

11

74

Semester I
No.
%

Semester II
No.
%

18
63
152

10.6

20
97
200

1.3
6.3
13.1

233

16.3

317

20.7

1.3

4.4

One of the most significant events of 1964-65, at least symbolically, was the installation at the University of a new chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa. The election to membership in the society of
thirty seniors in the College and one junior (Adelia Sasaki, also
elected to Phi l{appa Phi) lV'aS perhaps the most gratifying of the
many honors awarded to A&S students during the year. Academic
excellence was recognized by the following awards to members of
the 1965 graduating class:
FINAL UNDERGRADUATE HONORS (A&S only)
Graduation with Distinction
24
Election to Phi Kappa Phi
21
Election to Phi Beta Kappa
30
Departmental Honors
6
Honors in General Studies
9
~'iJoodro\'7 Wilson fellowships
6
At least twenty members of the senior class won two or more
final awards, and the following students were almost overwhelmed
with honors:
JEAN c. CRAVEN (History). Summa cum laude in history,
with distinction, Phi Beta Kappa.
GHYNETH J. CRAVENS (English). Cum laude in English, summa
cum laude in General Studies, with distinction, Phi B~
Kappa, Wilson fello\'1.
WILLIAM A. COOPER (Physics).
Phi, tvilson fellow.

With distinction, Phi Kappa

THEODOR GALDI (Government) • Summa cum laude in General
Studies, Phi Beta Kappa, Hilson fellow.

"
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AUDREY ~JAE JOSEPH (History) • riagna cum laude in history,
magna cum laude in General Studies 1 \'lith distinction, Phi
Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, Wilson fellow.
KATHRYN CAROL McNAIR (English). Cum laude in General
Studies, with distinction, Phi Beta Kappa, Wilson fellow.
EDWARD L. SAIERS, Jr. (Economics). Summa cum laude in
economics, with distinction, Phi Beta Kappa.
RODNEY r-1. SIEVERS (History). Magna cum laude in General
Studies, with distinction, Phi Beta Kappa, W~lson fellow.
SUSAN ANN TEDLOCK (History). Cum laude in General Studies,
magna cum laude in history, witi1 distinction, Phi Kappa Phi,
Phi Beta Kappa.
II.

FACULTY

In the fall of 1964 the teaching staff of the College totaled
421 men and women, including part-time instructors and graduate

and teaching assistants.

The total number increased by 75 (22

per cent} over the preceding year, but the largest increases were
in part-time staff (35) and assistants {25).

The number of full-

time teachers was only 12 more (eight per cent) than it was in
The distribution is shown in the table below.

1963.

SIZE OF THE COLLEGE FACULTY, SEr.ffiSTER I
Year

Full-Time

1963
1964

155

143

Part-Time
47
82

Assistants

On Leave

148

8

173

11

Total
346
421

Average department size, including assistants, "1'1as 24.

The

t"''lO largest departments, English and mathematics 1 had 77 and 63
staff members respectively.

In addition to the teaching faculty,

a variable number of research assistants (in December, 1964, there
were 24 in seven departments) was employed by College departments
under grants and contracts.
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ADi'UNISTRATIVE CHANGES
Important administrative changes occurred in four instructional departments of the College during the 1964-65 academic year.
Two chairmen, rlUBERT ALEXANDER of the department of philosophy and
F~IKLIN

DICKEY of the department of English, asked to be relieved

of their administrative duties but will continue as members of the
faculty.

LEROY GORDON, chairman of the department of geography,

resigned from the University to accept an appointment at San Francisco State College.
Studies, MIGUEL
1965.

The director of the Division of Foreign

...

JOP~IN,

died suddenly of a heart attack in May,

Professor Jorrin, a member of the faculty since 1944, ~·1ill

be greatly missed by his many friends in the University community.
PAUL F. SCIUUDT has been appointed professor of philosophy
and \'lill succeed Professor Alexander as chairman of the department
in September, 1965.

Professor Schmidt, \'lho earned his A.B. at

Rochester with high honors in 1947 and his Ph. D. at Yale in 1951,
has been a member o:E the faculty at Oberlin College since 1951.
His research fields are philosophy of science and philosophy of
religion.

During Semester I, 'l'lhile Professor Alexander

\·laS

on

sabbatical leave in Europe, ARCHIE J. BAHM served as acting chairman of the department.
The chairmanship of the department of English will be filled
on an acting basis in 1965-66 by DUDLEY WYNN, formerly Dean of the
College and presently director of General Honors.

Except for six

years as Professor of English at the University of Colorado, '47-53,
Professor Nynn has been a member of the faculty continuously since
1934, \'lhen he came to

~lew

Hexico as an Instructor in English.

He

will continue to serve as director of the honors program next year,
- 9 -
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and a ne\'J chairman will be appointed from outside in the fall of
1966.
Acting chairman of the department of geography for the fall
semester will be Associate Professor YI-FU TUAN.

A member of the

faculty since 1959, Professor Tuan did his undergraduate work at
Oxford and earned his doctorate at the University of California.
Before coming to New Mexico he held a postdoctoral fellowship at
Chicago and taught for a year at Indiana.

The breadth of his

scholarly interests is suggested by the titles of three papers he
published during 1964-65:

"rllountains, Ruins, and the Sentiment

of Melancholy," "Notes on computer Architecture," and "New Mexico's Climate: the Appreciation of a Resource."
NORllmN E. NARIN, who is completing work for the doctorate in
Ibero-American Studies at the University this summer, \'Till serve
as a visiting assistant professor of history and acting director
of the Division of Foreign Studies in 1965-66.
KENNETH D. PATTERSON, associate professor of economics at
Oregon State University, will assist the Dean of the College next
year as an intern under an administrative training program sponsored by the American Council on Education.

Professor Patterson

(B.S. Iowa State '51, Ph. D. Nebraska '61) has taught at Oregon
State since 1958.

- 10 -
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PR0))10TI0!11S IN RANK
1.

From Associate Professor to Professor:
FRANKLIN I-1. DICKEY (English) • A graduate of Wisconsin and
UCLA (Ph.D. '54), Professor Dickey was a Guggenheim felloN
in 1957-58 and taught at Nichigan and Oregon before joining
the UNr'l faculty in 1958. His study of Shakespeare's love
tragedies, Not l'i'isely But Too Well, was published by the
Princeton Press in 1957. He will be on sabbatical leave in
England and Italy next fall, continuing his research on
Renaissance literature.

,

~

FRANK !'17. IKLE (History). Professor Ikle came to the University two years ago from Miami University in Ohio, where he
had been a member of the faculty since 1957. He has also
taught at California (Berkeley), Harvard, and Reed College,
and in 1955-56 was a Fulbright lecturer at the University of
the Philippines. He earned his bachelor's degree (summa cum
laude, 1941) and the Ph. D. (1953) at the University of
California. A specialist in Asiatic history, he is the
author of a monograph, German-Japanese Relations, 1936-1940,
and two books, South~11est Asia, a Brief History, and A History
of Asia (Volume I, 1964i Volume II, 1965).
CHRISTOPHER LEAVITT (Physics) • A graduate of £.1assachusetts
Institute of Technology (B.S. '48, Ph. D. '52), Professor
Leavitt worked at the Brookhaven National Laboratory as a
postdoctoral research associate for four years before coming
to New Mexico :i.n 1956. He served as acting chairman of the
department for two years, 1958-60, and has been the departmental liaison officer at Los Alamos since 1961. A highenergy gamma-ray telescope of his design was launched into
space by satellite on February 3, 1965. He is currently
't'Torking on measurements of high-energy neutron flux in space,
using balloons and satellite, and two additional satellite
experiments are in progress under his direction at Kirtland
Air Force Base.
2.

From Assistant to Associate Professor:
ROGER ANDERSON (Geology), A member of the UNM faculty since
1956, Professor Anderson did his undergraduate work at
Beloit College and the University of Arizona (B.S. with high
distinction, '55) and earned his doctorate at Stanford (1960).
He is chairman of the committee supervising the interdepartmental undergraduate and graduate programs in paleoecology.
His research has centered on the reconstruction of ancient
climatic cycles and patterns, and he began this spring a
large-scale study, sponsored by the National Science Foundation, of weather cycles in a sedimentary rock formation near
Carlsbad which was deposited over a continuous period of some
100,000 years. He has also -vtritten two books on science for
children and was chosen Professor of the W.onth by Las campanas in May, 1965.
- 11-
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HOWARD G. BRYANT (Physics), Professor Bryant came to New
r-1exico in 1960 after earning his doctorate at I>Iichigan in
the same year. He is a native of California and did his
undergraduate work at Berkeley (B.A. '55, Phi Beta Kappa).
He has published ten laboratory reports and scientific papers, chiefly studies of nuclear reactions using bubble
chambers and of light intensities and scattering using laser
beams. r~ost of his recent experimental work has been done
in the laboratories at Los Alamos, where he has been a consultant since 1~61.
TROY s. FLOYD (History). Professor Floyd earned his first
degree in journalism at the University of D1issouri and worked as a newspaperman for several years before taking the
doctorate in Latin American history at the University of
California (1959). He came to Ne\'1 Mexico in the same year.
His field of specialization is the economic history of Central America, especially in the eighteenth century, and his
published research includes articles on mining, the indigo
industry, and Guatemalan merchants.
HAMLIN L. HILL (English). Professor Hill earned his Ph. D.
in American literature at the University of Chicago (with
honors, 1959). He first carne to New Hexico that fall as an
instructor in English but resigned after two years to accept
an appointment as director of the Coe Foundation for American Studies at Wyoming. He returned to the University in
1963. Professor Hill has published many articles, editions,
and critical s·t:udies, chiefly on ~1ark Twain, and is working
with others in preparing a monumental edition of Twain correspondence and papers, to be published by the university of
California Press. On leave during the spring semester, he
taught at Berkeley as a visiting associate professor. Professor Hill is a very popular teacher, and he was elected
last t·linter as first president of the new Friends of the
University of Net\' 1-Iexico Library.
MERLE I-7ITCHELL (Mathematics). Since she first carne to the
University in 1943, Miss Mitchell has been known to many
students as one of the most effective teachers on the College faculty. In recent years she has devoted a considerable part of her time and energy to the improvement of
mathematics teaching in the secondary schools, and her major
contribution to the preparation of a new Mathematics Curriculum Guide for New Nexico junior high schools was \'rarrnly
ackno\'rledged this spring by the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Jl'liss ~~itchell's bachelor's degree vras
earned at Southern Methodist and her doctorate at Peabody.
HEINZ RENGGLI (Hathematics). Professor Renggli holds the
Dr. Sc. degree from the S\-7iss Federal Institute of Technology (1955). After previous teaching experience at Tulane
and Rutgers, he joined the ill~M faculty in 1960. His papers
on problems in the theory of the functions of complex variables have been published in leading American and European
journals.
- 12 -
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L. RIEDESEL (Biology). After earning his Ph. D. at
Iowa in 1955, Professor Riedesel worked as a postdoctoral
research associate at the Graduate School of Public Health,
University of Pittsburgh, from 1955 to 1959, when he joined
the mm faculty. In a very active research program, Professor Riedesel has specialized in the physiology of temperature
and moisture stress during hibernation and aestivation. He
has participated in a number of scientific organizations and
meetings, including congresses in France and Finland, and
has taught several summers in the mqM Radiation Biology Institute. During the past two years he has served as president of the Ne\.r Mexico Society for Biological and Medical
Research.
l~RVIN

ARTHUR STEGER (Mathematics). Professor Steger did his undergraduate work at the University of Pennsylvania {A.B. '42)
and earned his Ph. o. degree at the University of California
(1955). He came to the University in 1953. In 1960-61
Professor Steger served as an exchange lecturer at the Royal
College of Science and Technology, Glasgow, Scotland. Next
fall he will begin a term of service as Assistant Dean of the
Graduate School, replacing Professor Rosenzweig of the department of geology.
PAUL THERKILDSEN {Economics). Educated at Bradley University
(B.S. '51) and the University of Colorado (Ph. D. '60),
Professor Therkildsen taught at the University of Omaha and
held a postdoctoral fellowship at Wisconsin before coming to
New Hexico in 1962. His field of specialization is Public
Assistance, but he has also done research and teaching in
labor economics and regional resources. He served as chairman of the staff of the subcommittee on finance for the
Commission on Statewide Higher Education Problems, and he
also helped to prepare the UNM Science Development Plan submitted to the National Science Foundation in January, 1965.
His monograph, Public Assistance and American Values, was
published by the UNM Division of Government Research in 1964.

SEPARATIONS

FRm~

THE FACULTY

The tragic death of I•1IGUEL JORRIN has already been mentioned.
Another shock to the faculty was the sudden death of

c.

of the department of mathematics early in the summer.

P.

r-tr.

RU~WH

Rumph,

who came to the University in 1955 after almost twenty years of
government service, was known for his interest in students and
his ability to explain mathematical ideas to beginners.
- 13 -
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Although they had not reached the mandatory retirement age,
two veteran members of the College faculty, JOSIAH
the department of history and

FRru~K

c.

RUSSELL of

GENTRY of the department of

mathematics, elected to retire at the end of the 1964-65 academic
year.

Professor Russell, widely recognized for his researches in

medieval demography, had taught at the University since 1946 and
served from that date until 1953 as chairman of the department of
history.

Next fall he will join another UN£1 emeritus professor,

F. M. I<ercheville, on the faculty of Texas College of Arts and
Industries.

Professor Gentry, \'Tho was on leave during 1964-65,

\'Till continue to teach at the University of the Pacific in
Stockton, California.
In addition to Professor LEROY GORDON, whose resignation was
noted above, six faculty members of professorial rank resigned
during the year to accept positions elsewhere or for other reasons.
IRVIN L. LYNN, assistant professor of mathematics, resigned
at the end of Semester I for reasons of health.
KEITH ST. ONGE, associate professor of speech, will be teaching next year on the Ed\'i'ardsville campus of Southern Illinois
University.
TOM T. SASAKI, associate professor of sociology, resigned to

accept an appointment at Johns Hopkins. For the next five
years most of his time \'/'ill be given to an ambitious :research program in medical sociology at field stations in
various parts of the world.
BERNARD UDIS, associate professor of economics, is moving to
the University of Colorado as associate professor of economics and director of the Institute of Economic Research.
WYLER, associate professor of mathematics, accepted a
professorship at Carnegie Institute of Technology.

os~·?ALD

MASANOBU YMIAUCHI, assistant professor of chemistry 1 will
teach next year at Eastern f1ichigan University, Ypsilanti.

- 14 -
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Six others completed temporary appointments at the end of the
year.

Two visiting members of the faculty, ROBERT GALLAGHER of

the department of English and Professor CHARLES N. STAUBACH, who
has served for the last two years as linguist for the NDEA Institute for Teachers of Spanish, left for other positions.

Profes-

sor Staubach, formerly of the University of Michigan, will join
the faculty of the neN Santa Cruz campus of the University of
California.

HRS. MARY JANE COOK, who has been advisor of foreign

students and a part-time assistant professor of English, resigned
to accept an appointment at the university of Arizona.

Terminal

appointments were completed by WILLIM1 HANRAHMT and DELBERT E.
WYLDER of the department of English and J. D. TARWATER of the
department of mathematics.

ADDITIONS TO THE FACULTY
Since the future of any university is largely determined by
the quality of the new people it is able to recruit for the faculty, feN events are as important for the College as the ne\'1 appointments made in the various departments each year.
the infusion of new blood was especially massive.

In 1964-65

In addition to

a number of visiting appointments, to be listed below, 33 new
members of the faculty were employed during the year at the rank
of assistant professor or above.

Of the 17 instructional depart-

ments in the College, all but four gained at least one new fulltime member.

The largest number of appointments \'Tas in the de-

partment of English, \'lhich added seven ne\'l members of junior or
senior rank.

Four each were added in the department of mathe-

matics and statistics and in the department of modern and
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classical languages; three in psychology; two each in anthropology, geology, history, speech, and physics and astronomy; and one
each in biology, chemistry, philosophy, and sociology.
The appointment of PAUL F. SCHMIDT as professor of philosophy
and chairman of the department has already been mentioned.
GEORGE P. SPRINGER, who is coming to the University in
September as Dean of the Graduate School, will also be a member of the College faculty as associate professor of anthropology. Professor Springer holds a Harvard doctorate in
linguistics (1954) and has served for ti1e last eight years
as assistant dean and director of admissions in the Graduate
School at Yale.
Two additional appointments were made at the rank of professor and three others at the rank of associate professor:
NANCIE L. SOLIEN de GONZALEZ, a visitor during Semester II,
1964-65, will continue on the faculty as associate professor
of anthropology and sociology. A graduate of the University
of Hichigan (Ph. D. '59), she has taught at Berkeley and the
University of San Carlos, Guatemala, has had extensive field
experience in Latin America, and worked as a research anthropologist at the Institute of Nutrition of Central America
and Panama, 1961-63.
ABRAHAM HILLfmN (Ph. D. Princeton '50), associate professor
of mathematics, comes to Ne~T Mexico from the University of
Santa Clara, where he has been a member of the faculty since
1957. He had taught previously at Princeton, Columbia, and
Washington State University.
JACK KOLBERT, professor of modern languages, earned his
doctorate at Columbia in 1957. He has been a member of the
faculty of the University of Pittsburgh since 1955, serving
for four years as chairman of the department of French and
in 1964-65 as professor of French and chairman of the department of romance languages. A student of contemporary
French literature, Professor I<olbert is currently \'IOrking on
a major critical study, The ~'lorld of Andre' Maurois.
ROY G. PICKETT (Ph. D. Iowa '60) comes to the University as
an associate professor of English and director of the department's freshman program. He held a similar position at
Southern Illinois and had taught previously at Texas A&.lll and
the University of Iowa. He is teaching this summer in the
UNI•l Institute for teachers of English.
GEORGE u. RIDENOUR, professor of English, \'las awarded his
doctorate at Yale in 1955 and taught there from 1955 to 1963.
For the last b1o years he has been a member of the £acul ty
- 16 -
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of Haverford College. His book on Byron, The Style of Don
Juan, was published by the Yale Press in 1960, and he has
aiSOwritten on Coleridge, Brot•ming, and other nineteenthcentury English poets.
The largest number of appointments, as usual, was made at
the rank of assistant professor.

In the fall of 1965 twenty-six

young men and \'7omen, most of

have just completed their pro-

~1hom

fessional training, will be joining the College faculty at that
rank in the following departments:
Anthropology
JAMES N. SEBRING (B.A. Indiana; Ph. D. to be awarded, California).
~ology

GORDON V. JOHNSON (B.S. and riJ..S. California; Ph. D. Arizona
'64). Professor Johnson, a plant physiologist, has been a
postdoctoral fellow at Oregon State University for the last
two years.
Chemistry
LEE D. HANSEN (B.S. and Ph. D. '65, Brigham Young University).
English
JOANNE FIELD HOLLAND (A.B. Bryn Mawr, B.A. Oxford; Ph. D.
expected, Harvard).
DAVID N. JOHNSON (B.A. St. Olaf College; M.A. '62 and Ph. D.
expected, Connecticut).
JOHN S. l·lARTIN (B.A. Hofstra, i'i.A. Georgia; Ph. D. to be
awarded, Wisconsin).
BAILEY HcBRlDE (B.A. David Lipscomb College; M.A. '59 and
Ph. D. expected, Tennessee).
JMlES L. THORSON (B.S. and f·i.A. Nebraska; Ph. D. to be

a"1arded, Cornell) •

Geology
RONALD J. GIBBS (B.S. and N.S. North\'testern; Ph. D. Scripps
Institute of Oceanography '65).
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Geology, continued
LEE A, WOODWARD (B.A. and M.S. Montana State; Ph. D. Washington '62). Professor t•Jood~1ard has been teaching for the last
t\·10 years at Olympic College in Bremerton, Washington.
Historv
BARRETT L, BEER (B.A. De Pau\V', r4.A. Cincinnati; Ph. D. expected, Northwestern). Professor Beer taught at Kent State
University in Ohio, 1962-65.
ROBERT R. DYKSTRA (B.A., N.A., and Ph. D. 1 65, all at Iowa).
Professor Dykstra served as editor of the journal Civil War
History, published at IO\'Ta, from 1962 to 1965.
1'1athematics and Statistics
JEFFREY R. DAVIS (B.E.E. and M.S. Rensselaer; Ph. D. Washington University, St. Louis, 1963). Professor Davis has been
teaching at the University of California since 1963.
RICHARD C. METZLER (B.S. Nichigan; M.A. and Ph. D. '65,
Wayne State University). Professor Metzler taught at Wayne,
1964-65.

HENRY E. IvHlTE, Jr. (B.S., H.S., and Ph. D. '65, all at
Purdue).
Modern and Classical Languages
ROBERT C. JESPERSON (B.A. Utah; r4.A. and Ph. D. 1 65, Stanford). Professor Jespersen was a member of the faculty of
Portland State College in Oregon, 1960-64, and served as
acting assistant professor at Stanford in 1964-65. A teacher
of German language and literature, he lived in Germany far
five years.
LEON t4ARQUEZ (B.A. and M.A.T. in Spanish 1 61, both at UNM).
An experienced secondary-school teacher, Professor Marquez
has also taught in the um.1 Peace Corps Training Center and
at the summer Institute for teachers of Spanish in Quito,
Ecuador, 1964.
NORNA SANTA ANNA (B.A. Arizona; N.A.T. in Spanish, UNH '62).
Professor Santa Anna has also had extensive teaching experience in secondary schools and taught in the Peace Corps
program, 1963-65.
Physics and Astronomy
DAVID S. KING (B.A. Manchester Colleger M.A. '64 and Ph. D.
expected, Indiana). Professor King, an astronomer, has
taught at Purdue and at the Indianapolis center of Indiana
University, He has worked during three summers at Los
Alamos as a research associate.
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Physics and Astronomy, continued
DEREK B. SHINSON (B. Sc. Queen's University, Belfast, Ireland, M. Sc. and Ph. D. '65, University of Alberta, Canada).
Psychology
DAVID BESSEMER (B.S. and H.S,, UNJY11 Ph. D. expected,
Wisconsin) •
DOUGLAS P. FERRARO (A.B., M.A., and Ph. D. expected, all
from Columbia).
I~ P. KOENIG (B.S. Trinity College; M.S. and Ph. D. '63,
University of I'iashington). Professor I<oenig held a postdoctoral traineeship at Stanford, 1963-64, and taught there
during 1964-65 as a visiting assistant professor.

Sociology
JACK L. DYER (B.A. Oklahoma City University~ F1.A, North
Carolina~ Ph. D. Colorado '65).
Professor Dyer taught at
Stephen F. Austin College in Texas for two years and has had
ten years of industrial eJ,perience, four of them with the
Sandia Corporation in Albuquerque.
Speech
DOLORES S. BUTT (B.A., 1!-!l.A., and Ph. D. '65, all at UNM).
Mrs. Butt • s doctorate 'I'! as avtarded in psychology. She has
had extensive clinical experience as a speech therapist and
was employed by the Albuquerque Public Schools as a special
education teacher, 1960-65.
ROBERT DICIC (A.B. Kansas State1 i'<l.A., UNI:-1; Ph. D. expected,
Stanford). Professor Dick taught at Texas Technological
college, 1961-62, and for the last three years has been an
instructor in speech and director of forensics at Stanford.
He · 'l'tas seriously injured in an auto accident this spring,
but is recovering well and is expected to be in good health
by fall.
VISITING PROFESSORS
Several departments in the College will have visitors teaching on the faculty full-time in 1965-66, including two professors
and twa associate professors.

They are listed on the following

page in alphabetical order.
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PAUL BRINKER, visiting professor of economics, Semester I.
Professor Brinker's home institution t~ t~e University of
Oklahoma.
RICHARD FROST, visiting assistant professor of history.
HELEN H. ING~i, visiting assistant professor of gover~~ent.
rlrs. Ingram, who is expecting to complete requirements for
the Ph. D. at Columbia, did part-time teaching at UNM in
1962-63.
SnlON T. KAO, visiting associate professor of mathematics.
Professor Kao has taught since 1952 at the College of
St. Joseph, Albuquerque.
RICHARD E. MURPHY, visiting professor of geography. Professor r.~urphy has taught at George Washington University, the
University of ~Jyoming, and the University of Ha'iTaii. He
spent the 1964-65 academic year at the Institute of Geography,
University of Paris, as an NSF faculty fellow.
PETER RANIS, visiting assistant professor of government. A
student of Latin American politics, Professor Ranis has been
doing research in Buenos Aires for the past year.
RICHARD SCiWlUTZ, visiting assistant professor of history.
NICHAEL THURMAN, visiting assistant professor of history.
BURTON t1ENDROFF, visiting associate professor of mathematics.
Professor Nendroff, a numerical analyst, has been a member of
research staff at Los Alamos since 1952. In 1963-64 he
taught in the department of mathematics at Brown University.

III.

t'VORK OF THE COLLEGE IN TEACHING

The disciplines included \vithin the College of Arts and
Sciences are the humanistic studies, social sciences, and sciences.

These subjects are taught for three chief reasons: (1) as

fields of knowledge worthy of study in their own right, to be investigated and taught at all levels because of their intrinsic
interest and importance; (2) for purposes of undergraduate liberal
education, as studies concerned \'lith the underlying conditions of
nature, society, and human life; and (3} as supporting disciplines
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which provide a theoretical and methodological basis for each
other (as, for

e~arnple,

mathematics does for chemistry and physics

as well as engineering) and for all applied fields (as psychology,
sociology, and philosophy do for education).
Since every scholar gives first allegiance to his own field
of study, the first of these reasons is the heart of the enterprise to the faculty of the College.

Though sometimes deplored

as a kind of intellectual chauvinism, the faculty's attitude is
in fact both necessary and proper, for studies \'1hich are not valuable in themselves cannot be of much use for any secondary purpose' \•lhether for liberal education or in providing concepts and
techniques for specialized application.

It is true, however, that

the cornn1itment of faculty members to their own disciplines does
create some educational difficulties both in harmonizing diverse
points of view and in the teaching of students whose primary interest lies in a different subject, within or outside the College.
Figures on the number of baccalaureate and advanced degrees awarded, presented in the first section of this report, give some indication of the importance of the first purpose in the instructional work of the College.
The second purpose, which is recognized in group requirements and similar prescriptions for all baccalaureate degrees,
professional as ·well as liberal, represents a conunitment by the
whole University to the principle that educated men and women
must have at least a rudimentary grasp of the basic arts and sciences.

Another manifestation of the same belief is the

e~istence

of a General Honors program, open to qualified students in all
- 21 -
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fields and taught in part by faculty members in other Colleges.
The quantitative impact of this function is difficult to isolate,
but it is close to the first purpose in importance and certainly
represents a substantial portion of all the teaching done in the
College.
The third or "service" function, in \vhich liberal knowledge
is used for other ends, is definitely last and least of the three
purposes for most of the College faculty.

But it is crucial, too.

A very rough measure of the combined effect of the second and third
purposes is the difference between the A&S share in all degrees
a\·larded, approximately one-third of the total at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, and its share in the number of student credit hours taught, \·thich is twice as large, two-thirds of
the total.

For other divisions of the University, the service ·

function of the College is essential to the fulfillment of overall
institutional aims in teaching.
ENROLU1ENTS

The number of student credit hours taught is not entirely accurate as a measure of the teaching done by the various divisions
within the University, because it does not fully recognize the work
in scientific and engineering instructional laboratories, but it

is still probably the best single index of teaching load.

The

total in the College of Arts and Sciences increased by 15.3 per
cent over the preceding year, again gro\·tinq faster than the University as a \..rhole.

The table on the following page sho\-IS the

student credit hours taught by the University and by the College
for a ten-year period, the total and percentage increases for both
- 22 -
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since 1954-55 and since 1959-60, and the percentage of total UNM
teaching done by the college in each year.

The figures are for

the two semesters of the regular academic year, excluding summer
enrollments.
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT, UNI-1 AND A&S
YE~.R

1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
Ten-Year
Increase
Five-Year
Increase

SCH
107,877
116,437
129,906
141,855
145,933
155,556
164,397
177,334
194,543
214,123
248,253

A&S
SCH
67,927
75,507
85,795
92,255
94,810
102,974
111,149
119,872
132,646
145,965
168,552

A&S per cent
of Total
63.0 %
64.9
66.0
65.0
65.0
66.0
67.8
67.6

140,376
130%

100,625
148%

71.7

92,697
59%

65,578
64%

70.7

UNril

68,2
68.2

67.9

Within the College, departmental teaching loads ranged from
B84 in journalism to 28,331 in English.

The table below shows the

trend of enrollments over the past five years.

(See following page)
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STUDENT CREDIT HOURS BY DEPARTMENTS

% Inc.
1959-60 1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1959-65

Dept.
Anthro.
Biol.
Chern.
Econ.
Engl.
Geog.
Geol.
Govt.
Hi st.
Journ.
r1ath.
.ll'I&CL

Phil.
Phys.
Psych.
Socio.
Speech
TOTALS

4,394
8,120
7,288
4,145
16,716
1,468
3,744
3,190
9,744
465
14,121*
8,624
2,490
5,232

5,550
8,621
7,517
4,362
17,912
1,1111
3,506
3,990
11,068
559
14,482*
10,440
2,524
5,!84
6,900
2,290

6,628
10,944
7,589
4,226
19,431
1,520
4,561
4,600
12,001
555
14,561
12,242
3,520
4,838
7,049
2,567
3,040

7,631
12,102
8,256
5,203
21,870
2,188

7,945
13,553
8,950
5,346
24,937
2,833
5,533
5,061
13,774
648
16,963
14,438
3,243

8,505
15,195
9,709
5,986
28,331
2,474
6,196
6,991
16,884
884
19,810
16,357

6,065

6,529
10,976

93.6%
87.1
33.2
44.4
69.4

5,702
4,385

68.5
65.5
119.2
71.2
90.1
40.0
89.7
46.1
24.8
67.6
110.1
103.8

100,679 108,899 119,872 132,646 145,965 168,552

67.4

6,548

2,238
2,152

2,583

S,Ol4

4,583
12,092
569
15,435
13,868
3,027
5,440
8,382
3,589
3,397

9,266
3,933

3,477

3,638

*Math. 2 credit omitted to make figures comparable with 1961-65,
The most rapid growth continues to be in the social science
Dields of anthropology, government, and sociology, all of which
have had increases well above the College average.

Geography, in

which the service function is particularly important, has increased more rapidly than the College as a whole but less rapidly than
the larger social science departments.

The growth in economics is

below the average for the College, perhaps because it is a more
technical subject than most others outside the physical sciences.
Among the humanistic disciplines, the department of modern
and classical languages had the largest percentage increase in the
five-year period.

Enrollments in English have also increased sub-

stantially, but in philosophy the rate of growth has been similar
to that in economics.

History, which lool<:s toward the humanities

on one side and toward the social sciences on the other, has also
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gl!'own steadily and rapidly.

Some of these differences .a:r?.diffi-

cult to explain.
In spite of the high prestige of the physical sciences, the
departments of chemistry, physics, and mathematics are growing
more slov1ly than the rest of the college.

Here again the reason

may lie in the degree of technical competence required for effective learning in these fields.

The life sciences, by contrast,

have been for some years in a period of unusually rapid growth.
The percentage increase in biology is not much below that in the
social sciences, and psychology (like history, a subject with
strong connections on two sides) has also increased markedly.
Geology, vlhich was in a period of declining enrollments until 1961,
seems to be regaining its traditional share of science students.
Growth in speech and in journalism has been fairly slot'l until
the last t1110 years, in 1t1hich both departments have had quite large
percentage increases.

The change in both cases could be a tempo-

rary fluctuation, though it may indicate a long-term trend.
The following table shows the number of students awarded baccalaureate and advanced degrees in the departmental and interdepartmental curricula offered by the college for the last three
years.

As indicated at the beginning of this section, the ratio

between degrees awarded and student credit hours taught provides
some indication of

~1e

service functions of a department.

For ex-

•.

ample, the departments of biology, English, mathematics, and modern languages together carry almost half of the total student
credit hour load of the College (47 per cent), but they award only
38 per cent of the bachelor's degrees.

All four have a substan-

tial number of majors, but they obviously have a major service
- 25 -
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responsibility as 'lllell.

The totals in the following table do not

agree 'IIT.ith those given in section I above, since here students
with double majors are counted under both departments.
BACHELOR'S AND ADVANCED DEGREES At<JARDED, 1963-65
Department
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Comp. Lit.
Economics
English
Engl. -Phil.
For. Studies
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Journalism
Mathematics
Hodern Lang.
Philosophy
Physics
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
Art*
Dietetics*
Hed. Tech.*
Amer. Studies**
Ibero-Amer.**
lii.A.T. (Span.)
H. Ed. Sci.
Social t'lork
Home Economics*
Econ. -Phil.
TOTALS

B.A., B.S.

M.A.

1963

'64

'65

11
23

17
39

ll
2

11
2

13

9
42
2
15

16
39
2l
2
20
52
3

32
5
12
2
8
14
22
9
26

9
2
3
21
13
5
3
3
1

30
30
3
4
40
6
4
3
3

2

8
16
28

11

'65

1963

'64

'65

0

3
1
3

0
l
3

0
2
4

2

1

2

4
3

1

1

2

14

3

3

B

'64

l

7
12
6
1
1
6

3
17

l

3

5

6
2
6

19
2
10
23
43
6
28
18
5
7
36
11
5
3

Ph. D.

J.li.S.

I

1963

6
l

6
2
7

4
10

4
4

5
6

7
13
1

2

2
1

4
1

13
3

10
1

6
6

2

2

4
1

3

2

4

1
l

21
31

9
24

14
39

109

110

142

l
4
l

250

324

386

18

14

29

Not departments of the College of Arts and Sciences, but major
or minor is allowed under certain conditions.
** Interdisciplinary programs at the doctoral level.

*
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CURRICULAR CHANGES
The vitality of the College, referred to several times in
these pages, is evident not only in the growth of its student body
and the strengthening of its faculty but in the continuous reexamination and revision of its instructional programs.

1964-65 was

a year of unusually extensive and significant expansion in the
degree and course offerings of the college.
mary the changes were as
1.

In very general sum-

follows~

New degree programs:
New Ph. D. program in economics.
New undergraduate majors in Portuguese and German.
T\~o

new options for the major in mathematics and statistics.

Hew honors major in psychology.
New minor in German.
2.

Ne\q courses:
A total of 4 B new courses

~1as

added in 11 departments.

TrJi th 20 old courses deleted, the net increase \\las 28.

Most of the additions represented either planned expansion into ne~1 fields and subfields or major reorganizations of departmental curricula.

3.

Revised degree programs:
Changes were made in the requirements for existing undergraduate majors j,n English, geology, psychology, and
speech; and in requirements for minors in American
Studies, German, and psychology.

4.

f.linor curricular changes:
In addition to the deletion of 20 courses, there were
changes of title, number, credit, etc. in 64 courses
in 11 departments.

Undoubtedly the most important of all these changes \'las the
approval of a doctoral program in economics, effective in the fall
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of 1966.

After endorsement by the College and university facul-

ties and by the administration, it was formally approved by two
state agencies in Santa Fe, the Board of Educational Finance and
the Board of Finance, as required by law.

Economics becomes the

eleventh department in the College to offer the Ph. D.

Including

the b7o inderdepartmental curricula in American Studies and IberoAmerican Studies, there are no'\'1 thirteen programs in the Arts and
Sciences at the doctoral level.
In the next tl1ree to five years it is hoped that Ph. D. programs will also be authorized in government, philosophy, and soci•
ology, probably in that order.

Preliminary plans looking toward

that goal were discussed during the year by the academic vice
president, the dean, and the three departmental chairmen, and they
have been approved in principle by the University administration.
Introduction of an undergraduate major in Portuguese was especially significant as part of a larger expansion of College offerings in Latin American Studies, a field ·to which the University
has had a unique commitment fo:t' many years.

A ne\.Y Language and

Area Center, \'lith part:i,cular emphasis on the Portuguese language
and on area studies in Brazil and Latin America generally, was
established in April, 1965, \·lith substantial support from the U.S.
Office of Education under NDEA.

Curricular changes in connection

with establishment of the Center included the ne\1 major and three
new courses in Portuguese, nine ne"1 one-semester courses in
Brazilian or Latin American anthropology, economics, government,
history, and sociology, and a new interdisciplinary seminar in
Problems of Hodernization in Latin America.

'l'he NDEA grant also

permits a substantial increase in library holdings.
- 28 -
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Most extensive of several reorganizations of departmental
offerings was in the department of psychology.

It involved the

consolidation of three introductory courses into a single twosemester lecture course with optional laboratories, and the introduction of

t\>TO

ne"T options for majors at the sophomore level,

ne\~

junior and senior courses for honors majors, and six new courses
carrying graduate credit.

The last of these changes was designed

chiefly to realize plans for specialization at the Ph. D. level in
experimental theory of learning.
In mathematics the ne\'l options for the major are l'Tith emphasis in computing and with emphasis in probability and statistics.
Five new courses in statistics and two in numerical analysis were

approved to implement the new options.
The new major in German and minor in Russian required the
introduction of fifteen ne1r1 courses in the department of modern
and classical languages.

Other planned expansions included new

courses in astronomy, genetics, experimental ecology, and geochemistry.
QUALITY IN TEACHING
At the De.cernber meeting of the College faculty, the dean announced the creation of a ne\'l committee on the Improvement of
Instruction.

t1embers of the committee are KATHERINE SIMONS

(English), chairman; JOHt'J

n. CAHPBELL {Anthropology), ROY D. CATON

(Chemistry), DONALD W. DUBOIS (Mathematics and Statistics), GARY
c. HUFBAUER (Economics), and PAUL

r•I. SONNINO (History). Working

closely with the departments, they will concentrate at first on
Nays of improving the quality of freshman courses, in which the
- 29 -
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need is greatest and the problems most difficult.
To support the committee and other efforts to improve instruction, the University administration approved a modest allocation

I

I

under bro new items in the 1965-66 College budget.

_I

The only classroom available on the campus for very large
classes is the Anthropology lecture hall, seating approximately
600 students.

Eight classes are scheduled in the room for Semes-

ter I, 1965-66, all in Arts and Sciences departments, and at least
3,000 students will be enrolled in them each semester next year.
In June, 1965, President Popejoy approved a substantial expenditure to equip the lecture hall with up-to-date audio-visual aids
adapted to the different teaching methods of the departments and
instructors using the hall.

They include an overhead projector

for display of maps and charts, a large blackboard with motorized
leaves, and a closed-circuit television system to permit experimental demonstrations visible throughout the room.

Details were

worked out during the summer by the dean, departmental representatives, the audio-visual department of the Extension Division,
Floyd Williams of the Physical Plant staff, and Claude Hempen of
KNHE-TV.

The new equipment should be ready for use by the opening

of classes in September.
Five departments in the College were

at~arded

grants by the

National Science Foundation to purchase equipment for the improvement of undergraduate laboratory instruction in the sciences.

The

departments, the faculty member in charge of each project, and the
amounts awarded were as follows:
Anthropology {Campbell)
Biology (Potter)
chemistry (Caton)
Geology (Fitzsimmons)
Psychology (Logan)
- 30 -
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The NSF contributions are to be matched by an equal amount from
University funds.
In connection with programming for the new addition to the
Biology Building, two distinguished biologists, Dr. Paul B. Sears
of Yale and Dr. Arnold Grobman of the University of Colorado, were
asked to review the research and instructional programs of the department.

Their recommendations, particularly concerned with cur-

ricular improvement and development, were submitted to the dean
and the department in November, 1964.
Five members of the College faculty were elected by Las
Campanas, undergraduate 'l';lomen' s honorary society, as Professors
of the Month during the year:

DELBERT E.

~rrLDER

(English),

ROGER Y. ANDERSON (Geology), CLAUDE I'lARIE BOOI< {r-1odern Languages),
SABINE ULIBARRI (riodern Languages)
ology) •

1

and SIDNEY ROSEl'IBLUl"l (Psych-

Professor Rosenblum 1r1as also elected as Professor of the

Year for 1964-65.
I<ATHERINE SHlONS, chairman of the new Committee on the Improvement of Instruction 1 \'laS appropriately chosen Professor of
the Year, 1965, by the Residence Halls council.
IV.

WORK OF THE COLLEGE IN RESEARCU

Among the signs of institutional maturity mentioned at the
beginning of this report, one of the most unmistakable is the
steadily increasing scale and quality of the faculty's research
activities.

The University has alv1ays had its handful of schol-

ars, but it is only in the last fifteen or

t~1enty

search has become a major concern in all fields.

- 31 -
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"Research" is the usual current term for a very old activity,
the pursuit of ne'V; kno\·1ledge in any field of study.
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It has been

and still is carried on by individuals working alone, and it is
also done intensively in

endo~1ed

research centers, many government

agencies, and other non-educational institutions.

But the asso-

ciation of research with higher education is particularly natural
and beneficial to both activities.

The best college and univers-

ity teaching is done by a research-minded faculty in an atmosphere
of free intellectual inquiry.
Even at the undergraduate level, college teaching of high
quality cannot be limited to textbook learning, a second-hand
knowledge.

It is done by men and 't'Tomen who are not only in full

command of established facts, theories, and methods but are actively engaged in original and independent thought in their
fields.

The crucial difference between a first-class undergradu-

ate college of liberal arts and a mediocre one is the scholarly
quality of their faculties.
In universities committed to advanced as well as undergraduate instruction, a faculty continuously active in research is even
more essential.

The aim of graduate education in the arts and

sciences, especially at the Ph. D. level, is the training of
scholars and scientists.

Students learn not only from formal

classes taught by scholarly professors but from an increasing inval vement in the actual 'Vlorlc of investigation in libraries, laboratories, and field studies.

In a university worthy of the name,

teaching stimulates research and research animates teaching.
Research and graduate education are expensive, but state
boards and public officials have been traditionally reluctant to
- 32 -
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recognize that the two activities are inseparable and that universities awarding the doctorate in a broad spectrum of disciplines
must have support from public funds that is conunensurate with
their responsibilities.

Progress in changing these traditional

attitudes has been greater in some states than it has in
ico, but the situation is slowly improving.

Ne\'T

r!tex-

For the last three

years the University administration has been trying to convince
the Board of Educational Finance, "l'lhich reconunends the amount to
be appropriated each year by the legislature, that traditional
formulas based on overall student enrollments are inadequate and
that the University's extensive programs in graduate education require a higher level of support by the state.

Last fall the Board

finally accepted this concept in principle, and means of translating it into actual sums of money \'Till undoubtedly play an important part in budgetary negotiations for 1966-67.
The University's present programs in graduate education and
research have been achieved primarily by economies in undergraduate instruction, some of them \'lith dubious educational effects,
and by support from federal agencies sponsoring research.

The im-

portance of the latter will be evident from the following pages,
in which the sponsored and unsponsored research activity of the
College faculty during 1964-65 will be some,.;hat sketchily described.

All things considered, it is an impressive and encouraging

record.
"CENTER OF EXCELLENCE'' PROPOSAL

In 1964 the National Science Foundation announced a major ne\v
project \'7i th far-reaching implications--the "Science Development
- 33 -
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Program," under \'lhich massive financial support would be given to
improve scientific resources and programs in a small number of
colleges and universities.

The Foundation's aim

'IT as

to increase

the number and broaden the geographical distribution of centers
for scientific research and training of the highest quality.
The University's proposal, a document of 265 closely packed
pages, was submitted in January, 1965, after almost four months of
hard work by at least fifty members of the faculty and administrative staff.

The plan contemplates development on a very large

scale of research and instructional programs in chemistry, physics,
mathematics, and electrical engineering.

The total amount re-

quested from the Foundation was just under $5,000,000 over a threeyear period,

di~tributed

BUDGETARY

SU~~rr.RY

under the following categories:
OF

Ul~M

SCIENCE DEVELOPMENT

CATEGORY

PLffi~

TOTAL AHOUNT REQUESTED

Faculty salaries (a)
Capital outlay--buildings (b)
Capital outlay--equipment {c)
Library improvement (d)
Computer facility
Faculty and curricula
development (e)
TOTAL

$

904,100
1,943,000
1,152,925
495,000
300,000
62,100

$4,857,125

(a} Includes salaries of new instructional staff, graduate and
research assistants, postdoctoral fello"1s, and technicians.
(b) Includes $1,215,900 for science-engineering classrooms and
physics teaching laboratories.
(c) Includes $357,000 for instructional and research equipment
in chemistry, $350,000 in physics, and $24,000 in mathematics.
(d) Total holdings to be increased to half a million volumes by
1968 and just over 600,000 by 1970. Purchases would not be
limited to the four departments but would include all science
and engineering disciplines.
(e) For conferences and symposia, guest lecturers, and faculty
summer programs.
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A site visit to the campus by NSF representatives, originally
scheduled in July, is now expected late in September.
cult to estimate the chances of success for the

m~M

It is diffi-

proposal, but

since it is reported that almost a hundred institutions have applied and that only 12-15 awards will be made, it would be foolish
to be over-confident.

NSF INSTITUTIONAL GRANT
Another excellent project of the National Science Foundation
is the Institutional Grant program, which has been in effect for
some years.

Colleges and universities conducting research spon-

sored by the Foundation are awarded each year a sum of money proportional to the total amount of the institution's NSF grants and
contracts,

Until 1963 the annual awards to the University were

relatively small, not much over $10,000, but in that year the
amount increased to $20,000 and in 1964-65 to over $50,000.

In

the last two years most of the grant has been reserved for planned
development of the University's science resources, as determined
by the academic vice president and the deans of the College of
Arts and Sciences, the College of Engineering, and the Graduate
School.

The following allocations were approved during 1964-65

to faculty members and departments in Arts and Sciences:
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Purchase and installation of a 24-inch telescope
for research and instructional use (about
$18,000
one-half the total cost)
Marvin L. Riedesel (Biology)
Purchase of photomicroscope and related
equipment for research in
environmental physiology
- 35 -
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Clifford Crawford (Biology)
Purchase of Incubator/Growth Chamber for
research on environmental factors
controlling oviposition rhythms
of moths
The

netfT

$ 1,200

telescope t'lill be installed at an elevation of 9, 300

feet on Capilla Peak in the Jlianzano Jl1ountains, some sixty miles
from the campus.

Observing conditions at the site are among the

best in the country.

Most of the remaining funds from the Insti-

tutional Grant were used to purchase instructional equipment for
a fluid mechanics laboratory in the College of Engineering.

The

a\'Tard for 1965-66 is $43,000.

SPONSORED RESEARCH
Accurate data on amounts of money expended during the year
under grants and contracts is not available from the Office of Re.:;earch Services until October.
tion

\'las

The follo\'7ing incomplete informa-

included in departmental reports for 1964-65.

As usual, the department of physics and astronomy had the
largest volume of sponsored research by a substantial margin.
Total eltpenditures during the year were estimated at $385,000,
with a total of $1,811,249 in grants and contracts active at the
end of the year.

Granting agencies included the National Science

Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the
,.

Air Force Office of Scientific Research, National Institute of
Health, Kirtland Air Force Base, and the Sandia corporation.
Six members of the department of qhemistry conducted research
sponsored by the Atomic Energy Commission,

NSF, NIH, AFOSR,

Sandia, the Petroleum Research Fund, Walter Reed Army Institute of
- 35 b -
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Research, and the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.

Total reimburse-

ment to the University in 1964-65 was approximately $200,000.
In the department of geology, not previously active in federally sponsored research, Professors Anderson and Cruft were awarded
a grant of $95,700 by NSF and Professor Elston was granted $25,000
by NASA.

Two members of the department of biology, Professors

Riedesel and Potter, continued or completed projects sponsored by
NSF, and Professor Riedesel received a contract of $13,000 from
ACE.

An

NSF grant of $25,000 to the department of mathematics was

continued.
In the department of psychology, Professor Ellis completed an
NSF project and l'las awarded a new three-year grant of $44,500 by
the same agency.

Professor Logan had several short-term grants

from both NSF and NIH.

Total value of grants in the department

for the year was $68,452.
Federal agencies are less generous in supporting research in
the social sciences, but projects in anthropology were supported
by NSF (Basehart, Campbell), in economics by the u.s. Public
Health Service, the Department of Defense, and Resources for the
Future (Chung, Therkildsen, Udis, Wollman), in history by AFOSR

.

{LieU'.tlen and Jorrin) , and in sociology by the same agency (Woodhouse}.

State agencies also supported research in economics, ge-

ography, and sociology.
Not strictly in the category of sponsored research are grantsin-aid made by foundations.

These are usually fairly small and

are a'-1arded chiefly to reimburse expenses of study in research
libraries.

Professors

~othenberg

and Tobias of the department of

history received such grants from the American Philosophical
- 36 -
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Society, and Hamlin Hill (English) was

a~1arded

a similar grant by

the American Council of Learned Societies.
A grant of $42,000 \"Tas made to Fred M. Chreist of the department of speech under Public Law 85-926 and the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration grant program.

It is for training rather

than research, and seven graduate students participated in the
speech therapy program during 1964-65.

SCHOLARLY AND CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS
In a report of this kind it is impossible to list the many
and varied publications recently produced by members of the faculty,
though all of them are recorded in departmental reports.

Assess-

ment of the quality of research, which would require more subtle
evidence and a different mode of presentation, is also beyond the
scope of this report.

The information summarized below may give

some impression of the extent and vigor of research efforts in the
College dUring the past year.
1.

Book-length Publications
The following books and monographs, written or edited by mem-

bers of the College raculty, were published during the 1964-65
academic year.

In addition to these titles, all of which are new

works, there \'lere a number of reprints, revised editions, or translations which are not listed.

t11orks in press or still under con-

sideration are also omitted.
Books are a form of publication more common for scholars in
the humanities and social sciences than for scientific investigators, and it will be noted that only one of these works (by Henry
Ellis of the department of psychology) was written by a faculty
- 37 -
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member in an experimental field.

Several were designed chiefly

for teaching purposes, but roost of them represent original scholarly work.

A fe'll are works of the imagination, of aesthetic

rather than scholarly value.

The publications are listed alpha-

betically by author.
ARCHIE J. BAHJ'.'l (Philosophy)
(Dell, 1964).

The Norld 1 s Living Religions

DOROTHY I. CLINE (Goverrilnent).
Amendments in Ne'\'7 Hexico, 1964
Research, 1964).
FRED M. CHREIST (Speech).
1964) •

Proposed Constitutional
Division of Government

(UN~1

Foreign Accent (Prentice-Hall,

ROBERT CREELEY (English) Two new '\'Torks of fiction, The Gold
Diggers and Mr. Blue, were published in 1965, one in England
and the other in Germany. A number of new poems 111ere also
first published in Encounter, Poetry, Paris Review, and
other magazines.
NED J. DAVISON (Modern Languages), co editor.
Intermedias (Harper and Row, 1965).
R. M. nm~CAN (r.'Iodern Languages)
Sender (Heath, 1964),

,

I

Lecturas
;

/

ed. Mosen Ivlillan, by Ramon

FLORENCE H. ELLIS (Anthropology). A Reconstruction of the
Basic Jemez Pattern of Social Organization (UNM Press, 1964).
HENRY c. ELLIS (Psychology).
(Macmillan, 1965).

The Transfer of Learning

NELDOURNE G. EVANS (Philosophy} •
Aristotle (UNI'l Press, 1964) •
MORRIS FREEDMru~ (English).
(NcKay, 196 5) •
N.ORRIS FREEDI1AN, ed.

The Physical Philosophy of

The Compact English Handbook

Essays in the lliodern Drama (Heath, 1964)

HANLIN HILL (English). Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss
(University of £4issouri Press, 1964).
/

FRANK IKLE (History) , 'I'Ti th co-authors.
vol. II (Allyn and Bacon, 1965).
EDI\JIN C. LIEUWEN (History) •
1964).
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A History of Asia,

Generals vs. Presidents (Praeger,
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R. R. I1acCURDY (Modern Languages) , ed.
de Molina (Dell, 1965).

Three Plays by Tirso

R. R. UacCURDY ([1odern Languages), with co-editors. Lope de
Vega Studies, 1937-1962 (University of Toronto Press, 1964).
STANLEY NEt'JrlAN (Anthropology)

,

Zuni Grammar (UNM Press, 1965).

SABINE ULIBARRI (f.iodern Languages). Tierra Amarilla, a
collection of short stories in Spanish (Qu1to, Ecuador, 1964).
JULIAN E. trilHITE (Nodern Languages)
Voyages (Dell, 1964).
2.

1

ed.

Three Philosophical

Scholarly and Scientific Papers
l'iore than 200 scholarly articles, chapters in books, and

similar papers were published in 1964-65 by members of the College
faculty.

~his

total does not include boGk

tev~ews

·or'papers ac-

cepted or under consideration but not yet published.

Eight de-

partments were particularly productive, as briefly summarized
below.
The department of history heads the list, as usual. In addition to the books previously mentioned, 19 scholarly articles,
chapters, or book introductions were published by eight members
of the department during the year,
Close behind was the department of chemistry, with 18 scientific papers by five members of the department.
published by Professor Castle, five

Six articles were

by Professor Crosby, and four

(plus t\-10 research reports) by Professor Kahn.
In mathematics , 14 papers \·1ere published by nine members of
the department in scientific journals.

In addition, the number of

items in ti1e department's Research Report series reached a totai
of 90 during the year.
~1embers

of the department of biology published 13 scientific

articles and notes in 1964-65, with nine of the t\>1elve professors
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contributing at least one publication.

Thirteen articles were

published by five members of the department of psychology, in addition to the previously mentioned book by Professor Ellis.
Nine papers each were published by the departments of anthropology, geology, and physics, with contributions by five, four, and
six members respectively.

From one to eight articles were pub-

lished in each of the nine remaining departments.

FACULTY RESEARCH LECTURE
Each spring a member of the University faculty is chosen by
the Graduate Committee to deliver the annual Faculty Research Lecture.

The lecturer for 1965 was EDWIN

c. LIEut'JEN, chairman of the

department of history, \'lho delivered his address, "Nen on Horseback," on April 2.

Professor LieU\'len 1 whose research on

contempo~

rary Latin American economic and political history has been supported in the past by the Foreign Relations Committee of the

u.s.

Senate, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and the Roclcefeller Foundation, submitted a proposal to the Ford Foundation in
the spring for a long-term study of revolutionary forces and processes in Latin America.

In the summer of 1964, he served as

director of the summer seminar for Ford Foundation Latin American
fellows.

The seminar was condudted at the U11iversity of California

at Berkeley.

V.

NEEDS AND ASPIRATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

1964-65 was a year in which an unusual amount of time and

energy was devoted to thought about the future.

Il.lajor events were

a study of campus-wide space needs for the next ten years, carried
-40 -
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out in the summer of 1964 by l.lorris Hendriclcson; the preparation
of the "center of Excellence" proposal submitted to the National
Science Foundation in January; and the appointment, effective at
the end of the year, of Sherman Smith as administrative vice president of the University, with special responsibilities for planning and development and for relations tiTith state and federal
agencies.

Discussions of more limited scope between the dean, de-

partment chairmen, and the University administration "t-7ere carried
on continuously throughout the year.
Of the many needs and hopes for the College 1r1hich emerged from
these studies and discussions, the following seem most important
ancJ. urgent.

Inevi·cably, all of them have significant budgetary

implications.
1.

The State of Ne\1 ~1exico should have one major comprehensive University, "~<lith a complete and ,..,ell-balanced program of instruction and research of high quality at all
levels. To reach this goal, a higher level of state
support for the University is essential. The Board of
Educational Finance is no\V' committed to the principle
that its recommendations to the legislature should take
account of the high cost of graduate education, especially at the Ph. D. level, and it is crucial for the
future of the College and the t11hole university that tangible progress toward implementing the policy be made
>-li thout further delay.

2.

Hithin the next five years, the departments of government,
philosophy, and sociology should move steadily toward a
position 111hich \lill permit them to offer a sound doctorate. A high standard in the recruitment of net1l faculty
is particularly important for these departments in the
next fe111 years.

3.

In recruiting throughout the College, competition for
superior faculty members becomes more intense every year.
In addition to salary offers, \olhich are ah1ays important,
111e should be thinking of other advantages 111hich might be
provided for both ne\11 and present members of the faculty.
In some departments reduced teaching loads are imperative;
in otherst young faculty members need starter grants to
tide them over the first fet•T years t1Thile they are
- 41 -
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establishing research programs; opportunities for research
support during.the·sutnmer, ·'"specially for travel to major
libraries~ would be most:- attractive >to still others~
4.

As the University continues to grow in size, with 12,000
students expected to enroll in the fall of 1965, the
quality of undergraduate and graduate teaching requires
increased attention, thought, and material support.
Several new· measures for this purpose were undertaken in
the College during the year, as indicated earlier in this
report, and others will undoubtedly be initiated by the
Committee on the Improvement of Instruction. The new
money included for such use in the 1965-66 budget of the
College administrative office should be substantially increased in future years.

5,

A rapid increase in the size of library collections is a
very pressing need. With or without NSF support, the
goals stated in the Science Development Plan--a total
holding of 500,000 volumes by 1968 and 600,000 by 1970-should be regarded as both necessary and realistic. This
requires an annual increase of 30 per cent in the Zimmerman Library budget, one of many reasons for a higher level
of state support.

6.

The most urgent need of the science departments (apart
from new construction) is much more money for instructional and research equipment. Here again the amounts requested in the NSF proposal should not be thought of as
Utopian. Increased support is also needed for technicians
and research assistants.

7.

Construction of additions to Zimmerman Library and to the
physics building is well underway. Funding for the
biology addition was assured by action of the Board of
Educational Finance in January, 1965, and a completed program is not-7 in the hands of the design architect. Also
funded is the building for the College of Business Administration, which will include some offices and classrooms
to be used by social science departments, and a general
classroom building. A large addition to the chemistry
building and a new lJuilding for psychology 'ilere also included in the list of projects submitted to the BEF in
September, 1964, but funding for these much-needed structures was not immediately available. Work on a program
for the chemistry addition has begun, and programming for
the psychology building will be started as soon as staff
is available in the University Architect's office.

After these projects, the highest priorities within the College
are~

(a) an undergraduate teaching facility for the department of

physics and astronomy (included in the "Center of Excellence"
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proposal); (b) new space for three social science departments, which
have been made homeless by the decision to demolish North Hall and
will be temporarily housed in a wing of Mesa Vista dormitory beginning next

November~

and {c) a humanities building to house the de-

partments of English, modern languages, philosophy, and possibly
others.

B.

All of these will be needed within five years at most.
For lack of funds, the University has been slow to provide
services of practical benefit to the state. As support
becomes available from foundations and from state or
federal sources, much more should be done. Among many
possibilities, the Division of Government Research should
be reorganized ana expanded and some form of community
development program should be established.

HT:bb
8-16-65
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'lhe Report of the Dapartment of Anthropology
J~ly 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
John M. Cnmpbell, Chaihl!ln

!.

~~departmental
~.

~ioni~1~ant

·b.iumzi!ion.

achievements during the academic year, 1964-65,

During the year 1964-GS, fifteen students Teceived the Bachelor
of J.rts degree in lultbropology and .an additional fifteen, who 'fere
bsccalaure.ate degrees, minored in Anthropology.

o~,:arded

!be 34th Annual Field Session in Anthropology was held at the D.

n.

Lowrence Rlaneb, 'll'aos County,. New Mexico.
~o

undergraduate majors in Anthropology were initiated

Chapter of Naw Mexico, Phi Beta
'~mduate

~tappa.

'J!Wo undergll'aduate

int~

~tU~jors

Alpha

and one

major in Anthropology participated in the FOrd Foundation

Career Scholar

~ogram •. During

the period covered by this repo.rt, the

-following numbers of AnthroDOlo*Y graduate students either were notified
of awerds of grants•in·a!d or received grsnts·in·aid from tbe organizations listed:

~ricsn

Council of Learned Societies

~esearch g~ants. ~o;

Arctic )Institute of North l'lmerica and Explorers Club research
one; ii!st:f.omal Science Fotmdation
Assistant~ Na~ional

~operatiwe

~nts.

Fellowsbtps. two; ltt!sesrcb

Science FoundaUOil, two; Research Asaistant, Me."tic:an·

.t\Jner:ican Stud)' Project. one; .JUo Rlllnc:ho re!i!earch assistantship, one;
Vniversity of Dew Kaxico Qraduate Fellowships, two,

Five

n~

AnthropoloaY

upper division and graduate courses were added to the
~urriculum

and approval is pending for three additional

courses. '!he grAduate reeding list in Anthropology was extensively revised.

!be following visitina

schola~s p~esented

lectures or led seminars

in the Department: D't. l'aul sears, Professor EllleTitus, Yale University;

-----------

-

---
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Pirofeaaot: Cordon I.cnither,
~treal;

varaity of

Depa~etment

of Antiu'opolesy,

Pl:oicssor 10reu l'ottelL'. Ch&ilm\I!I0 0
lbl~

*=:leo; Dr. l!lobart Euler.

pcloay. Unive!l.'sitY, of

Ut~h; DE'.
~ico

lDctitute, Eastern Bafl

~ive!l.'aity

Depal!:~nt

~irEIWl,

of

of S:!.oloay. lrlli•

J)spara:mant of

A:!l~l'n."'•

GG!orge A&ogino, Dll'ector, Po1Elo•XDII11tln

UnlvusU:)'; D'l'. A. E. Mttei't, Dil'ector.

LaborQto&y of .AnthrcpolCIIJIY • *aeufll of Usv Helcieo~ Mr. .Jal.llea Schoeweetcn:·•

X.Sbo11.'GtOJ.7 of Antln:opology. lilaeurn of New

~:leo.

Dr. Nancilll

s.

Gowi&Jlez,

Visit:!.ug Assistant Rrofessor in Scciolosv, uaiversity of ~~ico,

ll:aught a gt:eduate aemf:ruu· in .AnthX'opoloSY entitled Caribbean Bthnolomr,

Semester IX. 1964-65.
lllmbe~:s 2. 3,

aud 4 of Vo. 20, No. 1 ()f Vol •.:!1, and

.2£ Antbropo~£11!·

of the Southwestern .Journt~l

Q

20 year il'!dex ·

were published. 'l'bia ttubli•

Cllltion is sponsored by the Depa:rtment aDd edited by Dr. Botrqr Daaeba~et

1>1nd

»r.

~Jttanley

western Journal

l>!ewman. Dr. W'. W'. Bill is aasocieta editor.

now bas a total of 1,787

E:alllide in fol!!'eign

countrie~.

!ne~eaaed

subscw:iptions

uubsc~ib~rs,

The~

359 of whom

Batween July 1, 1964 and .T1ane 30. 1965 0

by 158 over the s4!1l!e pez::iod for the preced:ln&

year.
'ib0 ».tscum of Authtopo1ogy continued to setve importantly in both

teaching mun
areatly

rGsea~ch;

~pzndod.

its

~ole

an a

v~1uablo

community service was

as tbe iuere$sed attendance testifies.

Iii!lsmun Attendance - !lrom tbe period July 1, 1904 to Kay 10, 1965.
Attendenee in guided gL"oups

ether

nttend~nce (~ppro:~te)

~is re~eo~n~s

sam~ pe~iod fo~

an

ine~oeee

of 10,224

7,566
34

zoo

4l!niG.:

(eppt:odllllilte)

~seumvisito~s

over tbe

the year 1964·64.

iioat !.fozsEli:llll v:l.sttot-s wew:e frmn the Albuquci:qU13 Public School

..
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Olleaae, Tezi\Js; Rockford,. Illinois; Ee&JQrwla, Grants, Socono. Callup,
Ast~

Lea Alamos. Loa Luus, BezneU.U.o, Ssnta, Fe.;
~ico

~

weli.'e guided tlu:'OUgh, the Ul.lseul!l.

~sell!l!l

Collections - Collections of the Msiletm of Anthropolos,y were

2usrus~t~ conaide~ably

during the laet year. Of major importanco was a

V<IIX'Y complete Geriet;J of Pueblo llschino Dalla and
~eet

and hnd.ng.:0no

Q

gti:'oup of clasaieal

VllatJea. '111e Hex Kaieo AlWDni AssociaUcm, by e

~enerous

g&'ent of

$500, mmde posoible the ,urcheae of s collection of African ceremonial
W'tt:es-!al. 'th11111e collections, as weU. as
strs!;l811:hened

lll41lY

~:maUer

,additions, have gzoestly .

areas of the tt..useum.

'lUte reorsenieation of the !ltorage ereao of t.he l!bseum of AnthropolOJY

bas continued with student a1d and, importantly. volunteer 4ssistence.
'!be nl!lii

eatalopi~~g

?:ca~c::&~$:11!loguina

been

~ilougbt

W.Saoum

syst= hss been inaup!:ated and a socd atat't made in

all of the spec::imeaa • '%he accession

up tO date. The

p~oto#apbs

clasaificatio~

~ecords lt&ve

1>f the luse

alea

coU.~t:l.on

of

is progressillS.

}}useUlll .ilxbibitions • '!be central

e~hibit

of the ».saeUlll

f~tuced ~he

si:Oll'll' of 1Dd1an com, depicted prlmtadl)' .by tha paintinzs of the late

Mr:. .lJoseph bl:bof of

'f~U~a.

lhese paint!t:P.• as vell as a

la~ae

-collection

og etlutoloslcal material, lfere presented to the *•eum by Mrs. !abof.
ThG ethnoloQ:iC:al exhibits hne baen a~ecl by new cl1spl117a of South
&w!ti~n

tribal

~~:~~~tedal

an4 Andean and Mexican exhibits. !be Udall

a,\lve!L'Woll'k collection, and the Pdeo·Ind:lml, he'blo, Plains, &onhveat
Coa~t. B:.~;rd.lll0 0
~o

Afdca and OCeania displays contlRUo to ba popular with

inureasius number of visitors.
- 3 ..
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B.

Signi£ic3nt plans end recommendations for ·the fUture.

A major departmental problem, at present aQd in the near futurep
I

ia tbat of

att~acting

a laraer number of e:cellent

gradua~e

students.

~

order to meet this zaeed, the followins steps hove been taken or ere in
progress: 1) An

~tensive

revision and expansion of the upper division

and graduate Antbropclcgy c:urdcul'll!ll, i11Cluding the iruwsuration of
progro~~~~~s

in the Latin American area aQtl in Social Anthropology; 2)

the hiring of additional bigh caliber faculty members; 3) requests to
various organizations for sraduate

fellew~hip

grants; 4) an aceiv.a prQgram

of recruitment of outstanding graduating seniors from Anthropolo$Y Departments elsewbere,

i~rgelY

by means of personal interviews with faculty

membets in other universities,

A furthe~ need. within the next four years, will be that of additional laboratory and office space in the Anthropology bu!lding.
ary estimates of the scope of this
by tbe

c.

require~nt

lllre now being

~elimin

~eViewed

Anthtopolo8)' Faculty.

Appointments to staff.
mancie S. «tonzalez (Ph .D. l!mivetrs!ty of Miebigan) will become

an Aosoe!ate

~ofessor

of Antbtopology and Sociology, effective SDptem•

Tiler 1. l96S. Jacob J, Brody {M.A. l!lniverdty of Rew Mexico) Curnt~r.
~acum ~f A~tbropoloSf,

w111 become an Assistant Professor of

Anthro~oloSY,

effective July 1, 1965. James M. Sebring (Ph.D. University of California;
~~~ley)

uill bGtome on Assistant Professor of Anthropology, effective

September 1. 1965. Cynthia lrwin-Wi11ia111s (01.». 1t11rv11rd Vnivet:aity) will

be Visiting Assiaeant Professor of Anthropology, Semester 1. 1965-56.

D.

Sop3rat1ons from staff.

- 4 -
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U.

~

l.

,2! inforMtion requested ,2!! individual b!oeraph,:l.cal

!i2!.?~DlElDtS.

Advanced study.

- attended the Liasuistic Institute of the
Linguistic Society of Amea::f.ea at l!:ndiaoo
University as guest; audited courses and
lectures.
Karl

a.

Schwerin

"

~.D.

to be granted JUne, 1965. Disserta•

tion title: Processes of

~rinya

Culture

Cbause in Response to Xndusttial ~velop•
ment.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, sulllll!Qr teaching else'idlere, travel,
¢tc •• during the period.

- traveled to sUmmer

~eetiog ~f Li~istic

Society of America, participated {as
auest) in SSRC Seminar on Sociolinsuistics.

• travel tbrousb Mexico - collected

for teaching;

~eerials

Auaus~.

- directed 33rd Field

~hoot.

durina summer.

- ·trav&l to Africa - consultant for the UoS.
Department ol State on Mozambique project,

b!que.

- .5 -
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I.

- elfleted a ll'allow :!n .tho All!erio::ml Antln:o.;.:

polcgical
• elected

Asscc1a~ioQ.

a m~E' o~ 8ll@illl xx. v.c.&,&;;

t-ec:tpient cf 'J:be nohba-l'.bnUl ll.ii!!i'd 1.~. ·
Antht'Op.:.!cw, 1964.

.. ''!Jh~ms:f.p!J, #'ol:t~f.ca1 C!:~:mizaUoa in ~.13••
J!e~~!~·~~~~~o ~s~~~tion ~~as~~.

Bumsu ~~q&:,~o Vol. 23. Mo. 4;p 19~.
tJp.ii:ll-:20\?. . .
- A~rUdea; Affiu:tcy 0 PP• i3-ll~; ~lllllanga.rlnQ
u:y. pp.taS-1.26; Cul9;ural J:l.l::f.ft, .~p. 155157 B 'ffi'l.'lto!liulm!'.lU\!:8; l?· 124 .!D ! ~
of E:hc Zt!da! S'eicnt~es (ad. by .iuU.uo
a;'Uld"t.i;r'tf'nuAII!t L. :.Wlb). Tho ~oe F!:'eos

of

-

.•.

~le!iieca.

~ !St#¥.ID\!.~

anic!e v:tth '1"•. aaaetd.

lmllrut, \~Uw;i!.{~~e,trn ~.£11$!.'PJ.: .!!! Ant~1-tiiWJ!!ReY •
1-ao. r,p~ M- (ti1tb · ·

l9l}S~t9l!4~ 'l!olw.e!l
StQnAay ce~~aa~.

- ll!aviC'".J t Bio>miol!. V.evt~ of Lfut<:t\lllforr~l~tW

196S., .:¥~ ~~~~J.• Vol. 21, ~. A. 1~~'
pp. l.G3.-J.OS,

- n!kl.e:l.ol Ga:t:~etui"il orul L::mnuosc Sl:i:\l,f;l0:U'l:Ct "•
S$1¥,t§.h-JQi;!K9~~~~~ Y'Gl.
ao. ~~• '>·# 1·11iil{Gor# 19!..-e;. Ji!;;J<• S!.lls..-c~!l3. ~G

To bQ ~qp~~~~ud in J, W~o~a'n
iV.l scciolit!&listies ~~Jl p:.eca) •.

~qedo~

• ~<Ancien~ JY..nn in a ~ld CUJ.t.at~: Rokimo

t'liriaino~'. (l'llll1im of ~ A'cbaeo~~!!

~e ~!Iiii;h Sciemc. Vol .. 145. pp~

9!3~'1s,·~~nuo~:-l~&S:
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~lorencc

B. !l!is

-

·~rcbaeolo&ical Bisto~ of Rambe PUeblo,
14th Century to the Plresent", ~!!!.
Antigoit!• Vol. 30, !t."Q. 1, 8 pp ••.July,

1964:

''Co111111ent on Jett's "Pueblo llnd:!an )Jisra ..
tions" 11, Alllelt'ican Antiqi!},S{. Vol. 30,

NO. 2, 3 pp.,

October~

1964.

• tlonoge-aph finished., ecc:eptted for: publication • ~ AMbne?lf?SiW, :&ma
d..'lt1P""') • W Wnsuf.UJ.c f':'!.Wif..!!911J5R .t9,.
~ PtshlB.i;W9 ~ 2! ~ ~

~~·

- ·Paper in press with ~ Haltico ~
~e - (with laU)' Halllm&ck) Arrow

Grotto, tbo Cere1110nil!ll CenteJr of feather

cave

~popular

report).

- R.llvie'QI of: "Excavation of the &!Bt ruaint
Actec l?uins National Kouwrlent:, l!iew
Ml!xico" • b37 il:lland Richert for. ~dean
Antis.l!li.!I.
- A

Reconstruction of the

las~~

Jemez

'i!tG:ell.'lJ 9l ~ PIWi~.!h ~ 2 •
par:ieous ~ ~ ~ ~ Sll:~ruc
~

published by the University of

New l!lexico Pross, UAiversity of New
Mexico PUblications in Anthropology, no.

11. 1964. 69 pa5es.
- R!evi«f of: ''lh• Pueblo of S1a 1 lew J4ex..
icou, for Biseank ,{elericliiJ! IU.storical
Reviev ~to be pul!U.ohed in A~S

is•ue).
M

Review of: Archeolom:,. Samuel !tapport
Belen WC:lpt, editors, for Amel':!.enn
Antigu!£l• 1965.
--

wo

• Review of; "Sun Father~ s Way" by Bartha
!Iutton for .Archoo:l:9a• October 26. 1964.
- Anthologiaecl in ArcheolCZJ.t~ ed. by fidsht
an<! Rapport, ''lhe Eadiest Amedcans'1,

pp. 317-332, Washington Square
York, 1964.

- 7 ..

~ens,

New

~-~---

8
SC1:unley

1

~~~n

~

.!!!1 4lllra\lltliar •

Vnivetesity of New trm:f.c:o

PUblications in Antbrcpolo3f,
77 pp •• 1965.

~o.

14,

" Review of: P'E'iendly Foople: file Zunli
l[Dd:lans, by Bl!!l'tba P. JluO:ton, and ~n
Chief : !be Autob:f.osraphy of a l!opi
l!rtdian, ed. by L. w. Sil!'.lllOns, West~rn
F~lore,

23:283. 1964.

- "Family Amoq e:he E'.larinya of Eastern
Ve8le:ue1a 11 , {SUmmary) • Acta:s X Memorias
del m! c:!oweso liilteriiiC'iO'rw! de ~r
feinisSil!l§, Vol, 2, pp. lib-14.5: 'Hex"i'CC;

1964.
- "On the Arch in Plre•Columbian Meso&W~eriea",
Current AntbropeloBZ (in @ress).

S.

Otb~r res~arch

projects or creative work in progress or completed

chnlri!l$ period.
- (lbituaq>: Lulie Spier (eith W.

w.

Sill)

1$2 pp. (in press, Aamrican !fathropologist).

-

~nt

on B. B. !lriver.

Historical ver8U5
t~~tions

1

~o_s11."sphieal•

Psycho·PU~tionul

of Un Avoideocea", Cun:euc;_

Explan-

~

poloay (forthcO!IliDS).
-

·~e

'ftibe as

Ill

Pl:operty Boldins Corpor-

atioc 111mong tbe »escaler:o Apache: (1»

preparation)
- HSP Project 275·30 (Hatengo of Tanganyika)
funds previously authorized.
- HXH

- 8 -

~oject

290-224, $1611 (completed).
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JPM:Up Ill'..

~it

~

Selected to

propsr~

abstracts

fo~ late~

uetioual JouEnal of American Ltnguisties.
- Consultant to ColleS'l· 'of lilra:tnz, Sellll!ster It.
~

Continued preparation of dissertation

matertais for

y~blication

under grant

fro~

Faculty Resoarcb Committee.
- One pspe~:
~

fo~:

.aecepted

publication by

.Qg;ani&at:ton.

- A1:t:f.cle:

!!! ~ ,f!!!;t:_.

~ ~ Pla~citas,

!!·

::, !£!~ ~

~·

• Eltel.Wation: A Pueblo lllf.! uite near Abaeda.

H. H.
- E!dtibidcu: 'lbe Com Series. failiU!lllls by
Joseph A, 1lllbof • Museum of Antbll'opolcgy.

• in

p~ogtess.

&achinas, an eXhibition

scheduled for September, 1965.
-

Xllustrat~ona

for a

s~ries

of Junior DiSh

&:hool texts on antbll'opolo&V. to be pub•
~ished

-

by Eland li:lklly.

·~olitbic

implements as

~gical

Objects

Among the Reg1ritos of Pampanga. tuxon",
~in

pres.G. Joumal

~).

~

Southease !!!.!!,
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• "Jfue 1?i'ehistogy oi; Auakti:tn1Uk Pass : ~n
uiu~

Archaeolomr. a lllOnosNpb in pt:epsr-

ation, Matioul SC:ieooe !'oundaG:ioo tJnd

the

Univ~raity

of

~ ~ico

Reseircb

~A'Inl:s,: tot~li $S;,700 to be cOI!!pleted

Ausust;. ·1.965.

• Eistory snd QrcbaeoloSf of San ;abriel del
'i(unque, :rewa Ittd:f.isn site and first capital
of New 'Mateo.

-

A~haeolOfiY

of tbe PUeblo XV Ruin of

.$n!JlllWS •

- Co.t:lllaOni•l deposits of Ba{Ulwe.

-

P~tis~ ~ta

-

~athe~

and Collections.

cave. !rehiatoric Shipap Shrine

paper).

(technic~l

- GeOZ\'aP.~~c map atones, Bop:l .and. Zia.

- l!¥cavation -of J.Po111011) site at l!.io IWlcho•

new

Mexico.

- Sunoy of evideuces of tb& h1eo-lnd1an in

the Estancia Valley, 1CW He=ico
.. Survey of the Lo'lfer Paleolithie in the

Hidc11e UmJ»>po Valley, Moumbique.
~

Report on

~·

U.B.H excavations at Battle-

aulce POiDt 1 11ew Mexico.

- lo·-

87
w. u.

-

!iil1

~ l~terial

Culture. in press, liar•

vard

Press.

Univcrsi~

I

I
I

• Obituary: Leslie Spier, with Barry B8se-

hart1 in press. American Anthropelogist.

I

I·

42. pp.

I

PlanniDg for a speech and writinB project.

StanlGY Newman

6.

Act:f.v:teies !n learned and profeaslonal societies.

Rmsehort

- Attended Americsn Anthropological Society AnnUal
Meeting, Detroit, Novemhel', 1964.
- On Editorial Council, American Antbroeelostst.
~

Bock

Secretery, ll!ew Me:ico

Cbap~r.

- Attended annual meetf.ns of t:he

Sigma Xi,
Southwest~rn

Antbro•

po1osical Association at V.C.L.A., April• 1965. Chaired Cultural Antbropolou session,

e~nd

presented paper

entitled ''Three J)e$Cdptive Models of Si!Cial Stnacture".
- litead pnpar entitled '"lhe Ideal Site Bear Placitas, N.M. ''
at tbe annual meeting of the Archaeological Society
of

}1e'W

Mexico, Hay. 196$.

- Directed 34th Annu•l Field Session 1n Aathropo1ogy.
Campbell

~

Attended annual meetiag$ of

th~

Amer1ean Antbropoloaical

Association, Detroit, Bovember; 1964.
- Attended annual meetinss of the Society for Aaerican

Archaeolo&Y, Vrbana, May. 1965, and cba:tred Northent
~ehiatory

session.

• Assistant Editor for American Antisui5Z•

-11 ...

..
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Ellis

• 'ft'ustee of the Arehaeolomical Society of

•

~ve.

talk

em

~

Mexico.

Sapawa at li:he New U:ud.co Archaeological ·

SOCiety meeting, Farmiqton.
Bibbea

- Paper delivered •t the IU!Itf.cmal meet:iltg of the Eco·
logical Society, Fort COllins, Colorado, AprU, 1965.
- Paper_ delivered at tb.e 111nuual ~r.eet:tng11 of t..'te Society
for Amedee Arcbaeolomr. May, 1965.

• President, New Mexico Association,

~!

Beta Rappa.

- tbaiteman of Dy•Laws Colmlittee, memher of Elteeutive
Colllllittee, AlJihs (New Mexico) Chapter of Phi BetA

Kappa.

7.

Other profese:l.onal activit-lea.

Baaehart

- Member, Kotion&l Advisory Panel in Anthropology,
National Science Foundation - attended meetings in
Ann

Ai'bor, Novomber, 1964 and in

t<1ashi~ton

March

and JUne. 196S.
Bock

- Partlcipant-obsetvcr in marathon group-therapy

cession, LoVelace Clinic.
- Cave tal'ka to the Albuquerque Collectoxs Club, Albu-

querque Mlatoricel Soci•ty and Sandia aigb School.
- '!V - fioleotge Fishbeck's. SCience~·

- Attended annual

~~tiugs,

American MUseum Association,

Philadelphia. May, 1965.
~bell

-

Lectu~od

on archaeology to 4th grade, Zia !lementaTy

School, Albuquerque,
- Lectured on Arctic
University,

~~ltu~e

Februa~,

- 12. ...

Navemb~r, 1~64.

history, Eastern Haw Mexico

1965 •.
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Ellie

-

UNM'33rd Field Session in Anthropology,

Directo~.

- Lecture to MOW. RoGVBlls N.M., April, 1965,

11

~·

thins to RD(Ilel!lbara Rbve:ty :5.8 as i\we!lty Does" •

., -retwiaion talks.
- Lectures to various

P.t.A. ggoupa,

~ad

~tate ~rchaeolosical

public

sociatiao,

s~ool~.

- IWceived tho We11the'!:by Jnternat:f.onal Spo~.etsman 1 s

Awe;d. 1965.
W.ll

- Oil1 Board of Regents, State Baseulll of N8ii1 lk!Xieo •
.. Oil State Indian Coo;m:l.ssion.

Scbwerto

•

Consulta~cy

to

Sp~cial O,pera~!ons Resee~h

American UniversU:y, W.sbingtoo.

Office,

D.c~

• COnsultancy to ileac& Coq.s, University of lima U:!xf.co.

8.

~n-~«chfn3 ~ivera:U:y

mseehsrt

aewice •.

•

iUblica~ions ~ittee.

-

Coat~aet

Resemrcb

~ttee,

- Grsduatc l.dvisor. Anttlropolo8J.
• CO-'~itor, .~uthwe~t~ J'out:aal ~ ADtbl'opolcp;.
I!ll::lr.

-

~c~rctsry

• Marob.or of

of F4lcuU:y .of Arts and Sciences.
~ral

lkmor6J CouncU.

lZt'mi:;r

• F.cculty Mvisor, Univeratty Colleae•

C£l<llli>~ll

- chaiman, Departmeat of Antbl'opolOSJ•

Mlt:lbill: of Deu 1 a Adviao'C1 Colamtttee.
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Cmmpb0ll

- Member of

~ittea

on UDdorgcaduate Teach1QS.

(contG.)

- Daparrcmental CofJrtdil'lator for the C:n:eell.' St:holsr.:
Program.
~ ~a~

Ellis

of

~a~umte

Committee.

• Advisor for

unde~a~aduate

- Advisor for

g~eral

majors in AnthropoloBY.

collese students.

• Scllol&rsh:f.ps and Awarde Committee Chairma~~a, 1964·65.

-

~er

of Administrative Com3ittee.

- Member of Policy Cor:l!Rittee.
~

Edi.tor, tmM PubU.eaUona in An!!lsropoloSY·

• Co•£dli:Ol:'1 ~tbwesl:$tm JOUYDBl

,2!

Anth!l'OJ!Olmt•

- 1.JnlversU:y Cr.tlloese Adviaol!' (fWr l!ndtan ntudent9).
-

Beln:lo&-:tn

)Jocl;

~er

of Acedemie l'reedoll$ and '.i!ci.lure Comwli.ttee.

~ ~er

of

U01v~rGity Resea~h

•

of

~~~~

~e~

Allocattona

CC~ittea.

COmmittee of Arts sad Sciences.

"" .li.IWtso!l' to C#II.'Gler scbol•r (M..3) student.

-

u~tveraitw Colle~

o

!~rntor

advisor.

of diBCili'J8iOD IJi'OUp on fllllllily lifo for

'tuple Albet:l: Youth Conference.
- G!J tho AlbuqUerque Par:lw aDd Recreation Jlo4ilrd.

• OA tho State
~hwetr1n

a

~

and rtsh COmmiasloa.

V@lunteer 11 Vlll.ase of Loa Banchoa l11.'e Departmeiat.
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The Report of the Department of Biology
July 1, 1964 - June 30~ 1965
Loren D. Potter, Chairman
I.

General departmental information.
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1964-65.
The unusual enrollment increases in the Biology

Department continued, with increases of 9% in Sem. I and 18%
in Sem. II.

Enrollments have now exceeded.the capacity of

laboratory space and time to offer laboratories in General
Biology and students were ttirned away at registration time.
Unfortunately, there is no selection procedure to allow
interested majors a preference to get started in their major
over those selecting biology to meet the requirement of one
year of laboratory science.

The department will be forced to

turn away prospective enrollees for two more full semesters
before relief is obtained with the netV" addition to the
Biology Building.
Coincident with increases in freshmen enrollments, the
number of junior and senior majors increased from 94
in 1963"64 to 120 in 1964-65.

This increase is causing

serious problems in the required, laboratory, core courses,
both in regard to space and faculty personnel,

92
- 2 An additional appointment to the faculty has been made
for 1965-66 with the hope that a second additional appointment
might be made during the next year.

Lack of adequate office

space and research space make this difficult but it is hoped
that temporary arrangements can be made.
A request to the National Science Foundation for $761,000
assistance for the construction of a new addition to the
Biology Building was denied.

Money from the sale of land

and bonds in the amount or approximately two and a quarter
million dollars has been approved.

Application has been

made for Title I funds to assist in the support of those
building costs involved in undergraduate education.

During

the year a second proposal has been prepared and submitted
to the National Science Foundation Institutional Program for

Graduate Facilities requesting support in the amount of $276,900
to assist in the construction of some of the more costly
experimental laboratories and greenhouse.

A site visit by a

NSF evaluation panel was conducted in May.
Detailed room plans including suggested items of fixed
furnishings and equipment, details of utilities, special
requirements, and room use and occupancy have been prepared
and submitted to the University architect for the preparation
of an architectural program.

-------------------------- 3 -

A proposal for assistance in the purchase of equipment
for undergraduate education in animal physiology, plant
physiology and ecology, and insect ecology was submitted to
and approved by the National Science Foundation in a reduced
amount of $12,000 in matching funds.
In November, 1964, at the invitation of the University
administration, Drs. Paul Sears and Arnold Grohman conducted
a

two~day

site visit and evaluation of the Biology Department,

A written report provided their evaluation of the role of the
department, its principal strengths, its weaknesses, and
recommendations for some improvements.
An outstanding research program during the year has been
under the direction of Dr. Marvin Riedesel.

Continued

eJ:.perimental work on the physiological strains of marmnals during
hibernation and aestivation has been supported by the National
Science Foundation.

A more recent emphasis has been on the

effects of temperature on the biological distribution of
radioisotopes, supported by grants from the Atomic Energy
Comniission.

In relation to this research, Dr. Gordon Bryan,

Professor of Pharmacology, Montana State University, has
been working with Dr. Riedesel on a postdoctoral research
fell<mship from the National Institutes of Health.
Approval o£ the tenth Radiation Biology Institute
for 40 high school and college teachers under the sponsorship

"
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- 4 of the AEC and NSF has been received for the summer session
of 1965.

To date, about 212 teachers have been trained in

this specialized program started by The University of New
MeJ~ico

in 1956.

A research program in forest grassland ecology has been
continued through a Cooperative Research Agreement with the
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, Ft.
Collins, Colorado.

Final arrangements were made with the

Santa Fe National Forest and a Wingfoot Cabin was placed on
permanent footings at the Cochiti Administrative Site south
of Redondo Peak.

This cabin will serve as a field laboratory

and seasonal station for faculty and students doing research
in that area.
Departmental participation in international education
was made possible with the appointment of Dr. Loren Potter
by the U.S. State Department Agency for International
Development and Columbia Teachers College to serve as a
consultant during June and July in the development of institute
programs for the training of biology teachers at universities
in India.
The department 'ti'as host to more than the usual number of
national and international visitors including representatives
of the Fort Foundation, Nature Conservancy, Biometeorological
Society~

Physiological Society, and the National Science

Foundation.

..
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One post-doctoral

fello~q

on a NIH grant conducted research

in the department during the year.

More postdoctoral fellow-

ships •vill be possible when space becomes available.

One

graduate student received a NASA fellowship for research in
physiology during the year,
enrolled in 1964-65.

Sixty graduate majors were

Seven master's degrees and two

doctoral degrees have been completed during the year.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
The most significant development will be the construction

of the addition to the Biology building and the necessary
conversion of the present facility.

Construction should

begin in December •vith occupancy possible by Semester II, 1966-67.
The one-year delay will result in serious problems of
laboratory instruction and restraint of research programs.

The

addition of needed faculty members is difficult until space
becomes available.

The department will be continuing maximal

service to an excessive number with minimal facilities, space,
faculty, and staff,

c.

Appointments to staff.
The appointment of Dr. John Beakley as Assistant Professor

of bacteriology was made during the summer of 1964 to fill
the vacancy created by the resignation of Dr. Walter Schoenholz.
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Dr. Gordon Johnson has been appointed as Assistant
Professor in plant physiology, effective September,

1965~

to expand the botanical offerings in physiology and to develop
a research and graduate program emphasizing mineral nutrition
and water relationships.

These areas are especially important

to the arid Southw·est.
Two Teaching Assistantships and the equivalent of 24
Graduate Assistantships were made for 1964-65.

In addition,

several senior and three graduate internes in the Ford
Foundation Career Scholars program were used as laboratory
instructors.
D.

Separations from staff.
Dr. Walter Schoenholz, Assistant Professor of bacteriology

resigned and accepted a position '"ith the University of
Illinois.
II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
1.

Advanced study.
None

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves, etc.
Potter, Loren D., Consultant, U.S. Agency International
Development and Columbia Teachers College .for summer
institute programs, Ranchi, India.
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New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc,
Beakley, John, elected to Phi Sigma.
Crawford, Clifford, elected to Phi Sigma,
Hoff, C. Clayton, listed in Who's Who in The West and
elected as charter member UNM Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.

4.

Publications:
Beakley, John. (1) Preliminary Report on Microbiological
Studies in a Laminar Down-Flow Clean Room. In Sandia
Corporation Research Report SC-RR-65-47, January, 1965,
9 pp.
Crawford, Clifford. (1) Bionomics and control of
insects affecting Washington grass seed fields.
Washington Agr. Exp. Sta. Tech, Bull. 44, 25 pp,
(with R. F. Hanqood) •
Degenhardt, William. (1) The host-parasite relationship
between Elaphe subocularis (Reptilia: Colubridae) and
Aponomma elaphensis (Acarina: Ixodidae). Southwestern
Naturalist, 15 pp. (with P, B. Degenhardt). (In press),
(2) A method of counting some diurnal ground lizards
of the genera Holbrookia and Cnemidophorus. Amer.
Midland Naturalist, about 60-70 pp. (In press).
Dittmer, Howard. (1) Certain Characteristics of the
Roots of Desert Plants (abstract). American Journal
Botany 51:673 (July) 1964.
Findley, James. (1) Northernmost records of Neotropical
Bats. Jour. Mamm., 46:00-00, May 1965, 3 pp. (with
C. Jones).
(2) Seasonal Distribution of the hoary bat, Jour,
Mamm.,, 45:461-470, September, 1964 (with c. Jones),
(3) Fossil shret-1s from Hermit· Cave, Guadalupe Mts.,
New Mexico. Jour. Mamm. 46:00-00, May 1965, 4 pp.
(4) Paleoecologic Reconstruction: Vertebrate
Limitations. In Reconstruction of Past Environments,
Ft, Bur~qin Res. Center Publ. 3:23-25, 1964.
Fleck, Martin. (1) Physiological Aspects of Air
Pollution. Bulletin of the American Meteorological
Society, April 1965, pp. 204-206,

..

~

8 -

9~

Hoff, C. Clayton. (1) Atemn.id and cheliferid
pseudoscorpions,, chiefly from Florida. American
Museum Novitates, No. 2198, pp. 1-43, 1964.

I

I
I

Martin, William. (1) Some aspects of the natural
history of the Capitan and Jicarilla mountains,
and Sierra Blanca region of New Mexico. New Mexico
Geological Society, Fifteenth Field Conference,
pp. 171-176, 1964.
(2) Contributions to the fossil flora of the Rita
Blanca deposits. In Anderson, R. Y. and D, Kirkland,
Environmental Reconstruction of a Blancan Lake (to be
published in Mem. Geol. Soc America).
Potter, Loren. (1) Ecology of a northeastern outlying
stand of Pinus flexilis. Ecology 45:866~868 (with
Duane L. Green).
(2) Limitations of palynology to paleoecological
.reconstruction. In The Reconstruction of Past
Environments, Fort Burgwin Conference on Paleoecology,
1962 Publ. No. 3 of Fort Burgwin Res. Center.
Riedesel, Marvin. (1) Tolerance of Citellus lateralis
and Q. . spilosoma for Water Deprivation. Finnish
Academy of Science. Annales Academiae Scientiarum
Fennicae, Series A, IV, Biologica 71:377-388 (with
La~orrence R. Klinestiver and Nancy R. Benally).
5.

Other research projects in progress.
Beakley, John. (1) Several Du~-1ay Proving Ground
Reports are in process of being published, including:
The effect of aspiration on Staphylococcal enterotoxin,
Methods of soil persistence of obligate parasites, The
soil persistence of VEE, The effect of selected antibiotics on Coxiella burnetii, and The effect of
selected chemicals on the culture of Coxiella burnetii.
(2) Consultant: Sandia Corporation,
Crawford, Clifford. (1) Analysis of egg-laying rhythms
of crambid moths. Equipment was purchased from funds
given by the UNM Research Allocations Committee
($1200).
Degenhardt, William. (1) Discovered larval Aponbrlllna now working up description, etc, (with M. A. Price).
(2) Continued work on N. M. Rerpeto£auna, submitted
first progress report and granted another stipend to
continue work ($960, 275-64 ~1).

..
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(3) Examining systematic status of Ficimia
quadrangularis (ms in prep.).
·Dittmer, Howard. (1) Studies of the Root Systems of
Desert Plants - ~.;rith special emphasis to the vascular
tissues. Supported by UNM grant of $1,400.
Findley, James.
(1) Taxonomic study of bats of
Myotis occultus group in progress.
(2) Taxonomic study of species Pipistrellus
hesperus in progress.
(3) Studies of biogeography of SW vertebrates
continue.
Fleck; Martin. (1) Consultant for Electro-Optical
Systems, lnc., contractor to Manned Space Sciences
Division, Office of Space Sciences and Applications
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Hoff, C. Clayton. (1)
pseudoscorpions.

Continuing research on

Johnson, William. (1) Recessive lethal factors were
isolated from wild populations of Drosophila
melanogaster and the analysis of these factors is
now underway,
Koster, William. (1) Completed and ms. submitted:
Fishes of fossil Lake Channing. Part of a report
on a grant to Dr. Roger Anderson.
Martin, William. (1) Continued studies on the flora
of Ne\.;r Mexico.
(2) Preliminary population studies in the genus
Ribes.
('3)(;ontinued writing on 11The Trees and Shrubs of
Ne~.;r Mel~ico.

11

Potter, Loren. (1) Limited research terminating
$24,000 NSF grant on basic ecological problems of
pollen transport.
(2) Second year
an ecological re-evaluation o£
the effect of 25 years protection on grazing lands
in Ne\v Hexico, U.S. Forest Service Cooperative
Agreement of $3500.

ox

99
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- 10 Riedesel, Marvin. (1) Continuation of National Science
Foundation Grant No. GB-216, "Evaluation of
Physiological Strain during Hibernation and
Aestivation, 11 $28,300, October, 1962 - October, 1965.
(2) Atomic Energy Commission Contract AT(29-2)-1629,
"Effects of Temperature on Biological Distribution of
Radioisotopes," $13,100, January, 1965 -December,
1965.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Beakley, John. (1) Lecturer - Phi Sigma (Lecture on
Aerobiology).
(2) Member of Panel Discussion on Problems o£
Contamination Control as related to Medical Problems,
Rocky Hountain Branch of American Association for
Contamination Control.
Degenhardt, William. (1) Paper presented at Amer.
Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists meeting
in Morehead City, N. C. "Lizard Distribution in Big
Bend National Park."
(2) Third year State Director of National Association
of Biology Teachers.
(3) Second year as president of the Ne~'l Mexico
Herpetological Society.
Dittmer, Howard. (1) Member of the Executive Board,
AAAS, Southwestern Section.
(2) Attended meeting in Flagstaff May 2-6, as
committee member and presented paper "The Percentage
of Xylem Tissue in Sand Dune-Inhabiting Plants."
(3) Presented paper irt August, 1964 at the AIBS
meetings in Boulder, Colorado.
(4) Member of the Promotion and Fund Committee
for Bot. Soc. of Am.
Findley, James. (1) Board of Directors, American
Society of Mammalogists.
Fleck, Martin. (1) Featured Speaker at International
Symposium on Radioactive Materials, Sandia Base,
January 12, 1965.
Hoff, c. Clayton. (1) Committee of Society of Systematic
Zoology to review texts, laboratory manuals, and
teacher's guides of the three BSCS high school biology
texts.

..
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Johnson, Hilliam. (1) Presented a paper at the
Genetic Society of America meetings in Boulder,
Colorado.
Koster, William. (1) Sigma Xi - committee work.
(2) Editorial committee - Swanews.
Martin, William. (1) Attended the AIBS meetings at
the University of Colorado, September, 1964.
(2) Vice-chairman, Botanical Section, S.W. Div.
of AAAS, 1964-65, Flagstaff meetings, May 1965.
Potter, Loren. (1) Attended meetings of
Division of AAAS, May 1965.
(2) Presented paper at AIBS meetings,
Colorado.
(3) Served as host to representatives
Conservancy and Ford Foundation on New

Southwest
Boulder,
of Nature
Mexico visits.

Riedesel, Marvin. (1) American Institute of Biological
Sciences, Denver, Colorado, August 1964.
(2) President, New Mexico Society for Biological and
Medical Research, 1963-1965.
7.

Other professional activities.
Degenhardt, William. (1) Third year chairman of
committee for selection of OUtstanding Biology
Teacher of New Me~dco.
(2) Science Fair Judge.
(3) Assisted in TV (channel 5) biology programs.
(4) Presented regional award (5 states) to
R. D. Ivey as OBTA,
(5) Talk to N. M. Herpetological Soc. on Big Bend
Reptiles and Amphibians.
Dittmer, Ho~qard. (1) Visiting lecture for the N.M.
Academy of Science, 7 high schools in the state and
N.M. Western University.
(2) Revim\7 of manuscript for Amer. Jour. Bot.
Fleck, Martin. (1) Chairman of a Committee, Bernalillo
County Hedical Society, community survey of Health
and Medical Services of Municipal, County and State
Health Departments, wrote the report.
(2) Member, New Mexico State Technical Radiation
Advisory Council, appointed by the Governor of the
State.

- 12 -
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(3) Member Albuquerque Health Advisory Council,
(4) Member Scientific Staff of Bernalillo CountyIndian }lospital.
(5) Member of Committee of St. Joseph's Hospital
Development Fund.
(6) Vice-President, Board of Trustees, Bernalillo
County-Indian Hospital.
(7) Chief Judge of Biology Division Exhibits of
Science Fair, March 27, 1965.
(8) Principal speaker at more than 30 local, state
and national conferences and meetings.
Hoff, c. Clayton. (1) Aiding Vector Control Section,
Department of Public Health, in development of
regulations and methods of testing re. licensing of
pest control operators.
(2) Reviewed applications for research grants,
National Science Foundation.
Johnson, William, (1) Judge at Manzano High School
Science Fair and North"~<Testern Regional Science Fair.
Martin, William. (1)
science fairs.

Judge in local and regional

Potter, Loren. (1) Director of Radiation Biology
Institutes for high school teachers and college
professors (AEC and NSF).
(2) Appointed as consultant U.S.A.I.D.S. and
Columbia Teachers College for institute program for
biology teachers at University of Ranchi, India,
June and July.
(3) Review of manuscripts for the journal Ecology.
Riedesel, Marvin. (1) Consultant - Office of Technology
Utilization, National Aeronautics and Space Admin.
(2) Participant, ~·]estern Regional Conference,
Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological
Sciences, August, 1964.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Beakley, John. (1) Advisor for Non-Degree College
(2) H-3 Advisor.
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Degenhardt, William. (1) University College Advisor,
(2) Student Affairs Committee.
(3) Curator of Reptiles and Amphibians in Museum
of Southwestern Biology.
Dittmer, Howard. (1) Ass 1 t. Dean A&S College.
(2) Member of Publications Committee.
(3) Chairman A&S Scholarship Committee.
Findley, James. (1) UNM Research Committee.
(2) Sophomore advisor.
(3) Curator of Mammals & Birds, Museum of
Southwestern Biology.
Martin. (1) Campus Safety and Civil Defense
Committee.
(2) Faculty Sponsor Indo-American Association of UNM.
(3) Faculty Sponsor Pre-Med Club.
(4) Member several ad hoc committees.

Flee~,

Hoff, C. Clayton. (1) Advisor of majors in Biology.
(2) In charge of selection of books for purchase
from Biology Department book allocation.
(3) On the Dean's Promotion Review Committee.
(4) M-3 advisor.
Johnson, William. (1) Library Committee, Library
Budget Subcommittee.
(2) Biology Departmental Seminar Committee.
(3) Biology Graduate Assistant Selection Committee.
(4) M-3 Faculty Advisor.
Koster, William. (1) Departmental Building Committee,
(2) Upper Division Advisor,
(3) Graduate Assistant Selection Committee.
Hartin, lfilliam. (1) University College Advisor,
(2) Faculty Advisor, Phi Sigma Society.
(3) M-3 Advisor.
Potter, Loren. (1) Chairman of Biology Department.
(2) Graduate Student advisor.
(3) Lawrence Ranch Advisory Committee.
(4) Advisory Council on Teacher Education.
AYI Advisory Council,
g~ I.-1-3 Departmental coordinator and Advisory
Committee.
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- 14 UNM Museum Committee.
(8) Several talks to high school groups.
(9) Preparation of proposal for NSF Center of
Excellences.
(10) Preparation of proposal to NSF for support of
equipment for undergraduate programs in physiology
and ecology. Matching funds of $12,000 awarded,
May, 1965.
(11) Preparation of llO-page proposal to NSF for
support of graduate facilities in experimental biology
for new addition in amount of $276,902.
(7)

Riedesel, Marvin. (1) Faculty Advisor for Sophomores.
(2) Member, Contract Research and Patent Committee.
(3) M-3 advisor.
9.

Public Service.
Beakley, John. Deacon, choir, teacher, and committee
work, Hoffmantown Baptist Church.
Degenhardt, William. (1) Identifications of animals
for individuals, and for Game and Fish Commission.
Dittmer; Howard. (1) Talks to local groups.
(2) Answ·er numerous phone calls and letters
concerning gradening, lawns, and technical advice.
Koster, William. (1) Consultant to members of New
Mexico Fish and Game Department and others.
Martin, William. (1)
Scouts of America.
Potter, Loren.
Foundation.

(1)

Merit Badge Counsello:J;", Boy
1-fember o£ Board for UNM Wesley

Riedesel, Marvin. (1) Chairman, United Campus
Christian Fello~·7ship, Local Operating Committee.
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Report of the Department of Chemistry
:tnly 1 9 15164 June 30~ 1965
n.. 1~. Castle, Chairman
M

1.,

~neral~-51:!!!~~!1

A.

Si&t!if:t!:ftnt Ac]liev~nta~during_t;_h~.Academ:tc tear 1964-65.
Seven undergraduate chemistry majors received

thEt

B.s.

degree and

thirteen received the B.A. degree this year.
ln an endeavour to broaden our
~fa-semester

biochemistt~

advanced undergraduate and graduate level course in biochemistry

has been offered for the first time this year.

This course comprises a

lecture and an optional 1-cred:l.t laboratory.

3~cred:Lt

a

course offerings, a new

3~credit

ltl addition to this.

lecture course on advanced topics in biochemistry bas bee1,

epproved for semester I. 1965-66.
Also approved for: 1965-66
or.ganic

chemist~

t1£\S

a 4-credit lectut'e cout'se in integrated

and biochemistry. A need for this

one~semester

courae

has become apparent; it trlll serve nurses • biology majors and similar
students whose programs do not require the full lenath courseso
t~ith

t:he National Science Foundation equipment grunt and matching

funds from the Universityt the second semester general chemistry course
for

chemist~

majora and other selected students has been upgraded and is

proving vexy effective.
}; ,

~~s

and Jl.econunz.mdat~or

the Near Future.

Funds for an additional analytical chemist have recently been granted

and we are looking for an individual uith research
those o£ our present facultyo
.. 1-

~nterests

to complement

,.
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It is hoped that with the new graduate biochemistry courses mentioned
in A and in cooperation with the biochemistry department of the School of
Medicine

~e

shall by 1966 be tn a position to offer a stronger program in

biochemistry.
An addition to the building for both undergra1tuate and graduate
instructional laboratories as well as space for research is urgently needed.
The departmental building committee has outlined these space requirements.
It is anticipated that these building needs will be programed shortly.
The increased supply and expense budget has been of assistance in
alleviating our supply shortages, however the department still noeds funds
to purchase

in~trumants

ranging in price froa $10,000 to $50,000 or more

for graduate research and instruction. These instruments are essential
for a modern graduate program in chemistry. These instrument requirements

ware detailed in the NSF center of Excellence Proposal.

c. AEEointll!t')nta to Staff
Effective with the academic year 1965-66 Dr. Lee D. l!ansen, a graduate
of Brigham Young University has been added to tho staff with the rank of
assistant

D.

p~ofessor

to fill our needs in inorganic chemistry.

Separations from Stnff
Dr. M. '!!'ac-auchi trl.ll leave the University of

the academic year 1964·65.

- 2-

~l:r-o1

l!exico at the end of

II· Composite of Information

Re~uested

on Individual Biographical Supplements

1. Advanced Study.
a.

MIRIAM P. MAIM:

Master of Science - received June 1964• Title of thesis: The
~nthesis of 4,7~Diaubstituted Derivatives of 2-Phenylimidazo[4i5-d]pyridazines.
2.

Sabbaticals,, leaves of absence. summer teaching elseebere. travel. etc.
a.

GL1mN A. CROSBY:
Germany.

Summer

1964~

lectured at University of

Tllbingen~

Traveled in southwestern Germany • England (London) • Ireland.

Attended Sommerfest of faculty, University of

TUbingen~

6/27/1964 and

Solllllerfest, Science faculty, Uni~rsity of Fran1.tfurt. 7/22/1964.
Participated in installation proceedings for new rector of the University of TUbingen.
b. JESSE L. RmDSOMER:
3.

Made trip to Honolulu.

New scholastic honors. fellowships. etc.
a.

GLENN A. CROSBY:

Swm!ar 1964.

Fulbright lectureship for University of TUbingen for

Elected fellot-7 of the American Association for the Ad-

vancemant of Science.
4.

Publications
a.

RAYl-lDND U. C!A.STLE:

(1)

(2)

Imidazo[ I~ ,5-d] pyridazineo • Ill. 'l.'he ~'ynthesis of 2-l?henylirni<U!zo[4,5-d]pyridazines. J. Heterocyclic Chem. lo 182 (1964) 4 pages
(w. Mo Malm)
Cinnoline Chemistry. X. The Infrared Spectra of Halogen Substituted
ond 4--Mercaptocinnolines. J. Heterocyclic Chem. 1, 221
(1964) 8 pages (u. R. R. Shoup)
-

4~~droxy-

(3)

The synthesis of y-Tr!azolo[4,S-c]pyridazines~ a New J:Ieterocyclie
Ring System as Potential Purine Antagonists • J. Heterocyclic Chem.
!• 247 (1964) 4 pages (w. G. A. Gerhardt)
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(4)

The Synthesis and Effect on Growth of Pyridazines, Cinnolines and
Imidazo[4.5-d]pyridazines, International Socie~ of Chemo-Therapy,
Proceedingsp 1064 (1964) 5 pages.

{5)

Cinnoline Chemistry. x:c. The Ultraviolet Spectra. of Halogen Substituted 4-~droxy- and 4-Mercaptocinnolines, J. Heterocyclic Cham.
6, 63 (1965) 4 pages {W, R. R. Shoup)

(6)

Pyridazines. II. The synthesis of Amino, Azido- and Nitrsminopyridazines. Tetrazolo[l.S-b]pyridazines and Related Nitrogen
lieterocycles~ J. Heterocyclic Chem.
67 (1965) 5 pages (w.
w. D. Guither and D. G, Clark)

z,

b.

ROY D~ CATON:

Submitted to Analytical Chemistry: Spectrophotometric Determination of
Soma Transition Metals Dissolved in ~~tnphosphate Glasses.
c.

GLENN A. CROSBY:

(l)

(2)

d.

The Effect of Deuterium on the Luminescence Decay Times of Solvated
Rare Earth Chlorides, J. Molec. Spectroscopy l~t 399 (1964) 7 pages
(w. J. J. Freeman. and K. E. I.awson)
Crystal-Field Splitting in Yb3i· Chelatesp J. Chem. Phys. ~ 9 407
(1965) 8 pages (w. w. G. Perkins)

(3)

Analysis of the Absorption Spectrum of Cesium Uranium(V) He:r.a•
fluoride. Inorg. Chem. [!, 65 (1965) 5 pages (w. M. 3. Reisfeld)

(4)

Crystal-Field Splitting in 'l'lli3+ Chelates, J. Cham. Phys.
(1965) 3 pages (w. t-1. G. Perkins)

(5)

Luminescence from Transition-Metal Complexes: Tris(2,211•Bipyridine)and Tris(lJ10-Phenanthroline)-Ruthenium(II) 0 3. Chem. Phys. submitted
for publication, (1·7· toT. G. Perldns and D. M. Klassen)

(6)

Tran3lation from German of the follOWing revi~r article - deposited
at SLA Translation Center:
G. B. Porter and H. L. SchlHfer: On the Question of the Luminescence
of Transition Metal Comoounds 9 Beriche der Bunsen Gesellschaft fHr
Phys~kalische Chemic 68~ 3l6a331 (1964)

~.

2621;

GUIDO Fl. llAUB:

A Lecture Aid for General Chemistry 101 and 102.,. 201 pages.
e.

MILTON KAHN:

(1)

Some observations on the Chemical Behaviour of Carrier-Free
Antimony•l2.5, J. :tnorg. and Nuclear Chem. J:l.., 497 (1965) 7 pages

(w.

x.

H. Jones)
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(2)

(3)

Diffusion of Tungsten and Rhenium Tracers in Tungsten. ~ana"
actions of the Metallurgical Society of AIME, ~s 19 (1965)
6 pages (w. R. L. Andelin and J. D. Knight)
The Distdbutiop of carrier-Free Silver-110M bet<reen l{ercury and

Aqueous Solutions of Mercurous Perchlorate 9 J. Inorg. and Nuclear
Chetn. ~. 1139 (1964) 4 pages (~7· n. !.. Ramester)

(4) The Preparation and Properties of Carrier~Free Lead-212 Amalgams,
lttt 0 l Jq of Applied Radiation and Isotopess l!h 211 (1965) 1 page
(w. H. L. l!slnestet')

(S) Annual A.E.c. Progress Report No. 6 " Contract No. AT(ll•l)-733,
28 pages. For the period March 1 0 1964 to March 1, 1965.
(6)

Lam:ence Rad:l.ation Laboratory Progress Report No. 1.

lmidazo[t,~.5·d}pyr:l.dadnes.

16 pages.

I:J;I. '!'he Synthesis of 2-Phenylimidazo[4,S-d]Q
l• 182 (1964) 4 pages (w. R. N. Castle)

pyridazines» J. l!eterocyclic Chem,
g.

DONALD ;a, :1-!c!AUGliL.'!N:

h.

JESSE L. RIEBSOMJm.:

(1)

None

The Influence of Alkyl Subotituents on the Rates of HYdrolysis of
2•Imidazolinss, 3. Heterocyclic Chem. !• lSS (1964) 5 pages

(w. B. J. Barnsberger)

(2) The Kinetics of the Hydrolysis of Some 2-Imid:l.zolines, :I, Heterocyclic Chem. ,!, 229 (1964) 4 pages (w. B. J. Harnsberger)

The Resolution .and Absolute Configuration of l-brc1.llllllr, J, lleterocyclic Cham. l• 93 (1965) 2 pages (~. K, ~. Link)
j •

VJ:CXOR V. W.It.Cll':

1~.

~SAl:mBU YAl-iAUCH.I:

None

None

5. Other r.esearcb projects or creative -<tork in progress or completed during
the p_edod.
an

RA'Jl!atiD tl. CAS'rm:

(l)

SynthGsis of ~ridazines and Related Nitrogen Heterocycles as '
Potential E:!..-plosive AgGnts .. trl.th Wm. D. Gu:U:har and Chuan•run Chen.
The current eontract t-m.s e.<ttended until Juno 1, 1965. At present
negotiations are under way for rene.ral of this con~ract starting
June 1~ 1965 for one year for ~43,004.
~

-s-

-------------------:11.0
(2) The synthesis of P,rridazopyridazines and Related Nitrogen
cycles tvith Dr. Anne Gerhardt is in progress.

Hetero~

National Institutes of Health grant on the synthesis of pyri~
dazines and the mechanism of energy tran5fer in DNA has been con~
tinued in tl\e amount of $20,160 per year. Dr. !an MCClenaghan is
a post-doctoral fellow on this grant.

(3)

1~e

(4)

second National Institutes of Bealti1 grant entitled Cinnolines
and Polyazanaphthal.enes as Antitumor Agents is being continued.
The amount for the yeaX" 1965-66 is $24,920. Dr. Anna Gerhardt is
Th~

a post-doctoral fellow on this grant.
(5)

'J.'he Synthesis of Allo/lanrl.noethanethiols Substituted with Heterocyclic Uoieties .:tnd '!heir Derivatives is being studied under a

contract from the Walter Reed A~ Institute of Research.
Dr. R. Kimura is a post~doctoral fellow on this grnnt. This
contract in the amount of $43,007 has been extended until September
1965.
b.

ROY D. CA'rOEi:

(1)

Co1~oration; $12.217; The Electrochemistry of Some Transition Metals and Lanthanides Dissolved in MOlten Alkali Metaphosphates. July l, 1964 - July 1. 1965. Grant renewed for
1965-66.

(2)

Petroleum Research Fund; $1~500; Electrode Potentials in Io!olten
Alkali Matnpbosphates. Sept. l5, 1963 - Sept. l5, 1964.

(3)

OxidatS.on States of VanadiUUl and Manganese in Molten Alltali
phoa)?hates (-<11th c. Uolfe)

(4)

Sandia

~!eta

Standard Electrode Potentials of Transition Metals dissolved in
:Holten Alkali Metaphosphates ('1-7ith

c.

tvolfe)

(5) Polarography of rare-earth cbelates dissolved in non-aqueous
solvents (with s. Jeanjaquet)
c.

GL'ENN A. CROSBY.:
(1)

Air Forco Office of Scientific Research Grant (second year)
$77,730/2 years. ~ndamental ~nvestigations of Luminescent
Hateriala 11 •
1

(2)

Uationa1 Science Foundation Grant (completed) $52,000/3 yeaxs.
"Spectra of Coo1;dinated Rare Earth Ions 11 •

(3)

Sandia Corporation Grant - $16,000/year 11Energy 'li:nnsilz-11 •
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.111.

d.

e,

(4)

Ren~~al

of Ai~ Force Office of Scientific Research Grant for
1965Q67s $83.922/2 years.

(5)

tvork in progress:
1. Molecular electronic spectroscopy of organic compounds
(a) assignment of excited states of cinnoline
(b) spin-orbit coupling in naphthalene analogs
(c) theoretical and experimental studies of e.~cimer formation.
2. Electronic spectroscopy of transition-metal complexes of:
Ru2 \ Os 2+, eo3+, Rh3+, Ir3+
3. Electronic spectroscopy of metals in inorganic matrices.

GUIDO H. DAUB:
Ster~c

(1)

Liquid Scintil1atora.

(2)

Liquid Sc:tntillators. 'l'rans-ntilbane Derivatives, St:eric Effects.

(3)

Grant: Continuation of grant from u.s. Atomic Energy Commission
for period of Sept~er 15, 1964 to September 14, 1965 in amount:
of $18,325.79. Project title: 'the synthesis and properties of
compounds t1hich may be used as scintillator solutes in liquid
scintillators.

~IILTON

Effects, p-Quaterphea.yls.

KAm!:

(1) The Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange of Chlorine Atoms be~Jeen HYdrochloric Acid and p-Nitrobenzyl Chloride in ~ater-Dioxane Mixtures.
Solvent Effects. ('tdth t~. Bruce and .1, .4.. Leary), accepted for
publication.
·
(2) Chemical Behavior of Catticx:-Free Iodine-131 (with M.
manuscripts in preparation.

s. Reynolds)

(3) The Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange of Iodine Atoms be~leen p-Nitrobenzyl Iodide and Potassium Iodide. Solvent Effects. (with
H. L. Hamestcr) t mtinuscrip!: in preparation.
(4)

Electrochemical Oxiuation of Carrier•Free Iodide-131 (with
Darr:rl Jacltson) 9 tvork in progress.

(5)

~Cha ~netics

of Igotopic Exchange of Iodine Atoms between Tetrabutylwm:onium Iodide and Z.Iethyl Iodide in Nitrobenzene-Carbon
':t'etrachlodde 1-fi.xtures. (with Chien-chang Lin), work in progress.

(6) The Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange of lodine Atoms between ~lecular
Iodine and Betero~clic Nitrogen Compounds containing Iodine Atoms ••
(n·ll:h J. Hinltler and R.. N. Castle), work in progress.
(7)

Recovery of Iodine-131 lncorporated in Soil and Organic Material
as a Result of a Nuclear Detonation. (~Tith M· :Fot1le:r), work in
progress.
- 7 ..
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(8)

The Distribution of Molecular Iodine beo;een Aqueous Solutions
and Non-aqueous Solvents. (r,1ith G. Van De Steeg), worlt in progress.

(9)

Grants Received;
(a)

Atomic Energy Commission~ $21,331. "Behavior of Carder•Free
Tracers m.1d tlte Kinetics of Xaotopic Ex:change Reactions"
1964-65. Fif~h year £or a total of $106,497.

(b)

University of California; tmvrence Radiation Laboratoxy,
$3,044. Recovery of Iodine-131 Incorporated in Soil and
Organic Material as a Result of a Nuclear Detonation.
March 1, 1965 through September 15, 1965.

f.

lmcr.AM P. M.UM:

g.

DONALD R. McLAUGBLIN:

h,

JESSE L. RIEDSOMER;
(1)

j.

k.

None
.None

The Synthesis of Alltylaminoethanethiols t~th Heterocyclic Moieties
and Tlte:!.r Derivatives (one-third time since September 1964). This
work is cooperative T!r.Lth Dr· R. N. Castle who applied for and received the grant. Details about grant Will be reported by Dro castle.

BPJJCE D. WEST:

(1)

Investigation of Ketoisoimidazoles (with R· M...cyerhe:!.n)

(2)

Studies of the Chemistry of Cumnrand:tone 2,3 (with L. Goding)

(3)

Investigation of the structure of

~-benzoyl

cyanide.

MASANOBU YAHAUC!tl::
Chemistry of the boron hydrides, NSF GP 204 for $28,400 completed in
December 1964.

6 . Act'i.viti<ao in learned and professiontil societies.
,.
(1)

Attended the National Heating of thG American Chemical Society
in Chicagov .August 30 - Septamber 2, 1964.

(2)

Attended Rocklr Hounl:a:tn Region Dapartmental Chairmen 1 s Conference
in Y.uhboc!t~ Texna, October 8 - 10. l964o
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b,

(3)

Attended the Robert ~felch ll'oundation Sj7mposiUll1 l!ouston, Texas •
November 13 - 19~ 1964.

(4)

Invited speaker at the ACS Regional Meeting in Shreveport.
December 2 - S, 1964.

(5)

Pres:i.dent-elect 1965 Nerg Mexico Academy of Science.

(6)

Attended National Meeting of the American Chemical Society,
Detroit • .April 5 - 9 9 1965.

(7)

President Ne•r Mexico State Board of Emuninerc in the Basic:
Sciences until October 1964~ then board member.

ROY D. CATON:

(l)

c.

d.

Presented paper uAhsorption Spectra of Transition Metal Oxides
Dissolved in Allmli Metaphosphat:e Glasses" to Ne-~ Mexico Academy
of Science. October 23, 1964 (w. c. i-Tolfe)

GLENN A, CROSBY:
(1)

Attended Nobel Prize Hinners Conference at Lindau, Germany.
June 22·26, 1964.

(2)

Attended Cordon Research Conference, New l!ampton, N.ll., August 10-14,
1964 0 invited spea~.er "Electronic Spectroscopy of CoJqJlexes 11 •

(3)

Attended Uestern Spectroscopy Association Conference• Asilomar.
california, February 3•5 1 1965.

GlllDO Ho DAUB:

(1)

Treasurer .. Ne<·7

(2)

~!ember:

(l)

~o

I'~ico

Chapter of S:tgma

Xi~

Sig!na Xi~ Phi l{.nppa Phi, Phi Lambda UpsilonD American
Chemical Society, American AasoC'lation for the Advancement of
Science (~allow), Blue Key4

£o11aa!ng pnpers were preaented before the Sixth
or the UewMamco AcadeJllY of Science:

Sp~ng

1ne

Meeting

(a)

Preparation of Dilute 9 ~' Non-aqueous Solutions of
l~lecular Iodine Inoculated with lod!ne-131 (with G. Van De
Stcee And Chien-chang Lin)

(b)

The Preparation of Aqueous Solutions of Carrier-Free
Icdnte-131 (With u. s. Reynolds)

- 9 ..

,,

1.1.4
(2)

£.

The following paper was presented at the 149tb Meeting of the
AJ:ner:!.can Chemical Society-. Detroit • Michigan, April, 1965:
Adsorption of Antimony(lii) and Indium from Anhydrous Acetic
Acid by Ion Exchange Resins (with Robert~. Lofberg).

MIRIAM P. :F:tALH:

Associate Member of Sigma Xi.
g.

DONALD R. MciAOOBJ.J:N:

(1)

None

Att:Clided £lational Neat:l.l'ig of the American Chemical Society at

Detroit, Micltigan, April S - 9, 1965.
(2)

:1..

Attended Meeting of the Ne:'\'1 Mexico Academy of Science in
Albuquerque, October 1964.

VICTOR

V~

SEARCY:

None

Attended the Robert Welch Foundation Symposium on
Houston, Texa.a • Nov.ember 16 - 18, 1964.

Bio~emistry,

(1)

Attended Amer:icatl Chemical Society Meeting :l.n Detroit, Michigan,
April 5 - 9, 1965.

(2)

Pxes~nted the follm~ng paper before the Fall Meeting of the New
Hrutico Acadei!IY of Science: 'l'lle Diborane-~etra(d:l.methylamino)
diboron System (llith J. Culnmins)

7. Other professional activities.

(1)

Invited talk to Albuquerque Rotary club on cancer research,

September 17, 1964
(2)

Invited talk .at Eastc.rn N<rti Mexico University• November 20, 1964.

(3) Invited talk at dept. of chemistry, N.M. Institute of Mining c
Technology, Docemhc.r 10, 1964.

(4) Sigma Xi !ectttrer at University of Illinois at Urbana,
December 15,1964.
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(5)

Chairman at Meeting of the New Mexico Aead~ of Science,
October 22/23, 1964. Papers presented:
a. Th~ Synthesis of Triazolo[4,5-c}pyridazines~ a New Heterocyclic Ring System as Potential Pudne Antagonists (with
A. Gerhardt)
b. The Synthesis of Nitrob Amino, Nitramino and Azidopyridazines
and Tetrazolo£4,5-b]pyridazines. (1dth lJ. G. Guither and
D. G. Clark)

(6)

Invited lecturer at the Medical Center, University of Illinois•
Chicago, February 5, 1965.

(7)

Invited talk at the chemistry department, Nev1 Mexico State University, March 19, 1965 •

(8)

Ser.ved for the third year as a member of the chemistry panel of
the National Research Council for the selection of NSF predoctoral
and postdoctoral research fellows on a national level,
t\Taahington. D.C.

.~

(9)

P~ogram

Editor of the Journal o£ Heterocyclic Chemistry.

(10) Consultant to th~ :Food

& ))rug Administration in the 11Kreb;lozen11

case.
(11) Tallr.ed before the J~tish ~ien 1 s Club on the design of physiologi-

cally active molecules. April 18, 1965.

(1)

December 20 1 1964, provided transportation and tour of Old Town
fot four visiting science teachexs on State Department tour.

(2)

Mo:cch 2.6t 1965. Judged cltettdatry exhibits at No:rtm1est
:Hed:ico Regional Science Fe.ir.

(3) Alternate faculty aponoor of UNM
c,

st~i

Club.

GLENN A. CROSBY:
(1)

invited talks at tha following institutions:
Jn:l.vers:tty of Frankfurt, Geri1!&1y 7/22/64
technische !!ochscltule, Sl:utt:garta 6/5/64·
iJrookhaven Nat. L3bl'!., Upton, N.'lt. 8/5/64
~niveroity of Freiburg, 6/26/64
Chcm:::t:rand Corp., Durham, N.C. • 8/19/64
t1ichi~an State Univ., 4/1 and 2/65 (2 lectures)

~~sented

-11-

1~ew

.t:l6
(2)

Participated in Career Scholar SympoaiUIJlo UNM, "Is Research
Interfering trl.th College Teaching?", November 9, 1964.

(3)

Consultancies;

(4)

Refereed:

Chemstrand Corp., Durham, N.C.? Space Technology·

'Labo'l:atories, Redondo Beach, Cs.lif.

5 articles for the Journal of Chemical

~yaics

proposals for the PetroleUIJI Re~:~earch Fund~ American
Chemical Society
2 proposals for the U.S. A~ Research Center,
Durham. N.c.
1 proposal for the National Science Foundation.
2

d. GUIDO H.

(l)

DAUB~

Lectured to the Chemistry Department at New Mexico State Uni•
14, 1965. Title: Steric Inhibition of Reaonanc~
in Liquid Scintillators.

versi~ on~

(2)

Consultant: Sandia Corporation, Arapahoe Chemicals Inc.

(3)

Refereed papers for J. Org. Cham. and J. l:teterocyclic Chem..
during year.

f·

(l)

Spoke before the Highland High School Science Club on the subject
"Radiochemistry".

(2)

Consultant to Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

(3)

Consultant to University

MilUAM P. MAIM:

Served

a3

o;f

Californill,

La~n:ence

Radiation Lab.

None

aosistant

edito~

of the Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry.

Off Cotlpw: taU'..s on travels ntade.
j .

BRUCE D.

llEST~

Trtl!~

dcl:lvered to Phi Sigrll!l, Honorary Biology Society, November 20 1 1964,
SUbject: l'"ne HC!llorrbagic St1eet Clover Pt:oblem.
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1.:1.7
8. Non-teaching University service.
a.

RAYMOND N. CASXLEg

(l)

Chairman~

Patent-subcommittee

(2)

Faculty Advisor for sophomores~ juniors, seniors, graduate
students in chemdstr,y.

(3)

Program Committee of the American Chemical Society.

(1)

li!ember of Committee on l!ll£1rovement of Instruction.

(2)

Facult;r Advisor to University College.

(3)

Continued work on course improvement and incotporat:i.on of equipment purchased from funds received from the National Science
Foundation, Special Projects in Science Education for Undergraduate Instructional .Equipment ($17,000 NSF~ $17,000 matching
funds from the University of New Meltico ) (with M. Yamauchi)

(4) Visited

N~Mexico Highlands University and served as committee
member for final oral examination of a master's degree candidate
in chemistry, April 1965.

c.

GLENN A. CROSBY:

(1)

l~SA

{2)

Chairman~ UN:-1-Snndia Colloqttium and 'lm}1 subcommittee to approve
honoraria for scientists-in-transit (for seminars)

(3)

Faculty advisor - University Collage.

Committee

(4) Career Scholar Faculty Participant.
(5)

Completion of graduate-level research facilities (matching fund
gJ:ant from NSF).

(6)

Submitted proposal eo NSF for Undergraduate Study and Research
Gr£nt • support denied.

(7)

Submitted Material Sciences proposal to UNM Excellance Committee.

(8)

Pr~parcd 11

report entitled "Detection of Life on Mara Using UV
and Visible Spectroscopy11 at the request of the Space Science
·noard of the National Acad~ of Sciences.

:t1.8
d.

GUIDO ll. DAUB:

(l)

Chairman 9 Athletic Council.
Committee~

(2) Engineering Doctorate

(3) Facult'y Representative to Hestern Athletic Conference.
Chairman of Eligibility Committee 9 Vice-chairman of Conference
Council~ W.A.c. Representative to Conference of Conferences
(July, 1964).

(4) Faculty Representative

e.

to

N.c.A.A.

(5)

Arts and Sciences Scholarship Committee.

(6)

Faculty Advisor (A ~/s, Univeraity College).

MILTON
(1)

KAHI~:

Scn:ved ou

l~oodro>7

Ililson National Fellowship Foundation Committee.

(2) l:!emher of Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
(~)

H¢mber of Graduate Committee.

(4) Advisor to Honor Students.
f.

MIRIAM 1?. l11UM:
Supervise~

of organic chemistry laboratories.

Faculty Advisor for University College.
h.

.JESSE Lo ro:EBSOMER:

(1)

Chairman$ Curricula Committee 1964=65.

(2) Advisor to most: of cophomore chemi"stey !!Utjors.

F~culty Ad~!sor

Uoiveroity College.

(1) Altcrnate 9 later regUlar, member Student Standard Committee.
(2) Faculty Advisor University College.
It.

~WWBU

YAMAUC1II:

Faculty Advisor University Collage.
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9.

Public service.
a.

RAW..OND :tl. CASTLE:

(1)

High Councilman in the Albuquerque Stake of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
(2)

Chairman of the Albuquerque Stake~ Boy Scout Committee of the
Church of Jesi!G Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
None

b•

ROY D. CA.'.I:OI{:

c.

GLEmi A. CROSBY:

Third grade Sunday School

teacher~ F:l.:~:st

(1)

Teacher " Sr. High Sunday School at Covenant P:resbyt:erian Church.

(2)

Chm; Transportation Co.mmit:tee,

(3) Asst. Cubmaster. l'a.clt
e.

MILTON F.ABN:

'l'roop 166.

s.

None

Active in Immanuel
g.

Unitar:l.an Church.

Presbyte~ian

DONALD ;r.. McLAUGllLlN:

Church.

None

Chairman of Appeal Board of the Bernalillo County Air Pollution
Con t:rol lloru:d.

Active in Ohts~cb.

Judge~

17ortmmst:ern

10. Personal informnt:l.on.

Navrl~co

Science Fair at Albuquerque.
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Report of the Department of Economics
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Nathaniel Wollman, Chairman
David Hamilton, Acting Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year 1964-65.
Research:

During the year research continued under contract

with the United States Public Health Service.
directed by Professor Udis.

The work was

Professor Therkildsen and Mr.

Bonem participated in the project.

Mr. Bower continued

his research in the Economics Department and the Department
of Civil Engineering under a grant from the National Science
Foundation:

Professor Wollman was on a study of resource

use and allocation in Santiago, Chile.

This was financed

by a grant from Resources for the Future and will keep
Professor Wollman in Chile until January 30, 1966.

Professor

Liepe completed studies for W. R. Grace and Company on the
Mexican economy.

Last September he completed a study on

economic conditions in Mexico and this year is doing a study
on "The Mexican Economic Outlook."
Non-sponsored research was undertaken by Professor Chung
who completed a study of the foreign exchange policies of
Viet Nam after independence.

Professor Therkildsen did

research on the financing of higher education in New Mexico.
Professor Hufbauer completed revision of his study of synthetic materials in international trade.

Professor Hamilton

----------

--

-

did research on the political economy of poverty.
Professor Hofbauer has prepared a proposal for a study
of land tenure in northern New Mexico which he has submitted
to the Office of Economic Opportunity,

Professor Hamilton

participated in another proposal to the Office of Economic
Opportunity for a consumer expenditure and education study
for the Zuni Pueblo.
Curriculum and teaching program
During the fall the Department spent considerable
effort in preparing its proposed l;'h.D. program.

The program

was approved by the University faculty and by the State
Board of Educational Finance and the Board of Finance.

The

program will be effective in the academic year 1966-67.
One semester experimental sections in Principles of
Economics were conducted by Professors Udis and Liepe in
the first semester and by Professor Udis in the second
semester.

Professor Udis is preparing a report for the

department which will aid in an assessment of the value of
this shortened course.
The curriculum will be examined very closely this fall.
This will involve primarily the graduate curriculum in
anticipation of the Ph.D. progr'am.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations
The Department will probably enlarge its offering in
resource economics and in Latin American economics.

The

present experience of Professor Wollman should strengthen
plans to enlarge these areas,

------------

-
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It will also be necessary for the Department, since it
is undertaking a Ph.D. program, to reassess its place in
the American Studies program.

This will be done in the next

academic year.
The demolition of North Hall and movement of the Department to temporary quarters in Nesa Vista Dormitory will present problems in consolidation of facilities now in Marron
Hall with those \Vhich have been in North Hall.

It is

recommended that the tenancy in Nesa Vista be short•lived
as possible since it will probably require some doubling
up in office space.
normal academic work.

This arrangement is a bit awkward for
Individual offices, even if small,

are much to be preferred to shared office facilities.

It

is also recommended that the social science departments be
kept together as much as possible,

There are common

interests among the various department members and certain
advantages in being in close contact.

It is hoped that in

future permanent plans the social sciences will be kept
together.
C.

Appointments to staff
1.

The Department is attempting to fill two vacancies,

one in labor economics and one in mathematical economics.

It

may not be possible to do so before February of the next
academic year and even before the 1966-67 academic year,
2.

Mr. David W. Hutchinson, Mr. Eric A. Oudegeestj Mr.

Ernest F. Stark and Miss Jau In tai have been appointed
graduate assistants.

:t23
D.

Separations from Staff

1.

Professor Bernard Udis resigned in order to accept

a position at the University of Colorado as associate professor of economics and as director of the Institute of
Economic Research.
2.

Mr. Gilbert Bonem is leaving to continue graduate

work at the University of California, Berkeley.
II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements
1.

Advanced study:
Professor Pa;:"ker has been completing his doctoral
dissertation toward the Ph.D. degree at Ohio State University.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc. during the period:
Professor Wollman has been on leave
a study of resource use in Latin America.

~hile

undertaking

He will remain

until January 30, 1966, at which time he will return and
resume chairmanship of the department,
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships,

etc~

Professor Parker held a National Science Foundation
Summer Fellowship at The Ohio State University in the summer
of 1964.
4.

Publications:
C~lUNG,

r::l.J:1

"Foreign Exchange Policies of Viet: Nam after Independence,
1955-1963," Review of Economics and Law, Faculty of Law,
University of Saigon (Scheduled for June, 1965)

---------

-

-

-
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HAMILTON, DAVID
Review 'Of w:E. Kuhn, THE EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT,
Southwestern'Social Science quarterly, June, 1964
Review of R.T. Gill, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, Southwestern
Social Science Quarterly, September, 1964,
"A Plan For Full Employment," a review o£ Stuart Chase,
MONEY TO GR0\-1 ON, Frontier, October 1964.
"False Image," a review of E.O. Edwards (ed.) TilE
NATION'S ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES, Frontier, November 1964.
"Keynesian Economics and The Cooperative System" in
ANNALS OF PUBLIC AND COOPERATIVE ECONOMY, April-September
196l~.
(Published simultaneously in French as "Economie
keynesienne et cooperation," in LES ANNALES DE L'ECONOMIE
COLLECTIVE, Juillet-septembre, 1964 and in German as
"Keynesianische Okonomie und Genossenschaftssystem," in
ANNALEN DER GEMEINWIRTSCHAFT, Juli· -September, 1964)
"Marketing Science: Usefulness to the Consumer, 11 a
chapter in SCIENCE IN MARKETING, edited by George Schwartz,
published by John Wiley, 1965.
"Economic Transformation in the Southwest: Its Meaning,"
Western Review, Summer, 1965.
HUFBAUER, GARY c.
SYNTHETIC MATERIALS AND THE THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
London, Duckworth (Scheduled for 1965).
LIEPE, lVOLFRAM
Review of J. Vanek, THE NATURAL RESOURCE CONTENT OF
UNITED STATES FOREIGN TRADE, 1870-1955, in Natural
Resources Journal, October, 1964, pp. 434-439.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN MEXICO, RECENT PAST AND PROJECTIONS, 1964-1969, for W.R. Grace and Company, September
1964 (mimeo).
THERKILDSEN, PAUL T.
"Finance," in FINAL REPORT TO BOARD OF EDUCATIONAL
FINANCE, October, 1964,
UDIS , BERNARD
"The Colorado River Basin Economic Study: Progress and
l'roglems, 11 PROCEEDINGS of Vlestern Section of Regional
Science Association, Arizona State University Press
(June 1965).

:t25

UDIS, BERNARD (Continued)
"An Analysis of the Economy of the Three Lower SubBasins of the Colorado River Drainage Basin in 1960
with Emphasis on Heavy Water-Using Industries," two
volumes (mimeo), prepared under contract with U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and \Velfare, editor
and author.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or
completed during period:
CHUNG, PHAI1
"An Analysis of the Long-range Military, Economic,
Political and Sociel effects of the Strategic Hemlet
Program in VietNam," under contract SD-181 between
the University of Nel·7 Mexico and the Advanced Research
Projects Agency, Dept. of Defense. Completed in August
1964, 267 pp. (mimeo)
BONEM, GILBERT
Research on United States Public Health Service,
Colorado River Basin Economic Study.
HAMILTON, DAVID
Study of consumer credit in Uew Mexico in progress.
LIEPE, WOLFRAM
Mexican Economic Outlook.
Company, in progress.

A study for W. R. Grace &

PARKER, ALFRED L.
Financing the New Mexico Public Schools, in conjunction
with the Bureau of Business Research, in progress.
THERKILDSEN, PAUL T,
"Outdoor Recreation in the Lower Colorado River Basin,"
which is part of a study under contract with the U.S.
Public Health Service, Completed August 1964. "The
Value of Outdoor Recreation in the Colorado River
Basin, 11 study in progress under contract with U. S.
Public Health Service.
UDIS, BERNARD
C1ntinued as Associate Director of the economic study
of the Colorado River Basin, contract No. PH 86-63-241,
between the University of .Ne~r Hexico and the U. S.
Public Health Service.
Continued research ort 11 Hage Dispersion and Its Correlates in the U.S.: 1951-1963 11 under grant from
University Research Committee.

-~-----~""''-·

WOLLI1AN, NATHANIEL
Research in Natural Resource Economics in Undeveloped
Areas in Latin .America. Resident in Santiago, Chile
as representative of Resources for the Future under
agreement with Institute Latinoamericano de
Planificacion, Economica y Social, Naciones Unidas.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:
l:AMILTON, DAVID
Read paper entitled "The Technological Basis of the
Secular Drift of The Consumption Function," at
Western Econor~ic Association l1eeting, Eugene, Oregon,
August 2D, 1964.
Chairman at session of the Wardman Group at American
Economic Association in Chic~Go, December 28, 1964.
HUFDAUER, G.\RY C.
Read paper on "Technological" Gap Trade Theory" at
Rocky Mountain Regional Social Science Meeting in
Boulder, May 1965,
LIEPE, l70LFRA.111
Read paper "Mexican Economic Policies and their influence
on Grot1th and Balonce of Payments in Recent Years" at
Rocky Mountain Regional Social Science Meeting in Boulder,
Nay 1965.
UDIS, BERNARD
Read paper ''Development of Appropriate Coefficients for
Regional Input-Output Uses" at Regional Science Association, Western Section, Monterey, January 30, 1964.
Read paper "Regional Input-Output Analysis and WatexQuality Management" at the Rocky Mountain Social Science
Association, Boulder, May 8, 1965.

7.

Other Professional Activities:
SITING, PllliH

Participated in a Tv discussion on KOD on the silver
problem. Also participated on several other discussions on U.S. policy in Southeast Asia.
THERKILDS:!:N, PATJJ" T.

Served as Finance Cor.,:ni ttee Chairman, New Mexico
Corrmission on Statewide Higher Education Problems.
Served as a resource person at Governor's Conference
on Economic Opportunity,
Participated on "Clocer Look", KO:O-TV.
Three appearance.; on mum.

--------

-

-

--
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UDIS, BERNARD
Lectured on "National Labor Policy and the Economic
Effects of Unionism in the United States" at Southwest
Management Program, May 12, 1965.
Participated in a Career Scholar symposium November 9,
1964 on topic "Is Research Interfering with College
Teaching"?
8.

Non-teaching University service:
CHUNG, PHAM
Member Student Standards Committee.
Faculty adviser to freshmen and sophomore students.
HAMILTON, DAVID
Member graduate committee. Chairman of Ad Hoc Committee
of Policy Committee on the campus use by off-campus
spealcers.
HOFBAUER, GARY C.
Advisor to ~conomics Club
LIEPE, WOLFRAM
Member curriculum committee.
University College advisor.
THERKitDSEN, PAUL T.
Honors Council, University College Advisor.
UDIS, BERNARD
University Research Grants Committee.
Member of three-man Fulbright Screening Committee for
this region.

9.

Public service:
HOFBAUER, GARY C.
Director, Planned Parenthood Association of Bernalillo
County, United Nations Association in Albuquerque.
PARl<ER, ALFRED L.
Elected to Official Board, Central Methodist Church.
THERKILDSEN, PAUL T.
Supervisory Committee, Cornodao Credit Union

12
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"Aroeldtan Poatr.t. • Ene",iCl«?P!cUs of Poet~
<mil Pos1:it:e" etl. Abm !i'z'<rm.:tngoil:'. l?rinr:eton trniva:rai ty

2UWS 0 GlmOSJi:.
Pro~oG

1~65.

pp. 23-31

"Er.plieatien." Eneyeluf!!dio of Pootn .~d Poot.iC!..

_

P'U• 25S-2GG
_..

"~~:~ Un~"'~raduat.s ~il.'lor.

,. ,P.i_2bt I!'om!B for ~~ican
Wenyss F9unc:laticnp 19SS.

.BtttQ!i.'.i!£? ~y r.-otd.o Bl.AM ~t al,.

pp. 1-8,
Cl"~ 0 no~.
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THE: UNIVE:RSITY Or NE:W ME:XIDO
ALBUQUERQUE, NE.W ME:XICC

!VISION CIF F"OREIGN STUDIES
(St:$HIJOL OF' INTER•AMERICAN AFFAIRS)

The Report of the Division of Foreign Studies
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Miguel Jorrin, Director
I.

General departmental information
A.

The curricula with the addition of several new
courses in each program of study remains as before:
Latin American Studies, Western European Studies
and Russian Studies.

New faculty members in

Anthropology and Sociology have strengthened the
existing inter-disciplinary programs, particularly
ror majors in Latin American Studies.

The students

who are Area Studies majors or who come to the Division
for advisement total 117 exclusive of 14 graduate
students in Latin American Studies.
B.

The Division of Foreign Studies cooperated \'1ith
Dr. Lopes in presenting the proposal for a Language
and Area Training Center.

Approximately $38,000

was awarded by the federal government, and the University
will provide matching funds for the project which will
begin in September, 1965.

Dr. Jorrin also collaborated

with Dr. Lieuwen on a report entitled, "Possible Threats
to United States Security via Latin America" which
was prepared for the Air Force office of Scientific
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Foreign Studies
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Research.

Several graduate students in Latin American Studies

and Latin American History aided the project as research
assistants.

A third proposal submitted by Dr. Lieuwen and

Dr. Jorrin was to the Ford Foundation which was designed to
establish an inter-disciplinary seminar for graduates.

At

the writing of this report, the future of the Ford Foundation
project has not been resolved.
C.

Appointments to staff do not include faculty members

in this Division.

The administrative staff included:

Dr. Miguel Jorrin, Director
Elissa Ledbetter, Graduate Assis.tant
Mrs. Larry Nelson, Secretary
Constance King, Student Assistant
Claire Marek, Honors Student assigned to Dr. Jorrin
Kenna Lauser, Honors Student
Michael Bernhard, Honors Student
Larry McConville has been appointed as Graduate
Assistant for the coming year.
D.

Scholarships were given by the Division to

two Latin American Students. These two awards include room, board,
tuition, and books while four more awards include only tuition
and fees.

The Division also awarded nine tuition only scholarships

to majors in the department and incoming freshmen.

The

Miguel Jorrin Scholarship Fund was established and should be
a-v1arded next spring.

It is being administered through Dean

Reagan's office (Administration Building, Room 157)·

The Report of the Department of Geography
July 1, 1964 - June 30 1 1965
B. L. Gordon, Chairman
I.

General departmental information

A.
B.

c.

Dr. Richard Murphy, has been appointed Professor of Geography,

July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
D. B. L. Gordon resigned, effective June 30 1 1965, to become Professor
of Geography at San Francisco State College
II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
l.

2. B. L. Gordon taught during the summer session at the University
of Guadalajara, Mexico

4. Yi-Fu Tuan published "Mountains, Ruins and the Sentiment of
Melancholy," (Autumn, 1964, PP• 27-30) and "Notes on Computer Architecture,"
(Winter, 1964-65, PP• 12-14) in the periodical Landscape. Dr. Tuan
and c. E. Everard collaborated in publishing "New Mexico's Climate:
The Appreciation of a Resource, u (October 1964, PP• 268-308) in Natural
Resources Journal. B.L. Gordon published "Los Indios Teribes11 in
Hombre y Cultura
il• Dr. Tuan and Mr. Everard completed their research on climate of
New Mexico for the State Resource Development Plan.

6.

Mr. Conrad Aub read a paper on karstland at the
Geographical Congress in London 1964.

2~

International

1.56

7. Dr. Yi-Fu Tuan lectured on "Attitudes toward New Mexican Iandscape, 11
at a Conference on Natural Areas of the Southwest which met in Santa
Fe; on "Problems in Physical Geography of the Southwest, 11at the University
of Wisconsin; on "The Appreciation of Iandscape, 11 at the Southern
Illinois University; "New Mexican Gullies," for the Geology Club of
the University of New Mexico; on "China and SE Asia," for a Presbyterian
ministers Breakfast held in Albuquerque; and at a Panel discussion held
at the State Convention of American Institution of Architects in Albuquerque
B. L. Gordon testified on behalf of the Jicarilla Apache Indian Tribe
before the Indian Claims Commission in Washington

B. Dr. Tuan served on the Cultural Program Committee and as a Faculty
Adviser
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r:he Report of tha Department of Geology
1964-~une

July 1,
VinCQlnt

c. l(elley,

30, 1965
Chairman

Significant Achievements During the 1\cademic Year

A.

The Department of Geology granted 8 bachelor's degrees,
4 master's degrees, and two doctor of philosophy degrees.

Enrollments continued to

increas~

and the number of Graduate

Assistants increased from 1 to 9.

RGvision of our cur:d.culum which ha·a been under under
way for the paat two years was largely

cons~ated

during

1962-1963

Gao logy
r-1ath
C'?.t.IQmistry
Biology or Physics

EwgliQh (~ch. Writing)
Enginselring

39
5

a
8
0
3

35
16-29
B-17
12-17
3
4-14

nanges indicated in the 1965-1966 curriculum reflect differa:iices ari~;ing out of three differttmt options in such CO!ltra~t:·-

ling areas as geochemistry, paleontology, or engineering geology.
i!;::)>-:1

programs ><&Ore devisad in Environn!ental Recon:mtruction,

Nydrogeologyu and G0ophysics and poatsrs
~all

d~scribing

these as

oo the ganera! graduate program wars sent to all earth

eci~nce
<:~broad.

departmants in

th~·u.

s. and to selected institution&
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The New l-2$:deo GGological. society C!lnd the Roswell
Geological Society contributed $810.00 1-n the form of

"Grants in

~id

.of Research" to

for eueh

graduat~ ~tudents

:casearch itai:!.!SI as thin !llectiono of rocks. map bas!'l.s. aerial
photographs. and field expenses.
presents

the~e

societies

~

Dr. Vincent

c.

Relley re-

the recommendation of

recipi~nta

.

and in the approval of the amount and nature of the grants.

The awarded grants are as follows:
New Mexico Geological society
Hawad E. Shatow:y
John Shomaker
Bruce A • Black

$150
100
100

stevsn E. t'arkse
Ruosell E. Bailey

100

Paul W. Lambert

150

ao

$130

$810

a~uG2®l1

z.

~ilsy

liYo l tor 1~. Ji}(ilan
liJ.'rn:r:!C:l Jr... G!lee
Ri!Q!l!l'Jf :C • Sn:l.cll®SC
'l?Om;;l.JI' 13. '!'hompson
S'b!lV·:ztlld ~. Fa:dtas
~nvid X.. Gilsa

1\'iNight. Eo Deal
~ic~~rd ~.
l~:l.chGrd ~.

Sq~irse

Haines
Richard N • Wi!£JO!l

Nf\SA lPrsdoc:toral Trainee
Predoctoral '!'rainGa
~SA Predectoral ~rsinee
~Asn Pr~doctoral Trainee
m:!!".l Fellowship
Sigma Xi
NA~

Mobil Oil company
~Gas

~lbu~~~quo

2

4.600

4.200
4,200
.1.900
500

450
425

Signw :iU.
Sigma Xll.

Aztec Oil

$4.800

C9mpany
Gem & ~~oral Club

BOO
4.00

200

,.

--------~---

·.
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The

fo~lowing

research grants were awarded in the

department ae .followac
R. Y. Anderson & E. F. Cruft, NSF Grant GP-4200

"Climatic Cycles and Patterns in Varved Sediments"

$95.'100

W. E. Eleton, NASA NGR-32-004-0ll
"Comparative study of Lunar Craters and Earth
Volcano-i>ectonic Depressions"

24.990
20.690

Dr. Anderson's request to the Health. Education. and
Welfare Department in the

a~ea

of paleoecology resulted in

3 NDEA scholarships bsginning in the fall of 1965.
Similar requamts were made later in the year in the
areas of hydrogeology and geophysics through the Graduata
School. but that office's block request was unsuccessful.
SimdlDr requests ware again made at the end of the year
throv.gh the Graduate School. but it will not be kno'l'm Wlltil
later whether

tla

will be recipients under the University

"block" request.
Contributions for equipment and general use from indus-

tzy have b?.an

a\~Yarded

us as follows:

rfobil. Oil Coa:.pany
Coppmr Co~oration

X~n~ecott

$

500
2.500

unsolicited smull aums are continuing to be received
from

al~1i a~unting
~n

to $937.40.

msF undergraduate

~uipment

3

grant to bolster our
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I \

teaching in optical mineralogy and petrography amounted to
~14,000.

SpQcial grants have been received from university support as follaws:

NSF Institution Grant
Pbnt Fund
UNM organized Research, Rosenzwaig
UNM organized Research, ~lley
ONM Organized Research, Cruft
UNM AlW!!lni Fund, Cruft

unm

$35,000
41,500
375
564
968.
895

$79,277

sarvice on National Science Foundation evaluation or
~wards

pansls wsre aa follows:

Vincent c. ~lley - Institutional Facilities Program
V:incant C. Tr.alley - Science Developmgnt Progrcll.?.
Sherman A. Wengerd - UndergrlJduate Equipment
Dr. Vincent

c~

JKelley was also appOinted by Educatio.IUtl

Testing Services. Xnc. to "plan, devolopm and prepare the
Graduata Record Advanced Test in Earth Sciences" - 2 year
appointreant. .

S$verD1 modifications of tha building facilities have
h3ran made during the :'{6)ar.

In preparation for our large new

mw!ss!on allactrograph the wall b0tween Room 132 and 134 was
ZQmoved and fitted with 220 outlet special filters and &
~m~ll

dork room.

Rooa a-21 on the

iKlto four c\llbiclas for stude11t::t.
unit~

subl~nding

was partitioned

ln Room :S-28 roclt storage

were condanaed toward ons and allowing the partition of

4·

::t61.
the other end into an

~quipment

room and deak space for

our new lab technician. Will N. Blair. who now tends the
equipment.

~ne

departmsnt requested end secured

on

sp~ce

the third floor forms:rly occupied by the Civil Engineering
'l'his space amounting to about 1,800 square feet

Dep;:~rtmant.

will be redone during the summer of 1965 to accommodate

~as

spectromaterr mineral preparatiqn. and teaching laboratories.
The dapsrtmant

sponsor~d

its sixth consecutive Visiting

International sc:f.entiet under the program eetabl:!.ehed by the
American Geological Institute.

Our visitor

l~rch

3 to 6 was

Dr. Lester Xing fr.om Durban University. South Africe.

Dr.

I{l1.ng delivared fh•e lectures to staff, students. and the

public on continental drift. geomorphology. and related topics.
~a at~ff

and students gained much from conferences and aaao-

ciation lltith the di$tinguiahed professor.
Close cooperation of the

tinuos

t.<i!>

oo

u. s.

Ge:ol.ogical survey con-

Dw: ing the year 0 geology students and

en~oyed.

ctaff have spant hundreds of hours in their library in
tion with atudies and

res~areh.

So~

co~ec

part-time employment bas

been obtained also.

Consultation on numsrous geological prob-

lemo of our

has 'bsen given by many of the Sw:u-ey pro-

foooionals.

ctu..d~ants

'l'hoy have freely allowad

to usa

photograromot~ic,

gont.

~lr~

Cha&-ls& B.

O\.Ut'

students and sta:ff

photographiao fiald and other equip-

Rtzlad~

tbrough the perldssion and

5

,.
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courtesy of the Director of the Survey. has taught

c~asses

at a nominal co.st and served on several thesis and dissertation committees.
Visitors to the Geology Museum by organized groups
(public school classes. clubs. Boy Scouts. etc.) ware up a
phenomansl 56 perc::eJnt.

There is no \'lay to estimate the num-

oor of casual v:l.sitora who view the exhibits. but .the Museum

in almost c::on11tantly in use.

Staff members. local professional

geologists, and all of our greduate assistants and other students t&ke pert in lesding organized groups through the museum.
(Sse

th~

report of the curator of the Museum for more details) •

Dr. Roge:r Y. Anderson was promoted to the rank of Associate Professor beginning in the 1965-1966 school year.
W•

m.

Elston was on sabbatical throughout the

'l/incsnt c.

IWll~Sy l11ClS

~ear

Dr.

and Dr.

granted satbbaticsl for Sel!llelater Jt of

1965-1966.

B.

1.

Plans and Recol!l.iltandations

Implemnnt our program in geohydrology.

l: have forrau-

!ated a combined undergraduate-graduate curriculum working in
C00)?3X'Dtion '\1ith the U. S. C-eolc.)gical. Survey. l!lnd Dr. Luna B.

Loopold 0 Chief of the Water Resourceo Divieionb bas indicated
that the curriculum

i~

tha bsat he has seen in the nation.

He haz furtho~ra agreed to help by making facilit~es and
Part of this includes aummer
I

6

____ j
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field coursee on field punlping problelms.

OUr poster announ-

cing the program has been distributed world-wide, and numerous inquiries concerning enrollment in the program at all
levels are coming in.

By ne:Kt year we el\ould try to justify

a nydrologist on our ataff on a half teaching-half research
basis.

am certain he could

I

p~y

his way through contract

research funds. ·and X aM currently following several men for

such a position.
Put the Geology Building on a reasonably dust-proof

2.

sir-conditioning system.

This becomes more and more critical

tdth the acquisition of expensive, precision equipment.

'l"h:nt

is especially true for geochemical eqUipment such as spectrographs which deal with trace amounts of elements.

Room 122 0

the lorge !0cture hall. is not even hooked into the present
"air «dust!) cond,itionar" •

the room, but those
1Th11l~eo

have tried it

~aintain

that it really

tho room hotter.

lrull-tilll:lil laboratory technician.

3.
£1lt •

~ho

1l fan. of so:rts. ia a CJailable for

~~ill

Last year wo hired

!i. Slab on an approved half-time basis •

He is a

gmology major. a union tool and die maker, and an all-around
h~ndy ~n.
m~C\e

Within a week or so

afte~

his employment he had

contributions to m.odifica·tion and care of aoma of our

s:tp~nai~ve

equipn2n'!: to more than ju.etify his salary for the

7

.......

ernti2:e yaar.

We could easily use him full-til.itii e.ltlpecially

with the installation of much new equipment planned for this

rSU!lll!13r and fall.
~.

graduat~

do.

Blair also has a way of getting extra work out of
assi$tants that the ataff seems not

~lways

able to

His present half-tiMe salary is $2400. and X should like

to offer him full-time employment in his present position as
ooon as
c.

(half

poasibl~.

Y.sr. Will N. Blair joined the staff as Lab Tecb.niclan
ti~~

in Auguat 1964.

Ronald J. Gibbs signed a contract for 1965-1966

D~.

to

t~ach

I

in the areas of sedimentary

Dr. Lee A.

't~ood'l'111n:d

roc~s

and sedimentary

signed a contxact for 1965-1966

to teach in the areas of structural geology and field geology.

tu.11l!il

s.

August, 1964

,,
Lamb. secretary of several years. ret.!ligned in
~~ing

to her husband's return to school in

Calif.oz:nie.

a.

---------
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1.

.i\dvancad study
~qolfg_anq

B. Elst.9!!,:. Awarded certificate of Certi-

fied Professional Geologist (CPG#30l) •
.$.h_eF,Mn A. Wengerd.

Setn. l

"~ational

the Ccld War" Naval Reserve Officers SchoQl

Jan. !965.

ing duty.

8-6~

Four days active training duty - u.

Oceanographic Office 5-8 Nov. 1964.
~ero-Spaee

Strategy in

Sept.

1964~

s. Naval

'!'brae days activ'e

Seminar. Douglas Acaro Research

traL:~

Cent~r.

maval Raaearcb Reserve. Huntington Btaach,,; Calif., 29-31 Jam.
1965.

2.

Sabbaticals. ate.
R_2..q\ll:t Y.:... Anderaq,n.

Travel to Wast coast iri eormec-·

tion with IZJditing book. SUm!llsr 1964.

'l'l:'avel to western coast

of lli'iZ!:rti<t!o in conngction l'tith atudy of evaporite deposits. Jilln ..
1965~

J!ldqar E£, Cruft.

Juns l to Sept. 1. 1964. Research

fuill C'"'aochcroistey. l?erlll:l state Uni'\i'ersllity under Pennsylvania
m'1:n~e e:ooo~ht

grant on "bfulor Elements in Stream Seidi!llents" •

~ological field tdpB to !ll:~Y.ico (Jan. 1965».
«~p;c!l 0

1965) .• in coxmect!on '1;1itb milM fLIJ:il01ll\IOred research on

g~onitee.
iooto~

Silver City

Cna woek at

~nn

State VDiv. (Jan. 1965) tc.evaluate

laboratory there prior to aetting up similar lab here.
1i?.?lf9e~ng

E, Eleton.

On sabbatical leave for e1!1tb:e

9
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yea~

in Silver City. N. M•• conducting NASA-sponsored re-

search.

Sl.mllll!Jr

Mineral

work for New Mexico Bureau of Mines and

Re~o~cee.

J. Paul l.?'itzeimmon@.

'l'rip to Cananea & Me:tdco and

Arizona for study of copper deposits with Sigma

W~ranci 0

Gamma Epsilon groupo

Sample collecting (Precambrian rock$)

from many areas in Cplorado.

Vincent c.

Re_l~.

'l'aught: UNM 1964 Summer Session ..

stuarJ;=A. Nor.!:h;'..22.•

~res

weeks in July and August,.

1964, to Glacier National Park. MOntana to collect
fossila and roc:ke.c.

To Yoho National Park.. Canadian Rocld..es,.

to atudy C:ai®J:ian stratigraphy near Field,. B.. C.
~ar~..

mmtionml

t<1enger~.

A.

~ortugal#

morth Central Spain

~outhdaat

Spnin

Travel for geologic research,
(Cuntabrie)~

(Andalueia)~ morth~ast

south central to

Spain (Cataluna).

Ba!gium8 saroas Sahara to Angola,

~ren$aG, ~ra~cs,.

Uemu

To Kootenay

and Yellowstone National Park.

~Jln

m~<eoss

Preca~bria~

Ii!eYtJ Yo:s:-k

[)f!rl.l!llS'JOp Colo~.;adop

P.W.A~.

to :Naw Y.o:llltico June 6,. sept. 7 • l964s·

for t!lcientific tWetingo Oct. 1964: Chihwa...

kkUilo £~:)::i~c. 11.iela 'l'r.ipa Oct. 1964, 1\Tavy flight to and from

H'Uiohl1.Atgton 0 D. C. Nov. 5-S,. 196411 Danver. Colorado A..I ..P ..G.
tbethlg !!!o'li'.

frr?nilolll

U.~l.4 6

112-ool~glc

19648

E'i~ld

trip SUb...leader. Sigm Gtti;J.I!la

Il'ield ?;7.'!p,. Northern N. M.. Ariz.. Sonora y

10
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Baja california Geolog:!.c Expedition Dec. 12-27. 1964, via

Ar.i:o. and califB 'l'e.:tas. Jam.• 15-1.7 0 1965: Navy dJ..,·ty

Celli£ ..

i11

29-31. Jsn. 1965B ~~xas ~nd Louisiana. NS~ conference. New

Field Collecting, Guaymas region April 10-19 0 1965z Jet
Louiai~;Jna

flight

maetings~

Oil Company
osippi

~pd.l

25-29. 1965 0

A.A.P.G~

Geological Guide trips - !4arch 1965 for Louis

Colormdo

Ut~h.

and ret1.1rn.

Dalt~

snd1~g

at. Denver for confarancasr California:

invit.~tional

flight of

2~

hours to examine

and off-shore oil fields in Gulf of

~tlasi-

x~~ico.

26. 1965.
3.

Eonors, etc.

4.

f?ublicat.ions

Zk,deroon. R. Y•• (in press) Stratification. in
E'airbr.idga, R-

sciences: Now

~·J. 0

Yorl~:,

ll

ed. Enc:yclop:!diD of Earth

Reinhold.

April

:168

Ande:rsori 11 R. Y.. {in press) Varve Calibration
of Stratification. in .lliarrlam. D. F. o ed ••
syu;posium on cyclid=s~dimsntations Kansas
Gaol. survey Bull. 169. 27 ma P•• 13 figs.·

Anderson, R. Y•• and Kirkland. D.

w.

(in press)

Intrabasin varve correlation& Geol. Soc.
Amarica Bull. c 33 m.s p.. 18 "figs.

Andaraonn R. Y., with Baltz. E. H. Jr. 4 and Ash.
s. R. ~in press) Redefinition of tha Ojo Alamo
Sandstone and the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary,;
San Juan Basinp Naw Maxico. U. s. Gaol. survey.
97 ma. p •• 5 figs.

Anderson. R. Y.,, 1a1ith McL9roy. Carol ~in pres.eL
Laminations of the Oligocene Florissant Lake
deposits. Colorado; Gaol. Soc.
49 ms p •• 6 figs.

]lnderaon, R. '!t'. n "1ith D:aan.

l"l.

Are~rica

E. Jr. • (in

Bull ••
ravitt~w) n

Slopa Stratification of the ~nnsylvaniart Haymond Formation. r4a.rathon region. Texas: Geol.
Soc. 1\~::ad.. ca Bull.,, 23 res p.. ll figs.
C:r:uft.y E. F." Chemical analysis and the stoichiometry
of apatite «l965)r Gsochimica et Coamochimica
AGt~. Vol. 29. 40 pp. (~~jor Scientific Jouxnal)
(!ruft., 15. 'f?. a Ho100geneity and random events in geochemistry «1964) in d1smistry of the ~arth's
Crust Vol. XJ!. Published in MoscO\'Y, July 1964,
~major

work)

.

C:r.uft. E. i' n., ~-Sinor elel.\13nta in ignoous and metamorphic c:Jj?Stite, aba. (1965) n in t·'le!E.'lting ~rO
COedingo Rocky r.;It • sec. Gaol. Soc. 1\r:ilarica.
Elcton, t<I. E.u tdth Sn:iderc H. x .• Differantiat:ion
n~d alkali ~taso~tiom in di~e ~sarm complex
and related ~gneouo rocks near cmpitano Lincoln
County, Ji~o•·' f.'::axicot £!!., !<lax. C-<:rlol. Soc. GuictebcoJ~ of Ruidooo Country. 15th Pield Conf., p.

140-147, J.964.

w.

E •.. 'fbo t{ogollon Platea1.1 volcanic proWoBsible connection ~ith ring-d!ke co~
plG~os and lunnr cratsra: N. w~x. Gaol~ soc.
~~og~amc 19th Ann. ~bo~!ng. p. 10-11. 1965.
E!stoSl, t·J. E., U.n p:s:oof) • nbyolite ash..-flo'\'1
E!.otor~

trines~

p!a'caaus,. ring-d!lta c:omplmt~B 9 coll.deraa, lopolitha , and moon crater:'Hl N, Y- Acad. Sci. Annals.

t69

Elstonc w. E •• witb Lambert, P. w•• (in proof) u
Possible shatter cones in a volcanic vent
near Albuquerque. N. M. a N. Y. Acad. Sci.
Amtalo.
Elston, w. E •• (in press), Astrogsology: ~ R. w.
l.i'airbridge •. (eel.) • Encye,;J.opadia of Earth
Scienceso Reinhold l?tib. Corp •• N. Y.
Elston. w. E •• (ms co~l., being ed. for pub.).
Gaology and mineral resources of Hidalgo ·County.
N. Mex.e m. Max • .Bur. !~es Bull. 76.
Elston, w. E •• (ms compl •• baing ed. for pub.) 0
Mineral resources of Eemalilloc Loa Alamos.
Sandov~l. and Santa Fe Counties. N. Mex. (exclusive of oil and gas): N.. Mex. Bur. Mines Bull.
Elston. w. ~ •• (in prep.). Reconnaissance geology of
the soutbern half of the Mogollon Plateau volcanic
province: N. Max. Geol. Soc. Guidebook of south~starn New Mexico. 16th Field Conf.
Elston. w. E •• ¢in prep.) •• Road logs. first, second,
and third daya: N• Msx. Geol. soc. Guidebook of
Soutln1eatem NEll'1 £-faxico, 16th Field Conf.
J?it2aimmons, J .. P •• Translation from Russian of
~eory of Lithogenesis. Vol. 3. by N. M. Strakhov,
Consult~nt Buresu Ent®rpriaes, Inc •• about 600 p.
(to·ba published by Oliver & ;Boyd, Edinburgh).
Kelley. v. c,. with Thompsono ~. B•• 1964. Tectonics
ana general geology of the Ruidoso-carri~o~o
region, C~ntral New Mexicov N. l-iax. Geol. Soc.
Guidebook of the Ruidoso Country. N'. *x. Geol.
15th Field conf. p. 110-121.
!tolley o V. C. • \-:J.i th Furlow • J. lt:i. a Lot..;ar Paleozoic
1;;1,adge edges in south-central New l·ie,ricos na'l.lf
control: Gsol. Soc. ·lin!:ar. Bull. v. 6, No. 6
F".aJ!.lQJ( 0 • V .. c., !l.el~tionmhipel of rock fractures, Jour.
Geology v. 73. July 1965.
llosariZ'frJa:J.g. ~ ... t~it:h Icforoain, :e •• 'l'he crystal structure of gallium niobate, Acta Crystallographica
(in prGSG)
Rosen~eig 6

o

•

A.v with Graeber, E. 3. 0 The unit cell

of krauaita, Am. ~1inc;lralogist, {in preas).
with Graeb!;lr. I:. J .. f! and r-:~arosin~ B ••
'l.he crystal structure of krausite. Am. Mineralogist.. (in press) •

l:.1osexu~.:-oig. A.~

12

~

170
s. A.a Salt tectonics of the cuanza Basin.
Angola •.Portuguese West Africa. abs •• MPG l?rogram booklet, p. 51-52, April 1965, New Orleans,
and Bull. Amar. Assoc. Petrol. Geol. vol. 49.
No.
336 (with Petrofina co-authors).

Wang~rd 9

37"P.

5.

other Research Projects or Creative Work in Preogreas
Roq_er Y. Anderson.

Completion of NSF GP-742 • CU.-

matic Cycles and Patterns in varvad Sediments, two years,
$22.900.

Co-JP:dncipe~l

GP-4200.
rr~tic

Final report submitted.

Award of new NSF grant.

:Investigator. t111o years,. $95.760. Cli-

Cycles and Patterns in Varved Sediments-castile Project.
Edgar' !.!'.

cruf;,.

$97.000 Research grant swarded March

196'5 \>lith Roger Y. l!lnderson on Seochendetry of castile Evaporite Daposits. NSF.

$800 Research Grant. UNM 0

)btalloganetic Provinces (1964-65).

Granite~

Miner Elements in

and
S~ream

&ldimants. Pennsylvania State Govaxnment G:ranto Penn State

~ria! ~olcano-~ectonic
Plat~mu~.

~~nnt

$25.000 for first year.

tmder conaiderationa
for

llltt'd

Dapresaions in Rhyolite Ash-Flow
Two-year renewal

Updated information on mineral reaources

Mauico Bull.'oau of i!Jinea (retJources of Bernalillo.

13

---------------

1'71
ylnc.smt

c. J_tell,g_y;.

Geology of Canjilow aiatreme.

Geology of Sandia Mou.'lteins.
of Lincoln County Country.
Regi~nal

'l'ec::tonice and

geology

Geology of Ladrone Mountains.

geology of Ladrona Mountains.

the Padarnal land'm.asa.

g~maral

Regional geology of

Recipient of l!Givaral t.niiM naaearcb.

committee gr~nts. ·
Stuart A. Norirhro.e,.

Manuscript of "Vl'liversity of

New Ms:dco Contributions :!.n Geology. 1897-1964" completed and
:btdax !11early

completed~

in Gao logy No. 7.

To be published as WM Pub.Ucation

History of maw .Mexico Geological Society is

in progress.
llb~aham

Rosanzwejg.

~e

crystal structure of lithium

!odatta witl1 Bruno Morosin completed.
of apangolite in progress.

dozait:e

~,;ith

The crystal structure

The crystal

3. J .. s>innay in progm:su.

atructur~

structural patterns

in oecondary copper rdinarals .in progreao.
s~udiea

of naturally
ShoiCmara Ao

r.ad9"1ay

~ill.

~~ p~oes

mnd
in

occur~ing

Won~.

of cale-

crystal

ferric sulfates in

st~cture

progrs~a.

"Pleistocene Age of 0 J1!ocena•

smn Juan liountains. Colorado" with K. 11 .. ttathe:t.

bulletin of the Geological society of Amarica.

eo~ ~oo9ibilitioo

!3ulle~iml

76

"Oil

of Hidalgo County. New Mexico" chapter

roin~EiL~~w:ce11

of Bidi!llgo Countt. Now

»ax~

by t'iJolfgang Li:. Blaton. in press..

Geology and ll'e.troleum li'otan--

';;::l.i!"Jl of Eortht>Seat f?aradox Basin.

Raised Mi!lrine Features and

14

,,

:t7Z

B<:iach Sands of Ensenada San Francisco, Guaymas. Sonora.
Revision of "Laboratory Methods in Sedimentology" ~

Mexico.

Geology and Petrole·um Prospects of the Cantabrian Rol!gion of

Salt T(;ict:onic. Controls on Oil Aceummulation and Des-

Spain.

in CUanzs

truction
6.

Basin. Angola.

Activities in Societies
!!9si~ Y. AnJ!arson..

Member o Geological Society of

Anuilrica.

Member, A100rican Federation of 'reachers. ·· ·· Papar

read with

w.

s.

Dean Jr. at NGW Mmxieo Geological society

Annual l~eting, Las Cruces, Naw ~ico. May 1965~ Slope
~posits

of

tha.Pennsylvani~n

Edg_ar F. q,~.

Haymond Por.mation.

.f.la!liloar, ~ochendcal Society.

bar. ·1:-ilineralogical Society of America;
.?;ma:rcican GeophyDical Union. r4arch

Mam-

Elected member,

19~5.

· Paper deli"Vert!d l-iny

10 0 l9GS at Fort Collins. Colorado at Rocky Mountain Meeting
of tha Geological society of

A~riea.

Mamber. New Mexico
'•

Geolocjic'"l Society. 1964.
!Jolfgang_JS_"=Ells~
f~~tico

Serv1Z3d

aa

l?Zlst-Prasident of New

Gsological. Society. attended ·zooet!ngs of Executive

Committee und nnnual MQGt!ng. Las Cruaeab May B and 9o and
read p~p3r.

attended NASA University Program Review con-

fo:s:encc. ID:lnoao City.

!~soouri, ~arch

15

1 to 3, l96S.

I
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I·

moulder, Colorado, Auguat 20. 22.
Society Field

~rip,

,!'!!lcent

U!tt~

Sooiety.
~~~d. co

Maume:r.
A~~

Representative Student Grants

Program Chairman, Albuquerque Geological
'Uo s. Geological Survey.

~ismber •

Student Aids CC!Pili!:ttea.
~atinga

of

Registered New

E4.amber, Nominating

President, Albuque!:que Geo,

Rocky !-1ountain sect ;ion. AAPG

E~ecu-

Attended numaroua luncbG!on and even-

Albuqu~rque

Geological Societyo

!c'0etiillqo illl Grants • .l=llbv.qoorque !lnd Socorro.
2ogico~ Soci~ty

Co~ttas,

Vice President, Albuquerque Geo-

Cantral. S1action.

logical society.

ing

MQmbar, Student Relations

J:J>zofetiu3ionel Engineer l.l'l'o. 3982.

comcl.t·tea

S.

Member. AAPG Tectonics and

Roswell Geological Society.
logical Socioty.

Geological

c; Kell.fU':.. Meftber • Advisory Board u.

N~nclature Cow~ttee.

Committee, AIME.

V~xico

OCtober 16 to 18.

Bureau of Land Management.

Structure

New

Attended

Attended Geo-

of .1\rsrica .Rocky 1-!!0untain soction moetinga.

:r.colty r&>untvd.n Ssction, z.m-..:=r!can Asaociat.ion of Petroleum

16

,.

174

Geologist~.

1964.

Dmrango 0 Colorado september 28 0 to October lo

The theme was Rocky Moun·i::a,in seaitnsntery Basins.
~am Ros~zwsiq.

American

Crystallographi~

Society of

~rica

AttendGd joint meeting of

Association and Mlneralogiqal

at Bozeman, llklnt:ana. July. 1964.

Read

paper entitled "Layer Structures in Sacondary Copper Minerttls".
!herman A. t'lenqe.Fd.

Attended regional AAPG meetings

in Durango. Colorado. October 1964.

Attended 15th annual

Naw Mexico Geological Soeiety Field Trip 0 Ruidoso Country.
1964.

Cc~ober.

Attended first annual meeting of American In-

stitute of Profaaaional G@ologiats November 13, 14. 1964.
~mmbar

of Bom.mati.ng Committe® of New Ya:mic:o Geological society

1964-65.

f·~<llml..-er

of bJational Nominating Committee of Society

of Economic Paleont.olcgiata and Mineralogists.

1964·~1965.

Mmabar of Z\lbuquarque Gaclogical society. 1964-65.
~as~-~ditors m~eting,

logiai!~
tio~

of

215p

ffia'i\1 Orls<i~lillO.

can

Asaociati~n

Amarican Association of Petroleum Gao-

Attended P<1st Officers .Meeting of Aesocia-

».pril 28.
~~rican

.M:ten.d4!1d

Association of Petroleum Geologists• April
Gave lecture lilt National MGetinga of Amari-

of

~etroleum

Geologists on "Salt Tectonics of

tl10 Ctianzo Bam!no An9ola" in n!e\'1 <tll!:lGane April 28 0 1965.
!e:c~m:-o

Jilnuaey 14, 1965 at Graduatel Conference, VNM. on"

u~arc:h

for Oil in Angola•.

17

Gaw

:l'75

7.

other Pxofassionel Activities
~o.ID?r..L

Anderson.

Gave lecture to Chemistry

»apartment Seminar on the climatic and chemical.relationship of

~arve~.

Fall 0 1964.

Gave lecture

t~ ~iology

Honorary

on the varve$ and Climate of the Rita Blanca Lake Deposits,
t'1!.nter. 1965.
viro~ntal

x.scture to AlbU<;tuerqua Geology Club on En-

Racanetruction of a Plaietocsne Lake in Texas.

tfinter 1 1965

p

~~r '!! c c;_~.

Visited Un!varBity of kc>ndon Gea-

chli!roist.ry csntsr. swmnar 1964.
~~81~ical proc~dures

psctinq

Unit~

!'h:el.!lent1y consulting en

for London University Geochemical Proe-

Consulting, Homastake-SI:ilp!n. Grants. New Ma:dco.

!1oHgang !;\b

Blot.o.e_~

ltnvited to tour

A~Ollb

and

aotrogaolo9ic facilitieG, North Arosrican Aviation, Inc ••
:O~un$y,

California, 11ugust 26. 1964.

Lsd field trip to

trolcanic shatter cone locality at Cer%o Colorado. New
fQ~ ~eG~ar~hers

@f! &1.Z!Ztrosr~ology.
~~~eited

oil.~y

~~xico

from Uo So CoaGt & Geodetic Survey and Branch

u .. s ..

to lectuxe at

Geological survayo March 18a 1965.,
~unar

and 'lanataxy Laboratoryo

Wnivar~

of Ar.ii.zona (Professor Gerard P. Kuiper) and to tour

18

1'76

:t:£loiJ.i.:i:.i\Sa, especial1y the intex:pret:f.v'Gl r:::ork on Ranger
lunar photographs, May 21, l96S.
~SA-sponsored

Ga'ITe talks · on current

reaaarch to Silver C!ty Rotary Club January

12, l965, and e~rth science c1aases at Cobra High School •
.Bay<Jr.d, »!et\1'

M:~xico

May 13, 1965.

J. _jg,gul Fitzs].l'fll'I10.~S.

of Soils for

Consult~nts

Bureau Enterprises. Xnc.

'l!,i~.

F21cilities Pxogram

NSF Coni!IUltant on Instit:ut.ional

(ExP~m:i.nation

and :Revie·o::l} • University of

dhairman. X.2inera1 Exhib.its Judglng Committee" New

C:.'k:d.cago.

M.1mico State Pair..
{~rincoton)~

and

~dited Biological Indl.cators

:ceviCll~'J

Consu-1tant 0

E.~J!g_a'l:,~ ~~s.t,i.rui

Service

five man committee of examiners to planv develop,

tha GR.'"il advaneed test in Geology .. alao 1f.vrite many

of the qitast:!.onlil·.

'l'h:is is a two year appointment.

!.JSP.' Cetl'll-

snltant for Scientific navelopm$nt Program.
~t1ll!a~1~~
IC'8:r..t.~X'J! of 2a:ct:hc::JI.t.tllces
r::..;_l!Ki!:<~al

<t::'-'i!

il'lt lJ1G'fiJ

Cl'l'ib,, r.lay 10 o 196S.

$1:n:vey4

I~e'lf1 r~xiao

g:l.J:G!. t'9.e1d su:rvoy, U.

fllS~;xico" to

Albuquerque

Gaologiot, t;t..a .e.~ U ~ s.

~m t!lnd
Geologi~·

Collabo::cator in Seismology 0 Ssismolo-

s.

Co~st

~~~~Js..
Fi;;\~·GOI'J!Jion

Gave iU.umt;r:Elted lec:tUZ'ea "ll>

and C-eodetid sur'll'ey.

!Nlcturao •'The Weissenbarg and

1•:-olthodo in S;tngi0 Crystal X-ray Diffraction" 0 49th

19

Norelco X-ray
18. 1964.

An~lytical

School. San Francieco 0 SSptemhar

Lecture, "Twinning in crystal Structure Analysis" o

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Liver-more. California. saptembsr 21. 1964.

Attended by invitation. Symposium on auto-

matic aingle crystal diffractometry. Phillips Laboratories,
Irvington,

New

York. October 29 and 30. 1964.

Visit to IBM

laboratories. Ycn:.'k:town Bei9hts, JS!ew York. October 1964.
to Amarican

~eum

October 1964..

Visit

of Natural History, New l'ork. New York,

Attended llU\SA University Review Conference,

Kansee City, Mieaouri.

~~reh

1965.

poration, llll.buqusrqua, New Mexico.

Consultant for sandia Cor-

Reviewer of papers sub-

mitted for publication to The American Mineralogist and tha
Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry.
S~arw3n

A.

t~erd.

Gave lecture.

~Pet~olaum

Ex-

ploxat:l,on P.ssoa:reh in ll!ortharn Spain" to Naval ReGJearch Re ...
S®l!:VQ 8-7 0 .1-\!bu.querq_ua 10ei:.01Je&: 14. 1964,.,

in

!JJO'QY

B.Gaigned mattmerBhip

Eilsldco Society of Profassional Engineers in protest to

co!Epletely illogical

"'i:W.iil-t'li~cb"

boondoogla.

b::lr for P..c:tlliloa:Cch n.-aoo:rve Seminar ).964.

Committee

August, 1964.

ll!!a)l'l-

Reap~

pointed to basndlo trm4 Day for second seminar to be hold August
1965.

CoEl!llttcaGJ lru'.lmber for "Geological Education" of lYational

&oaaeiation of Geology
~~iean S~iety

of

T~scbers.

&~~rship

~otogrQummtric

20

Committee of

Engineerz.

OVersaaa

"'·

,..----------------
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G0ologic .1\d'\Yis.or to Societe Exploraeion Patrols Espagne
and

c.x.E.P.s.A.

in petroleum

in

Sp~in

e~loration

ana Petrofina-Petrangol in

Angola~

research. Summar 1964 (Portugaln

Spain. Angolaq Morocco. Ile1gium. and France).

Advisor to

the President of American Petrofina Exploration Company in

establishing a Research center for Petrofina International.
Staffing liaison for Petrofina International in building the
staff for American Patrofina Exploration Company.

Chairman

of a geology panal for NSF in allocation of undergraduate
illlstruction :funds-.

Selected by 'U. S. Navy continuation Board

for ret$Dtion as Captain.

u. s.

Naval Reserve.

Ghost writer

and translator. from the French. for G. Borgnon and G. Verrier•a new papar on "Oil in Angola" for publication in A.A.P.G.

ISu:Uet!n.

a., lilon-'!\llacld.ng University
~~r
un.<t!.~rgre~duata
~39p000o

Y '\-

1\s'l.~eD~~.A·

Final. report as Liaison

Official~

science Teaching Equipment Grant. NSF. two years.

· Clullli.rman. Committee on Paleoecology.

Offieial for throe mDSA
Research

~rviaG

~nd ~SA

~itle

ZV Fellowships.

awards Committeaa.

21

Univeraity
Ma~r Ccnt~act

•.

:l79

Edgar F. Cruft..

University College advisor.

Gamma Epsilon advisor to be, 1965-1966.

Sigma

organized several

outside apeakers for department While in clua;ge of Graduate
Conference.

an several other graduate research committees.

J. Paul Fitzaimmons.

On Library

Committee~

.J!n..sant
Program.

Faculty Advisor for Sigma Gamma Epsilon •

c.,_Kelle_y.

Coordinator of M-3 Career Scholar

Tutor M-3 Program.

EduceU.on.

No~.

Museums, and Galleries.
75-th l\nniverlilary.,

A

&

Committee on G:Lfts to

~braries,

Committee on Conferences and Lectures,
s Dean's ad boa Cammittee on advance-

Aamisl!lions Colmlittee, tm.!4 Chapter. Sigma Xi, 1964-66.
~r6lham Ros~~·

Sehool.
1$!64..

'l'e~cher

Mamber Advanced Committee

}'/isif!bGr .f!Yl Advimory Committee.

stuart A.

~nt.

Advisor in University College.

Assistant Dean of the Graduate

Aeting Daan of the Graduate School. May to August
giltl:'~nca

and Cradite: Committee.

NASA

Predoctoral

~ro~eacbip C~ittee.
She~n

A. wangard ..

Gro~do

on

~atar ~ll

lott~r~

of

rs~ndation

consultant to Buildinga and

for South

ca~s~

Prepared over 90

for graduating and other students

in senrch for tcachUl.g positions and jobs in industry.

wane0m3nt

C~tteoD

UNMu 1964-1965.

22

Ad-

,.

:180
9•

Public Service
!.9$sr Y.

Lactw:es to grade school

llnd~r~n.

clasaaad identification of rocks, minerals and fossils
for the public, Cub Scout Museum tours, :Representative of
the Unitarian Church in Selma to Montgomery· W~rch.

Campus

Ugly R4an candideta.
J. Paul Fit2simmons.

trips in Sandia Mountains.

~ed

Girl Scouts on two field

Talked to group at Rio Rancho

Estates on Geology of the west Mesa.
Vincent

c.

Fl£lmbar of Rotary ClUb student Gugat C01'1Dittee.

querque.

stu~rJ;.,A.
1965~67) a

r~ny

S-t.

Elected to Vestry (3 yea:r term.

1iloJ:thro2,.

Pi~rlt:•o ...on-tha ..t·2asa

Epimcopal Church.

Identified

fossils for the public.
~~~n

fo11:

Ms)!l}xtr of ROtary ClUb of Albu-

Krlilll"!X:•

public~

on "'Gaology of tbe Zllbuqucxque :Region". Nov .. 17 ~

Captein 0 aos.a.R., Office Of

~©5L~t~os

for

N~~~l

ncaearch rasaxvo

\:o ~mpmr::ml Girl &:out CowcU.
Ga~~ s~out

:w..

and rock identification

t.ecture to 25 gradli! ll!chool tencha:ts. Acomtl School,.

All:m~erquo,

l964v

l~nlllral

A. Wsngerd.

council.

~mbar,

Na~l

Roseareh.

semina~

1965.

t~nagin9
~dviaor

l!'und ra!s;i.ng for C!hapaJtral

First Congregational

Ch~reh.

i?oroo:mal Znfol'SJ"tioh
~bsm i'.o::~an~it::J~.

b~rn ~p~il

10

l96S~

23

Son. :Oi!niol

Richa:~:d

.Roocnzwaigu
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Tho Geology t4asaum
.:i'uly 1. 1964--Ju.ne 30 0 1965
Stuart Ao Northrop, C~rator

The largest naw exhibit, installed in two cases. in
one of modern sea shells--a selection of the
~nd

colorful

tion.

apoci~ns

mor~

showy

from the Katherine Balcomb collec-

We have not yet found a student compstGnt to study

r:JIIl.d identify this large eolloction.
~elecypoda

Bot-laver. a tot<i!l of Sl

and 68 gastropods are displayed in ona of the

motab!s additions to the paleontologic

se~ies

are:

(l)

J
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:;,y Dr. K.

w.

Bar·thel, of t:ha Bayarischa Staatssannnlung fur

.
Palaontologie und histoxische Geologie,

!4unich, through Will

Blair.
~10

problematical £ossils have bean added to the l&ldaa

of Preservation case.

One of thasa is a

~triking

cross aec-

tion through the llltrrow of an unkno'ilm an!ma 1, ahotdng sucoossiV"a paclting of sedilll3nt left behind a13 tha animal ntaiJ'ed in

its :burrOt'l'8 i:h® other is an unenplain$d marking resembl.ing the
in1print of ;;~ hors~a•a hoof.

Both of these were collected from

t.he I!Yppsr Cretacaous Daltota sandstone on the Gallegos ranch

~ Sp3~tocular

group of selenite needles that grew up

2

~rom

the

-----------------

---

t83

14in$ral Club in its
A

visual

o~m

eais~{c

case.

recorder. built by the staff of the

Alpuquerque Saismological

L~boratory.

U.

s. Coast

and Geo-

detic survey. 'l.mde.r the direction of Frank H. Werner, tlas
placed in the w.a!n corridor near the south door of the l!Alseum
during March, 3,965.

('!"oe spacial. exhibit of the

Sandie~

R!low.l-

taina--r.zount Taylor cross section. 'iflith representative rocks·.
had to bs

dis~ntled

connected by

di~ect

and moved to t.he foyer.)

cable to a

ve~tical

The racozder is

seismograpn·at

tbs Ssismologica;l Laboratory in the Manzano lllot.;ntains aot1th of

Base.

Smndi~

We are still

e~~sriencing

several typaa of

el~ctronie

plroJ::(lemo, ouch auc induction interference, temporary cmt-offa
@f

ftd.gnal, etc •• but hawe obtained a m.mi.bar of good recorda of

ta\\'.eh 0ElZ:th{f"..za1teo ao the one i.n Chile of £-larch 28, and at Seattle
n~~i1

28. 1965.

A~ ~ovada t~rch

Excellent records of underground
25 and April 21, 1965

~~re

nucie~r

obtained.

tests

Soveral

o.C: th0ce s-u:!.mnograros a.:e diap1ayad in s nearby map-i:rem:;a.
1f!.lllWOil7,s

hav-o cTJ'li.nced much intereGt in this recorder and wo

1/tm-:::::n t·wr.e net. ava:Hable this year for
r:!'.l!.EJt;lm:l or-oc!m~m.o.

purcht~ss

t-iany
h<llV';;i~

of any

The bulle of accessions of mineral$, rccltsa

and fossils was donated.by the departmental ataffp

o~ea.

g~ad

uste students, undergraduates, and others.
V'!S:tTtORS

As reported every )fear, the Museum continues to be visited
by svar-increeaing numbers of persons, including children,

teschara. laymen. otudents, amateur collectors, prospectors,
~nd

profeasional geologists.

During

1964~~1965

there ware, by

actual count, 117 organized groups (an increase of 42 over last
year). involving 3f264 individuals (an
total

~grand

e~tima~d

at 4,000 (an

fig~res do not incl~da the hundreds
~~so~

each

and gradusto

eam3~tor

incre~se

incr~~sa

of ltl64), and

of loSOO).

of atudents

~ewe

who use tbs

in conjunction with certain undergraduate

cour~se.

teachers and group leadars reque•t a guide to direct

P~s~

3-G'i:ontio;rn to the aavaral earia¢ of exhibits. to sxplain certain

ond particularly to answer numerous questions.

2~~turoo.
~:ilot 1:10

prormJilllg

:l.!lloro.neo thio year in the nw'llbar of tours neCC!lasitated

ll.nto oorv!co aaveral undergrSJduate 2lBIJistants.

nrc dU$

o~

graauata

tho.ir ycommn sorvico.
~r~ctico

the

hnvo uoed grsdul!lto ooo:isttmte for this chore but the

5G~!!orcent

tho~ks

In

ontiroly.

a~~ietants

Xt mtlY b3

Perha~5 ~

Special

and other students for

n~cesrolary

to

dit~continue

this

ehould prepare an outline guide
4

<-

l85

in tbe form of a brochure for the use of teachers and group
1<ulders 4:lnd asJt the!Q to do their own 9uiding.
Finally6 l would like to go on record as urging the Ad-

ministration to add a room adjoining the Mu"eum to the vest in
order to be

~ble

to e:xhi'bit the msteorites of the former l:nsti-

tute of Meteoritics, which are not at preliOent accessible.

'fh&se

uhould be available for viGW;ing by the public d'IU'ing the dawn of

the space

age~

,.

5
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The Report of the Department of Government
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
E. c. Hoyt, Chairman
I.

General'Departmental·Information
A.

Course offerings in Public Law were reorganized and

expanded, reflecting the addition of a new staff member
(Professor Harry Stumpf).

There are now two undergraduate

semester courses in this field, and also a graduate seminar
(to be offered intermittently).
Two new semester courses were added in the field of
Latin American politics (expansion of an existing course
to two semesters, and also a new course in Mexican Government and Politics).
A temporary appointment (shared with Peace Corps) made
it possible to offer a new course in Politics and Governmenta in Modern Asia.
B.

A general survey of the Department's undergraduate and

graduate programs, based on assumed continuing rapid increase
in enrollments and embarkation on a Ph.D. program in 1968 or
1969, was undertaken and a report on this projected expansion
was submitted to the Dean and Academic Vice-President.
The Department continued its participation in the Peace
Corps training program, furnishing a Coordinator and instructors
in World Affairs, Contemporary Ideological Conflicts, and
Institutions.

u. s.

,.

1.87
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c. Helen Ingram (formerly on our faculty Feb. 19.62 - Feb.
19.63) was appointed Visiting Assistant Professor of Government for 19.65-.66.
Peter Ranis (Ph.D. New York University 1964; Research
Assistant, Brookings Institution, 1962-64; Fulbright Fellow
in Argentina, 1964-65) was appointed Visiting Assistant
Professor of Government for 1965-66.

He will teach courses

in Latin American Government and Politics, Comparative
Government, and Peace Corps Area Studies.
Unja Lee was reappointed Instructor in Government
(temporary) for Semester I, 1965-66,
D.

Miguel Jorrin {Professor of Government and Director

of the Division of Foreign Studies) died May 7, 19.65.
II. Composite of Information·teguested on individual-biographical
supplements.
1.

Advanced Study:

WOLF, T. PHILLIP.

Continued work on Ph.D. dissertation.

LEE, UNJA, Ph,D. dissertation accepted, May, 1965 (to be
defended this summer)
2.

Sabbaticals, etc.:

JUDAH, CHARLES B.
3,

Sabbatical leave, Fall 1964

New Scholastic Honors:

IRION, FREDERICK c. Elected Fellow of the American Association
for Advancement of Science.
lvOLF, T. PHILLIP,
Blue Key.

Elected honorary member of UNM chapter of

1.88
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4.

Publications:

CLINE, DOROTHY I.
N. M. - 1964. 11

"Proposed Constitutional Amendments in

UNM Div. of Government Research, September

1964. 51 pages cut by Board & Editor from 135; "Concepts
& Planning in the Use and Conservation of Natural Resources."
Joel v. Barrett collaborator. New'MeXico·Business December
1964. 19 pages; "Letter to Editor." ·N~·M~ 'Architecture
July-August 1964. Re planning - Zoning.
HOYT, EDWIN c. "The Contribution of the lnternational Law
Commission," Am. Soc. of Int'l. Law, Proceedings, 1965
(7 pp.)
"Modernizing the Status of the Panama Canal," in ~ Nations
~-~. United Nations Association, Albuquerque.
IRION, FREDERICK c. Book Review for'The Annals of the American
Academy of Political Science, publish~by Prentice-Hall,
Englewood, N. J., Interest ·Groups .!!!. !!!&, American Society,
Page 206 1 March 1965. New Mexico section of the National
Municipal League's compendium on "Presidential Nominations
1964." Mimeographed.
STUMPF, HARRY P. "The Political Efficacy of Judicial Symbolism, 11
Western Political'Quarterly, June, 1966, 15 pp., (approximately)
Book Reviews: Lobbying !_ ~ ~. by Edgar Lane; Politics
Without Power, by Cotter & Hennessey, both in Western Political
·quarterly, March, 1965, 3 pp. total.
5.

Other research projects:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Work continued on the State Planning Office
project, Intergovernmental Relations in Natural Resources New Mexico. HHFA $8000 contract. July completion date.
HOYT, EDWIN c. Monograph, National Policy·.!!:!!.\!. International
will appear in University of Denver, Monograph Series in
World Affairs, in Spring of 1966. Commissioned by History
Dep 1 t 1 Columbia University, to write a biography of John Bassett
Moore. Received grant (including l/3 released time for research)
to begin this work in 1965-66.

~.

JUDAH, CHARLES B. Documentary History of U. s. Army in Mexican
~Tar, with George w. Smith.

,.

jJS9
-4STUMPF. HARRY P. Co-author (with Frederick Irion) of "New
Mexico: The Political State," chapter (40 pp. approx) in
forthcoming 1h2, ·Politics & '!!!2, American ~. ed. Frank
Jonas, U. of Utah. University Grant-in-Aid for Research
($310) 1 October 30, 1964, for "Extended Case Study of a
political interest group's access to the United States
Supreme Court;" study still in pr.ogress.
WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Public opinion in New Mexico during the
1964 campaign - underwritten by a grant from the University
Research Allocations Committee. Paper on the 1964 New Mexico
Campaign presented at the Southwest Social Science Conference,
Dallas, Texas, April 17, 1965. Paper on party loyalty among
party workers presented at the Rocky Mountain Social Science
Conference, Boulder, Colorado, May 8, 1965.
6.

Activities in leatned'artd professional societies:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Panel Paper, "The Council-Manager Plan
in a Changing Period" presented at NML conference, Novel!lber
1964. 5 pages.
HOYT, EDWIN c. Executive Council member, Amer. Soc. of Int'l
Law. Read paper at ASIL Annual Meeting in Washington, D. c.,
April 22, 1965. ~!ember of panel on "The Sino-Soviet Conflict"
at Annual Meeting of the International Studies Association;
discussed paper by Robert A. Scalapino of u. of Calif. (Berkeley)
on the above topic, Colorado Springs April 10, 1965.
IRION, FREDERICK C, Executive Committee, Western Governmental
Research Association.
LEE, UNJA.. Attended annual convention, Association for Asian
Studies, San Francisco April, 1965.
STUMPF, HARRY P. Read Paper, "Congressional Reversal of Supreme
Court Decisions," Southwestern Social Science Association Meeting,
Dallas, Texas, April 15-17, 1965. Appointed chairman of Public
Law panel, forthcoming meeting of Southwestern Social Science
Association, New Orleans, April, 1966.
IVOLF, T. PHILLIP. Hember of: American Political Science Association, Western Political Science Association, Southern Political
Science Association, Southwest Political Science Association,
International Political Science Association, Rocky Mountain Social
Science Association, Southwest Social Science Association, & Am.
Society for Public Administration (on Council & Nominating
Committee of local chapter).

1.90
-s7.

Other professional activities:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Symposium Paper, "State-Local Relations New Hexico, 11 prepared for·UNM Intergovernmental Study Program,
April 1964. 8 pages (Reproduced and distributed by request).
HOYT, EDiUN c. Talk on "The United Nations - A Reply to Mr.
Rousselot," at invitation of the Student Council, Feb. 18, 1965
(multigraphed and distributed by the United Nations Association).
Talk on "The Constitutional Crisis in the United Nations" to
Harvard-Yale-Princeton luncheon, Dec. 7, 1964.
IRION, FREDERICK c. Editorial Board, Western Governmental
Research Association.
STUHPF, HARRY P. Talk to local chapter of Sons of American
Revolution, subject: "American Immigration Policy, Past &
Present," Harch 16, 1965. Attended Seminar on "The Ethics
of Power and Policy," sponsored by the Council on Religion
and International Affairs, Estes Park, Colorado, September
2-6, 1965.
WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Member of 75th Anniversary Speaker's Bureau
(talks at 1st Presbyterian Church, July, 1964 and 1st Unitarian
Church, December, 1964), three appearances on KNME-TV (Nov.,
1964, Jan. and Har., 1965), one appearance on KGGM radio (March,
1965), speeches to campus religious groups (Wesley FoundationOct. & Nov., 1964; Geneva House- Harch, 1965), moderator of
debate of Cuba (Feb., 1965) & panelist on Coronado Dorm Viet
Nam debate (March, 1965). UNH faculty advisor for noncredit
course in public administration sponsored by UNM and local
societies for public administration.
B.

Non-teaching University service:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Served on United Fund Committee; UNM
representative for planning workshop for Nat. Christians &
Jews. Participated one day conference; conferred with Bonn,
Germany, administrator re civic education for 2 days.
HOYT, EDWIN c. Library Committee; Ad Hoc Committee of the
Policy Committee on the Use of University Facilities by NonUniversity Persons; Chairman, Committee on Graduate School
Lectures for Semester II; Advisor to Model United Nations.
JUDAH,

CHARL~S

B.

American Studies Committee

19j_
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WOLF, T. PHILLIP. University College advisor, Pi Sigma Alpha
Advisor, Publications Committee, Member of Program Board and
General Board of UNM Wesley Foundation, Member of Committee
that planned visit to UNM of Dwight Waldo, & Member of Board
of Division of Government Research.
9.

Publie·service:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Delivered paper 1 "The American tvoman & The
Unfulfilled Promise" Matrix Luncheon, April 1965. 12 pages.
(Reproduced and distributed by request). Delivered Paper,
"Old Habits & New Patterns in Public Affairs," Santa Fe Woman's
Club, Feb. 1965. 8 pages; testified before joint Senate-House
Committee on nominating systems, 1965 session; Appointed by
President Johnson to the Nat. Citizens Committee for Community
Relations; served as acting chairman of N. M. delegation
preparing Reports for Governor; Appointed member of N. M.
Citizens Committee for Judicial Reform and attended conferences;
consultant to Albuquerque-Downtown Committee; delivered speeches
to several groups on city and state government, such as, League
of t~omen Voters, Sandia Women's Clubs, meetings for the Assistant
Secretary of Labor - November election.
HOYT, EDWIN c. Board of Directors, Association for the United
Nations - Albuquerque Chapter; Co-Chairman, Committee for United
Nations Week 1964. Participated in ''teach-in" on Vietnam, May
7 and May 15 1 1965.
tvOLF 1 T. PHILLIP. Talk on public opinion polls and elections for
'The World of Students' -broadcast on KOB radio (Nov., 1964).
Talk on the right wing and the 1964 elections - broadcast on KHFM
radio (Nov., 1964). Member of Governor's Committee on Emergency
Planning.

10. 'Personal inf6tmation:
STUMPF, HARRY P.

Change Home Address to:

4112 Constance Place, N.E.
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3.; LDUWEN- B....ven.qseJ.a (Edit01:ial Sudwned.cana, Buenos
· Mrea, · 1954).,
'
4 .. unltmm.l1, E., V<atse2t1ela £revised enluged 2oo etlition.
cncforcS mt:ll.v.. J?ressD z..cm.cran. l96S).
B .. ~elem

1.,

~R,

Do

(:tnt:3:o(luct:ton and not.es) William N&pi:.Ono

.oxm:..J;he .Siimt€1

~PU·J....

J.,SS,.1 (Santa Fe. 1964) ..

:&., ~it, .D.,

(XI\ltx'oc:1uction) Winship, &9iLOMD'i! 1 S ~
~!1~}.~ (CMC<l!.g'O, 19M) 1U.o G:tandlil Clastd.cso

3o C001'EiBR 0 Do~ (lnti:Oduct:ion) F .. ~deliell:t
~4,l.1.~~
G&'~m~e

:nee

~

dez eabes te vaca (Cbicago. 1964) Rio

Classieae

~ .. cmEJR 0 D.,

nl!feW loieX!ct)" in ,Po:tlj,er 0 s ~ncyc~dia
Jfemr>" nookp...1,9M.

$., ~o 'tfo

V!e11
E).,

"Lefgtere f:E:~ Norfolk; Scottish M!'n'cbants
the nevoluUonai:Y C%1Gia," De OlCl ~!1'\lon, e{l"

JB, RU~IlhD Ull.i,"e!:ai~ ~ess of Vi=ginia~ 19M.

6;, ~o F"

"~1st eh!nase Acti.viUes in .t.a1:1n' .i\mer!~
c.,.. u <as ~i:: ()lf em AU lfogcs pJ:ojetc't t:tf the U'ni~sity
@f lte!l:l ~~~co..
.
·

1 o Lmtft~N. i5o

"'!'be RClGl lt!lf the Mi:U.taey in Latin America,«

3., ~UC0lmo n.,

CJ~a ·til:ti::Ot'fa A !?~cs fer ccmUnuit.y

Jl.m~ ~·llll-~.O~®n....!;m~~ (St .. 3obn°s 'Utlbo Jn:esa
~oo~h~ r?ntt.~na No .. ·l2n 1964). W• 51•69.

o

dio.'"t~eg" 9.m J~ 3 .. ~ I?aclte tmd. Sy'clney
]L~,l_OlJ..ll.l'<!l.~SJELin l:r:?.~.S-Amoo'!'.f\ss (Ohio
l~~)

0

Jj;p.,

!}o L>'.lrn'm:-m~o

5~1~ ..

g., "~ 1!\nd ~oliUcs ...
(~go~ti~a ~lp 1965).

or

N. Fischer,. edlll.,
Stc1te Untv. P2:ess,

in Sogtety and

H!~

:.t97

:w.

wwes·i:ell:l!l Ereo~'Acmic Itlst!M:Y as a lf'jl.e~a fo~

NMlii!q Gu

1\esea:J:ch," Wes·te;ss_:tr.esn£mia

III. 86-98.

· Dae<Dbsr 1.965,
.

:iJ~na!o

;u., NASllt0 G.

"Changing Ra:l.aticnabips of 'tbe Fede:r:al
and Inaustey. lSSO.,.J,933," ~~p,j; B.i.qton.
oli'.t_le·, 1965, 20 ~19·

Govm:nmm~.t

"A cent.'i:Sy of State ownership of San ft!Ulcts® H<l!Xbo:c. 1863-1963 •" in Gene G&-efh!'Jlt!l" (ed.) ,
Eeapy :h1 W;t21illi:ez'l? !$SO!QI'ltltl:ll.9.. His!jg:a;. 32 P.P•

12. NASHD G.

13.. NASEto Go

'"'l.'l?.e Otlifomia

State B~<! of: Ji'QJ:estey.. "

Soui:h®lll ca:U.fol.~a Q:ti~terly, .1Une/'l.96S', 15 pp..

14,. ~E.G,:.~.,. -~Wbq..~C!-""\t~,~~.~~::a~.~e ~ae
oft ~osla"' ma.Uonal.Uao" £?1:;t'II~C and: ~~' Bur~~4'!: .
.·-_gay!~,. XLIZI· (De~~~, lSJ64)
. • 3-45o: . .
.
15. RO'!Wilt-'lBB'RG 0 G. · "c.&e Fieg:~ ~Oa'tian iu ~'.&e Vanity of
Human Wie'hel!l·. • ou

295•98..
!P!cmlt%J! 40
RUStmt.L~

.

"Recent. Mvances 'in. Mediaeval Dezaog:apb.y,"
04-101.,

(1~65)

• :iSh

es (ac:c:eptad) •

~1ASo B. Section entii:letl "Soviet ~aats
!SaClllltity Via Latin 1\me:dcau :fot;.ru?osa s:tudy.

~16 'il!D:ilYAS~ H.
~a~s.C!l#.,

cq

z:ts .. XI (1964).

-

;;• . ~'lhe Preplague P"Pulatlon of lllntJland. u

l. o •

~o

Que3!j_~ee,

--

16.. RUSSSL!ag J..

11.

m,ot:es i!llltd

:t~ .. --~xapbies

2500

~ ..

to

ltm~icam

fo;c fort:!f.coe~ing "~aeyclopedi.a
,.

~~ne~!~~

lo

~Ra Do
~t m~a

~~ ~a~ D.

Galvin,
Jma.:

can

J:l~•~ ~ s~ver 1)oD,q

~ ~.m:mtitml.,.A®.,2.j,m,J, bi@vt..

19«.

in. M§!'!!Mic

~:r:.i....

a.. ~ap

D. Ru~. Gxeat..r&<x in i:be west. ~ cali::C'C)J:ni:!,
gi§l~OO!'!OO~ Goe...-tatt 9uAA'f;:Q2:l:!ll Sept. 1964.

____

:::..:;______-:::....________·~~==='

r------------- - -

::t98

1.

aeof sw~n califonia
9 1823...

ao cm'E1'ER0 D.

Bamn & Ma313!ll,
,.\8~~ in W.st~ical socicaty
~ane:.:lx. Much, 19~ ..

g;.,

~c

=

DandeUe~. ~e

D.,

!!&st:or&pal l}E!V.iew,

~~ E~~s

in .§!_sppmic

Gi

~~

~r,i,sm

lOo ~R~ D. .Jobneton.,
~ew ~~Uver
l:·~n_.@,, in ~lifotg&a JUOiiLeiiiJiOC:L~
~ch 1964.

u .. ii'!MHi> G,.

P~<.'!e, &.,Glon XeM:s,. soythm
<mas;erl.x• ..nme, 1965.

RloM:4

mu~~~~e;

G.,
lSo ~liit.., G"

~Uei.§.JJ].•
1~!11>5 ..

1GQ

G..

i'7.UU.am W1laon. h
o£' i:be Jlmleri001r.1

?!mfeJian!f_t.b,e .,Se;penJ,:,

Aaa~

o

Pollt:.tcal.-ana~

L0s1ie Dec'km: • !SM2:g!!d :{tlmd gs.Q!tl;S A,Bd
1n W!SCO!l£!W Ma~Min..! of Bi!!~• ·winter,
1\l&gect COMcl!llil Md John R. Meyel:, nssaw ;ln
Iilistm., illl ~ican @stox:.tpal. Rel"lif!J!•

~c
~

.

1:1., t@....S!Ei 0 G,. e~iE.ll 1\tOllto, !,a;Y.rcada~ and Re1jf9lat::l.cn,a ,!,876-ol~lGo !at .rowmal_~f" Stn1~1lexn!J.U!toa. oTuJ.y., 1965.
!S.,

JRO~LW.ii:RGD G.,
Stanley B., Ximball, czech NatiOAAliS,
UCmma, l$>61/r., ~Ill\ 'lhe IL"i.s'l:cdan, Aprll, l.96So .

19
l.9 .. RWSELLrv iJo An'tenio Gransden, edo. 'the Chlrcnicle o:E
Suey St .. Z&riunds (London and E<.'l1nburg}a, 1961&) o by
,S}gacult:m~ ..

20o tm~, Go

in

De$ "Bl:Oi.m

~uzona

and the

Alexande:c., '.i!he Galvanized Yankee,
Spring. 1965.,

t~e!fJ£,

S v .B!I!teUgb
A.. Cooip1eted
1... CU'l'imR, Do !lnglish ve:t"sion of CUtter and Destefani,
~.9 .ll!~J! .el: ,;Uml 4e \1M v.i,eja pq;temtP§! entitled

sim!lcu:ly 'l'adeo msen'ke and t:he Bna o:e am o a Pol.,1c..

Spanish vusion pending issue 1n suencs .Mxes.

"An Xnqu.b:y ;l.nto Xnd:tan ~ ~ts in the
American Southwest under Spain, z.l®d.co, wiil' the United
Stlhtes. With putiaulu Reference to tb,e Jt.caxilla

2 .. C'fJ".1'1"ERQ l>..
ApaChe

~ea

S., ~u t'io
the waz:,.1"4

of Northeastern New·Mexico. 0

AXt1e1ea "Mllljor dlar1es COchrane Obsexoves
Book MS.;, 'lhe Bourbtm centw:y 1n i::ent:ral

4 .. PI.OYD 0 'l'o

~iea~ l70o-1800.
~ f~ou t.Jli!M Pl'Gisa

Azticlec

So tfUO'ID>o 'l'v

COUipletecl .:J\me l964J J?en41ng xe-

dnoo Septeaber 1964.
n~

:nuUgo Merdard:: Pl:'OiiOter Of

~ntxal. ~a,can, ECGnW)ic Develop~~ent., l75g...1SOS., •
C~leted ll1ovem!ae&'. 1963J completely :reYiaec:l, NovGbel:,
lqJ~64v Scb~ed for publie<l'Cioll Wintu 1965-66, ,WvK,d

~:4.D.£:fll~E!-&g~~e;LJY!V1e~o
6a

~,

!~11.,

rla

.~eae-Ge~_!;~J!_eace w~1.0l:ISat915-

A~tea for pUI:IU.caUon
the ~d~~cnl ~~· fo.t ~a fall of 1965.
·

ii!s-

d

S~~V"W oii! ~J1!!1n~se-Gexaan Relat!ons.t 1854...1941.
&.cce~?te4 by CelW!.1bSA U'xl.iveraity l'reas 1!or l.nc:luaS.on J.n a
voluso of the Eistory o£ Japanese Foreign Policy- ~es

"io IKW Fa
I~X'le'l.f,

~o

LUtnmN ..

Ec2o PvibUcal.tion aelayedo

(~m~~e~.

g.., ~He G.,

jgo

1n

Bac~::
Un:U:oc!
p~sos)b

t1tth Ind.gbt

States and Lat:in Amedca

\iraldo.~

!4term

and Historical

J?OY<:'t:!f£P-S".J'!;Ke~mrf.n1PI\I:.'\.~ (to be I?ubliabe<t 1966) •

26@

~!Jlo

lOo ROTHP~RG, G..
~~

ll.

mao unuer

~Tile &1:!.1!~ Borde:t" in
s~ito~ial consideration.

c:zooa.tia: l74G-lSS2,"

ll'~l:mi:lll.G, G.
'*Ban Jolacic and the Xnte:vention against
Bwngoey :tn 1848." to appear in Austrian &story Yearbt>olt, I.

200
12..

S.M.ITH 6 G. Life in the Jgm:th During !fbe Civil Wa:q }\
Source Risto;x, with Charles Judah. completed and in

press. UNM Press.

yiew of the PapacYt 1661-1667.
Accepted for pUblication by university of California

llo SONNINO. P. Lo\!iS X:cy; 0 s

Press.

14.

~. F.
Revision of »1sse:a:tation fO% possible
publication. 'l':i.tle: "The ~:d.t1sh Nation and Xnd:1aa

1906-1914 ...

a. JU:ticle eni:itle4 "'l'he sund and the First
congress of the QDLP" to appear in Russian Review
in late 1965.
.

15 .. 'lOB:ti\S.

liSo TOBXA!:\1, H. .1\::ticJ.e, with ~. Wacdhouse, 11 Primo:td1al
~!es and Polit!cal Procesa1 The case of the ~wisb
Bund," to be sUbmitted shortly tosgm~attve ~tudies
.:i-L.Bistorv and societY.. 60 pp.
Bo

Jn Prmess
1. C'O"J."l'BR, D. An annotated edition of Father o111an Nentw~
"Rudo Ensayo of sono:ra-Ad.:zona" to be published by .Tose.
Po:s:ua ~ !U\&:14.
·
An ed!tec! translation of the Voyage of the
Sut:ll and M~cana from the original jc:mrnal to be
published bYVn1vez:s1ty of washington Press.

2. CU'l"l'ER., D.,

3. DroSJ!iin!' 0 W.,

Reaeax-ch in 'Ebe Steuart Papers ..

4o .n,aroe 'l.. 'lho Boubon Refora&a (Heath ps;oblems project).,
(aesatngc)
'!"be Jesuits i.n COlonial Latin A\llleJ:ica (book).

5., Xl'Emi'D. CJ:..
b

6., ~, 'i! o Pl:el:lminuy research on SOllie aspects of D.!,
2ir'...aJ!e of ru::ta ~ Sugo~_!?.Wfbt.

ao

lld. ~..

'f:ii!aw.o1at1on of Taihei~e Senso e no Michi
031: Col\U'bli unlver-

(~ Roll~ ~o ~a Pacific tolar J•
f.l:il.ty ]l)reos.

$<> LX13ut~N 9 lEo

Book, ~ Political R.tse and Pall. of i:be
.&!.~dean Re'tl',olut.;,~.on,m ~ (first <b:'aft c:e~~pleted) •

"9, Ii!Mm 0 G.,

Bot!>~tt

A Short History of Amer:1can Petroleum

Irolicil.aa.

lOQ l:imSBa Go

~:t'booltc

A Hist!?JY of Recent All1e:a:ica.

ll. llJM!JH, Go Editing '.l'he ?mo goosevelta for Holt, Rine:balet t. Winston.,

,.

12., RO'.m:ENBERG 0 G., npara..,M,iJ.itaey ~fense Organizat1ona of
the European social..Dmocrat.a. 1919...1939,''
13. Slm:aELUli!Dc D~

Book;

A.W.st.o:~;JLof

Al.che aa Sc!enc::ea

14., SKAIIELlJ.NDc D~ Continuing :esearch into m,athemat.t.zat:1on
in 14th cent~ pb}'sics, and the G:reek concept o:f

"quantity a"

15 .. SME'H, G..

'.t'hree works on the Mexican

war.

16. SON;,JllljO, P. 'L':ra!nBla~ion of Louis XIV Mamoireso
17 .. 'l'OBXMa B.. Monog.:raph "'!'he History Qf the $und, lS97..l906o"
6o j\.cf;~&t!es in r.ea:r:n®d and )\!Jofillf!tt!onal Soc£eties.

Ad:dsoxy. editor~l board of: '!"he Americas: JourThe)!.par;tgan ,W~Jr,J !}.Eii;;ana AA<i t:he ~st;"New

CU'l".rER. D.

m!ll of

tile t1eS<i:.f

J>~c:o

Historical Re!-!"l!• commentator of session on Spanisb
Dor4exlanas. western Mst.oey Assn. conte&"ence,. O'klahoea city.
october., 19M. Chab'mm of session on Latin .1\ma:~:.t.cata :W.story.
Southwestern Social Science ~ssociation convention. Dallas.
l\prU.. :!.~65,. C'ba~n of setision on CollectJ.ng SouthWestern
Amaricana. FUth Annual Arizona IU.stoxy convention, Tucson,
Ma:'JT, 196$ ..
DABl\llSY ~ \i.,

Paper leeaU .at annual meeting of Phi Alpha

'lh~ta.

Decelilbea:. 1964. Wi.U4amsburg, Vaa "Major Charles Coclu:ane Observes the war.... ¢:;.: was not presen\: for the reading)o

" ii',
n:x.E"'

Rend papa!:' '''.7apaneaa-Ge:t:'iiaan Peace Negotiations~
~a Ro~1r Mauntatn conference of the Association of 1\Jd.am Studies, ~ason. Arizona. octobe.:r, 1964.
M~~~sbip C~1ttee6 Associ~tion of Asian Studies.
lglS-l9!7P nt

L.lmtm!m 0 Eo E«<litm:.i~l Boucl. &apanic .Timer&~ W.st.o[ical Remd!tf.il!Cial Boaz:ci, New rt'.e:d.co Historical Review.

~o

r~bershtp

Col'llmittee, Organization of .blerican Ria•
council, .ruoer.tcan Society for Legal Histo~. Pa.ciS:!c coast :eran~1..
Progran CCI:I:Zllit.tee, .ruaedcan
ntil.'Cit(!lf!'ic.al Zl.ssoeiat!on~ Pacific Coast Br:aneh. ·

11ill.SR0 G..
~olt'!Qll!ls.,

fa

on

ncr~l\IDERG. G.,
c~ntator
progru of Far western Ses~~on ~f
~~!can Association for Advan~ent. of Slavic
:SN:~t'i!Ga 9 Clar(4":!ont~ ~if .. , ~d.lo 1965.
Elected~~~~

~<::>.ny

s~

E~teca.rl:iva

oil

rru~:t&'Y ms~ians ..

RUSSELL 0 3., Re<W pape~ at J?ncific Coast B:anc:h, Al:ael:1can His•
t:o~.i<$l Asooc.il.a.Mona UCLA. August, 1964, "Del!logr~phic Aspect:s
o:i: ~mr.l'f l.t't,;:utlJaJJ..ion .. " J'ii:lected m:mber of the Council for the
Brancl:!... Rend XN!p®E" on "Was England overpopulated before the

wlague?" at the American H1st~ieal Association meeting.
w~sb!ng~on. December, 1964.

,.

---------

--

-

202
h..

SONNXNO; P., Attended ~:dean Historical Association •
l?acific coast, m0eting, August. 1964..

1..

ST~. '1!.
Attended. Ali'lerican Historical Association meet!ng, washington, D.c.. _ December, 1964..

j..

'l'OB:r.A$ 4 H.,
s~r.

Paper road at YIVO Research Conference, ~le\'1 Yoz):,
19644 enttt;Led ~The Leadership of the Jewish Jrund."

Cl.'ll!TBR~ Do
'feati"fiOd before Indian Claims Ct>msiss.S.on of UoS ..
couxt o:L Claims on be}.mlf of the Jicarilla Apaches. washington,
D.c.. , Dceember, 1964~ Representative of Ai!lerican Historical
Association at. tJNM 75th Anniversaxy Cotavocat.ton.,. Representative of . .1\:merican Historical. ASsociat.ion at st.. John Q s college
Ded~cauon~ October6 1964.
Spoke at un1versity_ of Minnesota.
llpcmao:red by HtstoXl" Depar~cent, April, 1965 .. · :tnterviet'll'ed on
KCBS (San i':r:anc!aco) "'Spect:rum" p..-~w:a, August., 1964 ..

DABNEY • w.. Speeches del!.ve:r:ed at l) Por.t:. L&Wis Colleg-e. nu.-.
r&ngo, colorado, l-!U'ch, 1965, and 2) A'rizcma State colleqe
at Flagstaff, ~c 1965.

m.E:

1!.. Attendei.l American Historical A,ssociation meeting,
waehin!Jion, Do Co. ~camber, 1964. Attended Iuisociat::lon of
Asian f3t®\ies mee~ing, san F:ancisco. calif., Ap::U, 1965,

LtBt.rHENo Eo Attended Conf(;llrellce on Latin Amer~can Studies.
C'i.llenev&ca, Mexico. Dece!llber. 1964. A~ended ~ican Hia~od..cal Association Meet!nqa, wasbingt:Qn.
D.c... Dec::ev:tber. 1964.,

noarc! of Editors. New Me.!.tco rttsm1cal. RerMembereb1p Committee, New ~c:o
to:ical
Sltlciety.. c::ha.Uooa!ls. New Mexico State CCIIIElitteea lnter-Un;l.vezosity corrnsort!ws f~ Z?o:U.tic::al Resea¥cb of unive:rs:U:y of ld.t~, G..

v1G'Wo

~.

~iman,

ch!gan~

llO'M1S~RG 9

)f?rue-'I:J.c.tpant: With 'rheoetora R~ ,2!:.!,! :t.n stuc:Ly
Weapons LethaU.tyt' for UoS .. llrS'J CO!I!bat
l:'v.i:velopr;~sn~ ~~ Put.1cipant: witb Ao Rappaport ~ .!! in
st.u!Sy "W.stox:ic:al l!i'actcn:s arising out. of Mass Destx'uction,"
£or D®h;.;.:uc~:ant of Dsfense7 Contr!Wtor ~atge1cal Abstract!!~
G.

"Si!ll\l:@:d.~ T:~encSls in

g.,

'.i'0/3V..S~ llt..
Gl:a~~.
1!@111• ucn~ .l~a:oey.,

fui'llcmcet\! Pla~ent Bxam:J.nations, :!?l:'ince-

203

8~

Nm"l<-'!'eaehi§_~'lf.§.rdty Ser;v;LCE!,

a.

~ERq D.,
MeB'ber cf Resewcch Allocations CC~fml;tit.t.ees Graduate adv.itlor in a:t.storyr M-3 '!'utOi':r official visitor from UNM
to the Ur&.t:vereidad Aut.oncma de Guadalajara (~iS<») fo~:
carneg-ie nevelopaent Plan. March, 1965. ~i=an and commentator of session of Regional Meeting of Phi Alpha 1'heta.
sponsored by UNM.. Spoke to UNM Anthropology Club. February.
1965. Spoke to Foreign Leadex Delegation on South"t~.-estez:n
Btstoxy, Januuy, 1965. Bxh;il)it.s ol'Udge, Student tlnion Activities Night.,.

b.

DAm.m~ w. Cbai%man, Academic n-eedom and Tenw:e COIIlGDi:t:tee,
Student Standards COII\mlttee, Aale!:iean StucU.es <::emm!ttee,
c'hainmn, Dean °s Advisory Comillittee on Pxeaotiona in the

B:u:man.it!es
Oo

araa~

r;t.,
Sponsor, Latin 2\meJ:ic:::Ml
co-o:r:ainator, M-3 Jn:cgra.

lJ'L03!D.,

Deskr Histo:y Depax-t::laent

a. ::mt.B

Lecture on ..Bed China's Foreign Policyu to UNM
9 F.
Wesleyan St.U(ly GJ:oup, Marcb, 1965.

e.,

LlEUWSN., E..

D.trector

cind Principal Investigator for

tJNM

ru:tseuch contract w.f.tb 'OSAFOSR enUtled .. Possible 'lbrea.ts

to u.s. sec:ux-it:y via Latin 11mer1t:a"J Director, 1JNM PeUtn-1abip and ftaining Prog%&'11 in Latin Mer:ic:an Bistc»:y financeci
by Rockefeller Foundation, Dean's Adv.lsor,y Coram:ltteer Libraxy
COtmlittee, Cha!m!ln, Depal:tr.aent of H1stoey.
£..

NASBD G" ~~ 3 Gradu&te commit.t.eeJ Supervisor. undf»:gradlllate American Studies P"~og:r:am, Member, American Stu~ies ccmmi'ttea; z.r.e:llibe:r, tin!.vou:sity Fellowship committee..
G~~at.e Sc:hool7 Mv1sor, 'Unive:r:s:Lt.y College, Oral Histo:y
~gojeeto

~o

JR~NBJEOOo

b.,

Rt1SSBU. 9 Olo

ic

SI~l3Ltm1D~ De
Univo,.;sity COllege
E!sto~ D~~~~ent :r:epresent.ative

j •

SO~l:mOo J?.

k,.

TOSZ..."\9u H~ f,~. Vh1 Beta Rappa Selection COtml:l.t.tee, Schlazsbip COZ!I:Jl:!:ttoe, Supt¢vieo~ COI'IIsl:littee, Coronado Credit

tin!on.

G,.

J.leaber, Graduate School Lecture CO!Ilmit.tee,.

tJn!versii!y College Mvisox.
(honors students) ac1visox.
at. Annual Senio:r 0 s Day.

l•lllll'l!bel:, CMlDlitt.ee on Improvement. of lnstruct.iono

·
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9.

PUbl~c

a~

Service

CU'.l."l.'ER, D.. Speaker at Sa.ndia Base Officers 8 Wives Club,
September, 1964. Deacon and Me&bex of Christian Education ~1ttee, :r:mmamte1 PJ:esbyte:ian Chilrc:h•. Cb.aintan,
~cial Collections CCIIIl!ll1ttee of New Mexic:o H.istotical.
Society. Speaker, :t.aymen·o s Sunday, ~uel Pll:esbyterian
C!hw:c:b.

b., I.tABlmY, w.. Named colonel AUe-de-camp on t,be ·staff of
the aovemor of New Mexico. ves~n. St. Mark's CburcillJ
WOl'lt with :Boy Scouts, Pack ee.

c.

'JfLC1'11),

4 ..

liCL'i, 1!. Panel putic1patJ.cm on •AJ~leric:an Policy towud
'1/iei:•nu," A.lbuquerque trnituian Chw:c::b, December 1964.

'1".. Vice-J?nsl!lident, .A.l.buquerque Aseociation for
the 'Orlited Nationaa 1 ),964~

e.. LlBUWlm, B,. ·Consultant, Department of State.
~ent o:f Defense.

Corisultant

f. ~. G.

'talk, "t.l'he Natw:e of t:he oral Histoxy P:t:og:r:u
at the university of New MeXico-• em KOB (We), Al..bu•
que~e, reb.ruaJ:y, 1965.
.

.

·g. iWSSELL, J. Member of coun<:U, Albuquexque .iWsociatiol'l
for Reta:r:ded Ch.tlc!ren, 1964. clerk (p:r:esWr19 officer)
New HaXico Quuted1 Meeting, Religious society of
P:1ends, 1964-

b. S'l'UAR'l', F.

Vice-President, Ballet Guild of Nm., Mexico.

D.f.&'ector, coronado MonWICnt CUltural societ,-•

.1 .. TOBIAS, a. 'l'al..'lal to U'Wlior Cltamber of COQIIerce, Albuqut5z:que: 'L'EIIIple AJ.be%'tr wesley Foundation ..

,---~~---------

--

--
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The Report of the Department of Journalism
July 1, 1964-June 30, 1965
Keen Rafferty, Chairman

I. General departmental information
A. The most important acquisition during the year 'l'ras
that of a new classroom, formed by joining Journalism rooms
206, 208, and 210 into one room, 210, for typetv.riters for
use of sophomore newswriting classes and of upper-division
people needing access to typewriters.

The room was arranged

for through the good offices of Dean Trowbridge and Secretary
Durrie, and results in solution of a problem arising from
simultaneous clas:s times.

The change meant opening Room 212

to a seating capacity of 50 or 60, rather than the old
capacity of 18 typewriters and about 30 people.
Growth of the department continued at.the rate of
about 20 per cent a year, with more than 100 registered in
the four sections of the freshman course offered during the
two semesters.

This surge in enrollment was the department's

most significant aspect, since it nm'l' has affected upper
division class-size also.
The department was included in a $400 annual
scholarship plan of The Minneapolis Star and Tribune,
B,O. George Millard Hunsley, news editor of !llhe
Albuquerque Journal, was visiting lecturer in journalism
during the year, teaching the freshman course, and continues
next year as visiting lecturer for a section of newswriting.
A second visiting lecturer was to be appointed to teach the
freshman course in 1965-1966.

,.

206
D. Thex•e were no separations from the staff.
II. Composite of information requested on individual biographical supplements.
1. There was no advanced study.
2. Professor Rafferty again taught in a
credit course for high

~chool

one~week

teachers in July at New Mexico

Highlands University, under sponsorship of

~e

Wall Street

Journal.

3. Professor Rafferty's biography appeared in the
Dictionary of International Biography, London, and is to
appear in the next edition of Who's Who 1n America.

4,5. Professor Rafferty: Book review,

11 H.L.Mencken;

The American Scene," Albuquerque Journal, April 12, 1965.

He

also completed a survey of salaries by categories of UNM
journalism graduates since the department was founded. Material
from it was published in Editor & Publisher, Publisher's
Auxiliary, and Journalism Quarterly.
6. Professor Rafferty attended the annual meeting or
the American Association of Schools end Departments of
Journalism and the Association for Education in Journalism,
both at the University of Texas at Austin, and continued as a
member of the editorial board of Journalism Quarterly and
alternate member of the accrediting committee of the American
Council for Education in Journalism.

He made an address in

the spring before the Southwestern Journalism Conference at
Texas Technological College, Lubbock; and he served as a
member of the AASDJ'e committee on historical sites.

7. Professors Jermain antl Rafferty were judges of
several newspaper contests, notably Professor Jermain as sole

..
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judge of the annual club publicity contest of the alumnae
chapter of Theta Sigma Phi.

Professors Jermain and Rafferty

addressed a September meeting of high school journalism
teachers.
8. Professor Jermain served as. chairman of the UNM
registration oommittee and as a member of the scholarship
committee, and finished his year's term as president of the
Ne1r Mexico. professional chapter of Sigma Delta Ohi.

9. Professor Rafferty for the 18th year served as a
judge of the

Scripps~Howard

spelling bee for the state.
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THE BEPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

JULY l,

196~

- JUNE 30, 1965

J. R. BLUM, CHAIRMAN

The Department of Mathematics is happy to be able to report
further progress in performance as well as continued growth for the
year July 1,

196~

- June 30, 1965.

We taught

6,22~

students for a

total of 19,763 student credit hours; as compared With 5, 534 students
and 17,078 student credit hours last year.

This represents an increase

of 690 students and 2,685 student credit hours, or in terms of percentages ,,,
an increase of 12.5% ill students and 15.7% il.n student credit hours.

I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION.
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS.
Perhaps the most significant achievement for the Department

of Mathematics this year wzs an achievement for the Department and
by the University, namely the recognition by the University
Administration that research activities must be supported in part
by the University.

This was accomplished by reducing teaching

loads for all those engaged in research efforts.

The Department in

turn recognizes its obligations tornrrds the University by teaching
all elemento.ry courses in large lecture sections in which the senior
faculty member lectures and graduate assistants handle a large amount
of the bookkeeping in quiz sections.

By this technique we have so

far been nble to meet the large enrollment increases, and at the
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same time to attract excellent new staff, as will be seen below;·::.
During the year the NSF grant in Analysis and Topology vras
renewed for an additional year in the amount of $25,400, with
Professor Blum as acting Chief Investigator.

This grant will be

directed by Professor Epstein upon his return from London in
February, 1966.

The N.S.F. Summer Institute for High School Teachers

was renewed for the seventh consecutive time, and is currently being
directed by Professor Merle Mitchell.

Professor Mitchell also

directed the In-service Institute for Junior High School Teachers
during the academic year.

In the coming year the N.S.F. is

supporting an In-service Institute in which Professor Mitchell will
train senior high sch:Jol teachers so that they, in turn, vill be
able to direct Mathematics l·lorkshops for elementary teachers.
The Department Research Report series continued in full swing
and approximately ninety such reports have been published to date.
These are received by individuals and libraries throughout the
country and are creating distinction and prestige for the University.
l~oreover,

to

~ffect

the reports are now being used by the University Library
exchanges with other university libraries in many parts

of the vorld.
Vlith regard to curricular reforms, the major effort this year
-vms to create two nei·T undergraduate concentrations, one in Probability
1md Stcttistico, and the other in Numerical Analysis and Computing.
In order to offer these concentrations, the foll01ving nevr courses
vere added:

,.
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241-242 ELEMENTARY ~OBABIL~Y AND S~TISTICS

(3,3)

An elementary pre-calculus development of the principles
and methods of probability and statistics. Prerequisite:
One of 120, 121, 160, 162, or permission of Instructur.

371.-372 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

(3 ,3)

Theoretical and practical aspects of the solution of scientific
problemS on digital computers. Numerical integration Md
differentiation, numberical solution of linear and non-linear
equations, systems of equations, differential equations,
approximation Md interpolation. Co-requisite 312.
This year the Department avro.rded 33 Bachelor's Degrees, 10
Master's Degrees Md

4 Ph.D. Degrees. Doctorates >rere received by

Anne Steiner, Dalton Tarwater, Sarah VanDomelen, and Ed¥Tin Hagner.
The Master's Degree was awarded ·co:

David Burdick, George Buddrius,

Gail Carns, Qr:.ry Coats, John Heide, Charles noble, Charles Walter
Neal 1-leidenhofer, Bruce vlilliamson, and Robert Isidora.
CURRENT PROBLEMS

J3.

The major concern of the Depari;ment for the contlng
be

~

year Yrill

complete revision and considerable expansion of the graduate

program.

The graduate enrollment bas increased even mo;re spectacularly

than the undergraduo.te enrollment and it is mandatory that we begin to
offer a greater variety of graduate courses than we do at the present
time.

He baaly need addtional courses in Algebra, Ful1ctional

~alysis,

Applied H::;.thematics, Topology, etc •.
He are o.lso planning to vrorlt more closely >Tith the outstanding
undergraduate majors.

This we hope to accomplish by an undergradrote

seminar which v...trious faculty members 1dll conduct at different times
throughout the

ye~xr.

In time we ho,pe to train a team which vTill

participate in the nationwide

lmo-vm as the :?utnrun Contest.

collegi<~te

mathematical competition

21.1.
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APPOINTI-1ENTS TO STAFF
In the Fall of

1964 Associate Professors Melvin Katz and

L. H. Koopmans and Assistant Professors Nathaniel Friedman,

Reuben Hersh, and Irvin Lynn joined the Department.
In the Fall

of

1965 Associate Professors Abraillml Hillman

and Burton 'ilendl'off, and Assistant Professors Jeffrey Davis,
Richard Metzler, and H. E. lihite, Jr. will join us.

D.

SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF.
Assistant Professor Irvin Lynn resigned effective February 1,

19G5, to accept an appointment at the Cooper Union in New York City.
Professor James Abbott vras on leave during the year
resigned effective June

1964-(ji5 and

30, 1965 to become Chairman of the Department

of Mathematics at the Louisiana State University in New

~leans.

Associate Professor Oswald Wyler resigned effective June

30, 1965

'to join the Department of Matbematics at the Carnegie Institute of
Technology.
Professor Franlt Gentry, vho wns on leave during the academic
year
II.

19G4-G5, retired effective April 30, 1965.

IIlF0111·1ATIOH FRO!!. BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLID.1ENTS .

1.

ADVAnCED STUDY.
Mssrs. Carr and Moore continued their study

2.

to~rards

the Ph.D.

SABBMliCAL LEAVES, etc •
Professor Jorg Meyer

1-TaS

on sabbatical leave during Semester II,

and ProfessoD Arthur Steger 1Vas on sabbatical leave during
Semester

r.

Professor Bernard Epstein

1-TaS

granted an extension to January 31,

1966, to continue as liaison officer at the Office of naval

-5Research in London.

3.

NEW SCHOlASTIC HONORS, etc .
None.

4.

PUBLICATIONS.
J, R. Blum: 1 0n Random Sampling' (•·Tith J. Rosenblatt), Ann. Math.
Stat. v. 35, Dec. 196!~.
R. E. Entringer "Some Properties of Certain Sets on Coprime Integers
"The Number of Coprime Chains with Largest Member n" AMS
11

2-0

11

Property of Torsion Fl'ee Abelian Groups" to be published in AMA

Reuben Hersh: ~'Boundary Conditions for Equations of Evolution.
Published in Archives for Rational Mechanics and Analysis. 1994-.
Mel-vin Janowitz: "On the Antitone Mappings of a Poset 1
AMS, vol. 15, No. 4 (19134.), pp 529'1533)

Proceedings

Baer semigroups, Duke Math Journal (March, 1965);
Quantifier Theory on Quasi-orthomodular Lattices 1 Illinois Journal
of Mathematics. (To appear).
Melvin Katz, J'r:>: "Convergence Rates in the Law of Large Numbers"
to be published in Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.
L, H. Koopmana:
"On the Coefficient of Coherence for Weakly
Stationary Stochastic Processes, Annals of Math. Stat. 35 June 1964
"On the Multivariate Analysis of Weakly Stationary Stochaatic Processea"
Annals of Math. Stat. 35, Dec. 19134
"Tolerance Limits for the Class of Distributions with Increasing Hazard
Rates." (with D. L. HansonL Annals of Math. Stat. 35 Dec. 19134.
"on the Convergence Rate in the Law of Large Numbers for Linear
Combinations of Independent Random Variables (with D.L. Hanson), to
appear in Annals of Math. Stat. April 19135.

J. V. LerTia: Co-author:
Roaenblatt, Holden, Day

MODERN CALCULUS by Bell, Blum, Lewis, and

Heinz Renggli: "On Modifications of Riemann Surfaces"
"on Point-like Boundaries of Riemann Surfaces" submitted.

2:11.3
-6Judah Rosenblatt: "on Random Sampling From a Stochastic Process"
with J. R. Blum, Ann. Math.Stat. Vol 35 No. 4.
Completed preliminary edition, 1,2, of textbook MODERN CALCULUS,
Holden-Day, with Blum,Eell,Lewis.
Arthur Stegerc "Elementary Factorization in ;r-Regular Rings
Canadian Journal of Mathematics.
Oswald Wyler: "Green';s Operators" Ann. di Math (4)65:
"On two-point boundary-value Problems. Ann.di. Mat;67.
"Second-order Recurrences. Amer .Math. Monthly 72

5.

OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS.
Donald Dubois: Duality Theories for Abeldan Groups (2/3 complete).
Topologies and integration theories for abelian groups (1/3 complete).
William Eberly: "A Convergence Theorem for Bounded Operators" and
a generalization of a paper by Heuser dealing with operators whose
spectrum consists of e and poles of the resolvent set, which is
in progress. The first paper has been accepted by the London Journal.
Heinz Renggli:

The Study of Modifications of Riemann Surfaces.

Melvin Janowitz: Two papers are being refereed by professional journals
and two that will shortly be submitted for publication and two in
progress.
Melvin Katz, Jr.

Study of non linear fUnctionals under NSF summer money.

11
L. H. Koopmans:
Convergence Rates for the Law of Large Numbers for
Linear Combinations of Exchangeable and if-Mixing Stochastic Processes
(wlth D.L. Hanson).
"A Probability Bound for Integrals with Respect to Stochastic Processes
with Independent Increments (with D.L. Hanson).

J. Mayer: The Lattice of Ideals in a Partially Ordered .Set.
The Universal Property of extensions of Partially Ordered Sets,

Burt Morse: Paper on Diffraction by Polygonal Cylinders kXmm
Work on control systems with distributed parameters in progress.
Arthur Steger: Tech. Report --: Elementary Factorization on ;r-Regular Rings
Tech. Report 77: Diagonability of Idempotent Matrices
Tech. Ibport 81[ On the Solution of the Matric Equation fl =A
Oswald Wyler: Wealcly Emct Categories: Archiv der Math. accepted.
Clans (Compositio M3.th.) Addition in Non-Abelian Categories (Math
Zeitschr.) Submitted.
Operational Categories. A general Jordan-Holder Theorem. Direct and
Inverse limits in convergence structures. Completion of Cones.
On the Lcibniz Rule In progress,

21.4
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6.

ACTIVITIES IN LEARNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES.
a) Meetings Attended:
Professional Meetings in various cities were attended by the
following peoplei J. R. Blum, WID. Eberly, H. Renggli, R. Entringer
N. Friedman, R. Hersh, M, Janowitz, M. Katz, L, H. lCoopmans,
J, V. Lewis, J, Mayer, M. Moore, B. Morse, J. Rosenblatt,
D. Tarwater, 0. Wyler.
b)

Offices held:
J. Mayer, Vice-Chairman South Western Section of M.A.A.

c)

Papers read and invited addresses:
0:. R. Blum: Traveling IMS Lecturer in Arizona and Kansas.
L. H. Koopmans: Invited talk, Central Regional Meeting IMS,Lincoln,Neb.
Mayer:
Read paper at AMS, Chicago
J. Rosenblatt: Invited address .Amer. Stat. Mtg. Chicago
0. Wyler: Paper presented AMS, Denver.
J.

7.

OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES.

J. R. Blum: Consultant, Sandia Corporation
WID. Eberly: Sang in Chorus for Opera
R. E. Entringer: Guest Lecturer at NSF Summer Scianee Ins. North Dakota
L. H. Koopmans:
Consultant, Sandia Corporation.
J, V. Lewis: Consultant: Teaching Machines Inc. development of courses
in logic and differential equations.
J. Hayer:
Reviewer, Math RevieifS, Scripta Mathelllatica
Referee for topological books for vliley and Sons Pub,
M. !Utchell ~ Consultant on JHS Math., Gurriculum Guide Connnittee of
State Dept. of Ed] Member Coordinated Math. Connnittee of state Dept.
of Education. Talk at Alumni Panel at UNM: Talk at meeting of Alb.
JHS teachers at Cleveland JH School, Panel moderator at state-wide
Mathematics Conference for Teachers andAcrm. at Highland High School
~
B. Morse Talked to Manzano High School Math Club March 95
J. Rosenblatt: NSF Inst. of Math, Stat. Lecturer at Purdue U andBtiz.State
Lectured at Highland High School 3 times. Consultant Sandia Corp,
'
Consultant RAND Corp.
A. Steger: l!NM'Ma.thematics Colloquium Talk
o. lvyler: Talks at UNiv. of Okla. Carnegie Tech, U. of Cincinnati
Symposium on convergence structures, U. of Okla.
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·&;'" NON-TEACHIIjG UNIVERSITY SERVICES.
During the year, various members served on the following

committees~

NSF Ad hoc Committee, Insurance and Retirement Committee, Extension
Committee,

Student Standards Committee, Committee on Undergraduate

Program in Probability and Statistics,
selection of Univ. Fellowships,

Master~s

Grad. School Committee for
and Ph.D. Committees.

All full time members were advisors at one level or another.

9.

COMMUNITY SERVICE.

wm.

Eberly, soloist at First Presbyterian Church

L. H. Koopmans, Chairman, Stevardship Board, First Congregational Church.
J. V. Lewis - One of the leaders of United World Federalist "Disarmament"
Seminars

Merle Mitchell - Vice-President of the Board of Martineztown House of
Neighborly Service.
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The Report of the Department of Modern and Classical Languages
July 1 1 1964 - June 30, 1965

R. R. MacCurdy, Cnairman
I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements.
1,

For the si:x:th consecutive year the department has
operated an NDEA subsidized Acade111ic-Year Institu'te
under contract with the

u.s.

Office of Education.

The contract called for the training of twenty-two
secondary school teachers of Spanish, but one teacher
resigned before the end of. the first semester.
A proposal was submitted for another Institute
for 1965-66, but the U.S. Office of Education has.
discontinued the policy of subsidizing year-long
Institutes except for Russian.
2.

The department al.so uperated :for the second year a
second-level NDEA Summer Institute for fifty-four
teachers of Spanish in Quito, Ecuador.
The contract has been renewed for the summer of
l-965.

3.

Dr. Marshall. R •. Nason wi:Ll direct the Institute,

The department conti·nued to be involved in the language program o:f the Peace Corps Training Center on
campus.

Professor Albert R. Lopes continued as coor-

dinator of the language program.
4.

The department participated in proposing the establishment on campus of an NDEA subsidized Latin-American
Language and Area Center for 1965-66.

:rhe proposal.

2:t7

was accepted, and Professor Lopes will bl;! the director.·
of the Center,
In order to strengthen the proposal (and its own
offerings in the Latin-Ame.rican field), the department
broadened its Ph. D. program in Spanish to include a
major in Spanish-American literature.

An

undergraduat~

major in Portuguese was also added.
5.

Undergraduate-major programs in German and Portuguese,
and a minor program in Russian were approved during
the current academic year.

6.

A departmental committee undertook a thorough study of

our present library holdings in the various literatures
and fields represented in the d.epartment.

A report

setting forth present and long-range needs in each
field was presented to the administration.
B.

Significant plans for the near future.
1.

Plans have been made to continue the lecture series,
"Aspectos de la cultura hispanica," in spite of the
loss of the subsidy provided by the NDEA Spanish
Teachers' Institute,

A regular audience of university

students and townspeople has been built up over the
past few years (attendance has varied from 75 to 200
for past lectures), and the seven monthly lectures
scheduled for 1965-66 should continue to stimulate local
interest in Hispanic culture.
2.

It is also planned to sponsor several lectures during
1965-66 on French literature and culture.
-2-

Tentative

,,
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arrangements have already been made to bring to the
campus in November, l965, the distinguished French
poet, Francis Ponge.
3.

With the addition of Professor Jack Kolbert to our
French £a.culty, the department ·will propose new
course-offerings to strengthen the graduate program
in French.

C.

Appointments to staf£.
1.

Dr, J.a.ck Kolbertj,presently chairman of the Department of Romance La.ngua.ges and Literatures at the
University of Pittsburgh, has been appointed professor of French beginning in September, 1965.

2.

Mr. Enrique La.madrid 1 who ha,s been oh leave for tbe
past three yea,rs, will return in September, 1965, a.s
assistant professor of Spanish,

3.

Mr. Robert C. Jespersen has been appointed assistant
professor of German beginning in September, 1965.

4.

Mr. Leon Marquez, presently an instructor in the
Peace Corps Spanish program, has been appointed instructor in Spa.nish beginning in September, 1965.

5.

Miss Norma. Santa. Anna, a,!so a.n instructor in the
Peace Corps Spanish program, has been appointed instructor in Spanish beginning in September, 1965.

D.

Separations £rom staff.
Dr. Charles N. Sta.ubach, visiting professor o£
Applied Linguistics in the Spa,nish Teachers' Institute,
will terminate his appointment here in June, 1965.
-3-

He
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has accepted a position at the University of Arizona
beginning in September, 1965,
II"~

Composite of information on individual biographical supplements
1.

Advanced study.
a.

Mr. Enrique Lamadrid has been on leave of absence for
the third consecut.ive year at UCLA where he successfully completed all course work and examinations for
the Ph. D.

b,

Mr. Robert Holzapfel was awarded the Ph. D. in Germa.n
at the State University of Iowa in February, 1965.

2,

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
and travel.
a.

Professor Donald McKenzie spent the year in Europe on
sabbatical leave.

b.

Professor Ned Davison was on leave of absence in Spain
during Semester II, 1964-65.

He completed a book-

length study on Modernismo and also continued work
on contemporary Spanish and Spanish-American poetry.
c,

Professor Raymond R. MacCurdy taught at the University
of Arizona summer session in Guadalajara, Mexico, during the summer of 1964.
,.

d.

Professor Marshall Nason spent part of the summer of
1964 traveling in Spain.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc,
a.

Professor Sabine Ulibarri was named professor-of-themonth of January (1965) by Las Campanas.
-4-
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b •. Mrs.'Claude Book was nanied professor~of-the-month of
May by Las Campanas.
4.

Pl,lblications.
Books:
a,

Robert M. Duncan, editor, Ram6n Sender, Mosen Millan.
Boston, D. c. Heath, 1964.

b.

Ned J. Davison, co-editor, Lecturas intermedias.
New York, Harper and Row, 1965,

c.

Raymond R. MacCurdy, editor, Tirso de Molina,
El burlador de Sevilla and La prudencia ~ ~
mujer. New York, Dell, ).9(i5. Joint compiler,
Lope ~Vega Studies, 19~7-1962 (Toronto, University
of Toronto Press for the Modern Language Association,
1964).

d.

Sabine Ulibarri, Tierra Amarilla (short stories),
Quito, Ecuador, 1~

e.

Julian E. White, editor, Thr.ee Philosophical
Voyages (New York, Dell, 1964).

Articles and book reviews:
a.

Mrs. Claude Book, "Des ciseaux et, des escargots,"
Rythme et Couleurs (February, 1965), 3pp.
"TheophiTe Gaut;ier et 1 'Hotel des Haricots,"
~ d'Histoire litteraire ~ la France (May, 1965),
10 PP•

b.

Laura Calvert, "The Role of Written Exercises in
an Audio-Lingual Program," Hispania (May, 1965),
313-316.

c.

Ned J. Davison, "Colloquy", "When Grea,t Men are
Assassinated," (poems), Western Review (Fall, 1964).
Bi-weekly column for ~ Ultimas Noticias, Santiago, Chile.

d:., R. M. Duncan, 11 Apellidos surgidos de los documentos
lingiiisticos de Castilla," Folia Humanistica, II
(1964)' 665-680, 761-771. - e.

Raymond R. Ma.cCurdy, review of Otis H. Green, Spa.in
and the Western Tra.dition, in Renaissance ~
(Fal~l964), pp. 246-248,

f.

Sabine Ulibarri, "El diablo en la literatura romahtica espanola," Rimay, Quito, Ecuador (August, 1964),
9 PP•
-5-
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5.

Research and ·work in progress or completed.
a.

E. Truett Book,

11 A

Source for a Chapter of Chateau-

briand s Essai," being revised for publication in
1

Romance
b.

~·

Claude Book is editing thirty-nine unpublished letters
of Gautier and Preaul t..
entitled

11

She is also writing an article

Fantaisie et realite dans Un voyage

~

Espagne, vaudeville de Gautier , 11

c.

Ned J. Davison has completed or has in progress the
following:

Estudios y cronicas literarias, 165 pp.;

Modernism as a Concept of Hispanic Criticism, 100-115 pp.;
"Colombian Nadaismo and the New Poetry," 15-20 pp.;
"The New Solidarity and Present-Day Spanish American
Poetry," :for Western Review (Fall, 1965), 14-16 pp.;
"El nino en la novelistica de Eduardo Barrios,"
Cul tura (Chile) ( 1965) , 17 pp.; "The Raven 1 and
o:f the cradle endlessly rocking

1 , "

11 pp.;

1

Out

Review o:f

Jose Ruben Romero: Cuentos y poesias ineditos, Hispanic
~-

"Spanish poetry, 1965 11 (research on this supported

by UNM and Amer. Philo. Society); "Music and Poetry" (longterm project); Under 18 month contract ·with Twayne Publishers for a book on Eduardo
d.

B~rrios

(190-200 pp.)

William F. J. DeJongh is translating a collection of
short stories.

e.

Robert M. Duncan is working on "Adjectives of Color in
Medieval Spanish. 11
• -6-

He ;aJ.so has a contract with the Follett

Phoenix in October, 1964..

He wa.s also elected first

alternate director of the American Associa.tion of
Teachers of French (AATF) Rocky Mountain region.
b.

Rub€m Cobos read a paJ?er on New Mexican f.olksongs
at the New Mexico Folklore Society meeting in Gallup
on May 8 1 1965.

c.

William

F~

J, DeJongh attended the fourth

Intern~-·

tional Congress of Classical Studies in Philadelphia
in August, 1964, and the MLA a.nd AATF meetings in
New York in December.
d.

Robert M. Duncan attended the MLA and American Ass.ociation of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese
{AATSP) meetings in New York in December.

He is

a

member of the Executive Council o:f the AATSP.
e.

Pelayo H. Fernandez attended the international
symposium on Unamuno held at Vanderbilt University
in September.

He read a paper entitled "Enfoque

para una tenria unamuniana del yo y del otro ,•i

£.

Robert Holzapfel attended the RMMLA meeting in
Phoenix in October.

g.

Raymond R. MacCurdy served as chairman of Spanish
Group III of the MLA and attended the annual meeting
in New York in December.

He was also appointed the

Program Committee of the MLA for a five-year term
(1965-1970), and attended a committee meeting in New
York in February, 1965.
h.

Marshall R. Nason attended the MLA meeting in New
York in December.

27?.3
Publishing
dictionary.
f.

co:.

to· revise Velasquez 1 Spanish-English

M~.R.

Nason is collaborating on the project.

Pelayo H. Fernandez is continuing research :f6r a bo·ok
on Miguel de Unamuno.

g.

Robert Holzapfel has a contract wit}) ""f"W<~yne Publishers
for a book on Carl Sternheim.

h~

Albert R. Lopes has completed a textbook, "The Spanish
Verb and Grammar Review."

i.

Raymond R. MacCurdy has a contract with i.')A$/ayne Publishers for a book on Rojas Zorilla, and a contract
with Prentice·-Hall for an edition of Rojas'

~ ~

abajo ningurto.
j.

Marshall R. Nason has completed "Peace Corps Volunteers
in Four Republics Evaluate thei:r: Training," a 98-page
report prepared for the Division of Training, Peace
Corps, Washington, D.

k.

c.

Julian E. White has completed the following articles:
"The conflict of Generations in the Debat Patriotique"
(accepted by the French Review); "Racine's Phedre:
Sophoclean and Senecan Tragedy."

Professor White also

has contracts for the following books:

"A Critical

Study of Boileau" (for Levayne Publishers); an edition
of Villehardouin 1 s La Conqueste

~Constantinople

(for

Appleton-Century-Crofts); "A Study of Racine's Phedre"
(for Barron's Education Series).

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
a.

E. Truett Book read a paper on Alfred de Musset's
Lorrenzaccio at the Rocky Mountain Modenn Language Association (hereafter abbreviated RMMLA) meeting in
-7-
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7.

Other professional activities.
a.

Claude Book was t])e luncheon speaker at a language
conference at Eastern New Mexico University, and the
banquet speaker at St, Vincent Academy's "French Day. 11
She also served as French consultant for TMI, and
directed a voluntary French program for Albuquerque
public school children, a program which involved
seventeen classes that met every Saturday.

b.

E, Truett Book spoke at the annual meeting of the New
Mexico AATF and at the language conference held at

.

Eastern New Mexico University.

He a.lso served as

president of the Albuquerque chapter of the Allia,nce

c.

Ruben Cobos served a,s a consultant for TMI,

d.

Marshall R. Nason served on the

u.s.

Office of Edu-

cation Panel for selection of Title VI Fellowships
in La.tin American Area Studies, Washington, D.

c.

He a.lso gave a lecture on "The Changing Face of Latin
America" at Goucher College.
e.

Sabine Ulibarri gave several lectures to local and
state education and civic groups, including the NMEA
language section and the New Mexico Employment Commission.

a.

Non-teaching university service.
a.

E. Truett Book served as faculty advisor to French majors.

b,

Ruben Cobos served as a University College advisor.

c.

Ned Davison served as departmental coordinator of the
eareerMScholar program and as a member of the Allocations
-g-
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Committee o:f the Greater :New Mexico Oevelopment Fund~
d.

.Will :i.am F. .J.. DeJongh served as ch9irm.an of the
Committee on Comparative

a~

Litera~ure.

Robert M. Duncan contin~ed as ·chairman of the Commi ttee on Retirement and Insurance •.

f.

Pelayo H. Fernande'z served as acting ch.airmC\n· of' th~
department during th.e summer session o:J: .1964 1 and continued as a University College advisor.

g.

Robert Hoi?apfel served as advisor to GermC\n majors
and m,inors.
H~lzapfel

h.

Tamara

served as a Uniyersity College advis«;)r.

i.

Albert R. Lopes served as director of Ibero-Americ<~n
studies, chairman of the NDEA Title VI oommitiee, Gina
co.ordinator of the Peace Corps language progrC\m,

j.

Raymond R, MacCurdy served as chairman of the Publiw
cations Committee.

k.

M<~rshall

R. Nason was appointed director

o~

the NDEA

Spanish Teachers' :Institute in Quito for the summer of 1965.
1.

Sabine Ulibarri served as director of the NDEA spanish
Teachers' Institute in Quito, summer 1964, and of the
AcCidemic-year Institute

m.
9.

ax

UNM•

Rosemary Welsh served as a University College advisor.

Public service.
a.

Claude Book served as "district captain" for the
Arthritis and Heart Fund drives.

b,

Marshall N'Cison served as chairman of the University of
Chicago Alumni Fund Drive for the Albuquerque area.
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The Report of the Department of Philosophy
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
H. G. Alexander, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information.
A. Significant Achievements.
New Offerings.

None.

Television Offerings.

Philosophy 101 and 102,

Humanities, continued as in previous years.
Use of Lawrence Ranch Facility. Philosophy 429, Aesthetics Institute Workshop, utilized new constructions at the
Lawrence Ranch for the annual presession one-week meeting,
June 14 - 18, 1965.
B. Significant Plans and Recommendations. Certain
previously-recommended plans have received the strong endorsement of Professor Paul F. Schmidt, newly-appointed Chairman
(see below.), particularly, a Ph.D. program as soon as
possible.
Close cooperation with a number of colleges and departments in the university is being planned. A preliminary
meeting with the Administrative Committee of the College of
Education was held recently to formulate proceedings for such
cooperation in that area.

c.

Appointments to Staff. Dr. Paul F. Schmidt of Oberlin

College, Oberlin, Ohio, was appointed Professor of Philosophy
and Chairman, commencing in September, 1965.
D. Separations from Staff. Dr. Anil K. Sarkar, who served
as Visiting Professor of Philosophy from February; 1964 through
June, 1965, is leaving to accept a position at California
State College at Hayward, California. Dr. Sarkar's work at
the University of New Mexico has been of outstanding character
and his loss will be regretted by students and colleagues.
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II. composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements~
1. Advanced Study. (See item 2.)
2. Sabbaticals, leaves, travel, etc. Dr. H. G. Alexander
\'las awarded sabbatical leave, Semester I, 1964-65, for
research in London, Paris, and Madrid on Spanish philosophers
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, especially Andres
Piquer. Dr. A. J. Bahm taught second summer session, August 1
to August 31, 1964, at the University of Rhode Island, Kingston,
Rhode Island.
3. New Scholastic Honors.

None.

4. Publications.
(a) Books and Monographs.
ALEXANDER, H.G., Philosophical Thought and Expression,
still pending publication by D. Van Nostrand Company. Revisions
in progress
ALEXANDER, H.G., new book contract from Scott Foresman
Company; a book in a series intended primarily for students
in Speech departments. Writing of the book, entitled Meaning
in Language, is now in progress.
BAHM, A.J., new book, The World's Living Religions, published
by Dell Publishing Company, Inc., New York, a Laurel Edition
paperback, October, 1964.
EVANS, M.G., The Physical Philosophy of Aristotle, University of Ne'" Mexico Press, June, 19 64.
(b) Articles.
BAHM, A.J., "Introduction to Bhagavad Gita," Bharati,
Banaras Hindu University, No. 6, Part II, 1962-63, pp. 81-101
(Delayed Printing) •
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BARljl, A.J., "Radhakrishnan: From an American Perspective,"
Dr.

s.

Radhakrishnan Souvenir Volume,

pp~

31-33. Published

by Darshana international, Moradabad, India, September, 1964.
BAHM, A.J., "Buddhism and Christianity," Prajna, Banaras
Hindu University Journal, Vol. X, No. 1, November 14, 1964,
pp. 75-78.
BARM, A.J., "Theories of Conscience," Ethics, Vol. LXXV,
No. 2, January, 1965, pp. 128-131.
BARM, A.J., "Grace," Iliff Review, Vol. XXII, No. 1,
Winter, 1965, pp. 21-22.
EVANS, M.G., "On the Relativity of Relative Velocity,"
Dialectica, September, 1962, pp. 299-300.(This item has not
been previously reported.)
SARKAR, A.K., "The Place of Yoga in the Principle Upanishads,"
Research Journal of Philosophy and Social Sciences, Vol. I,
No. 2, 1964, published by Kedar Nath Ram Nath, Meerut City,
India.
SARKAR, A.K., "Nagarjuna: On Causality and Nirvana," in
Dr.

s. Radhakrishnan Souvenir Volume, Darshana International,

Moradabad, India, 1964.
(c) Book Reviews.
BAHM, A.J., The Philosophy of Culture: an Introduction
~Creative

Humanism, by N. K. Devaraja, in The Humanist,

Vol. 24, No. 4, July-August, 1964, p. 27.
BAHM, A.J., Metaphysics, by Richard Taylor, in Philosophy
and Phenomenological Research, Vol. XXV, No. 1, September,
1964, pp. 147-148.
(d) Letter to the Editor.
(see page 4)
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(d) Letter to the Editor.
BAHM, A. J. , "Map of Religions," The Christian Science
Monitor, December 21, 1964,

P· 12.

(e) Translation.
SNEDDEN, J.A., translation completed of Edmund Husserl's
Erfahrung und Urteil, not yet published.
6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
ALEXANDER: Re-elected Secretary-Treasurer, New Mexico and
West Texas Philosophical Society. Continued as national Vice
President o£ Phi Sigma Tau (Philosophical Honorary Society).
Attended meeting of the Western Division of the American
Philosophical Association. Continued as committee member of
I

the APA standing committee on Philosophy in Education.
BAHM: Secretary for Asian Affairs of the (standing)
Committee on International Cultural Cooperation of the
American Philosophical Association. Responsible for administering part of a $2,500 grant to the APA by the Asia Foundation for sending subscriptions to American philosophical
journals to Asian libraries and for memberships in American
philosophical societies for visiting Asian scholars. Presented
the

follo~·Ting

papers: "Why Art? ·'Theories of the Art Impulse,"

at Taos Aesthetics Institute, Taos, June 15, 1964; "Four Kinds
of Intrinsic Value," at Southwestern Philosophical Society,
Trinity University, San Antonio, Texas, December 20-22, 1964;
"Is There a Soul or No Soul?.'The Buddha Refused to Answer. Why?"
at the Wooster (pre-centennial) Conference on Comparative
Philosophy and Culture, Wooster, Ohio, April 22•24, 1965.

,,
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Attended Mountain-Plains Philosophical Conference, University
of Nebraska, Lincoln, October 15-17, 1964, and American
Philosophical Association, Western Division, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago, April 29- May 1, 1965.
EVANS: New Mexico and West Texas Philosophical Society,
annual meeting, April 24-25, delivered presidential address,
"The Uses of Ambiguity."
SARI<AR: Attended Mountain-Plains Philosophical Conference,
Lincoln, Nebraska, October, 1964; Southwestern Philosophical
Society, San Antonio, Texas, December, 1964; Wooster Conference
on Comparative Philosophy and culture (by invitation), April,
1965; Western Division of American Philosophical Association
at Chicago, April, 1965.
SNEDDEN: Attended Mountain-Plains Philosophical Society
meeting at Lincoln, Nebraska, October, 1964, where read a
paper, "Analogy in the Philosophy of History." Elected Vice
President of the New Mexico and West Texas Philosophical Society.
7. Other Professional Activities.
ALEXANDER: {i)-Omitted from the 1963-64 Supplement:
Invited to be keynote speaker at week-long Fine Arts Festival
at Texas Technological College, November, 1963; invited to
participate in a Colloquium on Philosophy and Rhetoric given
jointly by the Speech and Philosophy departments of Pennsylvania State University, February, 1964, where presented paper
on "Internal Logics."

{ii)-for current report: Invited to

give a lecture to the Institute of Philosophy of the Free
University of Brussels, October, 1964, on

"~fuy

a Logic of Values?"

..
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BAHM: (i) -•ralks given: "Eastern and Western Ideals: A
Comparison," at University of Rhode Island, Summer Session
Lecture Series, August 25, 1964; "Early Buddhism," at Central
Methodist Church, Albuquerque, October 4, 1964; "Theravada
Buddhism" (slide lecture), Central Methodist Church, Albuquerque,
October 11, 1964; "Yoga Philosophy," Central Methodist Church,
Albuquerque, October 25, 1964; "Hindu Religion" (slide lecture),
Central Methodist Church, Albuquerque, November 1, 1964;
"Chinese Philosophy and Religion," Central Methodist Church,
Albuquerque, November 8, 1964. (ii)- Television appearances:
11

Philosophy in India and America: An Interview with Professor

A. K. Sarkar, Visiting Professor of Philosophy from India and
Ceylon," K.N.M.E. TV, September 27, 1964. Retelecast September
28, 1964> Humanities I and II lectures (14) and many other
discussions retelecast twice.
SARKAR: Television program for Humanities section: On
Hinduism and the West (May, 1965).
SNEDDEN: Evening talk to group at St. John's Cathedral;
one appearance on Humanities T.V. series.
8. Non-teaching University Service.
BAHM: Member of Arts and Sciences Ad Hoc Committee on
promotions in humanities department's.
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EVANS: Faculty advisor in General Honors Program.
SNEDDEN: Faculty advisor, Phi Sigma Tau (Philosophical
Honorary Society) •
9. Public Service.
BliHM.: Continued as editor and publisher of the Directory
of American Philosophers. During the report year: continued
distribution of copies of Vol'I:t, g,nd mailed 2,500 letters
seeking information for Vol. III.
SARKAR: Spoke on "The Indian Doctrine of Self, CasteSytem and Karma" at the Philosophical Club Anonymous at Trade
Winds Motel on March 4, 1965, and on Zen Buddhism at a
meeting of Ikebana International, on April 8, 1965.
10. Personal Information.
BAHM: Son, Raymond, married to Linda E. Weldy of Tucson,
Arizona, on November 6, 1964. Daughter, Elaine {Mrs. Golden
E. Lane, Jr.), graduated from U.N.M., with Bachelor of Science
degree in Health and Physical Education.

The Report of the Department of Psychology
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Frank A. Logan, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
Significant achievements of the 1964-65 a.cademic year

are so intimately related to our plans for the future that
these are reviewed together under the following headings:
undergraduate education, graduate education, research
activities, space consideration, and staff considerations.
A.

Unde:t·graduate education.

At the undergraduate

level, the department handled a total enrollment of over
1600 in introductory courses, and 1800 in advanced courses.
The graduating class o£ 1965 included 34 psychology majors.
Based on a FTE staff of nine, the above

fig~res

represent

approximately a 40:1 student-faculty ratio.
The undergraduate curriculum was reviewed and significant
changes were (a) the consolidation of our introductory
offerings into a single course, with an improved optional
laboratory; (b) an increase in our sophomore offerings so as
to permit a two-stage undergraduate exposure to many specific
content topics in the field; (c) further development of our
advanced laboratory courses; and (d) formal initiation of a
Departmental Honors Major.

Many of these improvements will

benefit from a matching undergraduate scientific equipment
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grant from the National Science Foundation.

Professor Ellis,

as coordinator of the M-3, General Honors, and Departmental
Honors programs, has applied for a National Science Foundation
undergraduate research participation grant to further these
programs.

Except for the inordinately large student-faculty

ratio, we can now offer an excellent undergraduate program
both for general liberal arts education and for intensive
majors.
B.

Graduate education.

At the graduate level, the

department handled a total enrollment of over 160, distributed
among 47 registered students.

The doctoral degree was

conferred upon Dolores Butt (Dissertation topic:

The Effect

of Preliminary Training in Phoneme Discrimination on the
Articulation of an Unfamiliar Speech Sound1
Ralph Norman).

major advisor:

Master's degrees were conferred upon:

Waldemere Bejnar (Plan II), Kent Bennington (Plan II),
Rosalind Bogo (advisor:
(advisor:

Margaret Smith), Judith Niehaus

Ralph Norman), Sherilyn Meece (advisor:

Rosenblum), and Lewis Waldeisen (Plan II).

Sidney

Based on a FTE

staff of nine, the above figures represent approximately a
2:1 student-faculty ratio.

The graduate curriculum was reviewed and significant
changes were made in the methodological offerings at this
level as a base for the further development of our program.

~
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Explicit emphasis has been placed on general experimental
psychology with a focus on learning, viewing this as a
necessary foundation for possible future developments in
other areas.

Application is being made to the National

Institute of Mental Health for a training grant to provide
additional faculty and student traineeships.

We are also

hoping the department will be awarded some NDEA fellowships
for future years.
The number of teaching assistantships (8 this year),
research assistantships (4 this year), and fellowships (1 NASA
and 1 M-3 this year) should increase noticeably and we
anticipate the day when every qualified student can be
guaranteed support during his training.

Professor Rhodes

initiated a cooperative training program with the Aeromedical
Research Laboratory at Holloman AFB (1 trainee this year).
It should be noted, however, that at the present pay scale
for assistants and fellows

UNM is losing good prospective

graduate students to other schools.

c. Research activities. The research emphasis of the
department was substantially increased during the year, with
continued increases anticipated in the future.

Our faculty

and students produced 18 scientlfic publications, gave 10
invited research lectures and 7 convention reports.

This

research enterprise was supported almost exclusively from

~

---------
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outsioe grant funds, totaling $68,452 for the year.

Increased

in-house research support, totaling $878.80 for this year, is
a vital concern.
D.

SRace considerations.

Although Psychology's need

for new quarters was recognized by the ad hoc committee and
reflected in the President's report for 1963-64, bond funds
were insufficient to proceed immediately.

Alternatively, a

second temporary building (T-17) was assigned to the department this spring, with plans for additional space next year
corning first from the physics section and then from the
extension division section of the Administration Building.
These plans should provide minimally adequate space for two
to three years.

However, it is of utmost .importance that plans

for a new building keep progressing, and it is hoped that the
University architect will be authorized to begin preliminary
written plans so that construction can begin immediately upon
availability of funds.
E.

Staff considerations.

staff during the year were:

Appointments to the regular

Frank A. Logan 1 Ph.D., as

Professor and Chairman beginning 1 July 1964; and John M.
Rhodes, Ph.D., as Associate Professor beginning 1 September
1964.

David T. Benedetti was on full-time loan to the Peace

Corps and Sidney Rosenblum was on half-time loan to the
Graduate School.

The regular faculty thus totaled five-and-a-

•.

I

,
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half (the above and Professor Ralph D. Norman, Associate
Professor Henry c. Ellis, and Assistant Professor Bert Zippel).
Too many of our courses were taught by part-time
personnel.

Dr. Lloyd Homme, Dr. Allan Swain, Dr. Jacek

Szafran, Dr.Fted carleton, Dr. James Evans, and Donald Tosti
taught during both semesters; Dr. Rose Mariani and Edward
Rickert taught during the first semester only: and Dr. Harry
Saslow and Dr. Sherwood Peres taught during the second
semester only.
By consolidating courses, some progress was made in
bringing teaching loads in line with competitive standards,
namely two or three courses each semester depending on the
amount of sponsored research and stlldent supervision being
done.

Nevertheless, the staff handled more students than

can be maintained if the research image of the department is
to continue to grow.

Deliberate selective expansion of the

Psychology Department is necessary.
Involvement of our faculty in the national scene is
apparent in their attending 8 conventions or symposia,
serving as consulting editors for 7 journals, and serving as
professional consultants or advisors for 10 agencies.

In

addition, our faculty participated in 19 guest lectures,
symposia or conferences within New Mexico.

..
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Three new appointments were made at the assistant
professor level to begin in the fall of 1S65:

David

w.

Bessemer, Ph.D. 1965, University of Wisconsin; Douglas P.
Ferraro, Ph.D. 1965, Columbia University; and Karl P.
Koenig, Ph.D. 1964, University of washington.

Though an

important sign for the future of the University is its
ability to attract promising young people, additional
senior appointments must also be considered in the near
future.
F.

conclusion.

Although offering a quality under-

graduate program and a vigorously developing graduate program,
our staff is carrying a heavier load than can reasonably be
maintained if our research activity is to continue to
expand.

Progress during the year, as outlined above and

detailed below, is submitted as justification for further
administrative support of (1) enlarged staff, with salaries
and teaching loads of older as well as newer people being
more in line with nationally-competitive levels; (2) continuing firm plans for adequate teaching, research, and office
space; (3) increased local support for research in the
forms of technical supporting personnel, computer and
equipment facilities, and grants to newer faculty; and
(4) more graduate assistantships at a higher stipend.

II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical·
supplements.

1.

Advanced study.
Dr. Bert Zippel:

Ph.D. June 1965, Princeton University,

Stimulus Coding and Correspondence in Concept Acquisition.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching, travel, etc.
Dr. David T. Benedetti:

Visited Peace Corps, Washington,

4-6 November, 1964.
Dr. Henry

c.

Ellis:

Visiting faculty, Washington University,

Summer 1964.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum:

Professor of the Month (March 1965},

Las Campanas.
Professor of the Year (1964-65), Las Campanas.

4.

Publications.
Dr. David T. Benedetti:
Report of Survey (with B. Zippel). New Mexico Dental
Journal. 15:2, p. 16-18, August, 1964.
Dr. Henry

c.

Ellis:

The Transfer of Learning.
Pp. 200.

New York:

Macmillan, 1965.

Transfer of predifferentiation training to gradients
of generalization in shape recognition.
(with R. Feuge)
Journal of Experimental Psychology, in press.

4.

Publications.
Dr. Henry

(cont.)

c. Ellis {cont.):

Stimulus meaning and complexity as factors in the
transfer of stimulus predifferentiation. (with
D. Muller and D. ~osti). Journal of Experimental
Psychology, in press.
Transfer in perceptual learning following stimulus
predifferentiation. (with D. Muller). Journal of
Experimental Psychology, 1964, 68, 388-395.
Stimulus generalization in the absence of discrimination
factors.
(with D. Tosti). Journal of Experimental
Psychology, 1964, 68 1 595-598.
Evidence for acquired equivalence of cues in a
perceptual task. (with R. Feuge, K. Long, and
V. Pegram). Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1964, 19,
159-162.

Dr. Frank A. Logan:
Extinction following negatively correlated reinforcement.
(with Feldstone and Brown). Psychol.
Rep., 1964, 14, 843-846.
The Free Behavior Situation. In Nebraska Symposium
on Motivation, D. Levine (Ed.). Lincoln: Univ.
Nebraska Press, 1964.
Decision-making by rats: Delay vs. amount of reward.
J. comp. physiol. Psychol., 1965 1 59, 1-12.

------------

---

-

4. Publications,

(cont.)

Dr. Frank A. Logan:

(cont.)

Decision-making by rats: Uncertain outcome
choices. J. comp. physiol. Psychol., 1965,
.§.2_, 246-251.
Dr. John M. Rhodes:
Definition of parameters for computer analysis of
neurophysiological data. NASA Symposium on the
Analysis of Central Nervous System and cardiovascular Data using Computer Methods. Oct .. l964,
(with D.o. Walter).
A study of night sleep in nine subjects with general
or local status epilepticus. Electroenceph. clin.
Neurophysiol., 16, 409-19, 1964, (with H. Gastaut,
D. Balleto, C. Batini, and J. Fressy).
EEG sleep patterns in split brai11 monkeys. Fed. Proc.,
24, 339, March-April 1965, {with M. Radulovoski, c.
Batini, N. N. Lyubur, R. T. Kado, W. R. Adey}.
Normal sleep patterns in macaque monkeys. Arch.
Neural., 12, 133-44, 1965, (with M. L. Reite, and D.
Walter).

o.

Comprehensive spectral analysis of human EEG generators
in posterior cerebral regions, in press, (with D. 0.
Walter, D. Brown, and W. R. Adey).
Dr. Bert Zippel:
Dental Survey for N. M, Dental Association (with
D. Benedetti),summary inN. M. Dental Association
Bulletin, August 1964, 2 pages.
Wrote Correspondence course in Social Psychology for
Extension of U.N. M.J September 1964.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress
during period.

~ompleted

Dr. Henry

c. Ellis:

NSF Grant; $44,500. "Conditions of Learning
Influencing Perception"; 3yrs.; l May 1965 to
30 April 1968.

~

5.

Other research projects, etc. {cont.)
Dr. Henry c. Ellis:

(cont.)

NSF Grant; $15,500. "Determinants of Visual
Form Recognition"; 2 yrs.; 1 May 1963 to 30
April 1965.
Continued research on theoretical interpretations
of perceptual learning, transfer of training, and
visual form perception.
NSF Grant (Pending}: $25,200, Undergraduate
Research Participation--Proposal to support
superior undergraduate students in research training in conjunction with departmental honors program.
Dr. Frank A. Logan:
National Science Foundation, $12,000, 1 July 64
to 31 Dec 64jConditions of Reinforcement.
National Science Foundation, $17,000, 1 Jan 65
to 31 June 6~Conditions of Reinforcement.
National Institute of Health, $5700, 1 July 64
to 31 Aug 64JFree Behavior Situation.
National Institute of Health, $9,000, 1 Sept 64
to 31 June 6~ Free Behavior Situation.
Dr. Ralph D. Norman:
"The Gifted, Talented, and Creative", a chap·ter
(61 typewritten pages) for an intended text in
Child Clinical Psychology (with S. Rosenblum}.
"Interpersonal values among parents of achieving
and nonachieving gifted children" (almost
completed, to be submitted next summer or fall}.
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum:
"A study of the Effects of Early Identification
and Special Instructional Materials and Methods
on School Achievements and Intellectual Development
of Children of Limited Test Ability from Transcultural
Communities."

---------------

5. Other research projects, etc. (cont.)
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum:

(cont.)

(With Stanley w. Caplan and Miles V. Zintz)
Submitted to tJ.S. Office of Education.
"The Behavior of Exceptional Children and Youth"
(With Ralph Norman).
"The GRE as a predictor of ;Doctoral Success at
UNM" (Graduate School) .
Dr. Bert Zippel:
Grant of $325.00 for studies in association learning.
Research committee 23-12.
Association Value in Response Learning and Associative Learning-Unpublished manuscript.
Meaningfulness and Agreement using the Semantic
Differential~In preparation.
Reinforcement in verbal learning-In progress.
6. Activities in learned and professional societies.
Dr. David T. Benedetti:
Represented UNM at Conference of Peace Corps
Contractors, Estes Park, Colorado, 25-28 March, 1965.
Attended two conferences for Peace Corps Project
Directors: University of Wisconsin, 17-18 August,
1964; Maryland University, April 30-May 2, 1965.
Dr. aenry C. Ellis:
Read paper on "Stimulus Complexity and Meaning as
Factors in Form Recognition Following Stimulus
Predifferentiation'' at the Psychonomic Society
Meetings, October, 1964, Niagara Falls, ontario.
Attended meetings of the Midwestern Psychological
Association (MPA), April, 1965, Chicago, Ill.
Presented papers entitled:
(1) Ellis, H. c. "Transfer of Predifferentiation
Training to Gradients of Generalization in
Shape Recognition."

..

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.{Cont.)
Dr. Henry c. Ellis:(cont.)
(2) Muller, D. G., & Ellis, H. c. "Transfer of
Predifferentiation Training to an Instrumental
Task."
(3) Chaired session on "Perception."
Attended meetings of the Rocky Mountain Psychological
Association (RMPA), May, 1965, Denver, Colo. Presented
p~pers
entitled:
(1) Muller, D. G., & Ellis, H. c, "Recognition of
Random Shapes Following Labeling Practice as a
Function of Label Meaningfulness."
(2) Feuge, R. L., & Ellis, H. C. "Gradients of
Generalization in Shape Recognition."
Sponsored papers by:
(1} Bennett, Thomas L. ''Perceptual Learning:
Differentiation or Enrichment?"
(2) Homan, Larry. "Recognition Performance ;Following
Stimulus Predifferentiation as a Function of the
Availability of Verbal Responses.~>
(3) del Castillo, David, & Homan, Larry. "Changes
in Intralist Stimulus Similarity Following
Stimulus Predifferentiation."
(4) Chaired Session on ''Stimulus Predifferentiation
and Perceptual Learning."
Dr. Erank A. Logan:
Attended American Psychological Association meeting,
1964. Read paper~ Transfer of Discrimination.
Served as Chairman, Membership Committee, Division
3, A.P.A.
Dr. John M. Rhodes:
Neurophysiology as related to space flight. NASASanta Monica City college;Space Biology Symposium,
1964.
Sleep patterns after limbic lesions in the monkey.
Electroenceph. clin. Neurophysiol., 18: 513-533,
1965, (with W. R. Adey, J. Hanley, E. Kavan, H. L.
Reite, and D. o. Walter.)

,.

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Dr. John M. Rhodes:

(cont.)

(cont.)

Definition of parameters for computer analysis of
neurophysiological data. NASA Symposium on the Analysis
of Central Nervous System and Cardiovascular Data using
Computer Methods. Oct. 1964, (with D. o. Walter).
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum:
Attended Ford Foundation Conference for Directors of
M-3 Programs, Chicago, November 23-25, 1964.
Attended Society for Research in Child Development
Meeting, Minneapolis, March 25-27, 1965. Read paper:
Conceptual Thinking of Sixth-Grade Children as Measured
by the Vigotsky Sorting Test (with R. Sherilyn Meece).
Professional Standards Board, N. M. Psychol. Assoc.,
1963-present.
Task Force on Services to Children, Governor's Committee
on Planning for Statewide Comprehensive Mental Health
Services, 1964 to present.
Dr. Bert Zippel:
Joined Linguistic Society of America.
7.

Other professional activities.
Dr. Henry

c. Ellis:

Editing and Reviewing
Associate Editor, Perceptual and Motor Skills and
Psychological Reports (1963--) .
Review ms., Psychological Review (1964--).
Review research proposals for NSF.
Consultancies
WICHE on educational problems.
~onsult on training program designed to improve instruction through the use of new media in education.
Western States small Schools Project (WSSSP), Ford
Foundation Grant. Consult on problems of research design
in classroom research.
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7.

Other professional activities.
Dr. Henry c. Ellis:

(cont.)

(cont.)

Consultancies (cont.}
Centro de Productividad de Monterrey (Mexico) •
Visiting lecturer on instructional theory and technology.
Talks presented to:
U. S. Conservation Service: "Motivation of Behavior."
Symposit;im on Testing." (M-3)
Centro de Productividad de Monterrey.
Dr. Frank A. Logan:
Consultancies: Chairman, Experimental Psychology
Study Section (B), National Institutes of Health.
Consulting Editor: J. exp. Psychol., J. comp. physiol.
Psychol., Psychol. Monog., Psychol. Bull.
Colloquia: Univ. of Arizona, State Univ. of N.
Arlington State College.

x.,

Dr. Ralph D. Norman:
Talks presented ~o:
Chaparral Girl Scout annual convention, "Motivation in
Voluntary Community Organizations," Fall, 1964.
Zia Co. supervisors, Los Alamos, N. M. 1 "Human Motivation
and Administration," Feb. 16, 1965.
Consultant: Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital.
psychology) .

(clinical

Member, Professional Advisory Committee, N. M. Rehabilitation Center.
Dr. John M. Rhodes:
Consultancies
Holloman AFB-Aeromedical Research Laboratory.
Space Biology Laboratory, Brain Research Institute, UCLA.
Dept. of Behavioral Sciences, Armed Forces Radiobiology
Research Institute, Bethesda, Md.

r.----
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7.

Other professional activities.

(cant.}

Dr. Sidney Rosenblum:
Talks presented to:
Lavaland PTA, "The Exceptional Child," May 25, 1964.
National Council of Jewish Women, "Potential of Women,"
May 27, 1964.
Albuquerque Child Study Center, "Mental Subnormality,"
Oct. 7, 1964.
B 'Nai B'rith Youth, "Leadership," October 24, 1964.
Dist. I, N. M. Nurses Assoc., "The Profession of
Nursing--Fact or Fiction?" Nov. 9, 1964.
Montezuma PTA, "Some Problems of Normal School Children,"
Dec. 8, 1964.
Albuquerque Assoc. of Pre-Schools, 11 Some Antecedents of
Emotional Disturbance in Pre-School Children,''
Jan. 12, 1965.
Newman Center, ''The Mature Personality," Apr. 11, 1965.
UNM College of Nursing, "Interpersonal Relationships,"
Apr. 20, 1965,
Albuquerque Youth Council, "The Teen-ager and Sex,"
May 1, 1965.
Dr. Bert Zippel:
Talk at Geneva House, December 1964.
Panel discussion on New Mexico Scene, KHFM, Nov., 1964.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Dr. David T. Benedetti:
Acting Chairman, Psychology Department, 1-30 June, 1964
(half time) •
Assistant Director UNM Peace Corps Training Center,
1 June, 1964 to 14 August, 1964 (half-time 1-30 June,
full-time July 1-August 14) •
Director, UNM P.C.T.C., 15 August, 1964 to date.
Member, Committee on the University7 Lawrence Ranch
Advisory Committee.

--------------
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8.

Non-teaching University service. (cont.)
Dr. Henry C. Ellis:
Career Scholar (M-5} Coordinating Council,
Tutor; NASA Subcommittee.
Graduate School; Contract Research and Patent
Committee; Faculty advisor to Omicron Delta
Kappa; Homecoming judge.
Dr. Frank A. Logan:
Chail!man, Department of Psychology; Dean's Com.-:;
mittee, Arts and Sciences; Ad Hoc Committee,
NSF Center of Excellence Program; M-3 Tutor(
Charles Mitchell
and Alan Brown.
,
Dr. Ralph D. Norman:
Member, Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
Faculty advisor, freshman and sophomore students,
University College.
Assessment Officer, Peace Corps Training Center
(part-time}.
Dr. John M. Rhodes:
Advisor for Psychology majors, A &

s.

Dr. Sidney Rosenblum:
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School (half-time}.
Director, Career Scholar Program.
Chairman, Committee on Graduate Financial Aid.
Chairman, Fellowship Awards (University and
Preferential Peace Corps).
Dr. Bert Zippel:
Curricula Committee,
University College Advisor.

'•

9.

Public service.
Dr. Ralph D. Norm<m.:
Chairman, New Mexico State Board of Psychologist
Examiners (appointed by Governor Jack M. Campbell).
Member, Staff Development Committee for N. M.
for WICHE.
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum:
Board Member, Coron.ado Credit Union (UNM); 1964present.
Board Member, Temple Albert, 1964-present (also
Religious School teacher).
Governor's Task Force on Mental Health Services
for Children in New Mexico, 1964-present.

10.

Personal information.
Dr. John M. Rhodes:
Married, Sept. 1964.

.-----------
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The Report of the Department of Physics
and .Astronomy
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Victor H. Regener, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year
1964-65
1. Building Program
Construction of the new Graduate Research Building
of the Department of Physics and Astronomy was started
on December 1, 1964.
2. Departmental Operation
The heavy involvement of the department in research
and the growth of this involvement is shown in the following table for 1963-64 and

1964~65.

Starred figures

for 1964-65 include extrapolations for the months of
May and June, 1965, for which final data are not yet
available.
1963-64
1964-65
(1) Departmental budget,
original figures
$ 169,000
$ 159,450
(2) Departmental budget,
actual expenditures
140,929
(3) Sponsored research
expenQ.itures
2.87,957

(4) overhead to University
for outside teaching
(Los Alamos, AYI, TDP)
and for research

..
48,2.16

(5) Active grants and
contracts at end of year

1,478,906

69,000*

-2-

3.

2F1.

Search for new faculty and graduate students
During the report year much effort was put into the

search for new faculty members. Unfortunately} competition for good people is very keen. With a larger faculty
we could teach more of our courses, and a larger portion
of the faculty 1 s time could be devoted to research.
Another area of fierce competition is in the field
of graduate assistantships. It is becoming more and more
difficult to attract good graduate students, even with
the higher stipends which we were able to offer this year.
The pay for incoming graduate assistants should be as
high as possible, because this is the time when competition with other schools has to be met.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
our most urgent need remains a building for physics
instruction.

The space in the Administration Building

will be insufficient in one year from now for sophomorelevel laboratories.

It is again proposed that new facili-

ties be built adjacent to the present Science Lecture Hall,
to the north of it. This lecture hall is in use during
24 clock hours per week for lecture instruction in physics,
and several hours in addition for preparation of lecture
demonstrations.

Enrollment in these classes ranges all

the way to 200, and only one class has less than 50 students.
It is estimated that the sum of $400,000 would be sufficient to provide adequate facilities for the undergraduate
instruction of the Department in the next five to ten
yearc, provided that we can continue to make use of the
mentioned lecture hall.

,.,
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C.

Appointments to Staff
John Howarth, Associate Professor of Physics, 1964-65;
A. G. Davis Philip, Assistant Professor of Astronomy,

1964-65;

John Linsley, Associate Professor of Physics

D.

(1/3-time), 1964-65.
Separations
None (John Linsley temporarily discontinued)

E.

Sabbaticals

None
II •. Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
SuEplements
1. Advanced Study
2.

None
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc., during the period
REGENER, VICTOR H.
Travel on research project business and for faculty hiring
purposes, also for Gov. Campbell's Scientific Advisory
Committee, etc.; About 10 trips to Alamogordo; Buenos
Aires; La Paz, Bolivia; Washington, D. C.; Boulder; Chicago;
New York; Santa Fe; Los Alamos.
THOMAS, ROY

3.

Taught physics course at Sandia Corp. (summer, 1964) TDP
program; taught physics course at Los Alamos, Sem. I and
II, 1964-65.
New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None

2S3
-44.

Publications
BREILAND, JOHN G.
"Vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone and its relation to synoptic meteorological conditions". Journ. of
Geophys. Res., Vol. 69, pp 3801-3808, 1964.
"A case study of the vertical distribution of atmospheric
ozone 11 • To be published in the June, 1965, issue of the
Journ. of Applied Meteorology.
BRYANT, HOWARD C.
11
(He3,n) Reactions on Various Light Nuclei" (with coauthors Beery, F1ynn and Leland), Nuclear Physics, 53,
(1964) 15 pages.
nHigh-Efficiency Solid-State Telescope for 20-MeV neutrons",
(with E.R. Flynn), Bull. Amer, Phys. Soc,, Series II
Vol. ]:Q_, No. ·4, 1965. (Abstract of talk given by co-author
at Washington, D.C. meeting of Amer. Phys. Soc., 26-29,
April 1965.
GREEN, JOHN R.
"Phase Transformations in Solid Cyclohexanol." Journal
of Physics and Chemistry of Solids, vol. 26, pp. 631-637
(1965)
HOWARTH, JOHN L •
11
Calculation of the Absorbed Dose in Soft-Tissue Cavities
in Bone irradiated by X-rays". Radiation Research, 24:
158-183, Jan. 1965.
"Calculation of the alpha-ray absorbed dose for soft
tissue cavities inbone 11 , Brit. J. Radiol. 38:51-56,
Jan. 1965.
PHILIP, A. G. DAVIS
"The Space Distribution of Stars at Galactic Latitude -30°1!,
Astronomical Journal 70, 146, March 1965.
REGENER, VICTOR H.
"Measurement of Atmospheric Ozone with the Chemiluminescent
Method 11 • Journal of Geophysical Research vol. 69, pp 37953800 (1964).

-55.

Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during period
BREILANDJ JOHN G.
The vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone. Coprincipal Investigator with Dr. V. H. Regener, NSF Grant
GP-2394.
BRYANT J HOWARD C.
Sandia Corporation, $13,401, 11 A Study of the Glory",
July 1, 1964-June 30, 1965. Have begun collaborative
venture with groups at Los Alamos and Univ. of Colorado
on a spin correlation experiment of p-p scattering.
DEAN, CHRISTOPHER
Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance research in progress.
Spectrometer system completed; home-designed and -made
digital averaging equipment essentially completed; calibration tests finished; measurements now in progress.
GREEN, JOHN R.
Continued research in ultrasonic propagation in plastic
solids supported by Sandia Corporation Contract No. 530196, Task No. 2 for an amount not to exceed $12,700.
Continued research in the organic solid state under NSF
Grant GP-1564 for $37,500 mentioned in last year's report.
HOWARTH, JOHN L.
N.I.H. Grant: Application of digital computer techniques
in radiological problems. $12,000 up to Sept. 1965; then
$14,000 per year for 2 more years. Preliminary work on
project: Acute and Chronic Radiation Enquiry in Germfree animals. In collaboration with Dr. Robert Stone and
Dr. Robert Anderson, UNM Medical School. Proposal submitted to A.E.C.
LEAVITT, CHRISTOPHER P.
NASA: Continuation and data analysis of high energy gamma
ray experiment. Total amount of contract $284,390; NASA: •
Balloon Measurement of Atmos. Neutrons $53,000, 1 year,
but is being continued with $72,000 for 2 years; Kirtland
AFB: Measurements in the s. Atlantic Radiation Anomaly,
$1.00, 2 yrs-continuing; lffiFB: Electron Spectrometer for
space measurements, $12,900, 2 years continuing.

.-------------
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REGENER, VICTOR H.

6.

Work continued on various research projects. Grants and
contracts received: NSF, $105,500 for th~ee projects.
NASA, $61,014. Air Force, $90,000.
Activities in learned and professional societies
BREILAND, JOHN G.
Attended International Atmospheric Ozone Symposium,
Albuquerque, N.M., August 31 to Sept 4, 1964. Presented
paper: "Variations in the vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone 11 •
GREEN, JOHN R.
Attended the meeting of the American Physical Society
in Berkeley, California, 21-23 December 1964, together
with three of my graduate .students to deliver four papers
in connection with our research: "Phase Transf'ormations
in Solid Cyclohexanol", "Phase Transf'ormations by a Computer'', 11 Ultrasonic Measurements on Plastic Crystals near
the Solid-Solid Transformation Points", and "Effects of'
Pressure on the Dielectric Constant of Camphor".
HOWARTH, JOHN L.
Attended meeting of' New I'!lexico Soc. f'or Biological and
Medical Research in Santa Fe, April 3, 1965.
LEAVITT, CHRISTOPHER P.
President, Society of' the Sigma Xi; Paper: "Measurements
of' High Energy Neutrons at High .Altitudes" (w/M. Sydor)
presented at Simposio Regional de los .Anos Internacionales
del Sol Tranquilo (Regional Symposium of the International
Year of the Quiet Sun), Buenos Aires, Argentina, Aug. 2-8,
1964.
PHILIP, A. G. DAVIS
Paper, "The Space Distribution of Stars at Galactic Latitude
-30° 11 , given at American Astronomical Society, Montreal,
Canada, December 1964.
REGENER, VICTOR H.
American Physical Society, N. Y,, Jan. 27-30, 1965; IQSY
Symposium, Buenos .Aires, Aug. 3-7, 1964 (one talk); University of La Paz, Bolivia, April 18 and 20, 1965 (two
talks); International Ozone Symposium, I.U.G.G., Albuquerque, Sept. 3, 1964 (one talk).

..
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Other Professional Activities
BREILAND, JOHN G.
Participated in Planning Conference on Atmospheric Ozone,
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council,
Committee on Atmospheric Sc.iences, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
September 7-8, 1964.
BRYANT, HOWARD C.
Attended "Conference on Atmospheric Limitations to Optical
Propagation" at the N.B.S., Boulder. Presented a talk
entitled "An experimental study of the glory phenomenon".
The full text of this talk with further additions will be
published in Radio Science. (Co-authors T. S. Fahlen,
A. J. Cox, D. Cutchin.) ; Served during summer and approximately one day per week during academic year as Visiting
Staff Member, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
HOWARTH) JOHN .L.
Consultant: Veterans Administration Hospital; Lovelace
Foundation for Medical Education and Research; Lovelace
Clinic. Participated in New Mexico Academy of Sciences
Visiting Scientist Program (Visits to High Schools).
Abstractor for journal: Physics in Medicine and Biology.
LEAVITT, CHRISTOPHER P.
Interviewed on KNME-TV July 1964, 1/2-hour on satellite
and neutron work.
REGENER, VICTOR H.
Organized International Ozone Symposium, Aug. 31 to Sept 4,
1964, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M.; Member, NSF Proposal Review
Panel, Nov. 30 to Dec. 1, 1964, Washington, D. C.; Member,
National Academy of Sciences, Ozone Planning Conference,
Sept. 7-8, 1964, Santa Fe, N. M.
THOMAS, ROY
Consultant to USAF, Kirtland Air Force Base.

8.

Non-teaching University service
BREILAND, JOHN G.
University College Advisor

-8HOWARD C•
Served as secretary for the University Research Allocations
Committee. Served on UNM-Sandia Colloquium Committee;
Physics and Astronomy Dept. Colloquium Committee.

BRYANT~

DEAN, CHRISTOPHER
Normal: Committee on Extension, Summer Session & Community
Service; University Ad Hoc Computer Committee; Advising;
Science Fair Judge.
GREEN, JOHN R.
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee; Graduate Committee.
HOWARTH, JOHN L.
Member of Medical Radioisotope Committee, UNM Medical School.
LEAVITT, CHRISTOPHER P.
Advisor for Los Alamos Physics Graduate Students.
REGENER, VICTOR H.
Policy Committee
9.

10.

Public Service
LEAVITT, CHRISTOPHER P.
Taught Sunday School for Albuquerque Friends, Fall 1964.
Treasurer, United World Federalists, Albuquerque Chapter
Personal information
HOWARTH, JOHN L.
One more child (Rachel) born Jan. 10, 1965.
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The Report of the Department of Sociology

July

l~ 196~

- June 30, 1965

D. W. Varley 0 Chairman

!.

G~nera~-4~qrtmeptal informa~

A.

For the second straight year the Sociology Depart-

mentqs major effort has been one of trying to handle
very large enrollment increases with very limited staff.
The fall semester enrollment of 1090 shO'I'led a .56%
growth over the previous yearo
enrollment of 860 was up

t~.S%

The spring semester

over the previous year.

These increases (which on a percentage basis were the
largest in the Arts and Seiences College) were handled

by scheduling very large classes, particularly at the
The results of' this effort '!;Jere

introductory level.

not very encouraging 0 as is noted

bel~~.

One plemsan"t; development liUZ"1ng

th~

year was the

dGpartment 9 s move to new quarters at the beg1nntng of
the fall semester.

After yeara of uncomfortable ao

~ell

as hazardous existence in North Hal1 0 the

ment

t~tas

the

Fint;~

movGCi to

n.:<n1

A)I'tr.t Center.,

depart~

{albe1·t tempora:r'IJ) quarters in
'!'hi~

ne\·1 arrangement baa been

much appreeiatsd by the entire staff.

Anothsr
the

~t~a

d~velopmsnt

was the decision to enrich

Ame1I'ican atudy program by offering an

develop~ent

course focused on this area.

urb~n

This 1$ linked

2S9

I

to a new staff member noted belov;.

There is also the

prospect of offering a Latin American population course
in the proximate future.
II.

third development was the use of faculty from

outside the Arts and Sciences College to staff some
sociology course offerings.

Professor Edward Nolan,

a social psychologist who holds a joint appointment
in the Colleges of Business Administration and Educationp
taught one

a~urse

the second semester.

Professor

Charles Griffith 0 a social anthropologist in the College
of

Education~

As was

taught one course in the fall semester.,

~ent1oned

specifically in the annual report last

year 0 the areas of social psychology and social anthro-·
pology have been badly neglected at this University.

It is gratifying to see at long last some

positiv~

action 1n the Colleges of Education and Business ll.d.
ministration to repair these deficiencies.
B.

\vith respect to plans and recommendations tor the

i'uture 0 the experience over the past year or so 'tl;ith
ve~y

large

introduoto~

sociology classes bas prompted

the decision to discontinue this effort.

This is not

to suggest that we are returning to a small class
pattern.

Rather it means that we shall hold classes

to a size of about. 250--a umoderately" large· olaas.
Reasonably

ob~eotive

evidence indicates that students

in larger classes simply are not learning the

intro~

,.

280
duetory course material very

well~

Accordingly, classes

will be restricted to a pedagogically effective size.
This may be changed in the future when we learn how to
handle large classes.
Discussions during the year with the Academic Vice
President and the Dean or Arts and Sciences resulted
in an explicit understanding that the Department of
Sociology would be supported in its effort to develop
a doctox•al program in the next five years.
C.

Effective June 1964 M:r. Jaclc

L~

Dye:r was appointed

Visiting Lecturer in Sociology fo:r the 1964 Summer

Session& Effective September 1964 Dr. Harold Meier was
appointed Assistant professor of Sociology.

Effective

February 1965 Dr. Nanc1e L. Solien de Gonzalez was
appointed Visiting Assistant Professor of Sociology
and Anthropology o

Effect1 ve September 1964- .Mr.

~lilliam

Arens was appointed to the position of Graduate Assistant.

Effective September 1964 Mrs. Helen Potter was

appointed to the position of Graduate Assistant.
Effective September 196l; Mrs. Dorothy Floyd was reappointed to tha position of secretary

~o

the Department
,.

of' Sociologyo
Do

Effeotiv~

June 1965

D~.

Tom Sasaki resigned aa

Associate Professor of sociologyo Effective Jurte 1965

Dr• Nancie L. sol1en de Gonzalez

terminat~d

her

appointment as Visiting Assistant Professor of Sociology and Anthropology6

Effective June 1965 Mr. William

2G1.
Arens and Mrs. Helen Potter terminated their appointments as Graduate Aasistantsa

Effective June 1965

Mrs. Dorothy Floyd terminated her appointment as
Secretary to the Department of Soc1ologyo

:n.
1. None
2o Tom T. Sasaki: leave of

absence~

spring l96So

pavid \<f" Varley: Teacher and resource person for
national Presbyterian Minister 0 s Institute on
Problems of the Urban Church 0 Ghost Ranch,
August 1964a

3o None

4.

S• David w. Varley: Research on New Mexico migration

and Net•J l1exico settlement pattern 9 1920·60
completed# report 1n progress (State Planning
Office project - 2 yearsD $15,000; reaearch on
disarmament and social and economic adJustments in
rss~J I>Iexioo completed 0 report completed ( collabor~
ative worlt ttith Professors Edgel, Blumenfeld,
Finston).

Charles E. Woodhouse: Air Faroe Office of Scientific
Research ($)6,000, 2nd yr.), 11 l:nt'luenoe of Campus
En~ironm~nt on student Commitment to a Para-Military
O~ga~ization" (with Professor ~ch); with Henry
Tobias 0 articla completed, •Primordial Ties and
Political Process: Tbe Case of the Jewish Bund;"
t1ith Henry Tobias 0 monograph in progress on leader..
ship and policy in the Jewish Bund •.

6. David Ho Varley: charter member of Alpha chapter
of Nett f1Jexic0 0 Phi Beta Kappa.
Charles Eo Woodhouse: charter member of Alpha
chapter of New Mexico, Phi Beta Kappa; presented
paper with Henry Tobias, "Leadership of the
Je\d.sh Bund." to Yivo Institute for Jewish Research,
New York 0 September 1964; attended annual meetings
of American Sociologiaal Association, l1ontreal,
Aug. 1964.

?. Tom T. Sasaki: consultanoiea with the American

Public Health Aasoc.P the Office of Economic
Opportunity. and the Navajo Rehabilitation Project
at Arizona State Collegea

David W. Varley: panelist on 2 TV and 1 radio
program; consultant for Mexican-American Study
Project at u.c.L.A.; ; talks to various groups on
assorted topics.,
Charles E. Woodhouse: panelist for meeting of New
Mexico Public Relations Society; speeob at Hollo=
man Air Force Base to meeting of the Commanding
Generals, Resea~eh Directorates of the Office of
Aero$paaa Researoho

8. Tom T. Sasaki: University College Advisor.
David w. Varley: member, committee on the university; advisor for graduate and undergraduate
students in sociology; faculty advisor for ACOHB;
member, Contract Research Committee; member,
University Comm1ttee on Human Bights.

Charles E. Woodhouse; Chairman~ Supervisory Board,
Division of Government Research; Univer~1ty
College Advisor; member, Curricula Committee; membsr,
Aoademie Freedom and Tenure Committee; member, 7
committees in charge of graduate student programs
both in and out of sociology.

9. David

'llf. Varl~y: member, Board of Directors, Child
Guidance Center; member 1 Board of D1rector6p
Planned Parenthood Cl1n1o; member, WlCHE state
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency; member 0 New
I·1e.xico Govsrnoroa Committee ·on Children and YoUth;
memberu Ad Hoc Committee to select new Supto for
He\'1 Held.co Gu~lsO Welfare Home,.

10., 'fom '1'. Sasaki: faculty appointment, J'onns Hopkins
Un1varsity 9 June 1965.
Charles B.. Hocdhouae: divoraed" November 1964.

,.

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Wayne
I.

c.

Eubank, Chairman

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the year 1964 - 1965
1.

Undergraduate enrollment in the Department of Speech increased
an average of 26% for the two semesters.

This spread was fairly

general through the freshman, lower division and upper division
courses.

Our graduate enrollment more than tripled during the

year, 21 students the first semester and 18 the second semester.
The sharp increase of enrollment in the graduate level was stimulated by a training grant, some

$33,00~

from the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, and a trainee program under
Public Law 85-926.

We expect.these grants to continue during

the 1965-66 academic year.
2.

The first trainees under Public LaH' 85-926, as amended and under
the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration grant programs began
1~ork

in the Speech and Hearing Clinic in September, 1964.

Public Law 85-926 graduate

studen~s

Three

and four VRA graduate students

have added impetus to the expanding graduate and undergraduate
program in Speech Pathology and Audiology in the Speech Department.
Excellent cooperation was received from the professional agencies
assisting in the training programs.

Graduate students did observa-

tion and practicum work at Bataan Memorial Hospital Rehabilitation
Center under the direction of Dr. Freeman Fountian, Dr. Thomas W.
Norris, and Mr. James Matthews.

At the Rehabilitation Center Inc.,

the supervision was conducted by Miss Laurie Garihee and at the
Albuquerque Hearing Society Mrs. Maryan Moyer supervised the work
in hearing.

~

2
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The staff of the Speech and Hearing Clinic consists of a Clinical
Supervisor, a VRA Supervisor, one Master Clinician, and t\W graduate
assistants.

This staff handled a clinic load of 366 and earned

$1,515.for UNM as well as instructing and demonstrating evaluation
and therapy techniques for regularly enrolled graduate and undergraduate students.

The two graduate assistants, Hrs. Carole Eagan

and Mr. Richard Helgeson, are in charge of student activities in
the clinic.

Hrs. JoAnn Parker, Acting Clinical Supervisor, was

responsible for the administration of Speech and Hearing Clinic
activities during Semester II in the absence of Harold H. Haines.
Louise :!-farkum, Supervisor of the VRA 'l'rainee program is supported
by the VRA Grant funds and has the responsibility of observing
and assisting VRA trainees in the graduate program for adults.
She is responsible to the director of that program and has been
doing a superior job of administering the program of training
and maintaining amicable relations with all cooperating agencies.
At the beginning of Semester II of the 1964-65 academic year, Mr.
Jack Ferguson was hired as Master Clinician with funds provided
by P.L. 85-926, as amended,

In the three months that Mr. Ferguson

has served in this capacity he has brought a significant change
in the teaching and administrative methods used in the Speech and
Hearing Clinic.
Statistical report of activities in the UNH Speech and Hearing
Clinic:
Evaluation Clinics--Semester I
a. Regular Clinics - 5 - total individuals evaluated--20
b, Cerebral Palsy Clinics - 7 - total individuals-----40
c. VRA Adult Clinics - 1 - total individuals---------- 2

.,
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Evaluation Clinics--Semester II
a. Regular Clinics
5 - total individuals evaluated--20
b. Cerebral Palsy Clinics - 8 - total individuals-----51
c. VRA Adult Clinics - 13 - total individuals---------18
(of the total 11 were university students with
special problems)
d. Hearing Evaluations - 30 UNM students, 10 others---40
M

Speech and Hearing Therapy--Semester I
a. Indiv.iduals in Paid Therapy----------29
b. College Students Receiving Therapy---82
1) Speech 103 and Speech 105--------~2
2) Other University Students--------21
c. Special Problems--------------------- 3
Speech and Hearing Therapy--Semester II
a. Individuals in Paid Therapy----------40
b. College Students Receiving Therapy---17
c. Special Problems--------------------- 3
Total Load -- evaluation and therapy-----w366 persons
Parent conferences conducted by the clinic staff, permanent
and student
a. Individual conferences---46
b. Group conferences-------- 2
Under the direction of Dr. Keith St. Onge the Cerebral Palsy
Evaluation Program sponsored by the New Mexico State Elks Association scheduled and held fifteen Saturday Clinics during the academic year 1964-65.

Ninety-one cerebral palsied children were

evaluated.
In recognition of the above diagnostic services and in support
of our various clinical activities, the Elks sponsored several
fellmgships and grants in various amounts totaling $3,900.
$1000 for clinical staff salary (Mrs. Wade Parker)
$2000 for undergraduate grants (Mr. James Gonzales, and
Hr. Steve Vanderheiden)
$ 500 for supervision of psychometrics (Mrs. Demetry Paler)
$ 400 special bequest (Artesia Lodge 1717) for Elspeth Achen
Ferguson for special services in dental hygiene and
prophylaxsis.
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Dr. Cullen Owens was director of the annual University of
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Mexico State Speech Tournament held on the ctun\pus April 9-lo·,
1965.

Events of the tournament began Friday at 10:30 a.m. with

a welcome extended by President Popejoy in the Kiva Room of the
Education Building.

This tournament drew some 140 entrants from

25 schools representing all sections of the state.

The parti-

cipants lvere winners of district tournaments, and therefore
represented the "cream of the crop."

They competed in both senior

and novice debate, oral interpretation, dramatic reading, extemporaneous speaking and oratory.

Trophies and individual certificates

were awarded for first, second,and third places in all events.
Hhen trophies were awarded, an invitation lvas extended to students
standing in the top fifteen percent of their class to apply for
scholarships at the University.
application forms.

Many came forward and 1vere given

We believe that some of our best students at

UNM come from this group of youngsters.
4.

Under the very capable direction of Professor Robert Halle, the
1964-65 forensic year was one of the most successful in UNM history.
The outstanding season was achieved even though most of the participants were freshmen and sophomores.

During the year the UNM

forensic squad participated in thirteen collegiate tournaments.
An average of seven students attended each tournament this year
as com?ared to an average of three students per trip last year.
Approximately twenty-five students represented the University on
the various trips,

These tournaments ranged from the Duke City

Tourney held on the UNM campus

~lith

competition among 27 colleges

and universities from eight states, to the lfestern Speech

..
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Association Tournament in Pocatello, Idaho, with sixty schools
from the eleven states in the Western Speech Association, to the
National Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha Tournament in Bloomington,
Indiana, where all areas of the United States were represented.
Not only did student participation in forensics increase, but
Student Government monetary support also increased.

The budget

(all Student Government funds) for both 1963-64 and 1964-65 was
$3.0"0'0, but an additional $1,100 was provided during the 1964-65
year as an emergency grant to allow participation in regional and
national debate championship tournaments.

Student Government has

approved a forensic budget of $6,500 for next year's activities.
During the year the squad amassed a total of twenty-eight trophies,
having received trophies in both junior and senior and men's and
women's divisions of debate and each of the individual events
participated in, as well as a first and a second place sweepstakes
trophy.

In additon to these trophies, numerous certificates of

achievement have also been received.
In addition to competition in intercollegiate tournaments, the
speech activities program ''as expanded this year to include a
public speaking symposium program.

The symposium program provides

an opportunity for stud?nts to speak before actual audiences (as
opposed to the artificial audience encountered in inter-collegiate competition) presenting their viev7s on selected topics and
answering questions from the audience.

This program is offered

to service clubs and high schools throughout the state of Net·7
Mexico.

By the end of this semester symposiums will have been

~
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presented to ten service clubs, involving about fifteen students.
This program will be expanded greatly next year.
5.

The annual Western Speech Association Forensic Tournament will be
held at UNM next Thanksgiving.

This event involving eleven

western states should draw representatives from some fifty colleges.
Final plans have just been completed for hosting the National
Forensic League Annual Conference.
forensic organization

~1ith

The NFL is a high school

chapters in more than a thousand schools

throughout the United States.

The annual conference brings together

outstanding high school students from every state in the union.
Some 350 students and 160 forensic directors will be on campus for
a week.

Since the conference will be held during the early part

of the summer, two to three hundred parents are expected to
accompany the stud.lants.

We hope to persuade some of these top-

flight students to return to the UN}f campus for their college
education.
6.

During the year three new courses were added to the curriculum
at the upper-division graduate level:

Advanced Oral Interpreta-

tion, Development of Speech and Language, and Administration of

..

the Forensic Program.
.tl.

Significarl: Plans and Recommendations for the Future

1.

Over crowded conditions which prevailed at the end of the 1963-64
session have become increasingly worse, due to the addition of
tt.ro faculty members and additional graduate students, trainees
and assistants.

l~ith

additions to both the staff and traineeship

program, our housing situation will be very critical come September.
For two years t.re have hoped that the television station would be

moved to new quarters, thus allowing us to occupy the front of the
building.

At the moment it is still not known for certain if and

when KNME-TV station will be moved to new quarters.
2.

During the coming year, we will propose new advanced courses in
the field of speech correction-audiolo'gy and public address.

We

have long felt the need for an offering in the field of semantics.
A course in general semantics will be proposed.
3.

Although grant funds have been made available and the university
administration has approved an additional $1,400 for the salary
of an

audiolog~st,

position.

to date we have not been able to fill the

In this area the supply is extremely critical and

competition is fierce,
4.

If enrollments in the department continue to increase, additional
staff will be required in 1966-67.

5.

Increased graduate enrollments, additions to the staff and a steady
strengthening of the curriculum at the graduate xevel is indicative
of ·the Speech Department's desire to offer a Ph.D. program in the
near future,

C.

Appointments to staff
Mr. Robert L. Halle joined the Speech staff in September of 1964
as instructor and director of forensics.
Mrs. Catherine Freed joined the speech staff in September 1964 as
instructor in speech.

Mrs, Norma Payne and Mr. Robert Heath lvere

employed as part-time instructors during the first semester.

Mr~.

Payne continued as part-time instructor during the second semester.
Hr. Heath was employed as full-time instructor during the second
semester and will continue as instructor in speech for 1965-66.

8

Professor Robert biclc will join the staff in September 1965 as
assistant professor and director of forensics.
Miss Glenda Gray will join the speech staff in September as instructor
in speech.
D.

Separation from staff.

Dr. ·Jack Gravlee resigned from the staff in

June 1964 to accept a position at Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
Hrs. Catherine Freed has resigned from the speech staff effective
June 4.

Her llusband, an army officer, .is being transferred from

Sandia Ba:se.
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Compilation of Departmental Biographical Supplements
A.

Advanced Study:
None

B.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.,
during the period:
Wayne C. Eubank--Two weeks in Alaska during the latter part of August.
Cullen B. Owens--Summer, 1964, visited British Columbia, Canada, mainly
Victoria and Vancouver.

C.

New scholastic honors,

fellm~ships,

etc.

Fred H. Chreist--Distinguished Contributors Award - Milwaukee Dental
Research Group, February, 1965.
Keith R. St. Onge--Certificate of Clinical Competence in Speech Pathology,
American Speech and Hearing Association, January 1, 1965.
D.

Publications
Fred M. Ghreist--Foreign Accent, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
Jersey, 1964 (Speech Pathology and Audiology Series - one volume
of a fourteen volume set). This book was released in December, 1964.

Net~

Wayne C. Eubank--"Palmer's Century Sermon, New Orleans, 1901" will be
ready for publication in the summer, 1965.
Keith R. St. Onge--Review: "Rhetoric and Criticism: by Harie Nichols,
N.M. Quarterly, Winter 1964.
E.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during the period:
Edward Wayne Bundy--NAEB Journal staff Radio-TV Criticism section
(contributing panel). "The Violin Sonata," 10/half-hr. programs,
VTR, KNHE-TV, producer-director (with Henri Bittar--for local use
and exchange distribution 1'1ith ETV stations nationally).
Fred M. Chreist--Director of the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration Trainee program, 1964-65. One fourth of basic salary paid by VRA
to enable the professor to establish the VRA program at UNM. Total
grant: $41,818 ($24,813- VRA; UNM $17,005). Director of the P.L.
85-926 program for graduate fellowships in speech pathology and
audiology. Total grant: $17,400.
Wayne C. Eubank--Sabbatical granted during the spring of 1966 for
work on biography.

.-
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Cullen B. Owens--Current research focus, as far as publication is
concerned, is in the field of British public address, especially
the latter half of the sixteenth century and the first half of the
seventeenth. I find it necessary to read widely in both British
and American public address in order to enrich coursestaught in
these areas.
Keith R. St. Onge--Ten year study of 450 Cerebral Palsy Cases evaluated
at UNM. Analytic evaluation of research methods in stuttering.
F.

Activities in learned and profession societies:
Edward Wayne Bundy--SPEECH ASSOCIATION OF AHERICA: Chairman, RadioTV-Film Interest Group (largest SAA sub-group), responsible for
business sessions at Chicago Convention, Dec. 1964; Advisory Board,
Radio-TV-Film Interest Group, member (3 yr. term) 1964-66; Nominating
Committee, RTFIG, member 1964; Freedom of Speech Interest Group,
member 1964; Theatre Interest Group, member 1964, National Association
of Educational Broadcasters, Publications Committee, member 1964, 1965,
1966; Attended national convention Austin, Texas, Oct. 1964; Hember 1964-65.
American Association of University Professors, member 1964-65. Phi
Kappa Phi, member 1964-65.
Fred H. Chreist--Attended the American Speech and Hearing Association
annual meeting, San Francisco, Calif, November 1964. Conducted a twoday lecture discussion program for the Hilwaukee Dental Research
Group, February, 1965.
C. Eubank--National President, Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha;
Chairman Steering Committee, Western Speech Assoc; member Advisory
Committee, Speech Assoc of America; "Departmental Responsibility,"
paper read at lvestern Speech As soc Convention, Boulder, Colo, March, 1965;
"Intelligent, Effective, and Responsible Communication," address delivered
before the Na~ional Conference of DSR-TKA, Univ. of Illinois, March 1965;
attended Speech Assoc of America Convention, Chicago, December, 1964.
l~ayne

Catherine H. Freed--Charter member of UNM Alpha Chapter of PHI BETA
KAPPA, organized spring 1965. Member, Western Speech Assoc. and Speech
Assoc. of America
Robert L. Heath--Joined

~Testern

Speech Association, April, 1965.

Cullen B. Owens--Membership committee, Western Speech Association.
Keith R. St. Onge--Memberships: Speech Association of America,
American Speech and Hearing Assoc, NM Education Assoc, NM Speech and
Hearing Assoc; Host moderator, Speech Science Symposium, American
Speech and Hearing Assoc, Convention, November, 1964.
G.

Other professional activities:
Edward
Nember
Member
Member
Hember

Wayne Bundy--ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS: TV Program Director;
(ex-officio) Superintendent's Television Committee 1 1964;
(ex-officio) Elementary Nusic-4 TV Advisory Committee, 1964;
(ex-officio) Elementary Music-5 TV Advisory Committee, 1964;
(ex-officio) Elementary Music-6 TV Advisory Committee, 1964.

11
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National Educational Television (NET): Represented ~IE-TV at NET
Affiliates Program Meeting, Boston, April 1965; Speaker, "The Season
Past," critique of NET programming 1964. New Hexico State Dept. of
Education: 'J:V Program Director; Member (ex-officio) NM Elementary
Husic TV Advisory Committee. Speaking Appearances: BYU Education
Week, Albuquerque, 2 classes, Public Speaking, June 26, 1964, 2 classes,
Theatre, June 27, 2 classes, TV, June 29; First Unitarian Church of
Albuquerque, June 28, 1964; Santa Fe Elementary Teachers, August 25;
Elementary Music-4 TV Advisory Committee, Nov. 18; Elementary Music-S
TV Advisory Committee, Nov. 18; Elementary Music-6 TV Advisory committee
Nov. 19; KGGM Radio, Albuquerque, "Open Line", Jan. 28, 1965; Amer.
Business Women's Assoc, Zia Chapter, Feb. 8; Great Decisions 1965
(South Africa): KNME-TV, KGGM-TV, KOB-TV, KROD-TV El Paso, KGIW.Radio
Alamosa, Feb. 25,t26, 27, 28, i!-!ar. 3-7; KGGH Radio 11 0pen Line," Mar. 1;
New Mexico Elementary Music TV Advisory Committee, May 8.
Fred M. Chreist--Rehabilitation Center Cleft Palate Team; first
chairman and regular member. The usual professional speeches to
parent teacher groups, high schools, and social clubs.
Wayne C. Eubank--Speeches: New Mex. Conference of Licensed Practical
Nurses·, New Mex. Motor Fleet Supervisor Training Conf., Texas Motor
Supervisor Training Conf., Montana Annual Forensic Conf., several high
schools on speech training, several church groups, several campus
organizations, KNME, several service clubs.
Keith R. St. Onge--On speech pathology as a study to Carlsbad Sr. High
students, Hay 7, 1965, KNME-TV series on speech pathology: on
psychological disorders of speech.
li.

Non-teaching university service
Edwmrd Wayne Bundy--KNME-TV Channel 5 Program Manager, Program Director
UNM; Seventy-Fifth Anniversary UNM: Member, Executive Committee; CoChairman (with John Durrie), Formal Ceremonies and Protocol Committee;
Chairman, Personnel and Protocol Subcommittee; Member, Speakers' Bureau.
Advisory TV Committee UNM: Member.
Fred M. Chreist--Secretary, Policy Committee.
Hearing Clinic, Speech Dept.

Director, Speech artd

Hayne c. Eubank--Nember of Graduate Co.mmittee and Graduate Committee
representative to the Policy Committee.
Ca tberine }1. Freed--Advisor, Univers;i ty College.
Robert L. llalle--Advisor to forty University College students,
Director of Forensics.
Cullen B. Owens-Director, New Hexico State High School Speech Tournament, United Fund Committee, UNN.
Keith R. St. Onge--Adviser, Univ. College; Klrr1D Radio Board Member;
Faculty representative to Alumni Assoc., resigned March, 1965.
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Public Service
Edward Wayne Bundy--Advisory Committee for the Visiting Scientist
Program of the New Mexico Academy of Science: Member 1964-65;
Albuquerque Great Decisions Committee member 1964-65; Bernalillo
County Action Committee tor Referendum on the Pr.e-Ptimary Law,
Co-Chairman 1964.
Fred M. Chreist--Member of the vestry, St. Marks on the Mesa Church;
layreader in the Episcopla Church- Canterbury Assoc., UNM.
Wayne c. Eubank--lvork in Kiwanis Key Club, men 1 s group at First Methodist Church, etc.
Catherine M. Freed--20 minute speech, "Know your PTA", filmed in color
as a training aid for Bernalillo County Council PTA; 20 minute speech,
"The Gifted Child," presented to various local PTA groups; major
contributor to the "Second Progress Report on the .Gi:fted Child Program
in Albuquerque," (1965), prepared and recently completed by Dr. Spain's
Gifted Child Committee.
Keith R. St. Onge--Various church related activities.

J.

Personal Information:
Robert L. Halle--Traci Ann Halle born May 23, 1965.
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COLLEGE Q[ BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Annual Report for the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 1965
Howard

I.

v. Finston
Dean

PREFACE
The academic year 1964-65 represents a period of major growth and develop•

ment for the Business School.

In view of the imminent construction of a new

College of Business Administration - Bureau of Business Research building
complex, matters of educational philosophy as well as undergraduate and graduate
curricula have been carefully reappraised.

Undergraduate and graduate degree

requirements have been sharply revised, partly in response to new insights
regarding the administrative process, and partly in order to maximize the
potentialities of new classroom and case laboratory facilities.

Program

emphasis at the undergraduate level continues to reflect a balance between
general and professional education; the Master of Business Administration
curriculum now stresses professional training with an interdisciplinary orientation.
II. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
A,

Existing Program
1.

Current Statistics
Enrollment statistics for the College of Business Administration

reflect rapid growth at all levels.

As indicated in Table 1, under-

graduate enrollment increased 17 percent over 1963-64, while graduate
enrollment in business administration increased 21 percent on campus
and 36 percent if Holloman Missile Development Center registration

·2figures are included.

Student enrollment and student credit hours

in Business Administration courses rose 15 percent over the previous
year, also evidencing a vigorous, continuous growth pattern.

(Table 2)

Table 1
Students Ma1oring

in

Business Administration
1960-61

University College
College of Bus. Adm.
Graduate School

1961-62

1962-63

19§3 -64

1964-65

341
186
74

375
208
79

419
268
81

N.A.

323
198
88

313

110

Table 2
Business Administration Student Enrollment

Student Enrollment
Credit Hours

!ni ~ ~

1963-64

1964-65

1487
4434

1740
5205

The growth rate for the College has not merely matched but has in
recent years exceeded that for the University as a whole.

This is de-

spite increasingly rigorous entrance and graduate requirements imposed
by the College during the period.

This pattern supports the prediction

that the College of Business Administration will draw a much larger
share of the student market in future years.
2.

Academic Program
a.

Undergraduate
As mentioned above, the undergraduate curriculum and its under-

lying philosophy were subject to an agonizing reappraisal requiring
many months of exploration, discussion, argumentation, and study.
Perhaps the first major curriculum review since the College was establisbed, this investigation resulted in a restatement of,and

in

large measure, a reaffirmation of College educational philosophy.
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0nce agreement was reached with respect to broad educational objectives,
undergraduate degree requirements were examined in light of the policy
restatement.

Where appropriate, general and specific requirements were

modified.
Among the

~mportant

new requirements for the B.B.A. degree are

nine hours of behavioral science, six hours of the history of western
civilization, and courses in comparative governments, philosophy of
science, and fine arts.
Students majoring in Business Administration now must complete
courses in managerial accounting and managerial economics, as well as
a senior seminar which is designed to integrate all of the major
functional areas in administration.

Also of manifest importance, the

junior level courses in marlteting and organizational theory have been
expanded in breadth and depth of coverage; both will be taught from a
behavioral viewpoint, and both

t~ill

deal with international as well as

domestic case problems.
b. Graduate
Program changes at the graduate level are even more sweeping,
A newly revised M.B.A. program combines the major strengths of the
earlier M.B.A. and M.I.A. programs within a single curriculum.
Instead of the former requirement of twenty to thirty hours
of undergraduate prerequisites or preparatory courses, students having
a non-business background (with limited work in such related fields as
economics, behavioral science, and statistics) will be required to
complete a

graduate~level

two-year (57-hour) program.

Students who

recently have finished an undergraduate program in Business Administration at the University, or a comparable program, should be able to
obtain the M.B.A. after 30 hours of graduate work comprising eight

!
I
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second-year courses plus thesis requirements.
All second-year students will be expected to complete at
least four Business Administration seminars of their choice from
among those listed in the second-year program.
courses may be programmed in one of three ways:
vanced study within the College itself;

The remaining four
(1) additional ad-

(2) a supporting concentration

in a related professional area, such as industrial engineering, public
administration, hospital administration, or educational administration;
or (3) advanced work in an underlying discipline like economics,
psychology, sociology, or mathematics.
Similar to former M.B.A. requirements, at least fifteen semester
hours of the second-year program must be taken in courses numbered
above 499.

All courses in the first-year core program are at the 500

level.
Two three-hour administrative research courses have been designed
to achieve the present objectives of B.A. 540, Research in Administration,
and in addition to permit careful and continuous supervision of graduate
student theses within the framework of regularly scheduled classes.
Such integration of thesis research and formal instruction in administrative research should alleviate current problems of thesis supervision.
Since the revised M.B.A. program affords students an opportunity
to combine graduate work in administrative theory and practices with
advanced study in related fields outside of the College, a separate
Master of Industrial Administration degree no longer is needed.
These curriculum changes at the master's level build upon a
strengt~ened

undergraduate program in Business Administration and,

equally important, anticipate establishment of a doctoral program in
Business within the near future.

---------------
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As mentioned earlier, enrollment in the graduate program increased most rapidly during the last academic year.

The graduate

faculty of the College wmasked not only to accommodate a 21 percent
increase on campus but also to offer a limited but entirely comparable
M.B.A. program on an extension basis at Holloman Air Force Base.
Some 70 individuals enrolled in an accelerated economics course offered
at the Base during Semester I, 1964-65, while more than 40 registered
for B.A. 506 1 Organization Behavior I, last spring.
Obviously, the Business School is witnessing an ever increasing
demand for graduate study in administration - a pattern which is being
reflected throughout the United States and Europe.
3.

Southwest Management Development Program
Under the general title of the Southwest Management Development

Program, a variety of developmental conferences were conducted:

the

executive program, the program for State Highway Engineers, the Indian
Tribal Management Program, and a Program of Latin-American Orientation
for UNM Interns.
The retreat-type executive program completed its seventh and
most successful year.

More than 75 upper-level public and private

company administrators participated in the 1964-65 series of four
conferences at the Bishop's Lodge in Santa Fe.

Conference regis•

trations for the April and May meetings alone exceeded all previous
levels - 24 conferees attended each of the spring sessions.

Additional

applications were refused in order to maintain the seminar characteristics of the program,

..
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In February, the second yearly conference for the State Highway Department also was conducted at Bishop's Lodge.

Some 20 project

and highway engineers attended a variation of the basic executive

p~ l•

gram; included in the discussions were such subjects as organizational
theory, critical path and PERT programming techniques, and human
relations.
For the third successive summer, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
requested that the Business School and the Bureau of Business Research
conduct an Indian Tribal Management Development Program.

Covering

nine full weeks, this course was designed to acquaint the participating
tribal manager with the techniques, procedures, and theory of management, especially as applied to contract negotiation and administration.
The 23 participants represented 19 different Indian tribes from many
different sections of the country, including Alaska.
A program of Latin-American Orientation for UNM Interns was
conducted jointly by the Bureau of Business Research and the Business
School last Bune.

This program was designed first, to acquaint the

Interns with the broad cultural aspects of the countries to which
they are assigned, emphasizing significant differences between U.S.
cultural patterns and those of Latin-America; second, to show the
need for recognizing such differences as they affect work situations
and provide some insight into means of effectively operating in a
different cultural environment; and third, create individual aware•
ness of personal needs and assumptions as they will influence adaptation to a foreign setting.

Nine Interns and seven wives completed

the two week program; the first week was held at the University; the
second, at the Bishop's Lodge.

Funding of the orientation program as

well as of subsequent individual assignments in the several Latin·
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-7American countries was made possible by a $500,000 grant from the
Ford Fou\'1.dation to the University:
Despite the limited lead time available to develop this special
program,conferee reactions were extremely supportive and appreciative.
Written comments from the Interns and from their wives indicate a
strong positive identification with the University, and a sharpened
sensitivity to problems and opportunities associated with their new
roles.
4.

Data Processing Program
Twenty-four students comprised the first class of the 14 Month

Data Processing Training Program in June, 1964.
eight students remained in the program.

As of June, 1965,

This high attrition rate may

be explained in part by the difficulty of the program itself, in part,
by weaknesses in the screening process.

All 1966 applicants will be

subject to an intensive interview, in addition to the usual review of
previous academic performance and work experience.
During summer, 1965, students nearing completion of the program
were assigned to selected business firms in Albuquerque in order to
conduct field projects under the supervision of the Data Processing
Center professional staff.

Projects ranged in scope from design of

a music selection program for formula radio to redesign of a hospital
accounting system.

Although few in number, students completing the

entire program are judged to be extremely well-qualified in their
specialty.
5.

Faculty Recruitment and Development
Substantial and continuous growth of the College faculty is

imperative in view of rising enrollments and broadening graduate
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program commitments,

Notwithstanding the previously noted increases

in undergraduate and graduate registrations (17 percent and 36 percent
respectively), no net additions to staff were effected for the 1965'-66
academic year.

The addition of John A. Yeakel (as of September, 1965)

is offset by the resignation of Carlton Whitehead.

The net effect is

a still less favorable faculty/student ratio despite the fact that the
College of Business Administration already evidences the lowest cost
per student credit hour of any degree granting college at this university.

A cost comparison between the College of Business Adminis•

tration and other professional schools on campus is even more indica·
tive of staff shortages.
Far from enjoying a modest stockpile of talent which could be
assigned to new and experimental undertakings, the Business School
is confronted with the critical task of building faculty size simply
to

accowm~date

present program commitments.

Accordingly a vigorous

program of recruitment is planned for each of the next three academic
years.
In order to maximize the effectiveness of recruiting efforts, and
to assure an equitable salary structure among present faculty members,
last Spring the College surveyed over 500 institutions offering programs in Business Administration with respect to hiring salary offers,
teaching loads, and related matters.

Responses to this investigation

were highly encouraging> a majority of schools replied and most provided relatively complete information.

The manifest importance of

remaining competitive with other high quality institutions offering
undergraduate and graduate work in administration dictates that this
salary survey be undertaken on a yearly basis.
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The rapidly changing character of administrative theory and
practices is responsible for the intensive curriculum review by the
College this last year.

Obviously implementation of these changes '

depends upon the desires, flexibility, and potentialities of staff
members.

Fortunately, the Business School faculty recognizes the

importance of change not only to business and public organizations to
whom they serve as consultants, but to the university as well, as to
them~elves

as individuals.

Faculty development remains a prime concern

of this College and of its staff,
Two somewhat different yet complimentary approaches to individual
development are being followed.

First, an open door policy has been

established under which all staff members are welcome to attend the
classes of their colleagues on a regular or periodic basis,

As an ex-

ample several members of the staff attended an introductory graduate
course in operations research last fall, met virtually every class,
completed the reading assignments, and familiarized themselves with
the remaining course requirements.
A second approach designed to broaden the backgrounds

of in-

dividual faculty members and to immediately strengthen the instructional
program entails dual instructor assignments in selected courses.

If

carefully devised, such joint teaching assignments permit an interdisciplinary approach in fact, not merely in name.

Several courses within

the undergraduate and graduate programs have been taught on this basis,
among them, organizational theory, marketing, collective bargaining and
labor law, research in administration, and business policy.

If care-

fully planned and coordinated, joint assignments can create a far more
stimulating atmosphere for staff and students alike.
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6.

Bureau of Businas Research - Business School Activities
Bureau-College cooperation was extremely high during the 1964-65

academic year; joint efforts involved a great variety of activities~
including the several conference series {Southwest Management Development Program),

planning for the new College-Bureau building complex,

research and special investigations conducted by various members of the
Bureau and College staff, staffing actions affecting the new Technical
Application Center, etc.

Under the aggressive leadership of Arthur A.

Blumenfeld the Bureau is exercising an increasing).y vital role in
serving New Mexico business and government.

The interdisciplinary

nature of the Business School curriculum is reflected in the broad di•
versity of Bureau projects,which range from behavioral research and
input-output studies to special studies for small·business.
As the research orientation of the College continues to be

strengthened, the Bureau of Business Research will play an even more
important role in its relationship to the College • the Bureau serves
as a catalyst, as an initial point of contact for individuals and or•
ganizations requiring a variety of consulting services, and as a viable
organization which provides indispensable administrative and staff
support to individual faculty research efforts.
7.

College of Business Administration-Bureau of Business Research
Building Program
November, 1964 was distinguished by passage of a multimillion

dollar State bond issue; a few weeks later, it appeared that money was
available for construction of a new College-Bureau building, longsought and urgently needed since the founding of the College twenty
years ago.
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that the University Architect was authorized to write a detailed pr'ogram for the College.
Over the last twelve months, College efforts have been directed
toward assessing long-term curriculum needs, establishing undergraduate
and graduate academic programs designed to best meet these needs, and
correlatively, projecting College enrollments in the years 1966, 1970,
and 1975 for each course in the undergradL1ate and graduate curriculum.
These projections, in turn, were con£idered in the light of
College educational philosophy and

instruction~l

methods.

It was not

difficult, then, to identify specific classroom and laboratory requirements and to estimate usage of the several different facilities needed,
This laborious and detailed analysis clearly reinforces conclusions
drawn in the earlier report to the President - namely, that College
enrollments and staff requirements were seriously understated in projections made by the Board of Educational Finance, and also by the
Director of Institutional Research at UNM,

The campus Planning Committee

will be asked to reexamine College facilities requirements in view of
these serious discrepancies.
8.

Organizational Planning
It has become increasingly clear that rising College enrollments,

together with a broadening of academic and supporting activities
clearly require further delegation of authority below the dean's level.
One approach, the establishment of departments within the College,
would most likely complicate the attainment of a strong, integrated
professional program.

A more promising alternative is to establish
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an assistant deanship, as well as a more highly structured committee
system to accommodate these administrative needs.

After discussions

involving the President, the Academic Vice President, and members of
the College faculty, Professor Lotbar G. Winter was appointed Assistant
Dean of the College of Business Administration, effective July 1, 1965.
Dr. Winter has exercised an instrumenta.l role in several important
areas within the College during the last year, and he has been directly
involved in such vital activities as curricula revision, facilities
planning, and organizational studies.
energy to a variety of administrative

Dr. tVinter has devoted time and
mat~~rs

bution ordinarily associated with a full-time

• far bP.ycnd the contri•
teach:t.~g

"?.ppointment.

During the 1965-66 academic year, Dr. Winter will assign

ap~~ox\·

mately 1/3 of his time to administrative matters, covering such areas
as public relations, the College building program, foundation and
government grant programs, and long•term planning.
B.

Major Plans and Recommendations
1,

Organization
As mentioned above, the organization of the College has been

strengthened materially by establishment of an assistant deanship.
Also of major import, a well-structured committee

sy~tem

bas been

designed to provide necessary advisory support to the dean's office
and to insure that academic affairs are handled on a decentralized
basis,
Four three-member committees will be appointed for the 1965•66
academic year:

Personnel, Graduate Study and Research, Public and

Student Relations, and Undergraduate Curriculum.

Professors Huber,

Edgel, Mori, and Goode each will serve as chairman of a committee.

2A7
A major responsibility of the Personnel committee will be to
review College staffing requirements in the light of spiraling enrollments and changing program commitments.

Further, this committee'

will be asked to assist in identifying candidates who meet the special
needs of the Business School.
Reflecting the revised M.B.A. program, the Graduate Study and
Research committee will evaluate students entering the graduate program in Business for the first time, and will counsel each student
with respect to first year requirements.

?his CO!llt:1:1,ttee

review procedures involving the dissertaticn and
the responsibilities of individual faculty

.:>.J.Rn

~u l 3~e'<.

will

to clarify

met::~·O::'O 1;;'ll' i!')p~rv:f.sP.

disser-

tation work.
Public and Student Relations committee responsibilities will
include the area of student relations - an increasingly important
consideration as the University approaches 25,000 students.

A second

major area of concern involves College relationships with professional
organizations, local and national.
An immediate task of the Undergraduate Curriculum committee will
be to facilitate whatever changes are desired in advanced concentration
offerings, in view of strengthened undergraduate core course requirementa.
these committee assignments should insure that several important
areas of administrative

conce~n

receive direct action.

Still more

fundamental, the committee system will bring greater involvement of
the entire College faculty in achieving total program objectives,
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2.

Curriculum
a. Undergraduate and Masters Programs
Major changes envisaged for the undergraduate and

~raduate,

Pio•

grams have now been accomplished through appropriate faculty action.
Clearly, the College has committee itself to a broadly based professional program, interdisciplinary and international in orientation,

Efforts

during the coming academic year will be directed toward implementing
these program revisions, reshaping certain advanced course offerings,
and developing additional course syllabi and other instructional
materials reflective of the new orientation.
b.

Doctoral program
Demand for a doctoral program in Business Administration at this

University has intensified during the last year.

Significantly, both

the University of Arizona and Arizona State University now offer doctoral programs in Business as does Texas Tech.

The University of Colorado

and the University of Texas, of course, have had comparable programs
for several years.
The M.B.A. and M.I.A. programs already have generated a nucleus
of qualified doctoral candidates

w

individuals who evidence the in-

tellectual capability and motivation necessary for successful completion of doctoral .requirements.

The newly revised undergraduate and

graduate curricula now constitute a carefully-devised base upon which
an advanced program in Administration can be built.

A special doctoral

committee within the College will be appointed this fall, and will concern itself with the planning and early implementation of a doctoral
program in Business Administration.

..------------------

-

-153.

Management Development Programs
As a result of survey questionnaires distributed to those who at-

tended the several conferences of the Southwest Management Development
Program last year, it has become apparent that a second, advanced or
follow-up, conference would be desirable.

The advanced conference would

be open only to persons who have completed the basic management conference program; more than 500 managers are so qualified.
Accordingly, under the direction of Dr, Nolan, two advanced conferences have been scheduled for the 1965-66 season.

Such subjects as or-

ganizational theory, the executive role, uses of test-data, and

inter~

viewing techniques will receive more sophisticated treatment than'is
possible in an introductory general conferenca.
The basic conference series continues to receive increasing support
from industry and government.

In view of this gratifying response,

four basic conferences have been programmed for the 1965-66 academic
year, along with probable repetition of the special program for the
State Highway Department.
An entirely new program in management science has been tentatively
scheduled for summer, 1966.

Current plans envisage the offering of a

two-week seminar dealing with management science and operations research
concepts, together with correlative understanding and use of the computer.

This intensive exposure to systems theory and related concepts

should have special value for academicians as we11 as for industry and
government representatives.

Quite likely, instructors in Business

Schools throughout the West will find this program a uniquely effective
way of reducing professional obsolescence.

•.
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4.

College-Bureau Building Program
According to the best estimates of the University Architect,

the program for the College-Bureau office building and related
classroom facilities will be in the hands of an·outside architect
by early fall.

Reasonable dispatch in the •preparation of drawings.

and specifications will permit ground-breaking ceremonies no later
than February, 1966.

The new complex may be ready for occupancy

sometime during the summer of 1967.
After 20 years on the rock or in the hole (officially identified
as Yatoka), prospects for a new structure are indeed gratifying.
Moreover, the

of the College is confident that design of

facul~y

the College-Bureau building complex will reflect careful and
sympathetic consideration of total program requirements - that
space allowances will be apropos of 1975 operations, not 1965; and
that the designer of classroom facilities will be sensitive to
special requirements of a professional school.
C.

Appointments to Staff
John A Yeakel was appointed assistant professor in the areas
of accounting and finance.

D.

Separations from Staff
Carlton J. Whitehead resigned, effective June 30, in order to
accept a position

at

another·university.
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III.

Composite of Biographical Supplements
A. Advanced Study
1.

Dillman, Everett: Completed all requirements for Ph.D.
except dissertation. (University of Texas).

....

2.

Fowler, Parker: Passed exam for Professional Certificate in
Data Processing, February, 1965. Continued limited work on
Ph,D. dissertation (University of California -Berkeley).

3.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Writing dissertation for Ph.D. degree.
(Ohio State University).

4.

Mori, Perry:

5.

Park, James: Audited a course in Operations Research and two
semesters of Spanish.

6.

Seaton, Lloyd: Writing dissertation for Ph.D. degree
(University of Arkansas).

7.

Winter, Lothar: Course work in Psycholagy at the University
of Freiburg, Germany.

Completed L.L.B. at The University of New Mexico.

B. Sabbaticals,, leaves of absence, and travel
1.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Leave of absence spring semester, 1964-65
to ~ork on dissertation.

2,

Nolan, Edward: Returned to UNM February 1, after two and onehalf years as Associate Professor of Psychology at San Fernando
Valley State College, California.

3.

Reva, Virginia: Spent three months in Mexico and Costa Rica
giving seminars under sponsorship of United States Agency for
International Development, Sixth consecutive year.

4. Winter, Lothar:

c.

Travel to Europe.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, and special seminars
1.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Fellowship at Foote, Cone and Belding,
a Chicago advertising agency, August - September, 1964. Prepared report entitled, "General Criteria for Measuring Performance of Agency Research Departments."

2.

Mori, PeLr,; Phi Kappa Phi.

-18 ..
D.

Publications
1.

Dillman, Everett:

"New Mexico Nursing Needs and Resources,"
November, 1954, 19 pp.

~~Business,

2.

Edgel, Ralph: "Income and Employment in New Mexico, 1960~62,"
New Mexico Studies in Business autEconomics, No. 14, co~hor:-Peter J. Lalonde, Bureau of Business Research, 1964,
30 pp. Articles in New Mexico Business: "New Mexico's
Economy in 1964," Mmh, 1965, 13 pp; "Finance," March, 1965,
9 pp.; "New Data on Manufacturing in New Mexico," August,
1964, 2pp.; "Projections of the Population of New Mexico and
its Counties to the Year 2000, 11 July 1965, 14 pp. "Estimates
of the 1964 Population of New Mexico Counties, Business Information ~. NQ.. !Q., Septemb!'!r, 1964, 4 J?P·
-

3.

Fowler, Parker:

I!!! Relationship.!!! Management Decision

Making!£~ Business~.

co-author, Small Business
Administration, July, 1964, 115 pp.

4.
5.

Nolan, Edward: "A Multilateral Multi-Interaction Approach to
Rumor Analysis, " co-author, Psychological Reports, 1964, 8 pp.
Park, James:

"What's Next for Business Education?"
Vol. 44, March, 1965, 3 pp.

~

~ ~ ~.

E.

Other Research or Creative Work
1.

2.

Edgel, Ralph: Projections of employment (by industries) and
population of New Mexico and its counties to the year 2000,
Economic development of New Mexico since statehood (sponsored
by State Planning Office; project cost: $77,000). Continued
work on personal income in New Mexico - Methods and Estimates,
Finston, Howard: Disarmament~ Economic Redevelopment ~
& Regional Economic Study ill ~ ~2m
andDisarmament Agency, co-author, Kirschner
Associates, 1963, 98pp.

~ ~ ~ Control

3.

Fowler, Parker: Limited work toward elementary decision theory
text (under contract). Revision of text, Basic Mathematics for
Administration, Wiley, 1962, in progress. ------

4.

Goode, Rudyard: Completed research on study of role of Federal
Government in New Mexico's Economy; report in preparation.
Completed proposal for pulpwood mill feasibility study to be
done for U.S. Forest Service; proposal accepted by Forest
Service, June 1, 1965.

5.

Huber, William: Member of the faculty of the Southwest
Management Development Program sponsored by the College of
Business Administration. Part-time instructor, Tribal Business
Management Course for Indian Businessmen.

6.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Completed research project for the
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, "The Eonoomic and
Social Value of Hunting and Fishing in New Mexico•:; project
cost, $13,000, duration, 18 months, to be published by Bureau
of Business Research, summer 1965.
'

7. Nolan, Edward: Book contract signed with Wadsworth Pub·
lishing Co., December, 1964; Title: Transactionalism ~
Research (with Sam Pinneau and Nora
Weckler), San Fernando Valley State College: AMulti
Dimensional Scaling Analysis !!£ ~ Effects &.l!!!!!!!m !!!.::.
lations Training; project cost, $3,000, Western Behavioral
Science. ~Dimensional Scaling Analysis 2£ Political
Judgments (unsponsored).

~Relations.

8.

F,

Winter, Lothar: Market survey for Impulscounters in
Switzerland, Germany, England, and U.S., sponsored by
Landis & Gyr, Switzerland,

Activities in Learned and Professional Associations
1.

Dillman, Everett: Paper read before Southwest Division of
Academy o £Management, "Research in Management, " Dallas,
April, 1965.

2.

Finston, Howard: Chairman, seesion on Human Relations
Training and Education of the Manager, Academy of Manage~
ment, Western Division, San Diego, April, 1965. Chairman,
session on Research in Management, Academy of Management,
Southwest Division, Dallas, April 1 1965.

3. Fowler, Parker:

Presented paper at Mountain-Plains Manage•
ment Conference, Ft. Collins, Colorado, October, 1964.
Presented paper at Academy of Management, Western Division
Conference, April, 1965. Elected Vice President, Central
New Mexico Chapter, Data Processing Management Association.

4.

Goode, Rudyard: Attended Allied Social Sciences Meetings,
Chicago, December, 1964.

5.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Attended the International Symposium
on Productivity in Marketing, Ohio State University, April,
1965. Charter member of Purchasing Agents Association of
New Mexico, formed in 1964.

6.

Mori, Perry: Attended meetings of NewHexico State Society
of Certified Public Accountants.

7.

Nolan, Edward: American Psychological Association Meetings,
September, 1964, in Los Angeles. Paper before Academy of
Management, Western Division, "The Effectiveness of Human
Relations Training, a Critique."
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Park, James: Attended annual meeting of New Mexico Business
Education Association.

9.

Reva, Virginia: Gave principal address at Initiation ~anquet,
Phi Kappa Phi. Secretary-elect, New Mexico Education Assn.

10.

Seaton, Lloyd: Attended Southwest Social Science Conference,
Dallas, April 1965. Chairman, New Mexico Accounting
Careers Council Program Committee. Member National
Accounting Association, Albuquerque Chapter; also American
Accounting Assn.

11. Whitehead, Carlton: Attended Academy of Management Meeting,
Chicago, December 1964.
12.

G.

Winter, Lothar: Attended Industrial Marketing Research
Association Meeting in Oxford, England. Paper presented
before Academy of Management, Southwest Division, Dallas,
April 1965. American Marketing Association Meeting,
Chicago,

Other Professional Activities
1.

~Christman,

Karl:

Tax consulting.

2.

Ralph: Talks to Episcopalian Ministers Conference
and to Albuquerque Advertising Club. Attendance at Water
Resources Conference in Santa Fe.

3.

Finston, Howard: Participated in several sessions of the
Southwest Management Development Program in Santa Fe. Also
conference leader in several other development programs.
Consultant to business and government. Talks before various
professional groups.

4.

Fowler, Parker: Some dozen talks to various groups. Designed and produced election evening voting returns analysis
over KOB-TV, November 1964. Consultant to staff and in·
dustry on research design and data reduction and analysis.

5.

Goode, Rudyard: Assisted Professor Kirkpatrick in statis•
tical analysis of Fish and Game Study data. Panelist at
New Mexico Association~Architects Meeting, May 1965"Urbanization in New Mexico." Panelist on KNME·TV program
- "Investment Prospects."

6.

Huber, William: Various and sundry speeches. Legal con·
sultancy, Five-week law review schoo~ private enterprise.

Edg~l,

..
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7.

Kirkpatrick, thomas: Spoke to high school students at
Alamogordo during Career Days, 1964. Spoke before
Albuquerque Advertising Club on "Commercial (TV) Production," November 1964.

8.

Mori, Perry: Consulting, Accounting and Income Taxes.
Addresses to various groups,

9.

Nolan, Edward: Director and conference leader, Southwest
Management Development Program. Reviewer of potential
texts in statistics for Wadsworth Publishing Company,

10.

Reva, Virginia: Tenth consecutive year as guest lecturer
on communication, NCO Academy, Kirtland Air Base. Received commendation for service from General Shriever,
Washington, D.C. Gave approximately 20 talks before ···"
business and professional groups in Albuquerque. taught
two classes two evenings a week for the Community College.

11.

Seaton, Lloyd: Talk before the Albuquerque Chapter,
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

12.

Whitehead, Carlton: Served as an advisor to Acosta Awning
Corporation in New Orleans.

13,

Winter, Lothar: Marketing management consultant to two
major Swiss Corporations. Speech on "Marketing Strategy"
presented to an executive group in New York.

Non-Teaching University Service
Insurence 6omm~ttee, student advisement

1.

Christman, Karl:

2.

Edgel, Ralph: Acting Director, Bureau of Business Research,
University Policy Committee and Retirement and Insurance
Committee,

3,

Finston, Howard: Dean, College of Business Administration;
Director, Southwest Management Development Program, 1964;
member, Administrative Committee, Committee on Entrance
and Credits, and Board of Deans.

4.

Fowler, Parker: Director, Data Processing Center. Uni-·
versity Registration Committee; College of Business Administration Curriculum Coromittee.

5.

Goode, Rudyard: Chairman, University Policy Committee:
Alternate, Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, Uni~
versity College advisor.

..
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6.

Huber, William: Director, University College. Chairman,
St~•'ent Publications Board.
Member, Administrative
Committee, Committee on Entrance anc Credits; Board of
Deans, University College.

7.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas:

8.

Mori, Perry: Advisor, University College.
and Committee on Insurance and Retirement.

9.

Nolan, Edward:
mittees.

Member of University Curricula Committee.
Graduate Committee

Member, three doctoral·dissertation com·

10.

Park, James:
College.

Library Committee.

Faculty advisor, University

11.

Reva, V.irginia: Advisor to 53 University College students.
Member, Scholarship and Prizes Committee.

12.

Seaton, Lloyd:

13.

Winter, Lothar:
Administration.

University College advisor.
Curriculum Committee, College of Business

Public Service
1.

Dillman, Everett: Appointed member of Personnel Board
for Bernalillo County government.

2.

Edgel, Ralph: NMEA Committee on Retirement Housing. Three
studies in support of new bank charters, one shopping
center report, and one report on prospects for a department store.

3.

Finston, Howard: Member, Personnel Board, City of
Albuquerque; Chairman, Advisory Council of the Employment
Security Commission; Member, Governor's Emergency Resources
Planning Committee (Manpower Task Group); Member, Board
of Directors, New Mexico Conference on Social Welfare;
Member, Ministerial Selection Committee, First Unitarian
Church; member Small Business Advisory Committee.

4.

Fowler, Parker: First Presbyterian Church - Elder-Trustee;
President, Chancel Choir; Sunday School Teacher.

5.

Goode, Rudyard: Financial advisor to a church organization
contemplating a new building.

6.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas:
Church.

Usher at St. Andrew United Presbyterian

r---
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7.

Park, James: Assisted with city-wide business education
contests at Valley High School, April 1965. Member of
every member canvass team of First Presbyterian Church.

B.

Reva, Virginia: Member, UNM 75th Anniversary Committee;
active in church, American Cancer Society, etc,

Personal Information
1.

Fowler, Parker:

Daughter, Allison Ames, born May 28, 1965.

2.

Park, James: Daughter, Julia Christiana, born June 10, 1964.

3.

Whitehead, Carlton:
October, 1964.

Daughter, Lisa Gayle, was born in
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The Report of the College of Education
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Chester C. Travelstead, Dean
I.

General College Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1964-65
1.

The College of Education continued to grow in size

during this period.

The following figures are illustrative of

several aspects of this growth:
a.
Semes-

Students Enrolled in the College of Education
Enroll-

% In-

Semes~

~~~

613
678
674

I
I
I
b.

+10.6

*

( 1962-63)
(1963-64)
(1964-65)

II
II
II

Enrollment
691
665
748

% Increase

*

+12.4

Class Enrollments in courses offered bl the Colle!!e

of Education
Semes-

Enroll-

% In-

~

~

~

I

5,374
5,830
6,891

+

I
I

c.

8.5
+18.2

Semes~

(1962-63)
(1963-64)
(1964-65)

II
II
II

Enrollment
5,202
5,377
7,119

% Increase
+ 3.3
+32.3

Student Credit Hours 2roduced in the College of

Education
Semes~

I
I

I

Enrollrnent
10,996
11,607
13J773

% In~

+ 5.5
+18.6

(1962-63)
(1963-64)
(1964-65)

Semes-

Enroll-

% In-

~

~

~

10,8$6
11,345
15' 097

+ 4.3
+33.

Il
II
II

>~No increase due to introduction of very rigorous screening
and selection process.

..
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d.

Another area in which the growth of the College may be

clearly see,n is the awarding of degrees offered by or through
the College at the last four June commencements.
The number of bachelor's degrees awarded by the College was
167 in 1962, 206 in 1963 1 213 in 1964, and 254 in 1965.

This

tremendous gain represents a 52% increase during the three-year
period between 1962 and 1965.
The number of master's degrees offered through the College
by the Graduate School also increased materially between 1962
and 1965.

There were 82 in 1962, 102 in 1963, 110 in 1964, and

123 in 1965.

(These figures do not include the 54 Master of

Arts in Teaching Spanish (MAT) degrees

awarded between 1962 and

1965; and yet the College of Education jointly offers this degree
program with the Department of

Mode~n

and Classical Languages.)

The percentage increase in all other master's degrees awarded
through the College of Education between 1962 and 1965 was
exactly 50%.
Doctor's degrees (Ph.D's and Ed.D 1 s combined) earned in Education during the same period increased from three in 1962 to 11
in 1965--a gain of better than 350%.
The tables shown below summarize the information on degrees
awarded by or through the College of Education.
~

1962
1963
1964
1965

Bachelor's
167
206
213
254

Number of Degrees Awarded
Master's
Ed.SJ:!ecialist
82
102
110
123

5
3
5
8

Doctorates
3
4
3
11
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This tremendous growth has been accompanied by a greater
student-teacher ratio in the college, because faculty additions
have not been commensurate with increases in enrollment.

this

problem has been made even more acute because more and more
faculty time has been assigned to special research and service
projects which do not produce "enrollments" or "student credit
hours."
2.

We began and completed the first year of an entirely new

program for the preparation of administrators (particularly
superintendents) for elementary and secondary schools.

This

three-year program is being financed by the National Institute
of Mental Health, and has received nationwide attention, chiefly
because of its emphasis upon multi-cultural communities and the
implications of the unique problems found in such communities
for the preparation of administrators who will assume leadership responsibilities in the schools of these communities,

An

inter-disciplinary approach is being used in this program.
Faculty representatives from the fields of sociology, cultural
anthropology, psychology and business administration are
cooperating with professors of educational administration in
carrying out the program.

(See current annual report of the

Department of Educational and Administrative Services for more
details.)
3.

tve continued and established more firmly the process of

screening and selection of applicants for admission to undergraduate teacher education programs at the University.

Starting in October, 1963, we have now completed six sessions
of this selection process and have considered the applications
of 1,567 students during this period.

A cooperative activity

fully supported by the three major colleges involved (Arts and
Sciences, Fine Arts, and Education), this selection process is
now considered by all concerned to be quite successful.
only has it caused

~

Not

students to apply for admission to

teacher education programs; but it has also resulted in a
greater number of quite able students to become interested in
teaching as a career.

In general, we have been admitting about

85% of those applying.
4.

One of the most unique and significant special projects

carried on during the year in this College has been the preparation program for Paraguayan students.

Starting in January,

1965 we have had 32 elementary teachers from Paraguay here for
a one-year's concentrated program conducted in Spanish.

When

these carefully selected teachers return to their own country,
they will become teachers in newly established normal schools
where elementary teachers for Paraguayan schools will be prepared.

We have been requested by A.I.D .. and Paraguayan officials

to take another group beginning in January, 1966, and it is our
present intention to continue this program for another year.
5.

The Bureau of Educational Service and Research, with

the help of a large

nu~ber

of faculty members from several

---------------

--

-

30.2

departments

~n

the College, has conducted and completed surveys

of three school systems

dur~ng

the past year:

Santa Fe, Los

Lunas, and the Mission School at Rehobeth, New Mexico.
6.
year a

Through this Bureau we have established
self-support~ng

school systems may
consultat~on

dur~ng

the

School Plant Planning Service, whereby

obta~n

for a relatively small fee professional

before and during the construction of new elementary

and secondary schools.
7.

During the spring of 1965, the College was awarded two

stimulation grants from the Federal Government to support new
and expanded programs in Special Education:

$15,000 for a

program for the education o;E teachers of the mentally retarded;
and $12,000 for a preparation program for teachers of emotionally disturbed children.
school year.

These grants are for the 1965-66

Also, during the year (1964-65) we received money

for four traineeships in the area of mental retardation.

The

four students chosen each received $1,600 and free tuition;
while the University received $2,000 for each of these students.
It is hoped and expected that with this outside support our
programs in Special Education will be materially improved during
the next few years.
8.

In cooperation with the University of New Mexico,

Division of Extension, the College planned and offered during
June, 1965 a two weekst program for teachers who later in the

,,
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summer were to participate in the federally supported "Headstart" Program.

In this workshop we provided intensive training

for over 200 carefully selected teachers.
9.

During the first two weeks of June, 1965, the College

planned and offered a workshop for teachers of teachers of
adults.
was

This program was financed by the Ford Foundation and

designed primarily to help carry out Title II B of the

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, in giving instruction to
adults who read at levels below the sixth grade.

Eighteen

persons from seven states enrolled in and completed the workshop.

(For more details see current annual report of the

Department of Elementary Education.)
10.

During the year the College, through its Department of

Health, Physical Education and Recreation, completed and put
into operation a Ruman Performance Laboratory.

Research dealing

with the effect of exercise on the human body is now being
carried on in this laboratory.

Pressure, humidity and tempera-

ture can be separately controlled during the research activity.
(For further details see the current annual report of the
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.)
11.

Plans for a ne1v, Olympic-size swimming pool were com-

pleted during the year, and it is now anticipated that
construction on the pool will begin in the coming fall.

Aquatic

experts in the Department of Health, Physical Education and
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Recreation worked with a nationally-known designer and the
University of New Mexico architect in drawing up the plans.
12.

During the year, the College continued and expanded

its active participation in the University of New Mexico Peace
Corps program.

Particularly were several of our faculty members

involved in the fields of Home Economics, Industrial Arts,
Physical Fitness, Horsemanship, Recreation and various other
outdoor activities.
13.

Extensive renovations to Carlisle Gymnasium were

carried out during the year.

(See details in report from the

Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.)
This renovation will make it possible to accommodate a much
larger number of women students in the physical education
activity and professional programs.
14.

Four classrooms were furnished in Johnson and Carlisle

Gymnasiums during the period reported on, thus making it
possible to hold additional classes--two large and two of
medium size--in these buildings.

Venetian blinds were also

installed in two of these rooms.
15.

Two additional options (Home Economics and Industrial

Subjects) for the Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program
were developed and approved during the year.

This means that

Home Economics and Industrial Education students may now for the
first time pursue a 5th year, master's degree program at the
University of New Mexico.

,.
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1-6.

During the 1965 summer session a National Defense .Edu-

.cation Act Institute for high school teachers of English was
held on the campus under the joint auspices of the Department
of English and the Department of Secondary Education (College
of Education).

Dr. Peter Prouse, Associate Professor of

Secondary Education, directed the institute.
17.

During the 1965 summer session the College of Education,

with some financial support from the Federal Government and the
New Mexico State Department of Education, offered for the first
time a wide variety of courses, workshops, and seminars in the
field of vocational education.

This expanded emphasis in this

field is in response to the increasing needs and requests for
training in such areas as industrial education, vocational home
economics, distributive education, and business education.
18.

The College of Education, through its Department of

Secondary Education, assumed on July 1, 1964 the responsibility
for the chairmanship

and headquarters for the New Mexico State

Committee (Secondary Education) of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Dr. Bonner Crawford, Professor

of Secondary Education, is now chairman of this committee and spends
approximately half of his time on the committee's activities, which
include visitation and revisitation of high schools, examination
of the qualifications of teachers employed in North Central
schools, and recommendation to the central body of the association
of action to be taken on secondary schools in New Mexico.
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B.

Significant plans a.nd recommendations for the future.
1.

Greater involvement in educational projects serving

Central and South America.

In addition to the Paraguayan

J;'roject described under I A above, we expect to wor1< with
Columbia and Ecuador in somewhat more extensive projects during the next few years.

The chief deterrent to greater involve-

ment in such projects is the difficulty in obtaining qualified
persons (fluency in Spanish required, in addition to the usual
professional requirements).
2.

More extensive work with special projects in this

country:
a)

Headstart (pre-school children)

b)

Adult Education .

c)

Workshops and special services to disadvantaged

and minority groups
d)

Establishment (in conjunction with New Mexico State

University and the University of Arizona) of a Regional
Laboratory as authorized and financed under Title IV of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

In

such a laboratory we will:
1)

Train research workers in education

2)

Do research in the area of new materials and

techniques
3)

Carry on demonstrations

4)

Test and evaluate new materials and techniques

through, in, and with public elementary and secondary
schools of the region.
3.

Greater use of educational television in the College of

Education Center 1 in connection with our teacher-education
program.

We have now purchased a video-tape recorder which will

be used extensively on and off campus in recording activities of
children and performance of our student teachers.

The latter

will be used for self-evaluation by the student teachers.

4,

Much more emphasis upon multi-media in education

(television, radio, programmed instruction, projectors of all
types, overlays, transparencies, films, charts, etc.).

We have

employed a specialist in this field and beginning in. September,
1965 he will help us to develop this broader program.
5.

We shall continue our efforts to help improve the

smruner session at the University of New Mexico.

The faculty

members and administrative officers in this College believe that
substantial and significant changes must yet be made before we
can have an effective summer school.
a)
way."

Such changes would include:

Not requiring that the sum:rter session "pay its own
Such a restriction is most serious--as it would be

if applied to either of the regular semesters,
b)

Not closing or

discontinuing~

class because of

small enrollment.
c)

Involving the deans of the degree granting colleges

in planrting and approving summer programs and in budget

•..
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planning and administration.

(As it is now, deans play

only very minor roles with respect 'to summer school.)
d)

Running the summer sess.ion just like the fall and

spring semesters are run, with the registrar, each dean, each
department chairman operating as they do during regular
semesters.

(This would

session director and

mean~

~

having a separate summer

having a separate summer school

budget administered independently of the degree-granting
colleges.)
The University of New Mexico Policy Committee has this
whole matter under consideration and hopefully will make
recommendations for change during the current year.
6.

We do hope the development of the grounds around the

College of Education Center will move forward at a
pace.

~

rapid

We have been occupying this Center for two and one-half

years, and yet many important landscape items have not been
done.
7.

At least one (1)--and two (2) if at all possible--

additional administrative officer is needed in the central
administration of the College of Education.

As Associate Dean

and an Assistant Dean should be added in July or September of
1966.

The College of Education is the second largest degree-

granting college on the campus, and yet it is one of the few
colleges which do not have an assistant or associate dean.
This addition of one or two assistant administrators in the
College of Education is a

11must. 11
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C.

Appointments to Staff
(See separate departmental reports)

D.

Separations from Staff
(See separate departmental reports)

II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements
(See separate departmental reports)
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Alexander Masley, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1964-65
The Department of Art Education suffered the loss of
a permanent staff member when Mrs. Judith Meyers resigned
late in the school year 1963-64.

Difficulties encountered

in our search for a qualified, permanent staff member for
almost immediate replacement soon made it apparent that it
would be better to contract temporary part-time staff members to meet staff needs of increased proportions.

Conse-

quently, Mrs. Beverly Vogel., Mrs. Mary McDonald, and Mr.
Leo Bushman were appointed on a part-time basis.

Along with

Mr. Youngblood, who changed status from Graduate Assistant
to Part-time Instructor, and Mr. Walter Rutkowski, who also
at the beginning of the second semester changed status from
Graduate Assistant to Part-time Instructor, the Department
was able to meet its teaching needs on a temporary basis.
The Department of Art Education was indeed fortunate to
have enlisted the aid of these staff members at a time
when there was considerable increase in student enrollment.

~------·

I
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Thirty-four students, the majority from Pa.raguay 1 constituted a special class in art education during the spring
semester.

Despite language handicap 1 it was felt tha.t an

effective program had been offered. these students for three
hours per week which consisted of special exhibitions planned
especially to meet these stud.ents' needs 1 special lectures
transla.ted and interpreted into Spanish, films, slides, and

a. specifica.lly designed activity program based upon basic
needs of these students.

such a. program requires a great

deal of time and effort and under the circumstances, it was
felt to have been a success.

Miss Amber Wolcott, gradua.te

student in art educa.tion, was the active interpreter for
Mr. Masley, who conducted the class.
Mr. Leo Bushman, staff member at the Institute of
American Indian Arts, offered unique workshops in the department based on a.rt education in the Orient.

Both workshops

were well a.ttended, and it was felt that many teachers' needs
were met by introducing them to Oriental philosophy and
methodology in art educa.tion, and at the same time expanding
the horizon to include points of views not commonly offered
in art education.

An attempt to introduce a much needed

course, Teaching Art Apprecia.tion to Children, met with no
success.
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Weaving looms in storage in the Fine Arts Department
were borrowed a.nd moved to the art education building for
tria.l and tempora.ry use.

Mrs. McDonald, skilled in weaving,

introduced this cra.ft to her _·students, aong with other
special students who wanted to major in weav.ing.

The ex-

perience suggested that housing large looms wa.s a wasteful
operation in view of the fact tha.t each loom occupies a
comparatively large area of space and at the same time is
accessible to only one student for a. considerable period
of time.

A much better solution to the problem would be

one of using small, table looms.
space would result.

At least better use of

The large looms will be rt;!turned to

the Fine Arts Depa.rtment when convenient.
The art education building was used almost to capacity
by special classes set up by the Division of Extension.
Drawing and painting classes for which special equipment
had been provided by the Division of Extension proved to
be unpractical insofar as the Department of Art Education
is concerned.

The special staff offering these night classes

were frequently negligent in meeting their responsibilities
in leaving the classrooms in order, equipment put away, and
otherwise making for a great deal of extra work for the

3t.3
-4regular staff members of the depa.rtment who had to meet regular classes the following morning.

It ha.s been suggested to

Mr. Dillard tha.t no classes requiring easels be scheduled in
the art education building.

Only such cla.sses should be

scheduled as can conveniently use existing table a.nd stool
furniture.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the future
One significant plan for the future includes finding
staff or appropriate means for offering a much needed class
to future and present teachers, Teaching Art Appreciation
to Children.

Art education must inevitably move more in

this direction.
The shop a.rea of the department must command more
attention in the irnrnedia.te future to provide more readily
accessible tools and equipment to meet beginning craft needs
of all the students, as well a.s those special needs of
students enrolled in beginning cra.ft classes.
The most pressing need for the future is one of
,.

increasing staff.

With two graduate assistants occupied

with part-time teaching a.s in the past, there is no available assistance with the problem of purchasing, storing, and
distributing materials fo'):: classroom use necessita.ted by the

I
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fact·;!:hat there are no provisions in the new art education
building for individual student's supplies.

Under present

practice, the depa.rtment purchases materials in quantity lots,
stores it, and distributes it a.s needed.

This opera.tion re-

quires a. great deal of time and effort and should be the
responsibility of some member of the staff who has time to
meet the needs of the department.
c.

Appointment to staff
Mrs.

Beve~ly

Vogel, Mrs. Mary McDonald, Mr. Michael

Youngblood, Mr. Leo Bushman, and Mr. Walter Rutkowski were
appointed to staff as part-time members.
D.

Sepa.ration from staff
Mrs. Mary McDonald, Mr. Michael Youngblood, and Mr. Leo
Bushman terminated their contracts at the end of the school
year.

II.

Composite of information requested on individual

biographica~

supplements
l.

Advanced study;

No advanced study wa.s pursued by sta.ff,

except those who were part-time and still pursuing graduate
work on the campus.
2.

Sabbatical, etc.=
this year.

There were no sabba.tical leaves taken

Dr. Masley did, however, teach a. summer program

at the University of Oregon and at Portland State University.
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3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:

No schola.stic

honors were received by members of this department this
year.
4.

Publications:

Dr. Masley published regularly in the New

Mexico Art Education Newsletter.

He also contributed six

book reviews to the New Mexico School Review and six book
reviews to The Journa.l of Art Education.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress:
Continuing resea.rch with application of Japanese techniques
of printmaking for classroom use.

A new study based on

examina.tion of data received from purchasing agents in a
selected list of large city school systems throughout the
United Sta.tes will reveal kinds and amounts of certain a.rt
materials commonlY used in these systems.

This will, perhaps,

show trends in uses of new materials or suggest certa.in weaknesses due to uses of certain materials.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:

As a life

member of the New Mexico Art Education Association, Dr. Masley
acted as consultant to this group.

Various suggestions were

ma.de for the fall meeting including the successful one of
inviting Dr. Harold Taylor to be principle speaker at the
New Mexico Education Associa.tion Convention here in October.
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Dr. Ta.ylor also a.greed to meet with members of the New
M.exico Art Educa.tion Association.
Dr. Masley was committee member organizing The College
Teachers of Art as an affiliate of the National Art Education
Association.

Participation in this committee took place

during the National Art Education Association convention in
Philadelphia.

Dr. Masley attended both the fa.ll and the

spring meetings of the New Mexico Art Education Association.
7.

Other professional activities:

Dr. Masley addressed. the

Albuquerque chapter of the Girl Scouts.

He also addressed

Phi Delta Kappa. group at the University of Oregon.

He had

a one-man show at the Museum of New Mexico in Santa. Fe,
Botts Memorial Gallery in Albuquerque, and Los Alamos
Gallery in Los Alamos.

He also taught an extension course

in Los Alamos.
8.

Non-teaching University service:

Dr. Ma.sley was a member

of the following committees: Advisory, Administrative, Undergraduate Sub-committee, Gradua.te Sub-committee, University
Resea.rch, and was University College and College of Ed.ucation
Advisor.

He was also Chairman of Committee on Studies for

Mrs. Patricia Lewis, Educa.tion Doctorate candidate.

Dr. Masley

acted a.s consultant for new school construction in Socorro
and in Gallup.

31.7
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9.

Public service:

Dr. Masley directed children's art

cil::asses in the department and was committee chairman
revising the New Mexico State Department of Education
publica.tion, THE CHILD CREATES.
10.

Personal information:

There is no new or additional

personal information.
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The Report of the Department of Educational and
Administrative Services
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Paul V. Petty, Chairman
I. General Departmental Information
A. Significant Achievements and Accomplishments During the Academic
Year, 1964-65
There were many activities in the Department during the year
many of which were of considerable significance, both relative to the
ongoing teaching program and in relation to supplementary things
which a Department of this type must be doing.

Among the most sig-

nificant items which could be listed were the following:
1. With the approval of the National Institute of Mental Health
Training Program for School Administrators in April, 1964, the first
year of actual operation began on July 1 and continued throughout the
current academic year.

This program was approved in competition with

some of the strongest universities in the country and has throughout
the year attracted national attention.

Ten candidates of varied but

strong backgrounds were awarded fellowships and all successfully completed the first year.
2. This was the first year for the offering of a complete core
of three undergraduate, foundation courses in teacher education:
Educational Foundations 290, 300 and 310.

While the year for this

core should not be characterized as one of experimentation, considerable experience was gained in the manner of staffing and teaching
classes of 150 to 200 students.

The pattern which seemed to have

emerged as being most successful was that of two well-planned lecture
sections each week, followed by discussion sections of not more than
30 enrollees each.

A student evaluation report on the last course of

this sequence, Ed. Fdns. 310, reflected considerable student support.

3. A very valuable addition to the Department staff during the
year was Dr. A. Reed Morrill of Brigham-Young University who spent his
academic year sabbatical leave in this Department.

Not only was Dr.

Morrill a most valuable staff addition, but it was indeed a compliment
to our program in educational administration and the University of
New Mexico that he would have selected this institution as one at which
he felt he could profit most professionally for his sabbatical year.
4. A new experience for this Department and the College of
Education was a joint professorial appointment with the College of
Business Administration,

Dr. Ed Nolan joined the staff of the Department

at the beginning of Semester II as an Associate Professor of Educational
Administration and Business Administration.

He has rendered most

valuable services to the Department and the arrangement with the other
college also has been reported as being most satisfactory.
5. During this academic year the Department became involved in a
project designed to better prepare normal school teachers in Paraguay
to enable them to cope with the educational problems of that country.
The approval of this project followed a considerable correspondence on
the part of Dr. Angel and a trip to Washington on the part of Professors
Petty and Angel.

During December, 1964 Dr. Angel made a trip to

Paraguay as Consultant to look at the situation first hand in order
that we might be better prepared to develop offerings for these teachers
and in order to consult first hand with the Ministry of Education in
that country.
ments.

The project draws staffing also from three other Depart-

It is the opinion of all concerned that the Paraguayan Project

has proceeded quite smoothly.
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6. The participation of the professorial staff members of the
Department in national organizations during 1964-65 reached an alltime high.

The various staff members participated on panels, prepared

papers or were otherwise involved in the following national meetings
during the year:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

American Psychological Association
American Personnel and Guidance Association
American Educational Research Association
American Association of School Administrators
American School Business Officials organization
National Council for Schoolhouse Construction
Philosophy of Education Society of America
American Anthropological Society, and
National Conference of Professors of Educational
Administration.

Additional funds from research sources were available to supplement
attendance costs of staff members in some cases, but in most instances
the staff members supplemented the University of New Mexico allowance
with their own funds in order to attend these professional meetings.
7. Eight different staff members of the Department served as
consultants to non-university agencies and groups during the year.
Several staff members served in consultant capacities to more than one
organization or agency.

All of the members of the department partici-

pated on one or more University of New Mexico, or College of Education
committees.
8. The Department's program in educational administration continued
its UCEA participation and four different staff members were active wi.th
special committees or in special assignments during the year for the
University Council on Educational Administration.
9. It speaks for the special interests of Department members during the year to have the report that the Department of Educational and
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Administrative Services used UNM computer facilities to a greater
ex"ent than any other Department on the campus during the current
academic year.
10. A member of this Department, Dr. Stanley Caplan, achieved
the status of Diplomate' in Counseling Psychology with the American
Psychological Association during the latter part of the year.

This

is a very distinctive achievement realized by but relatively few
psychologists.

Only one other staff member presently on the University

of New Mexico campus holds this distinction.
11. During the year steps were taken and finally completed to
change the title of the six year Graduate Program of the Department
from Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study to Education Specialist.
This latter title is found to be more generally acceptable in the profession now and may well become the official title used by all major
institutions.
12. During the year an attractive and colorful brochure was
prepared and printed to describe all programs available through the
Department in educational administration.
13. Activities of the Department which were channeled through
the Bureau of Educational Service and Research:
a. During the current academic year a comprehensive survey
of the Los Lunas School System was initiated and is being completed in June, 1965.

Dr. Devoy Ryan has been in charge of the

survey and in the early stages of the survey, the NIMH Fellows
were the principal survey participants.

Staf£ members from

both Elementary and Secondary Education Departments also
assisted under Dr. Ryan's direction.
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b. It was during August of this fiscal year (1964) that the
Santa Fe Report was published and delivered to that Board of
Education.

The Superintendent and Board of Education expressed

satisfaction with the survey report and ordered 600 additional
copies for distribution within the community.

These copies

were prepared and delivered and the department chairman and
other staff members have made several followup trips to Santa Fe
during the year for the purpose of advising upon the implementation of some of the recommendations.
c. During the late summer of 1964 a Four-State Planning Project
for the Education of Migrant Workers was undertaken by agencies
of Colorado, New Mexico, Texas and Arizona.

The University of

New Mexico participated with Dr. H. Ulibarri of this department
being the official representative and person assigned to do the
research study.

The project was completed in March, 1965 and

resulted in plans for a new and continuing proposal.

At this

time a proposal has been prepared and is awaiting official
administrative action by the four state superintendents and in
Washington.
d. It has been considered that the participation of this
Department in the Paraguayan Teacher Training Project has been
through the Bureau.

Dr. Frank Angel has served as Director and

all indications are that the first semester of the project's
operation has been most successful.
e. In cooperation with architects and school superintendents,
and after considerable departmental staff study, a School Plant
Planning Service was initiated.
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This service provides for the

use of staff members from this Department as

~ell

as from other

departments of the College and the University working with Dr.
Wm. 0. Wilson and local school groups as they jointly develop
educational specifications for new facilities.

In addition to

the educational specifications, Dr. Wilson, who is a school
plant specialist, consults with school officials and architects
concerning many details of school plant planning.

The purpose

of the service is to assure that school facilities are planned
which will best provide housing for changing and dynamic educational programs.

The s.ervice has been well received with two

school systems, Gallup-McKinley County and Socorro, being the
first to sign contracts.

A fee of one-half percent of contract

cost is charged and 75 percent of the service on these first
two contracts should have been completed by August 1, 1965.
f. Two school systems in the southeastern part of the state,
Hobbs and Jal, have discussed with the Department chairman the
possibility of some UNM staff help in surveying and evaluating
their respective programs.

There has been nothing definite at

this time but correspondence is underway with regard to these
two requests.
g. A complete survey of the facilities and program of the
private Mission school at Rehoboth, New Mexico has been accomplished during Semester II of this year.

It is a small

operation and UNH staff have for the most part been able to
complete this study in connection with their work on the GallupMcKinley school planning contract.
-6-
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B. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near

~·

Some of the recommendations of this Department seem to be of a
continuing nature, partly because of the type of recommendation and
partly because of continued rapid growth in enrollees.

The following

future plans and recommendations are made:
1. It is recommended that another staff member in each of the
areas:

Counseling and Guidance, and Educational Psychology (core

course teaching) be employed at the earliest date possible.
2. The appointment of a full-time Director for the Bureau of
Educational Service and Research has been needed for several years
and such a recommendation has been a continuing part of this annual
report.

In order to get that arm of the College of Education into

effective operation this recommendation is made again this year.

The

College and the University are in great need of this kind of operating
activity.

Service and research of many types are a continuing need

of the College.
3. It is recommended that graduate offerings in the use of
multi-media in teaching be established during 1965-66.

This type of

offering is long overdue.
4. It is recommended that a nine semester hour teaching load be
established as a standard for the graduate staff of the College.

This

recommendation is especially pertinent to any Department such as this
one, since all of the staff members are continually engaged in proposal
writing, committee discussion, program planning and similar kinds of
special activities.
5. Plans have been developed for a new system of departmental.
staff meetings for Educational and Administrative Services for l.965-66.
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This plan will provide for general departmental meetings, supplemented
by sessions for groups interested in a particular program.
man will coordinate the two types of meetings.

The

Chair~

This new plan should

increase the effectiveness of the meetings without a corresponding
increase in the amount of meeting time.
6. A continuing plan will be followed to revise the educational
administration program so that it may reflect the findings becoming
available from the NIMH sponsored pilot training program.

Specifically,

with a social psychologist and a cultural anthropologist on the staff,
more of these

con~onents

will be included in the teaching program.

The best possible use must be made of these special competencies.
7. Tentative plans provide for one more professorial joint
appointment during 1965-66.

Preliminary talks have been held.

8. It is recommended that if possible more equipment money be
made available.

One special need is an additional high speed calcu-

lator.
9. It is recommended that the travel allotment for this and
other departments be increased as much as other budgetary considerations
will permit.
10. It is recommended that some criteria be established to identify
a College of Education graduate staff for the purpose of voting on

policies and matters only of graduate interest.

Under the present plan

advanced graduates may and do vote on matters related to their own
programs.
11. A very significant meeting for 1965-66 now in the planning
stage is a UCEA-UNM sponsored three day seminar on in-service education
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in school administration.

Proposals are being submitted to three

or four possible funding sources in order that this may be financed
in a manner that will encourage attendance.

It is hoped that most

of the major universities (UCEA) in the country will have representation at this meeting.
C.

Appointments.!:,£~~

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

During

Academic~

Dr. Charles R. Griffith
Dr. A. Reed Morrill (One year only)
Dr. Edward Nolan
Dr. Horacia Ulibarri
Mrs. MariLuci Ulibarri (Paraguayan Project)
Dr. Albert W. Vogel

D. Separations from

the~ During~

None
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August 1, 1964
September 1, 1964
February 1, 1965
September 1, 1964
February 1, 1965
September 1, 1964
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II. Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
1. Advanced Study.

All professional staff members have doctorates so that there
have been no advanced degrees earned.

Dr. Stanley Caplan did qualify

for the Diplomate~ in Counseling Psychology with the American
Psychological Association.

He has been a fellow for several years.

2. Sabbaticals, leaves £t absence,

~teaching

elsewhere, travel, etc.

Dr. Frank Angel made a consultant, survey trip to Paraguay in
December, 1964.
Dr. Patrick Lynch made a trip of one week's duration to the
Universidad autonoma de Guadaljara in Mexico during 1964-65 as part
of a professor exchange program.
Dr. Horacio Ulibarri conducted a one-week workshop at the
University of California during the summer of 1964.
Dr. Tom Zepper taught at the University of Toledo during the
summer of 1964.
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Dr. Frank Angel was named to Phi Kappa Phi.
Dr. Stanley Caplan received several distinctions during the
year: named in American Men of Science, Who's Who in the West, and
Campana's ''Professor of the Month", September, 1964, DiplomatE{.
Counseling Psychology.
Dr. Albert Vogel was named to Phi Delta Kappa.
4. Publications during the period.
Angel, Frank, numerous materials in Spanish language for instructing
Paraguayan students which can be combined into publishable
books in Spanish in various areas of professional education.
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Caplan, Stanley, "A Self-Sort Regarding Feelings and/or Attitudes
Toward School" (personal copyright '64, 4 pages).
"A Study of Culturally Imposed Factors on School Acl:id.evement
in a Metrpoloitan Area", Journal of Educational Research,
Sept., 1964, with R. A, Ruble, 6 pages.
"Building a Better Mousetrap, a Note on the Hawthorne Effect",
~Research Bulletin, January, 1965, 2 pages.
Cooper, James, "Effects of Different Amounts of First Grade Oral
English Instruction Upon Later Reading Progress of ChamorroSpeaking Children", Journal of Educational Research, 58: 123-127,
Nov. 1964.
AComparative Study of the Educational Outcomes in .!!!! Underground School, .!!._Wind01~less School and Conventional Schools,
Santa Fe: New Mexico State Department of Education, August,
1964, viii+ 82 (with Mr. Carl Ivey).
Keppers, George, "Lords of the Fly Swatters", New Mexico School
Review, Nov., 1964, pp. 16.
"Pity the Poor Lofty", Delaware~ Journal, Nov. 1964,
pp. 19 & 24.
Lynch, Patrick, edited January 1965 issue of Educational Research
Bulletin of New Mexico Society for Study of Education, 34
pages.
Wrote editorial for same issue as above, 2 pages.
_Seled ted Findings .2!!. Leadership Characteristics in ROTC,
:Eeb, 1965, 10 pages (multilith) with Charles Woodhouse.
A Comparison of Freshman Cadets and Non-Cadets ~ Respect
to Recruitment and Commitment to Air Force ROTC, Jan. 1965,
34 pages, (multilith), with Charleswoodhou;e.Petty, Paul (Two chapters and Report Editor) Survey Report of the
Santa Fe Public Schools, Albuquerque: College of Education,
~niversity of New Mexico, 1964, 185 PP, (multilith).
Ulibarri, Horacia, Social and Attitudinal Characteristics of Migrant
Workers, (Cooperative Research Project K-005), University of
New Mexico, 85 pp., 1965, (mimeographed).
Vogel, Albert, "John Hersey on the Educational Malaise", Liberal
Education, Dec., 1964, 501-12.
"Relativity in the Alexandria Quartet", Western Review, Summer,
1965, 22-26.
Wilson, William, Educational Specifications Checklist, Danville, Ill.:
Interstate Publishing Co., 1965. 37 pages. (Publication Date not
set.)
Zepper, John, Contributions to Insights, 2:2, 4-5, April, 1965.
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5.

~Research

projects or creative work.

a. Memb.ers of the staff have participated in five federally
sponsored projects during the year:
(1) National Institute of Mental Health Administratot Training

~rogram

(first year of three years approved), P. V. Petty,

Coordinator and Advisor; P. D. Lynch, Program Director; four
other department staff members directly involved.
(2) U.S. Office of Education, Abo Project terminated August~
1964.

P. V. Petty, Advisor; J.

c.

Cooper, Director; Carl Ivey,

Research Ass't.
(3) U.S.A.F. Office of Scientific Research (second year,
third year applied for) P. D. Lynch with Charles Woodhouse of
Sociology Department, co-directors, Bruce Potter research ass't,
(4) Agency for International Development, Paraguayan Project
for Training Normal School Teachers, Frank Angel, Director; three
other department staff members directly involved.
(5) U.S.O.E. Cooperative Research Project K-005, Southwestern
States Deveiopmental Project, Educational Needs of Adult Agricultural Migrants, H. Ulibarri,.New Mexico representative and researcher;
other department staff members involved.
b.

Three comprehensive school surveys were undertaken:
(1) Santa Fe Public Schools, P. V. Petty, Director, Report

Editor and writer, project completed in 1964.
(2) Los Lunas School District Survey, D. A. Ryan, Director,
done entirely daring 1964-65.
(3) Rehoboth School Survey initiated and 90% completed during
the year.

P. V. Petty, Director, nine other staff members involved.
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c.

Research is in progress by

s.

Caplan and J.

c.

Cooper in

the areas of counseling with principals, attitudes of teachers
toward marked changes in students, and sociometric studies across
ethnic groups.
d.

Articles in the area of educational foundations by A. Vogel

and J. T. Zepper are out for editorial review; Psychological Abstracts
(series of 12) are in preparation by J.

c.

Cooper.

6. Activities in learned and professional societies.
All members of the department participated in national professional organizations during the year, as reported in Section t.A-6 of this
report.
7. Other professional activities.
All members of the department have been active professionally
serving as consultants to local

school-~ystems,

to state associations

and to agencies and departments within the State.
participated~in

They have

conferences at the local, state and national level,

have conducted workshops, and have appeared as speakers before
professional and lay groups.
8.

~-teaching

University services.

Each member of the Department serves on one or more college
committees, six members serve on one or more University committees,
two professors serve as University College consultants, and several
serve as University College student advisers.

All members advise

other students, most of which advising is done at the graduate level.
9. Public service.
Public and civic service is rendered by all members of the
Department.

Four are active in churches and/or civic clubs.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
July 1, 1964 -June 30, 1965
Harold D. Drummond, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements.

Much effort has been expended during

the past six months to staff additions.

One new position was authorized

in Early Childhood Education and Miss Catherine Loughlin from Rutgers
University has been selected to fill that position.

In addition, two

stimulation grants ($15,000 in Mental Retardation, $12,000 in Teaching
Emotionally Disturbed Children) were obtained from the U. S. Office of
Education.

These grants indicate that USOE intends to continue to sup-

port the development of a significant center for special education at
UNM.

To date, only one of the two people authorized under the grants

has been selected (Frederick Adams of the University of Florida) but
it is hoped that the other position will be filled shortly.
The Department has been deeply involved in the training program
in elementary education being provided 32 Paraguay normal school teachers.

Although the grant for this activity is administered in the De-

partment of Educational Administrative Services, Dr. Zintz has devoted
half time to teaching the group (evidence of the effective use of his
sabbatical leave last year).

Advanced graduate students have been util-

ized to help pick up the slack caused by this shift in staff assignments.
Continued improvements have been made in relationships with the
Albuquerque Public Schools, especially with reference to the student
teaching program.

We have been unable to secure financing, as yet, for
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the modified undergraduate program in elementary education which will
involve two student teaching experiences and tie all methods courses
to a classroom and to real children but we hope that next year such support may be forthcoming.
The University through the Extension Service and the Department
of Elementary Education provided in June, 1965, a training session for
teachers and directors in Project Headstart.

This significant under-

taking -- to provide in public and private schools an initial 8-weeks
pre-school program for children in low socio-economic neighborhoods-should be only the beginning of efforts in this area by the University.
We are fortunate to have Dr. Florence Schroeder in Home Economics and
Miss Catherine Loughlin as experts in pre-school education of children.
They served as co-directors of the training session. Many persons from
the community participated on the staff.
per day per trainee for the effort.

The University received $30

Needed materials, supplies, and

equipment for the nursery school and kindergarten in the Manzanita Center were purchased with some of the funds so obtained.
Dr. Miles Zintz conducted in June, 1965, a two-weeks training session for the teachers of teachers in adult literacy programs.
pants were drawn from ten states in the south and west.

Partici-

The program,

planned in collaboration with the Adult Education section of the U.S.O.E.
was financed through a grant of $22,500 from the Ford Foundation.

UNM

was one of three institutions chosen for such a role and was the first
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institution actually to provide such a training program.

The continuing

involvement of our staff in adult literacy programs is almost inevitable,
and staff additions will be needed to make such activity possible in the
future.
B. Significant Plans and Recommendations.

Next year much effort

will be expended on developing sound undergraduate and master's level
programs for teachers of mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed
children.

The Department, hopefully, will have three specialists in the

education of exceptional children.

They will spend half-time next year

working out cooperative relationships and programs with other interested
Departments and Schools, including especially the Department of Psychology and the School of Medicine.
Also, for the first time the Department will have a specialist in
the area of Early Childhood Education (kindergarten level).

She will

work with the continuation of Project Headstart if federal funding is
continued as we expect it to be; will organize and operate a kindergarten
in the Manzanita Center; develop an undergraduate and graduate program of
offerings in early Childhood Education; and help us in planning ahead
for the day when education for five-year olds is accepted as a continuing public responsibility in New Mexico.
Because of the growing federal support of programs of education,
it is obvious that the University must "tool up" for a different level
of operation, particularly with reference to basic or literacy education.
Such an effort will, naturally, require the cooperative effort of several
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departments of the College of Education, including the Department of
Elementary Education, artd probably some departments in other colleges,
too.

Now seems to be a good time to make truly operational the Bureau

of Research and Services which has been nominally active in recent
years because little staff time could be devoted to it.

A director and

an assistant director should probably now be identified to coordinate
the securing of government funds, to participate in planning with state
and local projects funded through O.E.O. or U.S.O.E., and to provide a
vehicle for more effective staff utilization.
c.

Appointments to staff
None

D.

Separations from staff
Dr. Emily A. Reuwsaat 1 s contract was not

demic year 1965-66.

~enewed

for the aca-

She will teach through the summer session, 1965,

or until August 13, 1965.
II. Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements
1.

Advanced study:

None

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,etc:

Dr. Tredway was visiting lecturer in mathematics, Western State College,
Colorado, during the summer of 1964.
Dr. Zintz finished teaching a methods course at the University
of Costa Rica in June, 1964.

In July of that year he traveled by car from

San Jose, Costa Rica, to the U.

s.,

visiting Nicaragua, Honduras, Guate-

Page 5
mala, El Salvador, and Mexico.
3.

New Scholastic Honors, etc.
Dr. Drummond was featured on the cover of the magazine Education

as a "Leader in Education", March, 1965
4.

Publications
Harold D. Drummond - The Eastern Hemisphere, Allyn & Bacon
(rev. ed.) 416 pp., 1965; teacher's edition, rev., 1965,
416 pp. plus 202 pp.; workbook, revised 1965, 160 pp.;
teacher's edition, workbook, revised 1965, 160 pp. plus
29 pp.
The Western Hemisphere, Allyn & Bacon (revised edition),
416 pp.; Teacher's edition, revised 1965, 416 pp. plus
156 pp.; Workbook, revised 1965, 160 pp.; Teacher's edition, Workbook, revised 1965, 160 pp. plus 29 pp.
"What is Good about American Public Education·-- From the
Curriculum Specialists' Viewpoint"

The Teachers College

Journal, Indiana State, Terre Haute, October, 1965, pp.26-27.
"Leadership for Human Change" Educational Leadership, December, 1964, pp. 147-148,202
Several "forewords" for ASCD publications published during year
of presidency.
Several reprints of previously written articles, such as:
"Separate or Merged -- Sount Experiences are Vital," in
Jarolimek, John, and Walsh, Hubert M., Readings for Social
Studies in Elementary Education, 1965. "Suggestions for

..
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4.

Publications (cont.)
the Lefties" in Chasnoff, Robert E., Elementary Curriculum,

~Book

of Readings, Pitman, 1964

Dr. Tredway - "Old Tools for the New Arithmetic", New Mexico
School Review, January, 1964, 4 pp.
"The Secondary Teacher and Elementary School Mathematics"
The Mathematics Teacher, April, 1965, 3 pages
Dr. Zintz - with Profesora Nora Ramirez de Chacon -"La Lectura y Algunos Procedimientos Correctivos'J Ministerio
de Educacion Publica, San Jose, Costa Rica, 63 pp.
"Developing a Communication Skills Program for Bilinguals",
in Ruth Strang, Understanding and Helping the Retarded
Reader, U. Press, Ariz., pp. 64-75
"Reading Success of High School Students who are Speakers
of Other Languages", Proceedings, International Reading
Assn., Vol. 10.
5.

Other research projects, etc.
Dr. Drummond - Journeys Through the United States and
Canada (in press)

Allyn & Bacon, Inc., approx.

372 pp. publication date September, 1965.
Dr. Walters was co-director with Miles Zintz of NIMH contract of $3,456 for counseling Indian students.
Dr. Zintz- Corrective Reading, Wm.

c.

Brown Co., in press.

NIMH, $3,456 - one year Multiple Counseling of Indians.
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies, etc.
Dr. Drummond - (see Annual Supplement to Biographical Record)
Dr. Tredway - appointed to National Membership Committee of
Association for Student Teaching; attended national meeting of Association for Student Teaching - February, 1965.
Dr. Zintz - attended Annual International Reading Association
Conference, Detroit, May 4-8, reading paper "Reading Success of High School Students Who Are Speakers of Other
Languages"

7.

Other professional activities
Dr. Drummond - continued consultant services to:

Cycle-Teacher

Panel, Field Enterprises Educational Corporation, Chicago;
Book of Knowledge, Grolier, Inc., New York City; Educational
Program Branch, NASA; Defense Advisory Committee on Education
in the Armed Forces.
Dr. Tredway - gave keynote address and served as consultant for
Grants, New Mexico, Curriculum Study; was college representative
in planning N. M. Mathematics Teachers' Conference which was attended by 1000 teachers; participated in Los Lunas School Survey.
Dr. Zintz - consultant at Socorro, New Mexico regarding Reading
in the High School; and consultant at Grants on Improving the
Reading Program.

,.
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8.

Non-teaching University service
Dr. Drummond - visits to Teachers College, Columbia University;
George Washington University; University of Pittsburgh;
Pennsylvania State University, and University of WisconsinMilwaukee in connection with internship program in education
iri Latin America.

No change in previously listed assignments.

Dr, Tredway - coordinated elementary student teaching and prepared guidebooks for use by students and cooperating teachers.
9.

Member United Community Services Committee.

Public Service
Dr. Tredway - president Grants-Los Altos PTA; member, Board of
Trustees and Special Committee for Education Evaluation,
Central Methodist Church.

10.

Personal information
No change

•.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION

July l, 1964 to June 30, 1965
Armond H. Seidler, Chairman
I. General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year,
1964-65:
1. The Department operated as a single merged organi-

zation for its third consecutive year.

It was able

to operate on a completely unified basis and with
a minimum amount of friction.
2. The Department worked toward increased efficiency
in supervision of professional laboratory
experiences, and tried to improve cooperation with
other departments.
3. The Department completed the construction of the
Human Performance Laboratory in Carlisle Gymnasium
and began conducting research related to human
performance as it is affected by changes in
altitude, work load and other variables.
4. The Department maintained its role of leadership
in conducting programs in the training of Peace

Corps volunteers.
5. Tne Department, in cooperation with the Athletic
Department, led in the planning and development of
eleven new athletic fields on the south campus.
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These new fields will allow expansion of recreational
and intramural programs to the south campus and
will provide facilities for varsity football on the
south campus.

It is planned that the Athletic

Department will move to the south campus some time
in the £uture which will release locker rooms and
offices in Johnson Gymnasium for use by the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
6. The Department worked very closely with Mr. Milton
Costello of Wantagh, New York, in designing the
new indoor-outdoor swimming pool to be located
north of Johnson Gymnasium.
7. Safety pads were installed on the walls and the
rails in the combative room in Johnson Gymnasium.
The elimination of this hazard has made this room
much safer and a much more functional facility.
8. Classroom furniture has been purchased for Rooms
184 and 185, Johnson Gymnasium, and for Rooms 14
and 15 in Carlisle Gymnasium which will give the
Department much more efficient and flexible use of
these four teaching stations.
9. A major renovation was carried out in Carlisle
Gymnasium which included painting and air
conditioning of offices, plus the construction
of five new offices.

In addition, the equipment

--------------

----

---
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storage rooms and the locker rooms were
redesigned and expanded.

All of these things

should make Carlisle Gymnasium a much more functional
facility.
10. The Department began a Summer Sports Fitness School
which should prove not only a service to citizens
of the community, but a program which should
strengthen graduate research within the Department.
B. Significant plans artd recommendations:
1. The Department, in cooperation with the Lovelace
Foundation, will play host to an International
SymposiUm on altitude research on the UNM campus

in March, 1966.

This should attract nation-wide

attention and reflect great prestige on the
University of New Mexico and the Department of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
2. The Department would like very much to develop a
strong program of supervision of professional
laboratory experiences and the development of a
strong offering in elementary physical education.
To this end, we hope to be able to hire competent
faculty to undertake leadership in these areas.
3. Room 4, the special exercise gym in Johnson
Gymnasium, is one of the most heavily used spaces

in this facility.

The acoustics in this room have
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been poor since the building was occupied and they
continue to be a constant source of irritation to
students and instructors.

This room should be

acoustically improved.
4. The indoor swimming pool in Johnson Gymnasium has
always had inadequate and insufficient lighting.
It is absolutely essential that steps be taken to
bring the lighting up to minimum standards.
Physical Plant has estimated that this could be
done for a cost of $2100.00.
5. Johnson Gymnasium was originally designed to serve
a student population of 10,000.

It is estimated

that student enrollment will exceed 12,000 in the
fall of 1965.

In addition to the Johnson Gymnasium,

which includes handball and squash courts, a
gymnastics area, a corrective therapy room, and
additional locker rooms, shower rooms and offices
is part of the master plan adopted by the University
of New Mexico.

With the trend to increased

enrollment expected in the next years, it is
highly desirable that the administration start
planning for the construction of this addition which
will be essential if we are to continue to serve
the needs of the student body.

With the

construct~

ion of the new basketball arena on the south
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campus, the present Johnson Gymnasium arena could
possibly be redesigned to provide many of the
needed spaces.
C.

Appointments to staff:
Sharel·Anderson, Instructor- September 1, 1965.
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr., Assistant Professor
September 1, 1965
Janice Olson, Instructor - September 1, 1965

D.

Separations from staff:
Naomi Mills, Instructor - June 30, 1965

II. Composite of Information Requested 2£ Individual
Biographical Supplements
l. Advanced study:
W. A. Bynum, Jr.- Should finish Ph.D. by Summer 1965.
Bruno Geba- Ph.D., University of Colorado, finished
by September, 1965 (data for thesis collected,
final comprehensive exam passed, all requirements
fulfilled) •
Thesis: "The Effect of Sauna upon Certain
Physiological Functions."
Edward H. Heath - Ph.D. to be granted in August
from University of Illinois. "A Semantic Differential
Study of Attitudes Relating to Recreation as
Applied to a Bicultural Setting."
Frank Edward Papcsy - French, continuing Pn.D.
studies at N.Y.U.
2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc., during the period:
Lloyd R. Burley - Traveled to Hawaii and visited
Kaua, Hawaii, and Oahu, June, 1965. Traveled to
Mexico, Nogales, Alamos and returned, Deceffiber,l965.

..
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3. New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc:
Robert Knight Barney - Became a Fellow in the
American Association of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.
Lloyd R. Burley - Fellow of the American Association
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
Bruno Geba - Recommended for Fellowship by the
American College of Sports Medicine.
4. Publications:
John A. Montgomery - Keynote speech to New Mexico
Recreation Society (Reprinted and distributed to
New Mexico Legislators).
5. Other research projects or creative work in progress or
completed during period:
W. A. Bynum, Jr. - Research related to the effects
of altitude on work capacity at altitude and sea
level; the effect of training at simulated altitude
on work capacity.
Designed and built the Human Performance Laboratory
for the Department of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.
Bruno Geba - $424.10 grant, Research Allocations
Committee, "Potassium 40, Body Density and Total
Lung Bolume as a Function of Buoyancy.." Free use
of facilities at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and the Lovelace Foundation. (First
half of project finished, second half to be
continued by September, 1965.)
Frances McGill - Physical Competence of Women;
Effect of Menstrual Cycle on Performance; Determination of Energy Cost of various Activities; On
committee to set up symposium on effect of altitude
on performance.
6. Activities in learned and professional societies:
Robert Knight Barney - Attended Annual MeP-ting of
the American College of Sport •s Medicine d1n Dallas,
Texas in March.

•·
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Was admitted into the American Collegiate Swimming
Coaches Association (March, 1965). Attended annual
meeting in Ames, Iowa in March, 1965.
Lloyd R. Burley - Representative to the
Representative Assembly SW District AAHPER from
New Mexico; Member Executive Committee NMAHPER;
Member Constitution and Advisory Committees
SWDAAHPER; Chairman, Budget Committee and Physical
Fitness Committee, NMAHPER.
W. A. Bynum, Jr. - Attended NMHPER, National HPER,
NCAA Wrestling Meetings.
Woodrow w. Clements - Member of NMEA; Chairman UNM
section of NMEA; Member National Association HPER;
Member NMAHPER.
Bruno Geba - March 14-19, 1965, American College of
sports Medicine in Dallas. Member of American
Psychological Association (effective Jan. 1,1966).
Mercedes Gugisberg - Attended annual meeting NMAHPER;
attended annual workshop of the New Mexico
Cooperative Research and Study Council; Member
Constitution Committee NMAHPER; Nominating Committee
sw District of AAHPER.
Edward H. Heath - Vice-President elect NMAHPER;
Chairman of Recreation Education Committee, ARA;
Member of Executive Committee, National Recreation
Congress.
Frances McGill - Vice President-elect, AAHPER;
Chairman elect, Division Girls and Women's Sports;
Program Committee, Western Society Physical Education
for College Women; AAHPER President's Committee on
Professional Goals; Chairman, Principles and
Techniques of Officiating, AAHPER; Executive
Committee, National Officiating Services; Secretary,
Kinesiology Section, AAHPER; Recorder, AAHPER
Convention Program; Steering Committee, National
Conference on Competition, AAHPER.
Gladys Milliken - Attended NMAAHPER meetings at
NMEA; Treasurer, Winter Conference for Women in PE
in santa Fe: Membership and Personnel Committee of
'Nestern society of PE for college )'lomen.
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John A. Montgomery - Attended AAHPER National
Convention. Gave keynote address, New Mexico
Recreation Conference: Conducted Southwest
Recreation Laboratory, Glorietta, New Mexico.
Frank Edward Papcsy - Attended ICHPER, Paris,
France: International Federation, Pan American
Association of Psychology, Miami, Florida:
National Representative for State of New Mexico
to AAHPER, Dallas, Texas: District Advisory Board,
NRA.

George T. Petrol - Presented a paper in Chicago
for AACBC: Member of Executive and Rules Committee.
Charlotte L. Piper - Official AAU Track and Field
Meet: Director, AAU Swim Meet, Winter Conference
for Women in PE; Program Chairman of Western
Society PE for College Women: Chairman, Aquatics
Principles and Techniques of Officiating: DGWS
State Aquatics Chairman, DGWS: New Mexico delegate
to SW District AAHPER.
Armond H. Seidler - Participated in National
Facilities Conference, Bloomington, Indiana:
Faculty representative with Basketball Team to NIT;
National Conference AAHPER, Dallas, Texas;
Attended SW District Conference AAHPER, Salt Lake
City, Chairman of Professional Education Section,
Speaker (Graduate Study and Physical Education):
Represented Governor Campbell at National Fitness
Clinic at Ft. Worth, Texas: Principal speaker
Fourth Pan-American Congress on Physical Education,
Bogota, Colombia: Consultant to National Ministry
of Education, Colombia.
Ella May Small - Attended AAHPER Convention in
Dallas: Southwest District AHPER, Salt Lake City;
Vice President elect, Health Education: Speaker,
Health Education Luncheon.
7. Other professional activities:
Lloyd R. Burley - Professional preparation panel,
topics "Professional Laboratory Experiences and
Facilities and Instructional Materials;" Recorder,
Health Section at Southwest District of AAHPER.

,.
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W. A. Bynum, Jr. - Spoke for NM Coaches Association,
El Paso PE teachers; Assistant Director of NM
State Wrestling Tournament; Associate Director
for Peace Corps Columbian PE group; several TV
appearances.
Bruno Geba - Outline for two new courses: 480Socio-Psychological Concepts of Leisure; 555 -Sport
Psychology.
Edward H. Heath - Recreation Consultant to: United
States Forest Service; Bureau of Land Management;
Bureau of Indian Affairs; City of Albuquerque;
Albuquerque Public Schools; Office of Economic
Opportunity.
Frances McGill - Co-Chairman Winter Conference for
Women in PEl Consultant - Girls Division of NM
Activities Assn; Reviewing and Editorial Committee
for State Curriculum Guide: Oificial - State AAU
Track Meet.
John A. Montgomery - Appeared on T.V. in connection
with New Mexico Recreation Conference; conducted
in-service sessions for Albuquerque Recreation
Department.
George T. Petrol - Five TV appearances; two radio
talks; attended ten organizational meetings to
organize a baseball federation.
Armond H. Seidler -A number of speeches to Women's
Clubs, P.T.A. et cetera.
Ella May Small - Corodinator for the annual Winter
Conference for New Mexico Women in Physical
Education.
8. Non-teaching University Service:
Robert Knight Barney - University College faculty
advisor; Secretary, Physical Education Committee;
Varsity Swimming Coach; Chairman, Physical Education
Department 1 s New swimming Pool Committee.
Lloyd R. Burley - UNM Curricula Committee; UNM
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee; College of
Education Curriculum Graduate Sub-Committee;

34.8
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Education Doctoral committee, HPER Curriculum
Committee, Graduate Curriculum Committee Chairman;
Library Acquisitions Chairman.
W. A. Bynum, Jr. - University College advisor;
Wrestling Coach; Committee member for new swimming
pool; member of the Physical Education Curriculum
Committee; served on several graduate exam
committees, sponsored two graduate problems.
Woodrow w. Clements - Learning Materials Center
Committee; Chairman UNM Section NMEA; Campus
Civil Defense and Safety Committee.
Bruno Geba - Faculty advisor for the UNM ski club;
Member of Recreation Committee; in charge .of
registration for HPER Department.
George B. Gilmore - Chairman, Physical Education
Curriculum Committee;
Member HPER Curriculum
Committee; Director Community Gymnastic Club;
Faculty advisor; Supervisor half-time program.
Mercedes Gugisberg - John Henry Newman National
Honor Award; Planning New Mexico Winter Conference
for Women in Physical Education; advisor to
transfer students.
Edward H. Heath - Chairman, Recreation Curriculum
Committee; Member of Physical Education Departmental Curriculum Committee.
Frances McGill - Administrative Committee College
of Education; Advisor, Majors and Minors Club;
Sponsor, Women's Golf Team; Junior class advisor.
Gladys Milliken - University College and sophmore
major advisor; member of Learning Materials
Center Committee; Member Health Education
Committee; assisted with women's swimming meets.
John A. Montgomery - Faculty advisor; interviewed
candidates for University student Body summer
Recreation project.
Frank Edward Papcsy - Faculty advisor, Soccer Team,
Undergraduate curriculum, college of Education,
Graduate Committee, Department Grounds and Facilities;
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Alternate member, Bureau of Land Management;
Program Director, PE Specialist in Peace Corps.
George T. Petrol - Member staff curriculum
committee.
Charlotte L. Piper - Advisor, University college
and freshman majors; Swim Team Coach; Extramurals
Director.
Armond H. Seidler - Graduate Faculty Advisor,
Secretary of Athletic Council; College of Education
Administrative Committee.
Ella May Small - Assistant Chairman, Department of
HPER; advisor for senior women professional
students in PE; Chairman, Curriculum Committee,
HPER; Sub-Committee for Undergraduate Curriculum,
College of Education.
9. Public Service:
Robert Knight Barney - Member of the Board of
Directors, Duke City Aquatic Association.
Lloyd R. Burley - Member Camp Committee, YMCA;
First Aid Instructor, American Red Cross; First
Aid Merit Badge Counselor - BSA.
George B. Gilmore - Spoke at Athletic Banquet;
presented gymnastic exhibition to 15 public
schools; directed clinic in Santa Fe at st. Michael's
Church Choihr.
Frances McGill - Sunday School teacher, Recreation
consultant, First Presbyterian Church; Bernalillo
County Red Cross; Water safety Instructor-trainer,
AAU State Swimming Committee.
John A. Montgomery - Member of Albuquerque Kiwanis
Club; Chairman of Circle nK" Committee, (College
section of Kiwanis Club).
Charlotte L. Piper - American Field Service
Committee; Sandia High School District Heart Fund,
Neighborhood Chairman.
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The Report of the Department of Home Economics
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Grace L. Elser, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1964-65
With the facilities in the Home Economics building and in the

nursery school area of the Manzanita Center in use for the second
full year, there has been a 9% increase in regular majors and an
increased enrollment of non-majors in the Department.

There were

148 majors, 133 working towards a degree and 15 special ones.
There are an increased number of minors especially from Elementary
Education.

The Department also serves many other students who

take Home Economics courses as a part of their general education.
The course H. E. 4081, Child Growth and Development, for which
the nursery school serves as a laboratory was offered both semesters
for the first time.

The nursery school also provides opportunity

for observation of pre-school children by students in other classes
such as the core course in Education, Human Growth and Development.

Dr. Florence Schroeder again did team teaching of thiS

core course with a faculty member from the Department of Elementary Education and one from Secondary Education.
Because of the increased need for Dr. Schroeder's services in
the area of Human Growth and Development, it was necessary to hire
an additional staff member, Mrs. Mary Catherine Huff, on a halftime basis the second semester.

The curriculum has been changed and the number of hours required in home economics has been reduced so to provide 18 hours
for a minor.

This new curriculum is shown in the 1965-66 catalog.

A minor is required by the new certification requirements.
The Home Economics. Department has continued to offer three
curricula for majors.

Degrees for home economics majors are con-

£erred by two colleges, the College of Education for one in Home
Economics Education and the College of Arts and Sciences for two
programs, one in Dietetics and one in General Home Economics.
A Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics has been approved
by the general faculty and will be effective September, 1965.
This degree, Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics will
be under Plan II requiring 32 hours distributed as follows:
Area I
Area II

Home Economics and Cognates-22-26 semester hours.
Professional Education 8-12 semester hours.

With one-fourth of the population of New Mexico in the
Albuquerque area, there has been a continuing demand for a master
degree program in Home Economics for the last ten years.

It is

believed that this is an additional means for the University to
better serve the people of New Mexico.
Three additional undergraduate courses which have been offered
for several years were also approved for graduate credit making a
total of five.

The new ones approved are:

H. E. 431L - Experimental Foods
H. E. 456L - Creative Design in Clothing
H. E. 437 - Teaching of Home Economics
-2-
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The ones previously approved for graduate credit are:
H.E. 408L - Child Growth and Development
H.E. 433L - Advanced Nutrition
Seven new courses, four of them with a Home Economics prefix
and three with a Home Economics Education prefix have been approved for graduate credit.

They are:

H.E. 520 - Family Living in Modern Society
H.E. 535 - Seminar in Nutrition
H.E. 549 - Managing Family Resources
H.E. 555 - Seminar in Textiles
H.E.Ed. 475-Evaluation in Home Economics
H.E.Ed. 480-Curriculum Development for Gainful Employment
H.E.Ed. 570-Seminar in Home Economics Education
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future.
It is planned that the Bachelor's degree conferred on Home

Economics Education majors by the College of Education be changed
from Bachelor of Science in Education to Bachelor of Science in
Home Economics Education.
C.

Appointment to Staff
Mrs. Mary Catherine Huff - B.S. and M.S. University of Texas.

She was half-time second semester and taught H. E. 433, Home
Management, and supervised the Home Management House, H.Ec. 455L.
D.
II.

Separations from Staff - None.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements.
1.

Advanced Study:

None

2.

Sabbaticals, summer teaching, travel, etc.:
Grace L. Elser made a trip to northern Arizona and south-

ern Utah visiting national parks.
-3-

3.

New Scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:

4.

Publications:

5.

Other research projects, etc.:

6.

Activitie~

None

None
None

in learned and professional societies:

Grace L. Elser:

Continued as sponsor of Pi Lambda Theta,

honorary for women in Education.

Attended meetings of

NMEA and NMHEA in Albuquerque, October, 1964:
Mrs. Ruth

B. Harris:

Chairman-College Teachers of Food

and Nutrition-Pacific Region-South.

Attended fall and

spring meeting of New Mexico Dietetics Assoc., New Mexico
Home Economics Assoc. Education Section Chairman-American
Dietetic Assoc. for New Mexico-Nutrition Section ChairmanAmerican Home Economics Assoc. for New Mexico.
Attended fall and spring meetings of

Imogean McMurray:

the New Mexico Home Economics Association, Albuquerque.
and Portales respectively.
Florence Schroeder:
Comm.

Regional Chairman Family Relations

Attended "Head Start" Project Planning Conference,

OED, University of Maryland, April, 1965.
7.

Other professional activities:
Grace L. Elser:

As one of 200 invited home economists

in

the Uc<ited States, participated in conference on "Working
With Low-Income Families" in March, 1965.

This five-day

conference was sponsored by the American Home Economics
Association and was held at the Center for Continuing

-4-
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Education, University of Chicago.

Consultant for Home

Economics Department of new Socorro, Wew Mexico High
School.
Ruth B. Harris:

Radio program sponsored by New Mexico

Dietetic Association.
Imogean McMurray:

Instructor-Peace Corps trainees.

Judge for 4-H Dress Revue, June; Judge

for Bernalillo County Fair, August; Judge for District
'~Make

it Yourself With Wool Contest" in Los Alamos,

November; Judge for State "Make it Yourself With Wool
Contest" in Portales, December; "Career Day" speaker at
Harwood Girls School, Aprj,l; Speaker for Senior Day at
UNM sponsored by AWS, April; Speaker for "High School
Career Day" at UNM, sponsored by New Mexico Home Economics
Association and Consultant for Home Economics Department
of new Gallup Junior High School, May.
Florence Schroeder:
and equipment.

Talk Nursery School-Kindergarten toys

Albuquerque Association Child Care Centers,

November, 1964; Board 11ember and Nursery School Kindergarten consultant, Martineztown Committee; Center Preschool Consultant, Board Member, Special Education Center,
Albuquerque.
8.

Non-teaching University services:
Grace 1. Elser:

Advisor to upper division majors and

transfer students in Home Economics.

Member of Adminis-

trative and Policy Committee and of undergraduate

-5-

curriculum committee of College of Education.

Faculty

sponsor of Pi Lambda Theta, honorary for women in education.
Ruth B. Harris:

Faculty advisor-University College, Home

Economics majors; Faculty sponsor to Campanas, Jr. Women 1 s.
Honorary, Chairman College of Education Flower Fund;
Faculty sponsor of Kappa Omicron Phi-Home Economics
Honorary.
Imogean McMurray:

Advisor for UNM Chapter of AHEA: Regis-

tration Committee, UNM; Scholarship, Learning Materials
Center and Library Committees of College of Education;
Secretary for College of Education meetings University
College Advisor.
Florence Schroeder:

Member Graduate Sub-Committee, College

of Education; member UNM Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee; faculty advisor to University College students
and to Home Economics majors.
9.

Public Service:
Grace L. Elser:

Member of Board of Altursa, a service

organization of executive women, member of Berean Circle
of Presbyterian Church.
Ruth B. Harris: Troop Comm-Girl Scouts, Instructor-YWCA
Training course, neighborhood collector for Cancer Fund
Drive; Chairman and instructor of Weight Control ClassesAlbuquerque, Dietetic Association member of two church
-6-
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societies, two PTA groups, women's auxiliary of
Volunteer Fire Department.
Imogean McMurray:

Member of First Baptist Church; Chair-

man of Social Committee for El Segundo Chapter of the
American Business Women's Association.
Florence Schroeder:

Social Service Committee Phi Mu

Fraternity.
10.

Personal information:

None
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General departmental informati2n
A.

Significant achievements during the acedem!e year

of

new options in the MAT degree.

~

tho other in Rome Ecoaomies.

inelud~

epoasorship

One was in Industrial Education,

Both were approvGd in the college and

the Graduate Committee of the University.

1hey were

propo~ed

by

for gen•

eral faculty approval at the time of thia rapora:.

Nembora of the department eooper2ted with the

Depsr~nt

of Eng•

lish in preparation of a proposal for en !aglish teachers• summer in•

eo the Office of Education. Tba proposal waa accepted and

otitute

Peter Prouse of thia

depar~nt

was asoigned ao director of tha insti•

i:ut<a.

Tonathor Willim.

B~

Runge aDd Nilson Ivins have prepared proposals

for several training projects under provisiona of the Voect1onal Edueag
tion Act of 1963.

Presumably these

propos~la

will be under conuidera•

tion in tho Office of Education at the time of this roport.

ru-.

lhm[;c luls secured aa appropriation from the Deparl:n:ent

State of

Ne~ ~ico~

Xn addition,

of Education,

to support on a dollar•matehing basis, three work•

ohopa in vocational "and diotributive education in

th~

current summer

oooa-io:::t. Mr. Runge baa been given the loaderobip rola in our future
efforta in iadustrial-vocGtional education and will be assisted byuem•
~roof
Brw~1lp

the Iaduatrial Rdtication and Home Economics programs. Chester.

Groce

~lser 0

and

Wil~on

Ivinoo Staff

~ers

in both Albuquer-

,.

2

que Public Schools cud the State Dapartment of Education have also vol•
unt:aered their advice and service in further developing this progr811'1.

Baceusa of anticipated developments in the program, the Adminis•
tration hae bean requested to change the title "Xndtwtdal Ares Educa•

tion11 to "ltnduatrial Education" becsuse the latter

e:~resrzes

l)otb

preaent: and future ec:ope of the program.
Although his was p:dmm:ily an f.wH.v!dual ach:t.evamantG the Depart•
sent takas prido and a shore in Mr. DoJctator 0s aehiove111ents in (1)

chairing the newly..fot'IOOd Un:tveratty Colllmf.ttee on Duman Rigbta and
sdministe!!'ing three

fell~bips

through the Committee;
lrorl~hop

from tho EI.mmor lloosavelt POUl'ldation

(2) preparing and an>angitng for the atD!lll1er

on Commwd.am 'Uith Profeasor

~nstein

under partial subsidy

of the Ama'dcen Bar Assoc:tat:ton; and (3) in le~d:Ulg and eupport::tng
efflorts to entublish the New Y.eldco State

~unc!l

for the Social

Studies {For wicb he b.us s:f.nPG boon desf.gw1t" as pel"f..l8ll(!jnt

~er

of tl1e E'&ecutive Coi:llmittee.).
Onc<1J again 1.-a have asmmaed responsibility for the chtl.irm.arwbip
of tho State Col!mittee of the North Central Associatf.on of Secondary

Scboolo and Collagas.

In this position Bonner M. Crawford bas given

ouest:tmd:!ng leadership to the member schoolu with aeope far beyond

that diSplayed :i.n previous years.
under

leGde~nhip

institute in a sarles

of Carl Zweig the fifth and fiDel academic year
COGeO

to a successful close.

~rty•atz

eecon•

dm.-y tencb.ars of science and mathematics completed a )-ear of grad\Ulte

11ltwly 1n tho

progrom~

~Jr.

lk!psrtml!nt in the role of

Zweig alao represented the University and the
dir~ctor

of the regional Scienco l'dr,.

3

:e.
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In addition to hopes for fmrorable reception of p1:oposals for projects
:!.n vocational educati-c'!l, we anticipate probable involvament :l.n similar

projects in aecondary education under provisions of Che Elementary•
Secondary Education Act of 196.5.

Several membe:w of the staff are

studying this act; in preparation for fiiirig of rJropooals.
7be departmsnt has prepared a propoGal for a science-mathematics
option in the M.A.T. degree framework.

The proposal baa already been

applCoved by l:he Departmant aw:i the College Grr!duate Committee.

It will

be fon;oarded to the general faculty of the C:>llege eedy f.n the autUl!lll.

Plans have been umde for submission of a proposal for a Mmthemat•
}fr~

ics ..Biology Academic Year Institute in 196f,w67.

Zweig has accepted

responaibllity for this effort. Be aloo hopes eo forward proposals for
al!llltasr instU:utes (NSF) in earth scienc:eo beginning in StmnliSr. 1966.

Five persons ccmplated the Master of
degree and

azJPrO~imately ~nty-fi?0

&~ts

:tn Secondary Education

finished the Master of Education

in science degree. Most of those in the latter group were members of
the 1964ol965

Acad~c

Year Institute.

cc~rehensive e~nations and

under

c.

Mr.,

guidan~;:e

lMo persons passed doctoral

two passed doctoral final examinstiona

of mambera of the department

~ho

wara their cltairm9n.

John Detll:reD a graduate of the Ohio State Unf.versity 1 baa joined

the etaff as Aaeistant Professor of Education. Mr. George Hirshfield
has

D.

joi~

the steff as Instructor in Education.

'l'hcre 't:lare no separations from the permanent staff.
rutd

l-1:1". Donald Harvey

m.so Clor!a Griffin, part•time temporary f.netructors, termf.nated

their service with the Departm:ent.

3€10
4
II<:.

~:l~!.!

A.

of information requeoted on individWll b,&o.w;aeb5.cQJ.,sl!l>ple"ll;9ntc;

!!Jvane~ u~dy

Mr. Warner attended summer school
'lit&iversiey.

and fall samester at Tezns

A&M

He lacks 3 hours plus dissertation for his degree.

Mr. ZWeig coqtletod course work for Ed. Doctorate and lxagan work on

his dissertation.
S.

Sabbaticals, etc.

Mr.

Uar~r

bad leave· of absence during the fall semeoter to do
Be taught a elaes as a graduate essistant.

graduate work.

c.

~

scholastic honors. fellowshf.ps. etc.

None
D.

Etzblications durJ.ng the eeriof!
CRAtlFOP.D~
Chapte~

VI 0 1110nograph 0 Bureau of Educat:tona.l Service a!l1d Research. Uni•

varsity of New
!~!iNS,

"Survey of t:he U:Ja t:unas Secondary School Progrma,"

BommR M.

MC.~eo.

32 PP•

!!!$0ill 0 "Maw Meld.co Junior Bigh School Pr:f.neipale Look at llorth

central Acereditationn. Educational
Soci.!l.t.;z1£s.

~

Studz

£!

,2! ~cowl!tt

.!m'!:iar. ~;u.u

B.

!i!J. ~ 1!2! ~!c;o

!ducaf!:l.on. 8-12. January. 1965.

(A reaction to the central article)
~

Research!.~

!!!! Bultetin ,2,! ,!=!! Natf,onal A!!!su

~Principals.

40: 98•103, February. 1965 •

llandbook for: Student Teacbingb 6th edition. Ui.'lM,

mirll:;;!ographed 0 56 pp.

E.

Q&har roGooreh proiects or creative work in J?rozrese or

c:CU~plete<i

clur!ns

.PZl:..c:!
Ur. C:J:awfoll:d has in progress an article entitled "Appraisal of the inter•
neli:1oool rzducation

Con~nt

f.n the

S~oudary

School Clatt!culum".
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s
Y..r. Ivina had an art:icle 0 "Status of Married Stuiiento"•
publication by School Activities Magazine.

Nationa-l Asa:oc:tatf.on

s£.

Secondaty;

Nov lklx:l.eo secondary achool pup:l.ls.

of Sax and

by the tl~ llcmico JoorDSl
Mr.

v. D.

~

~

Bt!llat:in

.2f

Pr:!.ncl,pala.

em eXtensive survey of attitudes Sl'JOI!g ,

Mr. Johnston has mnde plana for

'lllWlit.y Program

for

His article. "'lbe Concept

of Student Aceivities" 11 was aeel!lpted for publication by
~

a~ey.ted

Be has also bad an article. "Com-

!nfomation"• accepted for publication

of Health (State Dept.)

li'rouse is cowauthoring a book (with David Conlin and Georr.-e Berman

of Arizona State University) for 7th and 8th grades in new English

series.
Y.r. Rnnga assisted the State Department of Education in an occupational

eur;Jey and others preliminaJ:y to vritiag a n...ow State l?lan for Voent:Lonal

Eoucaticn.

He also prepared

a~

institute proposals in cooperation with

Mr. Ivins £or the preparatioD of vocational

instructo~a.

!-Jr. l-7arner is now 'Workiag on a reoeuch project on Prograa:ed Learning
fo~

industrial Arto.

Project is to fulfill requirements for Ed. D.

c1e3lt'l'!0•

F.

Activities in learned and,profeoeional soc!et!es
!~.

Dl!'m.-a atteooed tbe &!er.ican Vocational Association Convention ln

~upol:!.a

c:!.n~ion

in

December~

1964 0 and the New Me:ldco Industrial Arts Asso-

Convention in October, 1964.

,.

l·lr. crawford atteJJded the meeting of State Chairman, North Central Asso•
cia~1on

of Colleges end Secondary

Schools~

Omnha, Nebraska; he also at•

6
tended the annual meeting of the North. Central Association end a seminar
on ·Total:l'.tsrlaniam a!!d Democracy~ Urd.vers:l.ty of li:ansaa 0 Lawrence.
Mr. Dtmtator attended awmal NCSS

euttieulum Production

meeting an.d the GPB'lvt.. Cooperative

mee~ing.

!b:'. Ivins was a member of the COillmf.ttee on Net.7 Sehoola 9 North Central

Association, Cb:l.cago; be also participated in the sessions and intro•
dttced the main speaker at the final session.

Eltecutive Committee, program arrtmger.
eonfere~e

Ruidoso.

of the

New~ico

New Mezieo.

Be tms a member

s~

of the

'l!'eporter for the spring

Association of Secondary School Principals.

!n April. 1965.

Mr. Johnston attended the New Mexico principals' conference at Ruidoso

and the tVallog Foundation Duo•Speci.alist Project at TUcson 0 Arizona.

tir. Nesbitt
Association.

w~

state representative at the American Industrial Arts

Be participated in panel discussion at the annual Amerio

een Industrial Arta Association convention in TUloa 0 Oklahoma
Mro Prouse continued

ll8

a mGl!iber of the American Political Science Asso-

eistionD American Academy of Political and Social Science 1 National
Society for the Study of Education, National Council of Teachers of
B~Ush,

Phi Delta ltappaa Pbi l:appa Phi, New Mexico Aneociation for

Supe~isioo

and

Curriculum Development.

Mr. li.unge continued his membership on USOE Resesrch COillllittee with meet•

1ng in Dallas, 'l'elron.

Ue wan nlso a member of AST Resem:'cb Co!llmittee

with maetillg in Chicago, February, 1965.

Hr. Uamar was essistent editor of New Hmxico Industrial Arts Associa•
eion°o N~lettcr.

Be ~ a ~er of Albuquerque Iadustrial Education
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7
Asso~iation end

member of

sL~

national and state educational and Xndusw

erial Arts on Vocational nducat!on

organtzatio~.

Mt. Zweig was on the Board. of ~ireetors for New
ers 9 organ!Bation.

~ico

Fe also attended the National

Science Teeehp

Science Tenchera•

ruJt:f.onal convention.
G.

ol!.~r
t-~.

professional

Brotm

waD

activ~tieg

coordinator cf technical s1d.lls with the Peace Corps sOld

alvo consultant and instructor for the Paraguayan

drenued the Santa Fe
~.

Project~

SCO~ or~niMation.

»oxtator vas the keynoter at the Social Studies workshop for Secw

~r

at Stephen Ii\ Au$.t:1n State College.

Fa tna a consultant to the

Stmta Department of Education concerning the

r~vlsion

of New MeXico

High School Standards; be uao a member of the Ad Hoc Committee of the
Socio.l Stll!1!()3 Teachora

Sect:ion 0 NMEA.

oontative • Mm~ Ctmn. ~ COB.

He

'lff.lB

elected faculty repJ:e•

•·

He was eponnor for

U':. Ivins spoke at tba '.rulerosa PTA

maetins in

SEA.

Febru~l'r•J,

1965 0 on ''Nor·

rii\1G Studenw in Aet1vity Programs. He gave the COIIIW!DCQU!Gnt oddrem.1

tt:~

Johnoton waa a panelist on the lroB•Tll progralll "Closer took" aud

,.
t-ao:. Nesbitt appeared on n 'r'l program concerning the J?eace

c•.~a.

l:!r. Prouse addressed the fall conference of the American Society of Civil

,ii'nginecre on "Commmication in Management".

With Professor Zintz ha

,

8

c:onductect a t.rorlwhop on the Recling Instruction Progran of Socorro
Jlunior..Senio~: High School for English teacbera in Socorro. Net.7 Melt1eo.

Ee also lactured on orgauiEational behavior and model building to
trainees in f:he UNM Nr.;t1onal !1Ult1tuto of Mental Irealth School Admini•
ott'ator Training Project and wne conaultant to the Socor:rc Public
Schools on plane for the new senior high
!h-. Runge

WIW

scho~l.

a partlcf.ptmt: at l'!lllletlngo and t:alkl'.l in tlw public schools

concerning professional laboratory experiencea and vocational
tion.

lJe 'II."Sfl co•chaf.man of tha State Advisory Cow:u:il for Vocational

Education~
stion~

educao

Ha gavlil

talks at the Albuquerque Traf.ntng Director Associ•

New He:ico State

COaf~"nee

on Vocaticul Education, Drop•Out

Conferenca. and the Altrusa Club.
llr. Warner was a

~er

of the schol&rship committee !!lnd judging com•

mttee at Albuquerque's Industrial Arts Fair.
N!: ~. Ztre!g gave a talk to the Albuquerque chapter of. i'echnical Wr:l.tere

and

a.

!ublishero~

Be was also consultant for plllll!linS the new Socorro

.!12.n•teaehinLV9J.versitx Service

Mr., Brcr..m was fcculty advisor for industrial Arts Bducation, chairman
of

~e Edue~~don.

Scholarship Coi!Ditt:ee, and c m5er of the College

of Edw:ation~ Undergraduate Csl:r:f.eulUIIl Collmittee.

I-ko Cli:::zwford ,:as atate c:ha1man for the North Central Association of

Collageo and Second8ry Schools.

He

~naB

a member of the University Aca-

demic Freedom. ruu1 Tenure Comnittee and a University College advisor •

• Y.cro !vinn w-.1a department chab:mr.m.

lJe

ws a llli!:Uber of the College of

Uducation A~niatrat!ve ~ttae end Doctors! Committee, and also

9

on the University
~

l!J.r. Joluulton

HOnor~ ~il.

a member o;f tha College of Education Learning Ma.tet'iala

Center COmmittee and
1-:ll:. Nesbitt was a

facult~

11!a'11lbe~

sponsor of Humanist Fellowobip.

of tha teaming

Mate~ls.

Cent:er Ccmlmittee.

Mr. h'ousc sgnf.n sened oo ~aeulty Marshal al': Col!1meneement.

spring he

camplet~d ~rv!ce ~~

uttve. Collmittee.

!fJI the

chairman of UNM's 75th Aoniversary Exec•

Da waa a llmlber of the College of Education Gr£duate

CUL"1l'f.culam Committee.

lle

was

also tt member of the i:Jtal:e advisory com-

mitten appolni:Gd by Mr. B. Paul Sfl!lpson 5 State Department of Ec!uc&tion

Curricullllil Speeialist of Language Arta. to plan fall conference on the
status of l!:aglish teacb:tos 1n New M<m!co to
Nat1ont1l Council of ';feaehers of gngU,ah.
tor~.

Prouse aened aa

und0r a grant frOCil tbe

Di~d.tor

u. s.

~

co..cponaored by the

E.egil:mf.!lg f.rl the spdn& Geuas"'

of the l'm&l SU!I!!!Sr Bn&Uab Institute

Office of Uucetion.

Mr. Runge was a lii"&!Ober of. tha University S\lll!!l!Sl' Session Committee. !:he

college of Education Curl:icula Committee, and ehs11:lllml of the College
of Education Committee on Profeeeional Laboratory EKperienees.
1/b:.a ~7srner was on the Scholarship Committee of the College of Education.

ll'll

l<JM

aJ.oo a member of the. 'Le.!lrning

M!ttorial~

eenter Committee and

assistant advisor of Industrial Arts Aesoc:f.ation of umt.
l4r. Zt~ig

VM

director. of the regional Science Fair and also di1:ect.or

of the Academic Year Institute in mathematics and· science.
!. lrublie service

r-.r.

Brown was Gu&Tdian Treasurer of Jobs Daugbter:s 0 Detb #6.

He was

Glso couehai%m&n of the Shr!ne Circum Committee and Marshal for Ballut
.ll.byad

Shrin~

'lem:Ple.

3c:;s

!0
Mre :bnge was chaf,rman of the l!:ducation Co:\\!dtteo of the Albuquerque

Sale$
~.

~t1ves.

Warner was church choir mem.bor 10 substitute church school taacher.

Ra alco worbd with CUb Scouts, Girl Scouts, and Boy Scouts.

Jo

Parsozml

1nfomaf:#.2,.~

Hr. J'olmflton beeame the father of 4'1 dauahter on March 17 • 1965.
M<:. Runge becDme a grandfather :f.n Noure:uber, 1964.
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THE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965

R. H. Clough, Dean
I.

Preface
The College of Engineering continued its steady growth

during -Che 1964-65 academic year.

Faculty, students, equipment,

J:esearch--all of the parameters indicative of the development of

an academic area exhibited healthy and vigorous expansion.
i~

the

the purpose of this report to review those factors that
grm~th ~nd

It
~pify

progress of the college of Engineering, progress

both in p.'lyaical size and in quality.

Included with this covering report are the individual
reports of the various segments of the College of Engineering.

The reader is referred to these reports for specific information
concerning departmental activities.

II.

Enrollments and Degrees
In engineering schools nationally, the total freshman

enrollment in the fall of 1964 increased 12.1 per cent to 72,682.

the largest number since 1958.
increased

~

5.4 per cent.

~is

The total undergraduate enrol1ment
is the second year that under-

graduate engineering enrol1ments have increased nationally, after
a steady decll.ine of about six years.

Table l presents engineering

enrollment data at. the UniverBity of New Mexico for the past few
years, and Table 2 preaente data on the total College teaChing
load.

,.
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TABLE I

ENGINEERING ENROLLMENTS AT U.N.M.

Classification

1961-62

1962-"'~

196~-64

1964-65

Freshmen-ll

282

334

364

363

Sophomores

193

227

232

238

Juniors

167

152

lSl

190

Seniors

122

128

135

156

Graduate~*

436

409

384

3S:S

1,200

1,250

1,296

1,332

Total

..

*In Universi~ College
**Includes Los Alamos and Holloman

TABLE 2
TOTAL COLLEGE OF ElllGINEERIJlo'G ANm.JAL 'l'EACBING LOAD

Academic

Student

Year

Enrollments

%
Increase

student
Credit HOurs

%
Increase

1961-62

5,072

1962-63

5,297

+4.5

13,742

+3.1

1963-64

5,667

+7.0

14,687

+6.9

1964-65

6,228

~9.9

16,140

+9.9

'

13,334

The data in the preceding tables show that not only is
the College continuing to grow in numbers and in teaChing effort
but also that the atg of growth is increasing.

Table 3 presents'

information concerning numbers of engineering degrees conferred
during the past four years.

,.
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TABLE 3

ENGINEERING DEGREES

Dearee

III.

1961-62

1962-63

1963-64

1964-65

:a.s.

101

96

102

147

M.S~

97

81

95

99

sc.D.

4

s

4

7

Total

202

182

201

253

yPdergraduate Program
A new freshman course (C.E. 102L), Engineering compu-

tational Methods, \'tas offered for the first time during the
1964-65 academic year.

This course is required of all engineer-

ing freshmen and includes a rigorous introduction to digital
computer programming and machine usage.
Professor

w.

Dr. A.

v. Houghton and

R. Gafford developed and presented this new course

and are to be congratulated for doing an excellent job.

T.be

freshmen who toolt this na.-1 c:oll\rse were veey enthusiastic: about
the presentation, and the College is very happy with the support
that it received from Mr. Dale Sparks and his computer organization
in the ResearCh Center.
The 1965 commencement produced the first graduating clasa
of the NESEP(A) program with 19 men receiving their B.S. degree.
Under this program, the u. s • .Navy sende to u.N.M. each year a
group of about 25 enlisted men to begin a four-year approved
course of

st~dies

in electrical engineering.

of 1961, this program has been directed

b¥ Dr.

Started in the fall
J. s. Lambert

since its inception.
~e

quality of the

Universi~•s

engineering curricula is

3?0
steadily gaining recognition aa can be illustrated in many
different ways.

TAe average starting salaries received by U.N.M.

graduates were well over the national average again this year as
they have been for the past several years.

T.nis is discussed

further under the Placement section of this report.
program

i~

The NESEP(A)

an excellent example of the high regard in whiCh our

Electrical Engineering Department is held.

The Univeraity is

attracting many foreign studenta these days and the four largest
departments on campus in terms of foreign student enrollment arez
Civil Engineering. Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering
and MeChanical Engineering in that order.
~e

following tables present information concerning

suspension, probation. and students on the Dean•s List.
TABLE 4
SUSP~~SION

AND PROBATION

End of Semester I

statufl

1962-63

No.

1963-64
%

No.

%

1964-65

No.

%

Probation*

54

11.7

43

8.9

51

9,8

SuSipended

10

2~2

14

2.9

.13

2.5

Remc:>ved from
Prf.l'.bat:l.on

14

3.0

12

2.5

16

3.1

Status

Probation-:.
Suspended
Removed fran
Probation

End

,.

of Semester II

J9t;2-63
%
Nc:>.

N'ri.

46

10.4

51

6

1.4

15

3.4

1963-64
~

19ri4-65
yq'"'

"!(.

10.4

37

7.3

8

1.6

13

2.6

14

2.8

15

2.9

*Includes placed on probation and continued on probation

TABLE 5

STUDENTS ON DEAN'S LIST

Year

Semester
Nuniber

Semester II

I

%

Number

%

1961-62

93

21.7

86

21.0

1962-63

107

23.2

115

26.0

1963-64

122

25.4

108

22.0

1964-65

122

23.4

146

28.8

It is encouraging to note that, despite the

difficul~

of the curricula and the heavy loads, about one engineering

student in four is malc:ing a 3.0 average or better in his studies.
IV.

Student Prizes apd Awards
Effective with the 1964-65 academic year, Professor

c. T.

Grace was assigned the responsibility of acting as permanent

Chairman of the Engineering College Student Affairs and Awards
CO!lllll:!.ttee.

In the past, the chairmanship of this important

committee has changed practically every year. this lack of continuity creating many problems.

Professor Grace has since done an

eJtcellent job of putting this committee's affairs into good order.
~qo na~

undergraduate scholarships were established in

thiS! College dur.f..ng the past year.

The John E. Beck Memorial

Scholarships provide two $500 sCholarships each academic year.

Theme scholarships were established through the generosity of
E41::'£J. Allen Stamn of Santa Pe.

In addition.. the New l-iexico Society

of Profeaaional Engineers again provided the Dean with the sum
of $100 to be used at hie discretion to assist a worthy student.
TonG

N~l

MeJcico Society of Professional Engineers Wives Association

..

provided $100 to pay Engineering-in-Training examination fees
for ten ourtstanding gradll!ating seniors.

S:l.x

undergraduat~e

engineering students ware elected to Phi Kappa Phi and Mr. Henry
A. LaBate, an electrical engineering major, received one of
Freshman Phi Kappa Phi Awards.

~;o

James A. l!'lagstead, an electrical

engineering major, received one of three $200 special sophomore
awards given to students in the University Honors Program.
Schola~ships

and awards currently available to Engineer-

ing college undergraduate students are as follows:
1.

'fhe American Society for Quality Control Scholarship
one $200 award per year.

2.

Tbe John E. Back Memorial Scholarships
Two $500 awards per year

3.

The George E. Breece Prize in Engineering
Annual income from trust fund

4.

T.be Craig Elton Braoenham Memorial SCholarahip in
Engineering
one $300 award per year

5.

The Harold L. Dougherty Memorial Prize in Engineering
Annual income fran trust fund

6.

The Hamilton Watch Aoe1ard

7.

1~e N~ Mexico Socia~ of Professional Engineers'
Wives At-mrd
Payment of E.I.T. examination fees

B.

~e

9.

AmerJ.can Society for Testing Materials Awards
Membership fees and selected publications

Western Electric Fund SCholarship
Al2 expense scholarship for one year

In addition to the above, there are several scholarships and awards
administered by the individual engineering departments.

Reports' on

these are coni:!l.ined within the individual departmental reports.
Presently, there are three undergraduate civil engineering
students attending U.N.M. with scholarships provided by the

Associated contractors of New Mexico.
its

~qn

The

recipients for these scholarships.

~2sociation

selects

Donald E. Morris.

electrical engineering student, received one of two $250 scholarships from the Lloyd McKee Motors Scholarship Fund.

v.

Graduate Proqtam
During Semester I, 1964-65, there were 385 engineering

graduate students registered, 55 of whom were at

~e

Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory and 24 at Holloman Air Force Base.

Durj~g

t:his semester, the College of Engineering had something over
20 per cent of all the graduate students registered at

sity.

~1e

Univer-

Electrical Engineering remained the largest graduate depart-

ment on the campus with Mechanical gngineering in second placea
The National Science Foundation awarded seven graduate
traineeships in engineering to U.N.M. for the 1964-65 academic
year.

These \'tere al"larded as folle\"llil:

tl1ree to Electrical

Engineering, two to Mechanical Engineering, one to Civil Engineering.
and one to Nuclear Engineering.

Five of these were renewed by N.S.Fo

for the 1965-66 academic year to be awarded as follows:

two to

Electrical Engineering, one to MeChanical Engineering, one to
Civil Engineering, and one to Nuclear Engineering.
For the 1965-66 academic year. N.S.F. broadened their
traineeship program to include the physical sciences and mathematics in addition to engineering.
awarded to

~e

Five new traineeshipa were

Univeraity for 1965-66, one designated for Electrical

Engineering, one for MeChanical Engineering, two for the Department
of li.lathematics and one for the Department of Chemistry.
The Department of Mechanical Engineering also received
three N.D.E.A. Title IV Fellowships for the 1965-66 academic year.

The University awarded

s~

new N.A.S.A. Traineeships

for the next academlc year, one of which was awarded to David L.
Wright, a doctoral student in Electrical Engineering.
During 1964-65, Dr. :Kaye D. Lathrop of the Loa Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, served as a part-time faculty member in
Nuciear Engineering.

on loan to U.N.M. for one day per week,

Dr. Lathrop taught a seminar in nutron moderation and transport
as applied to a nuclear reactor.
Mr. Jerry J. Koelling, a graduate student in Nuclear

Engineering, was awarded an AEC-ABsociated Rocky Mountain
versities Fellowship.

He is the first graduate student to

undertake study at Sandia Corporation under the AEC-ARMU
ship program.

uni-

Fell~I

He will utilize the reactor facilities at Sandia

Corporation under the general direction of Dr. G. A. Whan of
u.N.M. and Mr. Paul D. O'Brien, Supervisor of Reactor Engineering
and Operations at Sandia Corporation.
The Sandia Technical Development Prcqram (TDP} turned
out a class of 53 M.S. degrees at the June 1965 Commencement.
A later section of this report presents complete information
concerning this program.
VI.

Placement

During the summer of 1964, occasional articles appeared
in the nation's

nm~s

media featuring headlines such as uoemand

Drops Off for Engineering Personnel• and •Demand for Engineers
Eaaee."

Hat>Jever, aa so often happena, these articl.es were based·

almost entirely upon shifts in defense and space spending and
did not accurately reflect the true supply-demand trends within
the engineering profession.

When one ascertains the numbers of

engineers actually affected by these temporary dislocations, one
can only marvel at bmq such sweeping generalities can be deduced
from such minuscule data.

However, even these articles admitted

that employment opportunities for new gradua·l:es remain high, the
employment difficulties being encountered largely by older engineers
who have not kept themselves up-to-date.
H~1ever,
~1

the Wall Street Journal ran feature articles

its December 14, 1964 and

riv~lry

~~reb

23, 1965 issues concerning the

and competition on campuses in hiring the new crop of

engineering graduates.

Industry needed more engineers than ever

to fill n6"1!1i' jobs created by the continuing economic boc:m, and
recruiters for government agencies had bigger hiring quotas to
fill.

This intensifying demand for a tight supply of students

made job

opport~itiea

ever this year

a~d,

for engineering graduates brighter than

forced starting salaries to new highs.

one survey of large and medium-sized industrial concerns
indicated that they hired 25 per cent more

bachelor~s

degree

engineers this year than they did last year. and 39 per cent more
en9ineers at the Master's degree level.
increased tempo of hiring
gff private

activi~

There was definitely an

on the U.N.M. campus this year

industries~

After declining nationally for four successive years,
baChelor's degrees in engineering awarded daring 1963-64 increased
5~3

par cent over the previous year to 35,266.

This is a very

encouraging sign for the profession and comes at a time when
demand for new graduates is far out-stripping the supply.
U~N.M.

T.he

engineering class of 1965 was strenuously recruited. 135

campanies and

organi~ations

sending representatives to the campus

~

for recruiting purpose$.

Table 6 shows average starting salary

figures for this year and last.
'!'ABLE 6
AVERAGE MONTHLY

STARTING

SALARIES.

Class of 1964

Department

U.N.M.
Chemical

Nat'l.

Averag~

B.S.*

Class of 1965
U. N.!>1.

Nat'l

"'

$618

$615

$672

$642

Civil

576

595

601

618

Electricel

643

624

666

641

6].2
.Mechanical
640
614
635
*Data supplied ~ U.N.M. Placement Bureau
Average monthly salary offer for all u.N.M. engineering (1965):
$654.00
National average monthly salary offer for all fields of engineering (1965}: $635.00

VII.

Research
The most recent data on research that is available is

for the 1963-64 academic year.

T.bat year, engineering research

was slightly amall.er in volume than that for the previous year,
the first time that this has happened in many years.
the Department of

However,

Engineering remained the second

~lectrical

largest research department on campus in terms of volume, being
eJ(ceeded only by the Department of Physics.
Table 7 presents data on the engineering researCh program.
TABLE 7
REIMBURSEI-lEN'l' FOR SPONSORED RESEARCH

Division

Total Reimbursement
1960-61

Engineering

J All-university

$316,325
961,601

1961-62
$

359,801
1 223,767

1962-63
$ 417,227
1,864,896

1963--64
$

398,642
2,168,704

'!be primary explanation for the laclt of continued.
eltpansion of engineering resaarcb is that there simply is no
further space into whiCh new engineering research can grow.
until the research space in the new Engineering Center.is available, it appears unlikely that engineering research will experience
any appreciable increase.
VIII.

Student Activities
The annual Engineertng Open House was held February 26-

27, 1965.

This is a student-sponsored activity and attracts large

numbers of junior-high and senior-high students from all over
New Mexico.

The Associated Students again made funds available

to the Engineers' Joint Council to help defray Open Bouse

ex~nses.

'!'his year, as in the past, the Albuquerque Technical Council
provided funds to pay the transportation costs of out-of-tmqn
students attending the Open Bouse.
Mr. Pat Chowning, an electrical engineering senior,
served very capably as president of the Engineers' Joint Council.
Professor c. T. Grace, Assistant Dean of Engineering, did a very
fine job of 't"lorlting with the engineering students in his capacity
as Chairman of the student Affairs and Awards Committee of the
Engineering College.
The Albuquerque BranCh of the New Mexico Society of
Professional Engineers again honored the graduating engineering
seniors at a special dinner on the evening of October 26, 1964.
Thia annual affair enables many students to meet their future
employers and associates and also indoctrinates them into the
activities of their Chosen professiono

,,

IX.

:faculty
Effective 1964-65, fhe following men joined the faculty

of the College of Engineering:

w.
w.

T. Abbott, Instructor of Civil Engineering
E. Baker, ASsistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
(back after two years LWOP)
J. B. carney, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
c. T. Feldm~n, Assistant Professor o~ Mechanical Engineering
w. w. Hal~ala, Lecturer in Civil Engineering
R. D. O'Dell, Assistant Professor of Nuclear Engineering
cyrus Omid-Varan, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
G. E. Triandafilidis,.Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
(joint appointment with Shoclc TUbe Facility)
Dr. Richard

c. Dove, who served as Acting Chairman of the

Department of Mechanical Engineering last year, was appointed as
Chairman.
The following engineering faculty received promotions in
rank effective July 1, 1965.

w.

R. Gafford to Professor of Civil Engineering
Dr. Shlomo Karni to Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Dr. E. J. Rhombarg to Associate Professor of Civil Engineer.ing
Dr. M. w. Wildin to Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Dr. R. w. Williams to Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineer:!.ng
Dr. J.T.P. Yao to Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
Professor Marvin Clark May served as Acting

Chai~an

of

the Department of Civil Engineering during the year and did a
very fine job of administering the department until a new chairman
could be found.

Dr.

c.

L. Hulsbos, Professor of civil Engineering

at Lehigh University, bas been hired as the new Chairman and will
begin hia duties in September 1965.

Professor May bas the

heartfelt thanks of the Engineering College for the capable way
in which he led the Civil Engineering Department this past year
and particularly for the remarkable laboratory improvements that
he was able to effeqt in suCh a short period of ttMe.

Arthur P. Bailey, Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
retired as of the end of the 1964-65 academic year.
joined the

u.N.M.

~~.

Bailey

faculty as an Assistant Professor of Mechanical

Engineering on April 1, 1944.

Profeesor Bailey has been an active

and valuable faculty member during his long years of service,
and the College of Engineering wishes
retirement.

h~

well in his well-earned

Hie good counsel and ready wit will be missed.

Three faculty members resigned as of the termination of
their 1964-65 contracts.

These were:

Dr. F. A. Gerard, Profeesor

of Mechanical Engineering, who accepted a senior professorship
at Sir George Williams University in Montreal, canada7 Dr. Earl
D. Oliver, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering, who
accepted a research position with the Colony Development Company,
and Dr. Gary D. Bizzell, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering, whose plans are unknown.
Dr.

w.

J. B,yatt, Associate Professor of Electrical

Engineering, and Dr. A. v. Houghton, Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering were selected as participants at a special
summer conference on •The Role of Simulation in Space Technology.•
T.hia conference was held August 17-21, 1964 at the Virginia
PolyteChnic Institute.
Mr. Bob J. Donham, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineerinq, received a Science Faculty Fellowship from N.S.F. for study
on his doctorate at New Megico State
academic year.

Univerei~

during the coming

This is the third such sala:ry matching grant

that U.N.M. engineering faculty members have received from N.S.F.
during recent years, the other two having been awarded to
Mr.

Richard G. vaughan and Mr. Marion M. cottrell, both of the

Departmen·t of Civil Engineering.
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The College of Engineering is very proud to have had
one of its professors selected to attend a Design Laboratory
Workshop held June 14 to July 13, 1965 at the University of
California in Los Angeles.

Fl~d

o. Calvert, Assistant Professor

of Mechanical Engineering, and four of his senior mechanical
engineering students attended this program of direc·t personal
involvement in original engineering design situations.

~e

four

students were John Bidwell, Leo M. Kelly, Robert L. Schwartz,
and carl L. Wheeler.
~

This was an invitational program sponsored

the National Science Foundation. and Professor Calvert 0 a

participation will greatly enhance the efforts of the Engineering
College to incorporate more true engineering design into its
various curricula.
An excellent example of faculty interest and initiative
~ms

the series of thirteen Mechanical Engineering Seminars

conducted this year.

During Semester I, there were seven lectures

on Aero-Thermal systems, these seminars being arranged and conducted
by Dr. V. J. Skoglund.

There were a .:l.x lectures on Analytical and

Experimental Methode in Heat Transfer, Fluid MeChanics, and
'l'bennodynamics arranged by Dr. M. w. Wildin during Semester II.
All thirteen seminar speakers were leading engineers from industry
or from other universities and presented the very latest developmernts in an engineering specialty.

These seminars were very

successful and the two professors in charge are to be commended
for taking the initiative in this regard.
An

incre&aingly vexing problem is the 9-months status

of the departmental Chairmen.

Essential departmental activities

now continue without pause through the summer months.

'l'he present

•.
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arrangement of having the chairmen only on 9-months contracts
im~osea

many difficulties and acts to inhibit the growth of many

programs: and the initiation of others.
to hold

~portant

It is quite impossible

departmental activities in abeyance for the

three summer months without detrimental effect.

An

informal

poll of many engineering deans over the country indicates that
a substantial raajority of engineering schools have their depart-

ment chairmen on an ll-months basis.

This arrangement is very

badly needed at U.N.M.
X.

Laboratoey Eguisnent
Laboratory equipment remains one of the most pressing

areas of need in the College of Eng:i.neering.

Laboratory instruc-

tion in engineering has experienced a tremendous change within
the past few years.

Laboratories now are devoted largely to

(l) the experimental verification of theoretical analyses, (2)
measurement and analysis of the accuracy and reliability of
experimental data, (3) techniques of obtaining desired experimental
results, and {4) experimental solution of engineering-type design
problems.

This comparatively new laboratory approach requires

extel!hSive new equipmgnt and associated instrumentation.

Present

eqmipment budgsts are completely inadequate to do more than

maintain

SOille

form of shaky status quo.

There are some sources of support for engineering
laboratory equipment and these have been vigorously pursued with
some success.

The Department of

Elee~ical

Engineering was

awarded a second grant under the N.S.P. undergraduate Instructional
Scientific Equipment program.

Dr. RUben Kelly is to be commended

for his action in obtaining and administering this $32,400 grant,

..

half of which was provided by N.S.P. and the other half by
U.N.M.

matching funds.
T.be fluid mechanics laboratory received approxtmately

$18,200 from the N.S.F. Institutional Grant to U.N.M. for the

purchase of badly needed equipment.

This

n~

equipment is of

tbe portable type, is highly versatile, and represents the type
of laboratory equipment that the College needs so urgently.
A $35,000 grant from the Atomic Energy Commission
received late in the last academic year bas now been expended for
equipment in Nuclear Engineering.

~ese

funds were obtained by

Dr. G. A. Whan and were used to obtain a pulsed-neutron source
and time-analyzing equipment.

This has been a very fine equip-

ment acquisition because it overlaps into researCh and academic
areas in electrical engineering.
After several months effort by Dr. Whan, it new appears
that u.N.M. will be able to acquire an AGN 201 critical reactor
unit from tbe University of california in Berkeley after that
University completes its new
latiqn.

~e

multi~illion

dollar reactor instal-

AGN 201 unit originally coet about $107,000 but is

being made available to U.N.M. for the cost of moving it to
Albuquerque.

This reactor should arrive on the campus about

January 1966 and will be a first-class equipment acquisition for
the College of Engineering.
Although not strictly laboratory equipment, library
holdings ara a very important aspect of the educational and
research programs of the COllege of Engineering.

Great credit

is dwe Professor M. M. Cottrell who has so energetically worked
ta.1ard the improvement of library holdings in the several engineering

383
areas.
worl~ed

As Chairman of the University Library Committee, he has

tirelessly for the over-all improvement of the University 0 a

library holdings and waa successful in effecting many improveuents
including an increased book budget.
gratefully

ackna~ledges

The College of Engineering

Professor cottre11•s efforts and

accomplishments.

Xr.

~hveical

Plant

The new
on the

u.N.M.

En~inaering

Canter now occupies a firm position

construction time-table.

Presently, the top four

projects in priority·are the biology building extension. Business
Administration, general classroom building, and the Engineering
Center.

The first three of these are now completely funded and

the Engineering Center partially so.
Total cost of the neM engineering building is estimated
to be $2,287,000 and will contain administrative offices, faculty

offices, de5ign rooms, seminar rooms, instructional laboratories,
and research laboratories.

!he COllege is presently busy with

the writing of detailed programs for the various building spaces,
prepa~atory

abd the

to the preparation of proposals for funds to N.S.F.

u. s. Office of Education.
1i1itbin the present engineering complex, several new

construction projects have been completed for whiCh the College
ia duly groteful.

'!he drive and service area behind the MechanicaL·

Enginee2:':1n9' bu:!.lding tolere cleared and paved, a job that has needed
doing for several yearso

~is

largely completes the work on the

Engineering Quadrangle area, a project that Professor
very capably planned and brought to completiono

Me Co May
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It is worthy of note that outside fire escapes have
been completed to the second floor of the Civil Engineering
Building and the mezzanine floor of the Chemical Engineering
Building.

This alleviates a serious

been of concern for several years.

safe~

problem that baa

In addition, the mezzanine

floor of the Chemical Engineering Building was completed, providing badly needed laboratory space for that Department.

xn.

ColJ.eqe Act:iyities
part of the univeraity 0 s seventy-Fifth Anniversary

As a

Year activities, the College of Engineering joined with the
New Mexico Section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

in presenting a major engineering conference on campus.
October

15~17,

Held on

1964, the theme of the conference was •Aerospace

Frontiers in New Mexico.a

This conference featured several

nationmlly prominent engineers as speakers and was attended

b¥

aevertsl hundred elll9ineers and other tec:lmical people.
~e

College of Engineering acted as host to the TWenty-

Ninth Annual Heating of the Southwest Section. American Society

for

Engineeri~g

and bad a

~ema

Education.

T.bis meeting was held April 8-10, 1965

of •continming Education for Engineers.£

Approxi-

mately 135 engineering educators and industrial members from
Texas, Ol:lalnO"'..>ila 0 and Net,.. Mexico sBaembled to hear an excellent

program.

Arrangements for this meeting were made by Professor

c. T. Grace. Al3sistant Dean of EngintJaring.

Profeooor J. B. Martinez conducted an N.S.P. ResearCh
Participation Program fer High SChool TeaChers from June 15 to
August 7. 196<?...

Bald on the U.N.. M. campus, this program included

eight high school teachers, three of whom Wt!lre assigned to research
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proj ecta in three engineering departments.
During National Engi~eere 0 Week, an Engineers 0 Luncheon'
was held on Thursday, February 25, 1965 in the ballroom of the
New Mexico union.

About 4>50 engineers attended.

The luncheon

featured the giving of an award to an outstanding foreign
engineering student at U.N.M.

Mr. Joshua Fajusigbe, a mechanical

engineering student from Nigeria, won the award.

,.,
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Annual Report o:f the Sandia 'l'ecbnical
Development and Bducational Aids Programs
Jul.y 1, 1964 - June 30. 1965
Charles T. Grace, Directo~
X-A. General Information

'Ihe UniversitY. contracts
··~

.. . ... .

.\

~

wi~ ~andi,_a
.. '

.....

Corporat.t.pn to oper-

ate the Technical Development Program and Tone Educational Aids
Program were continued for the s.chool 3/'ear 1964-• 65.

The new

contract for 1965-'66 has been negotiated and signed by Sandia
and in the

h~ds

of

~e

Comptroller of the University.

'l'he only significant changes in the program were two items
li~eralizing

the requirements as :far as the two engineering.dep-

artments are concetned.

!!'bose

students entering i:he program

with advanced at~di~ may nov replace those hours of advanc.ed

standing

~;iil:h

courses :!.n mathemcll,ti,cs 1 physics, ,2!£ .@!S1neeclng;

whereas. formerly only

p-ermitted.

After

mat:hemati~s

f'a~lty

ahd physics courses were

discussions and then a joint meetin.g

'"'itb members of the Sandia Educational Committee it \faa dec.iaed

to reduce the required hours

~n

from 6 to 3 semester hours.

The second three hours was re-

placed

~~

Advanced Engineering Analysis

a graduate alective in the student's major

de~art-

ment.

'fhe
of l964o

n~1

class o£ 1966 entered the program in September

387

~e

alass was made up of 25 electrical engineering students

and 20 mechanical engineering students.

O.ne mechanical eng-

ineer decided to te:minate during his summer work assignment.
No one received 1110re than one

c

grade in the first two semes-

tera so that the class has an excellent chance. scholastically.
of completing the program.
T.he

class

~

1965 entered their second year

o~

ram with 36 electrical engineering students and 18
engineers.

Two of the initial

the prog-

~echan:f.cal

38 elect:dcal engineering stu""

dents transferred to mechanical engineering.

Two mechanical a

~.z:l.thdrew in August. ~964 and another mechanical in Octo'be:t' 1964.

Of the electrical engineering s~dents 1 one failed. the wr!tten

comprehensive,
eligible for

~

th~

%ailed the ora! comprehensive, one was not

com,prehenai.ves ·because of a low grade point

average, and ~e had a serious Ulnens during the second . samester and will :re,..enter the

pr~am

the second semester 1965-

066.
~romprevioua ~P

classes 6 electrical engineering stu-

d<mts and l u<echen:l.cal. engineering student completed their

ree

re~!rements i~ ~e

d~-

1965.
,

Tha follcwing tab1e is a summary of tbe above information.

Enrolled

MS Degrees

,.
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EDUCATIONAL AZDS PROGRAM

Semester I, 1964-'65

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Nuclear Engineering

Ed,.D ..

L .. L.B.

Ph.D.
Sc,D'"'

M.s.

11
5
3
.....J..._
20

17
13
3

27
7
l

33

35

4
1

s

Arts and Sciences
Chemistry

].

EconottU.cs
EngHsh
Geology
W.sto.i:y
Mathematics
Physics
Sociology
Speech

Undergraduate

l

2

2
1

l
9
2

l

l.

5

7
5

l

21

Business Administration

l

25

l

4

2

University College
'.!.'o'l::al. Enrollment for Degrees

-

ll

85

Total Students in Degree l'rogralllS
Gradua'l::e Specials-Not fo:t: J;legree
Dion Degree St.:uden'l::s
'Jro~.!U.

E .. Ao!?o miiROLLHENT FOR SEM.,

219
3
~

:t, '64-"65

272
,.

tinder-

9EMuate
Electrical Engineering
21
Engineering
8
Civ~l Engineering
4
muclear Engineering
1
Engineering-Not Classified --L
~cbon!cnl

37

9

10

23
10

3
2

24

33
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EDUCATIONAL AIDS PROG!Wt

II, 1964- 1 65

Semes~a~

Ea,.D,.

Ph.D.,
sc.D,.

L .. L.,B-

Under-

.~a;s.

g;ada~te

Arts and Sciences
Astronomy

Chemistry
Economics

1

English

1

Geology

l
l

l

H!stoey

Mathematics
li'hy131cs
Psychology
Sociology

l
7

4
1

1
8
2
2

s

-

l
l

10
3

-....1.20

24

19

10

Edu.cat:lon

2

l

Fine Arts

1

4

66

107

Business

P~nistration

University College
':rotal Enrollment for Dagrees

9

1

-

35

47

Totel Students in Degree Programs
Graduate Spacial-Not for Degree
Non Dewree Students
'!'O~AL

220
4
-~1

E.A.i' o Elil'.R.OLU\!EN'!' 110R S&l. II., 1964- 1 65

285

Sune 1965

Engineering
ll~So Deg'rees
~:r.s~

Degrees

P..x:ta and Sciences
B.. A. 01: B.S.
ll~A., or .1:-i.S.,

l
6

4
3

sua:!.nesa Administration

lB.B.A.
&a.s.~.

2
2

:E'ine Arts
B.F.,A.
Grand Totcil U .N .E-I. Degrees (EAP)

1

19·

,,
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----

I~

~ointmentss

Gaynelle I<ay Thomas - Sec:r:et:a::r:y - August l, 1964

I-D Separations:
Mrs. Maney Mounday - Secretary - July 15, 1964
l:I.

Bi.og:r:a.ph:Lc:al Supplement :for :Director C,.T. Grace

l th:r:ough 5 - No new items
6.

Activities in learned and professional societiess
a- Attended the annual meeting of tbe Ame:dcan Society

for Engineering Education at the University o£ Maine,
O~ono. ~~ine

JUne 22-26, 1964.

b., Attended the annual 'illeeting of the American Society
ol!! »lechan1cal. Engineers in .New York City Nottember
30 - December 4.
c~

As V:l.ce-cbaiman of the Southwest Section of the
American Society

fo~

Engineering Education he was

responsible £or the program and arrangements for
the annual meeting of the Southwest Section (Texas,
Ol&laboma, and New ~co) which was held on the U.!T .. M:·
Care@US

April s-10, 1965.

At this meeting he was elect-

etl Cbaiman of the Section for 1965.. e 66.

As chai:man

he became a member of the Council. for Sections West
and will be required to attend two meetings a year
of this council.

It.

Biographical Supplement (Cont)
6.

d. AcUve in the Net<t Mexico

Sect~o:n

of the kuer.ican

Society of Mechanical Eng.itleers.

e. Hamber of tba National Education Aseocia.Uon.

the 13th year •

.a.

Non-teaching University. Service
&o

J:Xember ·o:i; t:he Enginee~:l.i!.~J College Administrati:Ve
CQ'I!Witt.e.®

b. V:tsit.¢41:he guidance· cc$unselors of au the p~'P~ic

ana.

Z?iivate high sch®ls o5; ·~lbuqne:t't'jUe,. Santi;!. ~a

aigh School. and Loci· ~mues !:ligb School to o:ffer
ou~ s~~!cea
atuO!enta~
Co Prep~iact

in

advi~ en~ineering

oriented

and f:o offer speakers on engineering: •

bulletin f1.y<;1:L's

~d

a brochura "E;agin...

11 .. Biographical Supplement (Cont)

s.

e. Served as the eCQJ:dinat:or between; the American.
Society o£ !«echanical· Engineers and the tJn:l.versity

on the "Aexoapace l'zantieJ:a in lfw Maxico Symposium"
presented by the American Society of Hechanical. Eng...
ineers al'.\Cl the Engineering College as one o£ the
avEmts of! the 75th rumiversaey Year of the Univer-

sity of N's-1t1

9.

PUblic

~tico.,

S~ce

.Member of the

Albuqu~e

Optimist Club (Boys Wol:k).
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rne Report of the Department of Chemical and ~1clear
July 1. 1964 - June 30, 1965
T. T. Castonguay. Chairman

l.

Engine~ring

For t:h<P. Department

In same respects the academic yeatp
succeosful

it\

1964~65

bas been one of the most

the hiotoey of the department end in ot:ber3 most disoa-

pointing.

The more important accomplishments are listed:
Nineteen candidates for the degree Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering trera listed in the Conm:encement Progran.

The first M.

s.

Degree in Engineering Science

o~

Materials was

awarded to E. L. Cleland of Los Alemos.

The first Doctor of Science itt the histor; of the Deparbnant:
a'W'arded to Ricb.al'.'d K.

~aeger 0

t7llll

t.rhose Se. D. Theaia tilaa entit:lQd "l'he

Effects o£ GGml!la Radiation on the Viscoelact:l.c Fl:operties of Polymers".
The reactivating of courses at the Lon Alemoa Graduate Center

finally

accomplioh~d

but bad to be dropped

bec~uso

t~as

of lack of staff.

The Graduate Couroea on the canpus um:e :l.n the proceoo of building

above the mini~~ numb~r of otuaenta ~equired for their offering,
~~ s~oduato

CoHege end

on~<>

aaaiat~ntahip

A paper

nsoistentabipa

iJet'C

evailnble from the

Enginee~ing

fE:ca St. Joseph 1 a College on the Rio Grande.

This

has baou available for the paot: two yaera.
~

"R:!.go;:ouo Graph:l.cel Dooign

E2:1:ractive D1otU1.ul':~.on" wac

l?l:o~edu1.'e

preaenl:ed by a

fol." Azeotropic: and

s~:n:ff lll!3mber at

the 56th

tkt:l.onal tleet:!.ng oi: !:he. &!:edcan Institute of Chen:l.cal Eng:l.nem:o in

,,

A research proposal on the Ft.mdamantals of Mass 'rl:'ansfer was sub•

mitted by a etaff member to NSF.
A research grant of $l2,6SS.SO

obtained from the Sandia Cor•

tt.as

poration.

the addition to the Chemical Engineering

~lc~

was almost

comp~ete4'

A fair.ly gcod library budget waa received.
Unfoi.'tunately. the preaaures of muU:iple sections in

~ha

undergraduate

field. the grouth of the grllduate sections, the coutsea at Los Alamos,

l'eseare'fl.' proposals, commil:tee assignments, etc. over the past year pre•

sented too much of a load for the small staff resulting in the
ti\1ns of

~ro

faculty members t11hich t'lere J:eluct&11:ly accepted.

both are moving to positions with higher
duties wa' their main reeoon for

sale~iaa,

~esigniDg

their

resigns~

Although

multitudinou~

for both are conscientious

men.
It is :i.nteJ:asting to note that the large numbGr of gi:edu.ates from
the depm:t:meut this year t:till increaae next yaru:.

No doubt this increase

was dua to ehe interest and er:t:ra cutticule. l·rork. done by the staff in. pre•

vious yea7a through their participation in Science Fairs and Career
at the Junior and Senior high schools.
a~.nt

D~s

Our rnont:h!y informtion on cm:eers

e:o th& CO\!DBelors in the Albuquerque High Scltoolo and l:h.e use of a.

27-minute color aad sound film depicting tgitnt a chemica! engineer does
am1 ~hat kind of

ll

young person mght

t~ant

co

beco~

a chemical engin•

ear have also been useful.
Ue have been

~nl<:ed

by counselors of high achool students t-l"hy tha de-

parment: :!.a not accredited tmd ub.at ef.Xcct it ttill have on our grelduates.
Ex~lanutiona

are csefu! but the handicap of non-accreditation remains to

plasue ow: development £:nd ue are not helpGd by aome freahman adviacn:s.

,,

3;::}5
So far this has not

handicapp~d

our graduatea because of the

training they have received and the
and graduates is

kn0b1l througho~t

!he only reaeon the

f~ct

that the

wo~k

calibe~

of the

done by the staff

tbe countty.

depart~~nt

bas not been accredited is because we

do not heve the minimum sts.ff required and until this is remedied we

,.r,~.u

never be able to achieve our potential development.
Several of the undargraduateo have been honored by election to Blue

Key, l'hi Kappa I'hi end othe!: lumor soc;l.et:tea of the University and Engin·
eering Collegco More impos:l:ant :tecogn:Ltion ::-:nd a1-rards i1ave been:
David A, Bruce

!!obil O'll Complltly

Scholar&hip in Chemical Engineering - $800
Richa~d

Univer~al frll Products Comp3ny
Scholurahip in Chemical Engineering AlChE Sc.hobrohip a<Tard

J. Wioeberg

~500

Athey C. Stutler, Jr.
~~omas

F. Crouoe

Sta11dard Oil of Cslifot-nin
Scholat·e·h:!.p in Chemicnl Engineering - $500

Honorable Mention Qhemical & EnP.ineeri~

Patrick F. Phelan

~

Micbnel H. llaker

Me:dt:

t~1arcla

.irohn E. Beck !·Ientorial Schola~abip
A-;;-ard • Q250 per aemeate.r

Election co Office:
A.X.Ch.E.

?ate Ro11el1
Richard Eobson
Richerd IJ:!.aebc.rg
Tharcy !lucci
~ngineers

Joint

J.lraaidont

Vice Preaidant
Tl:eaau:-ar
Oecretecy

Cou~cil

Lee Ericltson

Vice J?reaident

TOl!l Crouoe
Bob Quinta.lta

'fl:eaau.:er

Sigroa Tau Engino3ring
T.hom~o Bronaugh

-May 3. 1965

Sacrett!ey
Bono:-~~

Treacurer

ln recognition of tha caliber of our Chemical Engineering
the Deparbnent has been awarded the
by

industry for tbe

four~h

foll~ittg

undergraduate

grad~tea.

scholar~bipa

connecutive year:

Tbe California Oil Company, ~eutern Division Scholarship
in Chemical Engineering • $1~
the Universal Oil Ptod~cta Company Scholarship in
Chemical Engineering - ~1000
Soeony 11obil Oil Scholarship in Chemical Engin,eeting - $1,300
Shell Oil Company Scholarship in Chemical Engineering - $250
Student Branch of A. l. Ch. E. • olide projector
Departmental interest ..:in its graduates. as well as in its wdergroouat:es has been maintained throughout the years by the

Chriot:maa

Me~ts ~tter,

departme~tal

issu~a

This year's letter, Vol XV, mailed to

of a

tlli!.

alumni on December 15, 1964, listed the addresses, activities,

and achievements of the. more l:h3I1. 180 matnbera 'fgho have received their

training in the department since the firot graduating class of 1948.
As of the present time a partial breakdQ"ifll of our gre.Ouatea in

industey is as follom1:
In Reoearch ~nd Dct~!~~ette
In Production
In Top r-iiln4gement Position.o
Completed or Doing Graduate Work
The departmantal otresa on

32%
17%

16%
207.

fund~ntala,

graduate· ::;eaearch pr011idea a type of .app2:oaeh
priate for all

atud~tto.

good teaching,
~rhi.ch

a~d

under•

seems to be appro•

The deparbnent boa never been large enough to

consider options that lend to apecinli:atian.
A project eay,:ded on by the otudents, tihieh the depm:t.ment h4o
supported heartily, io Engineering Open House held during Engineer's
welt in February.

Hundreds of pei>ple have been

attr:~oeted

to this

student affair end m3ny outatiUld:!.ng student e:mibita have been shown.

•.
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The moat: timely and ~tst:and:l.ng e:thibit this year wns tlle working 1110del
of the flash distillation ·proccos JIBed in the dena.lting ·of sea

This prize-winning c:dlibit uas the

•~orlt

o.f David A. Bruce and Glenn E.

Durge, Seniors in the Chemdcel Engineering Department. For
Open Houao of 1965 the

Depart~nt

~.,ater.

\

received the

~ward

Enginee~ing

for best overall

display.
The Undergraduate activit .!i~ls of e more social nature 1:1hich have
been a tradition

2.

througho~t ~he

years are;

1.

t11e Annual Spaghetti DilUlcr·prepered in the department
with attendance last December of more than 125 people.

2.

The Annual Sp-ring Stank T!r-:,• a."l.d Picnic t·1ith more than
90 attending held et a Doc Long's l'icnic Grounds in the
Sandias.

3.

The Senior Dinner, given annually by the Department
mlai~an to the graduating cenior clans held this
year in the Decor!: Room of the S!:uclant Union Building.

Cm:r:l.cula
For years the Chemic,tl Eng:f.ncedug Department has .offered

£\

bao:f.c

course in thermodynamics, uoing a synthaoia of the best material from
chemistry. phys:!.co, and Engineering.
com:se :!.s Zcrmansky 1 1l Heat and
in American univerait:!.ea.

The

te~t

'!het"tl2od~'la.

Offering t"he couree

for the first semester
t•hich is widely accepted
itl

the third yeai: is in

keeping "1".-:ith the ensir.:eedng science transition talting place in other
brru.tches of

engi.nee~:ing.

material should ba made

'fhe department's facult:y bel:l.eveo thia
~ailable

Tho course sequence in unit
the tcmt.

~~

to the other departments nt thio
ope~ationa. Ch.E.~

lev~l.

4ll end 412 is uaing

by Bird. Sem:art md Lightfoot:.

Tha student

reaction has been e::cclleni:. T!o:: ChoE. l>l3, hcnvy emphasis l7ill ba placed
on separation proccos rutd maaa trD.nsfer oporationo.
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il.

duced

n~w auzc'lso~ul

~!ith.

eering

c;,ncept of t('li.lcll?.rig

~:ualyn:!.a

Enginear;l.ng~

a cour.ne :l.n. Syot&as

and de.nign une

Senff memb(lra. of the Engin-

Divinion of the Phillipo.

a~d Operation~ A.~alyein

li.ntro~

Pe~coleum

Company

have frequently visited the department to guicle out: effo:;ota iu ma:!.nta:!.n!nz
a proper blllance bat:t·men

an.:~lysie

aud cle:d.tn.

The deaigtt program '11ill

undergo con.uidere'ble l:evio:l.on 1·1ith the uve otf campute!t'a and the tecching

oi

optimiz~tion,

rezreaoiou analysio end

lin~nr

and dynamic progr~ng.

Moat: mode;;n ch!lm:l.cel :!.ndust!:ies n:tpact lmou!Gdgc :!.n these
like a!l

intt=oductic::~ o~

t:hii!l couraa tiill.
enginaeri~

oQli!a meter:l.al et:: the I.O('a.:-:g:;:cdu<tte le.v<::l,

P1.n:l1upo

:l..ncorpor-"!te nt laGt the t:i:ua tc'.;.'lan:!.ng of aynthecis in

e~loe:!.on

of knmTle.dge :!.n tho pr!ct

boundm:!es I1mre bcgtm to d:!.ooppacr,

disciplinar-y effo=te
~he IEU

fm: !:he

yea::oOc d:!.ecipU.nmcy

1.1 pel"io~

in l>hich :tnte!:«

n~c iue~ee~:l.ngly ~so~n~:l..al~ ~.~ •• inm~eer~als

n:etm:it!.la

t:c!~?i.'l€.:0

fe."ti

He are nm: in

:~:eq~~:i.:;:cd

of chGtJ:!.crt:o,

raft

for e.tom$.c ::euctol:'nv ou!:e:s:: 1;1paee, and

jet ed.rct'c:Z~ mt:r.H: hmrc tm:!.quo propc'i.·tie?c,
c.~uo

lll.'ld t10uld

design.

lHth the

ocarch.

tu:c;;~e

A m.::ccanoful program in materials

~1cCol.lut'S:I.!ll:0 0

phys:!.c:l.c:to E'.ml others"

GS:!:cn !:h:> f.l:':e.'!:i:"st cuccot.m c.o::tco •;hen one ~.nclividtt.'l! hao t)'i:of:i.c$.wmcy :!.n
tliTJC'?il! f'~.f.l1do,
fLc-m·7.c(-'.~.

t::?·:.

u~.:.c::;cf':a, ~.\td e;.cct~:icc.l,

lw r

;:o.;m~.l:,

t:h::.

t.;hc~

ga.p

batt<3~n

c!vil.

an~

ol.:het' <mgi:nc1':rius tliac:l.plineo,

E::-,£:'.nac::ing br:!.cgcc

r.cc;ctM:rtt: ro1.co in

~=~~·.:::r;:~...:..8l ~~3!t~·"~~~:

lTntaz=:l.a~.s

Co~1c~~1t.!(~ut1.:~,

the

pbyci(:a 0 cltem:!.utry. the

reca:::.:::ch
~t~tr1~i~l

~e

baing pleyGd by

science cource, int.ro,...

3~9
Enginac~rs

Cht'!miecl
p~>:oblem.

hcva u vat.-y hoevy l..::~bo;:nl!o:l:"; lo.ud,

'.!:o help aolva Chis

Quantitative /m(llyG:te una be$U dt'opr;:ef;l in the Soph(:!a!Ol:e yen;:,

As

tho Univcroil:y 1 a enrol1n!Cnt rises to projectec1 levels. the department
plena to conduce ita unit Operations
Parh3pa one day l:lte

qum=t~::r

additional flexibility
F;l.nally • the

~:ole

provide. a better basio

ayo!:em

~"Till

be adopted rutd

be: poao:l.ble.

matbl.1lllnt:i.c sequence !n the f:!.;:-at

!:o~

~·7o

years ld.ll

iutroducl:ion of out• a.ppl:!.cat::!.ona in Junior and

I!:: is onn tiling to say an eng;lne..r:r.r ,-,hould have lmOl"lledge

Senior com:ses.

num~rical

td~aemcot:er

the summer session.

o:f m:<tbomat:ico in oul: courBc work is greater n01'1.

nm~

It is hoped that the

adv~nced

of ocati3tics,

~zill

o;;

labo~etories du~ittg

colculua. mntricco, differential equations. and

methods and another to be able to provide the opportunity for

him to telte theoe coureos.

Thia is egain a mujor problrun,

solved Chemical Engi\1eedng cour,uea

l~ill

u~~:;il

it is

h:!ve cona:tderable applied

mat:he~

~~tical

anelynio.

~•lthout

lw.o:1ledge of implicit partial diffel:entiat:ll.on, differential forms, 1

~or e~ample,

the teaching of thcrmoaynamicn is impossible

sro.cl. ov.;:;.'1 numerico.l cnalys::to.

Therefore, certain c.specto of these subjec!:c

osa :!.ncJ.uded

a sattel!:' of ebpCG1iency,

3,

1.11

the eou;:sc.

3S

~lilli.!?_

The

ar.teua!o~

oZ ataal

greti~z

on the

oe~cnd f.loo~

of the Chemical

Eur;~ncu.dng Hlt:!.~.d1ng

ond the addi.l:ion of an outoide ot:nirm:Jll hoa been.

a~~omplia~~u.

im~~ova~~ts

!hcea

a.::3c .:ad ot\ cv<'!:t:=a of

,,,

eEce:pe

new

offa~

on

incrc~ac

in

loboruto~

should a fire o;,: ccc:!.dcnt occu-.: in the

C:;7~~cl:,M:J!:~l

~l.

::avic<7 o:i: the l;!.t:a=sem.-c. cvc:!.f.ablc sho~·ts thet tl1c e:ta:7th of

3~~duata

education hoe been phanaffienal end the lerge number of firot

yc.:::.r t-JDI! trL1:1.U(!Cnh~.;,·El ;..;oi:' cncinec!:i!.nz ~~ilfi, p<:oba'l:ly :!.nr-u1:e tid.f.l gll;'outh
len~

fiX.: tl

ve.:.::;!,c:;l

co::e,

tt)

At the a.sme tiDe th(l.re hns bC!C."'t

st'dt;:!.ng

::>.

gr.or;th :tn tha ml!:lber of institutions off.ar:tng · tlte doctorate~ t:ogti!the;;

thn Gtrong tendency fo;; advsnced uraduatc otudents to be concenro

~:ith

<~rnt:eo.d at a feu· inst:!.tutiontJ.

cnla.rgeme..'\1:

oe

[.;l"~<!uate.

t!te

With out: preocnt fac:tlitiea 1.1nd ai:o.ff~

program ia cl:l.ffictllt.

rw'm fo\md th<lt ev-en t;hen clesisn
l.:lcceptflble the n12tu;;.:: of

t:ll<~

o::

'!'he otaff members

developr.:cnt prnjace:a m:e acctla,n:l.cally

m:l.llaion of the tr:f.lltS.ng

~gency~

just £\S in

l:'<wem:ch, GI'Dphosi:::ea c~::taitl engina~>dro.g fieldr.,

The ataff has also be..

co~~ cogniz~t

gcna~oca zove~~~nt

of

th~

£o.ct thet the

%immccd develop:J:·:;!ni:. often

t:ic

tr~:!.n:!.ng

im!)Oil<'.l

fm: cn3ine({:::l.Ill;

!l!:

p=ojc~ca

that

l'Oi:m;etel.'tl tc.et do not affot"d r:anlis-

n proZit in the c:tvilien ree.1:ket plc.ce

:l.n wlrl.ch ;;e. ho.ve vecy oucce:l:.Jfully placc.d our: cngincm:e.

Pt:eoently t!l.r2l:C
o~tor

i:a.e!vi''un1o

o~~.C::tt;;,c;->,

l~rc

t.c!~i:tB

one Sc. D. caudidnt:e, 6 1-!,S.

gr;c.dusta. \ro::k in Che;.rj..cel Enzinee;::inzb

of: t:tll:ec g::.-..dtl:lto uaoict:en!:ahipo fo:: t:ha

i!:>:!,ptd em",;

CO:l.!:l:CCC

!.u the z)r:y

::r.ICOO!:ch affot:to

::uncc~.0;1~

1n

·~J;,.,:!.ch

c1apm:t:n::~;;

r.'l.tt! ~·till ll:I.'!I::Ct':!.UJ.ly

;1n

eue:~.;:tnet-

l'!!ay

fJL~~;.0:! 1~:10 0cG~1 ~tn~l!i!~n~~-nz eo;1n1~n2~in,u ednC!,~tion
~.;,·~ ~·.-J.u;t nz.?bc.c:~c-::s

e c.lo:n!r

~cz.e::.:tcnohip bc~.;;:e::

e~~c~~:l~~::~-. c~3incs;;~~8 h~3 ::.:l~ rn::~ivcd
~.. ~~:-t~!~

!:.;.~J

c::

1::-::c

r::.·':! J: 2t ~~

S~:tca l~:.;c

cun~i.clutes

t:o :::tn

e;:F.:c.n~ ~hat

lind
The

hca zrcetly

uclp ;l.tt the

~~G8B!!;~

tha

fo:: a long

I:c~:cc.;:ch
t~~.,

Ot!p~o::e

oC!!.t:::: diocipl!u~o hava'l

he,·e

Yet

the f:-::c'.:!c!nic ::coeo::eh or-.

fcCc::a1 zcanarc.h

t"_d t~L~:~~:ed dic:.:C~/~~nt:~1gc; tile~c-~

s;l.:t

bc~n

an l1

1:h:!.o

no ouc'k1on tJh1:t.. ~to

.·
found difficult.

Several proposalo were submitted.

They were not

Two have gone eloewhere or directly to individuale in more

aecepted.

favored institutiona.
Concentrated

focul~

effort will be required to get tesaurch

started out of the main stream of govarnmental intcresta in competition
with established reoearch schoolo.

Such on effort io difficult under

present conditions.
Our undergraduate program involves

aupe~viaed reae~rch.

gro.duat:e. students have nnaiatcd mater:l.ally·
"Acade!llic Research" endeavors

011

!:h~:oughout

Under"

the ye;:!:r :!.n cur

!:ha following project!l:

l. Conccntretion &nd Reduction of Oolithic Iron Oreo(NM)
2. Oltidation ~nd Hydrogenation Studies on Uew Mexico Codtl
3. Damineralinat!on of Braclr.1.oh Uatcr
4. Water Renovation and nctergente
5. Stabili&al:ion of Adobe Drtck
6. Vapod~a.tion of Hatala
7. Uees of Petroleum. Products in kid Land Improvement
In the greduate area research projects carried on by the M.S. candidatea
include:
l.

Heat Xranafor

2,
3.

Deainaraliz3tion of S3line Wa!:e.~ by Electcod!alyais
Pa~uitydrozen to Orthonydrogen Conversion

Of special interest to the department
m1.nc~;alizat:!.on

of brnckl.Dh

done in Chaco areaa

~"1d

~:nter.

re~earch

program ia the deR

the redttct:ioo of Oolith:!.c Iron Oreo,

more lJill be done aa fae!lit1.oc bacO!!le

~vailable.

7Jl addition the faculty haa engaged in uneupported theoretical

research in
bria.

non·n~ftonian

fluids, liquid-vapor and liquid-liquid aquili-

One technical publication hao resulted and othoro are in pre"

perntion.

Alao~

n paper v.aa prcacmtcd at tho 56th Annual llael:ing of· the

A. 1. Ch. E. :tn Snn Francisco entitled· Rigorou1.1 Grali!b:tcal; Dal.lign
cedur.c

£2!. A:eotrop,g, !S!! Extt;'~f.X!ll. ru:SS.iJJ.~.

~
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A.

~!mifi£z:uu:

li.

Ac1aie'l7ements l>uriru;: the Academ:!.c. ~

En~J.lm'!nf;...Swmar;.:

Full•time gr4duate student

~rollmanc

in

Nuclea~

Enginaering is

eotit:!.nuiljg to sh0t1 a :::ignific&nt increaoe each year as shown in the

tllble belol1.
!?all !?all

Fall

li'21l

Sp-..:it'\8

!W:.

~

1:2ll

ill~

196~

.3

5

7

10

10

On Campus

s

8

s

.s

8

Los Alamos

30

20

28

25

..l.L

38

33

l10

40

39

E'u'!.lM):ime
l?~t

2.

Time

Dagr~e&

GE£'9,.Eed

'.i:bre~ :M.S. degrees u:!.th a Nuclear El.<g:!.needng majo:~; ~1a1:~
at the

J~qta,

1965 graduation

~~e.rc:!.sas.

ttt·7G1!'

dad

This represents a cligbt de·

cra::we in degreea g;:anted ::::!.nee lest year.

ntis does not represent: a

trelld; lumev.el: ~ sipce a m.!Ebar of ntu.dcmts who have completed tlte

co!!rse li7orl: requ:i.renents for a deal.·ee have chosen l:o po:;tpone theil.'
COlllprchensive

I~mwinntion

until th:i.a fall.

the summe;c prepar:i.ng £or the Comp;:ehen::ive.

of quolifyinz ior

doeto~al

3!:udy.

As

Tl.1:I.o allcms them to spend
E::~ination

~ recult~

:ln ani:.ieipat:?.on

eight or ten u.s.

de~

,~~lear ~nzineering

major should be comploted'this

~ee x~mally n~anted

in

June~

1966. '

curom~

and the de-

lli!

!2,g. ~ 1:2.§!!..
M.S.Deg;.•eoa /tt;arded

O'il. Ctllllpuo
Alemo~

Los

...L ...L ...L

s

6
3,

1

2

3

0

..L
3

7

!!!frr:i.cul!!fll

No course changes. deletions~ o1.· addition:: uare made
in tha nuc:i.au!l" enzi:;;tee:qing curricul!.lill t::h:i.c

4.

yea~~

~:caduate P"@$l."am

The use of higb•intenaity radiation f&eilities ot St.mdia

Corporation for routine icboxatory

e<~~r±Eento

continues to be

an outetarulittg end uniqt;s feature of our graduece progrc:m.
Semester

II~

Dm:ing

the labol.'ato;:y class Ettgt". t,g4L conducted five :1.nst;:uc-

t!onnl a•~erimanta utili~ins the Sendim critical reoctcrs on five
Saem:dayo under the joing oupet"Viaion of Univarsity and Sllllldia
pe;:aonne1.

This yaat" D1·• KGye D. Latlu-op, an e."pert in tile f:i.eld of

neutron moderation end transport ao
conducted
fo-;:

~

outstanding

a g;:oup af

g~aduate

advanc~rlG3"41ldunta

~pplie.d

to nuclear

raact~rs~

has

seminar in this opndializad ereQ
atudentc :!,n l1uclaa).': Ens:l.naerins.

Dlt. Lathrop lu:ta bean on cmupuo one full day each ueek on loztn from
the too Al~oa scieni::!.S:ic laboratory.
~cduata oaw~n~r.

concarnins
ao

fo~

he

h~

t!urric:ulum~

con:mltat:!on

hoen

:rvn:!.l~bla

In addition to conducting the

for advice and rea>amendations

fae:!.lit:!.eo. equ:l.!IJ!le.nt and

~1ith rece~rch

studento.

e.~!)erili:ents. B$

Financial suppm:t foJ:

th:!.s pn:rt:.. £:ilne factllty 11:ember vms supplied by t':Ila Nat:l.onJAl

tico nnd Space Adminintration

truly

outot~ding scienti~t

coopara~ion

of

th~

AComic

Trainee~ship ~ant.

ic an

Ene~gy

e:~allent a7~~le

Commiasion

t-Jith the '!Jn:tversicy .of Ner1 Manco.

ue11

Aa~:o11eu•

The loan of tbie

of the eoucaticnel

Labo~atorieo

in this

a~ea
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S.

Facilities

As a result of a $3S,COO grant received
Energy

Commission last year. aa well as

f~~

the Atomic

~upplemen~al

funds

f~om

the University. a pulsed neutron fac:l.li~y llllo been s~t up in tlte
Nuclear. Eng:lnasring Laboratory.

spring for both

loboratoL~

:!:llis

faeil~ty

ey.periments and

bas bee.n used this

disse~tation ~esearch

and promises to be a. very uceful pa-tt of our gt"aduate pross:am.

Io

face, thic neutron generator facility represents the first really
300d

6 •.

nucloar

ens~neering ~esearch cnpabili~J

R~s<qrch

7he research

cont~act

for $17,209 received

poration in NolJ.elllber, 1963 by

this

on campus.

academi~

D~.

y6ar to June 150 l9GS.

cernn the effects of high

temper~tura

ment mnteriala. The project han
Nuclear

Glenn A.

~nginee~ins

in

f~amSandia

Cor-

'I'Tnan ives extended thl:'ough

This expetimental pzojact con=
gnces on rndioiootope contain"

su~portad tt-7o

additio~·to pro~iding

gt'aduate att.tdents in

part"tima support for

Dzo. vlhan.
Dur:l.ng tlm second aeme::ter) Dzo. R. D. 0 1Dall !tao trorked on a
one"half time
Mountain
ct.~renl:

rcsear~h g~nt

Univeroit~.eo,

re::JtUl.rch

!ttc.,

pro~emo

oponciored by the Associated Rocky
Dr. OfDell hl.la partic:tpated :ln the

at Send:!,a Corporation to determine hat•

their facilities end reoearch projecto cnn be best coordinated
wit:.h

Old.:'

ihlivers:l.t.-y- s;:aduate program.

~•o

dissertation raceatcb projecta in a cooperative progrem

batl:man Ssnd!a Ctn:'po;:-ntion

this year.

Tb.aoa

~nd

l:ne

projects~ ~:~hich

Un:i.vero~!;:IJ

have

hwe progrea!fad WBll

r~.tluired

the use of Sand:!.a
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~~oration

tadiation faci1ieien 6 concern the effect of sample

on diff-usion cooling constant

shape

metlll~GJ:ent:s ~

thGt<mal ..flux

per~batian mG3su~m~nt8.

7. Student: Activltiaa
, Mt-. Jtjell'lllielsen participatad in the AWhtmL Summer Bns1n·

eering

~actice

GUll!llier. He

~-roo

School at tha Argonne Naticnol Lsboratory last

involved in the nolut:ian of: three

t:echlli~1

proble!llS

of curreu£: interest at Argonne, .end the reri"<l1ting report from one
of tt"leae problems hnll been cubm:!.tted to a
l!!t'. John

~.can

c.

for publicat:ion.

V:!g:U. presen\;ed o poper concerning his disserCa"'

.

'

Unclear Society bald at the Air li'orce Institute of Technology

in Dayton Ohio on Ap1•i1 9 llilcl
8o

jour~3l

10~

1965.

~olqrt::.J!ii?~ ~g.J.'~!lo~mll~

Thio past

yea~

thtae graduate students in Nuclemr Engineaeing,

DeBow Fretld, Jera.")' K~ellin3~ uml Dey Lee, lmve :raee:i.v'ed gradutll:e
fellousll:!.po frOl!l

~be

enable

tl~

Sandia

Co1~oration

A:mocietecl Rocky Mount:a:tn Univa;:s:U:ies to

to pursue disoertation

~nd

thapis

~anearcb

at the

reactor facilities. Another ntudent,

Ga~ Peale~.

has ~acoived _one of these. graduate fello:.-ohipo effect:ivo June

1~

l%S.

D. {3~!plificol~~~ond.fJ~.£2l.'fl'!BndanionG f:o:r: the nc~~ future
l.

p~ricu~

TMs fall tha sradttat:e cur:r1.culum 'iT.i.ll be revJ.r:ed and bt:ought
date to batter catiofY the

u~

to

in

Huol~

Engineering.

~or

requir~nto

of a

g4a~uata

tha past eight yearn the

progrsm

CUl~icu!um

co aotcl)lbhtlt! at i.o.o A1lltl0a in 1956 h>1o been essentially unchn:;gt'.d.

,,
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braedth and

G:b."P~rience

to enable t'bam to

$llt

up the ooct possible

'EMs t·1ill involve pl:'itmi;:U.y the

cw:riculunt fo;: gr&luat:e af!r.tdy.

modification and zeor,gwizatio.n of present cou;:ee trorh:

the

aadi~ion

of

&. Feeulty and
~hia

ratbe~ than

coursec to the caealog.

ne~

St~

vemestar l:her..e .ax-e tt>ro ful.l•time

campus in addition

~o

a number of

p~t~tima

f~uU:y

membera on

members

fr~ th~

Alamos Scien!::1fic Lahu:ll:atot:V and Sandia Corporation.

Since
utiliza~

Nuclear Engineeriog is offered only ao e graduate program,
tion of

f~culty

for large

~~ergreduata ·~laanes

is not

Los

poonible~

This foot coupled uith the o.tt:!.t."Utle acoiJOer.nins otu.dent credit

hours haD hampered the Obquioition of.the
necessary for an excellent graduate
additional

A~aocinte irofeooo~

full~time

pro~~~

faculty

We plan to add on

thic fall &nd eventually to

h~1e

a ~ull·t~e ntaf~ of five or ~ix pr.ofeODohs. A t~ee or si~our
touching !oad is nboolutely nacasoary - the
devo~ed

to sponsored

re~q:!.nirtg t~

being

reoe~r~h.

With the acquiaitiou of

~;o ~eutxon genereeor~

and a criticnl

t~~iuinz reactor as well no additional electronic e~uipment for
irtsc~uction ~;d reso~rch~

the need for an alectronico technician

in Cite Uuclear f:nginaedng Labol.·.atoi:y
zant. · lt ic

ot~ongly

if:~ becom1~

more and more ur•

reccmtencled that a one..J!alf e:i.me taclmioian

bo added to the Nuclear En8indBrin8 atoff aa soon as poosible.

3.

Far,:iliti~a

An

~ddi~ion~l

pul3Cd neutron generator bas been received

ou lo:m f::o:n S:mdia CoJ:po;;at:i.on.
$~.000 gr~nt

:!:hio

genBl:'ator~

dong uith a

from the University, anoblas the installat!on of an

activation analysis facility in

t~

nuclear

~ngineering

Laboratory.

408
.

'/
Th.a activation ttnclyni-s eqtl:!.pment: should be in l)peral::!on by this

fall.

h"agotiatiorts ov1ith the Unive:r.sity of CalifOrnia l>..ave bean
fo~

completed

e'ha

tren.sf~c

't:ttllining reactor to the
au

~11. 000

t!ng

o!! the:!.;:o

t1!1:l.ve~(lit:y

$96~000

AGNw20l t;.:';i.tical

of Ner1 Maldco.

gr.ont ttat!l the UniveJ:oity to cover

facil:i.t:l~;m 0

balance~ ~ogram

s:emodt!elU.:;~g

shipping, an.P :.i.nst:al:t.ation> ebis

Qf reneareb in our

a~e~

include tbe following: A high enerar

~"eactor

eJds ..

will be:

of cpecialization.

~~ticle

golll!llll:l il."l:adiation fnc.:l.lit.-y, and a flesb

\\Jith tha aid of

These

accelerator. A

x~:;:.sy facil:i.~y.

Every

effort lilWlt be mndG to secu:ca ftmda for the ttcquicit:ton of this
important

~~.

equip~nt

nhich r7:i.ll greatly stl:engl'.:hen om: gr.ndunte

~~

Since it .ts h:i.gbly daairuble in

search grunts and contracts

i~

01,1;: g;:-a~lutlt~

program to tw.ve

e concomitant requirement•

Nego•

t::l.at:iono m:e noi'T in p:r:cz-.:e:uJ nith cotll SaruHa Col:'J:lol:'ation and 1Iirt-

1cnd

Speci~l ~eap~.o Centc~ f~ ~dditional r~oaorch

tntond to

~ontinttc tO

maintoin

eontaC~1itb

support. Wa

nll poczible

SO~CCO of

r,'l!ani:: end contl:'act suppo;:t for our a;:ea os= opec:!elizetion..
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Chemical Eng!qeer!UJl:

~

stoff

e.l:

the end of the school ye,ar0

June, l96S consist:e.cl of T. T. Cl.aDtonguay, gp.D., Profensor t!rul CWW:•

men;

B. D. Oliver, Ph.D.,

Ph..D. • A:Jaisteu.t l?t:ofesao:r:.

Aaaociete.Profess~

end G. D.

~~1.~-~1.1Y£.n~<!rlE&=

B1~11 0

G.. A.mw.n, :Ph. D. •

Associate Profesaor, and R. D. O'Dell, Ph.D., Aasi$tent: hofesso:r:
D.

Ss;~tionnJ.i:Q1ll

Staff

Oil Mey' 24., 1965$
Anoa~:iata

fl:of'easor to beccnm eff''!ctive on J'Ul1! 1, 1965.

1965~ Gat~

1.

Earl n. Oliver cubmitted his t'eaignation as

D.

~anced

Bi~zell

submitted his

resignatio~

en :r-Iay 27.

e.e,Aasistant

~oy

ot:udv

E. D. Oliver
N.S.F. s-.remer !nr::t:ttute, Univel.'ll:ti:y of Colorado
Visiting Professor~ the UniverDity of T~~$

G. D. B:i.2::ell

Blue Key

R. D. 0 1!lell
Sigma Xi

'f. X. Cao!:'ong~my
a. Cor..-.ple~ed i7:i.th Il..R. Tz~cagar '!The Effectll of Gmnme. B.1d..

h.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

:!.al:iQn 011 the Viscoelastic l?;:o~e.ri::ic.c o~ Fol;ymers 11 •
Sanditl ll.erJam:ch i?".:ojact: ~12,658,50 ... Operational
Destructive Syst6m !not£um~ntation Tecta•
In Pl:t>greac: Soil St:ab:i.!.iz~t::i.on 1r.!.th Aophaltic Emulaiono.
!n l?rogresn: ~:l.nerol~zat:!.on of Brackish tfo:tter.
In ~osress: ~nte~ Renovation and Detergents.
In ~ogrenc: 1.1et~1lie Contiu-z of Plostics (~!etal Vapor!.. ,
znt:!on).
!n :J?-.:og::eos: D:!.1:aet Reduct:!.on of NerT Ma:.."ico•~ Oolithic

lron Or,ide

~eo.

n.D.O'~ll

a.. AmZU-AEa Faculey Or:I.Gntat:l.on Grant

•'

41.0
Ea:rl D. OU.velt
a. E'Ulldau:Gntalo of Ma.ss Tl!'a.rts.fer, NSF Propasrll

c. A.. rlhan
a.

Sandia

Re~arch

F.l:ojeet,

$17~300~

'lfo:;:mal::i.on

~nrl Dis~

persal of Ds'll',tlU.um CQli\Pauncls"

b.
~~.

Sandia !teE;aercll ll'l:'ojact ... "Effeets <~f W.gh Temperature
G<UJef.? on Radioiuot.opl) Conte:tuaent Milte'da.lo11

~t:i.~

'X. '1'. Cllstonguey
ll.

Active :l.n local ttru'l Nai:ioi1ll1 Chapter$ A.c.s., AIChE~
ASEE, NaCional Societ;; of·Profesaional Engineers

b. Nenil'.4r

~

National Reoearach

COllliilitt~e A. I.Cb.E.

c. Mernbe~ ~ Pub~ic, ProfeosiOn3l and Mamba~ rel~tiono
division~ Gent:~:al

a.

e.

Ne111 Ne:dco SeJ::i:ion:

~e;.•ican

Chemiclll

Society
Annu~l Meetin.g~ ~~CbE.~ Boston~ Dec. 5~12,
El.agiona1 meeting, ASEE, .&llll!qt.terqt.te~ April

1961•
8·10, 19GS

It.D.O 'Deli

a.

Active rooni!IG:r, ':i!dnity Section, American Uuclen;: Soc:l.et:y

Eed D. Oliver
a. !'~iter presanted to AIChE !.'laeti112, Snn l?~:stcinco, !!Iay 180
1965 11!Z<t~rac.tiv~ ;md A::eotl:opic Di!ltilletion Design •
A Uisorot:.-o G:rephiclill Mes:poa. 11

Glenn A, tihan
a. Me'illbet"~ i!ial:ionalliembernhip Committee and 11'ational Ed'f.ioe..
t:icn .Gollllilit!:eG~ .11medcan !ifucleer Society ·
bd
c~

N~azo~

Loci!! Et'!ucat:i.on ancl lil:ecut:i.ve Coa:mittlee, ARS

Ate~ded

Winter M~a~:i.ng, AmGr!conNuclear
Nov 30~Dec. 3, 1964

Fradcisco~

Society~

Saa

d. · llr:;edcen Society for 'Eng:i.netM:":!.ng Edw::etion:
Autronuclcar Etlgineet:i.rm donfcrence, tl'niversU.:y of
Florian;.~ch S~lO, 1965
~nual r.Jeea:ing, mm~
Se~nion ~.odota~or~ ·sno~t Topicol Conference~
'll'GGi'lS~ Nev.~ April 30, 1965

Souclmcdt Section

e. Ascociatcd RocL1r

A!.n'il S•lO
Las

~ounto:i.n Unive~sit:i.en:

Gl:mil:mcn~

P.uc1eru: Etlw:mt:!on tllld '!i:oin:i.ng C~ttee
Canfez-ance en LAf!L..Rez!onal Univarait:y Ccopwratl!.on 0
!.os Alamos, Feb.. 4...,s, 1965
l!'anel Ibber .. !?lomih.:!xe Symposium, Lna Vegas~ Nev. •
Ap~il 26~29~

fo

g.

1965

Eltllcui:ive COIGllit~ea Meetina, !Iauver, Colo., May 21, '65,
Uuclee~ E13ucnl:ion ;itn ti'G~7 Bra of t~ucl~ I'Oi>ar Oonfe~ence,
Gatlinburg, Tennesuee, Aug. 24•25, 1964
Ruc:lea't" Scie11ce ond Engine~!ng FellO"'.;!lh:i.p Advlsors
meeting, Gatli.nbm:g, :Ecmn., ft..ug 26 ..2?, 196!~

41:1

s.

Otb~Pr~~ssiona~4c~i~~~~
T.!.Caston~:v

Sysl;®lll l'!!.tJSt'o Somilllll:' .. llliill:!!,l'll Uatl:cleua

a.

March
b.

1965

1! 8 12~

Co.,

Design Enz;;"• Semi1ter • l"a:l.U.illS Petlroleum Co.*
Api:il 28,; 196.5
.
Process Economies Semitttn"0 Ce!li\nese Co't'p ~ Ainari(!l:l
Ney 6·7~ !965
.
Cl!reer Dey C:: Gu:t.dance Saminm:. Jr:. ~ ~. High Schools
Dep~bttanC Field Trips.. Gron£:c...Fmmrlngton AU'ee

c.

d.
a.

Eat'l D. Oliver
a. "Separation lh-ocann'1 Dalgian patent 616-436

Brieisb patent

l:!ain spen!r.el." fo't Junior Acz:den:o.1 of Scieuce, Sot;l!JUO~ N.lib
Spealter for W.gh achool clru:aao on Cb.ami<:el Ettginee:dng

b.

c.

Glenn A. illial
a. En~. Canaultant for

6.

M

947~257

!an•'l'ell~13

Stmdi~

Cozporatien

Un:l.vm;r;.ityJew:i.ce_

!i:. T. Castonguay

Engineering Admin1otrativa Committee
Eng:tnecn::tng Doctot-at:e Cmami.ttea

a.
b.

c. Freshman

e~icor
Departttt~ntol advisor

cl.

G. D. Bizzell

a. Fnculty
Stadent

bo

c.
d.

to

~viaor
ad;rlzo~

Ama~ican

Institute of them. Bn.gr.

Eng!neerillf: Corznittee on Sc.ltolcr.ah!ps t: .Axf~'l!do
Ettginee:.i.\lg !}£l !!g£, Committee for nt:udieo relating to

,

nn interdepartmental tncoxae¢4Y in Plu1d Mech&nico

Eao.'l D. C1!iver:

a.

Advino:t" eo En::;ine().t:lng Science of I<Iater:!.alo Progrc3m

b.

College achllduling COllllllit.tae

c.

AccOlil}.'mticd oi:Udents oo fiold trip l:o

et: loo A'!amo:.;

Glenn A.

d.
a.
1.

~ig_

Lo~

Al3mos

Gr:aduat~

Canter

~d of the Grcdunte Iijuclear Enginern:-:!.ng P;:ogreta

~r.u: of Gl::aduoto Committee (ax..officio)
Membe~ En~. SchedUling Caromittee
H~ba~ Engr. Libra.~ C~1ete~

Sn£!iCt;

7:. T. Caat:onzua,y
~.

Pani:nmdle

t~ban

a. Director of
b.
c.

T~:llD

ACilUin:IS tlewnan aentel:', F!ewmru:l Yl'ol:um, Etc.

4J.2
7.

PUblic Se~{~~.§2n~.

a.

D. 0 1Dell
,
~-· J..ctive member of St:. Andre>? Prenbyth:d.a.n Clu!:lfch

Earl D. Olivm:
a. Steward of Cm1.!:ral l!Gthodiot Church
b. Volunteezo. Scn-i~e. on Sandia. Peak Ski Patrol
c. Prauident of Albuquerque t-Jhite trot:~ Club
d. E3tecutive Committee Membex- end Conaervntion Cht.th'man
of Rio G~&tde Chapter of Siel'~& Club

(

I

TE!B REPORT rt:W

'!'BE »BPARTWWT 011 CXVXL EliGX.NBSJUW

July lp 1964 - June 30, 1965
M. c. May, Acting Chal!.man

A.

Significant Achieve!liillants .Dntd.ncr the

Acad~ ~!!!,,

],964-65.
l.

Enrolllllant swmary.
'!'he overall anrollmaent shows an increase over

the previous reportin9 year.

Of the nunber of

graduate students enrolled, sixteen are enrolled
in tli\o doctor of science prograa.

'l'he nUDber of

undergraduate and graduate degrees awarded during
the reporting

~r

1963-64
SophC!IR!lOres
Jun!on

Senion
Gra~uat~ Stu~ent~

'l'Ot&l.

alao inc.reued.

Acad~ic

Year

sam. x
25

sem. u

29

27

31.

21

21

JL

~
124

.118

1964-65 Academic Year

Sophor!Oras
Juniors

Seniors
Greduate

23
31

29
St~dente

Total\.

~

147

21
43
24
.M._
·140

,.

41.4

2.

D!gre~

Granted.

--

B. So Auguet 1964
0
B. s .. Feb~ruazy 1965
e
B. s. June 1964
-18
K. s. Juna 1965
-11
3.

CMJ:riculum Changes.
In the undergraduate prograa an additional lecture

~r~auation

incraase

offer~nga

ccuroeo in
axe

axe now 139 plus 4 of Physical Education.

in tha area of qreatest interest.

St~ctural

now.offe~ed

Reliability and Randa. Vibrations

at the Doctoral level.

415

4.

Ph~mical Eacil15!!~·
Duri~

ax~~~d

the past year the

its pbys!cal

£acili~iea.

spaca :md svexy 1 ta! of

equi~t

self-containedp laboratory
t'tlOdele was made.

Depar~nt

Every aquare foot o£

wae 1upec:ted and

equi~t

The mUll t:l.ple

critically

(11118

and demonstration

of apac4fl wu tbroughly

made eafar, mnre attractive, lWl!l efficient.
Dapaa-tment

5.

~ld

itt~

fte

likezt to explt'allls ita thanks to the

~orato!V ~!~t.

'l'i!ue following gajor p!acas o£ equipmant

l 1 -

Copy Maker
Loaa!ng and centering Device

Pola~id
Col~

Stesl Shelves
S - File cabinets - latter size
l -

Sec~etarial

Do8k

~ra

f 87.00
385.00
106.64
293.59
136.20

41.6

l
l
l
l
l
4
l
1

-

Secretarial Chair
Buecut!ve Chair
Sl~ Test Se~
vertical capping set
Hoe 4 Mesh S!ave
Polding tables
%BM Electric TY,pewriter
S¥draulic Demonetration Channel

•39.4~

77.25
25.00
185o00
.33 .. 00
112 .. 00
371.00

4560.00*

rental fees frO!i!l the rental of surveyim.r Gqa..f.pil!lalnt.

SurveyiDg equipaent .ts rented Wilen not be11lg

u111~

for

inwtructional puxposes during tb® achool year and auribg

fraa tbia account are as followsa
1 • Wil~ T-AAB T-heodolite
1 - R ~ B Ze!es Optcn Level
20 - Pl~ Bobs with She~th•

$690.00
562.25
99.00

uere almo active in promoting Bng!neer•a Day and Open

'I!>

Purduu:ctd :from spacial lllatiol!le.l Science Foundation
f~o.

Accou~t

mo. 275-64.

~

41.7

Following is a list of hoQors

receiv~d

by Civil

Engineering studentas
Elv$n

w.

Kieffer - Craig Elton Bres~Db~ ~rial

Sclllolarsbip
Cbarlea B. Bacch111111 - ASTM Aware!
J~w

P.

B~

- ASCS

~tetanding S~n!or

J~z Baker - NSF Graduat~ Traineeship

Award

·

Charl.es B. :Sacchu - liSPE Wivec Award
Dav!d R~ n~osman JOhn B. Ciani !Paul G. Heyer David !(!. Niese -

"

"

"

n

"

n

"

"

11

11

"
..

carl Raglin - Ideal cement FQllowship

1.

UndemJ£_aduate Pr24!!raa&.
Of

has

rQC«lnt years the trend in

~en

to

-~heaize

enginee:~r!.ng

education

the deaign and r.eaearcb aepects

of the prof®ss!on to the aetr~nt of its ~inietrativeg
IIJla!llillg"~&rialp

and eonatruction areas.

'the civil engiueer

1~ s~ill the b~ila~r a~ woll as the deeigner of

traini~

for the

~Y e~tent

aen Who are

no~

cQBPlexed

inter-

2.

\Graduate Pr.Q1lJrW!Il.
®raduat~

train1ng is

~ 1n~~easingly ~~tant

pa~t of the nepa~t·s actlvitieap but gr~h ~~ this

a%ea will be linitea unless additional

recsar~ ~an

'l'he Dspartunt sl'llonld sesk reaaarcl) of t~·is

securea.

typ$ that will parG!t

partic~ation

of

graduat~

The presence of defense orientea agenciea in
vicinity
A

be

s~ould

make this

•~r inat~tute

Btuden,ta.

~ts

pos~ible.

in

field of

~e

Roliability is assured

f~r

will be attended by 32

graduat~ s,~udents fr~ va~lous

&be

-~r

Structura~

schools in the United Statu and
A

contin~at~on

of

1965~

~is

:foX~Siqn c:c~tr$.~;11~

o:f this institute ia proposed for th&

11w.sr of 19.66.
Xt !z

~os~rabl@

that

t~e ~~aching

loads of the

<SJX'at'l!aate f.aculty be x®Guced in rocognitioa of

ditional

t~~g

~~ r~sulting
d1~oct!o~

was

zequ!rsa by graauate level
thesoa and

p~leDS~

take~ ~is y~a~

~e

eo~~·~

A mtap in

by creating the

and

t~1•
poeiti~

of gga(hnata a<iviael'!!' in the Depaztaant:.

lo

J4br~ ~

!5!!f.

~

Resea:r:cb PrQWran.

lti!.bra&'Jr' facUiUe:!!! in the~ eciil lll!l!chi!U'.lica and
struct~ral ~~anics

arl··

areao have been significantly

4~.9

~roved

during the past

still exist.

~s ~st

yea~ boweve~ dafici~ncies

critical

scholarly publications of
can Dot

change.,
Repor~s

~

o~

these is

i~ ~e

othe~ univora~tAaa ~1Cb

purchased but can :be obtained only by ex-

Fmr.da for extra copies of Bng!neer..t.ng

to.

often

~

made available for exchange

~earc'b

wi~ o~er

schools arl!; needed.
A

~£qll!'ant o~

$150.00 in

~ltl'

o£ t:be late .Rq

s_

Mt.:l(ee

wu usad to obtain the nucleus of a collect!iClll !n tbe

area of

conm~ruction eDg!neer1~.

,,

4..

Roo9arc;ll\

~

Aca.dg;t&c

g;_:l;'ant~.

XAm.;th
§~illllor

NSF S:

1itle

sana~o

coxp.

•

swwaar :!tDSt.t.tute ill

o£ t!Rp

~n.t

~@9-AA:r

6/65 - 8/65

$54g400

M. H., COtt:all.

6/65 - 9/6S

$ 1D000

M.. M, Cottrell

2/65 - 8/65

$15 9 000

J. Eo Magt:inez

S/64> - G/65

$6:3,000

Wa Baltala

$213~000

Lo J. ~Oif\PSOn

&~obab!list!c St~c~UEal

lbc::ha!1'3!Cm
Un~Q~~aauats ~$e&rch

NSF

P:~ram

in

Civil Eng1-

n~ring

ti'. s 4 BW:I!lau of

"!'l~!ble P.av~nt

Public Roads &
N., Mox. Hllghwar

studias UaiDg

Gyzato~

'lJeating' Machine''

Dtiput:aent
Sandia COxp.

maxtb R&st~tanc• to
P~oj~ctile Impact

New MGxico

CUlvert: PreliiSUA

W.gh-Y

(Pinal

D~pt.

:epo~t

baing

3/63 - 9/64
~itten by P~ofasso:

JQbn cazney)

~

'•

N
0

42:1

c.

~oJ.n~r~:~s.

1.

w.

2.

John B. carney -

T. Abbott -

!nstructor~

~saistant

effective
Professorv

Sept~ar

1964.

~ff0Ctive

SGp'Cqbalt' 1964.

w.

3.

Albert

Dennis -

46

N.

W~

5.

n~

B. McPherson - Instructor, effective September 1964.

6.

Dr.

IMt:ructor~

effective FebiNa:ty 1965.

Hakala - Lecturer, effective

c.

Sept~er

1964.

Omid'varan -Assistant Profassor 9 effective

Sapte:d:lelt' 1964.

D.

S"!Efa;etl\p £!!!!Staff.

!.

Dr. James R. Barton -

Prcfe~sor

ana

Cha1~ 9

effeetAva July 1964.
2.

B. J.

Donlnmt~

- Aamiot:a.nt J!)rcfesl!lor P Leaves of Al:liJenclil.

effGct!ve June 1965.
3.

Albert

4o

~

B.

w.

Denn!s - Xnst¥Uctcrp offectiva June 1965.

~~Pherson

- Imstructor• exfect1ve

~une

1965.

4;?.2
II a

~IW'~ ~PHICAL ~<'0~¥\:lipN ..

1.

,Advaup!=!S!. fU:.u!lx.·
oOTT~j; ~ON

Mo - Continue~ on doctoral dissertation.

DOI'ml\)}1 1 BOB J .. - Attended 6 week institute at the
Univ~rsity

of. California at Berkeley sponsored by

Dept. o_f Defe."lse for. training of Engiileering teachers

in _tbe concepts of design of structures to resist

nuclear e..""tplosions •.
~; ~;q,;

Wo -Will _receive Ph.D. in June 1965.

liiePHE~O:rsrP.

P.ONALD B •."; Completed 6

m.'M~

~s.

:for

PhJ)

at

1st Semester Mat11 320 an9- CE. 520 (both with

grade of A) and am curren-tly enrolled (2nd semester)
4 3 hrs. Matn 313 •.
YPD~ J~ms

To P. - Poet-doctoral studies in Structural

Reliability in the

D~partment

of Civil Engineering

a and. Engineering Mechanics,
Colombia University.
.
.
2.

p_abbatical,!b Leaves

9£ ~s~. Summer
•.

~eaching,

etc.

~_: ~

DOI~W.l,

OOB J • - Granted. .1El.av.e o:f absence :for the

. academic year' 196Sc66 to pursue doctoral studies
at Ne\or .eae:tico State University.
J:.n\YD £.1.1\RVIN

c. -

Univers~ty

Study o:li campus planning problems at

of.Califqrnia at Santa Barbara Campus.

to June 1965.

4?.3

00~·1;

of NSF Faculty Fellm-tahip

BOB J. - Recipient

for academia year 1965-66.
NcPEERS0!1!p. R.OI:l!ALD B. - hlDEA Fellv.-1ship Title lV to·

work on PhD in Theoreeieal and Applied MeChanics at
West Virginia University beginning Sept. l965q

Y.AO,

aAt~S

Te P. • Post-doctoral Preceptorship, Dept.

of C.E .. and

.E.l~o~

Columbia Unhrersity (for 1/2 time

'·

work)

ZWOYER, EUGENE - Biography appears for first time inc

American Leader~ in Science and Who*s Who in the Westt
(previ~~sly

introduced and continued in American Men

of Science and

4.

~~o•s

Who in Engineering).

Publications

-I'=~

JOURNmL - NUmerous abstraccs of foreign

engin~ering

and aciei).tifio literature.
Tru:AWJIAFXl.>IDIS.~~

GEORGE E .. - "An Experimental Evaluation

of Soil Arching,;.;' l?roc. Symposium on SoJ,l - Structure
Intera~tion, TUcson~ _A~iz~na, June 1965.

"Experi~

mental Study of Arching Stresses on Buried Cylindersn
1\FWL-'.IDP.-63-3106,

Dec~

1964.

"Dynamic Response of

Continuous Footings Supported on COhesive Soils'',
l?roco 6th Inter. Conference on Soil Mechanics and

Foundation Engineering; Sept. 1965, Montreal, Canada.

So

~ Rsae~rch P.roJ~o.

lii!. process of wd.tiag

~JI Jc»DT Bop JRo -

nport

research project

~or

a~ore4

Mexicc State Highway CC1911il!io:Lon
dsvolo~t

of a

gag~

to

by tba llew

ccnce~.

rMU~e

f4~

w.t.th .~·

pre:saues :lu. ou:th

I!I'Jllb~nta.

00'1"!~~ ~UOli

Mo -

Gratd:ea

$54~000

~Ciat$.on and samc~.ta ~a'ticm

smmaer Inatitute for collewe
Strll.U!t~l

~~

by EfatUmal. Science

to-

t.mae~itc!ll

teaebe~ in P~bab1lictic

MechaniCB.

»>S Jo -

"Bituminous Pavaant

it&seu~ _,,e~

the qy~atolr]f 'l'Gat:.ing Macl).ll.ne" apon.aorta4 by ~· 1\ieW
Nexico .IU.gbway Departant and tr.s. Sanaa p£ h!bU.c
Jeow\i: of G:r:ant: $20.018 Feb. 1964 ~ jar,lo 1965o

&oadll,.

P:E'Oject tcQIJiiP1Gt4lCl

stwly

~ebfJfl

Jan..

30.., 1965.

Feb .. 1965..

Gl:l!int to COD.~inuo

A&lllietut

Di~.toz: o~

project.
~JI

61., Wp -Completed Rlta<aarcb project on "lllanb

P~~·~c~

to Pxojectile lmpact"o

llmZAMRp RlcmlliD GEORGE - '!'ext :book
Gr~i~s ~

CD

BnogiUIIZO.bg

Calculationa - under contract.

ttte Citffi!'atory Tes>tirq Machine," spouol:ed by New
'
. .
.
·,,,

'·.·
.

'

1965.
G~ant:

.:

.
Resa~:ch

project

to continue this

c~leted

..

~

...

Jan. 30, 1965.

st~y received hb. 1"65~ ·

m!Oiall!UVl" Bo Jo ... beearcb project on Shearing .Strength
of Cci\t1m.IOUS 'l'WO-way Beiafcm::ed

C~te

progn&Jo at Air Fo:n:e Shock Tube

l'a~,c~Ut:y.

'l'~X.IDJ!Sj)

GBOa:IB B.. - Spowsozed So.:U.-Dynamiell

"An BxperJ..tllm.atal Study of

YAO, JM.U To Po .:. l)

Cc::miMalativs

.Dulag~t

ut!e~·

in liotcbed ap.c:iMM

cycle Lo.ac.'ling" (.,;!th 1'. D.

~u).

hob. P.ep:t.-t;

CJ!l..U-1;. SUZ'llall'! of BDgi~.tng ili8searehp

1964..

2)

~~

Sh~z\lk.a), ~.

ra.

v.M.». August

Fa11~ra o~

Report. a.

the Study of Fatigue an4

Colu.bi.a Untvan.ity,

of

Ji!ow•

"OC the '.iMC-1114_. ~iM-Depaudut; 8aJ;:r:ier

Probl.sa" (•!t:h M.

XnetitUt$

Slabll in

Bay,

1965. 3)

2~,.

Ral1ab11ity~

ollftle Pzobab.Uity

a Statically IndeceEBiaate

stzuc~~:r:a"g

(with A,. ill~' l"nudenthal.~~ an!S M,. Shinoauka), ',l'~)l.
:RGport nl- 25 P Inst!t:ute for th.e Study of F•tigue and

ReliabiUty, COlw.abia VDivers:J.ty, Kayp 1965 (in

pnpsration).

4)

A preUaina:ry at:ucly of waV. loa&J

on ships (with A. M. Freudenthal)~ (1n progress).

'

ZWOYER# EUGENE - Operation of Air F0.rc;2e Shocll: Tube

Facility - consists of 25 research projects - a
continuing operation

renewed every

Present budget about $720,000 per year.

2 years.
6.

wi~ contr~t

Activitie!! ,!a It,earn,es W,
COH.RELL, MIUUON M. -

~ofesoion!l

Societie!f,•

Engineering Mechanics Di'lfisicn

Spee!ialities Conference# 'Q.C.X..A., April 12-14, 1965.
GAPFORD., WILLIAM R. -

Apl:il 9•10, 1965e

Meeting of

Southwest Section, American Society for Engineering
Education.
IIAKAt.A, W, W.. - Attended Plowshare Conference at Las

Vegas, Nevada, April 1965.
SUZARSKI# RICHARD G. • ASEE contmittee -

~Ctfi!d

as one

of five men selecting the most outstanding engineering
educator for the year.
MlUfl'INEZ, J. E. - Attended Highway Bng!rieerilig Conference,
New Mexico State University, April 8-9, i9GS.
MAY, f!!ARVXN

c:. - Attended meetings of Ameri.can Society

for Engineering Education, American Society of Civil
Engineers, American Institute

~f

Traffic Engineers.

RBOMBERG, E. J .... Attended Glst annunal convention of
American Concrete Institute on MarCh 1-4, 1965 in San
Francisco, California.

427

'fa:f.lWDAJ.'l'lLIDlS~

GEORGE B.... "An Bxpe;r:imental

o3f Soil Arching" - Paper

of

Soil~tructure

pr~sented

at tl,\e Symposium

Interaction at the

Arizolla, '!Ucson, Arizona,

June

Eval~ation

Un~verstty o~

1964.

Vl\0, JAMBS T" 1>. - ASCB Annual Meeting anCl StructUral
·~ginet1ring ~onference,
~MB Wi~ttter

~t\C.,

New York, Oct. 1g.;.23, 1964.

Annual Meeting, New Yor'k,

move~er

29-

3, 1964_.

Zt«)Y,ER, 7..«JGENE - Attendeil American Concrete ln$titute
me~ting

in FJ!iami, J!'la.,

Nov~,

1964J American S.ociety of

Civil Bngr. Meeting, in New Yor'k City, Oct. 1994J

continued as

C'h.ai~an

AdversE' weuther

of ASCB National Coaittee on

Con~iticnsJ

Member of ASCE National

<!ommitt;ee en Structural llynamiosr Helllber of National
ASCE

Advisor.y~ommittee

fOr preparation of a Manual

'

on the De.airlfi of Structures to Resist Nuclflar Weapc;.ns

Effects (nelt appointment).
1.

Otbe~ ~~tonal

c:mnmtt,

JOHN

a.,

t\c_tivities.

Jr. - Attended lOth Annual New Mexico

Water Conference at New Mexico State University.

·,

OOT'l'.RELI., MARION M. - E.!tpert witness before the

Cont;oact Appeals Boari., Washington,

. 1964.

D.c.,

u.s.

October

Consultant to State Board of Arehiteotural

-Examiners, Fall, 1964.

1,
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DONm\lli, BOB J. - Adviser and consultant to tmM
Physical Plant and architect for aomputEn" uses and

engineering.

B'OZARSK£, ru:CBARD G.. - Consultant to th.a Peace
(lectures, field work~.training).
to

CQ~l'a

consuitancies

lm~s.

MAY, MIUtVlN'

e.~

-

:Nona - Discontinuea private 'consulting.

practice for year as it

wou~d

have conflicted with

my duties as Department' chairman.

ZWOYER, EUGENE - Expert for Plaintiff in hearing before

Contractors Board of Appeals, Dallas: Consultant to
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, calif.: Structural

Engineer consultant on approximately $10,000 1 000 of
construction duril.Lg past year: 6 or 7 talks to
Service and Professional Organizations such

~•

Raton

Rotary Club, m..M. B:anc;tt of Military Engineers and

Albuquerque Branch of New Mexico section of ASCE.

8.

Non-teaching University Sery!cs,.
1U1B01'1',

w. or. -

University COllege !'aeulty Adviser

CA..1!UmY, John B .. , - ln process of designing with coninittee
a new fluid mechanics laboratory to be included in

new engineering building
COT'l'~,

MARION M. - Chairman, University Library

Committeer Chairman, College Library Conmittee:

4:29

COTT:REt&, MARION M. -

Departmental Graduate Adviserr Melllber, Steering
Committee, Friends of 'O'niv. Librarie&J Member,
Engineering Doctoral CommitteeJ Chi Epsilon Adviser.
DONDK, BOB J .. - ~iversity ·college Adviser, Member o~

Sehola.rships and Awards C:01'1111littee, Faculty Adviser
for Student Chapter American Society. of Civil
Engineers.
GAli'i'OlU>, WILI.DM R. - Special Adviser, 'O'nivexsity

College .. Chairman, J!'.reshman Advisory

~ttee,

College of Engineering. Chaixman, Schedule Committee,
College of Engineering.

Member

o~

E & C Committee.

BUZARSK:t, RICHAm> G. - l'.res'hman adviser to 35 students,

Adviser to Sigma Tau Honorary Fraternity.
MAR'l'lNP.Z, JOSE E .. - Memb~r of Universit:Y R~oeaxc:h

Allocations

Commi~tee

Committeeo

Faculty advisex to undexgraduate Civil

Engineering Students.

and Engineering College SChedule

Faculty sponsox of Inter-varsity

Christian Fellowship Chapter.
MAY, MARVIN

c.

-Master t>lan Committee, Academe Preedom,

and Tenure Committee, managed Survey Rental Pund.
'l'eclu1ical assistance to administration of planning
matters.
o~

Appointed Acting Chairman of

~e

Department

Civil Engineering for ·academic year 1964-65.
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OMID.I.VARA!lJ, CYRUS .. Served on the College Coumittee
on the teachings of Mechanics and as faculty adviser
to Babai association club.
RI!OMBERG 1 E. J. - Member of Universit~ R.eg:i.stration ·

Committee, College of Engineering Hedhanico Committee,
Chairman of c.E. Department Curriculum c:ourait.tee.

'l'lttMIIW!':ELm:rs, GEORGE E. - appliea for committee work

on two University Committees.
9.

Public

f!2rvia.

CO'.r'!'REJ:.L, Ml\RION M., - Chairman,

Commi~;:~sion

on Chl:istian

Social Concerns, Adult church school teacher.
DOll'IBAM; BOB J. - Speaker at Civil Defense Conference

of City Officials.
GAFE\')l'W, WILLil\M R.. - Assistant Organist, St. Matthew's

Episcopal Church.

Clerk of Vest.ey, St. Matthew's

Episcopal ChurCh.
BUZARSia, RICJ:tAlm G. - Student aat.ivitiesa

winter sports

~lothing

Judged

contestr collected for compus
,.

oheot drive.
MAY1 MARVIN

c:;.. .... President and Chai:r:man of the

Board of

Directors of the AlbuQUerque Metropolitan Flood Control
Authority.

Viae-President of the Citizens Transportation

Committee.
TRIANDAP'ILIDIS, GEORGE E. - Greek Orthodox Church

ZWO'DR, :EUGENE - Routine Committee work with P.'l'.A. and
ChQl:Ch.

"
?JB.is
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July l, 1964

~

June }0. 1965

A. R. Koachmann, Chai:t'111an

A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year, 1964-~5
a.

Enrollment Summaries
...

op;;;

Undergraduate

Sophomores

Juniors
Seniors
~tals

~ster

Z

Semester I I

6}...64

64...65

63-64

61J:,9.2,

11
91
45
219

87
90

76
91
46

19
74
76

219

229

'

69
246

Graduate

~
6:;-64
64-65
M,So

133
35

Sd.D.

28
196

Off campus

Totals

~esterJ1,

63-64

64-65

104

.- '117

_61

:;6

lo4

21
180

62

227

Dogreoo Awarded

61··62

§_2=63.,

£2-64

43
56

41

38
58
4

¢"~':';;:=.~

-

B.,So

u.s.

Sc,.D~

l~

40

5

~
1}

58
3

-55
26
185

"'

4.12

The enrollments and degrees awarded this past
year are very much in line with our predictions.
The rather sharp increase in undergraduate degrees

reflects both the completion of the first class of
students under the NESEP-A program and a definite
increase in the regular student body. In the coming
years the undergraduate enrollment should increase
slowly.
The graduate enrollm~nt itself is holding
reasonably constant. The number of M.S. students
will probably stay at this level in the near future.
While the number of doctorates awarded this past
year decreased, the number of bona fide doctoral
candidates has continued to increase. Next yeax·
~hould see a fairly sharp increase in the number
of doctorates a"t-rarded.
b.

.~~~4!, .~ ~ UnderqE\d.!la.~-9, ~~~

Probably the ro4in development in the undergraduate program is the increasing emphasis on the
design aspects of engineering.

The major changes

have been made in the sophomore and junior laboratories.
and in the senior design seminars.
both

stud~nta

Reports from

and instructors have been highly

f;s.vo:>:ablo. Additional cl1angeo are planned in other
laboratory courses n~tt year, in line with making
the laborytoriGs a more significant part of the
studeztt' s education.
A majo:a:- innovation in methods of teaching
occurred during the second semester when, for the
first time in this college, an engineering course
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was taught by broadcast TV. Prof. Thorn presented
EE 202, Basic circuit Theory, to an enrolled class
of some 80 students.

While the results of this

first Rresentation cannot be fully evaluated at
thi:;:; time, there is strong evidenee that it was
highly successful.

It is planned to present titis

course again this fall semester on TV.

It is aiso

planned that one of the next presentations will
be preserved on video tape for use in subsequent
semesters.
c.

Progress i!1 ~ ~raduai;fi~ Progr,i¥!
This past year has seen no major changes in
the graduate program. A number of new or modified
courses were taught for the first time this year.
An anticipated expansion of our program in the

general area of systems did not materialize, as it
was not possible to fill allotted faculty positions.
This year again there appeared to be an increase
in the number of graduate students attending full
time, with or without departmental or fellowship'
GUpport. This trend is certainly healthy and will
help strengthen our graduate p.r:ogram. At the same
tim$ it. \'lill require additional staff, most of
whose support will have to come from the state
~ather

d.

than contract research or sandia corporation.

Physic~±,

l,!...W!;,

The addition of equipment fo.r: research or
teaching laboratories has been very limited duriJ19
tnis past year.

Most of the effort in this area

has been devoted to the improvement of the laboratory
organization, rather than in the addition of equipment.
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e.

Student Achievements
=· =
.. and Awards
'.I'he following individual a\"1ards and scholarships
were received by students in Electrical Engineering.
l. John R. Breiland, Eewlett-Packard/Neely·sales

.. .

2.

,.... =e=mt

~

~a:::..a

Scholarship
Donald E. Morris, Hewlett-Packard/Neely Sales
Scholarship

).

Harold E. Brown, Western Electronics Scholarship

4. Richard D. Summersgill, Western Electronics
Scholarship

5· Kirk Thompson, George E. Breece Prize in Engineering
6. Elvin w. Kieffer, Bresenham Scholarship
7· Harry L. White - Bresenham Scholarship
8. John R. Breiland, Harry L. Dougherty Memorial

10.

Prize in Engineering
David D. Coyer, Hamilton Watch Award
R. Gary Daniels, N.M. Professional Engineers' Wives

11.

Award
David D. Coyer, N.M. Professional Engineers' Wives

12.

At-tard
John P. Dietz, N.M. Professional Engineers' Wlves

1~.

A\"rard
Richard D. Sutton, N.M. Professional Engineers'

9·

B.

A'!rtard
Significant ~lans and Recommendations for the Near Future
a.

Fa.gu..lg

~Personnel

The progress of this depattment during this
past year \'las undoUbtedly seriously affected by the
fact that we were unable to fill three faculty
positions.

Despite this problem of understaffing I

..

believe the faculty did a very commendable job
this past year. In addition to an extra load on
committees, examinations; course supervision, and
advisement, many faculty members handled very large
classes, with graduate classes going as high as
fifty students.
It appears now that these three faculty
positions are filled for the coming year, and the
department is looking forward to significant
progress next year. one area in which definite
progress is anticipa·ted is in the offering of more
advanced work for the doctoral candidates.

In

particular it is planned to expand our program in
the general area of systems.
It is al.so expected that our efforts to use
new concepts in educational techniques will be
expanded.

Assuming that we continue to have the

support of the administration we will continue to
investigate the use of TV, both for live presentations
and for recording for future use. It is also
expected that a serious beginning into the use of
programmed materials will be made. It might be
emphasized that we do not look on these methods
as bfting a way to educate students shea~ but rather
a way to do it better.
~lhile som~ of the personnel requirements for
this department are being met, there are still
several areas o~ serious deficiency. The need for
additional technician level assistance becomes more
critical each year.

In the next few years

many

thousands of dollars of equipment will become
inoperable if proper maintenance is not supplied.
The laclc of technician level assistance also causes
much valuable faculty time to be spent on \..rork

b.

which could well be performed by staff with much
less training.
The development of a progressive undergraduate
program is seriously hampered by our inability to
use the summer for the development of courses,
particularly laboratories. Several faculty members
should be supported each summer to work on course
and laboratory development. This is not necessary
if we are willing to settle for a static engineering
program.
Facilities
Major changes in the use of space will probably
be delayed until the new engineering building is
nearing completion. At that time considerable
remodeling will be required in the EE building.
This department was again fortunate to receive
a matching grant from National Science Foundation
of $}2,400 for laboratory equipment.

c.

This will be

used particularly in the laboratories recently
developed at the Sophomore and Junior level to
teach design, and for the senior design seminars.
This additional equipment will significantly
improve our laboratory facilities, but again raises
the problem of personnel to properly maintain it.
Resear__gll
While there have been a number of changes in
our research contracts, it appears that the overall
level has remained approximately the same. Actually

a study of the past few years shows that the level
of supported research is almost directly proportional
to the number of professors.

It is expected that,

with the increase in faculty next year, the level
of research will go up.

J;t

is particularly

expected that support in the general area of systems
will be increased.
Among the major items of equipment for the
support of research activities is a fume hood, now
installed in the solid state research laboratories.
Another facility which is being put into operation
is a high vacuum system, the basic unit of which

is on loan from sandia Corporation.
D.

~pointmen~'!!.

;!;2, §S!!!

Professorial Staff
==
None

"*"='--.=c=;:;o""'

Part-time ~ Temporar~
Mr. Nasir Ahmed, Instructor, both semesters
.Mr. Richard Bechtel, Instructor, both semesters

Mr. Wushow Chou, graduate assistant, both semesters
Mr. Raymond Gore, Instructor, Semester II
Dr. Bans Gschwind, Lecturer, Holloman, both semesters
Mr. Ibrahim Baj j, Graduate Assistant, both semesters
Mr. Benjamin Ishaku, Graduate Assistant, both semesters
Mr. Irving Kral, Instructor, both semesters
Mr. Young Duck Kwon, Graduate Assistant, both semesters
Mr. Wilson McClellan, Graduate Assistant, both· semesters
Mr. Wilfred Raburn, Instructor, Semester II
Mr. K. R. Rao, Instruqtor, both •emesters
Mr. D.;~le Sparks, Lecture!;, both semesters
Dr. Sam Stearns, Lec;turer, Semester I
Dr. s. It. Suh, Lec:turer, Holloman, Semester II
Mr. Tom Tillotson, Instructor, both semesters
Dr. Bernhard Weinberg, Lecturer, Semester I
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D.
II.

Separations
None

~ ~

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUAL. BIOGRAPHICAL

SUPPLEMENTS
1.

Advanced

Stud~

KELLY, RUBEN

Became Registered Professional Engineer,
State of New Mexico
SOumwARD 0 HAROLD

Attended course on Solid State Engineexing
Laboratories at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 5 weeks, Juna and July

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching, etc.
NO'tE1

~.

'I'l:avel to attend various meetings is
indicated under profession~! activities
and activities in learned and professional
societies. In addition, many members
of the faculty engaging in research
contracts have made various trips within
the United States in connection with these
contracts.

New Scholastic Honors, ll;ellowships, Etc •.

Selected as alternate in
Learning Project.

ASEE

Programmed

4. pUblications
Engineering Experiment Station Technical Reports
ABBO'l"l', J .B. I CHOU, CHID, KOSCSMAD, A.B.,
RANDOLPH, "The VMS Study Por the Holloman
AFB High Speed Track", BE 110

BECHTEL,RICBARD, PAKD SANG so, GRAm1EMAW, w,
"Magnetoresistance, superconductivity and the
Hall Effect for Inverter Applications"
EE 115

BLAIR. WILLIAM. "'l'he Driving-point Impedance of
an Electrically Short Cylindrical Antenna
in the Ionosphere" EE 109, ,June 1964
BYATTu W,.Joo WEINS'l'EINu GoEu "Hypersonic Plasma
~1ermionic Generator" EE 108, June 1964
"Transient Gamma :Radiation
Effects on Resistors" EE 118, November 1964

CA'l'ES 1 HAROLD,

COWAN, Woo Iou.I.Yo Ro, and WILLIAMS 0 R... "Small
Prolate Spheroidal Antenna in a Dissipative
Medium" EE 113
ERTEZA 0 A .. 0 DOR.Abl 0 J o • LENHERT 0 Do o "Semi-Annual
status Report on 290-}06, NASA NS6 129-61
EE 124
GOLUBIEWSKib Ao 0 GRANNEMANN'u \fo 0 AND DAVISo Goo
"Directional Effects of Transient Radiation
on Seraiconductor Devices" EE 122, March 1965
LUNG 0 He • uA .V.echanical 'l.'hevenin Equivalent
Circuit of a Sepal:'ately Excited DC Motor"
EE 121, Dec. 1964

LENBERT. Doo Semi-annual Status Report, 290-3o6,
EE

117

Do 11 "1"he Concept of Differential
Reflectivity as Applied to a Smooth Moon"
EE 114, Aug. 1964

LENBER'l'o

ME!'ER.o Lon "Transient Radiation Effects on Hall
Devices" Kirtland AFB 29(601)6637, (290-485)
E2 125, May 1965

m·mm. Goo "Antennaa In or

At the Surface of
a Conducting Medium at Wii'" EE 116, Oct. 1964

~ORNu

DoCo

3445

~Final

Report of Contract AF29(600)

With All'.MDC, Holloman Air J!'orce Base,

New Mexico, BE 111. July 1964
"Acoustic Simulation of a High Velocity
High Altitude Radar Altimetern BE 119,
Oct. l964

~ILLO~oa.

..

WADE. H.,. "Electromagnetic Radiation at VLF
From an Electric Line Current source
Immersed in an Ionospheric Half•Spaceu
EE 123, f.1ay 1965
t>JILLIAMS 0 Roo "A Monopole Antenna Driven With

Respect to a Small Disc," Sandia corp.
EE ~20, Dec. 1964
;g:nqineerinq .!a:Eeeri,lllent Station.l?rog;ress Reports
BECHT.EL 0 Ron "Methods .for DC to AC Conversionn
April, 1965, Semi-Annual Status Report,
PR-62
RABURN. w•• "Transient Radiation Effects on
SCR' s'', PR-29, Oct. 1964
WILLIAMS 0 Roo and 'l'HOMAS 0 c ..w•• "A ~onopole
Antenna Driven with Respect to a Small
Disc", l?R-51, March, 1964
.ru;per Reports.
OOA'.L'WRIGRT. L.. 'l' •• Technical Report WF-'l'R-64-123,
"Laboratory Testing and Theoretical Studies
supporting AFWL TREES Program". Jan. 1965
BRliDSRAW, MARTIN' Do "Viscous Listing of Conducting
Fluids in a 'l'ransverse Magnetic Field''
with F. J. Young and J. F. Osterle,
accepted for publication in Appl~q Sq!entific
g_g~a;-_,ch, date of publication not yet knolm.
l'm.'l'EZ.l\. 0 AHt~iED,

"Discrimin<ltion Dependence of a
Phoswich System on the Integrating Time
Constant" Nuclear Xnstruments Method
"Kerr Cell Measuring System for Bigh
Voltage Puloes", Review of Scientific Instruments
"Concept of Differential Reflectivity as
Applied to the Reflection of Beamlimited
Radiation by a Convex Body" Radio Science
Journal of Research NBS/tJSSA•tlRSI, Vol. 69D
No. 2, Feb. 1965

~

KARNJ: 0 SHLOMO "~e Derivation of Minimum-Phase
Network Functions from Time Delay
Specifications" I?roc. 2nd Allerton
Conference on Circuits and System Theory,
Univ. of :Illinois Vol. 2, Sept. 1964
"A Note on EqUivalent Networks by Matrix
Partitioning" Journal of Math and Phys.
Vol. 43, Dec. 19'64
KOSCHMANN, A. lioo with EE Division ASEE Graduate
Education commit.tee, "A National Survey
of Electrical Engineering Graduate Programs,"
IEEE Transactions on Education, Vol. E-7,
No. 4, December, 1964, pp. 115-132
"A Conmunication System with Adaptive
Decoding 11 , with A.M. Breipohl, IEEE Special
Publication s-161, Third Symposium on
Adaptive Processes, Oct, 1964
'!'HORN 0 DONALD Coo "An Introduction to Generalized

Circuits" (combined edition) Wadsworth
Publishing Company
Wl:LLIAMSe RICHARD Ho "A Field Equivalence

Theorem for Linear Magnetoionic Media"
IEEE Trans. Antennas and Propagation,
July, 1964
"Insulated and Loaded Loop Antenna Immersed
in a Conducting Medium", Radio Science,
February 1965

5. pther Research Projects or Creative work in
Progress or Comgleted During Period

currently finishing Junior-senior level
textboolt in electromagnetic field theory (with
W.J. Byatt} to be published by Prentice Hall
in early 1966.
mf'M.'To WILLIAM J

o

Thesio director to Harold Catess MS Thesis
completed fall of 64, entitled "Transient
Radiation Effects on Resistors". Director
of thesis of Ahmed K. Aboul-Seoud and
Raymond Gore. work in Progress for Sc.D.
Submitted "Blac:tromagnetic Fields for Engineers"
text bol)k (final draft) to publisher.

work in progress on teltt book on the
principles of Direct Energy conversion
:KARNJ: o SHLOMO

completed final draft of manuscripts
"Network '11ieory. Analysis and Synthesis"
for Allyn and Bacon. Book currently in
production.
'
KOSCHMAN!f II ARNOLD

IJ:Ihesis work with George Read on "A Circuit
Model for Primary Batteries."

See next page

~ontract

ResearCh

SuR®rvioor

Project

Contracting
' Agency

29Q-213

~'lilliam.s

Navy

290-306

Erteza

National Aeronautics & Space
Adnlinistration

29D-353

Grannemann

National Aero•
Hall Effect for Lew Voltage
nautics &: Space High current DC to AC conversion
Adnlinistration

$ 31.,000.00

29<>-415

Grannemann

Sandia

Study of Transient Radiation
Effects on Semiconductor
Devices

$ 16,833-37

290-485

Grannemann

A .. F. Weapons
Lab. , Kirtland
AFB

Laboratory Testing and ~eoretical.
Studies in Microelectronics and
omnidirectional. Radiation Effects

$ 48,760.00

29D-503

Koschmanh

Sandia corp.

A Study of Adaptive Systems Using
a Communications ~eory .Model
of self-Evaluation

$ 12,917.00

29D-574

~orn

A· F. Weapons

Investigation into Fuzing Problema

$ 20,293.00

Acoustic Simulation of a High
Velocity, High Altitude Radar
Altimeter

$ 5.000.00

Title of Project

SUbmarine Communications by
Electromagnetic means

Co.~:p.

Investigation of Radar Echoes
From the Moon and Planets
Using Methods and Data From
Earth Radar-Return Studies

Amount

$149,663.80

$ 32,180.00

Lab., Kirtland
AFB

290-473

Ling•'l'emcovought

~om

fi:>t
,...,

....:"

CA.;

"

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies

Participated in Seminar on. ~ansient Radiation
Effects in Electronics, Nov. 16-~!0, 1964
BYAT'l' q WILLIAM. J

o

Paper read at IEEE Radiation Effects
Conference in Seattle, washington in July, 1964
entitled "A Monte-carlo Code for ~ansient
Radiation Effects". Co-author of paper
with Dale Sparks
~uWu

Institutional Representative to Engineering
College Research Council of the American
Society ~or Engineering Education,
June 19-25. 1965. Presented paper, "Space
Oriented Research at University of New
Mexico," Aerospace Frontiers in New Mexico,
5th Annual Symposium, Albuquerque, No M-o s
October 15, 1964
·

Attended and presented a paper at the 2nd
Allerton Conference on Circuit and System
~eory, u.niv. of Illinois, Sept. 1964.
Attended as IEEE counselor at ONM the
Subregion~! Student Paper contest~ Arizona
state 'tb:l.iversity, Tampa Arizona. our entry
won third prize. ~er, IEEE EXecutive
Committee, Albuquerque Section

Ac$isted in preparation of paper pre~Jented
by cowan, Williams, blly at URSI (Oct. 1964) ""'
Meeting "Driving..point Impedance of a
Small Prolate Spheroidal Antenna Immersed
in a conducting Madiumn.

Attended ASEB convention, University of
Jlaine, .Tun!!! 1964. Mmrlber, EB Diviaion
ASEE Graduate Education Committee

44
Chairman, Session No. l, "Research at New
Mexico universities Related to Aerospace"
of the 5th Annl:\al N ..M.A.,S .. M.E., Symposium
held at the Univeraity Oct. 15-17, 1964

Paper delivered at Seattle Meeting of IEEE
on con·l;inuous flash x-ray spectra, June, 1964

wrote and graded portion of Fall 1964
Professional Registration Examination. Spoke
to Albuquerque IEEE Groups (Microwave and
Propagation) on "Microwave Research Laboratory
Activity". Spoke to tmM Research Colloquium
on"Reflection and Refraction at Moving
Interfaces".

Attended the International Scientific Radio
Union, washingtOn, D.C. April 2o-23, 1965.
co-authored ~~o papers read at Fall URSI
Meeting, urbana, Illinois, oct. 12-14, 1964

7.
consultant to sandia Corporation, Albuquerque.
Made several TV appearances during the
presidential campaign, not connected with
the teaching profession, however.
muu1I o SBL0M0

Consultant, !reaching Machines Inc. in their,
Electrical Engineering course~.

44.6
RELL'll'o RUBEN Do

Acted as En~ineering Consultant throughout
year (registered Professional Engineer,
States of New Mexico and Oklahoma) in the
city of Albuquerque
KOSCHMANN o Ao H.,

Member of evaluation committee of the Engineers'
Council for Professional Development for
Lamar State College and for Arlington State
CollegeG P.resented talk, "Vector Spaces"
to New Il!e:~cico Mathematics Teachers Convention.
Participated in panel on "Testing" for
career Scholars program, UlilM. Spoke to
JETS of Santa Fe High School on "T-hinking
Machinea." Spoke to Highland High School
.Math Club on "!fhinking M.achines. 11 Member
o:f Albuquerque Electronics Advisory Board,
and momber of executive committee. Spoke
at Career Day at St. Mary's Bigh School,
Albuquerque.

Member, Governor's Scientific Advisory
Committeeu Assisted in the revision of a
proposal from the State of New Mexico to
the National Aeronautics and Space
AdministratiOn to.consider New Mexico for
the location of the Free World's Spaceport.
All a member of the late Dean Parish • s
Committee, assisted in the preparation of a
propoaal from UNK to NASA to establish a
regional technical applicant center at the
Univeraity.

Consulting engineer for various clientn.
Teaching EE 202 via Channel 5. Member of
Committae (of EE Division of American
Society for Engineering Education) on
Educational Media.

8.

1lJon-·te,!t_ching University Service

Freshman advisor in College of Engineering
BRADSHA~l 0

MARTIN D..,

supervised Master's Thesis work of Ned Arnold,
thesia completed in August of 1964. Preshm:m advisor S!or approximately 60 students.

~E

Department Library Committee representative.

Publication committee, advisor
ER'l'EZAo AHMED

GraQuate advisor for the EE Department and
advisor to the T.DP Graduate Students Program. Member on the NASA tmM Fellowship
committee.

Director, Bureau of Engineering Research.
Member, university of New Mexico Graduate
Committea

Faculty advieox, AEP, Sember, M$chanics
Coilillittee

United Fund Committee, Univer•ity College
Advisor, Scholarship and Awards Committee. •
ItOSCID!!ANN• ARUOLD
~er,

Graduate Coll'IAittee

LAMBERTo J,;So

Member, curricula committee, faculty
advisor to the Navel Enlisted Scientific
Education ~ogram (NESEP), personnel
enco;mpass:i.ng about 70 students.

Graduate Advisor to all EE doctoral
students, advisor to Eta Kappa Nu.

Member Student Affairs committee,
faculty advisor of Gamma Delta

9·

~e±ic _S~~

Adult Sunday School Superintendent, Deacon,
Sunday School Class Teacher. Belvue
Baptist Church

Active with Aquinas NBMman Center

Member Bnai Brith, Loclge :;:;6,

-'J.'a~ked to an
intsr-fait:h youth group on "Youth in Israel...
Nov. 154 Temple Albert.

Wited l?und Committee, Boy Scout Board of
Review, !!.'eC:J.ching Electricity Merit Badge,
installed Qnd operated church audio system
wireless mike for dedication services-

Chairman, Board for Parish Education. Immanuel
Lutheran Church. Mamber, Building Committee,
Im!lk"IDUel Lutheran Church. Member of the
Board. Albuquerque chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society

SOUTBWARDo HAROLD D.,

Active in church activities
WILLIAMS a RICBJUU)

Chairman of the Board for Parish
Education, Redeemer Lutheran Church.
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Gener!!_

d~pa.rtment

informa.t ion

Achievements

Ao
~~~>

S"f!;ul!ilant enroll1uents and degrees granted
Sophomore
48

Senior
36
36

45
B.S.~M.E~).

June 1965

28

1'!.S.

June 1965

26

Juna 1965

Be.».

Graduate
120
119

3

'Che decrease in tna number of B.S. degrees (from 35
in 1954 to 28 in 1965) was as predicted on ihe baoia of

the small junior class of laot
and

ao~homora

yea.:~.•.

Since botb junior

classes show an increase over last. year we

can expect increasing numbers of B.S. degrees starting
!1o~h

neltt yeaJ.•.

gradua1l;s enrollment and nwnbar of

D§.S~

dag;realU awl'l.l"ded have reEmined essentially conatnlillt for
tall' xDast tbraa years.
degr.e~m award~d

ftb)

We b6lH'-'lve thn.t the three Be.D.•

this June mark the beginning of what

Curriculum changes
Ll.lthoug~

dur~l.ng

no major cu:r..-a-ieulum ebanges were made

this period sevJera.l neu courses were aqded at the gx>adu-

ato

l~vel

~rogram~

to provide a bGtter base
Th~se

~or

our growing

include Eas!c Fluid Systems (508)

9

S~.D.

Convection (605), Kinetic Theory and Statistical
~achanics ~G06)v

and Random Vibrations (622).

One undergraduate course 0 Manuiacturing Processes
(203L)v

was deleted as a result of the curriculum

change that uas made the previous year.
k~~oratories

«c)

'Jl'he reworking of undalrg.t•aduate laboratori~Ss :!.xi

connection with tha N.S.F. Undergraduate Scientific
l!~uip;nent

completed.

Program grant was continued and is virlua.lly

All of the N.S.F. grant funds were ·expended

and a final report has been submitted to the National
Science Wounaation.

Aa a result of the deletion of tbe course in Manufacturing Processes (203L) the H.Eo metal ahopr welding
sho~v

and foundry

tional purl)Uoaese
~o~kcd ~o

will no longer be needed for instrucThese areas are baing completely ,.-e-

provida a smaller machine

s~op 9 ~hich

will be

used by the entire College of Engineering 9 and additional
laboratory

s~ace

wbich has been badly needed for the up-

c'!ated lllboretoey proaram.

Professors 3koglund and iY11din

have been very active in aaking long range plans for
labo~~~o~

gmm

facilities in the areas of fluid mechanies 9

dynamics~

and heat transfer.

,,

(d)

Student accomplishments

In local competition,

Genio~s

Richard Brown and

Ban Gay ware the winners of the New

~exico

Section

of tbe A1nerican Society of !!echa.r.d.cal Engineers
They represented

studem.t papa.!!' acm.test.

ASME Region VEIX
in

l$65.

~ayv

Confa~ance

mm

held at Bozemanv

at tihe
~ontann

Mr. Brown placed fourth in the paper

presentation there and his paper is to be presented
ni: the Petrolewn Division meeting of AS!lE in Houston.
l'J:r. ()jay ·was g!vsn honorable mention at tM.a Jlleeting.

Mr.

Wambold 0 ASHE Student

3am~s

~aculty

Advisor 9 ac-

comptm:1ed EJr. !!roWlil and i:!lro Gay 0 along with three

othax· M.E. students» on the trip to Bozeman.
Mr.

Jo~

n~mncling

Sigma
John

AS~m

out-

senior student.
~au 0

~lou~h~

Millar~

Reynolds was selected as the

nmtional

aDgin~ering

honorary 9 elected

Gs-ovor :Ha:rrtmanp Leo !'.!. I!:elly P William P.

Leonard Otten. and Brian Webber to membership.

:1:'1. 'JI'au S:l.gl!la 0 xt<l.'i::tonal mechanical engineering bono4"ar.yg s~~tea

x. eo

John Blougb 9 Richard Brown 0

fl., 1Ie11y g Lynn !.ucas D William p

Eonso~~at

Jnoen

0

Wa!tor

~ilva 9

PJOmber.::hi!P.

~ooncy 9

0

Grov~r

Hartmsn 9

Killer p Javier

Leonard Otten 9

~obert

Schwartz.

Carl Wboaler. and Clinton Van Blaricum to

,,

Blue Key honorary elected John Blough 0 William
P. ili:I.Uer 0 and Leonard otten to membership.
llb.·. Clinton Van Blaricum and fh". Grover Hartman

wers.recipienta ot'tha Pi'~au Sigma awards for scholarship during the
~l~ricum

~.

f~shman

and sophomore years - Van

placed first and Hartman second.

Grover Xartman was recipient of the Southern

l!lnion Gas Company Scholarship award for 1964·-65.
~r.

recipien~

Cnrl Wheeler was

of

the

Weste~n

Elec-

tric Scholarship award.
M:r.-. Joshua

'\'las namsd "outstanding senior

~ajusigbe

mu" by the Loho and rece:!.vad the award for scholarship g:!.von by tho New Mexico Section of the National
Soeioty

o~

Professional

En~~Qeers

to the outstanding

foreign s'l);uden·l; in engineering o
M~.

~sl

Donald

~itsch

was the recipient of'the Mechani-

mngineers Handbook given each

y~ar

to the atMdent

who has been cutstnnding in machine design work.
'lhoa AS'llll Hencabook waa

~:l:;ren

to Mr. Ban Gay on the

1;1::. JBen Gay has been selected to pursue graduate

work at mru under ·the !IDEA Title XV program.

,,

(e)

Special course offerings
During Semester X Dr. K. Touryan of Sandia Corpo-

ration offered Plasma Dynamics as a special topic.
Also during Semester I Dr. V. J. Skoglund arranged
a sewies of spacial lectures on Advanced Fluid
1'Jechanics topi<es.

During Semester :n Dr.

~·

w.

Wi!din arranged a series of special lectures on
Advanced Heat Transfer topics.

Dr. Fred Ju

a~ranged

a special series of three lectures in Continuum
Mechanics~

These lectures were presented by Dr. P. Hodge

of the Illinois Institute of Technology, an

internation~l

autbo:dty in tlle i'isld of plasticity.

s.

Plans and recommendntions
I!JuriDg the 1965-66

school yea1• the department w:J.:U

stmdy each course im. U;s

n.:u.•ogr~.m

in depth with 'the in-

tention of 1) increasing en1phasis on fundamentals
2) integrating each course into the program as a whole
3) insuring that teaching methods are improved in every
way iJ!ossible.

I·l'o major changes i.n the overall program

:u•e anticipated.
E~forts

to improve our program in the area of Engi-

neerincr Dasign will continue.
Prof.

~loyd

As a part of this effort

Calvert will ba attending a four-week dasign

laborc.•atory workshop at the University oi' California

in Los Angeles during the coming summer.
shop is Sponsored by the N.S.F.

This work-

Prof. Calvert will

trute four of our students to participate in this
workshop.
Technical elective offerings available to the undergradua~e

student have been strengthened by the addition

of linalysis of Mechanical Control Systems

(480).

This

course is to be offered for the first time during the
fall semester.
The shortages of facilities for graduate student research and of faculty offices which were mentioned in the
annual report last year have not been alleviated.

There-

forep X again recommend that the Mechanical Engineering
Department be given a separate budget item for "graduate
r-esearch facilities" in addition to the nomal equipment
item in the budget.

The new Engineering Center building 9

when completedv is expected to provide adequate faculty
office space for the department.

c.
(a)

Appointments to staff
Full-time faculty
Mra lta '!'.

~eldman

- Assistant Professor - September 1964

Dro Bobumil Albrecht - Professor - September 1965
Drc Charles G. Richards - Assistant Professor September 1965

Dr. Eoward L. Schreyer - Assistant Professor September 1965

4fi;6
(b)

Part-time staff
Mr.

Ri~hard

G. Talboys - Xnstructor - half-time -

September 1965
Mr. Leon Christensen - Instructor - half-time September 1965
Mr. Chao-Lsing Lin - Graduate Assistant - September 1964
Mr. Rowland Ajayi - Graduate Assistant - September 1964
~.

Richard L. Rhorer - Graduate Assistant February 1965

Mr. Vincent Gorman - Graduate Assistant -

D.

~ebruary

1964

Separations from staff

(a)

Full-time faculty
Prof. A. P. Bailey - retired June 30 9 1965
Proi. F. A. Gerard - resigned to accept a professorship
at S;!.r George Williams U'niveX'sity 9 1.1ont!'eal, Canada -

June 30, 1965
' Mr. Lelt."oy Wilson - Instructor, resigned to accept a

N.DEA fellowship
(b)

at UNtl

Part-time staif
~r.

Richard Browning - transferred from

Graduat~

Assistant to Research Assistant - February l.965
Mr. William Sedlock - transferred froa

Graduat~

Assistant to Research Assistant - February 1965
Mro Jerry

F~eedman

February 1965

- Graduate Assistant - resigned

XI.

Comeosite of information in biographical supplements
1.

Advanced Study
Baker, W. E.

Completed course

requirem~nts

University of Texas.

for Ph.D. at

Dissertation entitled

"Strain Rate Effects in Propagation of Torsional

Pla~t~.c

Calvert. F.

Waves" ia nearing completion.

o.

Completed 27 semester hours of course work
at the University of Arizona during summers
o;'? 1963 and 196•:& and fall semester of 1964-65.
Gibson. J. D.
Six hours additional course work toward Sc.D.

Passed German language exam required for Sc.D.
Vlilson, L. E.
Nine hours of graduate work toward Sc.D.
2.

Sabbaticalsv etc.
Calvert~

1?.

o.

Oa leave vlithou·t pay fall semester 1964-65 9

took g::t•adua·.t:e work at the University of A.'l"i-

zonno

~ravelled

O~ientntio~

to UCLA Campus to attend

Conference for Dasign Laboratory

Workshop to be held during swnmer of 1965 •
.Feldman, El:o T.
Attended lOth Annual New Mexico Water Conference April l and 2, 1965 University Park 9 new

.lllGxico, IWSU.

,.

4f;8

v.

Houghton, A.

Consulting trip to NASA Langley for Sandia
Corporation.

On sabbatical first semester of 1964-65
academic year.
Wnmboldp J.

c.

~ravelled

to Loa Angelasp Caliiorniap to

attend Electronic Associates, Incorporated
Computer School

3.

New Scholastic Honors

Selected to participate in Design Laboratory
Workshop at UCLA During summer of 1965u
Wilson, L. E.
"

Received a NDEA Title IV

Fello~nhiPu

4o ·"Publications

a.

TQchnical papers and books
BAKERb W. E.

"Experimental Studies of the lnfluenco of Soil
Properties on the Landing; Characteristics of a
Manned Spacecraft 9 " published in the Proceedings
of the Parachute Technology and Evaluation Sympos1um, held at El Centro, California, April 1964.
Co-author with L. c. Reese.

CALVERT 0 F. O.

"'!'he Laboratory Program at The University of New
published in Kcchanical Engineering News,
November 1964~ Co-author with A. v. Houghton.

U~axico,"

,.

4S9
GERARD 11 F. A.
Higher'Calculus 9 Manuscript now completed and
SUbmitted to publishers for printing, Cambridge
University Press. Co-author with Frank Bowmanp

l!IOOOBTON 0 A. V.
"The Laboratory Program at The University of New
Meltico," pu~l:l.shed in Mechanical Engineering
November 1964. Co-author with F. o. Calvert

News~

SKOOLUND 9 V. J.

''Preliminacy Plumll!rieal Analysis of tbe Interaction
of an Oblique Shock Wave and a Laminar ~undary
Layer," !m-9~ Engineeli'ing Experiment Stationp The
University of New Nexico June 1964. Co-author
with A. Steine1·.

b.

Reviews of technical papers
GERARD, F. A.

The following reviews appear in "Applied Mechanics
Reviews.''
A general formula for Stiffness matrices of struc-

tural elements.

G.

C~

Best.

AMR 2699 - May 1964

matrix methods of structural analysis.
J. E. Argyria. AFm 3055 - June 1964.
On the elastistat!c ·problem of Signorini with
mmbiguour boundary conditions (in Italian).
G. Fichera. HAR 3727 - July 1964.
Ft.mdWll.ental theory and mechanism of braaltdown of

contact surfaces.
J'uly 1964.

L. B. Erlikh.

MAR 3728 -

On pure bending of pressurized toroidal membranes.
E. Reiasner. AMR 3763 - July 1964.

Statics.
Augus~

L. E. GoodmanF'w. B. Warner.

AMR 4257-

1964.

Contact stress problem for an elastic sphere inden~ing an elastic layer.
L. M. Keer. AMR 4962 Septem]l)er 1964.
Unsteady rotation of diacs with general hypsrbolic
nnd exponential profiles ~in German). K. Karas.
AMR 6937 -

~camber

1964.

Polar coordinate representation of the settlement process in a half-space with arbitrary load
distribution Un German) • J. Schimmerl.
AMR 7113 - December 1964.
Analysis of shells of revolution subjected to
symmetrical and non-sy~~etrical loads. A. Kalnins.
AMR 782 - February 1965.
Preliminary analysis of continuous curved girder
frames. D. c. Carman, J. J. Tumn. AMR 924 -

li'ebrual'Y 1965.

s·i:ationary resonance b·ahav!or of certain rotary
motions. B. I. Morgunov. AMR 1940 - April 1965.
Stress analysis of orthotropic bridge slabs.
A. Coull. AYR 2020 - April 1965.
5.

Other research or creative work
Bailey 9 A. P. - Worked

i

time on resea1•ch proj@cts in

Mechanical Engineering.
&l!:er 9

w.

E. - Presently working on Holloman Air Fc>:t•ce

Base Contract titletdf ''Development o:f Transducers
for use on Rocket Powered Sleds."

(llmount of con-

tract $20,000).
Do.vc, R.

c. -

Received contract grant from HAHB for

$20,000 to design instrumentation for rocket
sledsD worked l/8 time.

Worked l/8 tima for Shock

Tuba Laboratory.

Garnrdp F. A. - Groundwork and calculations completed
for papsr on ''Ka.tri:x Analya:l.s of Orthotropic Pla.tesv
i7ith Spacial Reference to Reinforced Concrete

Slabs.•~

,,

Houghton, A. V. - Research completed on "Machine
Jde·thods of Study of Pe:rmanent Function;;."
Research in progress entitled 9 "Flash Methods of
Studying Thermal Diffusivity at Low To Cryogenic

Temperatures."

Organized Freshman Computer course.

Co-investigator on proposal t.o inveatiaate nuclear

cargo carr:S.age security during May 1965 and extending through September 1965 9 grant amount $6 9 200,
Air Force.

Ju,

~.

D. - AFOSR - Dislocation Study 9 (1961 through

1964) total grant about $99,000 (1964 - $21,500).
AFOSR

~Low

Cycle Dynaruic Loading $7 0 700 (l964)n

$34,000 (1965).

Sandia Corporation -Impact Frac-

ture $26,000 (July lu 1964 -June 30, 1965).

Skoglund,

v.

pletion.

J. - Textbook on similitude nearing com"Self-induced Pressure Osc:UlatioEis" in

Sub- and !llupar-critical 1-lydrogan" with Rodney

'.K'hurstono

"Laminar to Turbulent '!'x<ansition in

Heated Hydrogen" with

c.

Bankston.

Preparation

of new graduate courses in Bnsic Fluid Systemsp
Numeri~al

Wambold 9 J.
resear~h

Analysis of Gas Dynamics.

c. -

Working on a Sandia contract to do

into the fracture of cylinders due to

impact loading.

Worked

full-ti~e

and Belaester U, 1964-65.

summer 1964

Wildinp M. W. - Research £or Sandia Corporation,
grant $17,500 on "Temperature and Thermal Stress
Distribution in Circular Cylinders,"

"Heat Trans-

fer and Temperature Distribution in Finned Radiatoxs," July lp 1964 to June
6.

so.

1965.

Activities in lsarned and professional societies
Ea:llley 9

A. 'p.

Attended meetings of ASEEv AWS and ASM.
Calvert,

o.

'1!.

Attended Annual Regional ASEE meeting held at The
University of New Mexico» April 1965.

Attended Society for Experimental Streaa Analysis
meeting in Denver 0 Colorado on May 5,6,7P 1965.
Bougbton, A. V.
Attended ASEE and ASHE meetings during academic
year.
Va.

Attended Aero-Spnce

Sym~osium,

Blacksburgv

Attended COlll!'<lunications Conferencep »anver,

Colorado.
Jtllo

llo D.

Att$nijed
June

AS~

1~64

·~n~og!undt

v.

Applied

~echanics Conference~

at Boulderv Colorado.
J.

Chairman of Student Affairs Committee of Albuquerque

Section of AlAA.,

4~3

c.

Wamboldp J.

Faculty advisor to student section of ASME 9
also on the local ASHE Executive Committee.
Vlildin, M. W.
Attended Seventh National Heat Transfer Conference9 Clevelandp Ohio 9 August 1964.
?~

other professional activities
lElailey» A.. P.
Taught special foundry lab at Kirtland Air Base Taught Peace Corps technical skills

26 hours.
1/~

time during school year and full-time during

SUilllller montbSo

o.

Calvert 9 r!.

Served as a judge for Regional Science Fair held

at The University of New Mexico.
:Dove 0 R. C.

Talk to Western

Regi~nal

on April 13 9 1965.
Shook

T~sting

Strain Gage Cammittee

Talk to

A.E.c.

contractors on

on February 24# 1965.

to Los Alamos Scientific

Labor~tor.y

Consultant
and Sandia

Corporation.
lloughton 9 A.

v.

DaliVE;rad talk on Ablation Heat Shield. Probleni.S ..
Delivered talk on Computers to Albuquerque High
Schoolo

Dalivered talk on Ph.Do recruiting, Sandia.

Co~poration.

Consultant to Sandia Corporation.

Consultant to Continental Life Insurance Company
on

leg~l

caseso

Ju 9 F. D.

Consultant to LaSL and Sandia Corporation.
Skoglund, V. J.
Judge of special award at Albuquerque Science

Fair.
B.

lion··teaching University service
Bailey, A. P.

Engineering Freshman Advisor.
Calvert 9 'JJ'

o.

Preabman advisor for University College;
Schedule Committee, College of Engineering;

M. E. Department Laboratory Development Committee; talked with seniors on Senior Day at UNM.
Chairman 9 Greater UMM FUnd Allocations Committee;
Chairman, tiW Resea1•ch and Patent

Committee~

Com-

mittee for Joint ASHE 5th Annual Symposium and
tha 15th UNU

Anniversa~.

G-erardv "1. A.
Uember of University Library Committee.
G:!.bson 0 J. D.
~ashman

Hourrht:on, A.
llemb~r

..

advisor.

v.

o£ University Policy Committee;

Chairman~

Bngine3ring Doctoral Committee; Graduate advisor
in ll.B. Pspartment; wrote internal report on Comput$r Use in Engineering.

-----------------

Wmnboldn J. C.

Engineering Scholarship Committee; acted as
jupga of the Javelin event at UNM track meets.
\'/ildinp M.

w.

Departmental solicitor for United Fund.

9.

Public service
BaUeyQ A. P.

Optimist Serv.ice Club.

v.

Hougbton 9 A.

Public Relations Representative for Pack 292
Cub Scouts of America.
ifamboldp J·.

c.

Commissioner. Boy Scouts of America.

District

Advisor of Order of the Arrow (Boy Scouts of
Amcn:ica).

Wildin 9 M. W.
Elected to board of directors of Benevolent
Activities 9 Inc.; assistant. head usher for
Christian Science Church.

,,

THE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Clinton Adams, Dean

The growth of the University and of the College of Fine Arts
continued without pause during 1964-65.

The year was marked by a

sharp increase in student enrollments, with a consequent intensification of pressure upon every resource for instruction.

Augment-

ing the year's normal activities were the many events scheduled in
celebration of the 75th Anniversary of the founding of the
University.
The report that follows is divided into four sections:
I.
III.

Enrollment and Statistics;
Significant Achievements;

II.

The 75th Anniversary Year;

and IV.

Significant Plans and

Recommendations.

I, ENROLLMENT AND STATISTICS
During 1964-65, as in other recent years, enrollments in the
College of Fine Arts continued to rise at a rate more rapid than
that of the University as a whole.

Measured in terms of student

credit hours, the University's growth from Semester 1, 1963-64, to
Semester I, 1964-65, was 14.4%; that of the College of Fine Arts
was 19.8%.
The Departments of Architecture, Art and, to a lesser extent,
Drama, must now face the fact that without additional space it will
become impossible to accommodate enrollments greatly in excess of
those already registered,

As it is exceedingly unlikely that the

.1.

University will finJ it possible to undertake construction of the
remainder of the Fine Arts Center in time to provide assistance
during the critical period immediately ahead, it is evident that
the faculty and administration must seek solutions essentially in
terms of existing space.
A study of these problems was begun by the Policy Committee
of the College of Fine Arts during the past year.

As a result of

this study it already appears highly probable that the only solution
possible in art and architecture may be to raise qualitative
ards for admission to the professional

curricul~

stand~

in these fields.

Simultaneously it may be necessary to enforce more rigorously
existing policies with respect to probation and suspension.
Despite whatever adjustments may be made in scholastic
requirements, it is certain that the increases in enrollments
which are now taking place will have a strong effect upon the
character of instruction.

Beyond a certain point quantitative

changes will have a qualitative effect.

If the effectiveness of

instruction is to be maintained it will be necessary for the
faculty to plan courses and curricula with the greatest care in
order to make the most efficient use of the time and space that
are available.

In many cases this will require abandonment of

old practices, devising new means to fit new circumstances.
The dimension of recent growth will be revealed in part by
the statistical tables that follow:

.2.
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TABLE 1
Students Enrolled in the College of Fine Ar ts
SuDDDer
Fall
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-GZ.
1964-65

61
66
88
103
120

~ in~rease

1964-65

SPrinl!:

188
248
263
292
323

49.1%

213
256
275
302
344
37.5%

41.7%

.over 1S'60-61
TABLE 2
Student Credit Hours in the Colle e of Fine Arts
Spring
SuDDDer
Fall
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65

758
873
1067
1169

• increase 1964-65
over 1960-61

5388
5727
5649
7087
8126

5600
6270
6213
7037
8432

1100

33,6%

33 .57.

35.1%

TABLE 3
Student Credit Hours
Architecture
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65

annual totals
Art

1364
1178
1148
1494
1928

7. increase 1964-65
rover 1960-61

Music

1241
1407
118 1
155 8
175 1

5364
6239
6138
7310
8964

29.2%

rtment
Drama

40.2%

I

3777
4724
4650
5290
5084

2 9.1%

25.7"1.

TABLE 4

,,

Degrees Granted by the College of Fine Arts
B.Arch
BFA:Art
BFA:Drama
BFA:Mus ic
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

Totals:
5 ears

5
7
3
9

16
19
24
30

6
6
9
7

..1-.!t

.2!!

38

123

B.A.in F.A.

-

..1!

18
6
12
7
16

...ll

39

59

28

1
5
10

,

.3.
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II • THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY YEAR
The

celeb~ation

of the 75th Anniversary of the founding of the

University, begun in February of 1964, continued through the calendar
year,

Most of the events arranged by the College of Fine Arts and

the Cultural Events Committee were concentrated in the fall months,
commencing on October 20 with the formal dedication ceremonies marking completion of the first phase of the Fine Arts Center.
At these ceremonies the honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts
was awarded to Mr. William Schuman, distinguished American composer,
and to Mr. Rene d'Harnoncourt, Director of the Museum of Modern Art,
Mr. Schuman was principal speaker.

Later the audience attended a

reception and the preview opening of the 75th Anniversary Exhibition:
ART SINCE 1889, a survey of work by the major European and American
masters of the past 75 years.

This exhibition, which attracted a

total of 9,794 visitors during the five weeks in which it was open,
was the most important and comprehensive exhibition of its kind ever
assembled in the state of New Mexico.

An illustrated catalog was

published in connection with the exhibition.
Among the other events arranged by the Cultural Events Committee
was a series of chamber music concerts by the Amati Chamber Players,
the Hungarian Quartet, the Anglian Chambersoloists, and Henri
Honegger, Cellist.

Despite the quality of these performances and

the warmth with which they were received by the audiences that heard
them, it must regretfully be reported that attendance was disappointing,

Student attendance was particularly and consistently poor.

The apathetic reception given to this excellent series brings into
question the possibility of securing financial support for comparable
series in coming years,
Also scheduled were a series of lectures and symposia.

Dr.

Abraham Kaplan, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Mighigan,
spoke to an overflow crowd on the topic, "Is There Truth in Art?"
Participating in a lecture and discussion series dealing with art
since 1889 were Mr. Thomas W. Leavitt, Director of the Santa Barbara
Museum of Art; Mr. Jesse Reichek, Professor of Design at the University of California,. Berkeley; Mr. Helmut von Erffa, Visiting Professor of Art; and Dean Clinton Adams.

Other speakers included

Miss Lucia Dlugoszewski, composer, and Mr. Rarold Rosenthal, Editor
of "Opera" magazine.
These special events, together with the usual schedule of

per~

formances by the University Theatre, the UNM Orchestra, Chorus and
Concert Band, and the annual Art Faculty Exhibition, made it a very
busy fall.
The 75th Anniversary events, as well as all others sponsored
by the College during the year, are listed in full in the FINE ARTS
CALENDAR, published six times during 1964-65. Copies are attached
to this report.

''

This account of 75th Anniversary events would be incomplete
without an expression of appreciation to all those who worked long
and hard to ensure success of the programs and exhibitions that
have been described.

Particular thanks are due to the following

.5.
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persons and departments: to Mr. Jack Cairns and the staff of the
University Police Department for the numerous and complex security
arrangements that were necessary in connection with

the art exhi·

bitions and other events; to Mr. Floyd Williams, Mr. Hy Adler and
the staff of the Physical Plant Department for their constant and
helpful assistance; to Mr. E. J. Schodorf, Mr. Thomas Payne and
the staff of the Printing Plant for their excellent work in print•
ing of announcements, programs and exhibition catalogs; to Mrs.
Marjorie Solenberger and the staff of the News Bureau for their
help in securing press coverage of the many events that were
scheduled; to Miss Kate Corbin for her work as secretary to the
Cultural Events Committee and as coordinator of the many details
surrounding printing, publicity and physical arrangements; to
Professors Thonson and Ellis for their design of publications; to
Professors Miller, McRae and Schoenfeld for the writing of program
notes; to Dean Lena Clauve and Mrs. Nadene Blackburn for their
supervision of receptions, hospitality and decorations; to the
members of the Cultural Events Committee: Dean Sherman Smith,
Professors Blankenship, Coke, Freedman and Tatschl, Mr. Arthur Loy,
Mr. James Morley, Mr. William Schaab, Mr. Mark Wilensky, and Mr.
Robert Humphrey and Mr. Robert Solenberger, student representatives;
to all members of the faculty of the College of Fine Arts who
served on tbe numerous sub-committees; to Dr. Peter Prouse, Mr.
Anthony G. Hillerman and the staff of the 75th Anniversary Office;
and to Mrs. Beatrice Cappelli, Secretary to the Dean •

•6 ..
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III.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS

During 1964-65 only minor changes were made in undergraduate
courses and ourricula offered by the College.

At the graduate

level, following several years of study, approval was given to a
new program leading to the degree of Master of Fine Arts, the
terminal degree in the studio fields of the visual arts.
After an extensive consideration of qualified candidates, Mr.
Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr., was appointed Chairman of the Department
of Architecture, effective September 1, 1965. Mr. Vreeland was
formerly a member of the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania
and a practicing architect in Philadelphia.

Under his leadership

the faculty of the department will undertake in the coming year a
thorough review of existing courses and curricula in architecture.
It is evident that the department must establish as a goal the
development of a program through which it may assume statewide
leadership in the fields of architecture and planning.
In March of 1965 the College of Fine Arts received the generous
bequest of the late Mrs. Julius Rolshoven of Santa Fe.

Included in

the bequest are the Julius Rolshoven Memorial Collection of paint•
ings and the amount of $100,000.

This money will be used to estab-

lish the Julius Rolsboven Memorial Fund, the income from which may
be used by the College for one or more of the following purposes:
(1) the sponsoring of exhibitions, (2) the purchase of paintings
for addition to the permanent collection, (3) scholarships or loans
to students in the College of Fine Arts, or (4) the sponsoring of

lectures.

The College, the University and the citizens of the

state will always remain in Mrs. Rolshoven 1 s debt for having
extablished this splendid bequest.

An lnitial exhibition of the

Rolshoven collection is scheduled for December 1965 and January
1966.
The new program in lithography, under the direction of Professor Garo Antreasian and Dean Clinton Adams, received extensive
support from the Tamarind Lithography Workshop, a subsidiary of
the Ford Foundation, in the form of fellowship grants.
grants will continue during the coming year.

These

Also under a grant

from Tamarind, the College prepared a series of color slides on
contemporary lithography for distribution to other American universities, art schools and museums.
The Junior League of Albuquerque provided funds for organization of the exhibition, IMPRESSIONISM IN AMERICA, shown in the
Art Gallery during February and March of 1965, and for publication
of its handsome, illustrated catalog.

The entire community is

greatly indebted to the members of the League and to the chairmen
o£ its exhibition committee, Mrs. Patricia Estill Bates, for their
sponsorship of so fine an event.

~he

League has already indicated

that it will provide support for a second major exhibition to be
presented in the spring of 1966,
During 1964-65 Mr. James H. Foley, President of the Sandia
Savings and Loan Association, continued his generous sponsorship
of an annual competition in the Department of Architecture, while

.a.

,.

at the same time underwriting the costs of organizing a PURCHASE
EXHIBITION, planned as the first of an annual series.
The numerous other donors of funds and works of art to the
Art Gallery and the departments of the College are listed in the
annual reports of those departments.

To all we extend our deep

appreciation.
Construction of the Concert Hall, the second unit of the Fine
Arts Center, was begun in January 1965.

Scheduled for completion

in the summer of 1966, the Concert Hall will provide facilities
of a kind and quality certain to bring about a most significant
advancement in the cultural life of the campus and the city.
Other physical improvements accomplished or approved during
the year include the £Gl!liowing:
1.

The patio of the Architecture Building was redesisned and

reconstructed, bringing about an important change in the physical
environment of the department;
2.

A new kiln for use in ceramics and sculpture was installed

in a walled enclosure adjacent to the Crafts Annex, an enclosure
which will also provide needed outdoor working space for students
in these areas of study;

3.

Plans were made to convert unfinished space in the basement

of the Fine Arts Center to use as drawing studios for the Department
of Art, beginning in the fall of 1965;
4.

A studio for the teaching of lithography was completed and

fully equipped in Room 12 of the Art Building;

.9.

5.

Approval was secured to begin study of the feasibility

of constructing (in advance of the main west wing) a small unit
of

the Fine Arts Center to house studios for sculpture and the

crafts, a proposal discussed in detail in the annual report for
1963~64;

6.

Approval was secured for purchase of a new lighting unit

for Rodey Hall, replacing equipment which is long-outmoded,
inadequate and hazardous.
IV.

SIGNIFICANT PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As indicated in the first section of this report, the most
important business facing the College is to devise ways and means
to meet the increases in enrollment that continue to mount each
year.

An intelligent academic plan can be realistically formu•

lated only in relationship to a physical plan for development.
It is thus most urgent that the administration and faculty of the
College be provided with concrete information as to the schedule
upon which it may be possible for the University to proceed with
construction of the remaining units of the Fine Arts Center.
The crowding of our physical facilities during the spring and
winter terms suggests the desirability of making maximum use of
these facilities during the summer.

To do so will require that

summer course offerings be planned in close coordination with offerings during the rest of the year.

The growth of the University may

indicate that it is time to examine the administrative separation
of the summer session and to deterimine whether the continuation of

.10.

the present structure is desirable.
of graduate

enroll~ents

Likewise, the continuing growth

suggests that it may be desirable to provide

a structure for closer coordination between the colleges and the
Graduate School.
The increase in .graduate enrollment also entails a need for the
University to recognize as a part of teaching loads the work done
by the faculty in the teaching of problems courses and supervision
of theses and dissertations.

This is particularly necessary in the

Department of Art where graduate enrollment has increased by more
than 150% in the five year period since 1960-61.
Despite improvements in library funds during the past year,
these funds remain inadequate for the building of collections which
will sustain our anticipated programs of instruction at the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The fine arts present a special

problem in the building of library resources, in that books are
generally more costly than in most other fields, and book collections must be supplemented by extensive collections of scores,
recordings, slides and photographs. If the University is to attain
the level of quality to which it now aspires, there can be no more
urgent need than the improvement of its libraries.
An account of the activities of the several departments of the
College and of the members of the faculty is contained in the
enclosed departmental reports and Biographical Record Supplements •
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
John J. Heimerich, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during academic year, 1964-65
a.

There have been no major curriculum changes this year
because Professor Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr., will be chairman
of this department next year.
The second course in physics was dropped from the requirements for graduation, as it was considered to be of little
value to architectural students,

b.

Mr. J. B. Jackson agreed to give a Landscape prize in the
amount of $100 to an architectural major who has demonstrated
ability in an environmental problem.

c,

Prior to this year, the number of students majoring in architecture was nearly constant;

ho\~ever,

there was a sizeable

increase this past year as shown in the table below:

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
BA in FA

1960-61
Sem Sem
1 2
66 64
31 30
15 15
12 13
12 10

1961-62
Sern Sern
1 2
53 34
so 42
25 19
13 11
13 11

1962-63
Sern Sern
1 2
72 64
22 24
19 16
20 18
14 10
11

1963-64
Sern Sern
1 2
59 55
17 18
25 20
17 16
15 15
9 12

1964-65
Sern Sern
1 2
83 59
21 31
25 24
15 10
18 17
14 16

------ - ----176 157
136 132 154 117
147 143
142 136
- 1 -
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The student credit hour teaching load tabulated in the
table below shows a decided increase during the past year.
Increases in the number of students and the teaching load
are expected for next year.
Student Credit hour
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-o5

d.

teachin~

Semester 1
782
743
705
644
1053

load in Architecture
Semester 2
682
547
601
625
698

Members of the various professions have assisted this department
as critics and judges on juries and as guest lecturers.
list is as follows:
Frank Alexander
Ward Anderson
Dezi Baca
Donald Bayer
Maria Blachut
Arthur Blumenfeld
Helmut Boerchedt
J. A. Cairns
M. A. Cairns
Stanley Caplan
Harold Chaffe
Dorothy Cline
Harry Coblentz
J. Ronnie Ferreri
Reginald Fitz
Max Flatow
James H. Foley
Channell Graham
Burdette Green
Van Dorn Hooker
Harvey Hoshour
James Innis
J. B. Jackson

Sky Jenks
Vaughan Justus
Cris Kelly
Robert Krueger
Elmore McKee
Donald McNeill
Arthur Matthews
Robert Muncy
Judy Nickel
Tom Nielson
George Pearl
Benjamin Polk
John Reed
Richard Rensha1~
E. R. Spilsbury
John Simms
Daniel Treadway
David Varley
Paul Vollmar
Donald Wakefield
Robert Walters
William Wilson
James Winchell
George Wright
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e.

The following exhibits of student work were displayed
during the past year.

These exhibits were supervised by

the faculty of this department.
1.

Designs of Bachelors' Theses (First Semester) Ne1~

2.

Mexico Union, January-February, 1965

Designs of Bachelors' Theses (Second Semester) Fine Arts Lobby, May-June, 1965

f.

The following guest lecturers visited our campus and gave
illustrated lectures and criticized student design projects.
Helmut Borscherdt, German architect - January 6, 1965
Harry Coblentz, Arizona planner - February 26, 1965
G. E. Kidder Smith, New York architect - March 12, 1965
Martin S. Kermacy, Professor of Architecture - May 14, 1965

g.

Inspection trips:
Architectural tour to Denver, Colorado - April 29
to May 2, 1965

B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Future
Any significant plans and recommendations for the future should
originate with Professor Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr.

The items listed

below are of a general nature and should be considered for a
better instructional program.
a.

A fund for visiting lecturers which would include an honorarium
for local lecturers as well as those from out of town.

b.

Space for displaying and grading of current designs by
our students.

c.

Work shop equipped with tools to assist our students when
making architectural models.
- 3 -
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c.

Appointments to Staff
Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr., Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Architecture - September, 1965,
Walter A. Gathman, Lecturer,

Appointment for school year,

1965-66.

Charles W, Quinlan, Lecturer,

Appointment for school year,

1965-66.

D.

Separations from Staff
None

II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
Supplements.
1.

Advanced study - additional earned degrees, certification,
thes~s t~tles, etc,
SAVAGE, Peter D.
Master of Civic Design, Liverpool University
Thesis: Pla~space as an element of City Design - A
Study of Con itions in Liverpool, England

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching, travel, etc,
BENSON, Harold R.
Travel to San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York City,
Philadelphia, Detroit
SAVAGE, Peter D.
Visits to architecture on West and East Coasts for five
and one-half 1~eeks
SCHLEGEL, Don P.
Sabbatical leave for year of 1964-65 to study the architecture
of Europe since 1850, Travel through England, Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
France, Italy, and Spain,
Travel to the University of California to study their
architectural program,

- 4 -
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3,

New Scholastic Honors, fellowships, etc,
None

4.

Publications
BENSON, Harold R.
Book Reviews in Landscape Magazine
Article in Annual of Architecture, Structure
Planning, Vol,

5,

&To1m

Other research projects or creative work in progress or
completed dur1ng period
BENSON, Harold R,
Design consultant to Robert Walters, Architect on
Wilshire Shopping Center, Roswell
Commissions with: Mrs. Edward Cabot for Pujol Conservatory
for the Guitar, Taos, N,M,; Mr. George Cory for Trailer
Park and remodel and addition to ~esidence in Montrose,
Colorado; Candido Romero for a motel in Taos, N,M,; Mr.
Patrick Kirby, a residence in Pasadena, California,
HEIMERICH, John J,
Architect on various projects in Albuquerque
SAVAGE, Peter D.
Book, A Commentary on Architectural Theory in progress

6.

Activities in learned and rrofessional societies (meetings
attended, off1ce held, pro essional papers read, etc,)
BENSON, Harold R,
AIA-ACSA Teachers' Seminar - Cranbrook, Michigan, June 1964
Conference at Los Angeles, Jan, 1965 for SAH-CAA
HEIMERICH, John J,
American Institute of Architects - Treasurer, New Mexico
Chapter, Elected treasurer of Albuquerque Chapter for
1965, Attended six chapter meetings in Ne1q Mexico,
Committees: Executive, member - meets once each month,
Finance, Member and chairman
JARRETT, James R,
SAH-CAA Meeting in Los Angeles, January 1965
SCHLEGEL, Don P.
Member, American Institute of Architects
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Other professional activities
BENSON, Harold R,
Adviser to "Albuquerque Downtown"
Consultant to Barelas Community Improvement Committee
HEIMERICH, John J,
Assisted in Theses Exhibit - New Mexico Union, February 1965
and Theses Exhibit - Fine Arts Lobby, May-June 1965
Career Days: Los Alamos High School drafting class, Dec, 14,
1964, St. Mary's High School, March 12, 1965
Lectured to Beta Sigma Phi Study Group, January 1965
Sponsored student tour to Denver, Colorado, April 29-May
2, 1965
JARRETT, Jame R.
Guest Lecturer, Summer Arts Program, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado
Guest Lecturer, Italian-American Society, Albuquerque
SAVAGE, Peter D,
To1m planning in Edinburgh, Scotland
An illustrated lecture to Arizona State University
Department of Architecture

8,

Non-teaching University service
BENSON, Harold R.
Fine Arts College Advisory Committee
Adviser to University College Students
HEIMERICI-1, John J,
Chairman, Department of Architecture
Member, Fine Arts College Executive and Advisory Committee
Adviser for all architectural students in Fine Arts College
Member, University Athletic Council
JARRETT, Jame R.
Adviser to University College students

9,

Public service
BENSON, Harold R.
Arranged exhibition for Albuquerque Historical Society
HEIMERICI-1, John J,
Deacon and member of official board of Monte Vista
Christian Church

- 6 -
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SCHLEGEL, Don P.
Member of Governor's Conunittee on State Building for
Albuquerque
10.

Personal information
BENSON, Harold R.
Honorable Discharge from C,E,,

- 7 -
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART
JULY 1, 1964 - JUNE 30, 1965
VAN DEREN COKE, CHAIRMAN
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR,
1964-65.
During the past year the most significant development in the Department of Art has been the increase in
enrollment. The increase in number has been accompanied
by a marked improvement in the quality of the students
majoring in art, at both the undergraduate and graduate
levels. It is noteworthy that along with students from
New Mexico the Department of Art has attracted a substantial number of out-of-state students of superior
quality. This has produced a lively interchange and
has benefited our somewhat regionally oriented students
by exposing them to ideas that prevail in other parts
of the country. Such an interchange of ideas is of
particular importance in the field of art.
Although we welcome qualified graduate students,
it should be emphasized that this type of student requires a high proportion of our experienced faculty's
instructional time,and consequently will create the
need for additions to the staff to properly conduct
our undergraduate courses.
The appointment of Professor Garo Antreasian to
teach lithography in our newly established lithographic
studio has been a decided success.

He has stimulated

great interest in this graphic process and attracted a
number of graduate students who are specializing in

•..
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lithography.

In addition he has supervised the Ford

Foundation supported program which brings to the
Department of Art apprentice-printers for special
training in lithography before they move on to the
Tamarind Workshop in Los Angeles.

These printers

hold fellowships from the Tamarind Workshop and
assist in maintaining the lithography studio as well
as performing as printers of the stones executed by
outstanding artists of the region, including Andrew
Dasburg, Raymond Jonson and certain members of the
current Department of Art faculty.
This past year there has been a decided increase
in the number of graduate students who have come to
the Department without financial assistance,

Next

year we can expect a further increase of this sort.
More than eighty applications were received for the
nine assistantships the Department of Art is able to
offer in 1965-66.

The eighty applicants represent an

increase of approximately one hundred percent over a
year ago, indicating the widening reputation of the
Department of Art.

Eighty percent of these applicants

were from out-of-state.

As a further indication of

the department's standing as a favored institution for
graduate study o£ art, I am pleased to report that all
nine of our first choices for graduate assistantships
accepted the offer of an appointment for 1965-66.

In

the past this has not been the case, nor is it usual
in other institutions.
The Master of Fine Arts degree was formally approved

by the Board of Educational Finance in April and will
be offered this coming year.

It is expected that a

select group of our M.A. students will continue with
their studies and become candidates for this newly
offered terminal degree.

In addition we expect to

have four or five M.F.A. candidates from other institutions.

Although these students will make up only

abou~

ten to twelve percent of our graduate enrollment they
will add a great deal to the quality of the program
since selection

to candidacy is based on maturity,

high academic achievement and ability to produce
creative work of superior quality.
This past year the Department of Art was not
allotted any additional space, consequently a number
of classes were overcrowded.

The coming year will

see an improvement in this condition as a result of
completion of two .drawing studios in the Fine Arts
Center and part-time use of space for two design
sections in the Architecture Building.

It should be

borne in mind that even these additions will not
accommodate the expected enrollment in 1966-67.
At the present time working space for graduate
students and visiting faculty is our greatest need.
Our graduate students must have space where they can
work at odd hours and keep their still-life arrangements intact.

When students paint in large classrooms

they must take down their pictures and remove their
motifs to permit work by other classes.

This seriously

disturbs the continuity of both their thought and
performance,

,.

Along with classes in the studio areas enr~llment
in the art history program, both at the graduate and
undergraduate level, has increased substantially.

With

the appointment of Professor von Erffa as visiting professor, the art history staff is now able to offer highlevel graduate seminars as well as a more extensive
range of advanced period courses.

New emphasis is being

placed on the training of art history graduate students
for placement in museum positions.

The M.A. in art his-

tory is well suited for appointments of this kind and
our University Art Gallery and the Anthropology Museum
make fine training facilities for practical study in
this field.
B.

SIGNIFICANT PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR
FUTURE.
Due to enrollment pressures in the beginning art
history classes, both from the students in the Art
Department and from throughout the University, it is
recommended that the Recital Hall in the Fine Arts
Center be equipped for projection.

A professor can

teach 300 students in this room as easily as he can
a capacity enrollment of 130 in the special art history
classroom in the Fine Arts Center.
It is recommended that serious efforts be made to
rent space adjacent to the Art Building to provide
working areas for our overflow of graduate studio students.

This is probably our greatest need at the pre-

sent time.
Now that an outdoor space has been provided for
our large ceramic kiln it is strongly recommended that

small bronze casting equipment be installed in this
enclosed space to expand the range of work that can
be executed by our sculpture students.
Although the open air space for outdoor welding
and the large ceramic kiln have helped to relieve the
congested conditions in the sculpture and ceramics
areas, these new additions have in no way alleviated
the very cr•wded conditions in the ceramics classroom.
Only more space can improve this condition.
The separate Fine Arts library has proven to be
a great help to both art students and the faculty.
Now that appropriate housing is available and proper
handling of library materials is possible, it is time
to think of building up a proper collection of books
and slides so that research can be undertaken at the
advanced undergraduate level and graduate level without being so dependent upon inter-library loans. While
funds for art books and slides have been increased
during the past year, they are still inadequate when
one considers our woefully inadequate holdings in
back issues of major periodicals and out-of-print
books.
During the past year the University Safety Committee
reviewed the physical facilities assigned to the Department of Art and found that a number of situations were
in need of correction.

Clearly an expenditure of funds

will be necessary to correct these deficiencies and
bring non-standard conditions up to a satisfactory level.
These changes will not only make for safer conditions
but will increase the efficiency of such areas as the

(,
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Jewelry studio in the Art Building and the Sculpture
studio in the Crafts Annex.
Throughout the year a series of discussions were
conducted by the Department of Art faculty to explore
the advisability of restructuring the basic design
curriculum which serves students enrolled in all of
the studio areas; art history and architecture.

Con-

sulted were Professor Jesse Reicheck of the Department
of Architecture at the University of California at
Berkeley and Mr. William Crutchfield of the John Herron
School of Art. As a result of these conferences it
was decided that these fundamental courses will be
directed by one individual with the aid of a number
of graduate assistants.

Mr. Newton Harrison, who has

been appointed an assistant professor of art, will
direct this program in consultation with a faculty
committee.
C.

APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF
As mentioned earlier, Garo Antreasian was appointed
as an Associate Professor.

He has done a fine job in

developing an extensive program of instruction in
Lithography.
Helmut von Erffa was initially appointed as Visiting
Professor of Art to teach Art History during Semester I.
Subsequently he was asked to remain for Semester II.

We

are pleased that Professor von Erffa has consented to
continue as a Visiting Professor of Art during the 1965-66
school year.
John Kacere, of Parsons School of Design in New
York, joined the faculty during Semester II as Visiting

Professor and Artist-in-Residence, Professor Kacere
will also teach in this capacity during the Summer
Session 1965 and Semester II, 1965-66,
William Haney, who received his M.F.A. from
Indiana University, was appointed an instructor for
1964-65.

Mr. Haney taught courses in Contemporary

Art, Design, Beginning Painting and Beginning and
Intermediate Drawing.
Three appointments have been made for 1965-66.
Enrique Montenegro will JO~n the staff for Semester I
and II at the rank of Visiting Associate Professor.
Professor Montenegro taught at UNM from 1945 to 1952.
After leaving UNM he taught at the University of
Florida and at the University of Texas.

He is pre-

sently on the staff of The Pennsylvania State University.
Newton Harrison, who will receive his M.F.A.
from Yale in June, has been appointed as Assistant
Professor.

Professor Harrison will supervise our

program in beginning design.
David Read, who will receive his M.F.A. from
Ohio University in June, has been appointed as
Instructor. Mr. Read is scheduled to teach two
sections of Photography and one section of Art
Appreciation.
D.

SEPARATION FROM STAFF
Professor Walter Kuhlman will leave UNM at
the end of the 1965 Summer Session and will accept
a position in California.

II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED ON INDIV1DUAL
BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENT;·
1.

Advanced study
Ward, John L. -Continued work towards the M.F.A.
degree.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching
elsewhere, travel, etc., during the period
Bunting, Bainbridge - Sabbatical leave, Semester I,
1964-65.
Lewis, Ralph W. -Landscape painting class, Western
State College Extension, Telluride, Colorado.
Tatschl, John - On sabbatical leave during the
second semester of 1964-65 to work on the preparation of material for a book on stained glass
technique.
von Erffa, Helmut H. - Juarez, Mexico; San Marino
and the museums of San Francisco and El Paso.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Grow, Ronald L. - Guest Artist, Tamarind Lithography Workshop.

4.

Publications
Adams, Clinton -Art Since 1889.
and descriptive notes.

Catalog foreword

Coke, Van Deren - The Painter and the Photograph,
80 pages, UNM Press, 1964. Impressionism in America,
72 pages, UNM Art Gallery, 1965. "A Saint-Carver in
New Mexico", Art in America, No. 1, 1965, pp. 124-127.
"u.s. Painting & Photography", Art News Annual, 1965,
pp. 66-81 & pp. 180-184. A portfolio of six photographs was published in Contact, Oct/Nov Vol. 4 No. 6,
1964.
Ellis, Robert M. - Layout & design of: California
Desi~, Published by the Pasadena Art Museum, 1965,
132 pages. Art Since 1889, 32 pages, UNM Art Gallery,
1964. Impressionism in America, 72 pages, UNM Art
Gallery, 1965.

~

Paak, Carl E. - Southwest Regional Craftsmen
Directory. Represented with photographs of four
ceramic pots. Directory is currently being published by the American Craftsmen Council, 1965.
Ward, John L - A drawing reproduced in Thunderbird,
Spring 1965.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during period.
Adams, Clinton - Program Consultant, Tamarind Lithography Workshop (Ford Foundation).
Antreasian, Garo - Creative Research and Technical
Advisor, Tamarind Lithography Workshop (Ford Foundation).
Bunting, Bainbridge - Historical architectural survey
for Cambridge Historical Commission, Summer 1964.
Architectural survey of East Cambridge, brochure prepared (100 pages) ready for distribution, June 1965.
Two houses designed and built, Lincoln County, New
Mexico ($70,000).
Coke, Van Deren- Work in progress; Biography of
the painter B.J.O. Nordfeldt is being prepared under
UNM Faculty Research Grant. A criticial and historical
catalog of Photography in the Southwest is in an advanced state of preparation. Established the Archives
of New Mexico Art under a Greater UNM Fund grant.
Grow, Ronald L. - UNM Faculty Research Grant.
Lewis, Ralph W. -Work in progress~ UNM Faculty
Research Grant for rrEmployment of metalworking and
enameling techniques in the development of an art
form as related to architecture''.
Morais, Leroy - UNM Faculty Research Grant.
Paak, Carl E. - UNM Faculty Research Grant to take
close-up photographs of ceramic glaze surfaces with
8xl0 enlargements.
Smith, Sam - Completed approximately twenty paintings,
watercolor and oil.

Tatschl, John - Designed and executed a number of
stained glass windows for churches in Albuquerque
(Assumption Church), Las Cruces (St. Andrew's),
Los Alamos (Trinity Church) and for the Canterbury
House on campus.
Thonson, William -Design ana production of a series of
five math workbooks for the Elementary School Science
Project of the University of California under a $450,000
grant from The National Science Foundation; Design and
supervision of National Advertising Program for Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory; Design and Production
of 64 page Technical Brochure for Los Alamos Laboratory.
6.

Activities in learned and professional

~ocieties.

Adams, Clinton -Meetings attended: College Art
Association of America, Los Angeles, January 1965.
Antreasian, Garo Z. -Meetings attended~ Midwest
College Art Conference, University of Kansas. Participated in a "Symposium on Printmaking'~.
Coke, Van Deren - Meetings attended: College Art
Association, Los Angeles, January 1965; History of
Photography Symposium, Rochester, New York, November
1964; and the Western Association of Art Museums, San
Francisco, November 1964, where I was elected second
vice-president of the association.
Ellis, Robert M. - Meetings attended~ Western
Association of Art Museums, San Francisco, November
1964. College Art Association, Los Angeles, January
1965.
Grow, Ronald L. - Meetings attended: College Art
Association, Los Angeles, January 1965.
Morais, Leroy -Meetings attended: College Art
Association, Los Angeles, January 1965.
Smith, Sam - American Association of University
Professors. Artist Equity Association.
Tatschl, John - Member of the Stained Glass Society
of America. Was appointed by the Archbishop of Santa
Fe, to the Art Commission (Liturgical) of the Archdiocese (Executive Committee).

7.

Other professional activities.
Adams, Clinton - One-man exhibition: Felix Landau
Gallery, Los Angeles, Jan. 25 - Feb. 13, 1965. Other
exhibitions: Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Gallery,
Nov. 22 - Dec. 18, 1964. Invitational Exhibition
of American Prints, Athens, Greece, Nov. 1964.
Travelling exhibition of prints circulated by the
American Federation of Arts and the Western Association
of Art Museums. Lectures: "The Arts in Albuquerque."
Yale-Harvard-Princeton Club, Nov. 2, 1964; Civic Symphony
Association, Mar. 2, 1965. "The Image of Woman in Modern
Art." UNM (21 Club), Mar. 15, 1965. Symposium moderator:
"Art Now." UNM, Nov. 4, 1964; "The Painter and the Photograph.11 UNM, Apr. 23, 1965. Panel Discussion: "Art and
Pornography." UNM (Lawrence Conference), Dec. 16, 1964.
Several discussions and colloquia in relation to the
General Honors program. Juror: Annual Indiana Artists
Exhibition, Herron Museum of Art, Indianapolis, April
1965.
Antreasian, Garo - Exhibited prints: 2nd Annual Lithography Exhibit, Florida State University; Wichita Annual
Print Exhibit; Olivet College Invitational; One-man Show
of Prints, Ohio State University; Assoc. Graphic Artists
of America, New York; Philadelphia Print Club Invitational,
U.S.I.S. American Lithographers exhibited in Europe;
Invitational Exhibition of American Prints, Athens,
Greece. Juror: San Diego Artists Guild; University
of North Dakota National Exhibit.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Co-editor, New Mexico Architecture.
Coke, Van Deren - Delivered the following lectures: "The
Meaning Behind-the Exhibition 'The Painter and the Photograph'" at Brandeis University, Oct. 1964; and "The Influence of Brady's Photographs on Nineteenth Century
American Portrait Painters,n George Eastman House Museum,
November 1964.
Ellis, Robert M. - One-man Shows: Hollis Gallery, San
Francisco, May-June 1964; Jonson Gallery, Nov. 8 -Dec. 4,
1964. Panels: "Pop Art & the Theatre of the Absurd,"
UNM, Nov. 14, 1964. Juror: Annual Southwestern
Ecclesiastical Arts & Crafts Exhibition, 1965. Talk
on children's painting to New Mexico Education Assoc.,
Art Teachers Section, Oct. 1964.

Grow, Ronald L .. - Group exhibitions: Syracuse Ceramic
National; Purdue University; Brandeis University;
Krannert Biennial, University of Illinois; University
of New Mexico; Occidental College; Small Painting Show,
Albuquerque; American Express Pavillion, New York Worlds
Fair. One-man exhibitions~ Jonson Gallery.
Haney; William L. - One-man exhibition:

Jonson Gallery.

Kacere, John - Exhibitions: Corcoran Gallery; University
of Illinois Annual Invitational; The Painter & the Photograph Travelling Exhibition; Purchase Exhibition and Faculty
Exhibition, University of New Mexico.
Lewis, Ralph W. - One-man Show of Paintings, Roswell
Museum; Illustrations, New Mexico Wildlife; Cover Design,
New Mexico Wildlife; Guest Speaker, KNME, Feb. 1965;
Southwestern Craftsmen Bi-annual Exhibition, May 1965;
Jewelry Exhibit, Barn Gallery, Santa Fe.
Morais, Leroy -Three-man Show, Contemporaries Gallery,
Santa Fe; The Painter and the Photograph Travelling Exhibition; Two-man Show, Glade Gallery, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Paak, Carl E. - Slide lectures: Scandanavian Crafts,
Arizona Designer Craftsmen, Tucson, Oct. 1964; Corrales
Art Assoc., June 1964; AAUW Professional Group Dec. 1964.
Panel discussion, Albuquerque Designer Craftsmen, Sept.
1964;· Art Board, Corrales Art Assoc., 1964; Vice-Pres.,
Director of Exhibitions, Corrales Art Assoc., 1965;
Vice-President, Albuquerque Designer Craftsmen, 1964-65;
Arranged for slide lecture on Mexican Crafts for Corrales
Art Assoc. and New Mexico Designer Craftsmen at UNM by
Maurice Grossman, Prof. of Art, at University of Arizona.
Ceramic Exhibit with New Mexico Designer Craftsmen at
World's Fair, New York, 1964-65. UNM Faculty Exhibition.
One-man exhibitions: Eckert's Gallery, Albuquerque,
June 1964; Corrales Art Assoc., 1964; Las Lomas Gallery,
Albuquerque, March 1965.
Smith, Sam - Arts & Crafts Fair, Albuquerque, July 1964;
Palo Duro Art Show, Canyon, Texas, August 1964; Artist
Alpine Holiday Show, Ouray, Colorado, August 1964 (Sweepstake and 1st award in watercolor); One-man Shows~No Man&
Land Historical Museum, Goodwell, Oklahoma, Sept. 1964;
Roswell Museum, February 1965; Panhandle Plains Historical
Museum, Canyon, Texas, Oct, 1964.

~

Tatschl, John - Faculty Exhibition, UNM, December 1964.
Exhibition of religious art, Summer 1964, Dubuque University
Thonson, William - Consultant Art Director, ToppinoGolden Agency, Exhibition of Graphic Design at Albuquerque
Ad Club, Awarded four 1st place, two second place awards.
Talk on Magazine Design, Oct. 1964, to Conference of
Western Assoc. of Alumni Magazine Editors.
von Erffa, Helmut H. - Consulted by: the Metropolitan
Museum of New York, Vassar College, Baltimore Museum of
Art, Frick Art Reference Library, New York City Art
Museum, St. Louis; Mrs. E, Rowdon, Georgetown, Ky.;
H. Cadbury, Haverford, Pa.; D. Irwin, Glasgow University;
Homeplace Shop, Williamsburg, Va. Pen drawing "Albuquerque
Backyard No. 1" accepted in competitive exhibition of
Eastern Central Regional Drawing Exhibition at the.Museum
of Philadelphia (3-12 to May 2); catalogue of the drawings
and paintings of B. West (in progress).
Ward, John L. - Two drawings in nDrawing from Seventeen
States, Feb-Mar 1965, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Texas,
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Adams, Clinton - Chairman, Cultural Events Committee,
75th Anniversary Year. Member, Adminstrative Committee.
Member, Entrance & Credits Committee; E. & C. SubCommittee.
Bunting, Bainbridge -University College advisor.
Coke, Van Deren - ~hairmari, Department of Art; Director,
University Art Gallery; Graduate Committee; University
Committee on Gifts to Libraries, Museums and Galleries
(Acting Chairman); College of Fine Arts Advisory Committee;
Graduate Advisor, Department of Art.
Antreasian, Garo - Faculty advisor.
Ellis, Robert M. -Assistant Director, University Art
Gallery.
Grow, Ronald L. - Student Standards Committee.
College advisor.
Haney, William L. - University College advisor,

University

Lewis, Ralph W. -Registration Committee.

Faculty advisor.

Morais, Leroy - University College advisor.
Paak, .Carl E. - Fine Arts Advisory Board; Board of
Directors, Coronado Credit Union; Faculty advisor.
Smith, Sam - Chairman, University Research Allocations
Committee; University College advisor.
Thonson, William - Publication Committee, University
Press; Design supervision of various University publications.
Ward, John L. - Art history tutor.
9.

Public service.
Adams, Clinton -Member. Board of Directors, The Opera
Association of New Mexico. Steering Committee to guide
legislation to create a New Mexico Arts Commission.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Board of Directors, Verde Valley
School, Sedona, Arizona.
Coke, Van Deren- Assisted by Professor Robert Ellis,
conducted a three month docent training course for the
Albuquerque Junior League. These docents serve as tour
guides for the University Art Gallery. Lectured to ACF
Management Club on Taos and Santa Fe as art colonies.
Lectured to the First Unitarian Church on the art of
New Mexico. Chairman of the newly formed City of
Albuquerque Fine Arts Advisory Board. Showed a selection
of photographs at the First Unitarian Church and the
Corrales Art Association Gallery.
Ellis, Robert M. -With Professor Coke, conducted a
Docent Training Course for the Junior League of Albuquerque.
Lewis, Ralph W. -Advisor for scholarships, University
of Tennessee Extension, Gatlinburg.
Paak, Carl E. - Board of Directors, First Unitarian
Church, Albuquerque. Chairman of Art Committee, First
Unitarian Church of Albuquerque.
Thonson, William - Designed posters and brochures for
Albuquerque United Nations Committee, Peace Information
Center, Kiker Lecture Memorial, International Peace
Film Festival at Los Alamos.

von Erffa, Helmut H. - Lectures~ t'Klee & Feingertt
Fine Arts Center; Round Table Discussion on Art
1940-60; "Gods and Heroes in Clay and Marble" St.
Johnts College, Santa Fe.
Ward, John L. - Worked as art expert, Vincent Price
Art Collection, Sears-Coronado.
10.

Personal information.
Grow, Ronald L. -

Born~

Jason Grow, July 1964.

Morais, Leroy - Born= Kelly Morais, November 1964.
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,The Report of the University Art Gallery
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Van Deren Coke, Director

Van Deren Coke continued as Director of the University Art
Gallery with the assistance of Robert M. Ellis, who joined the staff
as Assistant Director in September 1964.

Mr. Ellis, a painter, was

previously Curator of Education at the Pasadena Art Museum for eight
years.

He received his B.A. degree from the Mexico City College

and his M.F.A. from the University of Southern California.

This

background has enabled him to teach Art Appreciation as a member
of the Department of Art faculty in addition to his duties as
Assistant Director of the Gallery.
Other members of the staff have been:

John T. Conway,

Preparator, a graduate student in the Department of Art; Eddie Wong,
Graduate Assistant; and James Moore, Installation Assistant, assigned to the Art Gallery by the University Honors Program.
Upon the resignation of Mrs. Frances Hogan as Art Gallery
secretary, Mrs. Ellen F. Bellingham was appointed to that position.
Mrs. Bellingham's qualifications include a background as an art
librarian as well as experience as a secretary.
EXHIBITIONS
Fifteen exhibitions were organized by the Art Gallery staff
during the period of this report,
these was Art Since 1889.

One of the most important of

This exhibition, which was on display

from October 20 through November 15, 1964, was presented in celebration of the 75th Anniversary of the founding of The University of
New Mexico.

For the first time, many of the students and the public

were able to see major works by the masters who set the course of
"modern art."

The one hundred and thirty paintings, sculpture,

prints, and photographs included in this exhibition were borrowed from
over eight collectors, museums and galleries.

It is upon the gen-

erosity of such individuals and institutions that the University Art

Gallery must depend for loans.

I am pleased to report that both the

exhibition and the catalog published in connection

•~ith

it were praised

by many of those who lent works for the occasion.
Although attendance does not constitute a true measure of
an exhibition's success or effectiveness, it does tell us something
about the broad appeal of an event.

By this standard Art Since 1889

was the most popular exhibition ever held in the University Art Gallery.
The attendance was recorded at 9,794, an estimated fifty per cent
increase over the number who attended the Art Gallery's opening exhibition, Taos and Santa Fe:

The Artist's Environment, in October 1963.

As an outgrowth of the Docent training program undertaken by
the Director of the University Art Gallery in 1963, the Junior League
of Albuguergue provided funds for another of the important exhibitions
held during the year, Impressionism in America.

This show was made

up of eighty-four paintings, prints and photographs.

During the

period from February 9 through March 14, over 5,500 people attended
the exhibition in Albuquerque.
After the exhibition closed at the University Art Gallery, it
was shown at the M. H. de Young Memorial Museum in San Francisco.
There it was received with great enthusiasm by the public and the art
critics of the region.

Mr. J. R. McGregor, Director of theM. H. de

Young Memorial Museum, wrote as follows:

"Impressionism in America

was one of the most pleasant exhibitions I have ever been connected
with.

The total attendance was 13,435."
In addition to covering the major portion of the costs of

organizing Impressionism in America and publishing a handsome catalog,
members of the Junior League of Albuquerque assisted the University
staff in selecting the works that were shown and did research in connection with the preparation of the catalog.

This was a valuable

experience for the Junior League members who, as their Chairman wrote
in a foreword to the catalog, "experience a keen sense of discovery."
As the result of the success of this program, the Junior League of
Albuquerque is planning to allot funds for the organization of a
major exhibition of twentieth century sculpture to be held by the
University Art Gallery in the spring of 1966.

The Docent training program for members of the Albuquerque
Junior League has continued with a new class completing the three
months training in May 1965.
the trainees

conduc~ed

The trained, experienced Docents and

over a hundred gallery tours for school child-

ren and organized groups during the Art Since 1889, Impressionism in
America, and The Painter and the Photograph exhibitions.

Without the

assistance of the Docents, it would have been almost impossible to
provide guided tours for such a large number of visitors.
The third major exhibition, The Painter and the Photograph,
was the first truly national exhibition organized by the University
Art Gallery staff.

For reasons of economy, since some of the paint-

ings included were shipped from Europe, this exhibition

op~ned

in

October 1964 in the East and then proceeded across the. country,
terminating in California.

Opening at the Rose Art Museum of Brandeis

University, it was shown at the University of New Mexico from April 4
through May 9, during which time 2,313 persons visited the exhibition.
In addition to the Rose Art Museum, co-operating institutions for the
exhibition were:

The Museum of Art, Indiana University; The Art

Gallery, the State University of Iowa; the Isaac Delgado Museum of
Art, New Orleans; and the Santa Barbara Museum of Art.
This pioneering exhibition and the catalog prepared to accompany it received international recognition due to the great
interest that is currently being manifested in the history and development of photography as it has been utilized by many contemporary
painters.
A very successful Purchase Exhibition was held September 22
to October 15, 1964.

The frank intention of this exhibition, unlike

others that have been shown in the Art Gallery, was to encourage the
purchase of the works that were shown.

Our hope was that many. of

these paintings, sculptures and prints would remain permanently in
New Mexico, either in individual homes, or as gifts to the University's permanent collection.

Each of the works shown was selected

by the staff because of its high merit and its availability for
purchase at a reasonable rate.

Of the seventy-three works shown, thirty-two were sold at
a value of $3,802.50.

In addition, the University Art Gallery was

able to add to the permanent collection, at very reasonable prices,
two prints, a sixteenth century engraving by Giorgio Ghisi, Rest on
the Flight into Egypt, and a woodcut by the twentieth century German
artist, Erich Heckel, titled Near Ostend.
This Purchase Exhibition was made possible by the support
of Mr. James H. Foley, President of the Sandia Savings & Loan Association, who through the Association contributed $500 for organization
of the show and guaranteed purchase of certain works by the Association.

Only through support of this nature could the University Art

Gallery secure the co-operation of the art dealers who loaned work
for the exhibition.
Two smaller exhibitions, representing a wide range of
subjects, were shown during the Fall 1964 season.

Fifteen Relief-

Constructions by Raymond Barnhart, a member of the University of
Kentucky Art Department faculty and a very sensitive artist in
this particular mode, were shown from September 22 through October 15.
An exhibition of work by the University of New Mexico's Department of
Art faculty was on display from November 22 through January.
The first show of 1965 presented some of the new additions
to the permanent collection of the University Art Gallery.

During

Feb.ruary, March and April the Lower Gallery presented several traveling exhibitions, including photographs of the architecture of Mies
van der Rohe and Le Corbusier's Chapel at Ronchamp, both borrowed
from the Smithsonian Institution.

This show was followed, from

March 7 to April 25, by the exhibition of two suites of lithographs
by Josef Albers, Day and Night, and Midnight and Noon, which were
borrowed from the Tamarind Workshop of Los Angeles; and a group of
ten Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century English Portraits from the
Collection of the University of Southern California.

These paintings

were borrowed to provide our graduate seminar in eighteenth century
painting with original research material as well as to present to our
students superior examples of works painted before the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

From March 14 to April 25 a group of prints by

..

Howard Cook, a New Mexico artist, from the University's permanent
collection) were shown in the Print Gallery.
At the end of the year five these.s for the Master of Arts
degree were shown in the Lower Gallery, May 4 to 16.

This exhibition

was followed by the Annual Exhibition of selected work by students
in the Department of Art,

~hich

was displayed throughout the Gallery

beginning May 23 and will continue through the summer months.
GALLERY PUBLICATIONS 1964/65
Gallery publications during this period have included the
following exhibition catalogs and folders:
"Art Since 1889 • 1' Foreword and notes by Clinton ·
Adams; works selected by Van Deren Coke and Clinton
Adams; designed by Robert M. Ellis. University of
New Mexico Art Gallery publication. 32p. 1 1 color
plate, 48 black and white illus.
"The Painter and the Photograph." Text by Van Deren
Coke; designed by Clinton Adams and William Thonson.
University of New Mexico Press. 79p. 1 136 black and
white ill us.
"Impressionism in America." Text by Van Deren Coke
in collaboration with r.tembers of the Junior League
of Albuquerque; designed by Robert H. Ellis. University of New Hexico Art Gallery publication. 72p. 1
5 color plates incl. cover plate, and 43 black and
white illus. *
Illustrated folders were prepared for the Purchase Exhibition
and the exhibition of Relief-Constructions by Raymond Barnhart, and
checklists for a number of other exhibitions.

,.

*

This catalog 1 used as a basis for exchange with other universities

and galleries) made it possible to give to the Fine Arts Library over
fifty publications of a similar nature; valued at over $250.

These

catalogs are valuable research toolsJ since many of them deal with contemporary artists who do not as yet appear in more extensive publications.

5(!4
PERMANENT COLLECTION
A substantial number of paintings, prints, and photographs
were given to the collection of the University Art Gallery this past
year.

Conservatively appraised, these gifts are valued at approx-

imately $20,000.

This figure does not include twenty-three paintfngs

by Julius Rolshoven rec.ently given by the artist's widow, Mrs. Julius
Rolshoven.

These paintings ha:ve a value in excess of $50,000.

Some of the outstanding gifts

were~

Five large eighteenth and nineteenth century Spanish
Colonial paintings given by Mr. and Mrs. James Toulouse
of Albuquerque.
The gifts of Andrew Dasburg: a watercolor by Joseph
Bakos,. Old Sheepherder; a watercolor by Ward Lockwood,
Walpi Mesa; an oil of Earl Stroh, Storm, and a Paul
Strand photograp~ of John Marin at Work in New Mexico.
Eleven lithographs and one woodcut presented by Mrs.
June Wayne of Los Angeles.
Fifty-three nineteenth century plates of phg'tographs
of animals and people in action by EadwearcnMuybridge,
donated by the Commercial Museum, of Philadelphia.
Two graduates of the University of New Mexico who are
now teaching in universities gave major examples of
their work to add to our collection of works by distinguished alumni: Charles Littler of the University
of Arizona gave Rider II. Blueblood; and George F.
Woodman of the University of Colorado, The Tryst.
A Ward Lockwood oil, Taos. Plaza, the gift of Mrs. Ward
Lockwood.
Twelve lithographs by Joseph Imhof, presented by Mrs.
Joseph Imhof.
The ACF Industries, Inc., Management Group contributed
$25, which enabled the Gallery to purchase a William
Gropper lithograph, The Senate.
Two New Mexico foundations made donations to the University Art Gallery: The Helene Wurlitzer Foundation of
Nel~ Mexico presented E. J. Bisttram' s The Secret and
Time Cycle #1, and Earl Stroh's Sky Motion and Paris
Night; The Millicent Rogers Foundation gave a pen and
ink drawing, untitled, by Oli Sihvonen.

and Mrs. Samuel S. Silverman, of Philadelphia, added
to the permanent collection two paintings by European
artists: Still-Life: Fruit and Wine by Franz Priking,
and La Coussiere, by Henri Goetz.

~.

As mentioned earlier in this report, the Junior League of
Albuquerque generously provided $4,000 to make possible the exhibition, Impressionism in America.
SIGNIFICANT PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE
Plans have already been made for a variety of exhibitions
during the 1965/66 period.

In September, two hundred works by

Aaron Siskind, one of America's most distinguisbed photographers,
will be on display.

This exhibition is being organized by the

George Eastman House museum.

Following this will be an exhibition

of works by Alexei Jawlensky, one of the major members of the German
Blue Rider group, which will come to us, from the Pasadena Art Museum.
Also projected is an exhibition of twentieth century music scores.
Two major exhibitions are to be prepared for the second
semester.
West.

First will be a show of drawings and paintings by Benjamin

Prof. Helmut von Erffa, who is recognized as the

'~orld

authority

on the art of ·Benjamin West, with his graduate students in Art History
is preparing an appropriate catalog for this exhibition.

After show-

ing in the University Art Gallery, this exhibition will go to a major
West. Coast museum and from there to an eastern institution.

Already

mentioned in an earlier part of this report is the projected Twentieth
Century Sculpture exhibition which is being organized with the assistance of the Junior League of Albuquerque.
During November and part of December 1965, the University
Art Gallery will have in residence the distinguished New York artist,
Paul Brach.

His visit has been made possible by a Ford Foundation

grant through the American Federation of Arts whereby major practicing artists spend four or five weeks in various galleries and museums
to acquaint the public with some of the ideas and techniques related
to contemporary art.
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t
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Settir.r,.s for the plays vie:x:'e
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by Bruce NcMuUan,

:3co·:t i!cCoy, Chris Robei:lt and Cather , HacCal;lum; lip;hti11p,
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te;:hn.:.cn1 ,: s:r;: :l:: ~·-;

of Bruce i1cHulla~.
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.

.
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. 'f
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·. ,' ;
. .' ' ', .. '. ·. ; " ;· .' . ·.
..
: ..
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Mai1~lJ,an; Jiaden.e 'Blackburn N.as in charge of· the lighting; ·
.;.

. ·:·

··:.

costumes and :~ake:_up. . Tlf~ set _was de~igne~ ?Y: ioy G?o.d,, .
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The St~;tdent lvorl~shop. Trteat:0e, undel:'' the sui;eryi$ion t)f

EdNin Snapp~-presented "two l:>il~s of one... act pl.a~s.wnii:ch

iir- ..
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Piuded! :E.LECTRil. by . EuripideS·, ' dii-ected
. .
. . . by Roncld Atk;ins;.
'

~

1

.

. .

'

Giraudoux s' THE APOLLO OF BELLAC:: dit>ebted by DorothyGillef)- . .,
'

·.~

pie:; a!'. original one..:act by Milburn Heh1hop., THE CLOSET I
'.

1"

.

•
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•
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'

1;
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~

A HOllE, an orir;inal scr<ipt by Fred Ilot'nste:i.n; diJ';>ected by

Veronica Hdli\l11an i :J. N•.synP;e 1 s RIDERS TO THE SEA, dit'ecte.d
Ly -Jean .Stutsman ~all~y; and Henr)' Jones I. od.giniJ.l. plliy AND

;·THAT nLL THE RG!3lU DO, POOR THIHG'?; directed by Susan

Tha

lifhtin~

lllacJ~bul~n.

for the ;;>lays \·las supervised byNadeile

r:ach of the productions ran for> three perfo:t'!rt-

d'tces ia tna Cor.;madia Theatt'e.

In addition the students
R•Jl>~al'Sd1 <hld

ox

!fl:', Snapp 1 s Adva,noed

:·erforroance class presented ttvo bills of one-

ict pl.:lys to the students of the r:rama J)epartment: THE
r'Ol:...'IC JI'rUA'~'IOA Dl AHERICA SIHCE ALEXAlWRE DUI".AS AHD

...
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SEVERAL OTHERS by \-lilliam 'sal:'oyan. and Samuel B.eckett 1 s
,.

.

.

'

KRAPP 1 S LAST TAPE, both. l:lil:'ec't:e'd by Scott 'McCoy; THE
DUHBYlAITER.bY Hal:'old Piriter, directed by Cather' Ma'ccallum;
and JACK or THE SUBHISSION by. Eugene Ionesco, directed by·
Milburn Heblhop.
The. lighting for> these productio!ls was designed and
executed by Susan Gt>egg, under the supervision .of NadEme
Blackburn.

a.

Non-teaching University service.
BLACKBURN, Nadene
· Advisor for Drama Department students •.
Chairman of Hospitality Committee for "the Dedication
of the Fine Arts Center', .
MCHULLAN) Bl:'Uce
Guest lecturer Speech 470; Fine Arts Advisory
Council; Fine At'ts Gallery .Mvisot'y Committee;
Physical Arr-angements Committee for 75th Annivet-sa:t'y;
Advisor to Alpba Phi Omega; University Cultural
Col!llliittee; Advisor for Drama Department and.univer.s-

ity College Students.
S!l'APP , ED:<IIN

Advisory Council for Colle'ge of Fine Arts;
/.dvi::;or for' Univel:'sity Collep;e· and Depa;r;>tment of.
Drana Students;

UniVel:'sity UnitedFund Committee..

YELL, Joseph E.
Hember> of Invitation Committee for the Dedication
of the finG

A~ts

Center.

·,
",!"

9.·.

Public se':t'viC!e.

MCl'!tJLLAN,

·~rue~

$p!;!a..kep,· · ca~.eet'

Ba:Y:,.

f{arwood

G;t.!i;ris:·:~chocii
.-'! '

' .

··.:
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'. .:~ '

•.·
-~ ; <' .,

. YELL, ,. Jdseph
.

:'·, ·..

• •. r-.

·.

.
.

·TO.' : Personal .in;f'orriiatiort.
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.-.

None.
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The Report of the Department of Music
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Joseph Blankenship, Chairman

I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1964-65.

One of the most significant series of events during the past
year was the presentation of programs for the dedication of Phase I
of the Fine Arts Center.

The faculty and students of the Department

of Music presented a number of noteworthy programs in addition to
those presented by guest artists especially programmed for the
occasion.

All of these programs served a dual purpose in cele-

brating the dedication of the new facilities and the 75th anniversary year of the University of New Mexico.
The opening dedication program was presented in the Recital
Hall on October 20, 1964.

The speaker for this event was the

eminent composer and president of Lincoln Center in New York,
Dr. William Schuman.

An honorary doctorate of fine arts was

conferred upon Dr. Schuman and some of his choral music was very
competently performed by the University of New Mexico A Cappella
Choir and Brass Choir.
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Along \'lith operating the regular music academic teaching
programs,. the department continues its efforts to help in the
development of music culture throughout the state.

The presenta-

tion of Mr. Robert Ward, composer from New York, and Miss Mary
Val Marsh, music specialist from San Diego, California, is an
example of cooperative efforts.

This program l'las presented

cooperatively 1dth the New Mexico

~lusic

Educators Association on

the UNM campus for a state convention of music teachers.

The

services of Robert Ward were obtained through the assistance of
a grant from the Music Educators National Conference and Ford
Foundation Contemporary Music Project.

The services of Miss Mary

Val Marsh were obtained by assistance from the New Mexico Education
Association.
Other examples of cooperative projects are the sponsorship
with the Albuquerque Public Schools of the Albuquerque Youth
Symphony and Junior Orchestra.

Faculty members continue to present

workshops and evaluate the teaching programs for communities
throughout the state.

Several faculty members worked many hours

evaluating and recommending textbooks for the new state adoptions.
Dr. John Batcheller contributed to the state adoptions as well
as participating in a Washington, D.C. Conference on the Use of
New Media in Teaching Music at the invitation of the U.S. Office
of Education.
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The Department of Music continues to present a large number
of recitals and concerts throughout the year for the campus
community and in other areas of the state of New Mexico.

Programs

were presented by faculty and student individual performers,
guest artists and the following organized large ensemble groups:
University Chorus, Dance Workshop, Opera Workshop, Symphony
Orchestra, University Concert Band, Pep Band, Chamber Singers,
A Cappella Choir, Youth Symphony Orchestra, Junior Orchestra,
Brass Sextet, Woodwind Quintet, String Quartet, and other chamber
music groups.
TI1e Brass Choir performed on the SWMENC convention in
Oklahoma City.

The A Cappella Choir performed on tour in Odessa,

Texas, Roswell, Hobbs, Carlsbad, Los Alamos, New Mexico, and
Manzano, Sandia and Highland High Schools in Albuquerque.

The

Concert Band was a guest performing group for the national convention of the College Band Directors National Association in Tempe,
Arizona.

The band also performed in Alamogordo, Deming, Las Cruces,

and Lordsburg, New Mexico.

Many other events were sponsored by

the Department of Music:
Trumpet Clinic, directed by John Haynie
John Haynie, guest soloist with the UNM Concert Band
Small Ensemble Music Reading Workshop
Choral Music Reading Workshop
Youth Symphony Orchestra in cooperation with the
Albuquerque Public Schools
Junior Orchestra in coopexation with the Albuquerque
Public Schools
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UNM State String Clinic, directed by Professor Jack
Stephenson and Professor Dale Kempter
Junior High School Music Festival
Senior High School Music Festival
Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet Concert
Drum Clinic, directed by Frank Arsenault
Dance Workshop and Lecture by Erick Hawkins
Odessa High School Choir
Film: "Rosina Lhevinne: Pianist and Master Teacher".
The Department of Music hosted the following events on
the UNM campus :
State convention of the New Mexico Music Educators
Association
All-State Music Festival
Sigma Alpha Iota Province Day
Band Day
State High School Solo and Ensemble Festival
Albuquerque Civic Symphony Rehearsals
New Mexico Chamber Orchestra
New Mexico Wind Ensemble
New Mexico Music Educators Association
District 7 Solo and Ensemble Festival
New Mexico Music Teachers Association
Young Artist Auditions
Santa Fe Opera Auditions
Federated Music Clubs State Festival
Workshop for Albuquerque Chapter of the American Guild
of Organists
High School All-State Auditions
Lynn Lewis, guest pianist for Mu Phi Epsilon
University of Colorado Baroque String Ensemble.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future

Plans for the future in the Department of Music continue
to revolve around restructuring of the undergraduate degree
programs in music.

These projects have developed into monumental

tasks and the music faculty continues to devote considerable time
and effort in tltis direction.

It is expected that some of these

curriculum problems will be solved during the next year.
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The music faculty has recommended a change of title for the
undergraduate degree programs to be Bachelor of Music and
Bachelor of Music Education.

The title change to Bachelor of

Music Education has been coordinated with the College of Education
and approval should be forthcoming in time for inclusion in the
next University catalog issue.
The Department of Music has submitted a voluminous SelfSurvey

R~port

to the National Association of Schools of Music.

This report will be used for reevaluating all music programs at
the University of New Mexico.

Any comments evolving from the

NASM studies will be helpful for current faculty planning.
Additional faculty teaching time continues to be vitally
needed by the department to handle incre.ased enrollment.

Present

faculty teaching loads are excessive and no relief is in sight
under existing conditions.

lVhile some additions have been made

to the faculty, a need still exists in several areas such as
voice, accompanying, composition, flute, marching band assistant,
harp, and French horn.
Study and discussion continues for the development of a program
in music therapy.

There is much local interest from University

,.
departments and other agencies to conceivably develop a cooperative
program in music therapy with a minimum of additional course work
in the Department of Music

Some increase has been provided in the number of graduate
assistants, but it should be noted that further need exists in
this area.

More graduate assistantships would serve to strengthen

the graduate. programs and to alleviate some of the excessive faculty
loads.
While many problems remain to be solved, it is encouraging
to note that the musical and academic standards of the students
and faculty continue at a high level.

These achievements are

greatly supported by the fine facilities and good equipment provided.
It is optimistically expected that the department will continue
to receive the support it has become accustomed to and that a
way will be found to provide for the demands of increasing
enrollments.
C.

Appointments to staff.

Henri Bittar was appointed as a temporary part-time instructor
in violin for 1964-65.
D.

Separations from staff.

None.
II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
1.

Advanced study

William Seymour expects to receive his Ed.D. degree from
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, during the summer of
1965.
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Jane Snow took private voice lessons from Professor Robert
Korst in New York City during August, 1964.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc., during the period.

Travel for John Batcheller included Guaymas, Mexico, Montreal,
Quebec, Gaspe, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Canada, New York World's
Fair, Boston, Massachusetts, and Washington, D.C.
Kurt Frederick and George Robert have had sabbatical leaves
during 1964-65.
From January to August, 1964, Jane
leave.

Sn01~

was on sabbatical

She attended major music festivals in Austria, Germany,

and Holland, and was a representative to the International Congress
of Contemporary Theatre in Hamburg and Berlin, Germany from June 15 June 29, 1964.
James Thornton spent one week in Hobbs, New Mexico working
with public school music.
Elizabeth Waters spent three weeks in Mexico.
James Whitlow visited with Dr. Frank Simon from the University
of Arizona.
there.

He was invited to play with the Faculty Brass Trio

A visit to the Huntington Library in San Marino, California

was also included in his travels.
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.

None.
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4.

Publications

Joseph Blankenship was editor of the woodwind column in
Meyer's Band News, Detroit, Michigan.
The New Mexico Music Educators Association "President's
Report" in the New Mexico Musician from September, 1964, to January,
1965, was written by Dale Kempter.

"Book Reviews" in the New Mexico Musician, Vol. XII, No. 3,
pp. 12-13 was written by Donald McRae.
Hugh Miller was the author of "Sculptography", Art in America,
Vol. 52, No. 5, October, 1964, pp. 76-79.
The following is a list of publications by William Rhoads:
For Band - "PTelude and Fugue in E Minor" by Bach
arranged by Rhoads
For Wood1dnd Quintet - 11 Passepied" from Alec. Templeton •s
two-hand piano studies published by Theo. Presser
Etude Book for Alto and Bass Clarinet
Morton Schoenfeld wrote a review of the University Art
Gallery exhibition "The Painter and the Photograph" for New Mexico
Architecture, May-June, 1965, pp. 7 and 21.
The New Mexico Musician editor was Jack Stephenson.
Nos. 1-3 were issued during the year.

Volume XII,

His other publications include

the following:

~

Book Critiques, Learning Music and Teaching Music, revisions,
Charles E. ~1errill Books, Inc.
Critiques of research offered for publication in the
Journal of Research in Music Education, "Teaching
of Pianoin the California State Colleges and Universities",
"Teaching of Two Methods in General Music Classes in the
Junior High School".
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James Thornton published Haydn's "Divertimento" for woodwind
choir, Shawnee Press.
Brass Handbook, and a music appreciation text is still in
p~ogress

5.

by James Whitlow.
Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during period

Jolm Batcheller was elected a member of a delegation to
attend the Conference on Uses of Educational Media sponsored by
the Music Educators National Conference and the U.S. Office of
Education in Washington, D.C., December 7 - 11, 1964.
In progress by Walter Keller is a transcription and realization of Scarlatti cantatas collected during his last sabbatical.
Dale Kempter gave a report to the State Department of
Education relating to "Status of Music Programs in New Mexico
Schools."
A sound-color-movie filming of Tewa Indian Dances was done
by Hugh Miller.

Photographic 1mrk was done for Dr. Kurath (Dance

Research Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan) on Wenner-Grenn Foundation
Grant ($700).

Dr. Miller had two exhibits o_f sculptography in

the New Mexico Union during the year.
William Rhoads did a transcription for band of iiSt. Anne 1 s
Fugue" by J. S. Bach.
Music Company.

It is to be published by the Southern

Also to be published are "Etudes for Technical

Facility" for Alto and Bass Clarinet and "Cello Studies" for Alto
and Bass Clarinet.
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On sabbatical leave George Robert has done research in piano
He attended classes at Vienna Music Academy, the Vienna

pedagogy.

Conservatory, the Budapest Music Academy, and the Munich Hochschule
!ur Musik.

Classes included piano degree courses, secondary

courses, preparatory courses, piano chamber music, piano pedagogy,
applied piano pedagogy, general pedagogy, vocal coaching, and
several music theory courses.
texts.

Mr. Robert made a study of related

He also attended student productions, piano competitions

and a very large number of musical performances.
A research study of the school music program in Los Alamos,
New Mexico was conducted by Jack Stephenson.

He also did a survey

of New Mexico Public Schools concerning the electives in the senior
high school and junior high school in

vie1~

of required physical

education.
A grant was received by James Thornton from the UNM Research
Conunittee to make a reduction of the Beethoven "Octet" for woodwind
quintet.
6.

This project was completed.
Activities in learned and pro.fess.ional societies.

John Batcheller is a member of Music Educators National
Conference and attended the state meeting.

He is also a member

of the National Association of Teachers of Singing.
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Activities in learned and professional societies· for Joseph
Blankenship included the following:
Conventions attended SI'IMENC convention in Oklahoma City
All-State Music Festival held on the UNM campus
NASM convention in St. Louis
National MTNA convention in Dallas
NAMESU convention in Ann Arbor, Michigan
Arizona, Texas, and Colorado state music educators
conventions.
Committees State Certification and Legislation Committee, NASM
National Executive Committee, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
National Laws and Legislation Committee, MTNA
MENC National Committee on Music Buildings, Rooms
and Equipment.
Offices Held Governor, Province 31, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity
(Conducted a province workshop at ENMU campus.)
President, SIVMTNA
Vice President, Alpha Chi Chapter, Pi Kappa Lambda
IVaJ.ter Keller is the President of Alpha Chi Chapter of Pi
Kappa Lambda.
President of the New Mexico Music Educators Association was
Dale Kempter.

He also attended the American String Teachers

Association National Convention in March, 1965.
Donald McRae was Vice President of Phi Kappa Phi for 1965-66.
William Rhoads was the guest conductor of the U.S. Army Band
in Washington, D.C. at a convention of the American Bandmasters
Association.

The University Concert Band, under the direction of

William Rhoads, presented a concert at the national meeting of the
College Band Directors National Association in Tempe, Arizona.
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The President of the Albuquerque Chapter of the New Mexico
Music Teachers Association, 1964-65, was William Seymour.

He

is also a member of MENC, MTNA, and National Association of
College Wind and Percussion Instructors.
Jane Snow attended the MENC convention in Oklahoma City,
the National Federated Music Clubs convention in Miami Beach,
Florida, and was an accompanist at district auditions of the
National Federated Music Clubs in Denver, Colorado.
Jack Stephenson was first vice president for the Southwestern
Division of MENC, was local secretary to Pi Kappa Lambda, and
served on the Editorial Board of the national publication, The
Journal of Research in Music Education.

-

---=~=;:.:.

The state chairman for the National Association of College
Wind and Percussion Instructors 1ms James Thornton.
A lecture-demonstration on anthropological roots of human
movement was given by Elizabeth Waters at the national convention
of the American Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.

She gave a master class at the Southern AAHPER meeting.

The Brass Choir, under the direction of James Whitlow, performed
at the Music Educators National Conference convention in Oklahoma
City.
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7.

Other professional activities

The Faure "Requiem", conducted by John Batcheller, was
presented at a special concert on April 4, 1965, at Immanuel
Presbyterian Church.

He gave two lecture-demonstrations for

fourth, fifth and sixth grade children on "Symphonic Music'' at
Sombre del Monte Elementary School during February and March.
Extension teaching was conducted at Belen, New Mexico, Semester I,
1964-65, for two credit hours.

The title of the course was

"Teaching Music in the Elementary Schools".

Dr. Batcheller was

an adjudicator for large choral ensembles for the North Central
District at Las Vegas, New Mexico in March.

Lectures given by

Dr. Batcheller are listed as follows:
"Group Singing in Recreation" for the Leaders Clinic
in Parks and Recreation Dept., City of Albuquerque,
Heights Community Center, June, 1964.
"The Nature of Talent" before the Albuquerque Music
Club, October, 1964.
"Ne1q Media for Teaching Music in the Public Schools"
before the music teaching personnel and administration
in the Albuquerque Public Schools, March, 1965.
"The Church Music Program" before the adult congregation
at a special evening gathering. The lecture included
a demonstration of conducting and working with a 60-voice
chorus, April, 1965.
"The School's Responsibility as a Teacher of Culture"
St. ~lary's School P.T.A. at Belen, New Mexico, May, 1965.
"The Subject of Music on the School's Curriculum" before
the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
at Manzano High School, May, 1965. (This is a state organization.)
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Professional activities for Joseph Blankenship included
performances with the

Ne1~

Albuquerque Wind Ensemble.

Mexico Chamber Orchestra and the
He was speaker for the Texas Music

Teachers Association convention in Brownsville, Texas.
In September, 1964, Walter Keller organized and performed in
a concert of the Albuquerque Chamber Music Society at Botts Hall.
He played a joint recital with Henri Bittar, benefit of Alliance
Francaise scholarship fund, in April, 1965.

The student recitals

of Patricia Sullivan, Anne Gish and Sheldon Kalberg were accompanied
by Walter Keller at the piano.
Dale Kempter was first-chair cellist with the Albuquerque
Civic Symphony and performed with the New Mexico Chamber Orchestra.
He appeared on television as a member of the Albuquerque Symphony
Quartet.

He

1~as

orchestra clinician and judge in New Mexico and

Kansas public schools.·
Campus choral concerts conducted by Douglas McEwen are as
follows:
Chamber Singers, November, 1964
University Chorus and New Mexico Chamber Orchestra (Poulenc:
"Gloria", December, 1964)
Another performance of the Poulenc was given for the
All-State Music Clinic held on the campus in January
A Cappella Choir, April, 1965
University Chorus and Orchestra (Beethoven: "Mass in C",
May, 1965)
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Off-campus choral concerts were given in Roswell, Hobbs, Carlsbad,
and Los Alamos, New Mexico, and Odessa, Texas.

Concerts Nere

also given at Manzano, Highland, and Sandia High Schools in
Albuquerque.

Dr. McEwen acted as adjudicator for the El Paso

High School Choral Festival, El Paso, Texas; District Large Group
Festival, Las Vegas, New Mexico; Solo and Ensemble Festival,
Los Alamos, New Mexico; and Series II Music Festivals, Greeley and
Sterling, Colorado.

He was guest conductor-lecturer-choral clinician

for the following events :
Arizona Education Assoc. State Convention, Tempe, Arizona
All-State Choir, Minnesota Music Educators Convention,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Twin Cities qhoirmasters' Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Clark County Honor Festival, Las Vegas, Nevada
Bemidji State College Music Camp, Bemidji, Minnesota
Minnesota All-State Choir Music Camp, Bemidji, Minnesota
Albuquerque All-City High School Chorus, Albuquerque
Texas All-Region Chorus, Odessa, Texas
Odessa Choral Clinic, Odessa, Texas
Northern League Massed Choirs, Greeley, Colorado
Southeastern State College Music Camp, Durant, Oklahoma
Salida Music Clinic, Salida, Colorado
High School and Junior High Music Camp, UNM
Southwestern District Music Festival, Las Cruces
San Juan Basin Choral Festival, Cortez, Colorado
Panelist, New Mexico All-State Music Clinic, UNM
Donald McRae conducted television lectures for humanities
course,

He was tenor soloist at Temple Albert and First Congre-

gational Church, was an adjudicator for the Federated Music Clubs
and was banquet speaker for Artesia High School band parents.
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William Rhoads was guest conductor,. clinician and adjudicator
at the follmdng:
University of Pacific Music Camp
UNM Summer Music Festival "(Jr. and Sr. High Division)
Nebraska Marching Contest (Lincoln)
UNM Band Concert Tour (Alamogordo, Las Cruces, Deming,
Lordsburg)
Region IV Honor Band (Tyler, Texas)
University of Pacific Festival
Texas All-State Band (Dallas)
KSTC Clinic (Empor.ia, Kansas)
Oklahoma All-State Band (Oklahoma City)
Solo-Ensemble Contest (El Paso)
Region Honor Band and Clinic (Scottsbluff, Nebraska)
Region I Contest (Seagraves, Texas)
Catholic Schools (Albuquerque )
Colorado State Contest (Greeley, Colorado)
Region V Contest (Irving, Texas)
S.W. Region Contest (Brwnsville, Texas)
Guest Conductor at Monroe and Cleveland Jr. Highs (Albq.)
The UNM Marching Band, conducted by William Rhoads, performed at
five home football games.

The Concert Band gave three major

campus concerts with premiere performances of three nel'l major works
for band.

Mr. Rhoads conducted the Albuquerque Wind Ensemble in

four major concerts in September, November, January, and April.
He is clarinetist 1dth the New Mexico Chamber Orchestra.
George Robert performed "Excursions" (piano solo) by Samuel
Barber at a Hauskonzert in Vienna.
Program notes for three university concerts (Bittar, Honegger
and Schoenfeld) were

\~ritten

by Morton Schoenfeld.

He gave

community concerts in Alamogordo, New Mexico and Kilgore, Texas.
He appeared on a faculty recital with Henri Bittar on November 1,
1964, and gave a recital in Los Alamos in January.

He acted as

an adjudicator for 50 students of 8 private teachers in-Alamogordo.
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William Seymour was adjudicator for the New Mexico Music
Teachers Association, member of the New Mexico All-State Auditioning Team, and trombonist with the UNM Faculty Brass Quartet.
Concerts were given in Albuquerque, Oklahoma City, and
Los Alamos by Jane

Snm~

as soloist with the UNM Brass Ensemble.

She was soloist in the !vlozart "Requiem" given in Albuquerque in
May.

Miss

Sn01~

was accompanist for Jeanne Grealish in the Young

Artists Auditions in Albuquerque, Denver and Miami Beach.

"Il

Combattimento" and "Dido and Aeneas", the Opera Workshop productions in January, were directed by Miss Snow.

She presented a

paper and showed films on Opera in Europe to the

N~~TA

in November, and

to Sigma Alpha Iota and Mu Phi Epsilon.
Jack Stephenson appeared on Channel V with a string quartet,
gave career day talk at Sandia High School, and performed on the
program series for the dedication of the Fine Arts Center.
Conductor this season of the New Mexico Chamber Orchestra
has been James Thornton.

He has also been a clinician and adjudicator

for state musical activities.
A children's dance demonstration was given by Elizabeth !Vaters
for the NMEA convention on the UNM campus in October.
demonstration was also given in Grants, New Mexico.

A dance
She directed

the dancers for an Albuquerque Civic Symphony Children's Series
concert and produced the annual university dance 1mrkshop concert.
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James Whitlow was trumpet soloist with the Billings, Montana
High School Band, Los Alamos High, Deming High, Northeast District
High School Band, Rehobeth High and did adjudication and clinics
in New Mexico, Texas, Kansas and Montana.
8.

Non-teaching University Service

John Batcheller served as secretary of the Department of
Music faculty, faculty sponsor of the student chapter of MENC,
member of the Gallery Committee in Fine Arts, member of the
Curriculum Committee in the College of Education, and a member
of the Administrative Committee of the Department of Music.
The Chairman of the Department of Music, Joseph Blankenship,
served on the College of Fine Arts Advisory Committee, the Executive
Committee for the 75th Anniversary, the Sub-Committee on Cultural
Events--75th Anniversary, the Fine Arts Dedication Committee, the
University Administrative Committee, the Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education, the campus radio board, and the Committee for
State Solo and Ensemble Festival.

He acts as an advisor for

graduate students in music.
The music director for the UNM Opera Workshop production
was Walter Keller.

He served on the Academic Freedom and Tenure

Committee and the Department of Music Administrative Committee.
Douglas McEwen is a member of the Department of Music Administrative Committee.
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Donald McRae is an advisor for University College and a
special advisor for the College of Fine Arts.

He was a member

of the University Policy Committee and the Ad Hoc Committee on
Off-Campus Speaker Policy.
Hugh Miller was a member of the Library Committee.
Non-teaching University service for Morton Schoenfeld includes
membership on the General Honors Council and the Clayton-Barber
Selection Committee.
Another faculty advisor for University College l'las William
Seymour.

He also served on the UNM Student Affairs Committee.

Jane Snow is the faculty sponsor of Sigma Alpha Iota and
served on the Cultural Committee.
Advising responsibilities of Jack Stephenson include University
College students and graduate and unde.rgraduate music education
students.

He served on the Committee of the University, was

local director of the NMMEA All-State Music Clinic, director of
UNM Annual String Clinic, was on the Policy Committee for the
College of Fine Arts, and was Chairman of the Committee to Restructure
the Music Education Curriculum.
James Thornton served as a member of the Department of
Music Administrative Committee and was an advisor for the University
College.
The Phi Mu Alpha chapter had James Whitlow as a faculty sponsor.
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9.

Public service

John Batcheller is Minister of Music at Immanuel Presbyterian
Church, a member of the board for the All Faiths Receiving Horne
for Children, a board member of the Albuquerque Community Concert
Association, and is on the board of the Santa Fe Opera.
Public service for Joseph Blankenship includes Senior Training,
New Mexico Wing Staff, a Major in the Civil Air Patrol, and membership on the Board of Directors for the Albuquerque Civic Symphony
and the Albuquerque Community Concert Association.
Walter Keller assisted in a special Good Friday music program
at St. Mark's on the Mesa.
Dale Kernpter is a member of the

mus~c

committee at the

Unitarian Church.
Jane Snow was soloist at Temple Albert for high holy days,
and also at the First Methodist and First Presbyterian Churches
for special services.
The Chairman of the Albuquerque Youth Symphony Board of
Directors was Jack Stephenson.

He was President of the Albuquerque

Childrens Theater, Inc., on the Committee for Boy Scout Troop 86,
and Choir Director of St. Charles Church.
James Thornton is on the music committee of a local church.
James Whitlow is a board member and officer in the American
Federation of Musicians, Local 618.
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THE REPORT OF THE

GENF~

RONORS PROGRAM

July lv 1964-June ~Of 1965

The Gt>.neral 1Iorwrs progru.m completed. on June 30, l965t the
first year or operation on University funds following expiration~

one year earlier, ot a. ibreaayea.r grant !rom the Carnegie Corporation
of New York. No essential feature of the p1<ogram was curtailed. in
a.n,y wazy- because outside filnds were no longer available. There was
no hiatuu or interruption :l.la the of.ferirl.gs or serv:J.oea of' ·l:he p.rogt'alllo
Rather, a sligh-tly larger mwber of a·l;udents were enrolled in the
program in l964c65 tl.'t.a1ll in any previol!!.S year.
Pel'sons actively engaged. or interested :W the Honora program
are oncae:Lonal.l.y surpriaeli when students, i'acul.ty members, and.
ort~olt'OipUeJ f:t"lenda of the University express look of lmderstauding
of the ob;jeotivea anfl methods of: operation oi' the pl!!ogram. The task
of gi.V:i'Jl8 :proper il'!f"o:rlllation about the program is still before UBo
~'or this reasono a study tv the faculty COII!IIlitte& on. C:u.rriuula
dUring 1964p65 was moat w-elcome. The explanation of som.e of the
,?..iJiw a:rul p;roced'Ltl:'ee of ·the }f.t'Ogt'alD. giVel1 by the director to the
COlll;ill.it'l:ee on Currimll.a. 01'!. September 15~ 1964 1 is perhaps Wol"th
\"epee.t:l.Iig hel:'Oo

Aims and Prooedures

"Tho General 'Honora pro€X'MI~ of OOW"Se~ :I.e not in t>.xaotly
the a~e oategor,y a.G the regW.ar a.cadelllio dapa.rtlllenta in t:bat 1 t
.i'apresente no one spi!Oialized discipline, hs.a no start of its ow,
,md bas no maJora or minors. Iu.stead~ it aerves all tmdergrad.ua.te
;!0:/.legesv dcpa:rtmentsp arul divisions in ittJ effort to enoOIU."age
,~x~ellenoe in academia pe:!:'foma.uce by e.ble atud®ts i.l!l all fields
'"'"d t.o bdz;.g able sttlldvnts .from all diaoiplinea toget.'!ler in slilS.ll
.. ,l!!.flM3 for exploration CJrui dis:YL'!SBiah of topics lllld ;problem.'J Which
s_ne of interest end canoe~ to edu~ten persoua whatever their
&~o!oDsion, occupation~ or apeeializod £ie1d ~ be. The General
llonora progrem. in a certa.Ul aenao ;ia a. pro.g:rem o! ''I'!Zlriohment 11
i\~'llat•.fttr aa :1.t !loeka, tor ~.xa!llple u to make the htlllL'Uiitie a li.W.jo:t" a.
.1 t'!',lt> moro ewnr'i' o£ the pla.oo o£ tlle aoionoee and tho sol1!!nl
- ~lt!~,;'/es m our m.tlture 9 tho oil'Ji~:nce Mjor more aware o! the import£w.c!!'
,t th·~ hUll!mli tJ.ea n.nii the so'!'linl ai'lieJAcoo, .aml ao oo thli:07JP")A the U.at,
c1it! ~og:rMi o.lao emphaaizl?a ~he im;.:ox•tr.noe o£ exeelletlct~ in one 9 s

..
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Chosen field and does not carr,y students through to graduation with
Remora who d.o not excel in thei:t" JJI!I.jor a.a well as in e.U theiz• cotl:l.'ses
a.'ld in their Itonors work. The small size o!llonors ula.ssee permits
a. great deal or diacuss::l.cm, and the stu.de.nt is also of'tered. the
opportunity of having a grea:l: deal of' bis w:;.<itten work sublllitted. to
intensive crit:l.o:l.am. By oonstmtly encour~ students to participate in depa.rtmental Honors programs where these are available end
by tull ooope:ra.tion with the Career Scholars~ program (M-~), the
General Honors program serves in the cause or deepening as well as
broe.de.l!.in&" ·!;he student 4 a eduaa.tion.
"Course of.tel.'hlss in the General Itonors program {listed
in ·the aurrent. catalog unt\(U' VGenal.'Sl. Stuii.ies, o p. 292) (pp. 3()0..
301 of the 1965-66 ea.taJ.og] • are neaesaa:rily limited and shotlld
rE!ll!ailll. that wey-=excep·V. £or some inoreaae in number o! aeotiooe as
enrollment increases. All our ot!eringa (with the possible exception
o£ illiose for the junior year) P because o:r the very na.ture ot General
Honora, have a basic pattern whioh permits almost unlimited variation
from semester to semester and year to year. For e:xa.mple, the i'realll:rum.
colloquium (or read:il!,g eemina.r 0 as it is e.alled in the catalog)
never repeats a t:ots.l ree.ding list (ru:though individual itelUS 1'!J1J3
re~appear now and then) , and we a:ro free to oeJ.l upon ataf'! memberra
frOll:l aJ.l divisions or the University £or the tea.ohing or these
colloquia. :3ophO!llore Honors aemi.Jo..ara likewise can lw.ve aUif topic the
inat:tuctor chooses, and ata.r.f can bo ch-a.wn from a. variety" of diaoi~
plinea thx'oughout the Universi'!zy". Star£' £or freshman colloquium
(leotiona and fox• sophomore semina.ra ha.ve already been drawn. !rom
m:uzy deputmants o! the College of .Arts awl Soienoes and .t."rmn the
collages (or aahoola) o:C Education, Engineerllllg, Fine AJ:<ta 9 Lelil1 9
mW. Medicine. The senior colloquium varies ita topics eaoh semestel'
lmt lceeps to a be.aio pattern of iu~oducing ai:udenta to a p:roble.m or
iastte in eaoh major area (humw.tiea, science$ social!. so:J.enoe) eacll
semester~ Only the junior Honors course ha.s :repeated :material
<~Oillsiatently tl'Cfiil semester to semester. Thia material. it is now
i:~U 9 ia ao baa1o in 9313 u:ndera~ or Woatem European culture
·that there wll.l not eo on ~~e any deoire to c:hlmge it eubstuntially.
'ItA ·filia whole, the daail'e and the necessity or cha.ngi.ng lllS.terJ.ala in
th,l enqrumc.e of Jionoro 4Joureeo are built into tba progra.L'!. and bep
'It• 'Ji~ the atretcho lmt this does not mean toot Wf< nmut not CO!Wtmltly
·~e a.lao our baaio patte;m to aee i l i t properly MrUla our
,;;m.,ral~ or libe:ral~edu-:~a.tiol!l.lll idaal."

Indt>edp 'left,re tll11 y-e6r 1964-65 was outt tho Honore Cotmeil~
i':btd:l.n<{ that it wan ll\0 l~er .L"otwibln or prs.etioablEI to IMt &ll

at:udenta tbrouB}l the aart~a course i ''J.\'ajor '1'rl.l.ditiOll&. of
Oultwa 9 '' deoiol.c>d to change the jmio:l:' year of'terill:lg ·~u !;l.
· ·:rl•:e n.f a~s~-onl' in {)aah a-;.j(ll" area. (huJn.am:ti~'<lli aOie!l30!:lo
jt."'dc-r

fionor;~t.

-<!TI;t!XIn

,.
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ao*:f.s.l acioooe) .. ~eno. to open the•Je to &elellltud majoJ.."U in ea~h ot the
a:reaa. A ll!.'l'Be ~'\'t or the ma.tarW of the .f:!.:l.•at semester
o! the £ormer junior QQUrae will remain in the junior humanities
eemina.r§ likew:l.ae; l!ll.Wh mtter:La.l. ot the a~cou.d semester oi the
roxmer junior co'O.U'se will remain in the Junior aa:i.en<Oe s~§
a new aamirut.r in the eooial eci&.l!lOe area will be orteredo The
important ohangea are that stud~to will ~e ~eater freedom ot
choioe in their junior ;re~ ~md tbr.!.t a f:f:M BQod etmlenta :!a ell.«<h
a.rea. 9 whether or not they !w.v£1 be~ toll~ the Rcmol':'e prG~o
wmd whether or ii.Ot t.hey mtarui t.o by i:I'J:t! ~ticm wt~ l!®O~p
will be in'litoo to Join thi\1311 ji.J!'IIior a~'ll~ ~hare i t i~ axpeatolll
thAt the-h' alouunaat1 to thu ll.t"ea. COJ!ttJem«t will emablo tb~m 9 not
Olll.y to oompet.o with :re[}llla."C' rronoJ:>s atwlelllite~ but iJ!ile,ed to !!lip~
ac111a loa.dfll:'<JlU.:p 2.n dist.'UUaion Aitld SIMlysifiq :?ort'IJM.teq, the
relat:J:val,v n'Mll si:::e ot the iloo.o.r~ pll"oe;;rtl.!!l 1!Ulkea thia khid of
i:mlovaticm,. axpt~rineutatio:a, or ~ :pa"'rd.bla.
·~nree

ot

~
the l!<:more progr.WA 9 tha Oo;;~ud:tt~e fll'l!.
menti~ed tha follow~ o~oe~~oi~t ro~~ag

h ita

Currioula

'l'h~

liOI!lo~ lPr<J~ !:tppnl!rfl to be !Whiaving ita
goal-~tm ~ellemt eeuff.t'l'l.l adl.wlltiaa :tor superior

l.hmeml

=Joe

a~tm.ta~

:l.'ha use at ael~l)t€11 Sf'~''l:' ~l®o...-s Ltt.w'i€1\ltll' tstl(lb. 3c;1!ester
to dd in te~ tho :b.'EWll'i\ln !iunors oolloql!dvm lm!l
be~

a

hi~

auooees!Ul

ven~e.

Xltll ~Auatoa :f'rcrl~ 'l;h"' !'<eltlu.t't'll il:.Jmora ptr~ have dcl1a
n.:ll ug jU/lg'flil £r'll'!:. t:•e: nuroher <'!' t!.Wrll."'lla 9 schols.r~ipa 0
tlXI.il ot~\i:ll' U00~(!'-'0 .lit f;h') ;~~Jur.,tt< lflVel ot t'\dlliil~.t:I.Mo"

"l.

t;rmem Il•moro <li"~•'!\t~ :.!'tOllld 'bH t.•b·(m reoognf..Uon duri!l{:r
'i;h~.ir

":.!,

:pro/J;l'uilll 1:Jno,l'!li:;1u>Ut the

:;Jt'~.,

.::iJii.lllu tJ1..,. 11ulillam>.l !h2)m:'.1 :Jlt"O>J;t't.;~ 11-~a nt.' pel"'n!l.n'lnt !~v~
t.b<l ¢llr'L~to'T', it io :1Zl.qJr:'tl.i:llt t.bat uthe:r

~~~4•:::" t..h~\

~>!'4--tioipn,t~ 4··~~.l:IL~tu 'bll ,~::,>x;:n -"Ahqu.l\llte t'MW.~ IJO
~..;..'lt 1\'l..'rl;~ti.'itil I:MWJ<it'~ % 1-"t:.'J.i\'ll~ 4Y~lablt1 !or tt~
~.:< thi>~ pll.·:~~),!l.
~!.a" d'!:-,~a"\..)t..' r.,;_..;.ulfl Dot !.'hl it !l~&S!Ja.t',)'
·.; ":"~~ .n ;i~')::tli:n·;.t•.• 1Z.·.J!::tt , t t.i.t? .f':!'Ol!l if'llk"? 't·J yt!!lli:'
t :· .f'!'J4:,\ st;l.!!' o

·~c

L~ ;1 .. wt!.l M:iillf.'ll_• ~"!"'c1:F.>:l1:lto ~V'e taot Ui'nill.lt'•~Fa"o;on~gd
~r:::--.£!; 1 ·C.J~:,t ~~ t...:..;. ~ ; ·,~;l.~r~l~t ~c7:~~oqn~.'\\rtla ~~h~mi~~! ..
~:[.;; fJ~t. :.~i'' :':t-:~~.:lt;1 tl v •· a· 'i/~'t ~d ..-.a t;r..'::o!.~ !'Jt'r!~il.!}c. :-.

,.
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4
App8l."ell.tly this weekllcsas bs.s
:tz:• 2 ab01.•eq

"4.

~>riaeu 1o'K:'

the

l'e!M'IOIA

:i.Ja.pl:ted

The Coilllllittea :.recc.mm.e.nds the.·!; the d±reetor tlvy to a.mrertahl

the rea.scma for the lar5e ntllllber of withdrawals ;f'rotn the
General Honors prognun.
"5.

'l'he Cctnm:l.ttee :r.eoomme.nds that the Gene:ca.l Honor$ proa:ram.
not increase its em>oll.men·t appreciably in ~~he near i'11ture,
since larg-e oiU."ol1lile'll.tB woul.d tend to reduoe the close
stl~dantmpl:'ofeasor relationship Tlhioh now exiats."

In aho1.'t, the Curricula COl!llllittee eave ap,pro•;sl and sub~
sbnf:iation to the S.ru!.lyaia of the otl'Ol'lg and Weak toints of tha
Jfl'OgralJl whil'lh the dirMtor ®d his associates r.epori:Eld to the Carnegie
Co:r.por>ation o!'1 June ;lOu 1964 9 and whioh \7a.s hlolvAed. :ln tlle .Annual
Repor-t aubmitted ooe year agoo UClll 2 1Jlll!ledia'l:e:l.y above 0 alt.ho-ush
not .inC'Jludefl. :Ui the :repol"l: to the CIU.'negie Corporation, is f;!Xtremely
iwportant. 9 and the easel'W<l ot this reaomm~da.ti® was glv(J-rr, in a
ape::1is.l. !JO!llllli.lttlae.tion ~o the a~ademi.o vioa-J)'l:eaidezlt of' the UJtrlve!'sit;rv
Dr. Harold 'E'narsou. o.') :November !h l$64. OIU" plea. £or some ala'* :bn
aWt'itls in tJu~ Utnive:t'sity was st.ated itt that memo:randWll as !'oUow!H
''What the table [in thE: IM!!l.\Ol.'Sildtllll to Dr., Rl'l.o.n>oYa] sltowa hut
"';o;pla.:b.1 ia, 1ffi2.X: did we lt!!:!re 14 .tB!.lUlty members wor!I;Uag in
Honors :In l96lg62 and still have only 14 in 19fl4..6!.W' Eece.use tbd:r
~~':_t 0~2:~ them. And wa ca.n 9 t go arowcl piok.i.Jrta' up
al:a.££ .i':rO!ll.axoGaa :l.!!ll ,.., (l;.l.ven yea.t" whiah happet.! to have low earol.lmmta
'IJ'...a.t yea:r: (it t:h:h ever raally hnppena). No 9 the depa.rtmente i"r~
whioo we 1nost need help (history~ Er.aglhh 9 t:'ne nodal ac:l.el'l.(';eS~ the
w~ien11ea, art, yhllooophj} n.:re the Vel"Jf departments that first catch
the 'b:l.g ti4-a-1 "Pru.ve of nnapeoial:i.~etl bag:bm~ atwloota. Stl'Jlt) o£'
~1:wae del!./:l.r~l!ltittts g t d!i.re 13'11\'1 ~ a.l'a al:rGady pl'obably ope:ra:t::f.ns rl th a.
!Jtufl.e-»tti!!:WUlt;v :ratio or 40 t.o l l)r "0l'l.le; thdr over-load .makao
the 20 to l ave~11 Olll!IC .mt :d.sht fo'l.' the UW.vex•aity as a llhole,.,
2.b.•Jl'e ·. a a. lim' t to r,·bt:t.t you ea1! aak them to do.
t~an~t

11
There ia :no a:r1E3\7e:r in lw.vil!(.: n spM·lelizE.>d trono~a fliatf,,
d.on'"!; wll.t\t this~ e.nd it woul~ }Je SlO loas expet.r<a:!.ve t.Z:eylT8J"., The
.:ruy IWeY~& 1e .to t;x to kcrm p._.emall ltil~~!!:!f._!]t lrey d~~l:'i'
·~ tl:mt ea.n ile Uillled upono U'Jt mlly for GHne:rol l!oon'l:'S? bul: S~f.IO
ft.:r .D•l}:-a't'i'JD(itrtal. ttonc.:rG 07: prog'l'll.t'I.'J UU.:'>l1 au Mw~' i:or otl.tde:nt ·:JI1!1!4SE:lo
;1~-.g, tor dire:;;Hon ot thea,,~. llloac:t.•tatim'i:.s 9 ruul B]ledr.U re!lea."M.1l~
~o::> co=if.tc·<'- ltork rela.tiV<I ~.;., :1.£:1%'0'\f')t'!!!t)t o:t :.l.n!ltl:uctia!l~ ~!lpiltl!il-l:i.;:r

, •.>

!n la.rgur .::lli<>3BI!u, ;w.i for all 1$•'lV'r.U J.rurpoaoe r£J1~tiiilg to th.u
rml:fat'a or a~d?.:lt!J,,
11
Yia {..'Ce r..ll stminitlg t.o tw.oi! lM"gc tlU!thf!%'&1 or ablQ s'blde.ntl!
t,. AllJtit'!! U!gu, ·~o peps.'t'rt ~~~i>lVea tor e;raiiiUI.te 91t'hGo1 (J:t' pro!e!la

;.;if)]lal B"'lWO.lu 'Go l'l1.7! W•~vdH:.J >'JihJOll .i'ollC'Ilahi}'S~ to jo1~ !Ianoro
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p;,•o~"rullll 9

to 'ballQme -aqmols.l's 9 itt> look foa·~terd to ~cmtl':il.'lmt~ to
th:l.s eta:te o"l:' regi<m t.bxO!lgb llt!U3te:eydi.ff'il.~l.ll t ~ ~emm(ling
E!l.l.b.jeots that wa must :pa.y some a.ttentl.on to :ill) this epacr2e age. !em.
jllSt oan ~ t do this in a. :routine s.rst®i set up to ~tea a stated

or

to have eollle slau'k 9 .some leewq 9 so :rr:m. caa we
awl ao y011 «!&.n a.:~;~peal to any il'll!lgil!IS.tion yoor
a'I:Mauta ma,y h.s.ve 1ai't after their ;D~hom.'=l'lPtveel!: grind.

:~:a.tioo You have
~tiCX!ll

yow.'

11 The

111B,t;:f.® 0 e nee& !!Jl.!!l ~'iem!llll.ds in these thlaa !fllt ·l;~cma

~saura upon reall_y good
r~ sane and no.tma.l ia

a"Wd®ton The bea·t wq we oa~ help them
to g.lve them s011!e ext:m time w.d a.tte:t!ltiona
Thia we a&t do OJJly i.:f' there is a. raasO'tAilble proviaion o£ tee,oher
t:Ute tor tbi$1 :purposea More tt;{!ee:li'i(!allyg hare are eOl'l!e of. tlle
needs 9o nm.st meeta>=a. ~a.ter variav ot bigb.ly' taoh!'r,:!,tml of!'erlDgaw
bettex· gemeral edueati~ to go with ~in inevitably ino~an~g
apeo:il&l.izat:li.O!I\ 9 iEic.reasad oppol."tmldv tor indirldual:lfl:e<ll. atwzy- awl!
!!1Upeniae-a research 8.\'2!1 wrli:i»,g by the ablest stwiwts~ a reWi11e
iJ:Wreaae in ~ta wo:~.•it~ We bave to ~eak the l.orucatep to do
tJwae ~a ,proper:!,;;. 'l'he.ae tl'f'enut i'riU.e ~ longer ;i.n this
.nation. These are b£U"e=b®e :nooesaities."
The Cor.illli ttec on Curll.'ioula put i tn f':U!ger om a. very cnudal

pomto Not Olily General !I<moN uol'k, but all ov.r edooo.ti<llUll
ef'!orte :requi:riJ:!g jpd.:ividpal attell.~ to at-Menta (itlraotiM ot

:t.'eooar.lih 9 directiall of disBerts;?;:J.O!I!s~ e;1'1ilduate work~' d~ental.
honot>a 9 ato.) will suffE.llt ~~tiooll:y' if' we B.l'tl to lba hllld r'igidl,y
to :fO'l'!'l.OUa.s .re~ £rumlv~atuildllt l'&tio ·l;bs.t lJ,'rl; 1le"''issd rith
<ro:l.7 luwe:t>=di:rl.aioa elemente.ey aQtt!'ass :!.a Xlli.Wi.o Q.irull.i'ty ~diem
at advVJi:l300. lmrela is still ~ ll:'.md of llPin't!-lll't:il:!& eystem 9 w1 th a
'!:~· low ai.Ullent-tawlt;r :tatio.
!nfoX'Ill!l.ti~

WJ.~m

ilb<mt tha l'rogl'Wil

Baas Ell:!:'pv a.aai&litu.\'1;

dirlM~tor

oi' G£Juaral. Uooorrs 9 will

o013X'se in the Department of Eu,g:lieh ~ 1~6;c.66 1 the
·'.'Om'!IA in Emgliab. !w !'o.rei~ si"Meutu. ~e£o:ta til~ to til&
:!f<iv,n'iiiW./ !."Jf !few Moxi@on Mior! r~ waa asaoo:ia.ted with the JoJwa
:c<:~iJZcl.lw ull!ivc,rsity Cmi.ter m Bol~ 9 Ital;r.
te~h ~e

ot a

t'lllilley ~jyma~ direotor of the prasramo is the r.mthor
•.:lul..~t{·~· ·'Honors l1.rnl tho Umvers1 t:-" :In :'he SuPftrior ~'imdeAlt,..!!.

,:~~tq"rt.~·~-~"lt'-~~t:f.;!l 9 itf'.ltl i!ll t'llo Ctml(lgie Ser!M :il!l ~Uilmtllon 9
'!;t) 't·t: J-"llll\li.W.<?-4 ~ Ootobar~ 196!),, .Pro.t:'eaa<n!' W'¥'1JlllA wtll ser#s £W
"~ ~~!.~~ ~~i'.£l.int~w. of t'!l.o Da~~t ot EmgUah f~ l96~66., A!ll ll.'.;t~

Jtr, '1\io.l." ~r G~mlll:'tl.l l!<morll or w e.itle rlth e~od
n<>i!: ~~~ a~~le:!l'toll a.t the t:l.X!u.· or ·thia repori.

lJ.'ll~

4ut:l.~£<

:!.l:l tioD.O.t.'a
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}!o 9 o:t' l!it'£ereni:

De~

se1119atorur

~iiJii~.J.Sl!

.Ta:tte .Bultzall
Da;ri,i!l To l3tmede'loti

P.!dlU.p

x:.

:Bof.lk

Ro'berl Craelq
Paul. Davia
~in Dickey
H9m-,/ C. Ellis
~rold I. o E!lv.l.raom.
ll.lelb~e G. Evans
llloniu Freeilman

».

1
4
1
4

,
'a
6

1

4

.LeRoy GorioBt

1

Gi':mlll. Graff
lfu:gh Grsb.a.m
illlvid. :B 0 lio!.m:Utcil.
J olull l!ow<U'th

~lisb

l'I!J,Y'ohology

bth'ropology
EfiSUah
E!lgliah
l!~:l.ah

Psy®ology

Viceml':t"eaidemt
Philoaop4y
bgl:ll.sh
Gaogra.p]l.y
~Ush

~

'

liistoeyPhya:l.oo

Edwin C. Hoyt

~

l

Gov~t

\'/il:U.am l[uber
i"nml1; W. lklo

4

.'11lsoo H, J;vw
Miguel J orrin

4
1

l.Tniv. College
Hiator,r
Sao. Edul!s.ti<m
Foreip Stw'iiaa
Chemiatr.r

Y.J.ltoi!l. 1iabJa
Jolm J..iaaley
:....t~n :Loo,shm:'at
i~\fMltild l.laoCur~

1

2

;i

1
1

EI(}ODOltlic:>fJ

Ph,ysioa

l:t:l.atoq
llloient ~~ao
!M.theliiAtiC£1

"· v.

l
2
1

f'•.4ar Pl"CCU!''€1

l.
l
l
::!

.Ar;;<hitecturs

2

l4i'lSJ.!\l

l!arlin
;.i~rald D~ Nash
•.:,lward Go Nolal:l

· ·)bart A. Robe:rtoo~
' on P. :Jo:~hlegtJl
'hr'l:M ;;~t;ho\U'li'elrll.
l••1Nlillt\I. B. ~Zmbelwi!.
;>~ J. '!'ohiUG
: •oyt 'f'rcmbrldBa
., '!.bel1't Vo(.el
·, o .P, \·:olf'

··tlru'le:OJ 'l'ic;o~Ui3a
::;.;o."?.fy ·•'r.m
J"'~ ~:rc ~l!Jf~!r

Ri~Jtor;r

Pn;roholog
Sec. Eduoo.ti®
:Eca.t~omGs

1

l!i~Stoq/Plqaie~

4

lUator,r

'

E:wiiglish
Edwoa.tion
Govemllellt
SO@iol.om"

1

E!!elialn
Eduoo.U.ml!

1
l
l

2

5~8

soxth®Ol'e

s~

Topi6o b

1958~59 taro~

~a

Gt>.J!<.S:ro.l

:IJ®O:r.'l:l

1964=55
~~

;\!EIJl!B"'PAA~

Ta:~s~

.li:rl

{l) !!!.,1111mitie a
Styles i~ the Arts
O~tempora~ Poetr,y

Tedlook

Concepts or Freedom

EV'Ill!l!l

Phl.losoplzy'

Oontempol"ll.ey Paitl!tiB!g

liaaa

WhAt la the Rensisaan~e?
Critical A~oaohea to

D:i.@key

Ari
Emglioh

T64Uol!k

~Ush

Grlllw.tll

History

Di<!lleey

~:I.ail

!!'e!ll<X!k
Tmaliunolrl

E.nsl:ll.ah

Tod:Wuon
Ma\1lu

ErAglish
.AM

CJeeei..ey-

~lisb

Ta~o!O:k:

El!iglieh

flil:a®.a

~lish

J o F~J!ilrlll. <7

.Biology

Roaemwe:l.g

Geology

Kolodner

Mh.themtioe
Payohology

l'Ot'ift:.ey'

llepreaev.'i:-at:l.ve 19th Oal!lltu.ey
Russian Wrl tera
What Ia Lit(tra:imre'l

S:I.¢!1M'I'll.t Problelln!3 m the
l9'th and 201\lh Celf.l'fru:cy
1-~opeum nCl'fel
WOO.t Ia Litar&y Criti'<)~.i!.!~.'l
Poetry and Belie! in the
Moliel1:"3ll Age
The Natur& o!'
Approllli?he~ to

Ps.w:V.:~
.Na~1 Poe·ta
Nine~aenth ~ Tw~~ietb

fJ~tm<y Pa.ttel'llll€1 of
Reb~llio:rll
Th~ ll%ams& MattGl'a

~U.eh

~U.ah

ot

l>bmit,y awl St&'ile

{2) ~i!ilW..ft
!-;;rolllttiM
tl~valopm~t

;,ei,:mrlllan

o! the Earth

o! Muthemati@a
(given .in 2 sruueatera)

Con~~~ta

!~'!:lipl.ea

i!<il tw:'~
G~Pa~

or Psychology
~mil t'lnvirOlll!lent

Zdeaa

~ Math~tica

tiuit,n'tle '.l'hroogh

Gap
8.lllli tha Eli.l"th

P:t~tom~ <>t
'.:ii!>~ ;,uets

D:ls;:.over,y

ot Noill<>rnoday

lj.'*':l!.f~<!!O

Geogra.plzy'

Vn.thems.tioa

'!'hom

Eleo, Erlgineer!lllg

C:rosby
b'i t~;aim.cma
5n\itlh

Chen:istey
Geology

~iolo!lM

ld.OO!Ginf)

tMld ::it(lien<:ll.lo·~

b~id~ ~he

,·k:l.a'ltc:e

Gorda!'!

MUo.bell

~~i!lllloe

Fi!!it1on
f.~\l.•>iti<JR

Htm~etti

l'lllilhology

,,
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The Viaitm. of N&t.l!.lre G.!'lli
the Rwrum Cmrutitio~~

T'<l~Jll'A

GeograJlb.Y

Wol~

EtitmO!l!iOS

Pad.®

Bll!&iueaa

t~) SooiitA! ~illi.Mna

FreedOJrJ. a:rad Oont:rol
Ollan!g"~ Cbarn,~ter

ot

Cupital:l.am in tho U. So
Simloe the Civil War
FiAiloeo~ o! Eoonomi~B

~l~®.

:P:x.oeoa e.a a Sooial

Ra.f.ferty

Ad~
EG::a!!.0'"6llil.lB
Joil<malirn~m

Ve,mOllt

law

F~

L!.l.w

Sel~ar

Law

~he

l·esa.t

Fo~0

conMra (g.tvem m 2

aell!!aaters

1a,e,a1 Co11l\lGe}te (s:hrel't in 2
Sell!Qate<ll'l'i

Lesw

Oo~eyta {g;tvt>.l'l..

aeawgt.ors.

m2

Jl!;'l:!a'l:'i:M~

{!i!llth~nno~

R:i.WlD.rd H. Crav®<J
LW.a CX"W;··SllltAdoval
:N~ey J" SitoPJ:!r.rr
KAi.h1efrn Worihilllll:-;

196~

Cu."i!.
I..'Wrl

l9G4

Cti<'E!

1963
l9b$

18.\il1lil'3
AIA'I.l~.e
laa~ta

C<'.uo. la.da

~i.'!::e$1!~
Jcmt Jl., Stl:tmt
l!rl

-~:!mis 'l'etUo.,Jt!j

-~~±;:]~;Ij

B~~<Irnlno~

s?

(~m

lau:&e

.,\dtli':t ); •
I}"'.&;·:> f;.
lh•r.~"'

ltll)k
Mnll'llont

196;

fJa!ii:l

l9t'~

llllMe

Rw:tlllR€(1

1~-ff.l

Cmxlll:Wle
Cmi lll.<;;'ile

1!.}(2

~ IM~

Bi):!

Ctm lmrdo
C';r.;:; latJ.~

.·:!!~.2&~

Xs!r~

~~~·~~Jl Appl~gat~
:;t<J.~l Trajillo
"\11':!~ Il a Wo'bo~

1:;164

1953

li>sl.b

s~~o

~t~ai~y~ Litftra~~

Ro.Ml-4 !L'.

Genevieve

Swi~ger
Touns~

~

K. lfa:rie :trelaoo

~~

~'rid l3loom#
:Byro:11 Crego
Ri@ha.t•il :a. Gar.ne'tt

Jeaa

:a:.

Mille!'

Caro~ Thompa~

E.l'I@€1Jl~

J'ohml La Wham
Lo~:~kott

Wood

~

Gw,yl1eth J. Cru.vems

w.

li'le~k. Jr.
L~A Srote Howd~
~l";yo~t Le~
Charles X, ~llonnoh:
Ri~~ X• .Mille::

MD.rl:il1.1.

1C!i.thleen O'.r-lando

196:5
1964

l!agtla <'illl!l lfi.Wie

1963

0.1Jtll l.a.ttde

l96l
1961
1961
191>2
1961

~ ~laltde

1964
1~62

Cum laue

Gwm l!Wd.e

C"i!m lmMe
CU:!11 liU?.IIle
J41J,glM. ~

C'll!A l!L'Wle
Cmt l!Wda

l~!$5

S'i!!\!'ma.

1963

Own la:OO.a
Oma J.a11Zde
Ct\111 lamle

196;
J960

l9Gl

1961
1965

l.lmde

(19

~ m1!ll'l
l!a.gM. .OWA

laude

lcmde
lli11We

Cilm la;wle
Cmll. lail\~e

Ka."~;e11l. (~MUe~HH~-

:!1.960

J'nmaa llcmsoOilll*
Vi©kil. D. Soott
WilHam. J. S'ta'!.l'I:';fi#f
:B:Ulie Jem"t Thcmps~.m.
ll'®erUen WillillllW

1.962
:i.S-64
1963

0.~

l$!62

1962

(.'mft lmlde
Olllm laude

1964
1962

~ ~=lo:rule

l965

SUI'IlliiA. mml~e

1963

Magna. 11mm l&ttd.e

!.960
11J6l

C~m.l~e

C\Wi lawle

1!164
1961

~ CW'4
~ $Ia
Cl!~m laME'

tlnlltrla. ifiUlB laude

OW. llmde

lnnde

?r-e~~h

-1ioa-otb,y A:im aom.er
Ho!Wlia l~e~atein

CWt\ laulle

'' 'lll'<•'tW!ll:.lht

~~~ ',1~ Galdi

~!H!~~

Lu~Jl:hl

K. Adleli'

Joll'!Jme C!'i.l.lWms

DJ&Wl ll:>..rnall
.Mo:a<1cltlfl, ... 0 i:lli.!l.tta!3
•'l.~:!i:'ey M~ Jcne,;:!i

RdtJJr>f.:: Cn JJomo
tiJ.1'ol R:i·:-f•

196,

1965

Cum laude

lau.lie
ltmae

Sll.j_

lO
~aiD!!.

1965
1964
1965
1964
l964

.Rodney M. S:!-aVe:!.•al
Cha:die R. S!l;aen
Sll.S!.OO. A. Te.U.ool!;
Haven llQ Tobias
Sha.ron L. White

1\:.agna m.mn la.u.'!le
CW!! laude

1960

Cum laude
Cum laude

196~

&,I~he.ma.t:!.oo

1962

Feed Gutiet-res;
Rotmlintl W. Kelloeg*

laude

GUlli la.ude
C?..'~'!i laulle

CUm laude

1964

Cum laude

'"'Piitrioia R. Shanklin

1964

Cum lau.ile

Nll'r'e!'n£
Marga.l'Ot Uicihael Wood

1962

Cum laude

gb.;'[lli:li!,
?Ae:..·:r :a~ Phfllrm#

1964

~t.,.a.to

Omer Frank Spurlolllt
}).l~£~

Gi.lllt:vie?e

R~

Robe:rt

Sla{fl(l

w.

Slagle

~lea .Preder:!.~k

Willa

~1!
Rllllel"l; R. lla!!alaki
Sl!.M'Oil Sma.rt
!;;~nt£_m

F.uroEean Stuiiies

Ola1.re llo

Mnr~Jt

Magre.o.

1964
1964
196'1.

C1m laude
Magna ~ lauiie
CUm la:wle

1964
1964

Yagna uum 1&1\lAie
Cum lawle

1965

Cum laude

* Anthropology
iHf

*!Hl-

Cum laulle

1961

HiBtor.y
'Frenlllh

#Math~Uca

## Philosoph.y

Enrollments ·tn Genexnl Honora Ot!eringa

h.r Cleaaes, 1964=65
Sell!aater I

'~~.!~.!!.

~·r.:mhmen

1f.!h0!10:1"(>tJ
,"·,~"iC•)I.'0

- m.iot'a
'?a tal

--·87

57

35

JL.
195

!?1.l!U lo.~e

..

ll

The £allowing senior Honora studants in 1964~65 received
stipends at the rnte of $500 per year £or perf'ol'llrl.ng various 4ntioa
in their major d.epe.rtmar.rl;s:
Edi:th :SU.t".illeiater
Gwyneth OX'avene

Richard H.

Crave~s

Theodore Galiii
Ellen M. Glover
Jane Hale
Audrey Joseph
Gle.ire M.a.x>ek
James C. Moore
Elb.abeth Orem
l!S.thleen Orlando
Rodney SieYe3,'8
l\eve:rle;r Sorensen
Suaa». !l!edlock
ltathe Wo:rtlmtg

:Biology
E!?gliah

(one semester o~)

Anthropology

(ana semester only)

Govet"llJ!lent

:Buaineaa
:Biology

Ad.

(one semester only)

li:l.sto:ey

Foreign Studies
A:rt
English

(one semester only)
(one semester o~)

~lish

Ria tory
Joumalimll
li:iator.r
.Anthropolog

(one semester only)

Oi: the :t.'U'tecm. atud.en·ts listed above, £iva were also in the
Edith Bo.u.<meieter9
Gwynet.h Cravena 0 Jane Hale, A'JJIJre,;r Joee,Pb, and Sttee.n Tadlock. FoUl.' of
the a:!.x University of New .Manco otud~.1:s winn:l.l'!e a Woodl'.'ow Wilson
Fell.owah:l.p fo;: 196;.,.66 were am.ontr the senior Hol!.ors students l:l.ated
abovas Gwyneth C~svens, Theodore Galdi 9 Aurlrey- Jose,l)h 9 and Rot'hle;r
·Uu:-aa~year .M.aater 9 s Degree program {Ford Fo>.mda.tion) 1

~1eV'era.

Reapectflllly

submitted~

b~tJ~

1>\J.cUey Wymt

Director

5Ll.3

'filE UP<JIRT OF 'lim GRADUATE OObiOOX.

July 1, l!.964 ... June 30 9 1965
Morrie So Hendrickscttg Acting Dean

The

unt~mely

daath·Gt Dean William

J4

Parish on uay 4 0

1964, lett the Graduate School in an extremely unfortunatG
Assistant Dean Abraham Ros•nzweig

positiono
acti~g

~as

appointed

dean 9 a position he occupied until Septamber 0 1964 9

when Uorr1s Hendrickson was appointed for the academic year
1964-65o

dean.

During the year 0 a oearch was made for a pernanmnt

Many candidates were consideredp and the list was

finally narrowed to three persons 0 who were
interviews.

On

May 30 9

1965~

Gsorge P.

~rought

Spr!ng~r,

in for

Assistant

Dean of the Graduate School at Yale UniversitYv accepted the
position and will beg!n hJ.s duUGIS July lr 1965.

The Graduate School had a very large incr$nme in
ment 9 far outstripping the

undargraduat~

increassp which was

itself abnormally high.

The table on the following

summarizes the growth ib

graduat~

~ants

over the previous yQar.

and

en~oll=

pag~

und~graduate en~ollc

-2-

PERIOD

GRADUATE EmlOlo!ollmN'l'

Summer 1963
Summer 1964
Increase
~ Increase

UNDERGRADUATE 100\0J..:fJm.W!"

3510
3743
233
6.63

1192

1275
83
6.96

Winter 1963-64
Winter 1964...65
Increase
$ Increase

1673
1962
289
17.27

Spl"ing 1963-64

1641
i.91S
274

Spring 1964-65
Increase
" Increase

'1821
8766
945

12.08
"1117
8254

1137
15.97

16.69

All indications are that the graduate enrollment for next
year will again take a significant

jump~

App11eatioDO for

admission are running well ahead of last yearo

The supply of

graduate bulletins was eXhausted in March and a new printing
had to be ordered !n spit0 of the tact that the original order
was the largest ever.

Most of the various forma used by the

office had to be reordered also.
major graduate level

UNM

institution~

~s

rapidly becoming a

Last year ! t ranked 10th

from the top among 97 state univorsities and land grant
colleges in graduate
rollment, and

becaus~

enrollm~nt

of the

as a percent of total en-

la~ge

increase this year has
,.

probably raised its rank.
The number of degrees awarded at the 1965 commencement
showed a substantial
year as the

folloui~g

inc~ease

over the number in the

table points

out~

~revious

-s..
'l'ype of Degree

No. in 1965

:No. in 1964

148
126

121

9

9

Kaster of Arts
Master of Sctance
Kaster of Bus11Htsa
Admillistxoaticm
Master of Industrial
Adm1Distrat1on
Master of liwtic

f.

Change

22.3

..a.?
o.o
o.o

138

2

2

5

1

400.0

4

9

...&GoG

39

24

62.5

llaster of llwJlc

BduoaUon

Kaster of Bducatton
ln Science
Master in Tea~
Spanish
Total Masters

-

-

14

-

55.6

9

313

34'7

10.9

Ed.D.
So.D.
'l"otal »oetora

93

15

...:!..

2
4
21

-

_!.!:.!

'.I'O'l'AL

395

334

18.3

Ph.D.

8

48

120.0
300.0
128 .• 6

mot granted l'te flnt doctoral degrees 1D 1947.
through 1966, a total of 2'70 bad been granted.

total, 124. or

four years.

45~$1,

Up

O:f that

have been granted during the past

~ejections

indicate that

by 1970

we should

be granting 90 to 100 doctoral degrees per year and that

the graduate

ach~l

enrollaent by

t<D about 3'100 and will ecmstitut~

~bat

time will have risen

about 2li of the

en~.:lre

student bod:,-.
Thirteen atudents held 'DnlvorsitJ FellOwships t~is

resr

and thlrteeD were awarded for next year. /1. subcowaittee
chaired by Dean Boaenblum

aub~ttod

students and tweDty-f1ve alternates.

a list of thirteen
An

ezceptionally large

number of htgbly qualified students appJied tor tellowshtps
thls year~ all~ the acceptance rate uong the first choices

was also very high.

An 1nd1cat1on

ot

the quality of the

appltcaats is given by the fact that the third altarnate
bad an overa\1 grade point average of over 3.96.
The preferential Peace COrps

~ellovships

and ten were awuded tor nut sear..

of apPlicants
last

r~.

were

cont~nued

'l'he nwaber and qaall tj-

these fellowships was much greater than

to~

Where waa a concerted effort on the part of the

Graduate Office

to

zoecrutt good appU.canta.

A Uat of Peace

Corps personnel dutrowa of entedug gradua to school ne
receiVed ffca the Peace Corpe Heac!lquartera.

'l'hts Ust was.

carefully stl,ldled by DeaDS Hendrickson and Rosenblma •nd
over 150 proaielnl looking students "r.e invited to appl;r
tor the tellowahipe.

The responae .to these lettol'S wae wry

gratifyillg.

During t.he acadftic rear 1964-85, a total of $906,4:60

was spent on the support of the graduate students.
table

bel~ ahow8

'l'he

how this moue, was distributed and also

ggws a projection of the araount anticipated for 1965-66.
EXIS'l'Ilm AND ABTICIPA'l':BD Sot!Rc.BS rJ7' cmAJ)U'ATB S~

Source
llASA
~rsF

WDEA Title IV

Woodrow lfilaOD

VNM

G:radua~ P•ll~s

UUK Graduate Assistants
URM Teaching Assistants
UMU Research Assistants
Tot ala

BzisUng
1984-6&
$113,900
44,580
20,400
2,500
43,500
396,000
62,400
223,200

$906,460

Anticipated
1965-66
$

113,900.
58,160
29,400
7 ,50.0
53,600,

495,000
78,0~0

256,700
$1,092,260

,.

The figures in the preceding table do not include the students
supported in the School of Medicine.
1.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVm&BNTB DURING 1964-65

Several major accomplishments occurred during the yearo
Probably the

a~tion

which will have the moat far reaching

effect was the change in the language
of the
Dean

lan~age

Pa~1sh,

requir~ent~

A study

requirement was begun under the regime of

but no action was taken on the findings.

After

consultation with the college daans and the chairmen of all
departments in '\llhich the doctorate is given, Dean Hendrickson
recommended to the Graduate Committee

~hat

the general univ-

ersity language requirement be changed to "one language other
than .English", and that the departments have the authoi'1ty
to require as many additional languages as they deslre and
to decide whieh languagem they will accept.

The Graduate

Co11111li ttee doba ted these recOillllGndatiou through two aeet1ng8

aad finally approved them.

Subsequently, the chan£e8 were

approved b:y tho General i'acult;r.
ara

mor~

Tllue new requirements

in line with what a large nu.ber of

i~atitutions

th~

aajor

are doing.

Hluril!lg tho academic year 1963-64• Dean Pariah had a
aubeoamittee work!ng on the problem ot stipends tor graduate
nssiatantsu teaching avsistants, and fellows.
ecumittee recommended new and
the students leYel of

var~able

tr~1n1ng

This aub-

stipends based on

and not on his experience,

..

on the th&Ory that such an arrangement would give the
student an incentive to progress MOre rapidlJ.

No action

had been taken on these recommendations at the time of the
death of Dean Parish.

Shortly after asuualns office, Dean

Hendrickson made a summary of stipends paid at major schools
and schools in the southwestern and Rocky Bountaln states
which showed that the recommended stipends would be about
at the median level among such schools.

The lll!t1f

stipends

were then presented to the Administration and wore approved.
Under the new SJStem there

~ill

be three levels ot stipend&

as shown in the table belowg
Stipend

Level
I
!I

$2200
$2400

III

$2600

lloqutrements
Baccalaureate Degree
Naeter's Desree or
equ:l:valent
Advancement to candidacy for Ph.D.

Tho recommendations of the aubcoaalttee included the
abolishment of the category of teaching aeslstant.

en

the

recommendat1on of the Dean ot the College of Arts and Sciences,
this recommendation was turned down by the ada1n1etrat1on and

a

ne~

Such
and

pay

scale tor teaching a•sistants waa put into effect.

assistant~

~ill

must have a _.•t•r•a

desr.. or equivalent

be paid $2600 until th87 baye eaapleted all course

work for the doctorate and $2800 thereafter.
:No change was ude :las the. pay

acal~

for graduate

fellow~,

but n policy was adopted which would peralt th.. to teaCh one·

-7-

course or do sponsored or departmental research up to ten
hours per week at an additional stipend equal to at •est
one-half that they would have received as a graduate assistant.
Six new graduate degrees were approved - a Ph.D. in
economics, a Master of Fine Arts in art, a Master of Arts
in international affairs, a Ph.D. in medical sciences, and
two new fields for· the Kaster of Arts in Teaching, home
economics and industrial arts

education~

The first three

of these have already been approved by the BBF, and the
medical sciences degree has been submitted to tho BEr but
has not yet been acted upon"

The other two degrees do not

require approval since the basic U.A.T. degree bas already
been approved.
Some of tho overload on the staff of the Graduate School
office was relieved by the adoption of a n$W method of

pro~

cessing applications for graduate and teaching assistantships.
~he

new method puts more of the burden on the departments and

oliminataa moat of the paper shuffling required by the
prev!ous m.e'th<Mi.
2.

SllGNl!b'ICANT PLANS AND .RECOl'JM.ENDATIONS

For many years 0 UNM has required all graduate students
Who had not already dono so to take the Graduate Record Exnminat!on.
wny ns an

The exam has not beon used in any significant
ada1sslo~

requirement.

Dean Roaenblum bas started

5~0

-sa study of the exam 0

whio~

he hopes to complete during tho

summer, to try to determine if the GaB is of any use in

dieting the success of doctoral studentso

p~e.

Should the results

prove negative, serious thought should be given' to discontinuing the use of. the exam.

If the results are positive,

a satisfactory grade on the exam should be made an admission

requirement.
The foreign language examination fOr tbe doctorate continues to present a problem,

'Currently, the E'J.'S exam is

being used on an experimental basis, but there are many and
serious objections to this exam.

Because of the limited

choices in reading passages, the exam is much easier for
students in one discipline than it is

~or·those

in

anothe~o

Sine® a dictionary 1a not permitted, a low score can result
:from forgetting a few key wo;ods even for a student vrho roads
the language with a fair degree of

faci~ity.

languages available from E'A'S is also
of the rapidly

ine~easing

the

of

Dapa~tment

~odern

qu~te

Tho choice of

limitedq

Because

number of doctoral candidates,
and Classical Lnnguag0s is very

ie!uctant to resume the chore of administering the language
Oltaminat:i.ons.
the

fu~uFs

s~hoola

The R'l'S e3am is in a developing stage and :t.n

may be much

adopt

~t.

mo~e

satiafactory 0

oapecial~y

if mor•

it is recommenced that the test continue

to be used for one or

~we mo~e

years in the hope that

~t

wall becORe smttsfactory 9 and that during this period a

_._

·~

-'"£'

study of alternate methods be carried out4
atives are possible.

Several altern-

The testing could be lett up to the

departments themselves, although this procedure would
probably lead to a lowering of standards in many cases.
An objective type test on the structure of the language
could be administered by the Language Department and combined with a reading test given by the etndent•s major department.

Several members of the Language Department could

be given reduced loadS ~nd c~arged with the reBponsibllity

of handling the language examination&.
Judging by results from a questionnaire sent to the
chairmen of all departments giving graduate degrees and the
deans of their colleges 1 there 1S a very strong sentiment for
more college and
graduate WOl'k.

d~partmental

autonoay in the handling of

In particular, there 1• alaoet unanilll.oua

feeling that the committee on studt.. tor a doctoral candldnto should have virtually a tr-. hand ia deciding

w~at

hta

prograo of studies should be, including whether a alnor outaid() the department be requiJ.'ad.

'flaera 11

aU&~

•'Ci'®S taeUng

that tho comprehensive examination Should not COYer the ainor,
particularly in the cue of a 418tr1buted atnor.

'lbe

uau•

ruiBed by this questionnaire should be given further study,
but it ooems clear that more
ea·telll.

department~!

autonoa¥ is indi-

In particular, it is recouondad that authority ·to

sr:;z
approve a man to teach a graduate course be vested in the
chairman and hia dean.

With the increase in graduate work, particularly at the
doctoral levol, the perennial problem of faculty loads grows
more acute.

Currently, some faculty members are chairmen of

as many as ton doctoral committees and members of still others.
Unless something is done to relieve such people of part of
their teaching load; standards are bound to be lowered.

Be·

cause the departments differ so widely iQ the nature ot their
offerings and teaching methods, lt appears to be impossible
to give a de:Uni,tion of a "full-tbe faculty load" that can
be applied to individuals.
the average

numb~r

It is more feasible to define

of student credit

~ur.a

a depart.ent

member should produce (the number being a function of the
particular department), staff the departllent for the upected
number (making allowance
~nts)~

load

1o~

the percentage of graduate atud-

and then leave it up to the chairman to diatribute the

~n ~D

equitable basis.

It is

re~ded

that a study

of the foasibility of this procedure be start.a soon.

Tho p:v:oble= of the qowat of ttme c.oasuaed in IIUlld.ng
ovu~i!!atioru:J
t~a
~Ul

cont.ll..,.ues to plague the office .force.

*'• with

addition og another secretar1 for next 7ear, th• problea
stiU bG with us.

at!o~s ~t

bel P<lilo.
o~ingg

Some quicker aethod of aut.•l tl?alu-

be gcund and a study of •ar1ous alternatiYes ehould

~ possibili~ies

that might be tded are the :fo11-

5~3

tO

t:!€~n:l.ssi~itl oxaly 10>!1! ·c:ne
s~ the unda~~rmdnatc !o~e~
~ork p~eviou~ly ta~e~.

Bai:JGJ

(2)

ond

~n

any

z~a~uate

an npp~cx~ate grmde point nve~age
cou~ting the numhel' of couraes with

~mpute

Merely

by

each
di5r.agarding the number of credit hours
g!ven per cou~sa.
~rade,

Eithe~

laat t'tfo :y-t.'lara ci Wl:l)Z"k

of these methodS should

~ec~ease

the time

fo~

an eval-

uation by from 20 to 30 pereont.

C-eo.rge
School

l'?. Spa•inger

effect~ve

Ass~stant

~aplaees

Dr. Springer is presently

July l- 1965.

IDaan of the

G~adua~e

Scbcol 9 Vale

Un&versity~

Arthur

1954.

Ssptomb0~w

~tegs~,

Associate Professor of Mathematics,

will tak$ over as Assistant D3an beginning !n

nr.

Ha

Acting »ann Morris $. Hend?!ckson who took ever the

position of dean in
~·a

was appointed D3an of the Graduate

Stag~~'o prev~oua

commitment

~o

S9ptembe~,

1965.

teach summer school pro-

clucles his startSng his duties as assistant clean any sooner.
IDr~ S~og~r

will hondle tho

!~S~

of ndmii:J;:sllons :!iol' science nnti!

tho

gradua~a

centers at Loa

fe!lowa.and will bo in cbargo

-engi.nee~ing

Alo~os

and

students.

H-e will

Dr. Steger

Bo!lcmnn~

~cp~aces Ab~aham ncaonz~aia.

~~~~s ~~~~no

Seucol

o~ @~~oho~

Snn~a>a

becaoo

lj

ac~otarf

to

~h$

Eone

o~ ~bG

Graduate

l9G~, ro~laci~~ AU~Qi B~uc.

Th!,:;:o:;o boenno OOC!i'O'tni:ii "'o

~~a

So:Jeab1ua fcl" the

Abraham Eosenzwoig,

/~aoeinto Profess~

of Geology,

.resigned as .li.s:siatant Uaan og tbe Gradua·te School 001 June 30,
~. ~osenzweig ~ill

1965, nfter a tenure of 2! yenr,a.

to ful:t ...U\!1~ clut:tes

an

'th<ti Geology Dap&\rtaent.

~o~ris Eendr~ckson

Acting Dsan oi

was removed

fro~

his

Graduate Behool to become

th~

return

the AeaQoaic ViC:e.wheail&!f>nt

aa

positi~
Assista~t

to

»iraet.Dl' ot !watitutiona:a

alllQ

~search.
Au~ey

Blue resigned as

aec0~t

1984, to

Jane

u job uith the

a.~ce~t

ol'? Seam

iR.e;~lnz~k

u.s,.

to the dean

Fo~est

soeretar1 to Dean

~gs~a~.

1965, to

5•

sse~ata~y

o~

October 2 1

Sei"tric0.

~QSOnblump

resigned May 1r

a part-t&me job b. the accounting

d,ep~u.·~ent

and Co;ntplUlY.

PUm..F.CA~~O\li~

Nons
6.

OM'SKD!ll mOJ!'ESI3ICNAL

A~XVn'.l'.rli:~G

OYJ 'fffii'I!P

.WOORXS BBJ;ID:;U\CR'EON, .li.ct:J.ng ll}aen

meh~ls~ ~esmbo~~

f.ttonded
~>A'ottuato Sch~ll.:'J

1064, is mhiCOBO,

a~unl moet~ag

nt

~hO

We~~or~

Aoscc1ation of

in San !i':l'ancl1.Gco, Ap;;oUp !965.

P.el\i1'CSo2'l.ted
~soo~eh

of.

X1l~nois.

m~rg

mtato

nt tho Syrn;:;w:nitm on :!ii::ltituttcnal

~nive~oi~~

oi Nco

Yor~

at Stony Brook,

s::;s
-13-

Appear®d on panel before
Scholar

Progr~m

to diseuas

mambo~s

t~e ~ffeet

of the Career

of the emphasis on

rGaesrch en the tenehing function of the faculty.
ABRAHAM ROSEllZWEllG, Aasiotant JJenn
PJ:eaelilta~d

Copper

a paper on ''Layer.

Uino~alav• be~cre

Structures in Secondary

the joint meeting of the American

~atallographic

Association and H1nGra1og1ca1 SOciety of

America in

1964, at

July~

Bo~man 1

•ontana.

Attended, mo IDNM representative, the NASA Review
Conference in Kansas Cf.ty, JUssouri, ilat'ch, 1965e
Presented numerous talks to local

grou~.

SIDNEY ROSBNBLW, Assistant »san
Attended meeting of the ror4 Foundation Conference
~o~

directors of Three-year Uaster•s Programs.

no!s:

November~

~1cago•

1111-

1964.

P.rl!laente~d

papet" en "Conceptual Thinking of Slxth-

Grada ChU&sen as Measared b1 the V:t.gotsJq Sorting flest",

at tha

aD~ual

~~valopmen~

meet1ng of

ie

Society for Research in Child

~noapol~~, min~s8ota, ~rch,

AttGDded
cgi~a!

th~

aum~al

1965.

meeting of the Rocky Mountain Psychol-

Association, Denver, Colorado, Yay, 1965.
Prss!a~~t-a1ect

of the New

~extco

P.sychologlcal

Aosociatlou, 1965·66.

E!ecteCI "Professor of the Year" by Las Campanae.

I··

P:;raGe~tllllil t<ll~

schools,

~remt nn~

A complete

oi

~

.Z;aalks as invitel.il

professional

e~~ary

to 'V2:t':a.tnas

gro~~"

of tha research coatracta

will appe&r in the annual

Easss~ch Se~viees.

!llp.oli'll:reA-

repo~~

ot th®

a~d g~~ts

D~rsetc~

of

The Report of the School of Law
.July I, 1964- June 30, 1965
Henry Weihofen, Acti,ng Dean

1. General School Information
A.

Appointments to Faculty
It Is a pleasure to report the appointment of Thomas W.

Christopher as the third dean of the Jaw school.

Dean Christopher

comes to us from the University of North Carolina School of Law in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, where he has been a professor since
1961. He received his B.A. in 1939 from Washington and Lee, and
his LL.B. in

1948

from the University of Alabama.

He did advanced

work at New York University, receiving his LL.M. in
S.J.D. in

1950

and his

He is admitted to the bar in the states of

1957.

Alabama, Georgia, New York, and North Carol ina, and in the federal
courts.

He was on the law faculty of Emory University for eleven

years prior
from

1954

t~

to

going to North Carolina, serving as associate dean

1961.

He also has been a visiting professor at the

University of Utah and the University of California in Berkeley.
He is a specialist in antitrust law and in food and drug law.
Tl~o

other men are also joining the faculty effective

September I, 1965:
Visiting Professor Malcolm P. Sharp of the University of
Chicago School o7 Law.- Professor Sharp has received the following
degrees:

B.A. in

1918

from Amherst College; M.A. in

University of Wisconsin; LL.B. in

1923

and S.J.D. in

1920

from the

1927

from

-----------------

---
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Harvard University,

He was admitted to practice in New York in 1924

and practiced there In 1924-25,

He was an assistant professor in

economics at the University of Wisconsin from 1919 to 1920,

He was

an assistant professor of Jaw at Iowa State University in 1925-26,
at the University of Wisconsin In 1927-30, and an associate professor
of law at Wisconsin In 1930-33.

He was at the University of Chicago

as visiti_ng associate professor of law from 1933 to 1935, remaining
as associate professor from 1935 to 1940, and has been a full professor of Jaw there since 1940.
Visiti_ng Associate Professor Wi II is H. Ell is of the University
of Denver.- He received his A.B. in 1951 from Wabash Col l_ege and his
J.D. in 1954 from Indiana University.
Indiana in 1954,

He was admitted to practice in

He was law clerk for the U.S. Court of Appeals, 7th

Circuit, 1954-56, and a Teaching Fellow at Harvard University, 1960-61,
Mr. Ellis was assistant professor at the University of Denver, 1961-64,
and has been associate professor there since 1964.

B.

Faculty and Staff Resignations
Professor Robert Emmet Clark, who spent the past year as

visiting professor of law at the University of Arizona, has resigned
in order to participate as a member of the Public Land Law Review
Commission and to devote more time to a multi-volume treatise of
which he is serving as general editor, "Water Law of the United
States."
Associate Professor R. Dale Swihart, who has been at the
University of Texas this past year, has resigned to accept a position

5~9
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on the law faculty of Washington University School of Law, St. Louis,
Missouri.
Professor Dale W, Breeder, having completed his year as
visiting professor of law, is teaching this summer at the University
of Southern California in Los

A~geles

and has accepted a permanent

position on the faculty of the University of Toledo Coll.ege of Law
commencing September, 1965.
Associate Professor Jerome A. Barron has accepted a position
on the faculty of George Washington University School of Law.
Assistant Professor Gera Id W. Rock has retired from Iaw
teachi.ng to go into the private practice of Jaw in California.
Mrs. Julia R. McCulloch, Administrative Assistant and
Secretary of the School, retired last fal I after fifteen years of
loyal service.

C. Significant Achievements During the Academic

Ye~r

1964-65

The law school graduated its 16th class on June 4, 1965, and
now has a total of

271

graduates.

There were 16 in the graduating

class, the largest group we have graduated since the class of 1959.
The enrollment figures for the year 1964-65 are as follows:
Semester
First year students
Second year students
Third year students

Semester II

52
29

49
28

16

16

The average score on the Law School Admission Test of the
members of the first year class who completed the year was 531,
which is in the 64th percentile of all those throughout the country

sso
4

who have taken this test.

The two highest ranki .ng students scored

715 and 714, placing them in the 99th percent! le--better than all
but about 1% of those who have taken the test.
The problem of scholarship funds necessary for attractl.ng
first year law students of h.lgh ability has been somewhat alleviated
by

th~

generous bequest of Mrs. Reina

parents, Alfred and Miriam Grunsfeld.

Ro~hgerber

in honor of her

This bequest of $50,000 wi I I

realize $2,500 per year which can be used to help bring students of
exceptional ability to the law school.

However, our need for scholar-

ship and loan funds still far exceeds the supply and constitutes a
continuing problem.
A project for the release on their own recognizance of persons
charged with crime

~las

conducted in the Albuquerque Municipal Court

during the past year. The program followed the pattern established
by the New York City program financed by the Vera Foundation to
enable indigent persons to be released pending trial without havi.ng
to post ball. The law school provided student personnel to conduct
the program, and paid them for the first months unti I the city
could provide funds for the purpose.

An application to the Economic

Opportunity Board Cthe Poverty Program> has now been drafted by
Professor Henry Weihoren to establish a similar program in the
state District Court.
The UNM law school played host on November 21, 1964, to the
Annual Regional Moot Court Competition, which is sponsored nationally by the Young Lawyers' Committee of the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York.

In this region only UNM and the Universities

. '5 ~1

5
of Arizona and Colorado entered teams.
of Colorado.

The winner was the University

The "court" heari,ng the a,rguments was made up of Ju.dge

Irwin S. Moise of the Supreme Court of New Mexico, Ju.dge Frank H,
Hall of the Supreme Court of Colorado, and Ju,dge Howard C. Bratton
of the United States District Court.

Arr~ngements

for the occasion,

lncludl.ng a dinner following the competition, were In the cha_rge of
a committee of the Student Bar Association.
Duri.ng March, 1965, the Student Bar Association sponsored a
series of lectures on l.egal ethics and professional responsibi I ity.
The speakers included Mr. Thomas E. Ahern, President of the
Albuquerque Bar Association; Mr. Joseph E. Roehl of the law firm of
Modrall, Seymour, Sperling, Roehl and Harris, and chairman of the
Albuquerque Bar Association's Committee on Minimum Fee Schedules;
and Professors Gerald W. Rock and Henry Weihofen.
The Natural Resources Journal continues to make steady
. growth and to increase in stature in its field.

The subscription

I ist covers fifty states and twelve foreign countries, includi.ng
Russia.

The caliber of articles continues at a h.igh level, as

evidenced by large reprint orders received from both private and
governmental .agencies.

The Editor-in-Chief, Mr. Utton, has repre-

sented Cor wi II represent) the University at one regional and one
national conference on water resources.

Contacts with potential

contributors are an invaluable by-product of such attendance,
A second installment of $3,500 of the Resources for the
Future, Inc. grant to the Journal, a~larded in 1963, was received.
Increased enrollment in the law school has worked to the

6

advan"J:age of the Journal by providi.ng more candidates for the student
editorial board.

D.

S,ignificant Plans and Recommendations
I • Li bra ry Reo,rgan i zat ion
The

re~rganization

of the law library continues. The New

Mexico materials in the Rare Book Room and the collection of U. S,
Documents were si.ngled out for intensive work.

For each, a new

classification scheme was prepared and materials were

~rganized

on

the shelves in accordance with the new classifications and marked
with new classification numbers.

In the process, some materials

were weeded, voids were uncovered and filled, materials were
accessioned, and book pockets added.

AI I current state compilations

and codes on the first floor were checked for completeness and
currency, and were recorded in our continuations record.

The

periodical holdings are being reviewed and recorded,· and a collection
of l.egal education materials has been o_rganized on the shelves in
the librarian's office.

Under Mr. Fink's direction, the library

staff has organized and reviewed our holdi.ngs in New Mexico Session
Laws, statut~s, reports, and Attorney General's opinions.
Space limitations are becoming ever more critical as our
I ibrary grows, and more books are havi.ng to be stacked In the
basement.
2.

Natural Resources Journal

More secretarial help for the Journal is required.
present the Journal has a half-time secretary.

At

A full-time secretary

-- ---

·~···~·==~
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is needed.
3.

Pr:og ram of Conti nu i.ng

~ega

I Education of the Bar

As last year's report pointed out, the law school should
take an active part in a continui,ng legal education program.

An

example of the role the law school can and should play is the
recent one-day seminar given by Professor Alan Liker on "Tax and
Community Aspects of Divorce and Property Settlements."

It is

important that the law school increase its activity in the area of
contlnul.ng l.egal education.

II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements
A.

Advanced Study

B.

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching Elsewhere,
Travel, Etc,
Utton, Albert E,
Summer of 1964, traveled to England to study British
Legal Aid System.

C.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, Etc.
~lei

hofen, Henry
Elected a Fellow of the American Society of Criminol_ogy,
March I, 1965.

D.

Publications
Fink, Myron
Book Appraisals:

(I) The Approach to Self-Government

8

D,

Pub I ications (continued)
Fink (continued)
by Sir lvor Jennings, In 58 Law Library Journal 190,
May 1965. (2) Ca·l ifornla Pleasure Boating Law by
State Bar of California Committee on Continuing
Education of the Bar, in 58 Law Library Journal 92,
February 1965.
Llker, Alan D.
Audit Supervisors' Course for Latin American Tax
Officials, approximately 50 pages, plus 45 pages
of notes to Instructors, pub!"ished by the u; S,
Treasury Department, Spring 1965,
Seed, Verle R.
Adverse Possession in New Mexico, Part I, 4 Natural
Resources Journal 559-583; Part ll~tural Resources
Journal 96-121 (1965).
Utton, Albert E.
Nigeria and the United States: Some Constitutional
Comparisons, pub I ished in 9 Journal of African Law 40,
Spri.ng 1965,
Wei hofen, Henry
Guardians and Other Protective Services for the Mentally
Incompetent, Amer1can Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 121,
No. 10, p. 970, Apri I 1965 ( 10 pp,l,
Word-Watching for Lawyers, American Bar Association
Journal, Vol, 50, p, 663, July 1964 (4 pp.),

E.

Other Research Projects in Progress
Llker, Alan D.
UN-Income Tax Administration Manual, completed two
tr,ore chapters, "Income Tax by Declaration" and
"Enforcement Procedures • 11 (Conferences are to be he 1d
on these in 1966 in three regions of the world.)
Selinger, Carl M.
Study of Discipline of Attorneys tor Non-professional
Misconduct, an article for publication in Natural
Resources Journal, October 1965.

l

-·l

--------
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E.

Other

Resea~ch

Projects in

P~ogress

(continued)

Utton, Albert E.
The International \'later Rights of the United States
(part of a multi-volume treatise, \•later Law in fhe
United States, which is to be published by the AI len
Smith Co.).
Book Review: Canada-United States Treaty Relations,
to be published in American Journal of lnternafaonal
Law.
Weihofen, Henry
Five chapters for report of Mental Competency Study,
sponsored by National Institute of Mental Health at
The George Washi.ngton University.
Digest of New Mexico Menta I He a Ith Laws for State
Department of Pub I ic Health.
Chapter for new edition of How to Find the Law, to
be published by West Publishi~g Co.
Mental Incompetency to Contract or Convey, an article
to be pub I ished in Southern Cal itornia Law Review.
Book Review: Legal Interviewing and Counseling, by
Harrop Freeman, for Cornel I Law Quarterly.
F.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Fink, Myron
Attended Annual Meeting of American Association of
L~w Libraries held at St. Louis, Missouri, June 28
to July 2, 1964, Appointed to Committee on Publications,
Li ker, Alan D.

Lectured, New Mexico Tax Institute, September 196·4.
Participated, New Mexico Estate Planning Counci I,
1964-65.
.
Conducted Continuing Legal Education Seminar for the
Albuquerque Bar Associ"atlon: 11 Tax and Community Aspects
of Divorce and Property Settlement Agreements." June 19,
1965.
.
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F.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies (continued)
Liker (continued)
Attended meeting of Association of American Law
Schools, Chicago, Illinois, December 27,-29,. 1964.
Attended Conference of Western Law Schools, Salt Lake
City, Utah, Apri I 23-24, 1965,
Selinger, Carl M.

Attended meeting of Association of American Law
Schools, Chica.go, Illinois, December 27-29, 196!1.
Attended Conference of Western Law Schools, Salt Lake
City, Utah, Apri I 23-24, 1965; read paper entitled:
"The Regu Iat ion of Student Political Activity: A
Comparative Approach."
Utton, Albert E.
Represented Law School at meeting of Associated Rocky
Mountain Universities, Boulder,· Colorado, November II,
1964.
Attended meeting of Association of American Law Schools,
Chicago, Illinois, December 27-29, 1964,
Elected Treasurer of Phi Kappa Phi for 1965-66,
Named UNM delegate to Universities Councl I on Water
Resources. ·
Member of New Mexico Bar Association Pub I ications
Committee.
Member of Albuquerque Bar Association Social Committee,
Member of New Mexico Bar Association Peace
Law Committee,

Thro~gh

Wei hofen, Henry
Professional papers read at:
Law and Mental Health Institute, New Mexico State
Hospital, Las Vegas, New Mexico, August 21, 1964;
Psychiatry and Law Foundation, Los Angeles,
California, September 4, 1964;

II

F.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies (continued)
Vleihofen (continued)
Professional papers read at:

(continued)

Natural Law Institute, Loyola University, New Orleans,
Louisiana, March 27, 1965;
Staff Meeting, Nazareth Sanatorium, March 2, 1965;
Institute of Psychiatry and Law for the Judiciary,
Coronado, California, May 8, 1965;
Seminar on Current Disarmament Proposals, United
World Federalists, Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 17,
1965.
Attended meetings of professional organizations:
Association of American Law Schools, Chicago,
·
I I linois, December 27-29, 1964;
Conference of Western Law Schools, Salt Lake City,
Utah, Apri I 23-24, 1965;
Conference on Law School Admissions, sponsored by
Educational Testing Service, White Sulphur Springs,
West Virginia, Apri I 8-11, 1965;
·
Panel of Research Advisers, \~alter E. Meyer Research
Institute of Law, New Yo.rk, May 7, 1965;
Advisory Board, Research Project on Mentally Retarded
and the Law, Washington, D.C., June I, 1965;
National Counci I on Crime and Delinquency, Detroit,
Michigan, June 13•15, 1965,
Member of the followi.ng boards, councils, committees, etc,:
Advisory Board, Research Study on the Mentally
Retarded and the Law, George Washington University;
Board of the Isaac Ray Award, American Psychiatric
Association;
Professional Council of the National Counci I on
Crime and Delinquency;
Panel of Research Advisors, Walter E. ·Meyer Research
Institute of Law;
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F.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies (continued)
Weihofen (continued)
Member of boards, counci Is, etc. (continued)
Affiliate Board, National Counci I on Alcoholism;
Editorial Advisory Board, Journal of Family Law;
Advisory Board, Southwestern Law Journal, Southern
Methodist University School of Law;
Publications Committee, Albuquerque Bar Association,

G.

Other Professional Activities
Liker, Alan D.
Legal Consultant, U. S. Treasury Department, Special
E'nro II ment Examination.
SelInger, Carl M.
TV discuss ion of fore.' gn poI Icy.
Utton, Albert E.
Participated in panel discussion at First Unitarian
Church, January 13, 1965. Subject: "Future
Legislative Developments in New Mexico."
Addressed assembly of graduating high school seniors
on careers in law, January 30, 1965.
Appeared before the Judiciary Committee of the New
Mexico House of Representatives to testify on
Reapportionment, February 4, 1965.
Appeared before the Judiciary Committee of the New
Mexico House of Representatives to testify on Capital
Punishment, February 9, 1965.
Participated in "Great Decisions" program series on
"The United Nations After Twenty Years," March II,
1965, on KNME-TV, KGGM-TV, KOB-TV (Albuquerque);
KROD-TV CEI Paso); KGGM Radio (Albuquerque) and
KGIW Radio (Alamosa, Colorado).
Participated in panel discussion on Capital Punishment,
KNME-TV and KOB-TV, Apri I 8, 1965.
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Other Professional Activities (continued)
Utton (continued)
Participated in panel discussion on Recent Supreme
Court Developments, KNME-TV and KOB-TV, April 29, 1965.
Participated in panel discussion on the Dominican
Republic, KNME-TV, May 20, 1965.
Welhoten, Henry
Shirtsleeves Session, KNME-TV.
Lecture on 11 The Hard Core of Racism, 11 Unitarian Church,
July 19, 1964.
Lecture to Men's Club of

H.

Cong~egation

B1 Nai Israel.

Non-Teaching University Service
Fink, Myron
Member, Executive Committee of the Friends of the
University of New Mexico Libraries,
Member, Committee on Gifts to Libraries, Museums, and
Galleries,
Member, Faculty Library Committee,
Member, Law School Library Committee.
Liker, Alan D.
l'-1ember of Curriculum Committee,
Seed, Verle R.
Member of Retirement and Insurance Committee,
Selinger, Carl M.
Member, Athletic Counci I,
Ad Hoc Committee on Off-Campus Speakers.
Chairman, Law Schoof Curriculum Committee,
Administrator, Law School Sophomore Honors Seminar.

•.
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H.

Non-Teachi.ng University Service (continued)
Sal i.nger (continued)
Program Chairman, UNM Chapter, American Association of
University Professors,
Utton, Albert E.
Member, Polley Committee.
Member, Graduate Committee.
Faculty Adviser to New Mexico Law School Students
Civi I Rights Research Group.
Chairman, Law School Loan &Scholarship Fund,
Member, Law School Speakers Committee.
Weihofen, Henry
Member, Entrance and Credits Committee.
Member, Law School Library Committee,

I.

Public Service
Fink, Myron
Chairman, Speakers' Bureau, Albuquerque Association
of United Nations.
Li ker, Alan D.

Active Member of Temple Men's Club.
Sef inger, Carl M.
Director, Coronado Credit Union.·
Chairman, Volunteers for Johnson-Humphrey.
Utton, Albert E.
President, Albuquerque Chapter, United Nations
Association of the United States of America.
President, Coronado Monument Cultural Society.
Chairman, Sandoval County Grass Roots Association.

15
I.

Public Service (continued
Utton (continued)
Treasurer, Lawyers for Johnson &Humphrey.
~/e

i hofen, Henry
Vice President, Albuquerque Area Counci I on Alcoholism,

•

Trustee, The Henry and Barbara Kiker Lecture Memorial.
Member, Board of Directors, New Mexico Association for
Mental Health.
Member, Ad Hoc Committee on Viet Nam.
Member, Albuquerque Chapter on National Committee to
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee.
Testified before committees of the New Mexico
Legislature on HB 297.
J.

Persona I Information
Selinger, Carl M.
Comp Ieted United States Army Reserve ob 1. i gat ion.
Utton, Albert E.
Second child, a son, born January 26, 1965.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ANNUAL REPORT
·July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Development of the School of Medicine during the 19641965 academic year will be considered under the same major
categories which formed the basis for the 1963-1964 annual
report.

These include Medical Students, Faculty, Curricu-

lum, Research, Building Program, and Professional and Hospital Relationships.
I.

Medical Students
The first entering class of 24 students was enrolled on

September 10, 1964.

With the exception of one student who

withdrew, failing, during the academic year and one student
who was dropped for academic failure at the end of the year,
all students were recommended for promotion to the second
year.

One additional student was given credit for the work

of the first year and will enroll as a second year student
this fall, bringing the total second year class enrollment
to 23.

Twenty-four students have been accepted and will

enroll in the 1965 entering class.

Fourteen are from New

Mexico, 8 from the WICHE states, and 2 from elsewhere.

Of

these students, 4 of the students are women, 10 matriculate
from The University of New Mexico.

The gradepoint average

of the second entering class is slightly higher than that
of the first, though the scores on the Medical College Admission Test are slightly lower.
II.

Faculty
Faculty appointments in established departments are

described in the departmental reports.

Robert A. Munsick,

M.D., Ph. D., accepted appointment as Professor and Chairman of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and
Theodore A. Cooper, M. D., Ph. D., accepted appointment as
Professor and Chairman of the Department of Pharmacology.
Doctor Munsick will assume his responsibilities in October
1965 and Doctor Cooper in July 1966.

In addition, William

S. Curran, M.D., an instructor in the Department of Medicine for the past year, was promoted to Assistant Professor
of Medicine and appointed Assistant Dean on a part-time basis
;-lith primary responsibilities in the area of admissions and

.•.

student affairs.
Several members of the faculty were extensively involved
in community activities and projects at both the local and
state levels.

Moreover, no less than five members of the
-2-

faculty held responsible positions on study sections or
advisory councils of the National Science Foundation or
National Institutes of Health.
III. Curriculum
The teaching program developed in practice very much
as had been planned.

The focus of the program is on human

biology and the human indivmdual.

Instead of the traditional

courses given in the conventional manner, the program cornprises a sequence of cellular and molecular biology, tissue
biology, and organ system biology, taught in the framework
of structure and function and normal and variations from
the normal.

There is a concurrent phase of the program in

which the student meets the patient in the hospital setting,
learns to evaluate data obtained from the patient, and to
consider related ecological and emotional factors.

This

leads rather naturally to more formalized history taking,
physical diagnosis and an introduction to medicine.

The

same principle will continue in the second year program so
that by the end of the second year the student will have
had the opportunity to learn in a programmed sequence the
essential core of information that is presented in more conventional curricula.

The faculty and students have been

pleased with this approach and it is planned to continue
-3-

the pattern with some reallocations of time for the presentation of specific subject matter.
The faculty of the School of Medicine developed a program
which will lead to the Ph. D. in the Medical Sciences as a
function of the Graduate School.

This program \'las approved

by the Graduate Committee and by the Faculty of the University, and will be implemented during the forthcoming year.
IV.

Research
Research activities of the faculty of the School of

Medicine continue to expand with increasing support, chiefly
from the National Institutes of Health.

Cooperative programs

have developed in several specific areas in which two or more
members of the faculty share research interests.

The School

of Medicine qualified for a General Research Support award
from the National Institutes of Health.

Research support

from extramural sources during 1964-1965 totaled $447,750.
Training grant support totaled $122,589.

A list of approved

grants for 1965-1966 is attached.
V.

Building Program
The School of Medicine building program continues to

develop.

Building No. 2 housing the Library of Medical

Sciences, Dean's Office and faculty laboratories was occupied
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and fully functioning throughout the year.

In addition,

the 4,000 square feet addition was approved and construction initiated in the spring of 1965.

Remodelling of the

classroom, office space, and the student anatomy laboratory
was completed in Building No. 3 (Brstwhile mortuary).

Build-

ing No. 4 was completed and occupied in the fall of 1964.
Construction was initiated on Buildings No. 5 and 6 (interim
buildings for faculty and second year medical school class)
and approval was given for Building No. 7, the psychiatric
teaching building.
Approval was given by the university and state to a
review of the plans of the Basic Medical Sciences Building
and bids were let with an opening scheduled for August 1965.
VI.

Professional and Hospital Relationships
The School of Medicine has maintained excellent rela-

tionships with the medical profession.

The Liaison Committee

with the New Mexico Medical Society has proved to be a most
effective device for communications and both the Bernalillo
County Medical Association and the New Mexico Medical Society
have supported the developing programs of the school in every
way possible.
Relationships with the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital and the Albuquerque Veterans Administration Hospital
-5-
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have continued on an extremely cooperative basis.

A true

mutuality of interests is clearly understood and accepted
as the basis for these relationships.

Both hospitals are

involved in active planning for major expansion of facilities in several areas and this expansion, when accomplished,
will greatly enhance the medical school directed programs

in the hospitals.
The School of Medicine views with considerable interest
several programs connected with education and service for the
health professions that have been introduced for active consideration by the Congress of the United States.

-6-

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ~ffiXICO
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
BUDGETED EXPENSES 1965-1966
SOURCES

State
Appropriation

I
-..!

I

Admipistration
Anatomy
Biochemistry
Medicine
Microbiology
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Pathology
'
Pediatrics
Physiology
Psychiatry
Radiology .
Surgery
Library of the Medical
Sciences

$81,821
46.610
46,872
87,975
44,887
15,500
56,200
58,650
51,605.
6,000
47,880

Faculty of
Medicine Fund
$26, 600_

$20,360

Total
$128,781
46,6~0

......

50,300 .
9,000
30,800
17,405
30,350"
35,950
37,000

116,000
$660,000

~

$237,405

..
-·---.....

_·

~·

··- ~6, 872
138,275
44,887
24,500
87,000
17,405
58,650
81,955
41,950
84,880

24,100

140,100

$44,460

*$941,8~5

Research Grants

447,750

Training Grants

122,589

*Does not include employee fringe benefits
or capital outlay.

C.'T

.-J

Q)
-. -

&

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
RESEARCH AND TRAINING GRANTS
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH GRANTS (RESEARCH)
The Significance of Myocardial
Metabolism Via Shunt Pathways

Martin Brandfonbrener, M. D.

Active Transport and Cellular
Metabolism

Agamemnon Despopoulos, M. D.

Respiratory Distress: Role of
Lung and Blood Lipids

Theodore N. Finley, M. D.

Hypercholesterolemia and Experimental Tuberculosis

David Gale, Ph. D.

Study of Brain Proteins and
Lipoproteins

Francis N. LeBaron, Ph. D.

Thymocyte Transformation and
Differentiation in vitro

L. Louise Leonard, Ph. D.

Biosynthesis of Protein

Robert B. Loftfield, Ph. D.

Congestive Heart Failure in the
Southwestern Indian

William

Enterovirus-host Cell Interactions

Leroy

In Vitro Study of the Physiology
of the Amnion

Robert A. Munsick, M. D., Ph. D. ,.

Fine Structure of the Adipose
Tissue

Leonard Napolitano, Ph. D.

Kidney in Cirrhosis: Sodium
Excretion in Hypertension

Solomon Papper, M D.

Brain-Cerebrospinal Fluid
Barrier

Michael Pollay, M. D.
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s. Lovekin, M. D.

c. McLaren, Ph. D.

'
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Red Cell Biochemistry

Ernest R. Simon, M. D.

Mechanisms of Electrolyte
Transport in the Kidney

Sidney Solomon, Ph. D.

Tumor-virus Studies: Pathology
and Quantitative Biology

Robert

Magnesium Metabolism

Robert Whang, M. D.

s.

Stone, M. D.

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH GRANTS (TRAINING)
National Heart Institute:
Graduate Training Grant

Martin Brandfonbrener, M. D.

Neurological Diseases and
Blindness

Arnold H. Greenhouse, M. D.

Mental Health Training Grant

Lester M. Libo, Ph. D.

Nationa.l Heart Institute:
Graduate Training Grant,
Renal Physiology

Solomon Papper, M. D.
Sidney Solomon, Ph. D.

Mental Health Training Grant

Robert A. Senescu, M. D.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Regression of Viral Induced
Mesodermal Tumors
~~STE~

.•'

Robert

s.

Stone, M. D.

SEAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION

The Orthopedic Application of
Cryotherapeutic Teclmiques

James K. Weaver, M. D.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Studies of the Fine Structure
of Tissues Engaged in Synthesis
and Transport during Development
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A. J. Ladman, Ph. D.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY
September 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
A. J. LADMAN, CHAIRMAN

I.

General departmental information
A. Significant achievements during the academic year.
The Department of Anatomy was activated on September 1, 1964 with
the arrival of the Chairman of the Department and Associate Professor
Leonard M. Napolitano.

A number of immediate problems relating to the

establishment of this department had to be solved quickly.
administrative unit had to be formed;

(1) A functioning

(2) teaching material had to be

procured for instructional purposes for both microscopic and gross anatomy;
(3) the initially allotted research space had to be equipped so that a
working laboratory could come into being;

and (4) a search for additional

personnel which would be added to the departmental faculty and staff to
assist with the evolving teaching and research programs had to be initiated.
In addition, (5) the need to begin to implement the outline of our integrated
curriculum with those members of the faculty who were to have initial contacts
with the incoming medical class was most urgent.
(1) A departmental office was set up and originally housed at the west
end of T-17 for approximately five weeks, at which time this office was
relocated in the northwest area of Medical Building No.3 at 930 Stanford
Drive N.E.

Office space for both the Professor and the Associate Professor,

as well as the Departmental Secretary, Mrs. Joan Ivey,

is currently adequate.

(2) In preparation for our teaching commitments to the first year
medical class, the department was able to obtain 250 microscope slides for
permanent use by medical students from Yale University's Department of Anatomy,
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and an additional 1,150 slides were loaned to us for student use by the
Department of Anatomy, University of Tennessee Medical Units.

Without the

assistance of these two departments, our initial efforts in the teaching of
microscopic morphology would have been virtually impossible.
slides were purchased to augment our developing collection.

Additional
An experienced

histological technician, Mrs. Pat Kinnison, was employed to begin the
preparation of a definitive slide collection which would accommodate 48
medical students and the additional graduate students that are projected in
the medical sciences.

Good progress is being made in this respect.

The

cooperation of the Department of Pathology, the Department of Surgery and
the residents in Pathology at the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital have
been instrumental in assisting us in the procurement of surgical specimens
as well as autopsy tissues for use in our teaching program.
We have begun our collection of human brains for our projected integrated
course in Neurobiology to begin in September 1965.

Drs. Pollay and Greenhouse,

with the support of the staff in Pathology, have provided us with a good
beginning and we should have adequate gross material by the fall.

The

preparation of suitable microscopic specimens of spinal cord, medulla and
pons will be the major effort for this summer.

Additional teaching aids for

neuroanatomy will be purchased during the summer.
In the preparation for teaching of Gross Anatomy, some special problems
were encountered and effectively resolved.

First, in conjunction with Mr.

Schaab of the University's retained law firm of Rodey, Dickason, Sloan, Akin

& Robb, a program designed to initiate the procurement of cadavers through
individuals' last wills and testaments, was worked out.

-ll-

This program is
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based on the experience at Yale University.

In addition, various

negotiations \vere successfully concluded with the Morticians 1 Association
of Albuquerque to enlist their cooperation in the University's behalf.
In conjunction with welfare groups being apprised of our need for cadavers,
we were the .recipients of two bodies from these sources during the fall.
Dr. Napolitano has had a personal conference with Msgr. Coggiola-Mower to
clarify the specifics related to our need for bodies and to enlist the
support of the Roman Catholic group in Albuquerque in this respect.

Dr.

Ladman also gave a talk to the Memorial Association of Albuquerque regarding
the willing of bodies to the medical school.
Instruction in Gross Anatomy was begun in January 1965 in new1y renovated space at the rear of Medical Building No.3.

An audio-visual room

was set aside for the study of models, skeletons and the three-dimensional
dissections of Dr. David Bassett's collection of stereo-slides.

Storage

space for additional cadavers was provided by the installation of a separate
walk-in refrigerator behind the dissection room.

With the installation of

additional lighting fixtures and some sinks, our physical quarters to give
instruction in Gross Anatomy are excellent.

Parenthetically, a new

dissecting table was designed that would give certain flexible alternatives
in the use of space, which in other institutions is not taken advantage of.
Our supply of cadavers at this \vriting will ensure adequate instructional
material for the next academic year.
(3) Prior to the arrival of the faculty of this department, some
orders forresearch equipment had been placed.

Thus by November 1, a

functional electron microscope laboratory (featuring an Hitachi HU-llA
electron microscope) had been established in the rear of Medical Building
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No. 2, and by

Jan~ary

1, 1965, most of the supporting equipment, photographic

items and special chemicals and glassware had been delivered.

Dr. Napolitano

was fortunate in being able to attract from the University .of Pittsburgh an
experienced tissue technician in ultrastructural work, Miss Judith DeLongo,
to join our group and work with him.

Our EM laboratory, although small and

somewhat crowded, is capable of producing excellent quality research on the
part of our current staff.
In conjunction with the Department of Pathology, we have pooled our
resources to a limited extent and established a common Histology-Pathology
tissue-processing laboratory in the rear of Medical Building No. 3, primarily
for the production of tissue sections on microscopic slides for use in the
first and second year courses of Microscopic Anatomy and Pathology, respectively.
The effect of this pooling operation has served to decrease some of the
errors which occasionally beset such an installation and increase the
efficiency and quality of work being produced.

The interaction between

Anatomy and Pathology in this connection appears to have made a positive
contribution to the benefit of the \vhole school.
Grants to both Drs. Ladman and Napolitano were transferred to The
University of New Mexico from their former locations.

These grants are:-

Dr. A. J. Ladman - "Fine structure of tissues engaged in synthesis
and transport during development'~, From National Science Foundation
from September 1, 1964 to December 31, 1965: $52,200.
Dr, L. M. Napolitano - "Fine structm;e of adipose tissue". National
Institutes of Health from October 1, 1964 to August 31, 1965: $12,440.
(4) We have made numerous inquiries of colleagues in other institutions
and of other Anatomy departments in search of additional staff whose principal
functions would be as an anatomical representative to the Neurobiology teaching
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program and as a backstop for our current instructional force, and to enlarge
further our departmental research base.

Our search has spanned over eight

months and we have encountered considerable difficulty in being able to
attract good-quality personnel to our department.

At the Annual Meeting of

the American Association of Anatomists in April 1965, both Drs. Ladman and
Napolitano interviewed over 40 possible candidates who might be considered
for a position in this department.

Although many people of excellent training

and background will probably be available for the academic year 1966-1967,
there appears to be a dearth of anatomically-trained scientists for immediate
placement.

Negotiations are currently going on with several candidates and

a number of alternatives for staffing are being considered.
(5) Discussions concerning the implementation of our curriculum
reflect the point of view that insofar as possible Human Biology should be
taught to medical students rather than a series of specific courses which
emanate from individual departments.

In effect, integrated teaching of

basic medical science material as well as its clinical correlates presupposes,
of necessity, that the instructional force which has been recruited can
effectively discharge this mandate.

Since many of the departments were

not fully staffed at the beginning of the year, and the Department of
Anatomy is still understaffed at the present time, the capability of being
able to present an integrated program of instruction has not as yet fully
benn realized.

However, a good beginning has been made and the interaction

between various faculty members who are involved in the first year's medical
instruction has made possible the re-assignment and reorganization of
curriculum material to reflect the strengths of the participants without
significantly sacrificing coverage.

Thus, the general outline of the

curriculum for the first year to be given during the academic year 1965-66
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has been defined in rather specific terms, taking advantage of our recent
experience with the present first-year class.
B. Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
Since the Medical School and its component departments are all
relatively new, and since the Department of Anatomy has had the largest
number of instructional hours with the current first year medical class,
a consideration of some aspects of the function of this department in the
general philosophy of the type of medical education which we hope to achieve
appears to be in order.

Originally, the ratio of one instructor to each

12 medical students plus a department chairman was viewed as a proper
relationship for building the departmental organization of the medical
school.

This assignment of staff does not take into consideration the

number of contact hours represented in the various disciplines, and fails
to consider that the same information both as to content and extent must
be presented irrespective of the size of the medical class.

Thus, in order

to fulfil our obligations to the University and to the medical school, and
hopefully to represent our anatomical discipline to the medical students
with fidelity and some sense of completeness, sacrifices of time by this
department's staff significantly above and beyond that which constitutes
the average of the nation's medical schools have been demanded.

Our role

in this institution is no different from that of similar departments in
other medical institutions.

~ve

are entrusted with the obligation to

instruct, to contribute to the body of organized knowledge with new
information -- i.e. to do productive research, and to participate in
community enterprises either on behalf of the University or as a conscientious
citizen.

The educational experiment which we have undertaken hopes to create

a true interdisciplinary approach to the presentation of Human Biology.
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This

goal is achievable here in New Mexico, but it must be done in the context of
realism.

Integrated teaching is more expensive teaching;

question more meaningful and better teaching;
staff and faculty time;

it is without

it requires more involvement of

it needs more faculty and assistants to bring out each

student's maximal potential;

and it needs equal, if not more time, for the

faculty to be creative -- to be able to work with students in the research
laboratory so that a cardinal departmental function of research contribution
is not sublimated by the lack of time in which to perform.

Part of our

time stricture is imposed upon us by the fact that we are a two-year school.
Some of our instructional efforts could properly be discharged in the third
year of a four-year school program in conjunction with the clinical specialties of Surgery, Ob-Gyn and Pediatrics.

It is our hope that, in addition

to realistic funding which is necessary for our experiment's success,
maximum efforts be employed to move as rapidly as possible to a four-year
medical school.
We have not had the opportunity this year to accept graduate students
whose primary interests would be in problems related to biological structure.
In the operation of a well-functioning department, graduate students'
participation in instruction, research and community service is an important
part of the total educational process.

It is our hope, and we are working

assiduously in this regard, to be able to initiate graduate instruction in
anatomical sciences during the next academic year.
Our space requirements to handle the augmented staff and research
programs that are currently proposed will be adequate with the completion
of the renovations of Phase 3 of Medical Building No. 3.
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Much of what we hope to develop and accomplish will depend upon our
success in procuring outside support for our proposed research and training
plans.

Thus, how our proposals are received in Washington D.C., as well as

the available governmental funds to support our type of program, will
significantly influence the rate and extent of this department's growth and
effectiveness.
C. Appointments to Staff
None.
D. Separations from Staff
None.
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II. Composite of information reguested on individual bibliographic supplements
1. Advanced study.
None.
2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence etc.
None.
3. New scholastic honors etc.
Dr. A. J. Ladman was elected a member of the International Society
for Cell Biology.
4. Publications.
Publications of members of the Department of Anatomy are:(a) Unit membranes and lipid absorption in the small intestine.
J. Cell Biol. 23: 65A, 1964.
(b) Fine structure of heart after transplantation.
1964.
(c) Brain tumors in children.

Surgery~:

(d) Intrinsic innervation of the heart.
1965.

Circ. 24: 81-85,

734-741, 1964.

Am. J. Physiol. 208: 455-458,

(e) Fine structure of adipose tissues. Chap.l2, pp.l09-123, Handbook
of Physiology - Adipose Tissue . Ed. by Renold & Cahill, Williams
& Wilkins 1965.
(f) Determination of length of biological life of pregnant mare's serum
gonadotrophin in immature mice. Proc. Soc. Exptl. Biol. & Med.
117: 498-499, 1964.
(g) Electron microscopic observations of sinusoidal lining cells and
fat-storage cells of normal human liver after intravenous administration of a reticulo-endothelial test lipid emulsion. R.E.S.: J.
Reticuloendothelial Soc. }: 365, 1964 (Abstract).
(h) Electron microscopic localization of cholinesterase activity in
normal rat retina. Preliminary observations. Anat. Rec. 151: 375,
1965 (Abstract).
(i) Hepatotoxicity produced by tetracyline overdosage.
Assocn. 192: 608, 1965.

J. Amer. Med.
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5. Dr. Napolitano is continuing his studies on the structure of the heart
and the structure md function of adipose tissues,
Dr. Ladman is pursuing his study of the normal rat retina and is
collaborating withtther members of the medical school on problems of
structural modifications in lung and liver.
6. Dr. Napolitano was an invited speaker before the New York Academy of
Sciences Conference on Adipose Tissue and Obesity, December 1964.

He also

presented a paper at the American Society for Cell Biology Annual Meeting
in Cleveland, Ohio, in November 1964.

He attended the annual

mee~ing

of

the American Association of Anatomists at Miami Beach, Florida, in April
1965, where he was extremely active in attempts to recruit staff for this
department.
Dr. Ladman gave a paper at the first Reticuloendothelial Society
meeting in New York in December 1964.

He also attended the American

Society for Cell Biology in Cleveland, Ohio, in November 1964.

In April

1965, Dr. Ladman presented a paper befcre the American Association of
Anatomists at Miami Beach, Florida, and was active in recruitment efforts.
7. Dr. Ladman is a member of the Board of Directors of the Rehabilitation
Center, Inc., of Albuquerque.
Invited talk "The Value of the body after death."

Oct. 19, 1964, before

Memorial Association of Albuquerque.
Group talk

11 The

First year curriculum of UNM School of Medicine",

March 5, 1965, before Bernalillo County Medical Association.
8. Dr. Ladman is a member of the Joint Advisory Committee of the Library of
the Medical Sciences.

He serves on the Continuing Review Committee, 1st Year

curriculum planning committee, and Executive Committee of the medical school.
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The Report of 'the Department of Biochemistry
School of Medicine
July 1, 1964 -- June 30, 1965
Robert B. Loftfield, Ph.D. Chairman

I.

General departmental information
A.

Far away the most significant achievement of the academic

year was the development of a coordinated curriculum with the other
basic sciences departments.

The program worked out in conjunction

with the departments of Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology and Microbiology is unique in many respects and to-date appears to have been
quite successfUl.

Of somewhat less importance has been the equip-

ping of the laboratory for biochemical research and the resumption
of research activities which Dr. Loftfield and Dr. LeBaron had
been conducting before their appointment to the University of New
Mexico.
B.

In cooperation with the other departments the teaching pro-

gram will be modified in the light of this last year's experience.
It is absolutely necessary that building No. 5 be completed by the
beginning of September in order to acctomnodate not only the incoming
medical class but also to provide space for the presently crowded
and rapidly expanding basic science departments.
C.

Appointments to Staff:- Dr. Robert B. Loftfield, Professor,

August 1, 1964; Dr. Francis LeBaron, Associate Professor; August 15,
1964.
D.

Separation from staff: -NONE

-20-
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The

Re~ort

of the Department of Biochemistry
School of Medicine
July 11 1964 -- June 30, 1965
Robert B. Loftfield, Ph.D. Chairman

II. Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
l.

Advanced study of three months at study in physiology at

Woods Hall, June 1 to September 1, 1964.
2.

Partial leave of absence to complete research and other ob-

ligations at Harvard University, January 1 to June 1, 1965.

3. NONE

4. Publications:
A Soluble Ribonucleic Acid-induced Increase in the Specificity of E. coli Isoleucine-activating Enzyme. Journal of Biol.
Chem., March 1965 J?C 1258.
An sRNA Mediated Increase in the Amino Acid S~ecificity of
Isoleucine Activating Enzyme. Sixth International Congress of Biochem.
New York 1964 pg. I-123.
Mechanism of Action of Amino Acid Activating Enzymes. R.B.
Loftfield and E.A. Eigner, Fed. J?roc. 24, 482, 1965.

5· Other research projects, etc. Research on the Mechanism
and Specificity of Protein Biosynthesis, sponsored by the United
States Public Health Service under Grant No. CA 08-000-01 with support commited until 1971.

¢74,000 per year for the first year, aver-

age of ¢40,000 per year for the remaining six years.

6. Participation in Gordon and Research Conferences, New Hampshire, June 1964; Biophysical Society Meeting, San Francisco, 1965;
and Federated Societies for Experimental Biology, Atlantic City, 1965.
7•

Other professional activities:- Member of the United States

Public Health Service, Study Section on Biochemistry and member of the
American Cancer Society Panel on Therapeutics and Carcinogenesis; Consultant Biochemist, Veterans Administration Hospital, Albuquerque.

8. Non-teaching University service:- Chairman of the BiocheJ14stry
Department, University of New Mexico Medical School.
Executive Committee of the Medical School.

-21-
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The Report of the Department of Biochemistry
School of Medicine
July 1, 1964 -- June 30, 1965
Robert B. Loftfield1 Pl:l.D. Chairman
II.

Composite of information

re~ested

on individual bio&£aphical

supplements.
9.

Public service:- Member of the

Executj~e

Council, University

Lutheran Chlirch, Cambridge, Mass.; Meniber of the New Mexico Mountain
Club; Member of the Swedish Folk Dancing Club of Boston; Member of
the New England Folk Festival; Member of the Boston Heart's- Festival.

-22-
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The Report of the Department of Medicine
July I, 1964- June 30, 1965
Solomon Papper, M.D., Chairman

1.

General Departmental Information.
A.

"Achievements" during the academic year 1964-65.
1.

Student Teaching.

The Department of Medicine was

actively engaged in the planning and teaching in two aspects
of the medical curriculum:

(I) the clinical science program;

and (2) the "core" program usual Jy designated as basic science.
Our participation in the basic science aspect of teaching
repre.sents something of an innovation in American medical
education, and our initial impression is that this has had a
very favorable effect in the student teaching program.

Eight

students have requested summer research activities in the
Department of Medicine beginning in June of 1965,

In addition

to the students from our own school who will be working with
us during the summer, we shall have a student from the Woman's
Medical College of Pennsylvania, one from the University of
Florida, one from the Columbia College of Physicians and
Surgeons, and one from the University of California,
2.

Internship

JE

Medicine.

We received approval for two

straight medical interns effective July I, 1965.

We were

pleased with the caliber and number of applicants for these
two positions, and they were filled through the matching plan
with two excellent young men, one from Duke and the other from
Georgetown.
-23-
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3.

Residency~

Medicine.

The residency program func-

tioned more effectively than in the past.

Twenty-four residents-

(our quota) were selected for the year 1965-66.

Of these, five

have withdrawn either because of a change in their own field of
interest or the demands of selective service.

The remaining

nineteen residents allow the department to conduct a complete
and effective residency program.
4.

Hospital Relationships.
a) The Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital continues to

be an effective institution for patient care and student
and house staff educational programs.

Our deficiencies in

the utilization of this agency continue to be, particularly,
that the physical plant is too small.
b) A cardiopulmonary laboratory, including cardiac
catheterization, is fully equipped and functioning.

In

addition, a completed laboratory for electroencephalography
has been established at the Bernalillo County-Indian
Hospital, greatly facilitating our teaching and patient
care obligations.
c) Our relationships with the Albuquerque Veterans
Administration Hospital have appeared to improve considerably, and several full time positions have been made
available with added laboratory facilities.

Recruitment

to fill these positions with people suitable for University
appointment is now proceeding.

-24-

5.

Mr. Murray Katz, a student at Johns Hopkins University,

worked in research during the Summer of 1964, as did Mr. Gerald
Rodriguez, a student at the University of California.
students are residents of the State of New Mexico.

Both

Three senior

medical students, one from Northwestern, one from Oklahoma, and
one from South Carolina, served elective programs in Medicine
during the Summer of 1964.
6.

Research.

The following additional NIH research grants

were approved during the year:
a) Theodore N. Finley, M.D. - Respiratory Distress:
Role of Lung and Lipids- $37,009 per year
b) WilliamS. Lovekin, M.D. -Congestive Heart
Failure in the Southwestern Indian- $27,984
per year
c) Solomon Papper, M.D. - Kidney in Cirrhosis;
Sodium Excretion in Hypertension - $36,660 per
year
The total annual research budget from the NIH in the Department
of Medicine is $227,859.
7.

Research and

Training~·

a) An NIH training grant in renal physiology and
renal disease has been implemented with one predoctoral
trainee, one postdoctoral trainee and two undergraduate
trainees.

It is apparent that the demands made upon this

program in terms of applicants will require increased
funding.

Therefore, a supplemental application to the

NIH is being prepared.
b) Doctor Liliana Vaamonde was appointed a Research
Fellow of the New Mexico Heart Association; and Doctor

-:25--
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Carlos Vaamonde was awarded an Advanced Fellowship of the
American Heart Association.
c) Doctor William S, Lovekin \~as awarded a research
grant by the New Mexico Heart Association in the amount
of $7,900.
d) Doctor Arnold Greenhouse was awarded an NLH training grant in the amount of $52,575.
8.

Visiting Professors.
a) In association with the NIH trairting program in

renal disease and renal physiology, Doctor Maurice B. Strauss,
Professor of Medicine at Boston University School of Medicine,
visited this institution and gave two formal lectures and
conducted rounds January ll through January 13, 1965.
b) During the week commencing February 15, 1965, we
were privileged to have as our Visiting Professor of Medicine,
Doctor William B. Castle, Francis Weld Peabody Professor of
Medicine at Harvard University.

Doctor Castle participated

actively in house staff and student teaching, conducted
Grand Rounds, gave a formal talk, and conducted a specialty
conference in Hematology.
B.

Plans and Recommendations for
l.

the~·

PI ans.
a) Curriculum work for the second year students, and

revision of the first year curriculum are now proceeding.
b) Plans for a postgraduate program for pK¥sicians
continue.

-26-

c) Continued emphasis on departmental participation
in teaching and research.
2.

Recommendations primarily involve space and salaries

and have been made to the appropriate authorities.
C.

Appointments to the Staff.
I,

New appointments anticipated in our last annual report

included Doctor Robert T. Cauthorne, Doctor Theodore N. Finley,
and Doctor Arnold H. Greenhouse, all of whom have participated
admirably in our teaching programs.

In addition, the Clinical

Associate Faculty, mentioned in last year's report, functioned
very wei I, and a! I appointments have been recommended for
renewal.
D.

Separations from the Staff.
We acknowledge with deep regret the untimely death of

Doctor Daniel Cordova, Clinical Associate in Medicine, and a
full time physician at the Veterans Administration Hospital.
Doctor Cordova was dedicated to the high standards of our
profession and was keenly

intere~ted

in medical education.

His wife acknowledged these interests by gifts to the University
of New Mexico School of Medicine for its educational programs.

s:gs
The Report of the Department of l>ficrobiology
School of Medicine
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Leroy C. McLaren, Chairman
I. A.

Significant Achievements during the Academic year 1964-1965
The Department of Hicrobiology of the School of Medicine

became operational on June 1, 1964 with the arrival of Leroy C. McLaren,
Professor and Chairman.

Necessary administrative activities followed

for starting a functional academic department, which involved
recruiting of personnel tlnd acquisition of departmental equipment
and supplies for teaching and research activities.
Funds for research became available from a U.S.P.li.S. research
grant for studies on enterovirus-host cell interactions, A.I. 06450,
$38,070. per year for three years (Leroy
Investigator).

c.

McLaren, Principal

This grant supports the research activities of Drs.

Lorenz and Cards.
The department participated in teaching by offering Microbiology
as part of the course in Human Biology for first year medical
students during the first semester.
A departmental seminar held bimonthly, started on January 15,
1965 1-1ith invitations sent to all microbiologists in the state.
These seminars liere well attended by medical students, faculty and
visiting microbiologists from the State Health Laboratories, Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory and Lovelace Foundation.
Continued planning was in progress th1:·oughout the year for
developing graduate level courses in }!icrobiology as part of the
proposed Ph. D. program in Hedical Sciences.

-"28-
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soo
-2Nernbers of the department attended the fall. meeting of the
Rocky Nountain Branch of the American Society of Microbiologists
in Ft. Collins, Colorado.

Dr. Carl E. Cords, Jr., Instructor

in Nicrobiology participated in a symposium on recent advances
in virus research.
Dr. Joseph V. Scaletti, Associate Professor of Nicrobiology
was elected to membership in the American Academy of Microbiology.
Membership in this organization in about 500 selected from over
10,000 microbiologists throughout the nation.
List of Publications of the Departmental .Staff for the Academic
Year of 1964-1965
1.

Cords, C. E. and Holland, J. H., 1964 Replication of poliovirus
RNA induced by heterologous virus, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.
51: 1080-1082.

2.

Holland, J. H. and Cords, C. E., 1964 Maturation of poliovirus
RNA with capsid protein coded for heterologous enteroviruses,
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S. 51: 1082-1085.

3.

Cords, C. E. and Holland, J. H., 1964 Alteration of the
species and tissue specificity of poliovirus by enclosure of
its RNA within the protein capsid of Coxsackie B-1 virus, Virology
ll: 492-495.

4.

Lorenz, D. E. and Jann, G. J., 1964 Use-dilution test and
Newcastle disease virus, Applied Nicrobiol. 12: 24-26.

5.

Lorenz, D. E. and Jann, G. J., 1964 Effect of Subtilin on
disease virus, Am. J. Vet. Res, ll: 1285-1289.

Ne\~castle

6.

McLaren, L. C. and Brand, G., 1964 Virotropismus, neue Erkentnisse
aus Untersuchungen uber die Enterovirus-infektion der Zelle,
Ergebnisse Hikrobiologie, Immunot~tsforschung und Experimental
Therapie 38: 96-115.

7.

HcLaren, L. c. (with Armstrong, Blomquest, Singer and Pollock)
1965 Sodium fluoride and cell growth, Br. Hed. J. 1_: 486-488.

8.

Scaletti, J. V., Jezeski, J, J., Gate, C. E. and Schuman, L.H.
1965 Nitrogen dioxide production from silage II. Detailed
field study, Agron. J. ~: 65-67.

9.

Punch, J, D., Olson, J. C., and Scaletti, J. V., 1965 Amino
acid utilization of Alcaligenes viscolactis for growth and
slime production, Accepted for publication in J, Bact,
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10.

11.

-3Punch, J.D., Olson, J. C., and Scaletti, J. V., 1965 Amino
acids as carbon, energy and nitrogen source for growth and
slime formation by Alcaligenes viscolactis, Bact. Proc. P• 12
Heiske; J. C., Pronti, R. H., Schnman, L. M., and Scaletti, J. V.
1965 Nutritional and toxicological studies on sodium bisulfite
treated silage, Accepted for publication in J. Animal Sci.

I. B.

Plans and Recommendations for the near future
The department has planned throughout the year for increasing

both research and graduate teaching activities, and for development
of the Microbiology part of the curriculum for second year medical
students.
A research grant application was submitted by Dr. Joseph V.
Scaletti to N. I. H. for $36,304 for support of a study of nitric
oxide production by silage microorganisms.

If approved this grant

support will become available about September 1, 1965.
The department plans to submit a training grant application
to N. I. H. in order to develop a graduate program in Microbiology
as part of the Ph. D. in Hedical Sciences curriculum.

Submission

of this application was delayed until the proposed Ph. D. program
was approved by the University Faculty.
Appointments to the staff

I. C.

The following appointments were made to the departmental
staff:
Effective date
Leroy C. HcLaren
Joseph V. Scaletti
Douglas E. lorenz
Dr. Carl E. Cords, Jr.
Dorris Rose
Julie McKibbin
Richard Barnett
Judy Thompson
Frances Gideon

Professor and Chairman
Associate Professor ·
Assistant Professor
Instructor (postdoctoral fellow)
Secretary
Stenographer-clerk
Sr. Resenrch technologist
!, .•1 ' <. r.t'.•X'Y technician
Laborator)' assistant

-30-

June 1, 1964
August 1, 1964
July 1, 1964
\J/
Sept. 1, 1964 \Y
July 20, 1964 ~
Feb. 1, 1965 ~
Sept. 15, 1964 ~~
Dec. 1, 1964
~
Feb. 25, 1965 \Y

602
-4Key to preceding table:
~

Salary paid from research grant

-..¢/ part time

\Y
I. D.

Salary paid by N. I. H. postdoctoral fell'oW'snip
Separations from the staff

Dr. Douglas E. Lorenz, resigned as Assistant Professor of
Microbiology June 30, 1965 in order to accept another position.
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'Ihe Report of the Department of Pathology
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
R.S. Stone, Chainnan
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant department achievements during the academic year

1964 - 1965 may be divided into the traditional groupings of
teaching, research and community service.
1.

Teaching:

Departmental members participated in the instructicn

of first year medical students and areparticipating in cur'I"icular
planning for the second year of medical school instruction.
A limited amount of tutorial instruction has been initiated

and consideretion is being given to increasing and formalizing
this to a greater extent during the ccming year,

To a degree

the department regards participation in sunmer research fellc:wships
by medical students as a fonn of tutorial instruction,

It is

hoped that this node of teaching in particular may be related
to on-going tutorial sessions throughout the academic year.
Post-doctoral and postgraduate teaching are an important aspect
of the departmental activity,

Post-doctoral, as defined here,

refers particularly to residency teaching programs both within
the departrrent and as the deparbnent participates in the teaching
of residents in other medical school clinical departments.
Postgraduate instructicn is meant to refer to presentation of
material to professional individuals who have completed formal
training.

'Ihe latter definition is unsharp and in a sense may

include such activities as a talk to a medical society or
participation in working clinical conferences.
participated in both of these types of activity.

'Ihe department
Such activity

may also be described as a variety of corrrnunity service.
-32-
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At the post-doctoral level a departmental residency program
has been organized and includes the Pathology services of the
Bernalillo COunty-Indian and Albuquerque Veterans Administration
Hospitals.

Four men are presently in training.

Another

individual completed the program in June 1965 and has taken
up medical practice in Alaska.

Pn additional kind of teaching being developed as a departmental
responsibility is that relating to a school of medical technology.
That program is based in the two teaching hospitals also, and
leads to certification in Medical Technology at the end of one
year of training.

(Some colleges also recognize such training

as a fourth year of work tCMards a Bachelor's Degree.)

Four

students who have CXJrnpleted three years of college are nCM
enrolled in the medical technology program.

The Pathology

Department chairman is the director of the school and menft>ers
of the faculty participate in instructicn.
2.

Research:

A departmental research laboratory has been established

at the rear of Building No. 2.

The laboratory is extremely

crowded but reasonably well equipped with major items transferred
frcm the University of California, IDs Angeles, purchased with
institutional Public Health Service research funds here and
purchased with the S\JPport of an Anerican Cancer Society grant
here.

Research projects undernay in this laboratory are

primarily concerned with the pathogenesis of viral induced
diseases.
hl additional electron microscopy laboratory is being developed
J:>y the department at the Veterans Administraticn Hospital.

The

support for that laboratory is being supplied by the Veterans
Administration.

Remodeling has been virtually canpleted and
-33-
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sane iterrs of equipment purchased.

It is hoped that the

electron microscope will be available in April '66.

That

laboratory is to be primarily concerned with some aspects of
the etiology of chronic pulmonary disease.
In addition, Dr. Louise leonard and Dr. William Hentel

are maintaining active research programs in separate laboratories
at the Veterans

Adminis~ation

Hospital.

Those are concerned

in the first instance with irrantmology and tissue transplantation,
and in the second with morphological and functional changes
in chrcnic pulmonary disease.
3.

Conmunity Service:

MeJTbers of the department have presented

papers of a. pr>imarily instructional nature at several medical
meetings in var>ious portions of the state of New Mexico during
the past year.

In adell.tion, an exhibit describing changes in

chronic pulmonary disease has been prepared and displayed at
important meetings.

Doctor leonard in particular; has been

active in pi"esenting science talks at several New Mexico
high schools.

One merd:>er of the department served as chairman

of the Delegates from the Bernalillo County Medical Association
to the New Mexico State Medical Society annual meeting in
Santa Fe.
Pn important comnunity service of the department has been

concerned with the establishment of a. continuing confe!'ence for
the review of clinical material submitted from all parts of the
state.

The department has taken the initiative in the organization

of this confe!'ence which is actively participated in by most of
the other pathologists in the city of AlbUC!.UEmJ.Ue.

Financial

support cares from the New Mexico Division of the American
Cancer Society and the New Mexico State Department of Health.
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B.

Recommendations for the Near Futut'e:

Dut'ing the next year,

it will be necessary for the department to develop an effective
teaching progt'am for its participaticn in the instruction of second
year medical students.

Demonstration and teaching materials

being collected and catalogued.

Efforts

~

~

to be made to include

pathologists in the area in the teaching program both at the level
of the undergraduate rredical student and at the post-doctoral
resident.
It is expected that the research program that has been initiated
will continue for the next several years.

Particular emphasis

will be given towards the development of a research training
program in collaboration with the Department of Microbiology.
From the standpoint of colltnunity service, it is expected that a
demonstration program in diagnostic exfoliative cytology for the
detection of carcinoma of the cervix will be established.

Another

need which the deparrtmmt will participate in satisfying is the
requirement for a cytogenetic diagnostic laboratory.

Hopefully,

this will be a contribution to the organization of a birth defect
center which will principally involve a developing Department of
Pediatrics.
C,

Appointments to the Staff
Robert E• .Andersen, M.D., Assistant Professor

In addition, the follONing appointment has been made effective

July 1, 1965.
Scott W. Jordan, M.D., Assistant Professor
D.

Separaticns from Staff
Thanas M. Clendenin, M.D., Instructor to accept appointment at
Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania.
-35-

The Report of The Department of Physiology, School of Medicine
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Sidney Solomon, Ph.D., Professor and Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements
The Department of Physiology has been involved primarily in

establishing a teaching program in the School of Medicine.
addition, an active research program bas been developed.

In
Two

papers from the department were presented at national meetings
and work for this department will be presented at the International Congress of Physiological Sciences in September. Grants
in support of research work have been obtained from NIH.

In

addition, in cooperation with the Department of Medicine, the
renal research group bas been able to attract at least one addi tiona! pas tdoctoral fellow.

B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
The departmental plans involve 1) an implementation of our

Grant Program and 2) expanding our staff through a combination
of University and Grant funds,
C.

D.

Appointment to Staff

1.

Agamemnon Despopoulos, M.D., Associate Professor,
July 1, 1964.

2.

Donald T. Frazier, Ph.D., Instructor, August 15, 1964.

3.

Harald Sonnenberg, Ph.D., Instructor, September 1, 1964.

Separations from Staff
None
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'IRE REPORT OF TRE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Robert A. Senescu, M.D., ProfessoT and Chairman
I.

A.

The academic year beginning July l, 1964 and ending
June 30, 1965 was largely an introductory one for the
members of the Department of Psychiatry of the School
o£ Medicine.

The activities of the department may be

summarized as follows:
Teaching:

Teaching of

~he

entering class of medical

students was integrated into the Clinical Science
l'Togram of the School of Medicine.

Teaching was

partially supported by an N.I.M.R. Undergraduate
Training Grant in Psychiatry.
Clinical:

A good deal of time was spent by the staff

in improving the clinical service at the Bernalillo
County-Indian Hospital since this service is of
fundamental importance to the development of the
Department's teaching and research programs.
Cooperation with the New Mexico State Hospital program
has been close and productive.

The cooperative clinical

program has already contributed much to the improvement
of psychiatric care and has helped build a sound
foundation for the further development of our patient
care, teaching and research programs.
During the year, considerable advances were made toward
the development of an integrated clinical and teaching
program in Psychiatry with the Albuquerque Veteran's
Hospital.
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Community and Consultative Activity:

This type of

activity was considerable both locally and state-wide
for all members of the department.

For example, the

department has had significant dealings with the
following agencies:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

New Mexico State Hospital
Los Lunas Training School
Girls Welfare Home
Community C·ouncil of Albuquerque
Albuquerque Child Guidance Clinic
u.s. Public Health Service
Dona Ana Mental Health Center
Division of Mental Health, State Health Dept.
Mental Health Assoc.iation of Albuquerque

Dr. Lester Libo was assigned by the Medical School to
assist the Community Council to formulate plans for
and make application to build a Comprehensive Mental
Health Center in Albuquerque.
Talks and Presentations:

See attached lists for the

meetings attended and presentations made by various
members of the department.
B.

Significant Plans for the Near Future
1.

An out-patient facility is now being built
for the department by the University.

This

facility will contribute greatly to the
improvement of our teaching, clinical and
investigative programs.
2.

An application has been made for a Psychiatric
Residency Training Program which has already
been preliminarily approved subject to a site
visit.
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c.

lli.li
Robert A. Senescu, M.D., Professor and Chairman (7/1/64)
Lester M. Libo, M.D., Associate Professor and Director,
Behavioral Science Program (7/1/64)
John c. Kramer~ M.D., promoted from Adjunct Instructor
to Adjunct Assistant Professor (June, 1964)
A. A. Hovda, M.D., Instructor (part-time) (11/1/64)
Leonardo Garcia-Bunuel, M.D., Assistant Professor
(appointed in Spring, 1965, effective 8/1/65)
Leo Romero, Teaching Assistant (3/15/65)

II. COMPOSITE OF BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS
1.

No addition

2.

Dr. Lester Libo traveled in southern Mexico one month

3.

No addition

4.

Dr. John c. Kramer: "Clinical Efficacy of Chlorpromazine-Procyclidine Combination, Imipramine and
Placebo in Depressive Disorders", Psychopharmacologia 7, 27-36 (1965)
Dr. Lester Libo: "The Organization of a Large-Scale
rield Assessment Program", chapter in Kaplan, s.
(ed.) Selecting and Training Americans for
Overseas: The Peace Corps Experience (in press)
"Development of Services for Meeting Mental
Needs among Rural Children and Youth" (with
E. Mariani & G. Gliva), chapter in Problems
Rural Youth in a Changing Environment (pub.
Nat 1 1 Committee for Children and Youth) (in

Health
of
by
press)

"Practical Prevention" (book review of Caplan, G.
Principles of Preventive Psychiatry in Contemporary
Psychology, Dec., 1964
5.

The Department of Psychiatry was awarded an N.I.M.H.
Undergraduate Training Grant in Psychiatry for $14,904
which began July 1, 1964 and will continue through
June 30, 1969.

6.

See attached biographical supplements

1.

Twelve out-of-state professional meetings were attended
by members of the department and twenty-four talks were
given to various organizations and
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g~oups

within the

,.

State of New »exico.

(See attached biographical

s upp lemen t.
B.

See attached biographical supplement.•
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
July l, 1964- June 30, 1965
Matthew B. Lesser, M. D., Chief of Service
The Department of Radiology is primarily a hospital based,
clinical and teaching service within the Bernalillo County-Indian
Hospital.

The past year, the department's first year of service

within the Faculty of Medicine, was notable principally in the
areas of physical growth, clinical teaching, and increased
clinical service.
The physical makeup of the department at the beginning of
the year was essentially unchanged from the time of its construction a decade earlier.

At the beginning of the year, the

BCIH Board of Trustees authorized expenditure of funds necessary
for installation of three new diagnostic radiography units,
including auxiliary equipment.

These new units markedly improved

the physical capability of the department to perform the various
diagnostic studies necessary to fulfill the minimal needs of a
University teaching hospital.

Construction of a 1300 square

foot addition to the department was also authorized.

This was

accomplished utilizing part of the doctor's parking lot
adjoining the existing department location.

The addition

provided much needed office space for radiologists, a viewing
and conference room for hospital staff, and a large room for
general radiography and special procedures.
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Clinical teaching by the radiology staff has been primarily
oriented toward the intern-resident training program.

The

professional staff now conducts a weekly x-ray conference, a
bi-weekly neuro-radiology conference, and daily x-ray conferences
with the house staff of the Department of Medicine.
Members of the radiology staff regularly participate in the
chest conference, medical grand rounds, gastroenterology conference,
and in other meetings when invited.

A number of lectures

in

radiological anatomy were delivered to first year medical students
to enhance their interest and understanding of gross anatomy.
Future plans for the department include establishment of a
radiology residency training program, establishment of services
in therapeutic radiology and nuclear medicine, and a closer liaison
with the Veterans Hospital.
these goals.
is essential.

Significant obstacles still obscure

Increased professional staffing of the department
Approval of the radiology training program requires

adequate facilities for therapeutic radiology and nuclear medicine
service within the BCIH, or an affiliation arrangement with a
fully approved program in another hospital.

In as much as

physical space within the BCIH is presently at a premiumi further
physical expansion of the department must await the overall changes
being planhed for the hospital.
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It is therefore unlikely that the department will have the
necessary therapeutic radiology and nuclear medicine facilities
in the near future.

Efforts to begin a radiology residency

program are therefore being directed toward an affiliation
arrangement.
Staff appointments

during the year were as follows:

Matthew B. Lesser, M. D., Assistant Professor of Radiology;
Chief of Service, BCIH, effective July 11 1964.

Renee

w.

Papper, M. D., Assistant Professor of Radiology,

effective July 1, 1964.

Staff Radiologist BCIH.

Dr. Papper was first appointed to the Hospital Staff in
January, 1963 and has been on the Staff since that time.

Samuel M. Glasser, M. D., Associate Professor of Radiology.
Staff Radiologist, BCIH., effective October 15, 1964.

Drs. Papper and Glasser serve in a part time capacity.
Together, their services are equivalent to that of one
full time radiologist.
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This report would be incomplete without mention of the
most important service of the Department of Radiology, namely,
the practice of clinical radiology.

A record 24,000 radiological

examinations were completed during the year, including an ever
increasing number of special procedures which entail greater
demands upon the time and skills of the radiologist.

Despite

this unprecedented workload, which far exceeds the reasonable
working capacity of an equivalent of but two full time
radiologists, daily radiological service has kept pace with
requests, previous backlogs were eliminated, and high standards
of professional practice were maintained.

It is apparent, however,

that at least one additional full time radiologist is needed to
insure satisfactory continuation of the growing activities of the
department.
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7BE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OP' SUllGERY

July 1, 1964 - June
James

I.

s.

30~

1965

Clarke, Chairman

Gononl departmantol,_\Qfomntf.cn
A.

The Deparl:m?.D.t of Surgory hzs bema conumad with the

teaching .,f first yaalL' studanto in the Sclt.ool of Medicine,

post•gwAdU8te training of

inte:n~

and

reaidonta~

and

:l.nitiJdon of maaarch f.n areu of special intenut to
th~
~

During. the acadamlc year,

individual faculty members.

have partlclpatcd in the t•acblng of the Clinical Science

Db:toion tvo half dayo

~

wek.

In addition then baa been

oceae1ona1 participation ln tha teaching of

Anat~

and

Patf.ontc on tba vardll of the BemaUllo C'4uaty-

Pbfdologya

Xnd1M lfoi!IJ'IltAJ. have beon. utllf.nd for the

lntrod~aetlcm

of

our ~DDd!cal atuc!Gntc to bf.stor, aktng and physical o~

tiona
'.!.'It~

l!.'auidmq tra1n:1ng progre in

stgvngtb&nad

th~ugh

g~anc:r:al

surgcal'J baa bun

cloear integration between the

Bomaolil!o On~tyoi~d!an Hoap1ta1 and the Albuquarquo Veeetana
A<bliniT.s~r~&:lcm

lloopf.tnlo

~on~b!ng C®Sti~one

'rho nldclant• have attonded ragular

&t both hosp1tale.

1hc Chief of

Sur~

of

tl:ha Albttqoo:r:qoo VCJtorm• Adr.lf.nf.atratf.on Hospital, Doctor
Dml!.ol

One

Smith~

m:lS§l!m

lma bean

of

too

i!ppo~ntod

tJ~e<aeoa

Aadsc:ant Profo1sor of Sur:garyo

of thf.a program 11 the succe11ful

TCacrtdtment of fout'taan reaidents to begin July let, 1965 as
COll!p&t.'11d with eight residents in aurgoxy beginning July lat.
1964~

Tho surgical resident• are partic1pat1ng in the work of

,.

61.7

the CU.n1cal Sd.cmco Division and certain of the moJ:e senior

residents are to be recOill!lM!Dded for faculty appointmanta
AppUc:at!on haa been

in the year begtnnf.ng Jul:ylat. 1965.,

made to the Council on Graduate Training in Hoep:f.t'ab of the
kooriean Surgical Allaoeiation for approval of a reef.deney

training program in orthopedte·aurgcry and approval is
anticipated dudng

~

coming year.

The participation of the private practitlonero of eurgoey
train1~g

in the residency and intern
exc~llent

during

th~

programs has continued ·

past yearq· . ~~ee

~urgeons a~

giving

liberally of thd't time and ~·a source' of stmngth to

the Department"

A committoe has b~~~-~ormad from full time

faculty mtunbrJt'S and tha attending ·aurgecns of the BemaU.Uo
County-ImU.an lfoapitel to rene~ 'applications for tbEl
cUQ!c~:t.

fac!Dlty of tha Dapartmnnt &;if Surgeey.. !fhia comittoe . ·

bae .cecollDilOlldad that appo!ntm&nta b!! made dudng tho c:oming · · ·
}tsa:l:'

~>~t

the lovel of CU.nical Aliaoctate in Surge:y and

applicat:l.onl'l for thelliG appoint:il)ilnt's haVfl been received fTOm ·
11!080:

of tlul surgeons on the attending I'Jtaff of the

Ccuney~Indian

Hoapitd .md

~he Albu~uerque

Ril§cnreb projoct• in geruurel
ortho~d!c •~ll'geey havE~

curgory~

Berna1111~

Veterans Admlnf.atr.-

neutosurgary and

b11:cn initiated ·during tho past year

cmd mro bof.ns Cl!rriod on motJtly in tho roscaarcb f&cilltf.ea of

tha

~buqu0rqUB

Vater£mm AdQ!niatration Hospital. Tbeee include

W)l:k em oKpQrl.mDntsl producdcu cf arterial aaeun•m., improve•
mrmt of

~ntoctlnol

ab;orption by fol'll!4tlon of Rcirculating

&oops of ema11 1ntomtine in dog••
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electrolyte exehsnge in tba centl:'al nei'Vous system. ond

studies on the effect of locn1ized free=ing of bona.
Doct:o~r

Lester Ro Dragstedt, M.D. 1 · Ph,. D. 11 waa Viflit:lng

Profeseor of SuJ:gery here on May 17th and 18th, 1965 and

lectured to the medical otudents, residents and interaa.
Docto-r Willa-ed Goodldn, Professor of Umlogy fl:om. the
UniveroU:y of California at Los Angeles, wu
let throl!gb 31:d to participate in the New
Ter~

be~

on May

Mex!co-t~est

Urological Seminar which was held in conjunction

with tho Univerdty of New Mexico School of Med:f.cinra.
B.

Ilicru1tmant is in progress for a full t1.1118 urologil!lt to
jo:l.n tha staff of thlll Dspartment of Su'i:'geey at the

Batmal111o County-Indian
~~nd

nosp1ta1~

Awoll trained geneTAl

thoracic surceono Doctor Randall nl&keley. wf.U join

tho Department of Surge;:y a.e Instructor in Surgery on
August lstD 1965 and will be located .at the Veterano
Admin:tctr~tion

Hoopita1 0 initlallyo An add!tlooal person

in general and thoJ:acic surgery is being reeruf.ted f<n: the
Vot<i!~mn=

Mmln!etratlon Hocpital end will be a 1118mbor of tbe

f.1!!lll. dms faewlty of thea Dapllrttmut of Surg&ryo

tbGt

!~ ~ha

futurg

Gad 11:bolt'ac1c

dividQ

tw~

tltnl'~ry

thci~ offc~tc

Rot»pitol cnd ths

i:!m

hoped

tdl!.l oo lidded to tha facult1 .md will

batwa0n

Alb\L\'l~l'que&

~bs Bs~a1111o

COunty-lndieo

Vomrtac Mminf.otration Hoap1f:a1.,,

t:sq~cr&ey.

~ter~o:~rcb lllbor~tcdaz

Dtlp~li:'ttllm~

~~

or three surgeons trainzd in gonaral

llith t:ba C:OlllplotlGU of tbe
DID!.17.'!1 0 il:brats

It

.bu11dlft$ wat of Stanford

will beCDIIlO avallab:t. for

o!f Su2'gory cdj111etmt to tho BemGJ.Ulo County-
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Indian Hospitalo

~tay

will be used

fo~

research in general
At the praeent time

sm-go11:y11 orthopedic eurgeey and u-rology..
tl~M

thei:e b an m:geut need for full

faeulty in the a"teas

of anestbeololoSJ., ophtlutlmlogy., sod oto!.artyrtgology in
omor to giw adequate superdston to our intsm and read..

dent staff in these areas and to teaeb tha baoie aspects
Qf thora to medlCi!l l!ltudtmto.

c.

Doctor Daniel E. Smith a• Assistant Professor of Surgery

September let 0 1964o
Docto~e

Jama11

t.

Wca~r

aa Aesiotant hofe!Utor of Sul:ge,;y

JanuCJ:Y lst. 1965.

.·....

,·,.··\>

2o li~a.,
3o

.:V.am" So Cltattke,. M.:O. w.se

aleet~d 'II. ~mber

Sm:gieal .Moodatlon ora May

Mtb./:~~~5;~.

of tM Anladcm , .-.:: ·:·: :.~::;; _

>'·.~~}(~;~~;'

, •

.

' .•.. ~, 'tl'

.

•

I

~.

•A~>;•}~;;<~.

4o

:!;:;=~~1 ~~:u:nc:~:i:n~~~~~;;p'(;:::;·~:t

So

J~g So C1o:ati.'!to 11 M.D., 9

!ntsetil.nmll.

i~SJ

Studiea n.~ ·.~ntlnuiug en redrculat~!¥ .: :· ::1·: ·: .'

in dogs nftGr

ruo Wllll&'k !rJ beb\g dC!iMI

m tho

~~~~si~

mlU. bO'II'.IIl

fteoet~rik~-.··~. ·.··y

n8ea~c11 lobolratotw of the ::,: .'ii::;'. . :~
~-

.

'

. .

l!lb!A~ua~tqt~e VoUI~mill M!:!l!n1atnt:lcf.(n0ep1tlllo

': ~ ... ~ .. _.; _.

· ·'' ~; ,: ·:. ·

:utehG!!<l Foll.lsy • MoDo 11 StudieD on "Br~in CG~bro--Spinal Jlu:tci· ···. · : ·
.

B$!Z'ld.ei"' 11 NIB G~nt NB05193 0 .tma~d ~t lOth~ 1964 tc
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.lamas K. Weaver0 M.D. 10 "Orthopedic Application of Ceyotherapeutic
7eclmiquaa11 •

Banter Seal Research Foundation Award pending.

Daniel E. Smith 11 M..D., Studies on aXpOd.lll!mtlll foraiatf.On

of art:ell:lal aneudtt!Uo · 'l'ld.a work ill boicg demo at tho.
Albuqua~a

6.

Veteran• AdGdniatratlon Hospital.

Doctor Ja=o

s.. Clm:'kQ 84'14 papan at the

l!llllot1ngs of tho

/!ai!lric&a Collop of Surgeons, Chicago, October 7th 11 1964;
Tho Loa Aluog Boap!tal Staff Meeting, too

20thc 1964; 'I'ba 1Jklaholl!4 Suq1ea1

May 7th lltld St1J, 1965; the Naw

Soclaty~

Almn:~&J,

Novomber

Okl.ti1011111!1 City.,

l!oldc~;~ ·State

Mcdicel Aslilocf.a..

t1oo 0 Sante >!\\ 0 lr&y 15th, 196.5.., He alao attended m;wtmsa of
tho tTG~B"m Surtsica1. boodmtioa" Colcn:scto Spdt;gc 11 NCMBmhar

20th thl"jiJlgb 23lrd, 1965; 'I'be Pacl.fte Coast surgical Aauocl~
tion 11

·vucouwn.'~>

Jlabrul:llrY 22llld tp.

~5th 0

196.5; and tho

Al'llarlc~.

G.:~e'.:ll.'OOnts:rDlogie«:~l .Maoc14tion., Hoiitma1 0 May 27th to 30th,

1965.
Doctor ll!cbaa1 Polla1 attcmdad thl.l. maat1ns of the Western
NQ~!o;ieal S~cicty
DM:~Clr

in

Octobe~

of

19~4o

Dmt.11l Eo Sllltth llittondi'Hl t:bll .•lilting of tba .A!Dericu

C®llltilgg of Sut"g~ona 11 New Muleo Cboptor., lluf.doco 1n Septomber

of &964. He eleo attowdod tha mcatiug of the Southern

Tboracf.~

Slnlt'gl!.c$ll. ~Ciill@int!oa ln Ncnr Odcumt.l on NO'falll1Kn~ 13th to 16th.,

llS64 0 $c!l th11 kood.Mn A.uoe:f.mt:l.cm fo't 'I'boraclc Sursory, Sto

K.wiEJ 11 M!\trmt
!l@ctole'

Jms~~s

~f!th th~~rugb

30tbe \965D

K. Woawur attcudod the mlUltluga of the Aurlcam

Acadcl!!!.1 of Orthop!lidle

Stlrpoos~a

'!'bet Ortbopodf.c Reaearch Society.

md tho Az!llftr!c.m Society for Surpr:y of tho Hud tn Nw York

em January 9th to 15tb 0 !.965o
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s.

Clark'lp MoD. acted as au. Ama Consultant!: for the

VGtercns Administration during the pact y&ar and visited
thlD VeterSl8 Adlil!nlstll:stion 1Joap1tal !n AmarllloD 'l'exao

on

~rch

5th and 6th, 1965.

8. .Ja.e S,. Clarkc11 MoDo wal.l a mamb111r
Committee of ~be Unbarzity

of the B:tecutS.ve

of Ntllt Maxieo School of Madicf.ne

mtd of the Unf.wrm:f.ty of New Ned.co Civ!l Defense and Safety

Comittee
9o

d~d.ng

tba paat year.

Noneo

-so-

REPORT OF 'DIE LIBRARY OF THB MEDICAL SCIENCES
July 1, 1964~June 30, 1965
Robert T. Divett
Librarian and Associate Professor of Medical Bibliography
DJring July and August the library was involved in frenzied
preparation for the opening of the School of Medicine in September.
The circulation system which had been designed as part of the
library's mechanization program was installed and tested during this
time, thus completing the initially planned mechanization program.
On August 28th the largest shipment of the Swats & Zeitlinger
purchase arrived. The local office of Illinoisocalifornia Express
donated to the library the use of a semi ~trailer for unpacldng this
large shipment. During eight working days the library staff
unpacked, pocketed, plated, shelf.listed, prepared book cards for
and shelved, or prepared for subsequent sale, over 8,000 volumes
of serials. This production record is, as far as 'We are able to
ascertai.n 0 unequalled by any other library of comparable size and
staff. This could not have been done \o/ithout the library's

machrurlza'tion programo
The following day the students of the first class of the
mc~ical

school registered in the library and orientation was likewise

held D in a large
a

*'shake~da:m

li!$RSUre P

here. The following weeks proved to be

period" for the operating plans of the library. f.bst

parts of the library program functioned 1\'ell, and little change was
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needed to provide satisfactory service during this first school year
for the School of Medicine.
Usage of tl~ library, as reflected in the circulation statistics
appended hereto, proved to be uneXpectedly high.

The proportionately

heavy usage by the medical students had been anticipated because of
the nature of the course work plannedo The very heavy usage of the
library by the nursing students was a pleasant surprise.

Usage by

the faculty wasp as anticipated, fairly heavy.
In January 9 1965, the Library began processing work preparatory
to publication of the book catalog in pTinted fom.

The cataloging

staff rechecked the entire first t\'lo years of cataloging to el:iminate
as many

e~rors

as possible. The corrected data processing records

lolere tumed over to the lJniYersity Data Processing Center for

preparatioll of

print~out

in early February.

D P Centel:' in mid.,Apri.l a.;d
Plant for printing,

lt~aS

Print~out

came from the

turned over to the University Printing

On May 28th the first copies of the catalog were

l'!.eli1'el'ed frm the Printing Planto 'Ille long delay in tha D P Center

seem!i:d e:r.cessive to

m.IT ~taff 9

l)ut

l'Je

were none the less gnteful

for the use of the !Bf4 1401 and the program written by Ml'a Jeffriesa
11113 two y'll'mr book catalog has since been distributed to departll'..ents

L'1 the S:hool of Madicine a."ld University

t~hich

logically would have

need for itp to medic3! libraries and hospitals in the state and
r3gion 9 to a limited list of regional scientific institutions, and
revi<J~T

copies to persons and institutions cooperating with us in the

development of our library mechanization programo

hmro been ®iformly fc.vm·ablc.

Reviews and comments

It has been hailed as a landmal'k in
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medical bibliography.

Most gratifying, however, are the early indications

that it will fulfill its purpose of giving faster bibliographic access to

the library's holdings to those who need and use the Library.
As the school year progressed it became apparent that the circulation

systern 0 although adequate this year, would soon be inadequate.

The

control of reserve rnate:tials, particularly, showed inherent weaknesses,
and the bugaboo of human inaccuracy, mostly on the part of users, in
transcribing borrowers numbers manually showed signs of becoming a
major problem.

A new development, compatible with the library's

system, by the University of Missouri and Illinois Southern University,
which use the IBM 357 Dtt.ta Collection System. appeared to be the answer
to all immediately apparent circulation problems. After careful study
this system was rec:O!IJllanded to the Dean and he authorized its installation
during the next fiscal year.

During Z.farch,

April~

May and June

preparations for this conversion 0 scheduled for early July, were
being lll3.de.
When the original plans for conversion of the Library from its
former use were mado 0 tha use of the laboratories at the rear of the
building for eJtpansion was planned. Delays in construction of the
~_sic

Science Building have made it impossible to pursue this plano

Tile librnry filled to capacity in the 2 1/2 years originally planned,

but eKpansion into the laboratories then was impossibleu In the
Spring of !965 the University authorized an addition to the building.
This addition was neari11g completion at the end of the fiscal year.

With this addition the building will be adequate for about five years'
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growth under our original growth projections.
however, that the

u.s.

It appears likely,

Congress will soon pass the ''Medical Library

Assistance Act of 1965." Under provisions of this act federal
assistant for developing the collection, research 0 and 75t matching
construction funds will be available.

Tite building will become inadequate

much earlier if the federal funds become available.
In Ma:rch. 1965, the Libraq submi1:ted to the National Libraq of
Medicine a research grant application for a ''Total System Computer
Program for Medical Libraries." The total request was for $267,800
over a period of five years, with $57,033 for the first
to begin Januaq 1 8 1966.

year~

the. grant

The librarian has bean assured that the

prospects for approval of the grant are good under present N.L.M. funds,
and excellent if the Medical Library .Assistance Act is passed.

In Septlll'Jilber, 1964 1 Mrs. Ninn Dlmcan 0 former librarian of the
Bernalillo County Medical Society Libracy returned from Spain where
she had accompanied her husband.

At that time she elected not to·

return to the library staff.
On September 1 9 1964 0 Mrs. Louise Small joined the library staff

as an Assist!Ult Libratian 0 taking over the serial collection. Mrs •.

S!PAll €:mne imtnediately from the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, and
previously had served at the
Salt Lalte City.

u.s.

Veteran's Hospital Libraries in

Mrs. Small ho.s done outstanding work and will be

promoted to Associate Librarian and placed in charge of Technical
Services on July la 1965.

Mr. William Wittekind joined the staff as a Library Teclmician in
June 0 !964. He~ Mrs., Ladye M. Payne, and Mr. Johnny Urioste took
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courses in Fortran Programming during the Spring semester.
On August 28. 1964p Mr. Divett addressed the Rio Grande Olapter

of the Special Libraries Association meeting at Bandelier National
Monument.

In October he attended a week long seminar on library

automation, sponsored by IBM at Endicott, New York.

While in the

East on this trip he also visited Columbia, Harvard, and Yale
Universities to investigate the feasibility of using parts of their
cataloging program at our library.

In April he served as a consultant

to Western Reserve University on medical library problems and
completed tile trip searching for additional library staff and
consulting with the National Library of Medicine on possible federal
fw11iing for our library. Mr. Divett was invited to teach the course
on Basic Punched Card Methods for Yedical Libraries of the

con~~ing

education series held at tile Medical Library Association Annual
meetings in Philadelphia.

During the year Mr. Divett had two pa})ers published:
Divett, R.T. 0 "Library Service," Annual .Administrative Reviews,
April 1, 1965.

~s.pit~ ~:107~110,

Divett, R. T., "Mechanization in a New Medical School Library,
and Cataloging," Bulletin!!!. ,!h! ~dical Library
~1at1on £.._(1) :15~25 0 .January, 1965.
·· ···
.Al:qu~it~ons

The Libt•sry was represented at the following meetings of

•.

professional societies.
New Mexico Library Association• March 31GApril 1, by
and Mr. \'littekind. (Portales)
P.fed~cal

Mr~

Bellingham

Library Association, May 30uJune 4e by Mr. Divett 0
Bellingham, and Mrs. Baenmld. (Philadelphia)
.

Mr~

·

Special Libraries Association, June 6-10, 1965, by Mr. Divett.
(Philadelphia)
. -55-
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Mr. Divett served as a member of the Membership Committee, Medical
Library Association, and is incoming chainnan for 196Sa66; and as a
member of the Nominating Cotmlittee • Biological Sciences Division,
Special Libraries Association, and is incoming chairman for 1965·66.
He also served as Assistant Stake Clerk, Albuquerque Stake, Olurch of
Jesus Olrist of Latter·day Saints.

Collection Statistics
Volumes (Bowui & Unbound) June 30. 1964
Volumes Added (Bound
Volumes (Bound

&Unbound)

&Unbound)

1964·65

15,989
12,71311

June 30, 1965

. Tape Recordings

!lU.1

.,.sl..,i;;;;de-=·s;.....,~~-~=----------....;.84.;.;.0

Total Collection

CUrrant

~

30,103#

SubscriQ!ions

Main Library

~~~~!ian Branch

1191

68

--xm-

~

Includes 29 0 676 unbound serials equated a 4 per volumeo

li

Do-as not include Presbyterian Hospital Branch
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CIROJLATION STATISTICS
Loans by r.bn.th

xiiCOiiie

serials

usea·:rn

Reserves

Month l3d Unbd Total Books ILL Xerox Books Serial Total Library

Total

July 64

14

l

15

6

~

~

3

-

3

130

154

Aug

38

18

56

19

5

25

~

~

-

130

235

Septo

96

19

115

136

28

84

347

106

453

410

1226

93

52

145

230

22

llZ

503

441

944

800

2253

Novo

90

64

154

j

z·····
.. ··~

26

65

231

274

505

720

1702

Dec

1C7

56

163

lz36

21

70

186

158

344

670

150.4

Jan 65

115

61

176

375

27

90

327

198

525

720

1913

Feb

191

80

271

450

46

194

265

127

392

720

2073

- Oct

i

Mar

151

69

220

~

449

28

171

171

69

240

760

1868

Apr

198

71

269

1528

33

135

101

81

182.

780

1927

May

'178

58

236

j

475

11

100

166

140

306

780

1908

56

17

74

16

10

26

660

893

1

18

8

2

9

11

!Jl93

282

11128

2318

June

I

34

26

60

l

j

No"!).>.'ra

To.tal

I
_,

305

szs

l~BQ
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1613 3931

38
1280

l7694

Fiscal Year

1964~65

CIRCULATIOO STATISTICS
Loans by Type of Borrower*

Borrower
Bd

Med. Stud.

171

Serials
Unbd Total
44

215

Books

602

Grand
Total

Inc~

Xerox

14

133

619

102

721

1685

1

10

666

ILL

Reserves

Books Serials Total

203

73

276

zoo

61

119

..•.,.

Employo

29

10

39

110

15

17

78

1

85

266

Special

3

3

6

23

.,

2

11

10

21

52

349

205

554

288

129

624

269

19

288

1883 .

5

6

11

13

4

5

3

180

87

267

1458

99

1098

53

14

67

103

-

8

Grado Stud

4

1

5

40

2

Special
1 time

3

5

8

40

d

BCIH Staff

8

3

ll

60

9

3

Q

lZS

so

175

108

8

18

Q

164

74

238

145

26

16

8

1

BeMA
Mad & Nurs

Med & Nurs

Faculty

Other Un.

Faculty

Nurs Stud.
Other UNM

Stud.

0

3

36

1398

2496

4320

5

15

20

198

7

46

ll

57

lll

31

1

0

1

80

1

1

84

-

309

176

601

2

11

111

Med Sch.

ILL
Resident

Intern

Pcdiatr.

!l

.

Unident.

TOtar

* Does

2
IUUS

'.lJ';J

J.HHU

1.).1.!1.)

Q

13
l~ll:t

Not Include In Library Use
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173

z

?

.
3
0

46

10

. 40

so

I.U:t~

l.)J.IJ

.Lt>U

.)!13l

I

.1.04.14
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MEDICAL ILLUSTRATORS SECl'ION

The bulk of the work completed by the I}epartment of Medical

Illustration in this past yeu was

chart~worlt

for research needs

and slides to be used in the teaching program. These two areas
will increase their graphic needs when research accelerates and
the new class is admitted in the Fall.
The response from private physicians this past year was
encouraging. Several orders for slides were completed and two
illustrations for the Surgical Department of the V.A. Hospital
were published this Summer.
A large exhibit £or the School was completed and set up at
the Rocky Mountain Medical Convention in Santa Fe this past May.
Also, a small exhibit for the library was developed for the
Health Careers Day held on campus in May.

\
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THE REPORT OF THE

COLL~GE

OF NURSING

July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Virginia Crenshaw, Dean
This report for the 1964-65 year

~qill

,review developments in the

College of Nursing and suggest plans and recommendations for the future.

I.

GENERAL COLLEGE INFORMATION
A.

Significant Achievements
Instructional Program
This has been the first year that beginning students intending to major in nursing have taken the regular freshman year
courses in Chemistry and Biology.

Students now take higher

level science courses such aG biochemistry and bacteriology
after completing Chemistry 101, 102 and Biology 101, 102 rather
than Chemistry 141, 142.

Thus they have an appreciably stronger

science base upon which to make applications in learning the
professional nursing care of patients.
The introductory nursing course in the sophomore year was
revised to identify scientific principles focused on basic human
needs in the context of family life and the
nurse.

ca~e

role of the

Design and implementation of the course, Family Nursing,

was made possible by our having a mental health training grant.
There has been some exploration by the faculty of curriculum
revision in the nursing sequence, based on more appropriate
organizing themes than we have been using, but the total design
has not been completed.
Careful thought was given to the content and practice
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included in the upper-division nursing courses,

In one of the

junior nursing courses the hospital experience was supplemented
by visits to patients' homes,

In both sophomore and senior

nursing courses new clinical facilities were used because of
(1) the types of patients available and (2) the opportunities
for faculty to work together to streP.gthen the teaching program
in clinical nursing.
In some instances this year, problems in clinical practice
have existed particularly in relation to shortages of service
personnel.

Such inadequacies make our teaching program increas-

ingly difficult, and faculty must work out ways to compensate.
Space to be used for students in clinical facilities has
become increasing tight.

It has been necessary to find addi-

tional space for nursing courses on campus.
Faculty
The faculty in the College continue to function under excessively heavy work loads.

Close and constant clinical super-

vision is a demanding part of the load, and the hours extend
well beyond the recommended adjusted credit load.
This year the major focus of the faculty in its function
as the curriculum committee, was first, the preparation of a
statement of the philosophy of the College, and then the identification of objectives of the educational program.

The objec-

tives have been stated according to sophomore, junior, and
senior year levels.

Copies of the PhilosophY

of~

College

£i

Nursing, published in December, 1964, and the objectives are
attached,
Physicians and other medical resource people in the
2

-

-----~===========--...!

community have served willingly as guest lecturers.
Students
The number of students majoring in nursing during 1964-65
and 1963-64 is shown in the following tables:
Semester I
Registered
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Unclassified
TOTALS

TOTAL
104
56
30
22
2
214

t

COLL
NURS
0
35
30
22
2
89

UNIV
COLL
104
21
0
0
0
125
Semester II

TOTALS

Registered
COLL
TOTAL
NURS
0
85
40
29
28
28
29
2%--J
86
I 182 I

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
TOTALS

Registered
COLL
TOTAL
NURS
75
0
44
26
28
27
24
24
I 171
77

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
TOTALS

Registered
COLL
TOTAL
NURS
60
0
43
29
21
21
30
30
154
80

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
SenioJ:D

UNIV
COLL
85
11
0
0
96
I

1964-65
Type
BASIC
103
51
26
16
1
i 197

I

3

UNIV
COLL
60
14
0
0
74

'

I

1

17

1964-65
TvPe
R.N.

BASIC
83
34
26
23
166

Semester J.., 1963-64
TyEe
UNIV
BASIC
COLL
69
75
39
18
25
1
18
0
I
151
94
f

Semester II

R.N.
1
5
4
6

2

6
2
6
16

R.N.
6
5
;

3
6
20

1963-64
Typ_e
BASIC
57
34
19
25
I 135

R.N.
3
9
2
5
i 19
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The number of students in the College, Semester I, 1964-65,
represented an increase of 15.8% over the same semester the
previous year.

For Semester II, the rate of increase d·ropped

to 6.9%.
Community Service
It is felt by faculty that first attention must be given
to the regularly enrolled students,

Participation in community

affairs, even health affairs, is limited because of the heavy
teaching loads.
Educational offerings for nurses in the community have
included:
1.

Workshop, Summer Session 1964, Leadership for Nursing
Care,

2.

Refresher course for inactive nurses, Spring 1965,

3.

Workshop, Summer Session 1965, Clinical Skills in
Psychiatric Nursing.

A recruitment program carried interpretation of nursing
and information about the College out into the community.

This

was principally by means of visits to high schools.
College faculty have had minimal contact with WICHE this
year.

We have not supplied faculty for the Continuation Educa-

tion program for our sub-region because our faculty work loads
did not permit.

Our faculty have participated to a very

limited extent in the project to study clinical nursing content
in baccalaureate programs.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations
Plans for the future include strengthening the educational
program, increasing the numbers of faculty and students, explo4

----------------
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ration of reasons for drop outs, interpretation of the College
in the community, expansion of community services and construction of a College building.
The curriculum will be

st~died

further to design the best

possible organization and sequence of courses.

New arrangements

are planned to combine some teaching content in the two junior
year nursing courses.

The instructors in Psychiatric and

Public Health Nursing, for senior students, are working together
on joint planning of content and experiences.

Bernalillo County-

Indian Hospital will be used as a clinical area in Psychiatric
Nursing, and patients and families from the out-patient department will be used selectively in Public Health Nursing.
Plans will be directed toward more efficient methods of
instruction.

Increasing the number of faculty will allow for

more realistic teaching loads.

This, in turn, will encourage

further examination of content and methods of teaching.
Students have been both enthusiastic and anxious about the
curriculum revision requiring more difficult courses in order
to obtain a stronger science base.
tent is needed.

Seniors have said this con-

It has been hard for some of the younger stu-

dents, especially those who did not have the prerequisites for
beginning college courses, to accept the change.
Increase in the number of students must be in keeping with
the needs of society for nurses better prepared for truly professional nursing practice.
nationally.

This is as true locally as it is

Efforts will be intensified to attract highly

competent students into nursing.

5

---------~-~
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It is recognized that determination of true reasons why
students drop-out of the nursing program is difficult.

Certain

characteristics, particularly those associated with academic
achievement, will be taken into account in the study of drop
outs.

It is anticipated that examination of the reasons stu-

dents give will assist toward further analytical thinking about
the educational program and the obligations of the College.
Interpretation of the College's responsibilities and aims,
as consistent with the purpose and task of higher education,
must be a continuous process in the community.

Representatives

of the College will be expected to participate, more actively
than in the past, in the interpretation of the objectives of
collegiate nursing education.
Again this year, as in the past, it is recommended that
the College expand its community services just as much as
possible.

Educational opportunities for practicing nurses and

for those who wish to return to practice must be provided by
the College.
Faculty will be increauingly encouraged to undertake research and studies and make sound contributions to teaching and
learning and to the nursing profession.

It is planned to apply

for a faculty research development grant.
C.

Appointments to Staff
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.

Dorothy Carter, September 1, 1965
Eileen Flynn, September 1, 1965
Kathryn Jane Grismer, September 1, 1965
Estelle Rosenblum, February 1, 1965
Paula Weins, September 1, 1965
6

D.

Separations
Mrs.
Hrs.
Miss
Miss

II.

fro~

Staff

!1arianne F1:iemoth, June 30, 1965
Marilyn Hanna, June 30, 1965
Faith Jensen, June 30 1 1965
Virginia Miller, June 30, 1965

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION FROM

INDIVIDUP~

BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc., during the period.
Miss Faith Jensen was on sabbatical leave for the full
year on 2/3 salary.
~ublications

during the period.

The Faculty published the Philosophy of the College
Nursing, It is for sale through the~sociated
Students Bookstore.

2f

Mrs. Hanna participated in the project and reported
"Teaching of An Introduction to Asepsis by Programmed
Instruction" in Toward More Effective Teaching in WCHEN
Schools, publish;db'Y"WieHE, 1964.
- -Dr, Norris published "Toward a Science of Nursing - A
Hethod for Developing Unique Content in Nursing" in
Nursing~~' VoL III No. 3, 1964.
She also wrote
"The Relationship of Medicine and Nursing in Psychiatric Hospitals" in ,!'erspectives in Psychiatric Care,
Vol. II No. 4, 1964.
Miss Klar published a Reactionnaire to "Chastise Me With
Scorpions" in Perspectives b£ Psychiatris_ ~. Vol.
III No. 2, 1965,
Dean Crenshaw serves as an abstractor for the American
Nurses Foundation. Abstracts published in Nursing
B:esearch during the year included: Charlotte Pickering's
"Field Experience in Institutional Nursing" from
Nursing~. and Jean Campbell 1 s "Masters Education
in Nursing" published by the National League for Nursing.
Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during the period.
Dr. Norris is working on a book - NURSING CARE OF THE
PATIENT AT BEDTIMJ;! and on two articles: "A One~Year
Nursing Hajor Based on a Liberal Arts Program" and
"Demonstration Units in Nursing. 11

7

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Faculty members attended the National League for Nursing
Convention, the Council of Member Agencies of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs of the National League
for Nursing, the New Mexico Hospital Association Meeting, and meetings of the New Mexico Nurses' Association
and the New Mexico League for Nursing.
Dean Crenshaw serves as Vice President of Sigma Theta Tau,
the national honor society of nursing; Chairman of the
American Nurses' Association Educational Administrators,
Consultants and Teachers section; and is on the
Nominating Committee of the Department of Baccalaureate
and Higher Degree Programs of the National League for
Nursing. She appeared on TV on the program, A Closer
Look at Nursing, May 9. She served as Chairman of the
Committee on Nursing Needs and Resources; the Committee's
Report was published in New Mexico Business, November,
1964.
--Other professional activities.
Dr. Norris has served as consultant to the National
Institute of Mental Health; The Southern Regional
Educational Board; to several university schools of
nursing; and to the New Mexico State Hospital. She
read a paper on "What Nursing Education Expects of
Nursing Service" at the National Council of Catholic
Nurses in St. Louis.
Non-teaching University service.
All faculty serve as academic advisers to students.
Public service.
Faculty members engage in a variety of public service
activities. Dean Crenshaw serves as Chairman of the
Vocational Services Committee in Altrusa Club of
Albuquerque.

VC:as
8
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The Report of the College of Pharmacy
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Elmon L.· Cataline, Dean
I. General College Information

A. Significant achievements during the academic year, 1964-65.
1. The transition from the four-year to the five-year program
was completed during the academic year, 1963-64,

Thus, in the year

under review, all students were following the new program.
Although the class which graduated on June 4, 1965 was the
smallest in the history of the College (it numbered only 8), the
total of pharmacy-oriented students in both the University College
and the College of Pharmacy was the largest in the history of the
College; there were at least 56 pre-pharmacy students in the
University College and 96 in the College of Pharmacy for a total
of 152.
2. In the fall of 1964, the College of Pharmacy and the Pharmacy
Alumni Association of New Mexico jointly conducted a most successful "SEMINAR IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES."

The planning and

arrangements for the Seminar were completed by the Alumni group,
The faculty of the College of Pharmacy prepared and delivered
two-hour lectures in their special fields, as follows:
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

George L. Baker, "Radio-Pharmaceuticals"
Kenneth H. Stahl, "Chemistry and Comparison of Analgesics."
Elmon L. Catalina, "The New Drug ll.mendments 11
William C. Fiedler, "Sustained-Action Dosage Forms 11
Victor H. Duke, "Drugs Affecting the Central
Nervous System"
Nearly one-hundred pharmacists from Albuquerque, Grants,

Santa Fe, Espanola, and Tucumcari attended one or more of the
Seminar meetings.

Thus, it can only be concluded that the Seminar

-·

~--

64.0
1

I
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was eminently successful and that continuing education in pharmacy
is now, and will continue to be a reality in New Mexico.
B. Significant plans and recommendations.

1. The College's needs in regard to graduate work, expanded
staff, and more building space have been discussed in most recent
reports.

~lthough

the discussion will not be repeated here, it

is emphasized that the arguments are still cogent and, unless the
College can show progress in the rather near future, it may be
difficult to convince the accrediting agency that the College's
accreditation should be continued.
C.

~ppointments

to staff.

1. College of Pharmacy: none
2. Dental Hygiene Program: see attached report of the Director.
II. Composite of Information Regarding Staff members.
1. Advanced study
None
2. Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, etc,
None

3. New Scholastic Honors, etc,
DUKE, VICTOR H.
Received Mead-Johnson research grant for one of ten best
undergraduate research proposals.

4. Publications
CATALINE, ELMON L.
"The Seminar," El Boticario, 10, No. 10 (October 1964), 7•
"The Ineffable Gift,".!£.!!!., 10, No. 12 (December 1964), 7·
"Professional Responsibilities," New Mexico Dental Journal,
16, No, 1 (May 1965), 17-19.
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5· Other Research ?rojecta in Progress
BAKER, GEORGE L.
"Investigation of Contra Yerba."
CATALINE, ELMON L.
"History of Pharmacy in New Mexico."
DUKE, VICTOR H.
"The Effect of Secondary Avoidance Conditioning on Pain
Threshold in Rats."
"Study of Variants Involved in 1\mphetamine Aggregation
Toxicity in Mice."
STAHL, KENNETH H.
"Synthesis of Hydrazides of Pharmacological Interest."
"Synthesis of Basic Esters with Possible Pharmacological
Activity. 11
''A Study of the Fixed Oil of Walnuts."

6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
BARER, GEORGE L.
Re-elected Vice-Chairman for New Mexico, Western States
Drug Conference.
Attended annual convention and district meetings of
New Mexico Pharmaceutical Association.
CATALINE, ELMON L.
(See attached Supplement to Biographical Record.)
DUKE, VICTOR H.
Attended A.A.C.P. Teachers' Seminar (Pharmacology)
Storrs, Connecticut, July, 27-31, 1964.
Attended annual meetings of Aoerican Pharmaceutical
Association, New York, August 2-3, 1964.
4ttended annual conv~tionof New Mexico Pharmaceutical
Association, Albuquerque, May 3-4, 1965.
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Attended annual meeting of District 8, A.A.C.P. and N.A.B.P.,
Tucson, November 15-17, 1964. Presented paper,

-4"Criteria for Admission and Placement of Foreign Student::;."
Attended annual convention of New Mexico Pharmaceutical
Association, Albuquerque, May 3-4, 1965.
President, New Mexico Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi.

7• Other Professional Activities
8. Non-teaching University Service
BAKER, GEORGE L.

Secretary, College of Pharmacy Faculty
Student Advisor
Member, Athletic Council
CATL\LINE, ELMON L.
Administrative Committee
Committee on Entrance and Credits
Student s.dvisor
Faculty advisor, Kappa ?si
DUKE, VICTOR H.

Student advisor
Member, Policy Committee
Member, Extension and Surncer School Committee

FIEDLER, WILLIAM C.
Student advisor
STAHL, KENNETH H.

Member, Library Committee
Student advisor
Advisor, University of New Mexico Chapter of the
American Pharmaceutical Association.

-59· Public Service
CATALINE, ELMON L.
President, Albuquerque Knife and Fork Club
DUKE, VICTOR H.

Member, boy scout board of directors
Sunday school teacher and Priesthood Quorum Teacher

The Report of the Dental Hygiene Program
July 1, 1964""June 30, 1965
Monica Novitski, Director
I.

General Information
The June, 1965 class (totalling 9) included the first male
dental hygienist in the United States.

Within the year, the

Bylaws of the American Dental Hygienists' Association were amended
to admit male hygienists as members of the national group and
its constituents.

Thus, an interesting, perhaps significant,

contribution to the history of dental hygiene has been made by
the Dental Hygiene Program of The University of New Mexico.
II.

Academic Aspects
On January 30, 1965 the Program offered the first Post"graduate
Seminar for Hygienists in cooperation with the University Division
of Extension and the Ne1v Mexico Dental Hygienists 1 Association.
Mrs. Elois Reis, a member of the University of Southern California
Dental Hygiene Faculty, presented "Methods to Assure Thorough
Scaling".

Attendance was limited to ZO; the group included practic"

ing hygienists from Colorado, New Mexico and Texas.
A three"day post"graduate course, "Introduction to Dental
Public Health" is being planned for August, 1965.

It is to be

offered to dental hygienists and school and public health nurses
by a visiting faculty.

-2-

III.

Financial Assistance to Students
The 1964-'65 academic year marked the first that a WICHE
CWestern Interstate Commission for Higher Education) exchange
student was in attendance in the Dental Hygiene Program; Arizona
sent a student under the exchange.
The New Mexico Elks provided a $400 fellowship to a second
year dental hygiene student for participation in their Cereb.ral
Palsy project,

Previous to this year, students of the Dental

Programs had participated in the project on a rotational basis.
IV,

Faculty Recommendations
Members of the faculty reiterate their belief that one year
of college preparatory work should be a requirement for admission
to the Dental Hygiene Program.

They strongly urge the establishment

of a degree program in dental hygiene in addition to the present
two-year certificate program.
V.

Physical Facilities
Lack of adequate laboratory teaching space and research
areas is becoming a pressing problem as is the lack of sufficient
storage, lounge and dressing room areas and restroom space,
Hore space is desperately needed for a reception area for clinical
patients and for faculty offices.

It is becoming more and more

difficult to operate a teaching facility and a clinical facility
in the present small quarters.

As suggested by the accrediting

agency in July, 1963, the present temporary building should be
replaced with permanent quarters.

..

VI.

Faculty and Staff
TI1ere were no faculty or staff changes but one addition.
Mrs. Bonnie Thompson, a practicing dental hygienist, joined the
part-time faculty as a clinical and laboratory instructor.

VII.

Composite of Information Regarding Staff Members

1.

Advanced study
None

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.
None

3.

New scholastic honors, etc.
None

4.

Publications
NOVITSKI, MONICA
Speaker, New Mexico League for Nursing, Roswell, N.M,
May 22, 1965.

5.

Other research projects in progress
NOVITSKI, MONICA
USPHS comparative study of dental assisting teaching
programs
Administrator of: National Board Exruninations in Dental
Hygiene, December, 1964 and April, 1965
Certification Examination for American Dental Assistants'
Association, May, 1965

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Actended ADA annual meeting
Attended New Mexico Dental Association annual meeting
Attended monthly meetings of Albuquerque District Dental
Society
Attended regular meetings of Council on Professional Dental
Education of New Mexico Dental Association. Serves as
Secretary
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Attended two workshops on Dental Hygiene Education
(October, 1964 and April, 1965).
Served as discussion leader of a working group at both
sessions
Coordinator of New Mexico State Board Dental Hygiene
Examinations, June, 1965
7.

Other professional activities
Dental consultant for Council on Dental Education.
American Dental Association; New Mexico State Elks
Cerebral Palsy Project
Staff member, St. Joseph Hospital
Dental Health Consultant, Division of Dental Health,
New Mexico Department of Public Health
Dental Advisor, New Mexico Dental Assistants• Association

8.

Non-teaching University service
University College advisor
Dental Consultant, UNM Peace Corps

9.

Public service
Director, Our Lady of Fatima Credit Union
Director, Coronado Credit Union

10.

Personal information
None

THE REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
July 1, 1964 -- June 30, 1965
W. H. Huber, Director
Introduction
This report will follow closely the format used in past University College
annual reports.

This will permit ready comparison of various aspects of the current

University College operation and experience with those of previous years.

Also, as

in the past, one of the primary concerns of this report will be to examine our operation in the light of the purposes and objectives which prompted the creation of the
college.
I.

Admissions and Enrollment
The statistical data include all enrollments since the inception of the
college, July 1, 1957, an eight year period,

These enrollments include all

beginning freshmen and all transfer students with less than twenty-six credits
earned toward a degree,

Also, many transfer students with between twenty-six

and fifty earned credits first enroll in the University College and are
included in these tabulations.
A primary reason for establishing the University College was the anticipated increase in enrollments through the late 50's and the decade of the 60's,
How these increasing numbers of students could be most efficiently cared for
1
with maintenance of high academic standards posed a major problem.
The actual enrollment experience of the University College is reflected in
the table on page 2 showing progressive term enrollments,
1see the Tidal Wave Report of the Tidal Wave Committee, May 17, 1956.
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957-58 Sem
1797
11.957-58 Sem
'327
~ummer 1958
99
!1958-59 Sem
l'i08
11958-59 Sem

2c;o

I

-

-- ---

.6.- .... .6.

... .A.

1960-61 Sem II

.,.,u.,-u~

~jUt:.

47

47

32

_32

24

20

10

rr

16

24

11

18

8

6

12

9

9

10

I)

1'3

10

8

4

_5_

0

0

0

1

1

2'37

132

88

35

27

19

23

19

28

20

50

34

16

11

12

6

4

3

5

4

22

20

9

8

3

2

2

1

1

1

66'5

4'36

276

120

83

55

47

43

43

29

08

31

16

11

8

7

6

4

55

40

49

_40

22

11

_2

4

3

0

1

1

1566

1276

633

425

259

141

85

59

50

32

187

113_

66

_33

25

21

13

10

c;

85

75

42

28

15

7

2

1

1585

1328

765

452

26_4

lAO

80

50

205

121

77

_2_0

~

22

g

78

67

30

22

14

10

1705

1470

813

2_47

299

1,57

1~

81

49

26

72_

68

-~

24

!9_10

1611

925

611

219

121

81)

1961 Summer

105

1961-62 Sem I
1961-62 Sem II
1962 Summer

98

1962-63 Sem I
1962-63 Sem II

192
92_

11963 Summer
1963-64 Sem I
1963-64 Sem II
1964 Summer

U6

1964-6'5 Sem I
1964-65 Sem II
Total
~niv. College
jEnrollment by
Session
1.
2.

u"-

...,.._

II

11.959 Summer
74
959-60 Sem I
14C!O
959-60 Sem II
189
960 Summer
62
960-61 Sem I

NOTE:

.A.

77

II

I

............

1Q9

9'5

~

2017
272

16,398
Registrants
through
2801
2248
2940
2884
4146
3475 June 1, 1965
2329_ --~~ ._1585 3503
Each enrollment group can be traced through the end of the 1964-65 school year by reading across the table,
The total enrollment in the University College for any school term and the composition of this enrollment can be
determined by reading down the appropriate column of the table.
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A,

This year saw a continuing increase in beginning fall enrollment.

2319

students enrolled for the first time in the University College in the fall
of 1964 compared with 1910 in the fall of 1963, an increase of 21.4% The
total University College enrollment also continued its upward climb,

When

one includes xeturning students with the new students the 1963 fall enrollment numbered 3503 and the 1964 fall enrollment totaled 4146, an increase
of 18.4%.

Though total enrollment had increased each year since the

inception of the University College in 1957, this increase was at a diminishing rate, 1958--24.~, 1959--17.2%, 1960--6,6%, 1961--4.9%.

Two years ago

the rate of increase started to rise from 8.6% in 1962 to 9.7% in 1963 to
18.4% in the fall of 1964.

The likely explanation is the expected surge of

students during the decade of the sixties and this rate of increase will
tend to continue upward for some years to come,
One further observation on total enrollment of the University College
is the overall growth in eight years of operation.
were enrolled,

1,

In 1957, 1797 students

This year there were 4146 enrollments for an increase of

The Tidal Wave Report anticipated no change in admission standards of
the University. 2 However, high school unit requirements were increased
and tightened in 1958.

A policy of discouraging enrollment of resident

students with less than a C average high school record was begun in
1959, and a C average became mandatory in the fall of 1961,
and regulations have had

~

application deadlines, etc.

Other rules

effect on enrollment such as tightening of '

These actions have caused freshman enroll-

ments to be smaller than was anticipated in the Tidal Wave Report,
2Tidal Wave Report, p. 1-l-A,

4

2.

This was the fourth year of operation under the mandatory C average
rule for both resident and non-resident high school graduates,

As

noted in past reports, the effect of this rule was to push the quality
of the freshman class upward in both the area of aptitude and achievement.

It also has the effect of holding freshman enrollments down.

In 1961, the first year of operation under this rule, 200 applicants
were denied admission.

In 1962 1 195 applicants were denied,

218 applicants were denied,
refused,
policy.

In 1963,

This year 350 applicants were initially

144 of these appealed the refusal pursuant to University
72 of those

appeali~g

were admitted and registered,

Thus

278 applicants who would have been admitted to the University under
the old rule were refused in 1964,

Since the C average rule became

effective, a total of 891 resident high school graduates applied and
were denied admission.
B.

The composition of the University College enrollment continues to be qui±e
different from that anticipated,

The Tidal Wave Report estimated that

approximately 12% of a given enrollment would carry over into the second
year. 3

In fact 33% of the 1958 enrollment, 43% of the 1959 enrollment,

44% of the 1960 enrollment, 46% of the 1961 enrollment, 46,6% of the 1962
enrollment and 45.5% of the 1963 enrollment consisted of carry-over
students,

This year the carry-over students accounted for 44.1% of the

total enrollment.

There is a definite leveling trend apparent in the

figures of the last four years.

It is anticipated that the relation of new ,

to old students will stabilize at about the levels shown for this year.
3Tidal It/ave Report, Appendix p. 16-17.

------------
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5
4250
4000
3750
3500

D
~

4149
Returning Students

New Students

3503

3192

3250

44.1

2940

3000
2801
2750

~

I

2628

5.5%

2500
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[/J

!%<

0

p::

2000

I:LI

I

1750
1500
1250
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,.
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0
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C.

This high retention into the second and third years has caused the enrollment of the University College to surge upwards far beyond the rate of
growth of the freshman class,

It has also changed the anticipated composi-

tion of the enrollmen.t·· from one predominantly composed of freshmen to one
split nearly sixty-forty between freshmen and sophomores,

As the freshmen

class grows during the period of bulging freshman enrollments in the
decade of the 60's, the total enrollment of the University College will be
much higher than the forecast because of this higher carry-over group,
This development has posed serious space and budgetary problems which have
become critical,
The primary reasons for this large holdover into the second year appear
to be three in number,
1,

A larger number of students than was anticipated manage to maintain the
requisite University College grade point average to remain in good
standing, but too low to transfer to degree granting colleges,

Between

fifteen and twenty per cent of an enrollment finish the first year with
less than a C average but above the minimum requirement of the University College.

A considerable number of these students eventually earn

their way into a degree granting college,
2,

Many students choose to remain in the University College for part or
all of their second year for various reasons, or through neglect to
petition out, they remain by default,

This group

wou~d

account for

approximately lQ% of the holdover enrollment.
3.

A very considerable number of students are vocationally undecided at

,.

7

the end of one year.
Report,

This was not anticipated in the Tidal Wave

10 to 2o% of a freshman class are undecided when they come to

the University,

30 to 4o% tentatively designate a goal and then switch

one or more times during their stay in the University College,

Much

of this indecision is not resolved at the end of the first year and
accounts for several hundred holdovers annually who have the requisite
credits and grades to transfer to a degree granting college,
In evaluating this development it appears that on balance it is
most advantageous.
Some of the factors are:
a,

Many~

starters are sav.ed for degree colleges, more than had

been anticipated.
b,

Individual exploration of degree college choices takes place in
numbers far exceeding what was anticipated,

c,

Suspensions from degree colleges have fallen to negligible figures,
(See annual reports of the several degree granting colleges covering the past several years.)

d,

Transfers across degree college lines have fallen to a very low
point.

II,

Quality Trend of Enrollment
Placement tests given all students on admission provide a measure of the
quality of students coming to the University both as to aptitude and achievement,

The tables that follow point up the trend to higher quality.

8

A.

Academic Aptitude as Measured by the .ACE and SCAT Aptitude Tests
Each student takes a psychological aptitude test on admission,
tabl~

The

on page 9 shows the decile rankings of the fall semester freshman

enrollments for the years 1957 through 1964,
For the past several years the quality of the freshman class has been
rising as it is measured by the SCAT aptitude test,
the mandatory 11 C11 average rule in large measure,
to have been a leveling off of this trend,

This was attributed to

Last year there appeared

However, this year there was a

significant increase in the percentage of freshmen in the top three deciles
resulting in a larger per cent of the freshman class finding themselves in
these deciles than in any previous freshman class since the inception of
the University College,
As mentioned in last year's annual report further increases in
quality of the student body would be dependent upon upgrading of standards
in the high schools or a climb in quality as more superior students were
attracted to the University,

To the extent that aptitude is a criteria, it

would appear that the above are occurring.
This past year saw the University adopt a higher admission requirement
for non-resident applicants; namely, a 2.50 average on either high school
work or transfer work from other institutions of higher learning,
results will most likely flow from the above.

Two

First a further rise in

the academic quality of the freshman class should follow, and secondly
enrollment will not be as large as it would have been had the admission
requirement remained the same.

Even with this second result, it is

anticipated that freshman enrollment will increase by approximately 20,%
in the fall of 1965,

APTITUDE RANKING OF BEGINNING FRESHMEN -- 1957 THROUGH 1964
!Aptitude
Percentile

1957

[91-100

10.2%

81-90

10.8

71-80

1959

19_60

1961

1962

1963

11.4%

10.4%

12.4%

15.0%

14.4%

1#320

15.1%

11.8

12.0

12.6

14J

15.9_

14.4

538

16.0

10.5

10.5

13.2

10.5

12.6

11.7

14.4

280

13.3

61-70

10.4

9.0

11.1

9.3

9.7

9.2

8.7

185

8.8

1-60

12.7

12.0

11.3

8.9

11.0

12.4

11.1

230

10._9

41-50

7.0

9.3

9.5

10.3

9.6

8.9

10.3

223

10.6

31..:.40

10.1

_3.7

10.5

11.9

11._9

9.5

10.3

194

9.2

21-30

10.1

10.9

8.6

8.8

7.9

7.6

7.9_

:1.23

']_,2

11-20

9.5

9.5

7.3

10.7

7.2

6.4

6.3

115

5.4

01-10

7.7

7.6

5.0

6.6

2.9

3.3

2.2

73

3.4

2

0.1

INa Test
Totals

1958
9.8%

0.1
1113=100% 1316=10o% 1293=100% 1433=100% 1438=100% 1562=10o%.1754=10o%

1964

I

2113=100%

tO

~7)

:,l"f

0')

•.
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E.

English Achievement as Measured by the English Placement Test
Each beginning student takes an English Placement Test on admission.
If a student meets the required cutting score on this test, he will be
certified as having passed the English Proficiency Examination,

Such

certification is a University-wide requirement for admission to a degree
granting college and for graduation.
The upward trend in English achievement also continues,

6o% of this

year's beginning freshmen passed the English Proficiency Examination on
admission as compared to 57.7% of the 1963 beginning freshman,
There is a distinct correlation between aptitudes and English achievement all along the scale.

It is most notable at the very top where 75 or

more per cent of the upper deciles pass on admission, and at the bottom
where no student has passed in the first decile, except for five foreign
students who took a special E.P.E. for foreign students for the first time
this year,
The table on page li correlates aptitude ranking with success on the
English placement test for freshmen from 1957 through 1964,
C.

Mathematics Achievement as Measured by the Mathematics Placement Test
The third test given on admission is the Mathematics placement test to
determine the student's achievement level in mathematics.

If a student meets

the cutting score he is eligible to enroll in a college level mathematics
course; otherwise, the student must enroll in a remedial course prior to
taking college level work.
In past reports a tabular comparison of freshmen classes was made
showing results of the mathematics test.

The past three years such a

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS PASSING E.P.E ON ADMISSION -- 1957-64
Ji.ptitude
Percentile

:1.95'7

195_8

19'59

1_9_60

1961

J.962

1963

_9l-100

_96.42"6_

_9_8.5Jf

93.3'1_

973~

97 .ff'IE_

3_7 .3/o

_9_8.~

81-90

82.2

83.2

81.3

90.6

92.4

92.8

94.8

315

71-80

69.2

62_._9_

']_0.8

70._9_

77._9_

76.4

83.0

238 82_.0

61-70

46.9

40.7

46.5

51.1

57.·9

63.9

58.6

122

65.9

51-60

38.7

36.1

39.7

48.4

49.4

53.0

51.8

llO

47.8

41-50

18,2

24.6

26.8

24.5

38.4

27.3

35.0

85

38.1

31-40

11.3

16.5

8.1

18.2

24.6

23.5

22.2

42

21.6

21-30

8,0

4.8

5.4

l1.9

10.5

13.4

12.9

21 13.7

11-20

o.o
o.o

0.8

o.o
o.o

3.9

5.8

8.0

1.8

10

8.7

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

5

6.8

I

Ql-10

o.o

Passin~'!:

#218 99_.~
93.2

'

1 50.0

INo Test

~ of Freshmen

1964

441=39.6% 5ll=38.B% 561=43.4% 633=44.2% 783=54.5% 891=57.o% 1010=57.6%

1267=60.()%

-

I-'
I-'

(;.?')

:.rr

(""

'·

1?
tabular presentation has been impractical.

An entirely new form of mathe-

matics test was adopted and the cutting score was radically changed,
These changes were made by the Mathematics Department and the Division
of Counseling and Testing because large numbers of students performed
poorly in mathematics though they met the test cutting scores,

The hope

was that a different form of test and a higher cutting score would save
many students from low grades,

According to the Division of Counseling

and Testing the new scores and tests cannot be equated precisely to the
former tests and scores,
III.

Transfers to Degree Colleges
To a great extent the success of the University College device is
reflected in the number and kind of studentstransferred to degree colleges.
The table on page 13, when read horizontally, shows the number and percentage
of each enrollment group transferred since 1960.

It also shows the total

number of students transferred at the close of each academic session when
the table is read vertically,
A.

The University College has transferred 6056 students to degree granting
colleges in the past eight years,
1,

804 of these students came from the initial enrollment of 1797 beginning in the fall semester of 1957.

This number constitutes 44.7% of

that initial enrollment who successfully transferred,

Attrition ran

55.3% which will be broken down later in other phases of this report,

:,uru~..LlD.enlO

GrouPs
Sem I 1797*
1957-58
Sem II 327*
1957-58
99..
SUI:Illler
1958
Sem I 1508*
1958-59
Sem II 250*
1958-59
Summer 74*
1959
Sem I 1490
1,~29-60

Sem II 189
1959-60
Summer 62
1Q60
SemI 1566
1960-61
Sem II 187
1960-61
Summer 105
1961
Sem I 1585
1961-62
Sem II 205
1961-62
isummer 98
1962
Sem I 1705
1962-63
Sem II 192
1962-63
Summer
93
1963
Sem I 1910
1963-64
~em II 219
1963-64
~ummer 146
1964
Sem I 2319
1964-65
Sem II 272

wem .L.l l"ummer ::iem l
::iem J.l 1'otal
.::.em .1
~em 11 ::)ummer
sem l l !Summer sem l
"emu .::.ummer oem ~
"em ~
1960-61 1960-61 1961 1961-62 1961-62 1962 1962-63 1962-63 1963 1963-64 1963-64 1964 1964-65 1964-65
14

3

2

6

1

1

3

2

76
10

6

0

3

2

0

1

1

804=44.8

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

79=24.1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

31=31.3

7

2

5

5

0

5

3

0

6

1

15_9_8=3_9_. 6

5

3

4

3

0

0

2

0

39

1

26

17

11>

6

6

1

3

1

1

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

72=28.8

1

3

0

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19=25.6

147

115

11

101

20

18

16

16

1

7

5

0

7

7

683=45.8

17

8

0

9

3

2

3

2

4

2

3

0

1

1

62=32.8

2

13

3

10

3

0

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

36=58.0

10

215

38

127

107

19

84

28

13

18

12

1

8

7

687=43.8

3

4

18

10

4

7

_5

2

4

2

2

4

3

68=36.3

0

7

15

4

10

5

5

4

4

0

0

0

54=51.4

9

200

45

215

123

32

78

39

1'5

1'5

14

785~49.5

6

4

21

10

6

12

5

0

4

6

74=36.0

0

1

14

11

4

6

2

1

4

43=43.8

1,5

208

7l

163

158

38

116

49

818-47.9

9

20

16

4

17

7

75=39.0

0

1

14

9

9

8

41-44.0

11

199

98

206

182

696.,36.4

4

8

12

19

43=19.6

3

16

20=13.6

15_

~49_

264=11.3_

1

2

l

4=1.5
4
286
428
61
381
103.
178
426
408
391
154
332
578 6056=36.<
334
473
+129 Sum. 1960
823
1182
920
776
959
6th Year
7th Year
8th Year
5th Year
4th Year
*The transfers in the 1957-58 school year numbered 423, in the 1958-59 school year 373, and in the 1959-60 school year 610,
totaling 1396. "

1~4-6~

otal 16 398
Annual Totals
Transferred

'·

;;_')

::lJ

0

14
2.

It proves interesting to compare transfers of several enrollment
groups at the end of equal time periods,

COMPARISON OF TRANSFERS FROM 1957, 19581 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962 and 1963
SEMESTER I ENROLLMENTS AT CLOSE OF ~ YEAR CYCLE
S_em.
Sem.
Sem.
Nem.
Sem.
Sem.
Sem.

I

1957-58
r. 1_95s-59_
I 1959-60
I 1960-61
I. 1961-62
I 1962-63
I, 1963-64

No. in GrOlAP
1797
1508
1490
1566
1585
1705
1910

No. Transferred
604
377
474
497
592
615
685

Per cent
3"'.6
25.0
31.8
31.7
37.4
_3_6.1
35.8

COMPARISON OF TRANSFERS FROM 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961 and 1962
SEMESTER I ENROLLMENTS AT CLOSE OF ~ YEAR CYCLE
:Sem, I. 1957-58
Sem. I 1958-59
s_em. I 19'39-60
~em. I
1960-61
Sem, I 1961-62
Sem. I. 1962-63

No. in Groun
1797
1508
1490
1566
1585
17Q5

No. Transferred
722
509
606
632
741
818

Per cent
40.2
33.7
40.7
40.4
46.7
A7.3

COMPARISON OF TRANSFERS FROM 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960 and 1961
SEMESTER I ENROLLMENTS AT CLOSE OF !QYE YEAR CYCLE
Sem, I, 1_957-58
~em. I, 1958-59
:)_em, I. 1959-60
Sem, I. 1960-61
is em. I. 1961-62

No. in Groun
17_97
1508
1490
1566
1585

No, Transferred
758
571
656
667
785

Per cent
42.0
37.9
44,0
42.6
49.5

COMPARISON OF TRANSFERS FROM 1957, 1958, 1959, and 1960
SEMESTER I ENROLLMENTS AT CLOSE OF ~ YEAR CYCLE
'3em. I,
Sem. I
~em. I
~em.

19'57-58
19'38-159
1959-60
I 1960-61

No. in Gro~p
1797
1508
1490
1566

No, Transferred
782
583
669
686

Per cent
43.5
_3_8._2
44.9
43.8

COMPARISON OF TRANSFERS FROM 1957 1 1958 and 1959
SEMESTER I ENROLLMENTS AT CLOSE OF
YEAR CYCLE

m

Pem, I
IS_em. I

1957-58
1.958-5_9_
"""em. I. 1959-60

No, in Group
1797
1508
1490

No. Transferred
79'1_

591
683

Per cent
44.3
39.2
45.8

,.
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no·~ed

above, when the qua:•.i-ty of student aptitude and achievement

was discussed, there
measurable factors,

has been a steady marked rise in both of these
The tables immediately above indicate that there has

been no corresponding increase in students retained,

One would have

predicted that attrition would decrease in relationship to the increase
in aptitude and achievement of freshmen classes,

The evidence refutes

this prediction and raises some serious questions as to the causes for
the continued high attrition at the University of New Mexico, which
exceeds national averages for schools of this size and character,
B.

The aptitude ranking of students transferring and the colleges finally
chosen should be included in any analysis of students transferred,

The

tables on pages 16 and 17 furnish such data.
The table on page 16 separates the 1957 Semester I enrollment group
from all other groups because it cannot be said to be fairly representative,
A very large part of this group came to the University College from the
old General College,

These students had varying amounts of work prior to

the University College, and some had work in excess of that allowed to be
taken in University College.

This group came in under a "grandfather"

clause and should be treated separately,

ANALYSIS OF APTITUDE OF TRANSFERRING STUDENTS
1957 SEM I ENROLLMENT GROUP, ALL OTHER ENROLLMENT GROUPS
AND TOTAL THROUGH JUNE 1965
f>CE or SCAT
Percentile

1957 Sem I
Enrollment Group
#in
#
%
Group
Trans
Trans

1957 Sem II
Enrollment Group thru
1_3_64-Q2 Sem II
#in
%
#
Group
Trans
Trans

I

Total
Transfers
#in
Group

#

%

Trans

Trans

91-100

154

105

68.2

19_05

1077

5_6.5

2059

1182

57.4

81-90

168

111

66.1

2017

_9_66

_4_7 ._3_

21122._

1077

49.3

'71-80

186

111

. 59.7

1825

801

43.9

2011

912

4S.4

61-70

174

82

47.1

1356

487

35.9

1530

569

37.2

Sl-60

200

100

_50.0

1.~2

2_43

34.1

1'[9_2

643

35.9

41-50

153

57

37.2

1396

430

30.8

1549

487

31.4

31-40

195

78

40.0

1506

399

26.5

1701

477

28.0

21-30

185_

73_

39.5

1221

~4

20.8

1406

327

23.3

11-20

176

46

26.1

1076

201

18.7

1252

247

19.7

01-10

154

40

25.9

672

89

13.2

826

129

1.5.6

52

1

1~

~

1

2~

87

2

2.3

1797

804

44.7

14 601

5248

25~

16 29_8

6022

36.9

No Test
Total

l-'
0\

:,;.?)
:;l'J

""

ANALYSIS OF APTITUDE RANKING AND DEGREE COLLEGE CHOICE OF 6052 STUDENTS TRANSFERRED THROUGH JUNE 30, 1965
1\CE or SCAT
Percentile

BA

A&S

Educ

Engr

FA

Nurs

Pharm

Totals %

91-100

67'3

63

104

22_7

7_5_

15_

25

1182 :1.9_._5

81-90

478

90

149

222

90

24

24

1077 17.8

71-80

411

64

165

119

85

25

43

912 15.1

61-70

236

48

104

107

44

13

17

569

_51-60

224

57

189

72

5_7

20

24

64:3 10.6

41-50

177

38

130

46

57

20

19

487

8.0

31-40

159

52

158

29

56

12

11

477

8.0

21-30

103

32

112

-20

40

11

9

327

_5_.4

11-20

90

15

94

14

26

3

5

247

4.1

01-10

43

5

43

15

14

5

4

129

2.1

No Tests
Through
June 1964
1964-65
8 Year
Total

2039=41:~

+556-47_.

2

1

1
0

2595=42.9%

380=7.&%
+84==7.~

1002=20.6% 135=15.1%
+246=20:~ +137=11.696

464=7.7%

1248=20.6%

872=14.4%

9.4

442=9.1%
+102::8.696

132=2.7%
+16=1.4%

+41=3.

140=2:~

4870
+1182

544=9.o%

148=2.4%

181=3._o%

6052

0.03

-

"~
j)
1-'
--l

,,

~
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The tables on the two preceding pages are self explanatory and call
for little comment,

However, it should be noted that over 73.~ of all

transfers since the 1957 fall group score in the top five deciles on the
aptitude placement examination,

5.5% of those

transferring~

the

1957 group score in the bottom two deciles on the aptitude test,
Carrying an analysis of the bottom two deciles a step further, there
were 1748 students admitted to the University College with such aptitudes
and to date 290 of these gained degree college status or 16,6%,

c.

The following information is given to show the distribution of choice of
degree college when students first enroll at the University,

Comparison

with percentage transferring will give a rough idea of the changes that
take place,

Also, the eight classes represented in this data show the

shift of first choice in the past eight years,
FIRST CHOICE OF DEGREE COLLEGE OF BEGINNING STUDENTS
1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1_9_/i}

1964

27.2%

32.5%

34.9%_

37.o%

34.4%

34.9%

35,g"/o

37.9%

Bus, Admin.

13.0

13.8

14.4

13.4

8.5

10.0

11.3

9.1

!Education

15.3

18,2

17.2

17.5

18.1

14.6

16.5

17.9

tEJl_gin e e rino:

33.5

23.7

21.5

17.0

1}.1

14.7

14.8

12.3

Fine Arts

6.6

8.4

6.4

9.6

6.9

7.5

5.8

6.5

Nursing

2.3

2.1

2.7

2.9

3.1

3.5

2.7

3.8

~harmacy_

2.0

1.3

2.9

2,6

3.2

2.8

2._9_

3.0

12.7

12.0

10.1

q,5

College
rts & Sciences

ndecided 4

4Ne1·1 forms used by the Division of Counseling and Testing from which selection
data are taken provides a space for designating indecision. For several years this
was not the case. This classification will be carried on this tabl~ hereafter.
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IV.

Graduates
In June of this year 962 undergraduate degrees were conferred,
607 had been University College students.

the undergraduate degrees conferred,

Of these

This group represented 63.o% of

In June of 1964 former University

College students numbered 471.
The following tabulation shows the totals for each enrollment group of
the University College of those graduated and the year of graduation,

~nrollment

Group
1957-58 Sem I
1957-58 Sem II
1958 Summer
1958-59 Sem I
1958-59 Sem II
1959 Summer
1959_-60 Sem I
1959-60 Sem II
1960 Summer
1960-61 Sem I
1960-61 Sem II
1961 Summer
1961-62 Sem I
1961-62 Sem II
1962 Summer
1962-63 Sem I
Totals

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965
261 142
22
28
44
12
8
1
13
5
1
6
1
3
4
23
7 161 124
54
8
3
7
3
2
2
4
13 184 151
55
8
8
5
10
7
l.']_7
1
197
10
9
14

282

342

372

11

~38

471

15
2
10
607

%of
Those Beginning
Total Transferred Group
497
61.8%
27.7%
11.9
49.4
39
15
15.2
48.4
369
61.7
24.5
8_,4
21
29.2
8
9.5
42.1
403
59.0
27.0
21
11.1
34.0
17
47.2
27.4
24.0
375
54.6
10.2
27.9
19
14
25.9
13.3
15.7
2_A9
_3].. 7
15
23.0
7.3
2
2.0
4.7
10
1.1
0.5
2074

%of

~--

!S~7
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A comparison of enrollment groups for like periods of time shows the
following number and percentage who have graduated.
4 Years
rollment
Group
57-58 Sem
1797
58-59 Sem
1508
59-60 Sem
1490
60-61 Sem
1566
61-62 Sem
158'5

#

_5_

#

_%

Years

•

6 Years

%

7 Years

#

%

#

%

Graduated Graduated Graduated Graduated Graduated Graduated Graduated Graduated
I
261

1_4.5

403

22.4

447

26.0

475

26.4

168

11.1

292

19.4

'346

22.9

36_9_

24.5

197

13.2

348

23.3

403

27.0

1'78

11.3

375

24.0

249

15.7

I
I
I
I

I

The large number of successful students who requ1re f1ve or more years to
graduate evidences the large number of students who face serious problems during
their academic experience,

These problems range from personal problems of the

financial, family, etc., variety to the more frequently occurring slow start
academically by choosing wrong field, indecision, lack of preparation requiring
non-credit remedial work 1 slow adjustment, etc.

Any of these difficulties will

cost all but the very select student one or more extra semesters before he can
meet graduation requirements.
It is this group that the University College device was created to serve
and which experience indicates has been served in many ways, some of which have
been treated earlier in this report and others which will be treated in later
sections.
A.

Aptitude Ranking and College of Graduation
The following table lists the number of University College enrollees
who have graduated, the college from which they graduated and the decile
ranking they had on the aptitude test when first admitted to the University.

------------
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TOTAL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE STUDENTS GRADUATED THROUGH JUNE 1965
AptitJ.<d.e
Percentile

A& S

BA

Educ

Engr

FA

Nurs

91-100

216

23

43

68

22

2

6

380

18.3

81-90

148

34

62

74

27

8

4

357

17.2

71-80

110

34

78

43

24

4

7

300

14.5

61-70

_75

19

46

37

10

5

_3

19'5

9.4

51-60

78

21

88

27

13

9

2

238

11.5

41-50

42

17

59

19

12

6

4

159

7.7

_21-40

48

19

72

9

16

8

3

17'5

8.4

21-30

31

12

53

11

17

5

0

129

6.2

11-20

31

7

41

3

6

0

3

91

4.4

01-10

18

1

18

6

3

4

0

'50

2.4

51

32
1.5%_

Total.

797
38.4%

187
560
297 150
9.0%. 27.C:do. 14.3% '1_.~~

2:~

Pharm

Totals

%

2074

Any degree college interested can ascertain what trends in quantity
and quality of their enrollments exist by comparing the tabulations of
first choice of degree college, transfers to degree colleges and
graduation from degree colleges contained in this report,

Comparisons

with other degree colleges can also be made.
V.

Attrition
The University College loses students in four ways, (a) academic suspension, (b) withdrawal from the University during the course of a term, (c)
failure to re-enroll after completing one or more terms of enrollment, and
(d) exhausting University College eligibility without satisfying requirements
for admission to degree granting colleges.

It is the attrition rate that most

..

..
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concerns the University College, especially those students whose aptitude
ranks them in the top five or six deciles and who clearly are college
material so far as academic ability is concerned,

A.

Sus:12ension
The following is a tabulation of suspensions by enrollment groups
through June 1965.

!Enrollment
Group
Sem I & II
1957-58
Summer 1958
Sem I & II
1958-59
Summer 1959
Sem I & II
1959-60
S'UIIllller 1960
Sem I
1960-61
Sem II
1960-61
Summer
1961
Sem I
1961-62
Sem II
1961-62
Summer
1962
Sem I
1962-63
Sem II
1962-63
Summer
]g63
Sem I
1963-64
Sem II
1963-64
Summer
1964
Sem I
1'364-65
Sem II
1964-65

SUSPENSIONS BY ENROLLMENT GROUPS--1957 THROUGH JUNE 1965
Number
Number
Suspension
Number
in Group Suspended Per cent
Returns
Resuspended

Per cent

2223

507

22.8

186

102

IJ4.8

1832

363

19.8

120

58

48.3

1741

303

17.4

121)

67

IJ3.6

1566

338

21.6

119

48

40.3

187

32

17.1

6

1

17.0

105

16

15.2

4

3

7'3.0

1585

262

16.5

93

47

55.0

205

38

18.5

11

6

'14,6

98

13

13.3

2

2

100.0

1705

281

16.5

'39

18

30.5

192

19

10.0

4

2

1)0,0

93

10

10.8

2

0

o.o

1910

265

13.9

g

4

44.4

219

19

8.7

146

13

8.9

2319

188

8.1

272

9

3.3

Academic suspension is for one calendar year.

Taking this into

consideration the following summary results are obtained.

Total enroll-

ment in University College from Semester I of the 1957-58 school year
through the Semester I enrollment of the 1962-63 school year was 11,247.
2493 of these students were placed on suspension or 21.8%.

Of this latter

group 725 applied for and were readmitted subsequent to the suspension
period, or 29.6%.

352 of those readmitted were subsequently resuspended,

or 48,6%.
With the striking rise in aptitude and achievement levels of the
student body, this suspension figUre is all the more disturbing though
it is striking in itself when average figures for comparable institutions
are studied.
sion

Furthermore, one must question the usefulness of:.the suspen-

devic~which

is intended as a period for rehabilitation of the student,

when so few choose to return, less than one-third, and when nearly one-half
of those who do return are resuspended.
To further emphasize this problem, it should be remembered that the
grade point average to avoid suspension is either a 1.40 or a 1.70
depending on the student's total attempted hours, much below a 2.0 or
"0" average which is generally considered minimum quality work,

If one

included those who fell below a 2.0 average but above the applicable
1.40 or 1.70, the suspension percentage would more than double.
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ONE, TWO AND THREE YEAR CYCLES--FALL ENROLLMENTS 1957-64

!!:_nrollment

Number
in GrouP

1 Year
Suspended
Number Per cent

2 Year
Suspended
Number Per cent

_3_ Year
Suspended
Number Per cent

Fall 1957-58

1797

263

14.6

350

19.5

405

22.5

Eall 1958-59

1508

184

12.2

258

17.1

306

20.3

Fall 1959-60

1490

156

10.5

217_

14.6

292

19.6

!Fall 1960-61

1566

216

13.8

296

18,9

341

21,8

1961-62

1585

158

10.0

228

14.4

284

17.9

!Fall 1962-63

1705

170

10.0

250

14.7

281

16.5

!Fall 196'3-64

1910

169

8.8

265

13.9

Fall

2319

188

8,1

tFall

1964-65

•.

The percentage of freshmen suspended for poor academic records
fell below the lo% mark for the first time since the University College
device was instituted with the 1963 fall enrollment.

Subsequent suspen-

sions in the second and third years tend to push the totals up approximating our earlier figures.

The increase in admission standards, better

high school preparation, especially in the tool areas, and increased
emphasis on orientation, counseling and advisement by student government
groups, this college, and other divisions of the University appear to
have played a relatively small and inconsistent role in reducing attrition
by academic suspension.
B.

Withdrawal, Ineligible and Failure to Return
The other three categories set out above accounting for loss of
students can be examined together.

Those using up eligibility in the

University College and not qualifying for a degree granting college are

25
ve~y

few in number, amounting to only 1.8% of total enrollments.

The

students who withdraw or who fail to return do so by choice for one
reason or another.
To date, the overall percentages of enrollment lost in these ways are:
1.

Withdrawal during a term

2.

Failure to return after one or more terms

24.3%

3.

Exhausted eligibility

--1:.§%

7.6%

Total

33.7%

If one adds the suspension figures of 16.3% to this, the total
attrition of University College has run 50.o% for the total enrollment
to date.
A check was made on the aptitude and grades of these students.
Nearly one half of them scored in the upper 50 percentiles on the aptitude test; therefore, no particular pattern of weak academic potential
was indicated,

Houever, when grades were checked, approximately 4o%

were on academic probation when they quit and another 30 to 40 per cent
had earned less than a C average on work taken to the time of voluntary
termination,

This leads to the conclusion that the preponderance of

these students were doing unsatisfactory work, though most had the
ability, and the terminations were prompted by this poor showing,
In turn these conclusions indicate that a large potential is being
wasted and anything that can be done to help some of these students would
be worthwhile.

Some of the steps taken by this college in an attempt to

lower this attrition rate will be discussed later under topics dealing
with advisement and guidance.

..

- -----
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c.

Summar~

of Attrition

A summary of attrition comparing several groups at the end of two
years will afford a basis of comparison of enrollments,
COMPARISON OF ATTRITION EXPERIENCE OF THE 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962 and 1963
FALL ENROLLMENTS AT THE END OF TWO YEARS
Failed to
Group
Fall 1957
Fall 1958
IF'ftll 1959
IF'all 1960
![all 1_9_61
Fall 1962
Fall 1963

Number
in Grou:p
1797
1508
1490
1566
1585
1705
1910

Suspen%ed
No.
o
350 19.5
258 17.1
2ll 14.2
296 18.9
228 14.4
250 14.7
265 13.9

Withd$wn
No,
o
182 10,1
179 11.9
139 9.3
ll3 7.2
106
6.7
92
5.4
128 6.7

Retur~

No,
o
416 23.1
443 29.4
392 26.}
447 28.5
377 23,8
409 24.0
444 23.2

Ineligire
No.
o
2.4
43
6 0.4
6 0._4
8 0.5
12 0.7
9 0.5
0,6
ll

Total
Attrition
991 55.I%
886 58.8
748 50.2
864 55.2
717 45.2
760 44.6
848 44.4

The 1961 and 1962 enrollments, the first under the mandatory C
average rule, showed the lowest attrition of any group to date,

Attri-

tion ran lo% and 10.6% respectively under that of the 1960 group, and
5% and 5.6% under that of the 1959 group, the previous low.

However,

the 1963 enrollment did not show continued improvement though it was a
more selective group in measurable potential,

D.

Summar~

Experience of Five Fall Semester Enrollments to June 1962

The tabulation on page 27 gives the summary results to June 1965
of the five fall enrollment groups from 1960 through 1964.

It should

be noted that five years' experience is reflected in the 1960 group
summary, four years' for the 1961, three years' for the 1962, two years'
for the 1963, and only one year's for the 1964,
VI.

University College Activities
Results of analyses such as those set out above have prompted various
activities in the University College which we hoped would improve the ratio
between students transferring to degree colleges and attrition,

,.

S~ULRY

EXPERIENCE OF FIVE FALL SEMESTER ENROLLMENTS TO JUNE 1965

Fall Enrollment
1960
Total Enrollment

1566

Transferred
Left in Univ. Colleg?

Fall Enrollment
1961

Fall Enrollment
1962

Fall Enrollment
1963

lOo%

1585 lOo%

1705

lOo%

1910 lOo%

_§§]_ ~

....1§2. ~

818

48.0

.....§.9.§.

56.1

800 50.5

879

216 13.6%

887 52.0

2319

1214 63.6

2055
188

8.1%

5.8

128

6.7

102

4.4

445

26.1

444

23.2

213

9.2

~

__k_I

...1:1

0.6

____i

0.2

267

17.o%

240 14.1%

Withdrawn

104

6.6

109

6.9

99

Failed to Return

451

28.8

397

25.0

Ineligible

£

....bJ..

.....17.

_2..&

lOo%

....,g.§i 13.8

36.4

260 13.6%

Suspended*

Total Attrition

Fall Enrollment
1964

86.2

__§§,!

.2..2...1.

_1§2 ~

813 !t1.J..

843

44.1

....2Q1 21.9

---1:2.

~

_.21

2.0

_ll ~

371

~

1548 64.3

Eligible and Exnected
to Return
~

Five Years

Four Years

Three Years

Two Years

One Year

---

*Suspension figures given on this table are net figures allowing for suspension returns and resuspensions.
For breakdown of these figures see the table on page 22.

.1\)

-.1

;;,~

·1

~
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A.

General Advisement
Constant improvement in academic advisement is one of the aims of
the college,

More attention is being given to the advisement function in

some colleges of the University when evaluation of faculty performance
is undertaken for purposes of rank and salary determination than
previously,

This development is to be commended and the practice deserves

even more attention in all areas of the University if quality advising is
desired.

Superior advising requires much time, patience and skill.

Doing

a quality job in this area must be recognized along with the other usual
criteria considered in rank and salary determinations.

Conversely, poor

quality advising should carry the same penalty as poor performance in other
work activities, which does not appear generally to have been the case.
Some of the more serious problems in the area of academic advisement
are: (1) increasing workload on advisers as number of advisees to adviser
constantly rises, (2) changes in adviser personnel in considerable number
during the year, and from year to year, (3) increasing difficulty in maintaining effective communication with the advisory staff, and (4) the
increasing need for specialized, trained counseling and the time to counsel
in depth as evidence more clearly demonstrates the individuality of problems
causing student failures.
The Board of Deans of the University College began preliminary
explorations into these problems and possible solution of them in the
spring of 1964.

These discussions led in the general direction of a more

permanent staff of University College advisers selected on the basis of
interest and qualifications of the individual adviser. 5 It appeared
5see Tidal Wave Report pages 8 and 9, especially C-2 c,d,e and f,
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unlikely that a sufficient number of such advisers would be available to
meet the increasing number of students and that a much larger number of
advisees per adviser would result,

This in turn required a recognition of

this function as a part of the workload of these advisers.

If such a course

of action proved feasible,a staff of 60 to 80 advisers would handle all
University College students, and with workload allowances and minimum
turnover, a better quality program could be developed with in-training for
the advisers, time for in-depth treatment of individual advisees, and a
much tighter knit advisement structure than the University College has
6
ever had,
All of this presupposed that the University will continue to
adhere to a policy of effective individualized services for its students,
particularly at the lower division undergraduate level,
Though a resolution calling for a study of workloads throughout the
University was prepared by the late William J. Parish at the request of
the Board of Deans and this statement was submitted, no further action
along this line was taken during this fiscal year.

It becomes more

obvious as the student body grows and as time passes that an approach
along the above lines is necessary or academic advisement should be
abandoned and academic programing should be handled by machine methods
as is done on many campuses,

With academic advisers assigned from 35 to

50 advisees and as the University College enrollment grows (expected
enrollment in the fall of 1965 to be near 5000 students) deterioration
of academic programing to say nothing of loss of personalized in-depth
advisement is inevitable.
6Tidal Wave Report, C-2-c (Note)
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B.

Special Advisement
The University College has two part time special advisers on its
staff,

These are Professors William Gafford and George Keppers.

These special advisers counsel with University College students who
are doing unsatisfactory work in an attempt to diagnose the student's
problem and to suggest solutions,

The results of these interviews are

made available to the student's regular academic adviser for follow-up
purposes and to keep the lines of communication open.
In addition a selected group of graduate students in Counseling and
Guidance have worked under the supervision of Dr. Keppers as special
advisers in the University College,

This practicum has increased the

number of students that can be counseled and has afforded the graduate
students invaluable experience in both individual and group counseling,
Response by the studenwhas been most gratifying in that over

so%

of those scheduled keep their appointment, and many of these students
have had multiple interviews during the year,

It is to be remembered

that these students all have average or above academic potential and
well over 75% of them have passed the English test on admission,
these students have below C average records,

Yet

To the limited extent

that advisers, special advisers and the students can work toward a
resolution of the multitude of personal problems each of these students
face the attrition rate will drop,
In the past two years, approximately 25% of all students transferred
to degree granting colleges had received special advisement.

Each of

these had records below that required for transfer and subsequently

sufficiently improved their performance to meet transfer requirements.
In conjunction with special advisement much use is made of other
service divisions of the University.

Referrals are made by the special

advisers to the Division of Counseling and Testing, the health service,
the psychiatrist, dorm counselors, personnel deans, etc.

All of these

divisions have been most cooperative and helpful,
As of the end of this fiscal year, Dr. George Keppers will no longer
serve as a special adviser.

His other academic and administrative respon-

sibilities make it impossible for him to continue serving in the University College.

This loss to the University College is much regretted and

to fill the vacancy will prove most difficult in view of the conscientious
and dedicated counseling of hundreds of students by Dr. Keppers in the
past seven years.
The conclusions reached regarding a continued high attrition despite
constantly rising quality of the student body in aptitude and achievement
coupled with the evaluation of the quality of academic advisement as
enrollments surge upwards pose the following questions:

(1) What

significance has aptitude and achievement when one attempts to predict
educational success? (2) What factors explain the high drop-out and suspension rates if aptitude and achievement levels are not particularly
significant? (3) What services of the University should receive emphasis
if the University wishes to attack these factors which result in high
attrition? and similar questions.
The tool of special counseling by semi-professional and professional
advisers has consistently proved to be most effective in helping students

move from inferior scholastic work to a period of successful work and
toward eventual transfer to degree colleges,

This is primarily attri-

butable to the fact that each student is approached as an individual
and unique entity without particular regard to curricula requirements,
academic regulations, etc,

Emphasis is placed on the personality,

interests, talents and peculiar situation of the particular advisee.
Alternative approaches to the specific problems of this individual are
explored in detail in the hope that the individual will gain insights
with regard to himself which he previously did not have.

This type of

counseling is most productive of results realizing that counseling cannot
solve a person's problems, but at most can discover them. and point to
possible solutions if the counselee chooses to attack these problems,
Another most important result of special counseling has been to
accumulate large quantities of evidence that points to answers to the
questions set out above,

The evidence leads one irrefutably to the

conclusion that the great majority of the student

body~

do at least

minimum quality work and most are prepared at a level that should afford
success,

But the statistical data also shows that the great majority,

some 75% of an enrollment group, do not complete their university
education.
Specific reasons have been tabulated in past reports.

Among these

are lack of sound study habits and self discipline, outside activities,
lack of interest in course work, emotional problems, etc.

But it has

become increasingly clear that these are but results of the real problem.
For some time it has been suspected, and recently some local objective

680
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evidence from a national study tends to confirm that the problem is one of
values,
The value system of the student body is such that little "emphasis is
placed on scholastic education as such.

The student body at this Univer-

sity falls considerably below national university norms in those areas that
promise academic success.

It is this scale of values that accounts for much

of the poor study habits, attitudes, skills, etc,

In turn, the reason for

these values is made up of two clusters of factors, (1) cultural and environmental influences during the pre-college years and (2) factors existent on
this campus in the areas of instruction and administration.

Except in the

very long run, the University can have little effect on the former, but as
information and evidence of the specific problem areas of the latter is
collected, much can be done to correct these problems and to create an
image and a climate to E£ with it that will encourage students to shif-t
values rather than having the existing patterns reenforced which appears to
be the case at present.

Special counseling can help identify the problems,

but solutions must come from the University community--the administration,
the faculty, the colleges and the various support services.

Holding power

of students has long been recognized as an indefensible argument for
justifying counseling and guidance facilities and expenditures.

The justi-

fication lies in identification of problems of the individual and of the
organization and communication of these together with alternative solutions
to the individual or the organization,
It would seem that considerable increase in emphasis on counseling,
advisement, testing and research studies based on these activities should
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be forthcoming.

Academic advisement in most institutions, and to a great

extent at the University of New Mexico, is conceived of as a perfunctory
programing of advisees• courses oi study,

It has already been noted that

the quality of this programing has been deteriorating and little if any,
financial support to the activity or other reward has been attached to
those who have attempted counseling as ideally described.
C.

Remedial Courses
1.

English 010 and Mathematics 010 are continuing to serve well the
purpose for which they were designed.

These non-credit, extra fee,

courses were instituted to provide students with a means of closing
gaps in their pre-college education in these two tool areas.

Also

English 010 serves as an alternative means of meeting the allUniversity English Proficiency requirement.

Where many students

failed to transfer to degree colleges solely because they did not
pass the English Proficiency test by the time they had exhausted
University College eligibility, in the six years that English 010
has been offered as an alternative, the number failing to transfer
for this reason has been negligible,
2.

Remedial reading assistance is provided to those students seeking
it on an informal basis by Mrs. Gene Chievitz, the remedial reading
specialist of the Division of Counseling and Testing.

University

College students referred to Mrs. Chievitz for this service enthusiastically endorse the instructor and the value of the instruction
to them in their collegiate studies.
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3,

Arrangements have been completed whereby several sections of English
010 and Mathematics 010 are offered through the Community College of
the University.

Many students who are suspended or who drop out do

so because of poor background in these tool areas, and should pursue
remedial work during their enforced or voluntary interruption.

These

courses previously were available only to students regularly admi·bted
and enrolled in the University.

Nowconstructive suggestions can be

made to students under suspension and who need remedial work on ways
of profitably using the suspension period,
D.

Studies
The University College has continued to make comprehensive studies
both for its own use and for the use of other divisions of the University,
Most of these are of an evaluation nature to determine the merits and
effectiveness of various policies, regulations and actions of the University,

The results of many of these studies have been reflected in earlier

sections of this report,

E.

Future Requirements of the College
As pointed out earlier in this report the University College is
experiencing growth that equals or exceeds other divisions of the University.

Over 5o% of the undergraduates at the University of New Mexico are

enrolled in the University College.

The University College offers addi-

tional service to the degree granting colleges in the areas of counseling,
implementing degree college screening requirements for admission, and a
multitude of detailed and individualized record keeping for these
thousands of students.
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The future requirements of the University College are largely
dependent on certain decisions along philosophical andpolicy lines by -the
Administration.

If the decision is to perform only those bookkeeping func-

tions necessary to service the large number of lower division students, and
if machine time is made available for this purpose, then little additional
staff or funds are indicated.

However, if the University College and Counsel-

ing Center which was established late in this year and running into the
Summer of 1965 is to perform the func-tions of Universitywide counseling as
described above, testing, remedial instruction, institutional research and
studies as well as the mass of bookkeeping, then considerable planned
increase in staff and funds are required,
In view of the recent merger of the University College and the former
Division of Counseling and Testing and the most gratifying programing of
new quarters for this division, it would appear that a commitment to the
latter position has been made,

If this assumption be correct, and if

implementation is intended, the specific requirements are as follows:
1,

The physical plant must be erected with all dispatch and along the
environmentally oriented lines described in the University architect's
program--project number 617-100-00.

It cannot be too strongly urged

that if enrollment is not to be limited before 25,000 students is
reached, that very careful provision be made in these facilities for
steady growth in volume of business by way of sufficient space for
the next five to ten years and planned expansion by addition in a
form not to destroy the functional and aesthetic arrangement presently
provided for in the program,
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2,

The use of data processing for the handling of much of the existing
routine work of the University College is long overdue,

Such data

processing help has been previously contemplated but as of this date
has not been made available to the University College,
3.

A decision either to improve the quality and quantity of academic
advisement available or to submit such procedures to data processing
operation should be made by the Board of Deans and the administration.
(See page 29 above.)

4.

Additional professional counselors are necessary, and on a year round
basis, if counseling is to be emphasized as described above.

This is

especially true since the University College was asked to take on the
responsibilities previously delegated to the Division of Counseling and
Testing.
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DIVISION OF EXTENSION, SUMMER SESSION, AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
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Harold 0, Rled, Director
The Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services
is concerned with many activities such as Off-Campus Instruction; the
Community College; Conferences, Institutes, and Short Courses; Summer
Session; Audio-Visual Center; Taos County Properties; Correspondence
Courses; a Civil Defense Training Program; the Dental Assistants•
Program; and the Great Decisions Program.
During the academic year of 1964-65, the Division encountered an
Increased work load,
The administrative staff remained the same,
found the following changes:

The Dlvlslon 1 s staff

Mrs. Joyce Forgette, our clerk-typist,

terminated In July 1964 and was replaced by Mrs, Susan Vucurevich who
terminated in August 1964 and was replaced by Mrs. Vivian Bianchi that
same month.

In December 1964, Mrs. Vera Gilmore, summer session

secretar~

resigned and was replaced by Mrs, Ruby Wochner.
The following faculty members served on the Faculty Committee for
the Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services:

Mr.

Patrick G. Carr, Dr. Christopher Dean, Or, Victor H. Duke, Dr. William

s.

Eberly, Dr. William B. Runge, Miss Katherine G, Simons, Dr. Sabine R.

Ulibarri, and Dr. Harold 0, Rled, Chairman.
This report continues the practice of Including a section on each
major area supervised by the Plvlsion.
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OFF-CAMPUS INSTRUCTION
1.

Extension Classes
Regular credit courses and some non-credit courses comprise
this section on Extension Classes.

During the year, the general

policy that these courses be carried on anywhere In the state
where sufficient demand warrants their establishment has been
followed.
The following classes were held off campus during the
reporting period:
A.

Semester I, 1964-65
Location

I.

Enrollment

Los Alamos
Resident Credit

Chemistry lOlL
Chemistry 415
Chemistry 511
Cham. Engr. 551
Engineering 460L
Engineering 540
Engineering 591
Elec. Engr. 431
Elec. Engr. 471
Mech. Engr. 506
Mathematics 162
Mathematics 264
Mathematics 311
Mathematics 313
Mathematics 320
Mathematics 473
Physics 303
Physics 466
Physics 500
Physics 503
Physics 542
Physics 599
Physics 699

20
18
12
II
9

8
8
17
6
3
15
14
16
12
14
15
7
13
9
11
10
1
3

TOTAL
252
(Decrease from 1963-64 = 78)
2.

Los Alamos
Non-Credit

Mathematics 010
TOTAL
(Increase over 1963-64 • 3)

_,_

.JUi_

16

,,

£~7

Location
3.

~

Holloman Air Force Base
Resident Credit

Biology 457L
Economics 201
Elec. Engr. 435
Eiec. Engr. 541
Me.ch. Engr. 367
MathematIcs 3li
Mathematics 343
Mathematics 473
Psychology 322
Psychology 493

Enrollment
8
76
33
13
6
27
29
13
13
~

TOTAL
223
(Increase over 1963-64 = 130)
4.

5.

Holloman Air Force Base
Non-Credit
Gallup Community College
Resident Credit

None
(Decrease from 1963-64 = 13)
B.A. 105
B.A. 111
B.A. 113
Education 429
Eng! ish 101
Geology 101
Government 101
Psychology 251
Sociology 101

15
9
6
11

14
7
8
11

4
TOTAL
85
(Decrease from 1963-64 = 21)

6.

Extension Classes
Belen
Los Alamos

Music Educ. 429
Elem. Educ. 429
Drama 115
Anthropology 102
Eng! Ish 101
English 253
Psychology 313
Education 415
Psychology 300
Elem. Educ. 481
Elem. Educ. 429

Los Lunas
Santa Fe
Socorro
Thoreau

41
33
12
23
17
12
24
22
31
14
_lQ._

TOTAL
259
(Increase over 1963-64 = 119)
SEMESTER I, TOIAL ENROLLMENT
INCREASE
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835
140

"'

B.

Semester ''· 1964-65
~

Location
I•

2.

3.

Los Alamos
Resident Credit

Los Alamos
Non-Credit
Holloman Air Force Base
Resident Credit

Enrollment
ll
10
8
8
8

Chemistry I02L
Chemistry 431
Chemistry 511
Engineering 46JL
Engin~ering 560
Engineering 592
Engineering 599
Engineering 699
Elec. Engr. 511
Elec. Engr. 531
Mech. Engr. 492
Mech. Engr. 551
Mathematics I 02
Mathematics 160
Mathematics 263
Mathematics 312
Mathematics 318
Mathematics 321
Mathematics 474
Physics 260
Physics 400
Physics 430
Physics 521
Physics 541
Physics 566
Physics 599
TOTAL
(Decrease from i963-64

208
= 64)

None
(Decrease from 1963-64

= 13)

B.A. 506
Biology 456L
Biology 457L
Elec. Engr. 461
Elec. Engr. 535
Mech. Engr. 509
Mathematics 312
Mathematics 332
Mathematics 344
Mat hem at i cs 563
Physics 312L
Psychology 494L
Ps~chology 323L

7

I
I
5
6
2
7
16
18
10
18
7
3
13
9
4
9
9
9
6
3

49
12
II

5
9
6
19
4
12
9
7
5
4
TOTAL
152
(Increase over 1963-64 = 62)
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Location
4.

Enrollment

Gallup Community College
Res Ident Cr.edi t

B.A. 105
B.A. 111
English 102
Geology 102
History 261
Mathematics 101
Psychology 251
Psychology 260
Sociology 211

17
12
15
4
10
8
10
8
8

Education 481
Anthropology 398
Art Educ. 429
English 102
English 254
Psychology 302
Psychology 300
E1em. Educ. 435
Health Educ. 496
Psychology 303
TOTAL
(Increase over 1963-64

19
20
41
12
9
22
26
I6
23

TOTAL
~
(Increase over 1963-64 = 49)

5.

Extension Classes
Crownpoint
Los Alamos

Los Lunas
Moriarty
Santa Fe

SEMESTER II, TOTAL ENROLLMENT
INCREASE
OVERALL ENROLLMENT, BOTH SEMESTERS
TOTAL INCREASE, BOTH SEMESTERS

c.

~

207

= 34)

659
68
1494
208

Summer Session, 1965
1.

Extension Classes
Quito Institute,
Quito, Ecuador

Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish

303
346
553
554

55
55
55
55

Total Credits: 8 per student
Total Enrollments: 220
Total Students:
55
Los Alamos

English 253
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2.

Holloman Air Force Base
Seminars at Cloudcroft, New Mexico (Non-Credit)
Lecturer

Lecture

Or. ·A. Hunter Dupree
Or. Thomas Gold

"Paths to the Sixties''
"Radar and Radio Information
from the Solar System 11
"High FJeld Magnets
Magnetos pee t roscopy''
"Tides of the Planet Earth 11
"Symetries and Particles"
"Science in the Emerging Nations"
"The Molecular Young 1 s
Modulus Absorption
Intensities and Dielectric
Constants"
"New Mat~rlals in Space Chemistry"
"The Col'jcept of Mathemat lcs"
"Historical Jy Surveyed"
"Stab i 1 i ty of Non I Inear
Dynamical Systems"
"Implications of the World
Population Explosion"
"The Frontiers of Psychology:
Psychology as Pure Science,
Psychology as Applied Science"
"Biological Clocks"
"Non! !near Behavior of
Physical Systems"
·~ombustlon Instability
In Rockets"
''Theories of 11emory11
''Lively Models of Living Systems"

Or. Benjamin Lax
Or. Walter H. Munk
Or. Abdus Sa 'lam
Or. Bryce Crawford

Dr. Willard F. Libby
Dr. Morris Kline
Dr, Joseph P. LaSalle
Dr. Philip M. Hauser
Dr. Ernest R. Hllgard
Dr. Colin s. Pittendrigh
Dr. Francis H. Clauser
Dr. F. T. McClure
Dr. Julian Bigelow
Dr. Warrens. McCulloch
Total Lecture Attendance:

1440

The total lecture attendance of 1440 compares with the
total attendance of 1288 for seminars in 1964.
This indicates an increase of 152.

,,
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I 1.

Correspondence Courses
Correspondence Instruction is offered to any qualified
person, any place in the world, who wishes to earn university
credit, but cannot attend organized classes.
The following chart shows the extent of activity in the
Correspondence area of the Division:
COMPARISON OF CORRESPONDENCE STATISTICS FOR LAST FIVE YEARS
No. of
~
Courses
~!I[O))W!i!Dl;S
Offered Meo Wom!i!n Ictal

..Yfllu:

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65

72
73
74
76
75
80

381
389
410
448
453
414

216
240
301
315
355
343

597
629
711
753
808
757

Total Represented
Percent of
N.M. Foreign
Increase or
States Counties Countrle:
Decrease
lncr. 8.3
lhcr. 5.3
lncr.J3.1
lncr. 7.3
lncr. 5.8
Deer. 6.3

28
34
36
39
37
35

24
27
25
27
27
29

4
I
I

6
6
4

The number of students actually enrolled in courses during 1964-65,
including new enrollments, carry-overs, withdrawals and completions, was
1574. This compares with 1576 actively working on courses during
1963-64.
The following geographical distribution chart shows students from
thirty-five states, twenty-nine New Mexico counties, and four foreign
countries:
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NEW CORRESPONDENCE ENROLLMENTS
1964-65
~

Foreign Countries

New Mexico Counties

Alabama
2
Arizona
2
Arkansas
I
California 38
Colorado
5
Connecticut
I
Florida
4
Georgia
3
Hawaii
4

Burma
I
Canada
I
Venezuela
2
VIrgin Islands I

Bernalillo
Catron
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
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361
I

10
5
7
14
7
3
1

"

Foreign Countries

~

Illinois
11
Iowa
3
Kansas
3
Louisiana
4
Maryland
4
Massachusetts I
Michigan
2
Mississippi
2
Missouri
I
I
Montana
Nebraska
4
Nevada
I
New Jersey
4
New York
22
North Carolina
North Dakota 4
Ohio
5
Old ahoma
3
Pennsylvania 2
South Carol ina
South Dakota I
Tennessee
2
Texas
37
I
Vermont
Virginia
4
Washington
7
TOTAL:

New Mexico Counties
Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Los Alamos
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Valencia

191

5

I
I

4
3
22
13
2
7
2
7
5
7
15

2
29
I

8
7
5

II

561

During the year 1964-65, the number of new students enrolled in
Correspondence courses decreased for the first time in many years.
We cannot explain this decrease, especially as more students who were
enrolled completed their courses than in the previous year. The
hours earned were also fewer, but this may be because more two hour
credit courses were completed.
A new bulletin was published In the fall of 1964, and a great
effort was made to add new courses.

We were moderately successful

in this effort, as can be seen by the following listings, but we
still believe that a much more complete curriculum should be offered
in order to increase enrollment figures.
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The 1964-66 bulletin shows the following changes:
Courses deleted:

Courses added:

Civil Engineering 2L
Mathematics 53
Mathematics 54

Art 101 (actual syllabus
still not available)
Government 311
Health Education 370
Mathematics 121
Mathematics 161
MathematIcs 31 I
Psychology 280
Psychology 300

Courses revised, partially or completely:
Art Education 110
Education 414
Elementary Education 331
Health Education 171
Health Education 401
Eng I ish 102
English 481
Geography 101
Government 306
History 101
History 102
The total number of courses at the end of the year was 80.
In theperiod covered by this report, 306 students completed
correspondence courses, representing 857 college credit hours, 2
non-credit, and 5 high school units.

This compares with 892 credit

hours, 2 non-credit, and 10 high school units earned In 1963-64,
Total lessons serviced, exclusive of tests and examinations,
amounted to 12,360, compared with 13,227 in 1963-64.
Financially, the Division took in fees In the amount of

$26,177.75 and spent for direct servicing of correspondence courses
the sum of $13,053.85.
courses or revisions.

$26,698.80,

Of this sum, $1,950.00 was spent for new
The total of fees taken in for 1963-64 was

USAFI textbook fees are included in money received, then

paid from the correspondence account when billed by the Associated
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Students Bookstore.

The sum of $688.80 was

~equisitioned

to cover

the bookstore billing, so a profit of $12,435.10, exclusive of salaries,
office expense, etc. was realized.
United

States~~

Institute

In 1964·65, 87 new students were enrolled for correspondence
instruction under the USAFI program, a decrease of 25 from the
previous year.

Students In this program abide by the regulations of

the university in respect to correspondence work except that they are
allowed two years Instead of one to complete a course. They are sub•
ject to a small enrollment fee, but the bulk of their tuition and
the Jesson service fees are covered by contract with the United
States Government.

The contract for the coming year has been

approved, allowing continuance of this program at The University
of New Mexico.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE
I.

~Courses

This Division, through the Community College, is concerned with
two aspects of credit work.

First, all students classified in Non-

Degree Status are under the jurisdiction of the Director of this
Division.

Secondly, the administration, promotion, and supervision

of all evening classes are aspects of the Director's responsibilities.
All classes scheduled after 3:30p.m. are considered evening classes.
The following enrollment figures are reported for the period:
COMPARISON OF STUDENTS REGISTERED IN NON-DEGREE
STATUS FOR THE PAST FOUR YEARS
(Regular Semesters Only)

~

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65

Percentage of Increase
or Decrease over Correseonding Periods

Total
for

Semester

Students

1st
2nd

860
700

• 58% Decrease
4.50% Decrease

1560

1st
2nd

951
871

10.58% Increase
24.43% Increase

1822

1st
2nd

1038
912

9.15% Increase
4.45% Increase

1950

1st
2nd

1063
1030

2.41% Increase
12.94% Increase

2093

~

By examining the above chart, it is noted that during the past
year the Non-Degree enrollment increased by 143 students which is a
percentage increase of 7.33% over the previous year.
It should be kept in mind that this Division, thus, had to
prepare and maintain personal folders for 2093 students.

Through

these folders, we keep an up-to-date academic record on each student
enrolled in Non-Degree status.
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Naturally, we have responsibility for the probation and suspension
of Non-Degree students who fail to maintain the University's academic
standards of a two-point average.

During the past year, 54 Non-Degree

students were suspended; 273 students were put on probation; 83 students
were continued on probation; and 27 students were released from
probation.
In addition to the Non-Degree students who are mainly taking
evening courses, there are many other students from the regular colleges
of the University that take only evening work.

This, of course, adds

a considerable number to evening enrollments; and the following chart
gives comparative figures for the past five years:
COMPARISON OF EVENING CLASS ENROLLMENTS
DURING THE PAST FOUR YEARS

~

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65

Total
for

Semester

Students

Percentage of Increase
or Decrease over
Correseondin~ Periods

1st
2nd

898
870

s.Tr!. Increase
22.71% Increase

1768

1st
2nd

902
872

.4.5"/o Increase
.23% Increase

1774

1st
2nd

951
887

5.43% Increase
1.72% Increase

1838

1st
2nd

722
831

.23% Decrease
,63% Decrease

1553

TOTAL DECREASE:

1.5~/o

~

over 1963-64

By studying the above chart, one notices that the number of night
students for the 1964-65 school year showed a decrease of 1.55% from
the preceding year,
~le

sti 11 insist that if we offered more night courses In certain

departments, we would be able to increase the number of enrollees In
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night classes,

This of course, would be of considerable advantage to

the University.

It is our considered opinion, as stated before, that

departments could do much more in serving the community by offering
night courses,

There is certainly the demand from our citizens for

this kind of service,
11.

Non-Credit Courses
Non-credit courses are offered for adults, regardless of their
educational backgrounds, who are Interested in educational growth in
vocational and professional fields, or as a means to better enjoyment
of leisure time by becoming proficient in an avocation.

The activities

of the non-credit section of the Community College are shown In the
following tables:
COMMUNITY EVENING COLLEGE 1964-65

Semester
I
II
TOTALS:

No. of
Courses

Men
Enrolled

61
57

877
770

Ti1i

Women
Enrolled

888
766
T654

16'47

Instructors• Gross
~

Pa~

!!2f.i.!

$30,799.06 $15,680.00 $15,119.06
14 1310,00 12 1gg3.68
26185~.68
$57.652.74 $29,990.00 $27. 2.7li

A comparison of the non-credit program for the reporting period and
the three previous years is given in the following table:
Total
Enrollment

~

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65

2,517
2,591
2,321
3,301

Instructors•
Pa~

~

$33,742.00
34,262,00
38,490.00
57,652.74

$22,013,00
22,850.00
23,645.00
29,990.00

Gross

f.!:2!ll
$11,729.00
11,412.00
14,845.00
27,662.74

This shows an increase of 980 students, or 42.22% more than last
year, and a $27,662.74 profit, or 86.23% increase In net profit to the
University over the preceding year,

This tremendous increase In

enrollment and profit Is due, primarily, to the development of three
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career series, to wit:
Science.

Management, Real Estate, and Secretarial

Each of these series are certificate programs, Involving

eight courses.

All three were well received by the Albuquerque

community, and will be continued.

A great deal of publicity and

promotional help was given these series by the Greater Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce, the New Mexico Real Estate Commission and the
New Mexico Board of Realtors.

The budget Increase for the 1964-65

school year allowed an increase in the number of classes offered and
therefore increased enrollments and profits.
By general subject areas, the total enrollment in the non-credit
section was broken down as follows:
Business
Vocational
Arts & Crafts

31.14% Language & Language Arts
13.70% Homemaking
12.18% General Interest

19.84%
11.66%
11.48%

Our efforts to capitalize on popular interests continue, and it
is the policy of the Division to offer any course for which there is
an expressed interest and for which there are adequate facilities and
quality instruction can be provided.

This year, twenty-seven entirely

new courses were developed and offered.
Of the forty-seven faculty members in the non-credit section
this year, fifteen were regular University faculty members.

The

other thirty-two were townspeople who are recognized experts in their
respective fields.
The cooperative plan between the University and the New Mexico
State Department of Vocational Education Is still in effect.

The

University is receiving compensation equal to one-half of the cost of
certain courses of a distributive education nature.
There is an increasing awareness on the part of our local adult
-13-

population of the need for continuing their education in order to
acquire a higher degree of knowledge, a keener Intelligence, Improved
skills, and more beneficial use of leisure time.

This growing aware-

ness, coupled with an Intensive publicity campaign to acquaint these
adults with the University program designed to meet these needs, has
resulted in the great expansion of our non-credit program.

A total of

10,500 Community College Bulletins were distributed during the reporting
period.

Excellent coverage of our program by the local press, radio,.

and television stations was also of great help in our campaign to
acquaint the citizenry with the University and its non-credit offerings.
The Community College is constantly In contact with the Information and Education Offices at Kirtland and Manzano Air Force Bases,
and with the Educational and Training Offices at Sandia Corporation.
It is through our close alliance with these offices that we receive
much cooperation, and consequently, higher enrollments.
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CONFERENCES, INSTITUTES, AND SHORT COURSES
Educational activities designed for adults who are not concerned
with the more formal credit offerings are considered to be in the
continuing education program.

Conferences, institutes, short courses,

workshops, community development programs, and non-credit courses are
classed in this field.
Adults, who are interested in the above program, take active part
in one or more of the several activities in order to help themselves
become more proficient in their work or to better enjoy leisure time.
Interest In continuing education activities is mounting rapidly each
year.

Requests for available University facilities to carry on

intensified informational or instructional activities of short duration
are, also, increasing,
The Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services
acts as a coordinator and clearing house, by direction of the President
of The University of New Mexico, for all conferences, institutes, and
short courses, of a non-academic nature originated by campus personnel,
and for all requests from outside sources to use campus facilities,
Occasionally, instances occur when campus personnel neglect or forget
to inform the Division of Extension of an anticipated activity until
letters of invitation have been sent and an answer received from the
organization involved, accepting the invitation.

Sometimes word is

not received by this Division until all plans have been formulated.
Whenever such instances occur, difficulties may arise in the scheduling
of available facilities because of another activity already utilizing
the space desired.

In order to minimize embarrassing situations and

to keep good public relations with the people concerned, all
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701
conferences, Institutes, large meetings, etc., should be scheduled on
the University calendar of events in the Division of Extension before
any commitments are made.
Our connection with each scheduled activity for adults varies as
far as major or minor responsibility is concerned.

It Is the policy of

the Division to form a planning committee with each requesting
organization, composed of three members of the off-campus group, a
member from each department at the University that will be Involved in
the activity, and one member from the Division of Extension who acts as
coordinator of the activity,
There has been a steady decrease in facilities available for
conferences, etc., even with the increased building program on campus.
The number of residence students attending The University of New Mexico,
both during the day and at night, is increasing each semester.

The

increased enrollment required more classroom space, thus decreasing
facilities available for continuing education programs.

The steady

increase In the number of requests for facilities for adult activities
has forced this Division to refuse some proposed meetings and limit
attendance at others,
Each time new classrooms are added to existing buildings or new
buildings are built, there is an increase of available space but such
facilities are almost Immediately needed for the increase of residence
students.

This was true for both the College of Education buildings

and the College of Fine Arts building.

The new auditorium, an addition

to the Fine Arts building, when completed, will make an excellent

facility for musicals, plays, or talks.
people,
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This facility will seat 2100

It is necessary to enlist the help of some of the motels and
hotels in Albuquerque each time an activity Is held on campus which
requires housing.

The campus housing facilities will not take care of

all the students attending the University so adults attending programs
from outside Albuquerque have to find housing facilities elsewhere.
We have found that hotel and motel managers are happy to cooperate
with the University but the problem of scheduling non-university
events with university events takes cooperation,

During the summer

months, campus housing and available meeting room facilities are
consistently used by continuing education groups.

Summer session

enrollments are increasing each year and summer activities are
expanding to keep pace with the increase.

Eventually, available space

for adult education activities during the summer will be utilized by
residence students, thus restricting these educational activities in
the summer as well as during the regular semesters.
Meeting rooms in the New Mexico Union are utilized by the
Division as much as possible.

The Division encourages people

connected with educational off-campus activities to plan their
programs in the New Mexico Union during the summer months because
students have few scheduled activities at that time,

During the fall

and winter semesters, however, scheduling of student activities in
the Union have priority over outside meetings and conferences.
Excellent cooperation has been received with personnel at the New
Mexico Union, and space is made available to the Division when not
otherwise used by campus organizations.

Requests for facilities

In the Union are many because of their excellence and a system of
charges had to be established for off-campus organizations.
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Increased

enrollments each year bring increased demands on the New Mexico Union
by students for their activities which decreases available space for
continuing education activities.
A schedule of charges has been developed for all meeting rooms
on the campus.

This was necessary In order to reduce the number of

off-campus requests to make room for credit classes.

Many requests

are received each year from various organizations for facilities to
hold meetings free of charge.

Some of these requests are from

deserving organizations and committees which operate without a
budget.

For the sake of good public relations, the Division has

responded favorably to such requests and provided meeting space if
such Is available.
1.

Conferences
During the academic year, 1964-65, 34 conferences, training
classes, and other activities of two-days' duration or over were
planned and conducted in cooperation with the different departments
in the University.

The 34 conferences In this category Involved

16,424 different people.

A list of these activities follows:
Enrollment

Conference

Dates Held

Custodians' Conference
Cheerleaders' Conference
Coaching Clinic
Home Economics Conference
Officials' Clinic
Naval Reserve Research Seminar
Symposium on Quantification of
Human Performance
International Atmospheric
Ozone Symposium
Yearbook Seminar
New Mexico Podiatry Society
Nurses' Exams
Aero-Space Conference

July 16-17, 1964
July 26-31
August 2-8
August 3-14
August 7-8
August lD-21

101
219
218
113
86
81

August I 7-19

211

August 31-Sept. 5
Sept. 4-5
Sept. 25-27
Oct. 7-8
Oct. 15-17

187
101
28
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33
301

..

704
Conference

Dates Held

Enrollment

New Mexico Education Association
A1umn i Seminar
Forensic Conference
Moral Rearmament
All-State Music Festival
Dent a 1 Semi na r
Dental Hygienists
Nurses' Exams
New Mexico Math Teachers
Nurses' Exams
Baptist Student Conference
School Board Association
Kiva Club Dances
American Society of Engr, Educ.
s.w. Section
Speech Festival
Philosophical Society
National Association of Governing
Boards of Colleges & Universities
Committee on the University
Clerks and Finance Officers
Junior Tennis Tournament
Girls' State
School Lunch Workshop

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb,
Mar.
Apr.

10,200
75
396
528
432
58
14
21
1,165
18

21-24
13-14
4-5
27-30
28-30, 1965
29-30
29-30
3-4
12-13
22-23
26-27
19-20
2-3

273

36
289

Apr. 8-10
Apr. 9-10
Apr. 24-25

151
343
19

Apr. 26-27
May 12-13
May 20-21
June 5-6
June 13-20
June 15•18

67
104
53
48
249
206

TOTAL, • ,

16,424

In addition to the above, there were 58 conferences of one-day
duration involving 10,130 people.
As may be expected, working with committees for a large number
of conferences is no small job,

Some conferences require only a

small amount of time while others require, in addition to close
planning, the presence of a staff member at the conference at all
times.

Favorable public opinion may be gained, however, when services

to help manage a conference are offered. All actual expenses Incurred by the before-mentioned activities are paid by the organizations concerned.
II.

Institutes and Short Courses
During the academic year, 1964-65, 51 Institutes and short
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courses involving 1,639 persons were planned in cooperation with
University personnel and conducted on the campus.

A list of such

activities follows:
Oates Held

Name of Course
Managers of Tribal Business
Enterprises
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
Metals Short Course
Albuquerque Fire Department
Albuquerque Police Department
Life Underwriters Training Class
Life Underwriters Training Class
Spanish Teachers Institute
Charte~ed Life Underwriters,
Par\: 111
Chartered Life Underwriters,
Part II
Albuquerque Gem & Mineral Class
Communications for Secretaries
Medical Terminology
Psychology Seminar
Medical Law and Economics
Engineer-In-Training
Safety Class--Civil Defense
Shelter Class--Civil Defense
Foundry Course
Lumbermans 1 Course
Shelter Class--Civil Defense
Safety Class--Civil Defense
Psychology Seminar
Medical Terminology
Judo Class
Business Administration for
Secretaries
Speed Reading
Intergovernmental Study Program
Life Underwriters' Training Class
Life Underwriters• Training Class
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
Medical Assistants Laboratory
Orientation
Metals Short Course
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
Regional Dances of Mexico
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Enrollment

July & August
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I
Semester I

25
51
26
35
30
25
18
21
19
17
61

Semester

23

21
Semester
82
Semester
Semester
33
41
Semester
46
Semester
81
Semester I
Oct. 1964-March 1965 36
28
November
November
29
30
Jan.-Feb. 1965
41
Jan.-March
30
February
27
February
Semester II
19
Semester II
38
19
Semester II
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester

II
II
II

II
II
II
II

II
II

II
II
II

32
23
49
31
19
30
31
39
22
26
28
12

..

Name of Course

Dates Held

Navy Research Class
Practical Politics
Spanish Teachers Workshop
Albuquerque Gem and Mineral Class
Cheerleaders Training Class
German Reading Class
Motor Fleet Supervisors Training
Course
Vocational Training Seminar
World Book Training Class
World Book Training Class
Operation Brush-Up In Nursing

Semester II
Semester II
Semester II
Semester II
April
April-June
May
May-June
June
June
June
TOTAL.

Enrollment
14

26

58
79

~~
23
26

33

14

22

1,639

As in the case of the conferences, the institutes and short
courses required much help and planning on the part of the Division
staff.

The institute and short course differs from the conference

In that intensified study Is given to solving problems pertaining to
one type of business or profession with the interested members
bringing up practical problems which have occurred In their own line
of endeavor.

Many favorable comments were received concerning these

specialized activities.
year.

More special institutes are asked for each

Classroom space Is becoming the determining factor as to

whether institutes and short courses can or cannot be developed by
the Division.
In addition to facilities used by conferences, Institutes, and
short courses, there are many requests from private and civic
organizations and clubs for meeting room space. These requests are for
space during the day as well as night.
space was available.

Such requests were granted if

A schedule of charges has been developed for all

meeting rooms according to size and furnishings.

Non-university

connected organizations and groups are charged nominal fees for use
of meeting facilities.
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Ill,

Community Services
The Community Service Section of the Division of Extension was
Involved in making University facilities available for programs and
activities of the following nature:
Fourth of July Celebration in the University Stadium,
Lectures on many subjects in the Johnson Gymnasium and
Anthropology Lecture Hall,
. Music Concerts in the Fine Arts Auditorium, Johnson
Gymnasium, Anthropology Lecture Hall, and the Kiva,
Sports Events at the University Stadium and the Johnson
Gymnasium,
Use of facilities by the Albuquerque Public Schools for
Baccalaureate and Commencement,
Facilities as precincts on Election Days,
Homecoming Activities, and
Use of facilities for The University of New Mexico
students• extra-curricular activities, and
Regional Science Fair.
Such activities and events are sponsored by people or groups of
people from Albuquerque and vicinity from the State and use facilities
on the University campus when available.

These facilities usually

include the Fine Arts Building, Johnson Gymnasium, Carlisle
Gymnasium, the University Stadium, the Kiva, and the Anthropology,
Science, and Geology Lecture Halls.
iV.

Summary
The activities of this Department in the Division of Extension
involved over 50,000 persons during the academic year 1964-65.

This

is a decrease of some 20,000 people from the previous academic year
due to limited space available for conferences.

This is still a

large public following and good will must be kept.

We will try to

meet the increasing demand for services to the community.
There was an increased Interest in institutes and short courses
during the past year.

Plans for some large institutes and conferences
-22-

for next year have already begun,

This increase is occurring even

though many activities will have to be scheduled off campus and at
times when the University is not In session and during vacation
periods,
It Is the Intention of this Division to continue to use available
facilities on weekends and during vacation periods for as many
continuing education activities as space will allow,

Such a plan of

action is necessary In order to keep up good public relations which are
already established.
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709
THE 1965 SUMMER SESSION
I.

Statistical Analysis
The 1965 summer session closed with a total enrollment of 4616
students.

This is an Increase of 873 students or 23.32% over the

figure of 3743 students enrolled in 1964.

Enrollment figures in the

1965 graduate program showed an increase of 24% and the 1965 undergraduate enrollment was

22.9r~

above figures in 1964.

In the next chart, you get a picture of the enrollments during
the last seven years.

We point out the sharp increase in the number

of summer students that come from the state of New Mexico.

The number

of out-of-state and foreign students shows a slight decrease even
though we are making every effort to encourage their attendance.
COMPARISONS OF ENROLLMENTS IN SUMMER SESSION
FOR THE LAST SEVEN YEARS- 1959-1965
Enrollments

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Total
Men
Women
Home State
Out-Of-State
and Foreign
Undergraduate
Graduate

2263
1252
1011
1825

2560
1391
1169
2064

3049
1432
1617
2540

3191
1616
1575
2525

3519
1717
1802
2824

3743
1956
1787
2992

4616
2317
2299
3917

438
1439
824

496
1556
1004

509
1949
1100

666
1945
1246

695
2216
1303

751
2468
1275

699
3035
1581

The three graphs which follow are visual and depict enrollment
figures for the last seven years:
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GRAPH
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1963

1964
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1964

_/

1965

1581

Enrollment figures for the summers of 1956 through 1965 are
listed below with the percentage of resident and non-resident students
noted as we 1I as the percentage of those who attended as graduate
students.

Year

Total

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

1598
1962
2334
2263
2560
3049
3191
3519
3743
4616

%Resident

82.0
85.o
86.0
81.0
81.0
83.3
79.13
80.22
79.94
84.86

%Non-Resident

18.0
15.0
14.0
19.0
19.0
16.7
20.87
19.78
20.06
15.14

Graduate % Graduate

465
608
749
824
1004
1100
1246
1303
1275
1581

29.09
30.98
32.09
36.41
39.22
36.08
39.05
37.83
34.06
34.25

The chart below shows a breakdown of enrollments by col leges:
COMPARISON OF 1965 SUMMER SESSION ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES

College

Men

Women

Total

University
Arts and Sciences
Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Nursing
Pharmacy
Graduate
Law
Non-Degree

340
296
91
108
184
85
1
30
821
28

641
514
108
403
186
149
26
37
1581
30

_ill

301
218
17
295
2
64
25
7
760
2
608

~

2317

2299

4616

TOTALS:

Enrollment figures for workshops and concentrated courses of
three weeks' duration or less are shown on the following chart:
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Length
of Workshop

Title of Workshop

Total
Enrollment

2 weeks

30

Span G553 (Linguistic Theory for
Language Instruct ion)

week

6

Phil G429 (Aesthetics Institute
Workshop)

week

25

Psych G429 (Programmed Learning)

2 weeks

45

Art Ed G429 (Printmaking in the
Classroom)

2 weeks

49

Ed Adm G529 (Group Process In School
Administration}

2 weeks

17

Ed Adm L529 (School Plant and Problems)

2 weeks

17

Guid G529 (Guidance in the Elementary
School)

2 weeks

29

Guid G529 (Guidance for the Culturally
Disadvantaged)

2 weeks

44

El Ed G429 (Space Education)

2 weeks

42

Recrea G529 (Leisure In the Schools)

2 weeks

30

H Ed G429 (Family Relations)

2 weeks

39

Sec. Ed L429 (Radiological Monitoring for
Instructors)
2 weeks

8

Geog G429 (Geography of New Mexico)

Sec. Ed L429 (Democracy and Totalitarianism In the Contemporary World)

2 weeks

26

Sec Ed G429 (Workshop in Vocation
Education}

2. weeks

36

El Ed 319 (Physical Education in the
Elementary School}

1 week

59

Mus Ed G429 (Music and Movement In the
Elementary School)

2 weeks

92

Sec. Ed G443 (Work Experience in
High School)

3 weeks

17

El Ed G429 (Workshop Child Development)

3 weeks

60

Bioi J410 (Evolution}

3 weeks

33
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715
Length
of Workshop

Title of Workshop (Cont.)

Total
Enrollment

Engl G529 (Basic Communications)

3 weeks

20

Educ Ad G521 (Public School Finance)

3 weeks

25

Elem Ed J441 (Children's Literature)

3 weeks

21

Home Ec J433 {Nutrition and Dietetics)

3 weeks

11

The geographical summary for the regular 1965 summer session is
shown in the chart that follows:
Geographic

Summar~

New Mexico
Other States
Territories and Foreign
Countries

~

~

1901
332

2016
241

3917
573

~

_!g

_ill

2317

2299

4616

~

TOTALS:

It is interesting to note that in 1965, senior enrollment increased from 544 in 1964 to 599; junior enrollment increased from
397 in 1964 to 494; sophomore enrollment increased from 445 in 1964
to 540; and freshmen enrollment increased from 269 In 1964 to 336.
Non-Degree enrollments increased from 748 In 1964 to 941.
It is to be noted that a substantial increase in freshmen enrollment was realized during the 1965 summer session.

This was probably

due, to some extent, to the special effort put forth to attract high
school graduates to the University.

Special brochures were prepared

and made available to these graduates.
One significant statistic which definitely reveals the growth of
the 1965 summer session is found in the increase of total credit hours
from 19,840 in 1964 to 24,438 in 1965.

The full-time equivalent based

on eight credit hours in 1964 was 2,480, while in 1965 it was 3,055.
Again in 1965, the faculty salaries were based on
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of the

annual salary, but the maximum was set at $2,400 instead of $2,200 as
it was in 1964.
II.

.lli.fi
The 1965 Summer Session employed 191 resident faculty members as
contrasted with 140 in 1964, and 42 qualified visiting professors;
whereas, we had 36 in 1964 to serve in the departments where outside
help was needed.

The following were members of the Guest Faculty for

the 1965 Summer Session:
Serena Arnold, Ed.D., University of Indiana.

u.c.L.A.

Professor of Education

Thomas 0, Ballinger, M.A., University of New Mexico.
Education, University of Oregon.
J, \Jorth Banner, Ph.D., University of North Carolina.
Span ish, Co liege of ~II 11 lam and Mary.

Chairman, Art
Professor of

Richard Barrutia, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona.
Edwin T, Bowden, Ph.D., Vale University.
Literature, University of Texas.

Professor of American

John R. Brown, Ph.D., University of Birmingham, Birmingham, England,
Professor at University of Birmingham, Birmingham, England,
Stephen H. Crandall, Ph.D,, M.I.T,

On leave, Berkeley, California.

Ruth Helen Crymes, 11.A., University of Oregon.
Eng! ish, University of Hawaii.

Member of Department of

Hi 11 iam Ebenste in, Ph.D,, UnIversity of Wisconsin. Professor of
Political Science, University of California, Santa Barbara,
Marie Esman, Secondary School Teacher, El Paso, Texas.
11ildred Fitzpatrick, M.A., Colorado State College, State Director of
Elementary Education, New Mexico State Department of Education,
Santa Fe. Ed,D., University of New Mexico,
Elizabeth S. Force, M.A., New Vorl< University. Director, Division of
Education, American Social Health Association, New York.
Alfred M. Freudenthal, D.Sc,, Prague Institute of Technology.
Professor of Civil Engineering and Technical Director, Institute
for the Study of Fatigue and Reliability, Columbia University.
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James W. Gardner, M.A., University of North Carolina. Part-time
instruction in Literature, Extension Division, University of
North Carol ina.
Robert M. Guion, Ph.D., Purdue University.
Bowling Green State University.

Professor of Psychology,

Berneita Hendrix, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Education,
New Mexico State University.
Burton Henry, Ph.D., University of Southern California.
Education, Los Angeles State College.
Fred T. Hinger, M.A., Colorado State, Greeley, Colorado.
Physical Education and Recreation.

Professor of
Director

Richard E. Hurlock, M.A., Louisiana State University. Instructor of
Psychology, Arlington State College, Arlington, Texas.
James L. Hymes, Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia, New York.
of Education, University of Maryland.
Kent H. Jones, Ph.D., University of New Mexico.
John Kacere, M.F.A., University of Iowa.
New York City, New York.

Professor

Sandia Corporation.

Professional Painter,

Benjamin Keen, Ph.D., Yale University. Professor of History,
Jersey City State College, Jersey City, New Jersey.
Thomas B. Larson, A.M., University of Chicago. u.s. Foreign Service
Officer assigned to Special Studies Group, Bureau of Intelligence
Research, State Department.
Pat Loyd, Director, Office Education, New Mexico State Department of
Education, Santa Fe.
Philip A. Macklin, Ph.D., Columbia University.
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.

Professor of Physics,

Joseph H. Matluck, Ph.D., National University of Mexico, Associate
Professor of Spanish, University of Texas.
Henri Bittar, Institution Coulon.
Instructor of Music.

Paris Conservatory of Music.

Fred R. Nelson, M.A., University of Wisconsin. Coordinator of
Elementary Education in Albuquerque Public Schools.
L. T. Rodgers, Professor of Psychology, Stephens College, Columbia,
Mis sour i.
Alfredo A. Roggiano, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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1. J. Sanders, Ph.D., Oxford University.
of Wa 1es, Aberys twyth, ~Ia 1es.

Senior Lecturer, University

Harry Saslow, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, Assistant Professor
in Psychological Research, New Mexico Highlands University.
Helen E. Saunders, B.S., University of Illinois.
High School, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Charles Smith, M.A., Colorado State College.
Secondary Schools.

Librarian, Valley

Teaching in Denver

Kathryn Talley, Ph.D., University of New Mexico.
Noah

c. Turpen, Ed .D .• , Co I umb ia UnIversity, As soc late Superintendent,
Albuquerque Public Schools.

Orval Ulry, Ph.D., Ohio State. Professor of Secondary Education,
College of Education, University of Maryland.
Joan Marie Vastokas, M.A., University of Toronto.
candidate, Columbia University.

Doctoral

Roger Wagner, Ph.D., University of Montreal. Professor of Music at
U.C.L.A. and Director of Roger Wagner Chorale.
Max Weiner, Department of Education, Brooklyn College, The City
University of New York, New York.
William F. Wright, Ed.D., Colorado State Teachers College, Greeley
Colorado. Principal, Albuquerque High School, Albuquerque.
Ill.

Special~

The program of special events, Summer Fare, 1965 Summer
was especially well received,

Ses~lon,

The attendance at these events increased

44.9% over 1964 with 19,805 people attending, compared to 13,665 people
attending in 1964.

This is an increase of 6,140 people.

proved entertaining as well as educational,

These events

The following are

considered worthy of note:
A.

Lectures

~ ~ ~

These lectures were held on the patio in front of the Administration Building and were exceptionally well attended with a total
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719
of 6,050 people,

This is an increase of 100 people over 1965.
Speaker

Attendance

~

~

June 28

"Welcome to New Mexico
Esther Hotton
Land of Enchantment"
David Dressler
"Crime is Your Problem"
1. J, Sanders
"Medieval Knighthood"
"Viet Nam - A Reporter's
Report"
Craig Spence
Thomas B. Larson
"Russia After Khrushchev"
"Education in a New Society" Shlomo Tadmor
TOTAL ATTENDANCE:

July 5
July 12
July 19
July 26
August 2
B.

1300
1000
850
1300
1200
400
6050

Musical~

The University

~/orkshop

Chorus and Orchestra, directed by

Roger Wagner and Dr. Douglas McEwen, presented Carufle Requiem on
July 2,

The University of New Mexico Band, under the direction of

William E. Rhoads, presented concerts on July 7, July 21, and
August 4.

James Thornton presented the UNM Orchestra in a concert

on August 6,

Wesley Selby directed organ recitals on June 27,

July 11, July 25, and August 1.

Attendance at the several musical

events was 4,480.
C.

Special Attractions
The Special Attractions, arranged by the Union Activities

Director, were very well received by the students and the public.
Attract ion
June
July
July
July
July

30
6
13
20
27

July 28

Cavalcade of Jazz
Hootenanny
"The Rondo! iers" Male Trio
Llords "International" Puppet Show
SAP.E.B.s.o.s.A. featuring the
(Barbershop Quartet) New Mexichords
Kaleidoscope Players
Total:

Attendance

500
775
600
950
200
450
3,.475

D.~

The movies, arranged for by the Union Activities Director, were
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720
presented In the Union Ballroom.
particularly by young people.

The movies were well attended,

The following were the movies

presented:
Attendance
July I
July 8
July 15
July 22
July 29
August 5

E.

"Third Man on the Mountain"
"Winchester 73"
"Sal I a Crooked Ship"
"From Here to Eternity"
"Pal Joey"
"On the ~/aterfront"
Total

Recreational Swimming

350
500
1,145
600
1,050
~

4,620

f£21

The summer's swimming program was under the direction of
Mr. Robert K. Barney.

Recreational swimming was enjoyed by slightly

over 5500 individuals during the summer with an average of 83 per
day.

A special session was held for a group of Japanese students

on August 14.
F.

Swimming

f2r Children

An enrollment of 107 children, as compared with 91 in 1964,
participated In the six swimming classes taught under the supervision
of Jean Brown and Elaine Lane.

Classes in beginning, advanced

beginning, intermediate, and junior lifesaving were held.
class lasted for a full eight-week session.

Each

The participants were

all children of University employees and students.
G.

~Sports Fitness~

A selected group of 38 boys, ages 9 through 13, took part in a
program of sports-fitness at the University of New Mexico this

summe~

The emphasis of this program was upon sports and fitness under the
supervision of six specialists who helped the boys understand and
develop the key elements in motor performance.
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Expert Instruction

in the following areas of sports-fitness education were offered:
physique, organic capacity, motor efficiency, performance, understanding, ·self-control, and motivation for endurance,

This program

was directed by Professor W, A, Bynum from June 21 to August IJ,
H.

Children's

Adventures~

Education

A new program this summer, the children's program had a total
attendance of 1,180 children.

The children's activities were

conducted in the Union Crafts Room during Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday afternoons from June 28 to August 13.

The activities

included field trips, movies, arts and crafts, story hours, and
musical programs.

The activity themes were organized around the

cultures of France, Germany,. Japan, Spain, Mexico, and the American
Indian,

The enthusiastic reception of this program should insure

its continuation and possible expansion during future Summer
I.

Session~

fu::l.f2!:. Children
The Department of Art EducatIon again sponsored two classes for

children taught under the supervision of Gary Chrissos.

One class

was for 7 and 8 year olds, and the other class included children 9,
10, and II years old, with a limit of twenty children In each class.
J•

.E.!!:.ll'.~ ~Archaeology~

Ethnology

The summer Field School of the Department of Anthropology, under
the directlonof Mr. J. J. Brody, was conducted at the site of the
D. H. Lawrence Ranch, Taos, New Mexico.

Sixty students were enrolled

in the session.
K.

~~Festival

The fifteenth annual Junior High School Divis.lon of the
Summer Music Festival was held from June 7 to June 12, 1965 under
the direction of Dale Kempter.
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The first study of high school

7?.2
students was held at the D. H. Lawrence Ranch In Taos, New Mexico.
The Southwestern Music Ranch scheduled two divisions from August 8
to 21, 1965.

The Senior High Band Division met from August 8 to 14,

followed by the Choral-Orchestra Division from August 15 to 21.
L.

~ ~

Bookmen Exhibit

The New Mexico Bookmen 1 s Association held its annual exhibit
of books and teaching materials on the campus June 24 and 25, 1965.
Sixteen different companies were represented.
M.

Radiation Biology Institutes
The University of New Mexico, the National Science Foundation,

and the Atomic Energy Commission conducted a Summer Science Institute
from June 14 to August 13, 1965.

The Institute for Secondary School

Teachers was open to twenty-four juniorand senior high school
teachers, which included four past participants of Radiation Biology
Institutes.

The Institute for College Teachers was open to sixteen

college teachers of biology which was a concentrated review of
mathematics, physics, and biology.

These Institutes were under

the direction of Dr. Loren Potter.
N.

Mathematics Institute
The Department of Mathematics of the University of New Mexico

in cooperation with the National Science Foundation offered a
Mathematics Institute for High School and Junior High School Teachers
from June 19 to August 13, 1965 under the direction of Dr. Merle
Mitchell.

Many of the participants In the 1962, 1963, and 1964

Institutes were invited to return.
0.

Spanish Institute
An eight-week summer NDEA Institute was held in Quito, Ecuador
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under the direction of Dr. Marshall R. Nason.

This Institute was

conducted for 55 secondary school teachers of Spanish who had
attended a first level Spanish Institute.
P.

~English

Institute

Under the National Defense Education Act Amendments, 1964,
The University of New Mexico entered into a contract with the U. S.
Office of Education for the conduction of a 1965 Summer Institute
for secondary teachers of English.

This Institute was held from

June 19 to August 14 under the direction of Dr. Peter Prouse.
total of 40 teachers attended the Institute.

A

Special lectures and

various social and cultural events augmented the basic program.
Q.

~

Processing

The second class of the 14-month technical program in
administrative data processing commenced its training at the start
of the regular summer session, 1965.

This program is under the

direction of the College of Business Administration, and it Is
further described under the Annual Report of the Data Processing
Center.
R.

~

Engineering Institute

The Department of Civil Engineering of the University of
New Mexico in cooperation with the National Science Foundation
held a Summer Institute for college teachers of structural
engineering and applied mechanics during the regular summer session,
June 21 to August 14.

Preference was given to teachers who, in the

opinion of the staff, were most benefited as college teachers of
engineering.
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CAMPUS SERVICE
Audio-Visual

~

Equipment, materials, and services were provided by the Aud1oVisual Center to all the academic departments of the University during
the reporting period.

Supported by statistics to be given, Indications

are that the center is effectively serving the purposes for which It is
organized and also an indication that members of the University faculty
are making more use of audio-visual aids in their teaching.
On-campus service, day and night, seven days a week, to the various
departments, the non-credit program, conferences, and institutes,
programs directly associated with the University, such as the Child
Guidance Center, Dental Program, and the Peace Corps, shows a total of
3393 hours of use for all audio-visual aids.
over last year's total.

This Is an increase of 16%

A breakdown of the number of hours each type of

equipment was used is given below:
T~ee

of Egulement

16 mm Projectors
Overhead Projectors
2x2 Projectors
Tape Recorders
Opaque Projectors
Record Players
3!x4 Projectors
P.A. System
HP3 Polaroid Camera

&

1963-64

1264-65

1286
317
304
143
191
186
282
54
162

1395
375
368
159
196
221
317
57
305

Copy Stand

As indicated by these figures, the most widely-used audio-visual
material is the 16 mm sound motion picture film.
substantial increase in the use of the

3~x4

Also, there was a

slide projector, due to

the increased use of our HP·3 Polaroid Camera & Copy Stand.

Departments

are able to produce their own slides to fit their particular teaching
programs with this equipment.
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A total of 1571 educational films were shown during the year, an
Increase of

7.~~

over last year.

Of these, 1069, as contrasted

wit~

892 In 1963-64, were rented or borrow¢d through· this office from
outside agencies.
The following two charts show the Increases In Audio-Visual Center
activities over the last five years:

.!:!Q.!llii .Qf. !/.§.§. .EQ!! &b, AUD I0· VISUAL

~

(Except Films)
1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1473 hrs.

1550 hrs.

2465 hrs.

2925 hrs.

3393 hrs.

Increase

5.23%

59.0j%

18.66%

16%

~

1962

.!.221

1964

1965

923

1038

1379

1462

1571

12.45%

32.85%

6%

7.'5'/o

Increase

The graphs on the following page Illustrate the above charts
more dramatically, particularly In showing the sharp increase in the
1962-63 through 1964-65 school years.
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HOURS OF USE OF ALL AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 1961-65
(Except Fi 1ms)
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19t4

19b5

The following materials were acquired:
and twelve filmstrips.

five 16 mm sound films

The following equipment was purchased:

Two 16 mm projectors,
Four 35 mm strip-slide projectors,
One overhead projector,
Six projection screens,
Two opaque projectors,
One tape recorder,
Two record players,
One transparency maker,
One dry-mount press, and
Numerous projection lamps, replacement parts, and graphic
supplies.
During the past year, six students were emp Joyed on a part-tIme
basis, for ordering, scheduling and showing films, operation, and
maintenance of equipment, and care of materials.
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TAOS COUNTY PROPERTIES
1.

Harwood Foundation
A.

The Harwood Advisory Board:
Dr. Harold o. Rled • • • • • • • The University of
Carl Paak. • • • • • • • • • • The University of
Mrs. Don Blair - President • • • • • • • • • Taos,
Mrs. George Reynolds •• • • • • • • • • •• Taos,
R. Howard Brandenburg • • • • • • • •
• Taos,
Doel Reed, •••• , • • • • • • • • • • • Taos,
Tom Humphreys • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Taos,
Paul Keith • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Taos,

B.

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

Personnel of the Harwood Foundation:
Mrs. Toni Tarleton • • • • • • • Director, Harwood Foundation
Mrs. Kathleen Dicus • • • • • • • • • • • Part-time Secretary
Mrs. Jean Brooks ••• , • • • • • • • • Part-time Librarian
LucianO Sisneros • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • Custodian

c.

Dates of Regular Meetings of the Harwood Advisory Board:
Second Friday in January, April, July, and October.
Special meetings on call.

D.

Physical Plant:
I.

Outside Maintenance
a.

Roofing:
Repaired roof of Apartment 9 with hot asbestos. Repaired
roof over main gallery. Continuously patched roofs on
entire Harwood property when necessary.

b.

Miscellaneous:
Built two aprons with flat stones at entrance to gallery
and studio at the Degen House, Patched walls outside
Degen House. Patched Harwood patio walls, painted front
patio walls. Plastered back yard walls with adobe
plaster. Cleaned back and front yards In the spring and
fall, cutting down dead trees, etc. Replaced several
steps leading to Apartment 9. Painted all windows and
doors outside on the north side. Repaired screens,
windows and doors all over Harwood, where needed, Dug
sewer line outside library and replaced section of pipe,
three days' work. Dug sewer line from Apartment 1, twice.
Stained vigas outside and replaced ends of three of the
vigas. Repaired adobe wall at entrance to Harwood,

":

729
after it was damaged by a car. Glazed many windows
outside various buildings. Shovelled snow.
2.

Inside Maintenance
a.

Painted the Harwood Room (old Community Room) walls and
ceiling. Painted Apartment 4 completely, ready for new
tenant. Repaired the Work Shop windows. Repaired bath
room in Apartment 4. Cleaned heaters In every apartment.
Installed new door lock on Apartment 1. Put up weather·
stripping on Apartment 3• Set up small gallery with
tables, horses, etc. for Christmas Craft Show. Built
cabinet for sink In Harwood Room. Scrubbed and waxed
floors In Harwood Room, main gallery, small· ga11ery,
and library, several times during the year. Built new
screen door for Apartment 2. Put a new seal In the wall
of the library rest room. Moved furniture many times.
Helped move and arrange cabinets In art room off the
library, ready for new arrangement of artifacts and art
objects transferred from the former Corm~un lty Room.
Stained new bookshelves In the library. Other activities
consisted of picking up books and magazines from donors
In the Taos area; taking trips to the city dump; mailing
books, picking up books as ordered from the Taos Book
Shop; doing all errands In connection with the Harwood.
Due to the many Harwood activities the custodian Is
obliged to work many times during the year on Saturdays
and Sundays, or late in the evenings.

11. Activities
A.

Galleries:
Exhibits In galleries are open from IO:OO a.m. to 5:00p.m.
from Monday through Saturday.
Most Important Events Scheduled In Gallery and Harwood Room
1964

July 7 & 8
July 18
Aug. 2
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

5
10

II

25

Sept. I

Performance of "No Exlt 11 by Jean-Paul Sartre
under the auspices of St. James Episcopal Church.
Lecture by Professor Bernard Hansen - ·~spects
of Contemporary and Baroque Art , 11 under the
auspices of the Taos Art Association.
Film showing work done recently In the Sudan by
the Fort Burgwin personnel.
Forest Service film- 11Deslgn for Living."
Volunteers for Mechem - meeting.
Coin collectors of Taos - organization meeting.
Taos Wildlife and Conservation group- film
showing.
Taos Garden Club meeting and showing of flower
arrangements.
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Sept. 9
Sept. 11
Sept. 17
Oct. ~4
Oct .. 22
Oct. 27
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

3

10
10
24
28

Nov. 29
Dee. 8
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10 & II
IS &. 16
17
18

Dec. 19

Federation of Republican Women- meeting.
Showing of film " ••• And Now Miguel" for the
benefit of the Library Book Fund.
Workshop In English- Municipal School teachers.
University of New Mexico Day- Reception honoring
President Popejoy • refreshments.
Taos Animal Shelter Board Meeting.
Albers Mililng Company- Film showing on horse
feeding • 4H Clubs and FFA boys • free to the
pub I ic.
Home Extension Club of Taos County.
County Agent - meeting.
Taos Garden Club - meeting.
Wildlife Association- meeting.
Opening of Annual Christmas Craft Sale to
continue through December 19.
Republican women- meeting.
Meeting of Advisory Committee for Youth Rev. Kersting, Presbyterian Church, Taos.
Taos Little Theatre performance of "Anastasia."
Eye Clinic under auspices of Welfare Department.
Taos Opera Guild Board Meeting.
D. H. Lawrence Symposium In connection with
75th Anniversary of The University of New Mexico
--refreshments.
Children's Christmas party In Harwood Room under
auspices of Wurlitzer Foundation.

~

Jan. 7
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan ..

12
20
21 & 22

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

4
15
18
19

15

March 3
March 8
March 9
March 19
March 22
March 22
March
April
April
April

27
6
9
13

Delegation on New Mexico Art Commission met with
Senator Santistevan.
Lecture under auspices of Taos Art Association.
Movie under auspices of Rogers Foundation.
Taos Women's Bowling Association- meeting.
Eye Clinic all day under auspices of Welfare
Department.
Ranchitos Community Meeting.
Taos Art Association - lecture.
New Mexico Highway Department meetings -all day.
Movie under auspices of Rogers Foundation, "La
Dolce Vita."
Special meeting of the Welfare Department.
Taos Opera Guild Board Meeting.
Lecture on Russia by Or. Bertha Dutton, under
auspices of Taos Art Association.
Movie under auspices of Rogers Foundation.
Meeting for 25 people with County Agent.
Meeting of Northeastern New Mexico Public
Library Association.
Meeting for 25 people with County Agent.
Taos Garden Club Meeting.
Staff meeting of Municipal School teachers.
Lecture under auspices of Taos Art Association.
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Apri 1 16
April 22
April 25
May
May 16
May 18
May 24
May 27
June 2
June
June
June
June
June

8
13
14-18
16
20

June 21
June 25
June 26

Movie under auspices of Rogers Foundation.
Concert under auspices of Wurlitzer FoundationMarilyn Beebe of the University of New Mexico
music department followed by a reception.
Annual tea for the benefit of the Harwood
Library.
New Mexico Archaeological Society meetings.
All day and evening~
University of New Mexico Alumni visited the
Harwood.
Concert under auspices of the Wurlitzer
Foundation- Natalie Wham, pianist- The
University of New Mexico.
Taos Opera Guild Board Meeting.
Annual Meeting of Taos Little Theatre with a
Workshop.
Community Action Group Meeting with County
Agent, Abad Martinez.
Taos County Republican Convention, all day.
Ranchitos Community Meeting.
Dr. Hubert Alexander's Aesthetics Institute.
Friends of Taos Valley- organizational meeting.
Taos Opera Guild benefit tea with two singers
from Santa Fe Opera Company- Jack & Pat O'Neill.
Executive Committee Meeting of Friends of Taos
Valley.
Annual Meeting of Taos County Historical Society
- Speaker, Dr. Arthur Campa of University of
Denver, Chairman of Modern language Department.
Lecture to Children's Opera Group to prepare
them for Youth Opera in Santa Fe.

Regularly Scheduled Events In Gallery and Harwood Room
Every Sunday at 11:30 a.m.
Every Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Every Friday at 3:30 p.m.
Fourth Friday, every month
Every Saturday at 10:00 a.m.
First Monday, every month,
7:30 p.m.
Ill.

Christian Science Group
Alcoholics Anonymous
Welfare Department Staff
meeting.
Taos County Historical
Society.
Children's Story Hour, art
and monthly movie.
American Federation of
Teachers.

Library
A.

Hours:
10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m., Monday through Friday.
Jo:oo a.m. to 4:30p.m., Saturday.
Closed Sunday.
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B.

Employees:
Two part-time in Main Library: Toni Tarleton and Jean Brooks,
with assistance from the secretary, Kathleen Dicus.

C,

Circulation:
1964-1965 ••

D.

• • • • - • • • • • • • 28,017

Books Given to Library:
1964-1965 • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • 910
Total volumes in library as of June 1965 ••
15,284

E.

Other Gifts to Library:
Cash donations and money raising projects,
including fines and rentals. , , , , , • $ 1,407.38
Received from Village of Taoschildren's books to value of • • • • , , .$ 400,00
Received from State Library Extension
Matching Funds, • • • • • • • , •• , •• $ 200.00

F.

Additions to Harwood Permanent Collection:
A water color by Mabel Dodge Luhan, gift
of Mrs, Ward Lockwood, valued at • • • • • $
A water color by Frieda Lawrence, gift of
the Wurlitzer Foundation, valued at ••• $
An oil painting by Emil J. Bisttram, gift
of the Wurlitzer Foundation, valued at •• $
An oil painting- portrait of Patrick 0 1 Hay,
gift of Mrs. 0 1 Hay, valued at • • • • , , $
An oil painting my Mario Larrinaga, gift
of the artist, valued at, • , • , ••• $

G,

200,00
100,00
750,00
350,00
250.00

Books Accessioned:
1964-1965, •• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I ,220
Amount spent on books and bindings. , , , • $ 1,072.65
Amount spent on periodicals • • • • • • • • • $ 202.13

H.

Subscriptions to Weekly and Monthly Periodicals: •• 58

l.

National Library Week:
Active participation. Posters
Bookmarks in all books checked
two week period. Publicity In
radio, Open house with silver

placed all over town.
out of library during
local newspaper and on
tea.

733
Jj

Number of Registered Borrowers •• , • • • • • • • 3,258
Library borrowers have increased substantially. Many books
were borrowed on Inter-library loans. There were over a
hundred cards issued to temporary visitors.
Standing Library Committee was active and met at Intervals.
Dr. Henry A. Sauerwein, Chairman.

K.

Rentals:
Tot a 1. • • . • , , . • • • . • • • • • • • • $ 3 ,960. 00
Apartments. • •
3,695.00
Degen Studios • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
265,00

L.

Ut i 1 it i es:

Electricity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .$
Water and Sewer • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $

657.35

274.89

$

151.66

Garbage Disposal, •• , • • • • • • • • • • • $

60,00

Telephone • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Gas (propane) • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • $ I ,463.94

The Community Room has been re-named The Harwood Room and
houses the paintings by Burt Harwood exclusively,

All of the

artifacts and art objects previously displayed in that room have
been moved to the Art Room next to the Library, and the glass cases
have been re-arranged.
changes.

Much time was spent in connection with these

These exhibits are of great interest to our many visitors

from all over the world.
IV.

Degen Property
During the year, the Degen Property was rented to Mr. Don Blair
and since has been used for the Blair Art Galleries.

V.

g. !!•

Lawrence~

The Ranch continues to be used by faculty, staff, and alumni
for camping and relaxation,

At the present time, there are four

different types of lodging available:

11 single cottages, 4 double

cottages, 2 Da II as huts, and 4 camp sItes. A sma II renta I fee has
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7."14
been put into effect for these facilities.

During the 1964-65 year,

102 applicants made reservations for use of the cottages. This
involved 202 adults and 137 children as compared with only four
applicants including It adults and 4 children during the 1963-64
year.
Other than personal use by faculty and staff, the Ranch was the
site for the following activities:
Board of Directors Meeting of the
Alumni Association
Aesthetics Institute Workshop
Anthropology Field Session

May 15-16, 1965
June 14-18, 1965
June 20-July 30, 1965

Future Activities Planned:
Music Festival
Custodial Workshop
Superintendent-Foreman Meeting
Varsity Pre-Season Training
Alumni Seminars
Institute of Philosophy
Biology Workshop

August 8-20, 1965
August 22-24, 1965
October 21-22, 1965
September 1-15, 1965
Summer and Fall, 1965
August 2?-29, 1965
June 20-July 29, 1966

The dormitory facilities are near completion although much more
work should be done.
The D. H. Lawrence

~/riting

Quin in the summer of 1965.

Fellowship was awarded to Miss Ann

7 f~5
.....

THE DENTAL ASSISTING PROGRAM
General Information
The June, 1965, graduating class of dental assistants was the fifth
group to earn certificates of proficiency from the Dental Assisting
Program.

Eight students successfully completed the course,

Financial Support
Financial support of the Dental Assisting program now Is from two
sources:
I. Assistance from the Vocational Education Division
of the New Mexico Department of Education;
2. Purchase of information by the Division of Dental
Public Health and Resources of the United States
Public Health Service.
Previous to the academic year, 1964-1965, the program had been a cooperative project with the Division of Dental Public Health and Resources
and had been supported by funds from that division.
Academic Aspects
The faculty of the Dental Programs has voted to Increase the number
of credit courses dental assisting students may earn.

Starting with the

fall semester, 1965, the curriculum will Include 20 credits in addition to
the non-credit courses,

The 20 credits Include the following courses:

English 101 & 102; Sociology 101; Orientation; DH IOOL; Oral Anatomy;
Dental and Public Health Education and Physical Education {activity).
Practical Training
In addition to the above curricular changes, the facilities for
practical experience have been Increased. An agreement with the United
States Army Hospital at Sandia Base permits student assistants to work

-so-

without compensation in the Dental Clinic at the Hospital.

This

experience will provide the students with a broader understanding and
training in a variety of dental procedures,

Student dental assistants

will now train at the Dental Clinics In the Veterans' Hospital, Kirtland
Air Force Base, and Sandia Base Hospital, as well as in the facilities
In the Dental Programs Building on the campus.

It is anticipated such

versatility of training experience will result In more proficient
chalrside dental assistants.
Faculty and Staff
The year saw no change in personnel, faculty, or staff. The
secretary of the program, Miss Katherine Saunders, was married in
April, 1965 and is now Mrs. Kenneth Thom.

Dental Assisting Figures for .the Past Five Years
~

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964.. 65

No. of
ae~ts

Students
acceeted

34
32
26
25
32

10
17
9
6
10
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Students
graduated

8
12

7
6
8

No. eresently
emeloyed
3
5
5
4
7

GREAT DECISIONS PROGRAM
The Great Decisions Program is sponsored by the Foreign Policy
Association which is a nationwide adult educational agency serving the
American people through their own organizations and groups In their own
communities,

It is nonpartisan,

It takes no stand on pol !tical Issues

but works for the traditional American goals.

Adult groups are formed

In the community and usually meet in the various homes.

Groups consist

of ten to fifteen people who spend one evening a week for eight weeks
In group discussion on vital questions of national and International
pol icy.
The Division of Extension acts as a clearing house for reading
materials on the topics which are selected for discussion each year.
It must be said that this Division works largely with communities
outside of Albuquerque because there is a local Great Decisions
However, during the past year, the Director of Extension

Committee,

was also Chairman of the local committee.
The topics which were on the discussion schedule follow:
Red China
Menace or Paper Tiger?
2. Germany
Key to Europe?
3. Trade, Food, and Dollar
~/hat Policies for the u.s.?
4. South Africa
Threat to Peace?
s. Eastern Europe
End of the Satellite Era?
6. The U.N. at Twenty
Asset or Liability?
7. VIetnam
Is Victory Possible?
s. The Population Boom
Can it be Controlled?
1.
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February 7
February 14
February 21
February 28
March 7
March 14
March 21
March 28

,.

--------------

---

A total of 306 Fact Sheet Kits were requested by various people
in the State.

Communities represented in the discussion program were

Albuquerque, Silver City, Los Alamos, Eunice, Las Cruces, Farmington,
Roswell, Carlsbad, Santa Fe, Deming, Grants, Aztec, Clovis, Portales,
Gallup, Estancia, and Hurley.
Advance notice on the discussion topics for 1966 have already been
sent to interested people in the State.
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CJVIL DEFENSE PROGRAM

The Contract Branch, Office of Clvl I Defense, Department of the Army
solicited a proposal from The University of New Mexico for the conduct of
the Civil Defense University Extension Program for FY65 on March 19, 1964.
The University submitted the proposal en April 21 1964, based upon the work
requirements previously submitted te the University by the New Mexico Office
of Civil and Defense Mobilization. These requirements were:

8 Conferences,

6 Radiological Monitoring Instructor Courses, and 4 Shelter Management
Instructor Courses. The amount of the original proposal was $59,426,
Subsequent negotiations with the Contract Branch on travel costs reduced
this to $54,200, and the contract was signed for that amount by the
University on June 10, 1964, and by the Contract Branch on June 19, 1964.
All work under the contract was to be completed by June 30 1 1965.
Personnel and Administration
There were no changes In personnel during the FV65 contract year.
Permanent staff personnel engaged In the program, their employment dates,
were:
Verle T. Simpkins, Director
Donald N. Lange, Assistant Director
John 0, Giesler, Assistant Director
Wlllmena Kessel, Secretary

June 24, 1963
June 24, 1963
June 25, 1964
September 27, 1963

Additional required Staff College training at Battle Creek, Michigan,
was attended by the following:

John D. Giesler
Civil Defense Management
Radiological Monitoring for Instructors
Radiological Defense Officer I
University Extension Workshop

June
July
July
July

28 - July 3

5 - 10

12 • 17
19 - 24

740
Donald N. Lange:
Community Shelter Planning
Shelter Management for Instructors

Aug 2 ~ 7
Aug 9 " 14

Office space for Program personnel Is still provided from existing
space utilized by the entire Extension Dlvlsi•n. Material, equipment and
supplies are scattered about the campus In various available storage spaces.
There were no additional purchases of permanent equipment during the
FY65 contract year.
Contract funds are administered by the University Business Office
In accordance wlth established procedures for all cost relmburslble
Government contracts.

Vouchers are submitted on a regular monthly basts.

Program Ob!ectlves
The National objective of the University Extension Civil Defense
Program Is to materially Increase and help maintain the United States'
total civil defense effort by employing the resources of the nation's
state universities and land grant colleges, operating through their
Extension Services, under contract to the Office of Civil Defense, by
providing Instruction for specific audiences.

More specifically In

New Mexico, the program Is designed to extend certain natlona1 and state
clvll defense training to communities with the objective of increasing the
overall civil defense operational readiness of the state.
The Shelter Hanagement Instructor course provides the technical background and training required by Shelter Manager Instructors, who will
return to their communities and train those who are to serve as shelter
managers and their staffs.

Similarly, the Radiological Monitoring

Instructors course provides communities with qualified Instructors to train
the radiological monitors needed In fallout shelters and radiation monitoring
stations throughout the state.

I

Conferences are conducted at local level for public officials and other
community leaders.

Local government recognition of the need for emergency

planning and official leadership In the civil defense program Is necessary
before the public will accept the program.

These conferences are

motivational in nature; designed specifically to obtain official active
support of the local civil defense effort In each community.

They are

highly Informative, focusing National and State Civil Defense policies and
plans Into definitive courses of action that can be taken at community
level.
Program Operations
The OCO National Office establishes the policies and administrative
procedures and authorities for the program. The Training and Education
Office, Region V, OCO, Denton, Texas, provides technical and administrative
guidance In the day-to-day operations, such as consultation by OCO
technical specialists; providing the University with current OCD policies,
plans, programs and operational procedures; review and approval of conference
content and design; and general contract administration. All courses of
instruction are conducted In accordance with the Instructional material
prepared by the Office of Civil Defense Staff College.

Student materials,

Instructor guides, and course supplies are furnished by the government.
The State Civil Defense Office determines the training requirement to
be placed upon the University in terms of number of conferences and courses
to be conducted during the contract year, and works closely with the University In determining their location and dates.

Recruiting of students and

conferees Is a primary responsibility of the University but It evolves as
a joint effort of the University and Federal, State, and local Civil Defense

officials. The direct management and conduct of all courses and conferences
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Is the sole responsibility of the University.
Followup on effective utilization of course graduates as Instructors
In the field and exploitation of conference attendees Is the responsibility
of Civil Defense officials.
Performance, FY 1965
Conferences, RHI and SHI courses were conducted throughout the state
as follows:
Conferences

Sept 14
Dec 17
Feb 3
Mar 3
Mar 15
Mar 17
May 27-28
Average:

Attendance

~

~

Artesia
Santa Fe
Albuquerque
Farmington
Santa Rosa
Gal I up
Santa Fe
Total
52

82
56
33
72
21
59
41
Total

7

364

SMI Courses
Dates

~

Sept 28-0ct 3
Dec 1-4
Jan 18-23
Feb 16-23
Mar 23-28

Carlsbad
Santa Fe
Roswell
Albuquerque
Farmington
Total
5

Average:

Enrolled
16
27
30
22
12
107

Certified
Graduated

Certified
Attended

11
19
19
17

5
8
II
5

76

31

10

2

21 Enrollment
16 Graduates

,,

RMI Courses
Oct 12-5, 26-29
Nov 9-20
Feb 15-19
Apr 5-16
Apr 27-Nay 7
May 17-28
June 7-18
Average:

Artesia
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Las Cruces
Clovis
Raton
Albuquerque
Total
7

21 Enrollment
16 Graduates

23
27
30

27

18
II

8

144
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16
19
30
17
15
10
8
liS

2

8

3
I

14

Average attendance for 7 conferences was 52; for 5 SMI, 21.4
enrolled, 15.2 graduated; for 7 RMI, 20.6 enrolled, 16.4 graduated.
Averages for the combined 12 courses of Instruction were 21 enrolled,
16 graduated,
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74.4
SIGNIFICANT PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR

1965 - 1966

Again this year, we are sub-dividing this section into areas of
responsibility since certain specific recommendations will apply only
to particular sections. As before, we do this so that we might devote
some attention to general plans and recommendations involving the
entire Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services,
In all of our efforts during the past twelve years, we have
attempted to make the resources of the University available to all of the
citizens In this community as well as the State of New Mexico.

We are

sincere In our feeling that we have made much progress In accomplishing
this objective.
1.

General Plans and Recommendations for the Entire Division:
A.

We need additional office help to adequately carry on the work of
the Division,

We Intend to ask In the 1966-67 fiscal year for

another assistant director and another clerk in our office. We
need this help desperately in an effort, not only to carry on the
present work of the Division, but to expand the various aspects of
the workload.
B.

It Is again recommended that our assistant directors be given academic
ranlt.

This Is a common practice at other universities, and it would

immeasurably improve the morale of the staff.
C.

It is again. recommended that efforts be continued to get the funds
necessary to build a Continuing Education Building,

This is a common

trend over the country In many universities, and again It would give
added Impetus to varied adult education programs.
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Increasingly, we are going to be limited in campus facilities and
services.

This may result in curtailment of some of our community

adult programs.

It might be well to investigate the possibility

of money for a Continuing Education Building as coming from the
Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963.
If there is no possibility of our getting a new facility for
Continuing Education, it is my recommendation that we be allowed to
take over the present Infirmary Building as soon as it is vacated.
Naturally, we are going to have some remodeling, but we have looked
the building over and it might serve our purposes with modification.
D.

Since so many grants from the federal government are available, It
would seem appropriate to have someone versed in writing proposals
be employed at least part-time.

With so much money available, It is

too bad that the Division of Extension does not, at the present time,
have time to pursue some of the many grants available.
11.

Instructional Centers and Extension Classes:
A.

The possibility of awarding resident credit for extension classes
taught by UNM campus faculty should be inaugurated.

B.

Every effort should be made to stimulate the Los Alamos and Holloman
Graduate programs.

C.

The Gallup Community College should be developed so that the
University gives it more financial support with the idea in mind that
it will increase enrollments and become more of an integral part of
The University of New Mexico.

I II.

Correspondence Division:
A.

As stated in our five past reports, we believe that the Correspondence Division should be enlarged and improved to keep pace with NUEA
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standards in the face of increased interest and advancement in this
area of study throughout the world,

We especially need courses in

Guidance, Library Science, and Sociology, to mention a few for which
we have the most requests.
B.

We do need more help in the general office, part of which could be
devoted to developing and improving the qual lty of existing courses,
trying to persuade the departments of the University to offer more
subjects, keeping up to date the availability of textbooks, and
writing more personal letters to present and pr.ospective students.

C.

We perhaps should publish a Correspondence Bulletin every year
instead of every

0,

t~~

years as we are doing at the present time,

It is perhaps time to think about the possibility of developing the
Correspondence Division so that it has some faculty as regular
members of the staff,

This is being done in any number of

institutions over the country.

The potential income for such action

is substantial.
IV.

Audio-Visual Center:
A.

From the first section of this annual report concerning our AudioVisual area, we recognize a fact that tremendous progress has been
made in establishing a campus Audio-VIsual Center even though we
have been handicapped in buying materials because of budget limitations.

The continually increasing budgets have certainly helped us

to satisfy the various requests from colleges and departments for
audio-visual materials.

We do feel that we have made definite

strides in getting the various departments to recognize this Division
as the Audio-Visual Center for the campus.
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B.

Even though we are very proud of the training and reliability of our
student projectionists, the increased use of audio-visual aids by
the growing faculty at the University placed a near Impossible load
on the more-than-average coverage during the heavy class hours of
the school day.

Some requests are not satisfied, simply because

manpower Is not available for taking care of the additional pressures
caused by this Increased demand.

As a temporary measure to

11

handle 11

the increased load, a part-time graduate student has been employed
for the past two school years.

This certainly has relieved the

immediate problem of growing demand, by centralizing control of film
ordering, scheduling and showing, plus on-the-spot supervision of
undergraduate student projectionists,
the panacea for our problems.

But, of course, this is not

It is strongly recommended that, In

view of the increasing use and demands for audio-visual service, a
full-time director of audio-visual services be employed,

This

director might also be considered to instruct courses In AudioVisual Education through the College of Education.

c.

The Audio-Visual Center is located in Room 207 of the Administration
Building.
I.

This is a small, unventilated room which serves as:

An office for audio-visual clerical work, i.e., correspondence
to film rental agencies, ordering and scheduling films, receiving
and shipping films, maintaining current catalog files and faculty
request files, etcetera;

2.

Storage space for some 600 16-mm films, 150 filmstrips, tapes,
slides, records, and graphic supplies, as well as replacement
parts, tubes, lamps, and tools for maintenance of equipment;
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3. Storage space for all equipment not being used by departments;
4.

Work room for graphic aids, i.e., copy stand and camera for
production of 3* x 4 and 2 x 2 slides, and the production of
overhead projectuals via the diazo process, I lft process, and
thermofax method;

5.

Work room for the inspection, cleaning, and repairing of films;
as well as:

6. A storage room for supplies needed for other Extension Division
activities.
It is not difficult to appreciate the serious

~f2r.additional

space to carry on adequately the activities of the Audio-Visual Center.
V.

Conferences, Institutes, and Short Courses:
A.

As has been mentioned before, there is still a shortage of
facilities for continuing education activities.

As new buildings

are completed, larger enrollments of residence students utilize the
additional meeting room space provided.

The Division of Extension

is pressed with an ever Increasing number of requests for facilities
to hold conferences of two to three days 1 duration and for Seminars
and Short Courses that would meet different periods each day for
four to six weeks.

University personnel help instruct ln many of

the continuing education programs and it is much more convenient for
them to have such programs convene in campus facilities.
The Division will continue to utilize University facilities
when not in use by residence classes.

However, continuing education

requests make it necessary to secure space for some programs elsewhere.

It is felt that the University should be one of the leading

educational institutions endeavoring to help in the continuing
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education of adults whether it be cultural or vocational in nature,
In order to do justice to the adult demands for this type of
education, a separate facility should be secured that could harbor
all such offerings.

It should, also, be one where continuing

education activities would have first priority and could be
utilized at a later period, when the programs expand, for only
continuing education activities.

A facility of this nature could

be financed by income secured each semester from already established
continuing education activities.
B.

There is increased pressure from the Manpower Development and
Training Act on institutions of higher learning to re-train adults
to work in newly developed technical fields,

The Division has been

working with people connected with the training and will continue to
do so,

There have been few classes at The University of New Mexico

for adults who wish re-training, however, because space has not been
available.

Many classes could be developed through grants in aid

under the Manpower Development and Training Act if facilities to
hold the re-training classes were available,
C.

The policy of charging off-campus groups and organizations for use
of facilities for meeting places should continue.

This has tended

to cut down outside use and made scheduling of regular University
courses much more flexible,
D.

The Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services
suggests, as a matter of policy, that all conferences, institutes,
or short courses which are contemplated by any college, department,
or individual connected with the University, be entered on a
calendar kept by the Division before any commitments are made.
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Instances in the past have caused some embarrassment when more than
one activity was scheduled at the same time.

This Division should

act as a clearing house when any such activity is proposed.

The

experience which has been gained in management of conferences and
developing institutes, seminars, and short courses by the Division
may expedite matters and tend to develop better public, staff, and
faculty relations.

In this regard, it Is recommended that a room

scheduling policy be established for all facilities on the campus
used for continuing education activities and other events of a
non-academic nature.

It is also recommended that a university

schedule of campus events be established and kept in the Division
of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services.

At the

present time, the Division receives requests, from off-campus
organizations, for meeting room space.

A better control system for

use of campus facilities should be established and managed by the
Division of Extension because of use the Division itself makes on
these facilities.
E.

A brief summary of conferences, institutes, and short courses
already planned for the coming fiscal year follows:
Activity
Data Processing Orientation Course
Gymnastics Course
Cheerleaders Clinic
U.S. Army Reserve Group
Boy Scout Conference
Second Research Reserve Seminar
French Students' Seminar
French Professors' Seminar
Coaching Clinic
Officials' Clinic
Open-Door Seminar on Philosophy
Governor's Conference
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July
July
July
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

..

VI.

Activity (Continued)

Date

Japanese International Student Service
New Mexico Tax Assessors• Association
Dental Hygienists• Training Program
Custodian Workshop
Dental Faculty Seminar
Teachers of English
Life Underwriters• Training Course, Part I
Life Underwriters 1 Training Course, Part II
Chartered Life Underwriters' Course, Part I
Chartered Life Underwriters' Course, Part II
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
American Institute of Banking
National Secretaries' Course
Medical Office Assistants' Course
Dental Office Assistants' Course
New Mexico State Nurses
New Mexico Turf GrassConference
American Academy of Religions
New Mexico Education Association Meeting
Engineer-In-Training
International Association of Personnel in
Employment Security
Ethno-Musicological Conference
Western Speech Association
Rocky Mountain Branch of the Association for
Asian Studies
S.W. Division American Chemical Society
Make-It-Yourself with Wool
All-State Music Clinic
Dental Seminar
Dental Hygienists' Seminar
Junior Classical League
Regional Home Economics Conference
National Forensic League

August
August
August
August
August
September
September
September
September
September
September
September
September
September
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
November
November
November
November
December
December
January
January
January
Apri 1
April
June

Community Evening College (Non-Credit Section):
A.

We are continuing to evaluate our offerings with the view toward
developing new courses in an attempt to increase our statistics as
far as students are concerned.
Many non-credit offerings are curtailed due to lack of adequate
space; painting classes are being held in poorly equipped makeshift
rooms because the facilities allocated for these classes are being
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used for credit offerings exclusively.

We are not In agreement with

the department controlling the use of these facilities, and feel an
arrangement could be made to facilitate the Community Evening
College as well as regular credit offerings.
VII.

Community Evening College (Credit Section):
A.

It is possible for us to increase the number of night students at
$18 an hour by offering a more complete series of courses during the
evening hours.

This would not only Increase our financial Income

but would serve the community better.
B.

It is recommended that the Administration put pressure on the
various departments to offer more night courses with the view in
mind of substantially increasing Income and supplying needs of the
community population.

VII I.

Civil Defense Program:
A.

During the fiscal year of 1965-66, the number of conferences and
short courses will be increased.

This will result in an increased

workload of approximately 75 per cent over the previous year.
B.

It might be mentioned that the four men involved in the Civil
Defense program are now housed in one rather small office which
again emphasizes the need for more space for the entire Division
of Extension.

IX.

Summer Session:
A.

We will continue to work on enrollment increases even though we
showed an increase of 23 per cent in 1965.

B.

We had a budget increase In 1965 which allowed us to offer a broader
program which increased enrollments.
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c.

It is recommended that in 1966, the salary schedule be increased to
two-ninths of the annual salary.

0.

Every effort will be made in 1966 to recruit some superior visiting
faculty members as attractions of the summer session.

E.

~/e

are attempting in every way to offer attractive spec ia 1 events

that will interest students.

F.

If possible, some scholarships should be provided for summer session
students.

G.

Last summer we attracted a large percentage increase of new freshmen, but we need to attract some of the freshmen pressure in the
fal I.

H. All departments should inform and coordinate institute proposals
with the Summer Session Director,
J,

We need housing for married couples very badly.

J,

~/e

K.

The Summer School Director is studying all plans and proposals of

need an air-conditioned dormitory for men.

other institutions for expanding the length of the summer session.
This matter has been brought before the faculty summer session
committee on two different occasions.

There does not seem to be

any feeling that we should change the format of the summer session
as far as the length is concerned,

The experience of other

institutions attempting the tri-semester plan has not been good.
There are a number of considerations involved if we are to expand
to two 5-week sessions, or two 6-week sessions.

H•'JWever, the

question certainly should not be closed, and we will continue to
study the whole situation.

At the present time, it is my recommen-

dation that we hold to the present 8-week term with a two weeks
pre-session.
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The Report of the Holloman Graduate Center
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
J. R. Foote, Director
A.

General Data

An auepicious start was made on the master's degree program in
engineering management.

Over one-hundred-twenty persona expressed

a desire to participate in the program as tentatively outlined in
the Fall.

Of this number seventy-three enrolled in the first course

and forty-nine in the second.

This tapping of new student resources

helped to produce by far the greatest enrolment in history at
Holloman:: 380 man-courses, comprising 345 persona in twenty-four
courses.

This represented a seventy-three percent increase over

ariy previous year, and a ninety percent increase over

1963~64.

It

is important to note that, contained in these figures,:.is a twetztynine percent increase in the regular graduate program not including
the new courses in management.

Furthermore, nine of the courses

given, or thirty-seven percent, have never before been given at
Holloman.

Thus, it seems essential to modify the program markedly

and year by year, rather than to give a certain list of courses
periodically.

These judgements must be achieved empirically since

there is no policy group assisting in laying our directions of
special effort consonant with mission needs at Holloman.

13.

..

Plans

Although no definite program in the engineering management
area had been given final approval at the campus, two courses per
semester have been planned for the coming academic year.

It is

believed that the rather large group will divide naturally into two
good classes.

In addition to these classes a rather ambitious

increase in the number of courses in science and engineering is
planned, although budget limitations may reduce the number substantially.

Of the planned twenty-seven courses, eighteen have

never before been offered at Holloman.

This reflects the changing

emphases in technology both in the country at large and at Holloman.
A further area of effort is also planned, filling a need expressed by Holloman officials last year but, so far, having no
implementation.

The basic idea is a selected curriculum in manage-

ment science at undergraduate level, primarily for undergraduate
managers working in civil service, but leading to a "certificate"''
or an "associate degree" rather than to a professional degree.

A

plan incorporating some of the courses suggested last year, trimmed
to a practical level and embodying as much breadth as can be contained in a thirty semester hour program, has been submitted to
Holloman officials.

This plan would uoe both courses already being

taught from time to time at Holloman and courses being taught at
the local

~ommunity

college.

It would involve teaching only four

courses additional to other courses normally taught at Holloman.
Thus, it offers both economy and an educational goal for the intermediate level of management at Holloman.

Approval of such a plan

will be pending both at the University and at Holloman.
No progress is known to have been made toward establishment of
a space institute at or near Holloman.

c.

New Staff

In the academic year new staff included Major Bob Whitfield who
taught the course in introductory econoaico; Mr. J. D. Gibson and

Jllr. L. E. Wilson of the Department of Mechanical Engineering;
Dr. M. L. Katz and Dr. N. A. Friedman of the Department of Mathematics;
Dr. Simon Herman and Dr. Nolan of the school of Business Administration; Dr.

s.

K. Suh of Holloman who taught electromagnetic propa-

gation; and Capt. George Schofield who taught geometrical and
experimental optics.

D.

Professional Activities

The Director attended the winter annual meeting of the American
Mathematical Society in Denver, and the Symposium on Recent Advances
in Optimization Techniques, a meeting sponsored by IEEE and the
Optical Society of America, at Pittsburgh.

These meetings served

to support both the educational and the research aspects of the
Graduate Center.

Half of the Director's teaching planned for the

next year is in the area of optimization theory and technique.
The Director participated in the Fifth Visitiilg"·Scientist Program of the New Mexico Academy of Science.
One research paper has been accepted by the Journal of Applied
Mechanics for publication this year.

The Director has been invited

to present this paper at the November ASME meeting in Chicago.

He

will bo sponsored in his attendance by the Office of Research
Analyses (ORA) at Holloman.
Acting as Expert for ORA, an employment covering the Summer
and part-time during the year in lieu of other research and professional opportunity, a working-paper on submarine launched
ballistic missile defense was prepared; this paper determined the
influence, on trajectory prediction, of errors made in detection and
tracking of a missile.

The Director managed the

10~

Anniversary AFOSR Summer Scien.-

tific Seminar, Science ±n the Sixties, held in Cloudcroft, N.M.,

14-2' June 1965.

The seminar is the tenth in a series, of wh.ich

the Director has been project scientist for eight.

The seminar

was a joint project of the University, Holloman, and the Air Force
Of!ice of Scientifi.c Research which made a grant of #34,670.

The

attendance averaged ninety at each of thirty-two lectures presented by sixteen outstanding scientists, so.ciologists, and
historians.

The

lecture~e

and their topics were:'

Faths to the Sixties

Dr. A. Hunter Dupree
Department of History
University of California
Berkeley, California

Radar and Radio Information from
the Solar System

Dr. Thomas Gold
Director
Center for Radiophysics and
Space Research
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Radio Astronomy for the Investigation of the Universe
High Field Magnets and Magnetospectroscopy

Dr. Benjamin Lax
Director
National Magnet Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Tides of the Planet Earth

Dr. Walter H. Hunk
Director
Institute of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics
University of California, San
Diego
La Jolla Laboratories
La Jolla., California

S~metries

and Particles

Science in the Emerging Nations
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Dr. Abdus .Sa1aa
Professor of Theoretical Physics
University of London
Imperial College o! Science and
Technology
London, England

..

Dr. Bryce Crawford
Dean of the Graduate School
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

The Molecular Young's Modulus
Absorption Intensities and
Dielectric Constanta
New Materials in Space
Chemistry

Dr. Willard F. Libby
Professor of Chemistry
University of California
Los Angeles, California

The Concept of Mathematics
Historically Surveyed

Dr. Morris Kline
Director of Electromagnetic Res.
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
25 Waverly Place
New York, New York

Stability of Nonlinear Dynamical
Systems

Dr. Joseph P. LaSalle
Director
Center for Dynamical Systems
Division of Applied Mathematics
Brown University
Providence Rhode Island

Implications of the World PopuDr. Philip M. Hauser
lation Explosion for the Military Chairman
Implications of United States
Department of Sociology
Population Trends for the
University of Chicago
Military
Chicago, Illinois
The Frontiers of Psychology:
Psychology as Pure Science
Psychology as Applied Science

Dr. Ernest R. Hilgard
Department of Psychology
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Biological Clocks

Dr. Colin s. Pittendrigh
Department of Biology
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Nonlinear Behavior of Physical
Systems

Dr. Francis H. Clauser
Professor of Aeronautics
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland

Combustion Instability in
Rockets

Dr. F. T. McClure
Chairman
Research Center
Applied Physics Laboratory
Johns Hopkins University
Silver Spring,Maryl&Bd
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Theories of Memory

Dr. Julian Bigelow
Institute for Advanced Studies
Princeton~. New Jersey

Lively Models of Living Systems

Dr. Warren s. McCulloch
Neurophysiological Research
Group
Research Laboratory for
Electronics
Massachusett.a Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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The Report of the Los Alamos Graduate Center
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Glenn A. Whan,

Director

This year enrollment figures for both semesters have shown a
significant decrease, At least in part, this may be attributed to
a smaller number of courses offered and the absence of liberal
arts or humanities courses in the schedule of course offerings.
Table I summarizes enrollment trends and cost figures for the past
five years.
At the 1965 Commencement, 9 persons received degrees from the
University of New Mexico as a result of study at the Graduate Center.
William R. Daniels, a chemist at the Los Alamos Laboratory, became
the one hundredth person to complete degree requirements through
the Graduate Center. The number of degree recepients for the past
several years and their major fields are shown in Table II.
The Graduate Center has contributed greatly to stability in
the Laboratory's professional staff, Of all staff members who have
received degrees in the past 12 years, 72 per cent are still
employed in research or engineering positions at Los Alamos. This
is equivalent to an annual termination rate of less than 3 per cent
compared to 6 per cent for all staff member employees for the same
period, Another benefit from the Graduate Center is its support of
the Laboratory's technical programs by offering refresher courses
at the graduate level in science and engineering. This is of
particular value to Ph.D. staff members who wish to audit courses
in areas affected by rapid technological change,
One year's experience with the plan of three-year cycled corecourse offerings for graduate Chemistry and Engineering students has
been encouraging, although a few changes in the planned cycles have

-------------

-

-

..

been necessary. Once the students become familiar with the
program, they will be better abl.e to pl.an their progress toward
an advanced degree at Los AJ.amos.
In contradiction to last year 1 s annual report, the Graduate
Center is still supported by a subcontract; however, the subcontract is now· negotiated by the LASL Supply and Property
Department.
With the advent of an anticipated "Meson Factory" at Los
Alamos, the direction of the Laboratory·concerning educational
programs may be subject to considerable change in the next few
years. Additional cooperative programs between LASL and UNM as
well as other universities might be expected, including a much
greater exchange of both students and faculty. The relationship
of these changes to the function of the Graduate Center should
be anticipated where possible.
The following new members were appointed to the Graduate
Center Advisory Council for three year terms (1965-1968):
Robert L. Andelin
Chemistry
Leroy c. Horpedahl
Engineering
Roger H. Moore
Mathematics
Physics
Jerry D. Wackerle
Dr. Guido H. Daub has been appointed Acting Director of the
Graduate Center during July and August, 1965, while Glenn A. Whan
works at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory on a summer research
grant.
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!fable I
Academic (Fiscal Year)

1960-1961
Summer

SEMESTERS

«- CREDIT HOURS
Yearly Totals

196l£-1962

Spring

& Fall

IIEG:mrRATIONS:
Dissertation (PhD)
'fbesis (MS)
Graduate Courses
undergraduate Courses
Non-credit courses
Semester Totals
Yearly Totals

-

JUly

LCS ALAMOS GRADUATE CENTER

Summer

m

95
22

_22.

411

305

Spring

' & Fall

2
2
173
98 .

5
12

l.

l

2

3

3

2

228
128
8
370
1073

2073

129

88
4
225

I

.l

-

~

_l1.

_!g

99
__!1

329

284

344

285

78

613
91!6

I

ao4

1042

I

I

216

1
4
139
64

-208
479

9li

869

232

1953
237

Spring .

4
3
199
49
__!§.
271

629

1750
'ZTB

2
171

l~i

1 661
1.530

1

598

503

515

5)8

232
173
.
405

CCB.rS PAID UNM
Academic (Fiscal) Year

$42032 _I $4o607
$82639

$58886 $51448
$110334

I

$48876 I $46045
$94921

$35070 J $53789
$88859

$47266 I $45229
$92495

CCB.r PER CREDIT HOUR:
Academic (Fiscal) Year

$35.41 $45.83
$39.86

.l

$51.67 I $57.27
$54.2/J

$33·66 I $59.o4
$45-50

$54.39 $68.43
$6o.45

331

DIDIVIIUALS ENROLLED:

Yearly Totals

267

1

lUMBER OF COURSES:
Offered / Given
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University of New Mexico graduates "Who have taken significant course work toward their degree in the LASL's Academic
~aining Program:
1954-1956

B.Ae

Arts & Science

BeS'o

Arts & Science
Engineering

1

M.Ae

Matheme.tics

Mo.s..

Chemistry
Engineering:

1
1

Chemistry

1958

l.959

J.960

!rotals

*

1

l

1
1

2

1
].

1

1

].

].

].

1
1

3

7

8

1965

1

l

5 14
4

5
1

1

.

2

].

2

3

1

l.

l.

].

1

1

10
4

2
1

32

l.

16 173
I

I

1.31I

I

1

6

2

5

3

4

3

l.

2

J.

1

].

1

2

1

2

2

7

6

5

l.l.

15

14

1.8

l2

l.l.

1

5

1

l.

Electrical Eng.
Mechanical. Eng.

II

7 II

•·

1

l.

2
2

!rotals
2

].

2

Physics
Sc.D.

1964

2

1

1962

1963

1961
].

Chemical
El.ectrical
Mechanical
lfuel.ear
Eng. Sci. of Matls.
Physics
Ph.D.

1957

9

I
I

II

I

I

I'

I

I

2 l2l*!
I
1.08

1108
I

Most Ph.D. 1 s and Sc.D. 1 s :participated in both the LASL 1 s Advanced Study Program to compl.ete residence requir~ents_
.
on campus and in the Graduate Thesis Program.
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The Report of the Department of Aerospace Studies (AFROTC)
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Lt Col William C. Naylor, Professor of Aerospace Studies
1. Significant developments during the Academic Year, 1964-65,

were as follows:
a. On 13 October 1964, President Johnson signed P. L. 88-647 into
effect. The ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964, as it is called, authorized
universities conducting Air Force ROTC to adopt a two-year program,
for juniors and seniors, continue with a four-year program, or implement
both programs as desired by university officials. On 19 November 1964,
it was decided that UNM would conduct only the two-year AFROTC program.
In general, this program allows students with two academic years remaining in either undergraduate or graduate status to enter the Air Force's
On-Campus Officers Education Program. Upon graduation, an Air Force
Commission is tendered. Processing for most applicants will occur during their sophomore year and the following summer. The two-year applicant is required to attend 6 weeks of field training at an Air Force base
the summer preceding his junior year formal entry into the two-year program. During this period he will receive classroom study of material which
would have been presented in his freshman and sophomore years under the
old program. Also he will undergo military drill equivalent to that given
during all four years of the old program. Therefore, Air Force drill will
no longer be given on the UNM campus. Only three classroom hours per
week of Air Force subjects are required.

During the two-year program the cadet will receive approximately
$1000.00:
-- a. 6 weeks of Field Training
*(plus travel pay to & from)

$120.00

-- b. Forty dollars per month for 10 months
during the junior year
-- c. Forty dollars per month for 10 months
during the senior year
TOTAL

400.00

*

400.00
$920.00

As in the past, uniforms and AFROTC books will be provided at no expense to the cadet. Those cadets presently enrolled under the old fouryear program will continue and be commissioned under the old program.
An exception is that all Advanced Cadets are now required to join the Air
Force Reserve for a period of six years - two years while a cadet and four
years of active duty. Also, all cadets will receive the increase in subsistence pay, from $27 to $40 per month.
b. During the year the department continued to assist Professors
Charles E. Woodhouse and Patrick D. Lynch in their study "Influence of
Campus Environment on Student Commitment to a Para-Military Organization." A chronological log of their research activities are indicated
below.
(1) October 1964 - Questionnaire for AS-1 Cadets
Included items regarding: Father's occupation, high school activities,
occupational interest, recruitment to AFROTC and university organizations,
ideal job, leadership, preference for military service, role sensitivity,
personal-task anomie scale, AF career intentions, Sociometric choices.
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(.2) October 1964 - Questionnaire for AS-2 Cadets, AS-3, & AS-4 Cadets
Included items regarding: university organizational membership and
intentions, occupational interest.
(3) Fall 1964 - Interviews with AFROTC Drop-Outs (Cadets enrolled in
spring 1964, but who did not return in September 1964)
(4) February 9, 1965 - Questimmaire for all Cadets
Included items regarding: Ideal Job, leadership, personal-task anomie
scale, Role Sensitivity Scale II, Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire, Sociemetric relationship.
(5) February 23, 1965 -Questionnaire for AS-1, & AS-2 Cadets
Retest of first three instruments of the Feb. 9, 1965 Questionnaire
indicated above, to ascertain reliability of the items.
(6) Spring 1965 - Interviews with each AS-3 & AS-4 Cadet (97% response)
Interviews with selected AS-1 cadets, and with all AS-2 cadets not
interviewed the previous year. (95% response)
Interviews with each AS-1 & AS-2 Drop-Out (63% response)
(7) May 1965 - Questionnaire for all Cadets
Included items regarding: Campus organization membership, Personaltask Anomie scale (general), Personal-task Anomie scale (ROTC),
F-scale, Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire, Sociometric relationships.
(8) May 1965 -Report to Cadets
A twenty page report was furnished the Detachment Staff and each
cadet under the title, "What Makes a Leader. "
(9) Summer 1965 - Participant-Observation in a six-weeks Field
Training Exercise by Woodhouse.
ch to Air Universit and
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c. Detachment 510 was visited twice by Colonel William G. Downey,
Area I Commandant- once each semester. This was Colonel Downey's
final year in the AFROTC program. He retired from military service
in June 1965. Colonel William J. Davitt, former Professor of Aerospace
Studies at the University of California, will become the new Area Commandant.
d. The Aerospace Briefing Team from Maxwell AFB, Alabama, visited
the campus on 8 December 1964. They presented a 90 minute program in
the Anthropology auditorium to all Air Force and Navy ROTC cadets.
The following day the briefing was given to Key personnel at Kirtland AFB.
The objective of the program was to convey to the American people, through
the medium of aerospace subjects, the all important story of our national
space program. Last year, this team was awarded the Hoyt S. Vandenberg
Trophy for distinguished service to the nation in the field of aerospace
education.
e, Staff authorization remained unchanged during the year. Detachment 510 is authorized three officers and three non-commissioned officers.
f. The overall cadet enrollment increased 4 1/2% over the previous

year. The Corps increased in size from 197 after fall enrollment 1963
to 206 after 1964's fall enrollment. This is a 41% increase over 1962's
fall enrollment. As of the end of the spring semester 1965, the class
enrollment was as follows:

AS
AS
AS
AS

1
2

3
4
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65
34

25
11

m

g. For the fifth consecutive year, potential pilots of this detachment
participated in the Air Force ROTC Flight Instruction Program. Hq
AFROTC contracted for the training directly with Cutter Flying Service.
This constitutes a change in contractual procedure. Last year the
University sub-contracted with the flying school after a prime contract
with Hq AFROTC. Four cadets successfully completed the training.
h. Angel Flight, the Women's Auxiliary to Arnold Air Society (AAS),
had 49 members and pledges during the academic year. These ladies not
only maintained an active drill team but they assisted AAS in numerous
community service projects. The Area I Angel Flight Staff conducted inspections at Arizona State University, The University of Arizona, New
Mexico State University and The University of New Mexico. UCLA was
rated the best Angel Flight in the area. New Mexico State was second.
Three Angel Flight members attended the National Conclave in Washington
D.C. onll-14April.
i. Two Air Force base visitations were conducted to familiarize cadets

with Air Force functions. Trips were taken to Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona
and Walker AFB, New Mexico. Many additional visits were scheduled but
were cancelled due

to

poor weather or non-availablility of aircraft. A.

higher priority requirement for airlift was the primary cause. Sixteen
jet (T-33) orientation flights from Kirtland AFB were conducted during the
Academic Year 1964-65. Outstanding cadets received these rides. Three
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multi-engine local orientation flights in the C-47 were conducted. At
the end of the year 25% of AS 1, 36% of AS 2 and 24% of AS 3 were flown
on military aircraft. The purpose of these flights was to familiarize
the cadets With Air Force Bases, aircraft operational procedures, and
fundamentals of flying.
j. The Drill Teams, both the Cadets and Angel Flight, participated in

the Sunshine City Drill Competition in Tucson, Arizona in February. The
men's team placed third out of 24. The cadets also participated in a
Navy ROTC competition here at UNM, placing first out of four teams.
The men's team gave Armed Forces Dly demonstrations at Grants and
Santa Fe, New Mexico. The Angel Flight team demonstrated during half
time at a basketball game and during Armed Forces Dly at Kirtland AFB.
k. We have maintained a vigorous information program throughout the
Albuquerque area. Close contact

withal~

radio and TV stations has been

maintained. Numerous speeches were given by detachment officers and
advanced cadets to interested high school students throughout the state.
During Career Day at UNM, advanced cadets manned an information lnoth
in the Student Union Building. Recruiting folders were sent to all incoming
male freshmen explaining the AFROTC program.
1. Arnold Air Society: The AAS had another excellent and very active

year. Their activities included a formal joint initiation with Silver Wing
and Angel Flight at Kirtland Officer's Club on 28 February 1965, a
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Christmas party for St. Anthony's Boys Home jointly sponsored with
Angel Flight, representation at the National Conclave in Washington
D. C., 11-14 April 1965, and several other civic and social functions.
AAS sponsored attendance at a home football game in which all members
of the AFROTC attended the game in uniform and sat in a reserved section.
Homecoming decorations for the AFROTC were also sponsored by AAS
and Silver Wing. This University will have the AAS Wing I Headquarters
next year. Area I consists of AAS Squadrons at Arizona State University,
University of Arizona, and New Mexico State University.
m. The Freshman-Sophomore honorary known as Silver Wing continued to function and grow. A total of 20 new members were initiated in
two pledge classes. The purpose of Silver Wing is to further the traditions
and concepts of the United States Air Force and aid in the development of
future Air Force officers. Members have participated in food drives for
the needy, a window-wash fund raising day and Easter Egg hunt and party
at the All Faiths Receiving Home. The Silver Wing Constitution was rewritten to conform with University standards and a member of the organization has been elected to the Student Senate. Due to the new two-year
program, the role of the Silver Wing will alter and become more closely
alligned with that of Arnold Air Society.
n. Fiesta Day Review: On 4 May 1965, it was the responsibility of
AFROTC to conduct the Fiesta Day Review at Zimmerman Field. It was
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a joint review of Naval Midshipmen and Air Force Cadets. In 1965
President Popejoy was the reviewing officer. Outstanding students were
recognized with appropriate trophies. A list of the Awarders and Awardees
is available in the Department of Air Force Aerospace Studies. Kirtland
Ai:r Force Base provided a military band for the event.
2. Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
a. During Academic Year 1965-66, the detachment will continue with its
extensive counselling and guidance program concentrating on increasing the
quality and quantity of our product.
b. Next year a revised curriculum will be fully implemented in the last
three AS years. This is not a new curriculum but a necessary up-dating
or modernization process, designed for the new (2-year) program.
c. Financial Assistance Program:

The new AFROTC legislation author-

ized some outstanding cadets to receive financial assistance equal to that
given Naval ROTC cadets participating in the Regular Program. Three
AFROTC cadets, who will be juniors in September 1965, will have their
tuition and books paid for and will receive $50 per month subsistence pay
for their final two years in college. The following year at least three more
cadets will receive this financial assistance.
d. Angel-of-the-Year Jet Ride:

A new activity begun in A Y 64-65

will continue in future years. The Angel Flight will select one member
who has made the greatest contribution to Angel Flight, U.S. Air Force
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and AFROTC and designate h:er Angel-of-the-Year. In cooperation with
Kirtland AFB, she will receive a ride in a jet aircraft. The 1965 winner
was Peggy McFarland, former Area I Commander of Angel Flight (in
charge of all flights in New Mexico, Arizona and California). She was
flown in the T-39 Sabreliner.
e. Program Phase-In:

Academic Year 1965-66 will be a year of

transition from the old four-year program to the new two-year one. No
freshmen cadets will be enrolled in September of 1965. Neither freshmen
nor sophomores will be enrolled in September of 1966. Even though the
detachment is continuing with four year students we will enroll approximately eight new students into the two year program during the fall of
1965. Two year and four year students will study the same curricula
during their junior and senior years.
f. Area I Angel Flight Headquarters will be located at UNM for a final
year in AY 65-66.
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ANNUAL .BEPDRT OF NROTC UNIT
1 July 1964 - 30 June 1965
Robert V. R. BASSETT, Jr., Captain, USN
15 August 1965
1.

Significant developments during the academic year 1964-1965:
a. Number of graduates during this period.
Aug 64 Sep 64 ~ ~
(1) NRDTC:
9
5
3
Ensign, USN
1
1
1
Ensign, USN-R
Second Lieutenant, USMC
..1.
4
13
Total:
5
1
(2) NESEP:
Second Lieutenant, USMC
OCS - Ensign
(3) NAVY NURSE CORPS:
Ensign, USN Nurse Corps

1

5

12

1

b.

NROTC enrollment for academic year 1964-1965:
Regular
Contract
Be9inning f!!E! Beginning f!!E!
30
Freshmen
24
20
49
18
26
Sophomores
20
10
6
7
Juniors
32
22'
4
Seniors
24
__l
..1Q
78
47
Total: 106
72

c.

NESEP enrollment for academic year 1964-1965:
Beginning Q!f!
74
50

d.

Social activities of NROTC Midshipmen:
(1) On 6 September 1964 the Naval Reserve Officers'
Training Corps held an "open house'', extending invitations
to all Freshmen and their parents. At this time an orienta- 1 -

tion period was conducted and all interested Freshmen were
interviewed by the Staff of the NROTC Unit.
(2) On 11 November 1964 the bell from the USS NEW
MEXICO was rededicated. The bell had been hanging in the
University of New Mexico Administration Building since 17
April 1948. The bell is a memorial to veterans of World
War II. Navy and Air Force ROTC Units participated in the
ceremonies. The bell now hangs in the new bell tower north
of the Student Union Building.
(3) On the 16th and l?th November 1964 the ~ighth
Naval District Inspection Team from New Orleans, Louisiana
held their Annual Military Inspection. This Unit received
an "Outstanding" on this inspection.
(4) On the 12th December 1964 the Wardroom Society and
Clippers, women's honorary auxiliary to the group, sponsored a 11 turkey shoat 11 in order to raise funds to send our
Drill Team to the Mardi Gras in New Orleans, Louisiana in
February 1965.
(5) The NROTC Wardroom Society, whose membership included about 150 members, sponsored two dances and their
annual picnic during the year.
(a) On 12 February 1965 the joint NROTC-AFROTC
Military Ball was celebrated with a formal dance at the
Student Union. The Navy Queen for 1965, Miss Patti Rice,
was crowned by Captain Bassett. A Guard of Honor was
furnished by the NRDTC sword Team.
(b) On the 21st November 1964 the Shipwreck Ball
was held at the Knights of Columbus Hall, the ball theme
revolved around a ship wreck on a South Sea Island •. Lt.
John Stephens, USN, is faculty adviser to the society.
(c) On 2 May 1965 the NROTC Battalion had its
first picnic. This is to be made an annual affair.
(6) The Naval ROTC Women's Auxiliary, known as "Clippers 11 1 started their third year with a Fall Rush program in
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which 25 women were pledged. The Clippers have three goals;
first, to provide an interest in the NRDTC on ·the UNM campus;
second, to learn about the traditions and customs of the Navy;
and third, to organize a drill team,
During the year, the Clippers participated in the
following activities:
(a) Informal coffees were held monthly for the
midshipmen
(b) A christmas tree was .decorated for the NRDTC
midshipmen Wardroom
(c) Participated in the USS NEW MEXICO Bell Rededication ceremonies
(d) On the 15th May 1965 a commissioning banquet
was given in honor of the graduating senior
midshipmen at the Sandia Base Officers' Club.
Invitations were extended to the Staff of the
NROTC Unit,
(7) From the 25-28 February 1965 the NRDTC Drill Team
participated in the Annual Mardi Gras festivities in New
Orleans, Louisiana. They were in competition with other
military units, placing fourth in over-all performance.
(8) On the 4th June 1965, ten midshipmen received their
commissions as Ensigns in the u. s. Navy; three were commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the U. S •. Marine Corps; and
one NESEP student was commissioned Second Lieutenant in the
U. S. Marine Corps,
Captain and Mrs. Bassett honored graduating midshipmen and NESEP graduates and their guests at a reception
at their home during the afternoon.
The new officers received their University of New
Mexico diplomas Friday evening, 4 June 1965, at Commencement
Exercises in Jc~nson Gym.
e.

Navy Flight Indoctrination Program:
Again this year the NROTC Unit offered the Flight
Indoctrination Program, this gives NRDTC seniors a chance to
- .3 -

experience flight training before reporting to Pensacola.
started two years ago, it has proven itself a success by the
high percentage of its graduates who go on to Pensacola to
win their wings of gold. The FIP student's course consists
of ground school and flying. This is done through a private
firm, contracted by the Navy. Completion qualifies the student for a private pilots license.
f. Navy Historical Items Collected:
Establishment of a historical collection for the
University of New Mexico Naval ROTC was supervised by Captain Robert V. R. Bassett, Jr., USN. The wheel and plaques
of the USS NEW MEXICO and other items of interest are displayed in the NROTC headquarters in the Old Stadium Building.
g.

NROTC Drill Team and Sword Team Competition:
(1) The NRDTC Drill Team performed during the half-time
parade of the UNM-New Mexico State game an 1 November 1964;
the 11th November 1964 the team participated in the Veteran's
Day Parade; the 17th November 1964 the team performed for the
Staff of the Commandant of the Eighth Naval District. In
February 1965 the team participated in the annual MarmGras
celebration in New Orleans, Louisiana.
(2) On 25 April 1965 the Midshipman Battalion carried
102 flags representing historical and. present day state and
national flags in a flag dedication ceremony at St. John's
Episcopal Cathedral.
(3) The NRDTC Sword Team performed for the Boy Scouts of
America on several occaasions. Also, during Homecoming and
for the annual Military Ball, and for the Sandia Base Military
Ball held at the Officers' Club, and for the staff of the
Commandant of the Eighth Naval District. The final event of
the year was to support the local Junior Chamber of Commerce
in their selection of Miss Albuquerque.
(4) On 8 May 1965 a Drill Meet was held on campus with
the Navy ROTC as the sponsoring unit. Participants included
- 4-
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the University of Colorado, New Mexico state, AFROTC from on
campus and our own ROTC Unit. The meet was highly successful
and is planned as an annual event with even greater participation.
h.

NRDTC Rifle Team Competition:
The NROTC Rifle Team was re-established in the
fall of 1964. The team entered the meet in Golden, Colorado
and the ROTC Meet in El Paso, Texas. Our unit won the New
Mexico State Championship and several individual medals.
The team attended the sectional Championship at New Mexico
Military Institute, Roswell, New Mexico, winning first place.
Later attended the Eighth Naval District Meet, placing
second.
NROTC Intra-mural Participation:
The NROTC football team participated in the University of New Mexico Intra-mural Program, finishing the season
with a final record of 4-2-1. The unit swimming team placed
first and the tennis team climbed to top standing. Volleyball
team tied for first place bUt was defeated in the play-off.
Participated in flickerball and entered the spring track meet.
In addition an extensive Unit sports program was conducted on
Friday evenings with maximum participation, with the winning
teams receiving points toward the selection of the honor platoon.
i.

NROTC Orientation Field Trips:
During spring vacation, 14-1? April 1965, 22 midshipmen toured the naval facilities in San Diego, California.
The trip covered a large variety of ships and equipment of the
U. s. Navy. They observed recruit training at San Diego and
infantry training at Camp Pendelton, California.
j.

k. THE ANNUAL JOINT REVIEW AND AWARDS CEREMONY was held on
4 May 1955. The following awards were presented:
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General Dynamics Award for the Outstanding Achievement to a NROTC
Senior, presented by President Tom L.. Popejoy.
Midshipman Cameron R. Gray
North American Aviation Corporation NRDTC Flight Indoctrine Program
to Senior with highest flight and ground school grades, presented by President Tom L. Popejoy.
Midshipman David L. Carroll

~

Societv of Militarv Engineers Award for Outstanding Achievement in
the Engineering field, presented by Commander E. 0. Jones, USN.•
Midshipman John P. Reynolds, Jr.
Navy League Award for Outstanding Performance in NRDTC, presented
by Mr. Oscar Love, Jr.
Midshipman Cameron R. Gray
Military Order of World Wars Award for High Motivation and Aptitude
for a service career, presented by Colonel Clarence W. Rothgeb.
Midshipman Charles R. Champa
Retired Officer's Association Award for Motivation and Excellence
in Naval Science. presented by Captain Oscar E. Hagberg, USN (Ret).
Midshipman Jay R. Cushnie
Albuquerque Rotary Club Award for Outstanding Citizenship and
Leadership, presented by Mr. Frank H. Bridgers.
Midshipman David L. Carroll
Sons of the American Revolution Award for Obtaining Highest Academic
and Leadership Grades in Military Science, presented by Mr. Clinton
M. Roth.
Midshipman Malcolm H. Kenyon
Albuguergue Chapter of the Reserve Officer's Association Award for
Outstanding Aptitude and Motivation for Aviation, presented by Lt.
Colonel Watson Ambruster.
Midshipman David L. Carroll
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Reserve Officer's Association -- Bronze Medal -- to Junior for
Highest Administrative and Organizational Ability, presented
by Colonel Nelson T. Turner, USAFR (Ret).
Midshipman John A. Rice
Reserve Officer's Association -- Silver Medal -- to Senior for
Highest Administrative and Organizational Ability, presented
by Colonel Nelson T. Turner, USAFR (Ret).
Midshipman Carl E. Gustafson
Marine Corps Association Award to the Outstanding Marine Option Student, presented by Commander E. D. Jones, USN.
Midshipman Robert K. Brooks
Naval Institute Award for Outstanding Performance in the NROTC
Regular Program and Contract Program, presented by Commander
E. D. Jones, USN.
Midshipman Regular Cameron R. Gray
Midshipman Contract Bernard T. Stickler
Contract students who have received Regular NROTC appointments:
Midshipman Anthony J. Gardella
Midshipman James P. Hampson
Midshipman William B. Higgins, II
Midshipman Paul B. Horn, Jr.
Midshipman Kenneth B. Levan
Midshipman John M. Lewis, II
Midshipman William L. Nyland
1.

Two-Year Program:
The U. s. Navy has introduced an additional type of
NROTC Program. The additional program is a two-year ~rogram
which would be taken by students during their junior and
senior years only. The program is specifically designed to
afford those students who enter UNM with advanced standing
the opportunity to gain a Navy or Marine Corps commission
upon graduation. It is also available for those students who
for one reason or another did not enter into the four-year
program.
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m.

Navy Enlisted Scientific Education Program (NESEP):
The Navy Enlisted Scientific Education Program (NESEP)
enrolled a total of 15 freshmen at the beginning of this academic year which brought the total to 74, the largest enrollment
since commencement of this program. The academic year 18 stu~
dents received their diplomas.
n.

Nurse Corps Program:
One student in the Nurse Corps Program was commissioned in January 1965 and ordered to Officer Candidate Training School at Newport, Rhode Island. Upon completion of this
training, about eight weeks, she will report for active duty,
o.

NROTC Summer Cruise:
June 1965, 90 NROTC Midshipmen of the University
of New Me~ico departed for summer cruises. They will participate in this program and sail on U, S. naval vessels
throughout the world,
2.

Significant plans for the future:
a. It is anticipated there will be 25 incoming Regular NROTC
Midshipmen and approximately 50 Contract students enrolled this
fall.
b. Approximately 25 NESEP A Students will be ordered to the
University of New Mexico Semester I, 1965~1966 1 to augment
those already in the program.

3.

Administrative appointments to the Staff:
a. Lt. Oelvin w. Junker
20 August 1964
b. Major Robert E. Haebal, USMC
27 August 1964
c. GMGCA Hectqr H. Larkin
3 Sept
1964
d. GMGCA Albert N. Shipman
29 Sept
1964
e. SKC Donald G. Carter
11 March 1965
Names of Incoming Personnel & Proposed Date of Arrival:
f. Captain Tony F. Schneider
August 1965
g. LTJG Robert W. Fugate
August 1965
h. LCDR Norman L. Jeter
Sept
1965
~
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4.

5.

6.

Administrative se~arations from the Staff:
30 November
a. Chief 'warren H. Wood
31 December
b. Chief James B. Tate
11 March
c. Lt. Delvin W. Junker
30 April
d. Skl Gordon L. Clark
e. Captain Robert V, R. Bassett, Jr. 30 June
30 June
f. Lt Commander William A. Faucett

1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1965

Publications:
a. The SUNLINE is published four times a ~ear at the NROTC
Unit of the University of New Mexico, by the midshipmen
organization which is in no way connected with the Department of the Navy. Opinions expressed by the publishers and
editors are their own and are not to be considered an official expression of the Department of the Navy. The purpose
of the SUNLINE is to further interest in the NROTC Unit of
the University of New Mexico by presenting the Unit's activities throughout the year as well as publishing items of general
naval interest.
b. The MARK 1 65, NROTC year book, was published last spring
for the second year.
c. The Staff of the SUNLINE was presented Merit Award Certificates as the SUNLINE was named as one of 43 exemplary
military newspapers out of a field of 500 publications. The
two awards for the Fourth quarter 1964 and the First quarter
1965 were given by the Navy Department Chief of Information.
The newspapers were judged on the basis of the following:
layout and reproduction; overall interest for the reader;
balance between local news and news of a wider scope; coverage of all aspects of the command; utilization of photographs
and art work; effective use of available resourses.
Outside Professional Activities of Staff Members:
a. The Commanding Officer, Captain Robert V. R. Bassett, Jr.,
USN, was Senior Naval Officer Present and Commandant, Eighth
Naval District Representative in the Northern New Mexico SubArea.
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b. The following staff members were enrolled in undergraduate
courses at the University: Sgt Roscoe E. VanOruff, Jr., and.
VNC Sammy c. Nixon.
c. The following staff members were enrolled in graduate
cour~>es at the Unive;rsity:
CDR E. D. Jones, LCOR William A.
Faucett, Major Robert E. Haebel, Lt. Oelvin w. Junker and Lt.
John T. Thornsley.
d. Lt. John T. Thornsley received his masters in Education,
June 1965 1 from the University of New Mexico.
7.

Outside-sponsored research:
None.

E.
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The Report of the Bureau of Business Research
July 1, 1964-June 30, 1965
Arthur A. Blumenfeld, Director
The year 1964-65 at the Bureau of Business Research was characterized by steadily expanding programs and services to the University> the
State, the New Mexico business community, local governments> institutions> and individual citizens.
status and prestige occurred.

Noticeable gains in general Bureau

Broad recognition of the Bureaurs ex-

pertise in the analysis of the business and economic problems of the
State and its ability to assemble a team of University researchers to deal
with a wide variety of questions produced a steady rise in the number and
kinds of services requested. Marked progress was made in achieving
wider circulation of Bureau publications; there was also greater interest
by potential writers in having their work appear in those publications,
and national recognition of New Mexico Business continued to widen.
I.

PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES

During the year the Bureau continued to operate in the six main areas
that have characterized the program for several years.
Data Collecting and Processing. --The Bureau seeks to provide information
on New Mexico economic and business activities in ever-increasing detail.
During 1964-65 all standard statistical series were maintained, review of
data-collection and -processing programs was continued, indexes for manufacturing production were added to the regular NMB statistical tables,
and work on additional statistics was carried on.

-<
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During the year, in response to requests of the New Mexico business
community. a plan was developed to increase substantially the measures
of economic and business activity published monthly in NMB.

The plan.

which will require several years to accomplish, calls for approximately
150 new measures which eventually will expand the number of statistical
pages in NMB from 1 1/2 to 3. In addition to the new measures, plans
were made to reorganize the statistical pages and present data by economic sector (Agriculture, Manufacturing. etc.).
At year 1s end. work was largely completed on 33 new statistical series.
which were to be introduced in the NMB.

When introducing new items.

the journal will publish appropriate descriptive and background data for
each new series.
Preliminary plans were developed during the year to begin the transfer
of Bureau statistical files to electronic data-processing {EDP) equipment.
The Bureau did not publish county personal-income figures during the
year. as it had in the past.

While we were developing the 1963 estimates.

discrepancies with previous figures appeared.

A thorough review of

previous figures and estimated techniques and procedures was undertaken,
leading to a number of revisions in techniques and estimates.
revisions, since 1960. with

current~year

In the course of the revision a

These

data will be published in 1965.

personal~income

manual was developed

setting forth detailed statistical techniques for estimating county income.
There is hope that the availability of the manual will increase the speed
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This manual. which

may be unique in the United States. will be given limited circulation
among research people in this field.
Special Projects
1.

The State Resources Development Program. --The Bureau con-

tinued to be active in the SRDP. sponsored by the State Planning Office
(SPO),

The Bureau 1s activities were of three broad types: (1) under-

taking a major study for the SRDP-"the economic-base study; (2) serving
as the contract administration for all UNM project participants; and (3)
conducting intensive consultation with the SPO on future SRDP projects.
The economic-base study (made up of three distinct segments: the
development of an Interindustry Transactions Matrix {Input-Output study).
an economic history of New Mexico and state- and county"population
projections to the year 2000) was nearing completion at the year 1s end.
The completion of the I-0 study with its import matrix will provide the
State with a tool for economic analysis that is probably not available to
more than two or three other states in the Nation.

The work of the

Bureau in this area has received the attention of many researchers. who
have requested Bureau assistance in developing matrices for their states.
Two members of the Bureau staff were invited to Salt Lake City by the
University of Utah for consultation and to conduct an orientation program
for their Input-Output staff.
The projections of state and county population were largely completed
and awaited publication in New Mexico Business. A major portion of the
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work required for the economic history study was finished, and the first
draft of the report awaited review and comment.
The Bureau continued to coordinate and process reports of UNM participants in the SRDP.

We published the first half of the report by Profes-

sor Dorothy Cline 11 The Design for Development Decisions 11 and will consider publication of other SRDP reports by UNM faculty

memb~rs.

The

Bureau reviewed the climatological report and was designated as the prime
depository for the limited number of copies (12} to be made available.

The

Bureau will also house and make available for public use the original (and
only) set of charts accompanying this report.
The Bureau staff spent much time with SPO personnel. discussing the
future program of the SRDP and techniques for producing the final State
Plan.

The immediate plan calls for the Bureau to assemble abstracts of

all reports prepared as part of the study and to publish them. with a
detailed analysis and synthesis prepared by the Bureau.
The Bureau consulted with the State Engineer 1 s office and the SPO on
the necessity for and the characteristics of water coefficients, which
would be used in the SRDP.
We contracted with the State Department of Game and Fish to conduct
a study of the economic value of hunting and fishing in New Mexico.
study was the Department's responsibility under the SRDP.

This

Professor

Thomas Kirkpatrick conducted the study and wrote a first draft of the
report. which was delivered to the Department in May.

At year 1s end

this report had been condensed by the Bureau editor and was being prepared for publication.

"

-5As an outgrowth of this study the Bureau and the Department signed
a letter of agreement by which the Department would be able to call upon
the Bureau for statistical consulting services.

Professor Everett Dillman

will serve as consultant.
2.

Study of the State's Nursing Needs and Resources. --Professor

Dillman conducted for the Bureau (under a commission from the Committee
for the Study of Nursing Needs and Resources in New Mexico} a thorough
survey of the nursing situation in the State. In December the report appeared in NMB and was also published under a special cover as a reprint.
3.

Technology Applications Center. --In March 1965 the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) awarded a contract to the
University for the establishment of the Technology Applications Center
(TAC).

The Bureau was deeply involved in all aspects of the program

and proposal submitted to NASA.

The President delegated to the Bureau

the responsibility for implementing this contract and recruiting a TAC
general manager.

The Bureau staff reviewed TAC-like operations at

Indiana University and Wayne State University and discussed the program
with NASA officials in Washington.
An intensive recruiting program was undertakert to firtd a General
Manager, for which the Bureau was given primary responsibility and was
assisted by a committee including Dr. Finston, Dr.
Sparks.

Winter~

and Professor

The President accepted the Committee 1s recommendation. and

a manager was employed to assume his responsibility on August 15, 1965.
At the same time. the President established TAC as a division of the

,~
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Bureau personnel were pleased by this decision, for it will

Bureau.

expand the services that can be provided to the New Mexico business
community on a coordinated basis.
4.

County-Background Sedes. --The important county-background

series, begun several years ago, was resumed.

This series will present

a description and an analysis of economic conditions in each of the
State's counties.

A Bureau staff member spent approximately two weeks

visiting leaders in Rio Arriba county.

The report on this county appeared

in New Mexico Business and in the background series.

Plans are for two

counties in the southeastern section of the State to be reported on later in
1965 and for two or three others to be studied each year.
5. Wage and Salary Surveys. --Professor Dillman in cooperation with
the Bureau conducted a survey of faculty salaries in Colleges of Business
Administration across the country.

Salary rates were related to levels

of training, field of specialization, experience, work load, and related
items.

The study was undertaken as an aid in establishing salary levels

in the UNM College. A report is in preparation and will be distributed
to cooperating institutions.
The Bureau provided staff assistance for a wage-and-salary survey
of clerical, maintenance, and related positions in the Albuquerque area.
This project was undertaken jointly with the University 1s Office of NonAcademic Personnel, to provide guidelines for the establishment of
salary levels at the University.
annually.

Plans are to conduct such a survey

,,
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Chamber of Commerce•Civil Aviation Board. --At the request of

the Aviation Committee of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce the
Bureau prepared extensive statistical and related information for submission to the Civil Aviation Board relative to the Southwest-Northwest
Airline Route Case# which may bring additional airline service to
Albuquerque.
7.

Department of Finance-Bureau of Revenue. --The Bureau continued

to serve as consultant to both the State Department of Finance and Administration and the Bureau of Revenue.

The Bureau was intimately involved

in the preparation of revenue estimates of the State 1 s General Fund.

The

estimates and an analysis of economic conditions in the State and the effect they would have on revenues were prepared by the Bureau and included
in the Governor 1 s Executive Budget, which was presented to the Legislature.
A member of the Bureau staff explained and described the estimating
techniques and other aspects of public finance to appropriate legislative
committees.

The Bureau also made recommendations to the Department

of Finance for the improvement and refining of the revenue-estimating
techniques.

These recommendations will probably be adopted.

At the request of the finance department the Bureau analysed, in detail,
the report of the Governor's Public School Study Committee.

A meeting

to review this analysis and other aspects of state finance was held with
the Governor and other state officials.
The Bureau worked with both the State 1s Central Data Processing
Division and the Bureau of Revenue to improve the reporting of statistical

.::
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data gathered as a by-product of the tax-collecting process.

The

Bureau has put considerable effort into this project, but progress
has been slow.

However, there are some reasons to hope that during

the coming year useful mater.ial will begin to become available.
8. The New Mexico Data Bank. --In response to greatly increased
demand upon the Bureau's reference library and its statistical files,
a meeting was organized with representatives of the State Department
of Finance, State Department of Development, and the State Planning
Office.

At this meeting the Bureau proposed the establishment of the

New Mexico Data Bank as a division of the Bureau.

This idea was

enthusiastically received, and a formal proposal was developed and
submitted to the Department of Finance for transmittal to the Governor.
No decision had been made by July 1.
The Data Bank, using EDP equipment, would compile and have available--for use by governmental and business officials and the public--both
statistical and nonstatistical data related to the economic and business
characteristics of the State and the region.
9.

Faculty Participation. --The Bureau has long been eager to have

University faculty members participate in its research activities.

During

1964-65 year a number of opportunities arose which brought an increasing
number of faculty members in contact with the Bureau program,
For the summer of 1965 Professor Alfred Parker was added to the
Bureau's staff, to work on a variety of special projects.

-~
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The Bureau consulted with and acted as the sponsor of a project
developed by Dr. Rudyard Goode to study the feasibility of a paperpulp plant in northern New Mexico.

The U. S. Forest Service is

funding this project.
The Bureau worked closely with Dr. David Varley and Dr. Nancie
Gonzalez in developing a proposal and seeking financing for a study of
Mexican-Americans in New Mexico.

Funding had not been obtained by

the year 1s end.
At the request of 'the Governor of Zuni and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs the Bureau brought together Dr. David Hamilton and Professor
Dillman. who developed a proposal for a study and training program
related to problems of consumer finances.

The Zuni Tribal Council

accepted this proposal and forwarded it to the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) for funding.

The OEO had not acted by the end of June.

At the request of the Tribal Manager of the Mountain Ute Tribe the
Bureau brought together Professor Dillman and Dr. Carlton Whitehead.
who prepared a proposal for a study of management and personnel
practices of the Tribe.

The faculty members would supervise the im-

plementation of their own recommendations.

,.,

The Economic Opportunity Board of Western Valencia County
requested the Bureau 1s assistance as a technical consultant to provide
EDP capabilities for a census of Navajo Indians in New Mexico.

Un-

doubtedly1 several faculty members would participate in this project.
The EOB accepted the project and submitted it to the Washington office
of the OEO.

_____:_____ _ ___:__..

7~.2
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The Bureau participated with Dr. Edward Nolan and Dr. Howard
Finston and a sponsor representative in discussing a long-range.
broadly based study of management practices in a large medicalresearch organization in the State. A tentative proposal was developed
and submitted, but by year's end no decision had been made.

This

project contemplated the use of as many as 10 faculty members and
several graduate students from various areas of the University over a
period possibly as long as three years.
The Bureau initiated discussions with faculty members from the
Colleges of Education and of Business, the Departments of Economics
and of Sociology and state-government officials concerning the desirability and possibility of developing a comprehensive study of publicschool programs and finance in New Mexico. Interest in the project
was strong; however. because of the limited availability of certain key
individuals, no progress was made.

There is hope that such a study

may be undertaken later.
At the request of a faculty member at New Mexico School of Mines
and Mineral Resources the Bureau served as economic consultant for
a study of the feasibility of a brick-manufacturing plant in the Albuquerque
area.
At the suggestion of the Vice President and in cooperation with staff
members of the University's Peace Corps Training Center the Bureau
took the initiative in having a proposal prepared for the establishment
of a Central Referral Service (CRS) for local economic-opportunity

,,

-11boards in New Mexico. with the idea being that the CRS would be
established as a division of the Bureau.

The discussion draft of the

proposal. which was reviewed and favorably commented upon by the
Washington office of the OEO. assumed a staff of approximately 20
persons and an annual budget of $2501 000.
with the State Planning Office

~nd

The plan was coordinated

the Governor 1s office.

At the end

of the fiscal year negotiations were still under way.
10.

Research Problems. --During the year the Bureau took the

initiative in exploring problems related to the expansion of the University1s research effort in the broad area of the behavioral and social
sciences.

A considerable number of individual and group meetings were

held with administrative personnel. academic deans, department heads,
and faculty members. to explore areas of particular interest within the
general area.

Although no conclusions were reached. the exchange of

ideas was extremely useful and laid the ground work for future discussions and possible action.
Publications and Related Programs
Although the basic publications program of the Bureau was not changed.
the scope of the program was enlarged.

This expansion involved an effort

to attract individuals with a high level of authority and knowledge in specific fields to submit articles for publication in New Mexico Business.
program appeared to succeed.

The

Among the outstanding individuals whose

work appeared in NMB during 1964-65 were Congressman Thomas G.
Morris, UNM Vice-President Harold L. Enarson, Assistant Secretary of
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the Army Daniel M. Luevano. and two officials of the Bureau of
Reclamation--Assistant Commissioner N. B. Bennett. Jr. • and
Regional Director Leon W. Hill.

The reports of Edmund Kase.

former State Investment Officer. Professor Thomas J. Maloney of
Highlands University. and Dr. Clark Knowlton bf Texas Western College attracted considerable comment.
Publications issued during the year included the 12 monthly issues
of New Mexico Business. four quarterly issues of the Retail Food Price
Bulletin and eight quarterly news stories on the same subject. one title
in the "Business Information Series. 11 and one title in the "County-Background Series. 11
NEW MEXICO BUSINESS. --This monthly journal, which the preceding
year had won for the Editor the national first place in the annual contest
of the National Federation of Press Women for the division of .specialized
magazines edited by women. won the New Mexico first place this year.
In accordance with the expansion of the scope of the NMB program.
a strenuous effort was made to enlarge circulation of the journal.

Sub-

scription blanks and descriptive material were mailed to all UNM alumni
in New Mexico but outside Albuquerque (5. 000) and to persons on the
mailing list of AIDS (1. 500), and a coupon was placed in the newsletter
of the Department of Development.

This effort had moderate success.

Average monthly circulation for the year increased 24 per cent; total
circulation rose 36 per cent.

The average monthly circulation was 1, 386;

copies distributed during the year totaled about 18. 100 by regular mailing

..
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and 194 by request, for a grand total of close to 18,300. Additional
mailings are planned for the coming year.
Each issue contained 70 regular statistical items (most of them
represented by at least five measures) and 14 preliminary items (of
five measures each), describing the State's business and economic
activities and situations.

Each issue also carried a brief interpretive

article dealing with the data presented in the standard tables.
Each issue included at least one major article; eight issues included
more than one article; one issue offered four articles on southwestern
water problems; another offered two on the special economic problems
of northern New Mexico.

As usual, the March issue was a review of

the State's economy during the preceding calendar year.

Nine reprints

were issued, at least one of them a second time.
NMB articles were the following (asterisks indicate reprints issued):
"The State Investment Council,"* Edward H. Kase, Jr. • July and
August 1964
"Note on New Mexico Scientists, 11 Sandra Galloway, July 1964
"New Manufacturing Indexes, 11 Ralph L. Edgel, August 1964
"Recent Demographic and Economic Changes in Northern New
Mexico,"* Thomas J. Maloney, September 1964
"Ope Approach to the Economic and Social Problems of Northern
New Mexico, "* Clark S. Knowlton, September 1964
"Labor Unions in New Mexico's Nonferrous-Metals Mining Industry,''*
Lucien B. File, October 1964
"The Nature of Rural Areas Development," Ricardo Pino, October
,,
1964
"New Mexico Nursing Needs and Resources,"* Everett G. Dillman,
November 1964
"Concepts in Planning in the Use and Conservation of Natural
Resources,"* Dorothy I. Cline and Joel V. Barrett, December 1964.
"Preliminary Report on the State 1s Economy in 1964, 11 Peter J.
LaLonde, January 1965
"Notes on Indian Health Programs," Sandra Galloway, January 1965
"New Data on Tourist Activity in New Mexico, 11 Peter J. LaLonde,
January 1965
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"Profile of the University of New Mexico~"* Harold L. Enarson~
February 1965
"The State 1s Economy in 1964~ "*a 68-page summary of 1.964
business activity prepared by the entire staff~ March 1965
"The Economy of Rio Arriba County~"* Margaret Meaders~ April
and May 1965
"The San Juan-Chama Diversion Project~"* Thomas J. Morris~
June 1965
11
The Navajo Indian Irrigation Project. II Leon w. rlill. June 1965
"Important Water Projects in California and Arizona. 11 Roman S.
Gorski. June 1965
111
Reclamation 1 Views on Water and Power Projects. 11 N. B.
Bennett~ Jr. • June 1965
Other Publications. --The one BIS title was Estimates of the 1964
Population of New Mexico Counties. by Ralph L. Edgel. No. 43.

The

one addition to the "County-Background Series" was The Economy of
Rio Arriba

County~

by Margaret Meaders.

Total circulation of publications by title was as follows:
Circulation of Requested Materials by Titles
(in addition to subscriptions and regular mailings):
NMB:
1. Single copies--1964 August
September
October
November
December
1965 January
February
March (See Annual Review)
April
May
June
1962 February
One complete set 1958-Sept. 1964 (except
three out-of-print issues)

1
32
4
5
9
13
15
2
3
6
125
1

"

78
298

2.

Reprints
The Indian Situation in NM
Recent Growth of the Life Insurance Industry
Input-Output Method of Analyzing the State Economy
Economic Geology of Coal in NM
Industrial Structures of the NM Economy

61
1

215 (plus 14 form
8 letters)
2
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COUNTY-BACKGROUND SERIES:
Los Alamos
Sandoval
Rio Arriba (duplication of NMB reprint count)

2

1
(52)
3

Total Specific Requests

4~

705

In addition there was an average of 500 Retail Food Price Bulletins
distributed each quarter, for a yearly total of around 2, 000.

To make the New Mexico businessmen and government officials
aware of the capabilities and resources of the Bureau a brochure describing the program, organization, and capabilities of the Bureau was
prepared in draft form.
made.

At year 1s end a few revisions were still to be

We hope to distribute this publication widely during 1965-66.

Requests for Information
The Bureau last year received 342 requests for information, in
addition to those for specific publications.
Requests for Information and/or Other Services
Total
Requests And/or Referred Unable to
Received
Filled
Elsewhere
Handle
Data & interpretations
Statistics only
Concerning methods
Miscellaneous Information
Specific publications
Totals

66
214
12
50
4,705*

60
194
12
32
4,692

7
8

12

10
2

8
8

5, 047*

4,993

27

38

*Including 1, 020 copies of the Nursing Report furnished under a special

1

cov~r.

Conference Programs
Sponsorship, administrative management, and "housekeeping" details
for the Southwest Management Development Program were continued
during the year, in cooperation with the College of Business Administration.

-~
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During 1964-65, four one-week general-management conferences and
one week-long program for engineering personnel of th9 State I:lighway
Department were conducted at Bishop 1s Lodge near Santa Fe.

This was

the second year that the Highway Department had asked the Bureau and
the College to run a management-training program for its staff.

Con-

ference leaders for these programs were drawn primarily from the
College of Business Administration (CBA), but included staff from the
College of Education and the Departments of Speech and Economics.
As a result of the success and continued support of the general management conference during the past seven years plans were made during
the year to increase the scope of the program.

Plans are that during

the coming year two advanced conferences will be held.

These will be

viewed as a continuation of the basic program.
For the third year, during the summer of 1965, the Bureau and the
CBA, in cooperation with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, are sponsoring
an eight-week summer program for managers and other administrative
employees (approximately 20) of tribal business enterprises.

This

program has attracted considerable national attention and has received
favorable comment from BIA officials in Washington.
is the coordinator of the 1965 program.

Professor Dillman

Program leaders a:re being

drawn largely from the College of Business Administration, with one
Bureau staff member participating.
For the second time, during the summer of 1965 the Bureau is
cooperating with the State Tax Commission to sponsor a workshop

8t10
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on the practices of assessing property taxes.

The program is for

local tax assessors and their staffs.
As a result of their experience in handling conference programs.
the College of Business Administration and the Bureau were requested
by the Academic Vice President (who had received a grant from the
Ford Foundation) to develop an orientation program for interns in
educational administration who were being assigned to Latin-American
countries.

On short notice an intra- University staff was assembled

under the direction of Dr. Finston. Dr. Winter. and Dr. Nolan; and
a two-week program (one week on campus and one week at Bishop's
Lodge) was conducted.

Comments from participating interns were

extremely favorable.
The joint sponsorship of the SWMDP with the College of Business
Administration continues to be a rewarding undertaking for the Bureau.
Continuation and expansion of this program seems likely and desirable
both for the University and for the New Mexico business community.
Building Program
The immediate space problems of the Bureau were relieved during
the year by our gaining access to a large work room and a basement
storage room in the former Kercheville home.
With the imminent construction of the long awaited building for the
CBA and the Bureau. both the short- and the long-range space requirements of the Bureau will be taken care of. Planned space in the new
building will permit a doubling of the Bureau 1s staff.
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The Bureau has worked closely with the College of Business
Administration and the University architect in evaluating future building needs and proposing alternative solutions for meeting those needs.

II.

STAFF

There is no doubting the fact that both the .quality and the quantity
of work performed by the Bureau is a direct reflection of the size,
training, competence, and experience of its staff. In prior years
there has been a considerable turnover of the Bureau 1s basic professional research staff.

However, the continuity of the professional

staff seems assured for the coming year.

Furthermore, the return

of Mr. A. David Sandoval (after a two-year absence to work for his
doctorate) will greatly strengthen Bureau capabilities.
Arthur A. Blumenfeld. M.A., Director, appointed Research Assistant,
Jan. 21;-1955; Assistant Economist, Sept. 1, 1958; Associate Economist,
July 1, 1962; Acting Director, Aug. 1, 1962; resigned, Jan. 31, 1963;
Director, Sept. 1, 1963. Memberships and Committees: UNM Research
and Patent Committee; College of Business Administration Building Committee; Technology Applications Center Advisory Committee and Screening
Committee (Chairman); U.S. Department of Commerce, Regional Export
Expansion Council; State of New Mexico Emergency Planning Committee
and Economic Stabilization Subcommittee; Association of Bureaus of Business and Economic Research, Bureau Image Committee; Albuquerque
Community Council; Albuquerque Survey Committee and Community Profile
Subcommittee; Albuquerque-Bernalillo County Economic Opportunity Board,
Treasurer and member Executive Committee; American Economic Association; Western Economic Association; National Tax Association; Western
"
Governmental Research Association. Talks: Regional Development Conference, Highlands University; Governorts Conference on Poverty, keynote
speaker; N. M. Business and Manufacturers Association; First Methodist
Church, Social Responsibility Committee; American Institute of Architects,
New Mexico branch, panelist; Department of Finance and Administration,
Ad Hoc committee on revenue estimating; Joint Legislative Finance Committee; Community Improvement Association; Albuquerque Evening Optimists;
UNM Department of Architecture, Seminar; UNM College of Education,
Adult Illiteracy Program; Orientation Program for Educational Administration
in Latin America; Television Appearances--Channel 5 Shirt.. Sleeve Session

-19with Governor Campbell, Channel 4 11 Close Up 11 • Meetings and Other
Activities: Consultant on Input-Output Study, University of Utah; Advanced
graduate work, University of Colorado; Consultant to State Planning Office
on SRDP; Consultant Department of Finance and Administration on Revenue
estimates and public-school finance problems; Association of University
Bureaus of Business and Economic Research, Columbia, South Carolina;
review of technology application programs at Indiana University, Wayne
State University, and NASA offices; participated in the development of
proposals for New Mexico Data Bank and Central Referral Service; a
variety of private consultancies, for an Albuquerque economic consultant,
two groups of bank organizers, and an interstate trucking firm.
Ralph L. Edgel. M.B.A. Business Analyst and Professor of Business
Administration. Appointed Director July 1, 1945, resigned June 30, 1963.
Appointed Business Analyst July 1, 1963. Memberships: American Association of University Professors, N. M. Education Association, American
Economic Association, Regional Science Association. Committees: Policy,
Retirement and Insurance. Talks: Albuquerque Advertising Club, Episcopalian Conference, Attended Water Conference in Santa Fe. Other Activities:
Private Consultancies and reports for three banks, a shopping center, a
department store, and impact of disarmament.
A. David Sandoval. M.A. Associate Economist July and August 1964, parttime for summer of 1964.
Robert D. Knepper. M.A. Assistant Economist, appointed April 1, 1963,
resigned August 28, 1964.
Peter J. LaLonde. B.A. (M.A. pending at UNM) Assistant Economist,
appointed July 15, 1963.
David M. Bloom. B.S. Assistant Economist (working toward M.A. in
Economics), appointed March 9, 1964.
Carolyn G. Lindberg. B.A. (M.A. pending at UNM) Assistant Economist,
appointedJune 8, 1964.
Jacqueline J. Silverman. B.S. Research Assistant, appointed July 1, 1963
Myra H. Barron. M.A. Research Assistant, appointed part-time October
13, 1964; resigned June 24, 1965.
Donald Ducoff. M.B.A. (Research Assistant, appointed September 10,
1962 to June 20, 1963, part-time) Field Representative, appointed March
3, 1964.

,.
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first placein the Annual Contest of the New Mexico Federation of Press
Women for (1) a feature article in a national magazine and (2) editing of a
specialized magazine. Publications {in addition to The Economy of Rio
Arriba County for the Bureau's "County-Background Series"): "Child of
Christmas Past, 11 December WOMAN'S DAY, and "Long-Ago Christmas
in Dahlonega. 11 Winter {University of) GEORGIA REVIEW. Speeches: at
BIA Conference of the Branch of Land Operations (regional) at the Hilton
Hotel, March 27; luncheon speaker before the monthly meeting of the Albuquerque American Association of University Women. April 3; banquet
speaker, Kiva Club Banquet for Tribal Officials of all N. M. Tribes, April
3. {Also, twice invited to address the New Mexico Council on American
Indian Affairs. but conflicts prevented acceptance. Invited to participate
in a TV, KOB. panel; also prevented by conflicts; also prepared a special
talk for a group of East-Coast Jewish students inN. M. to build an addition
to the Barelas Center and one for the Inter-Cultural Seminar on campus;
both were cancelled by changes in plans.) Sponsor of the UNM Kiva Club.
Conferences: New Mexico Press Women's Annual Conference; BIA Land
Operations Conference; N. M. Conference on Human Resources; two meetings of the State 1s RAD Committee; Santa Fe meeting to set up framework
for requesting a State Commission on the Fine Arts; made a public statement there. Planned and set up a Bureau exhibit at the State Fair. Helped
a group of Jemez Pueblo Indian adults plan a community project. Consulted
with several Indian leaders on a variety of problems, Memberships:
National and N. M. Federation of Press Women; national and Albuquerque
Federation of Pen Women; National Wilderness Society; National Geographic
Society; National Federation of Wildlife; Theta Sigma Phi and Pi Gamma
Mu ,(national honor societies).
Sandra D. Galloway. B. A. • Editorial Assistant, appointed June 1, 1964
(part-time February 1964 through May 1964).
Shirley J. Huzarski. B. A. • Data Supervisor, appointed June 1. 1959 -(parttime November 30, 1953).
Grace M. Martinez. Statistical Assistant. appointed October, 1959, parttime during year attending UNM; resigned June 18, 1965.
Anita S. Park. B. B. A. • Adm, Secretary, appointed August 1, 1955.
OiitSfde ACtiVities: Secretarial duties for the American Indian Development
Corporation.
Annabella Candelaria. Stenographer, appointed May 25, 1964; resigned
January 27, 1965.
Geraldine S. Jewell. Typist, appointed January 18, 1965.
Catherine A. Gilliam. Statistical Clerk, appointed November 7 • 1962.
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Mildred L. Taylor. Statistical Clerk. appointed December 2. 1963.
Marcia T. Silver. Statistical Clerk. appointed November
resigned August 21. 1964.

s.

1963;

Susan Wang. B.A. • Statistical Clerk~ appointed part-time September
1963. (Graduate student at UNM).
Fred M. Chreist. Jr. B. B.A. • (M.A. pending at UNM) Field Representative. appointed June4. 1964; resigned June 4. 1965.
Charles D. Storrs. B.S .• Field Representative, appointed June 4• 1964;
resignediSeptember 2, 1964.

III.

PLANS

Expectations are that all established programs will be continued during
the coming year. with expansion possible in some of them.
staff will continue to be exceedingly busy.

The Bureau 1s

TAC will begin operations.

There is hope that proposals for both the Data Bank and the Central
Referral Service will be accepted and that these programs will be operationa! during the coming year.

The same is true for other proposals

mentioned in this report.
The Bureau 1s basic statistical program will be expanded, with
particular emphasis on the conversions to EDP equipment. A major
revision of the personal-income estimates will be released, as well as
the income manual.

The results of the Input-Output study will be

published during the year, and there is hope that a technical supplement
to this study will be prepared and released.

The abstracts and a synthesis ,

of all SRDP studies will be prepared and published.

The Bureau will

attempt to use the Input-Output technique in its Annual Review of business
activity in the State. Also contemplated for inclusion in the Annual Review
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is information gathered from a series of brief visits to major communities of the State.

The County-Background series should be

expanded by two or three titles. and the hunting and fishing study will
be published.
The conference program will be continued and expanded.

Continuing

efforts will be made to involve faculty members in Bureau programs,
We hope that those factors which hinder the expansion of research activities in the behavioral and social sciences will be eliminated,
Continuing efforts will be made to obtain articles of significance
for publication in New Mexico Business from businessmen. government
officials at all levels, and university faculty members both from UNM
and sister regional institutions.
Much planning still remains to be done for the new College-Bureau
building.
winter.

This effort will require much time during the fall and the
Construction, it is hoped, will get under way early in the spring.

IV. NEEDS AND AIMS
The "crying need of the Bureau"--that for additional space--seems
scheduled for relief.

Equally encouraging is the additional fact that we

expect our new facilities to make possible the carrying out of the
Bureau 1s major aim: to continue to grow effectively by (1) strengthening
ties with other divisions of the University and with other educational
institutions in the State, (2) efficiently serving the State as a research
organization and vehicle; and (3) broadening the general knowlepge of
the Bureau ts role in the framework of the University and of the State
of New Mexico.

-23The strength and the growth of the Bureau 1s program depends on
the quality of its staff.

To maintain and to strengthen its staff. the

Bureau's program must be dynamic; it must also have the full support
of the University. In the past. support in both a program and a financial
sense has been given the Bureau.
anticipated.

Continued support is both desired and

REPORT OF OFFICE OF RESEARCH SERVICES
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Harold L Walker, Director
The research program of the University continued to
increase during Fiscal Year 1964-65 in total dollars spent
in research effort, in number of research projects actively
pursued, and in number of departments and divisions con-·
ducting rese~rch, The details of the research program are
shown in the section devoted to statistics.
During the year the Director assumed the administration
of the Graduate Fellowship Program in the University, especially those fellowships sponsored by Federal Agencies which
allocate and support graduate fellowships in the University
and provide a cost-of-education allowance. This is the
first effort on the part of the University to centralize
the administration of the various fellowship programs in a
single office.
RESEARCH
Statistics
1, Financial: During FY 1964-65 there were 115 sponsored research programs, as compared to 97 in FY 1963-64,
administered by nineteen departments and divisions of the
University as compared to eighteen in FY 1963-64 For FY 1965
total reimbursements from contracts and grants to the University for research accomplished amounted to $2,942,215.79, an
increase of $773,511.63 or 35.6 percent over 1964, Tabulated below are the distribution of net billings for research
and the percentage of change:
Percentage
FY 1964
FY 1965
of Change

Salaries
$1,154,246.63 $1,630,032 10
+41.2
Expenses
733,873.78
969,328.07
+32.1
Indirect Costs
280,583.75
342,855,62
+22.2
Total $2,168,704.16 $2,942,215.79
+35.6
Details of individual projects, by departments, are given
in Appendixes A and B,

,.

In addition to research expenditures funded by extramural
agencies through contracts and grants, the University funded
research in FY 1965 as follows:
Salaries
Expenses
Totals
Office of Research Services $18,042.41
$2,105.57
$20,147.98
Meteoritics Research
384.00
127.70
511.70
33,987,49
13,385.11
47,372.60
Research Computer Center
10,774.80
7,207.00
17,981.80
Historical Research
Government Research
4,918.79
6,567.55
11,486.34
10,765.30
Bureau of Business Research 64,482.47
75,247.77
Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology
6,432.75
11,269.66
17,702.41
11,193.57
13,081.20
Natural Resources Journal
1,887.63
2,936,04
Research Publications
2' 936.04
Research Contingency
16,597.76
39,711.90
56,309.66
16,795.51
General Research
2,689.95
19,485.46
15,199.41
Research Miscellaneous
46,510.30
61,709.71
A.F. Civil Engineering
5,384.54
5,384.54
Research Facility
55,332,82
State Planning
5,321.13
60,653.95
Total
$262,052.67 $147,895,08
$410,011,16
Thus, the total University research expenditures during
FY 1965 amounted to $3,352,226.95, of which the University funded
$410,011.16 or 11.6 percent. The University-funded research
expenditures during FY 1964 amounted to $208 1 892.00 or an increase
of 96,2 percent in FY 1965.
The precise dollar value of active research contracts and
grants on July 1, 1965, is not known, but it approximates
$4,590,325, as compared to $3,568,056 on July 1, 1964, or an increase of 28.6 percent.
The trends of research expenditures from contracts and grants
are shown in Appendix C which is plotted on a semilogarithmic
scale so that equal distances represent equal percentages of
change, The percentage of change over the past seven years, for
which complete data are available, is as follows:
Percentage
of Change
Salaries and Wages Reimbursement
Expenses Reimbursement
Indirect Costs Reimbursement
Total Reimbursement
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+382
+792
+320
+441

These data show that the percentage increase in total
reimbursement is reflected most in the item for research
expense and that the percentage increase for indirect-cost
reimbursement is the least. These data reflect the fact that
we have been able to secure more funds for equipment in our
research contracts and grants, and that the indirect-cost reimbursement percentage increase is affected by the U.S. Air
Force Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility and the
A,F. Scientific Aides Programs where the indirect-cost offcampus rates are 16~ percent and 15 percent, respectively, of
salaries and wages, whereas indirect-cost on-campus rates have
been 37 percent of salaries and wages. Indirect-cost reimbursements as a percentage of salaries and wages and of total
costs are shown by the following data:

Indirect Costs as a
Percentage of
Salaries and Wages
Indirect Costs as a
Percentage of
Total Costs
••••

0

0

I

I

•••

I

I

0.

Fiscal Year

1962

1963

1964

I965

33.6

31,6

23,0

24.3

21.0

17.5

16.3

1L2

12.9

11.7

1960

I961

33.3

17 ,.5

2. Sources of Sponsorship: Outside support for research
included Federal Agencies and prime contractors to the Federal
Government, State of New Mexico Agencies, Philanthropic Organizations, and Private Organizations. The following lists the sponsoring agencies and number of projects sponsored:
Federal Agencies and Prime Contractors to the Federal
Government
(1)

(3)
(8)
(7)
(3)

(14)
(6)

(13)
(26)

(l)
(1)

(16)
(1)
(1)

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
Air Force Missile Development Center (AFMDC)
Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR)
Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL)
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
Department Health, Education & Welfare (DHEW)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
National Science Foundation (NSF)
Office of Naval Research (ONR)
Rocky Mountain Forest and Experiment Station (RMFES)
Sandia Corporation (SC)
U.S. Army Medical Research Center (USAMRC)
U.S. Weather Bureau (USWB)
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State of New Mexico Agencies:
(2)

New Mexico State Highway Department (NMSHD)

Philanthropic Organizations:
(1)
(1)
(1)

Ford Foundation (FF)
Resources for the Future (RFF)
Rockefeller Foundation (RF)

Private Organizations:
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)

Allied Chemical (AC)
American Chemical Society (ACS)
American Heart Association (AHA)
Jicarillo-Apache Tribe (JAT)
Ling-Tempco (LT)
New Mexico Heart Association (NMHA)
Research Corporation (RC)
Rio Rancho Estates (RRE)
University of California (UC)

The dollar breakdown of research support by source was
as follows:
Amount
Percent
Federal Agencies and Prime
Contractors (101)
State of New Mexico
Agencies (2)
Philanthropic Organizations (3)
Private Organizations (12)
University of New Mexico (15)
Total

$2,848,686,75

85.0

19,948.54

0.6

40,447.89
33,132.61
410,011.16

1.2
1.0
12.2

$3,352,226,95

100.0

ACTIVITIES RELATED TO RESEARCH
Patents
The Director of Research Services has been patent administrator for tile University until September 1964. The Policy
Committee has established a subcommittee of the University Research
Allocation Committee to review invention disclosures and administer
patents that may result from inventions. There were no patent
applications during academic year 1964-65. Mr. Robert E. Lynch,
Research Assistant Engineer, of the Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering
Research Facility, submitted a possible invention for a specialized
strain gage for review. The applications were so specialized and
limited in number that no action was taken to secure a patent and
the invention was .released to the inventor.
-4-
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Sandia Corporation Educational Aids Program
The Sandia Corporation Educational Aids Program provides for
the indefinite loan of scientific equipment, surplus to the
Corporation's needs, to the University for use in education and
research. The program has been in operation since 1958-59.
Additional equipment was secured during the year, and the
equipment on loan at the close of FY 1965 amounted to 696 pieces
(mostly electronic gear) with an acquisition cost of $548,507.
Of this amount $433,697 was for use in educational programs and
$114,810 for direct use in research contracts. The program has
great importance to the University, particularly to the College
of Engineering where most of the equipment is used.
Arrangements have been made to transfer the administration
of this program to Professor Charles T. Grace, Assistant to the
Dean of the College of Engineering and Director of the Sandia
Corporation Technical Development and Educational Aids programs.
The transfer of administration will take place following the
next physical inventory by Sandia Corporation.
Reprints of Scholarly Publications
The University has a policy for purchasing reprint copies not to exceed 100 copies or $75 in cost - of technical, scientific,
and scholarly publications by its faculty. In FY 1965, through
the Director of Research Services, the University purchased more
than 4,000 copies of 33 reprints of publications by 28 of its
faculty at a cost of $925.
Visiting Lecturers in the Humanities and Social Sciences
A program and budget for visiting lecturers in the humanities
and social sciences was inaugurated in FY 1964-65. Seven
lecturers appeared on the program at a cost of $2,036. A budget
of $1,200 had been provided but lack of control of expenditures
resulted in an overdraft of the account. Lecturers appearing on
the program were Clarence Streit, Don V. Deer, Romulo Betancourt,
Donald \'feisman, Laurence M Gould, Pierre Emannelli, and Henry
Rago. At the conclusion of the program it was the general concensus that the lectures were poorly organized and advertised,
which resulted in small attendances.
-5-
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Security
The University has a Facility Security Clearance for receipt and
storage of classified information in the Research Center, and the
Director of Research Services acts as Security Coordinator for the
University,, At the close of FY 1965, the University had five classified (Secret) research contracts and 225 faculty and students holding security clearances permitting access to classified information
at confidential and secret levels. More than 100 of the security
clearances were held by students employed on the Air Force Mathematical and Scientific Aides Program. An additional 85 employees with
security clearances were employed at the Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility located on south Sandia Base premises.
Air Force Mathematical and Scientific Aides Program
The University has a contract with Air Force Special Weapons
Center, Kirtland Air Force Base, for "Mathematical and Scientific
Aide Assistance to the Research Directorate of the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory." The first contract was for the period December 15, 1960,
to June 30, 1961; and the amount was $13,380. The current contract
is for the period October 1, 1964, to September 30, 1965; and the
amount is $255,597. The total of contracts for the period December 15,
1960, through September 30, 1965, amounts to $632,634.80.
The purpose of this program is to furnish University students to
the Air Force Weapons Laboratory to assist senior scientists and
engineers in scientific and engineering research and development projects, and to assist in the design and construction of equipment for
scientific research. Students majoring in physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology, architecture, electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, and civil engineering are currently employed.
This program is for undergraduate student employment, although
some graduate students have been employed. The pay scale is $1.50/hr
for sophomores, $1.75/hr for juniors, and $2.00/hr for seniors. For
the period October 1, 1964, through June 30, 1965, a total of 70,902
man-hours were worked (7,878 hours average per month); an average of
97 students were employed per month (107 students in June 1965);
and the total payroll amounted to $150,707 ($16,74E average per month)
or an average of $173 per student per month,
-6-
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This is an important program for the University and the
students, It permits students with high scholastic averages
and better than usual talents to earn money to support themselves in the University and become self-sufficient, to have
an opportunity to work with competent engineers and scientists
on high-level research and development projects, to participate
in research and development experiments, and to keep fully informed on new developments and research in engineering and
scientific areas related to space that are of current interest
to the Air Force.
The Civil Service Commission has raised objections to this
type of contract - where contractor employees work under the
supervision of Air Force personnel - and there are good reasons
to suspect that the contract will not be extended beyond
September 30, 1965.
Fellowship Program,
The Director of Research Services was asked to assume the
duties of Coordinator of Fellowships for academic 1964-65.
Prior to this academic year, there has not been a coordinator
of fellowship activities, nor a centralized office for fellowship activities and information. Heretofore, individuals on
the faculty have acted as sources of information and assistance
for individual fellowship programs such as Fulbright-Hays, Danforth, Woodrow Wilson, NSF Graduate, etc.
I have not been able to find any data on Fulbright-Hays
Fellowships for Study Abroad for past years, but in academic
1965-66 there will be six UNM graduates studying abroad under
this program. Of these six fellows three are in the Latin-American,.
Program. A fourth Latin-American Program fellow was chosen,but
because of the size of his family he was given an NDEA-Title VI
fellowship for study in Latin America. The latter program per-·
mitted a larger dependency allowance.
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The following data show numbers of fellowships and
their sponsors for academic 1965-66:
Title

Number

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Trainees·
National Science Foundation Trainees
National Science Foundation Cooperative Fellows
National Science Foundation Summer Fellows
National Woodrow Wilson Fellows
National Defense Education Act - Title IV Fellows
National Defense Education Act - Title VI Fellows
University of New Mexico Peace Corps Fellows
University of New Mexico Graduate Fellows

22
10
3
2
2
6
3
10
14

No statistics are available for previous years for comparison.

All the fellowships carry cost-of-education allowances with

the exception of NSF Suwner Fellows and NDEA - Title VI Fellows.
The total value of fellowships shown, including stipends, dependency
allowances, and cost-of-education allowances, amounts to $303,757,
of which $106,500 is for cost-of-education allowances,
In addition to the fellowships enumerated above, the following data represent additional graduate student financial assistance for academic 1965-66:
UNM Graduate Assistants
UNM Graduate Teaching Assistants
UNM Graduate Research Assistants

225
30
119

The number of research assistants is estimated by extrapolation from academic 1964-65 and the value of sponsored research
contracts and grants on June 30, 1965.

The total value of

graduate~

teaching, and research assistantships for academic 1965-66 is
$1,025,900.
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Graduate Students Employed on Sponsored Research
The following shows the number of graduate students employed as research assistants and the number of research assistants earning degrees for 1964-65:
Doctorates
Masters
A, College of Arts and Sciences
Candidates
Degrees Earned
B.

ll

22
10

27
9

2

1
1

College of Engineering
Candidates
Degrees Earned

c.

35

30
12

College of Education
Candidates
Degrees Earned
Totals:

1

Candidates . . . . . . .
Masters Degrees Earned
Doctoral Degrees Earned

Governor Jack M. Campbell's Scientific Advisory

117
23

21
Co~mittee

The Governor appointed the Scientific Advisory Committee in
August 1963 and gave it the task of preparing a proposal to the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the location of
a Space Port - Apollo, Gemini, and other space-vehicle landings at the Holloman 1Hr Force Base-White Sands Missile Range. The
University members of the Scientific Advisory Committee are Dr.
Victor H. Regener, Chairman of the Committee, .Or. Joseph S. Lambert,
and Harold L. Walker. The total membership is ten and is composed
,.
of personnel from New Mexico State University. New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology, Texas Western College of the University
of Texas, and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, in addition to the
University of New Mexico. The proposal was presented to NASA
personnel in an oral presentation. in Washington, in October 1963.
The Scientific Advisory Committee redrafted, revised, and upgraded the New Mexico Space Port Proposal in February-April 1965,
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and presented the new proposal to NASA and other interested
and related Federal agencies and industrial organizations in
May 1965.

Although both proposals were well received by

NASA, a decision on the location of

a

Space Port had not been

reached by the end of FY 1965.
The Scientific Advisory Committee has been assigned other
subjects and duties by Governor Campbell, among which may be
named (a) exploitation and utilization of the natural resources
of the State of New Mexico and (b) utilization of nuclear energy
in mining, irrigation, and oil and gas production.
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THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
ERIC H. WANG CIVIL ENGINEERING RESEARCH FACILITY
EUGENE ZWOYER, DIRECTOR
The University of New Mexico completed the fourth year
of operation of this facility on April 10, 1965, During the
year the name of the facility was changed from the United
States Air Force Shock Tube Facility to the United States Air
Force Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility.
The scope of work was increased to include not only research in the field of protective construction but also research in all civil engineering problems encountered by the
Air Force.
Additional funds were placed on the contract, and the
contract period was extended to December 31, 1965, Negotiations are underway to extend the contract an additional two
years. The present operating budget is about $1,650,000 per
year. Approximately $900,000 is spent by the University for
personnel salaries and a minor amount of supplies; the remaining $750,000 is spent by the Air Force for supplies and
equipment used at the facility.
At the end of June 1965 the University employed 74 fulltime and 15 part-time personnel, an increase of about 40 percent over the previous year. Approximately one-third of
the staff are engineers and scientists; one-half are technicians, mechanics, and laboratory assistants; and one-sixth
are administrators, secretaries, and supply clerks.
Several items of equipment were acquired during the
year, primarily in the Instrumentation and Recording Laboratory. An order was placed to double the magnetic tape recording capability to a total of 130 channels of information.
Another order was placed for a Field Instrumentation Trailer
which will allow the facility to conduct large-scale nuclear
simulation tests at remote sites.
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Appointments to the professional staff during the year
included Mr. Kenneth Simmons and Mr. James Stras as Research
Assistant Engineers, and Dr. Frank Janza as Research Engineer
and Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering. Dr. Janza
supervises the ElectronicsResearch Laboratory.
Significant professional activities by the staff during
the year included the following attendance and participation
in national meetings and committees:
Annual meeting of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, held in New York City in October 1964.
Attended by: Warren Baker, Delmar Calhoun, George
Triandafilidis, Eugene Zwoyer.
American Concrete Institute Meeting, held in Miami,
Florida, in November 1964. Attended by: Robert
Crist, Randolph Holt, Eugene Zwoyer.
Annual meeting of American Concrete Institute,
held in San Francisco, California, in February 1965.
Attended by: Robert Crist (attended Committee 426
as a member).
The Fifth Shock Tube Symposium, held in Baltimore,
Maryland, in April 1965. Attended by: Robert Clark.
A Specialty Conference of the Engineering Mechanics
Division of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
held in Los Angeles, California, in April 1965.
Attended by: Dr. Constancio Miranda.
An Instrumentation Symposium of the American Society
for Testing and Materials,held at Purdue University
in June 1965. Attended by: Phillip Abbott.
Publications and papers presented during the year include
the following:
The Response of Buried Cylinders to Quasi-Static
Overpressures by B. A. Donnellan. Paper presented
at Symposium on Soil-Structure Interaction, Tucson,
Arizona. June 1964. Paper published in the Proceedings of the Symposium.
The Effect of Pore Air Pressure on Soil-Structure
Interaction by Delon Hampton. Paper presented at
Symposium on Soil-Structure Interaction, Tucson,
Arizona, June 1964. Paper published irt the Proceedings of the Symposium.
-l 2
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An Experimental Evaluation of Soil Arching by
George Triandafilidis, Delon Hampton, and Milan
Spanovich. Paper presented at Symposium on
Soil-Structure Interaction, Tucson, Arizona,
June 1964. Paper published in the Proceedings
of the Symposium.
The Response of Buried Cylinders to Quasi-Static
Overpressures by B. A. Donnellan, TDR 64-13,
September 1964, a technical documentary report
to the Air Force Weapons :Laboratory.
Pore Air Pressure in Soil Subjected to Shock
Waves by Delon Hampton, September 1964. A paper
accepted for publication in the Journal of the
Soil Mechanics and Foundations D1vision, Proceedings of the A:rruer:i:can Society of Civil
Engineers.
The Dynamic Response of Continuous Footings Supported on Cohesive Soils by George Triandafilidis,
September 1964. A paper accepted for presentation and publication in the Proceedings of the
Sixth International Conference on Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering, held in Montreal,
Canada.
A Study of Pore Air Pressures Generated in Soil
Subjected to Air Shock Waves by Delon Hampton,
TDR 54-3, October I964, a technical documentary
report to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
Experimental Study of Arching Stresses on Buried
Vertical Cylinders by George Tr1andafil1d1s,
Delon Hampton, and Milan Spanovich, TDR 63-3106,
December 1964, a technical documentary report
to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
Effects of Boundary Friction on Transmission
of Static Stresses Through Sand in Cylindrical
Tanks by Phillip Abbo't t. TR 64-108, Aprid: • 1965,
ateehnical report to the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory.
A Study of Parameters and Methods Involved in
Relative Displacement Measurements in Soil by
Warren Baker and Robert Lynch, TR 63-75, June
1965, a technical report to the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory.
Shock-Propagation Phenomena in Nonlinear Media
by David Kraft, Constancio Miranda, and Delmar
Calhoun, June 1965, a paper accepted for publication by the Journal of the Soil Mechanics and
Foundations Div1s1on, Proceed1ngs of the Amer1can
Society of Civil Engineers.
-13-

P.20
RESEARCH COMPUTER CENTER
DALE SPARKS, DIRECTOR
Computer services have been provided the students and
faculty of the University by the staff of the Research Computer Facilities. The increased use of computer facilities
has resulted in the computer center operating 12 hours per
day. The IBM 1620 is the primary computer available at the
Computer Center, supplemented as necessary by computers off
campus.
The IBM 1620 was used for student programs, sponsored
and unsponsored research, and demonstrations. Table I shows
the number of programs and the hours spent on each program
by category over the past twelve months.
Programs were prepared and run using the Western Data
Processing Center (WDPC) Computer Facilities at Los Angeles
for the following University faculty:
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr,

James Cooper, Education
Earl Oliver, Chemical Engineering
I, W. Caffey, Electrical Engineering
G. L. Keppers, Education

In addition, University programs were run on the CDC
1604A and IBM 7044 at Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB); the
IBM 1401 at the New Mexico State Highway Department; and the
IBM 7090 at Sandia Corporation.
Regular daily use has been made of the CDC l604A at KAFB,
but information is not available as to how many programs
have been processed. All programs for Department of Defense
sponsored research are run at KAFB.
Table II shows the amount of computer time used on the CDC 1604A at KAFB. This tabulation is for only one research
project, the Submarine Communications Study directed by Dr.
Richard H. Williams. The KAFB computer has been used for
several other research projects.
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University faculty members also use computer facilities
at Sandia Corporation, Air Force Missile Development Center,
and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,

Computer use at these

installations has been arranged by individual researchers;
consequently, no information is available to indicate the extent of that kind of use.

TABLE I
Utilization of University IBM 1620
Sponsored Research
No. of
Hours

No. of
Programs

Unsponsored Research
No. of
No. of
Hours
Programs

No, of
No. of
Hours Programs

91
131
97
102
156
139
94
93
61
73
31
103

6.05
5.94
4.94
15.98
20.22
24.92
42.00
10.81
43.40
44.24
106.97
31.68

136
124
116
500
344
370
536
193
699
792
2117
219

1171

357.15

6146

July, 1964 0.43
II
Aug.
1.74
Sept, II
0.08
Oct,
1.06
"rr
o.oo
Nov.
rr
Dec.
0.08
Jan. 1965 6.85
Feb.
8.15
"
Mar.
" 14.96
0,22
Apr.
"
May
2.43
"
June
7.54
"

6
13
2
2
0
1
31
23
36
2
13
23

38.63
46.74
36,03
35.19
59.28
62.12
34.12
31.18
33.86
48.40
17.12
91.42

43.54

152

534,09
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Class Use

TABLE II

Utilization of A. F, Weapons Laboratory CDC 1604A
Reporting Month

Project Code

July, 1963
August
September
October
November
December

021940A
021940A
021940A
021940A
021940A
C600200

January, 1964
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002
C6002

January, 1965
February
March

C6002
C6002
C6002

32
10
9
10
2
2
1
6
15

Total
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Time Used
Hours Minutes
-6-5
6
57
5
25
21
7
31
48
43
34
46
14
54
54
23
39
20
19
7
33
9
31

2
9

50
33
13

211

30

RESEARCH
Computer support is currently being provided the following faculty members at the University Computer Center:
Dr. James Cooper, Education
Dr. Victor Skoglund, Engineering
Dr. Richard H. Williams, Engineering
Dr. Bernard Udis, Economics
Dr. Victor Regener, Physics
Dr. John Green, Physics
Dr. John Breiland, Physics
Dr" William Byatt, Engineering
Professor Robert Donham, Engineering
Mr. Arthur Blumenfeld, Bureau of Business Research
Dr. George Swain, Engineering
Professor William Baker, Engineering
Dr, James K. Weaver, Medicine
Dr. C.X.C.F. Miranda, Air Force Civil Engineering
Research Facility
Dr, Cyrus Omid'varan, Civil Engineering

TEACHING
Required engineering course, CE 102:
spring semester 1965 was 350 students.

Class enrollment,

Course required by Mechanical Engineering, EE436L:
enrollment, spring semester 1965 was 72 students.

Class

DATA REDUCTION
Air Force Civil Engineering Research Facility (CERF)
Data reduction is currently being done for CERF engineers
by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at KAFB. Recent discussions
with Dr. Frank Janza, Research Engineer, indicate dissatisfaction
due to the time lag in the service. Dr. Eugene Zwoyer, Director,
has indicated he would prefer that University computer personnel process the CERF work.
A feasibility study has been completed and an estimate
given to Dr. Janza as to what will be required to do the CERF
data reduction at the University Computer Center.
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APPENDIX A
REIMBURSEMENT TO THE UNIVERSITY FOR RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED IN FY 1964-65
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

SPONSORS*

Basehart

NSF

Ellis

NSF

Base hart

NIH

Hibben

RRE

INDIRECT
COSTS

TOTALS

859.89

$ 5,159.36

2,500.00

500.00

3,000.00

875,57

175.ll

1,050.68

$4,279.44

1,000.00
$4,395.60

$1,535.00

1,000,00
$10,210.04

SALARIES

EXPENSES

ANTHROPOLOGY
Ecology and Social Structure
of Matengo
Prehistoric Population of Chama
Valley
Field Research irt Anthro-PsychoAnalytic Techniques
Excavation of a Folsom Site
I

$4,279.44

$

20,03

$

BIOLOGY

......

00
I

Physiological Strains During
Hibernation and Estivation
Ecological Research Pollen
Transport
Pseudoscorpions of Florida
and West Indies
Plant Changes in New Mexico
Biological Distribution of
Radioisotopes

Riedesel

NSF

$ 5,686,25

$ 1,646.51

$1,362.49

$ 8,695.25

Potter

NSF

675,00

245,07

184,01

1,104,08

Hoff

NSF

3,008,50

99,65

620,08

3,728.23

Potter
Riedesel

RMFES
AEC

985.24
6,505,30
$1?,860.29

677.44
8 0 314,93
$10,983.60

335,89
$2,502.47

1,662,68
15,156.12
$30,346,36

$4,143.00

$408.91

$1,508,05

$6,059.96

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Graphite Particles in Polyethylme Castonguay

sc

CHEMISTRY
Petroleum Research Grant
Electronic Spectra
Boron Hydrides
Graduate Research Laboratory
Graduate Research Fellowship
Hydrolysis of Some 2-Imidazolines

Caton
Crosby
Yamauchi
Crosby
Riebsome.r
Riebsomer

ACS
NSF
NSF
NSF
AC
ACS

$2,802.49
4,453,12
200.40

$5,384.54
751.01
3,258.61
9,690,05
607.26
240.37

$1,290.12

$5,384.54
3,553.50
9,001.85
9,690.05
807,66
240.37

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIG.ATORS

SPONSORS*

Crosby
Castle
Castle
Kahn

RC
NIH
NIH
AEC

Daub
Crosby
Castle

INDIRECT
COSTS

SALARIES

EXPENSES

$ 13,504.83
8,114.00
12,103,44

$ 5,405,65

3,231.44
1,175.35

$ 2,883.97
420.95
4,158.52

AEC
AFOSR

9,592,63
17,530,36

923,80
25,400,26

2,724.14

10,516.43
45,654,76

11,293,44

2,079,47

4,081,88

17,454.79

Kahn

sc
uc

1,471.57

82.01

544.49

2,098.07

Castle

USAMRC

18,627.28

4,457.74

6,780,33

29,865.35

Crosby
Caton

sc
sc

8,440.86
8,243,22
$116,377,64

4,337,31
1,926,34
$69,294.66

3,072,49
3,000,56
$28,957.45

15,850.66
13,170.12
$214,629.75

Research for High School Teachers
Industry and the Water Environment
Asphaltic Concrete Mixtures
Earth Resistance to Projectile
Impact
Effect of Height of Highway
Fills on Design of Culverts
ECONOMICS

Martinez

NSF
NSF

$ 3,72?,64
10,93"3.27

$ 6,239.44
2,913.05

$

879.06
2,786.91

$10,845.14
16,633.23

Water Pollution-Colorado River
Basin
Latin-America River Basin
Programming
Strategic Hamlets in Viet Nam

TOTALS

CHEMISTRY (Continued)

J

l-'
UJ
I

Venture Grant
Nucleic Acid Antagonists
Cinnolines as Antitumor Agents
Behavior of Elements at Very
Low Concentrations
Scintillation Solutes
Fundamental Investigations of
Luminescent Materials
Pyridazenes and Related Nitrogen
Heterocycles
Study of the Radioactivity Loss
of Carrier-Free Iodine-131
Alkylaminoethanethiols Substituted with Heterocyclic Moieties
Intramolecular Energy Transfer
Electrochemistry of Some
Transition Metals

343.45

$

343.45
21,794,45
11,766,39
17,437,31

CIVIL ENGINEERING
30\HH'

Martinez
Hakala

NMSHD

11,455,91
32,,597,30

848,14
3,275.27

4,333.18
11,802.06

16,637.23
47,674.63

Hakala

NMSHD

2,044,65
$60,757,77

616.76
$13,892,66

649,90
$20,451.11

3,311,31
$95,101.54

Udis

DREW

$50,429,87

$63,925,55

$12,466,08

$126,821.50

Wollman

RFF

27,199,92

2,447.62

Wollman

ARPA

5,956,94
$83,586,73

762.27
$67,135.44

sc

29,647.54
763,70
$13,229.78

7,482.91
$163,951.95

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

SPONSORS*

Zintz
Zintz-Walters

FF
NIH

EXPENSES

$1,025.00
2,478.20

$6,624.55
344.56

$ 7,649.55
2, 822.76

$3,503,20

$6,969,11

$10,472.31

EDUCATION
Ford Foundation Grant
Counseling Indian College Students

:rNDIRECT
COSTS

SALARIES

TOTALS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

I
1.\:l
0
I

Study of Adaptive Systems
Monopole Antennas
Submarine Communications
Radar Echoes from the Moon
VMS Study Evaluation
Hall Effect-De to AC Conversion
Transient Radiation Effects
Similation of Back Scatter Effects
Microelectronics Radiation Effects
Investigation into Fuzing Problems

Koschmann
Williams
Williams
Erteza
Thorn
Grannemann
Grannemann
Thorn
Grannemann
Thorn

sc
sc

160,64
33,17
6,254,96
539,55
7,43
1,466,35
220,89
787.09
2,719,02
566,08

$ 3,464.01
790,45
22,909,08
5,051.63
58.29
1,842.64
2,744.80
1,421.50
5,705,77
70,23

$ 13 '141.12
2,959,97
91,863.48
27,252.26
222,22
9,794.13
10,574.42
5,949.39
44,199,92
1, 241.98

$150,385.31

$12,755,18

$44,058.40

$207,198.89

$1,207.75

$829.55

$446,88

$2,484,18

$ 5,244.33
4,974.44

$ 3,767.19
8,839,03

$1,802,30
2,514.70

$10,813.82
16,328.17

$10,218.77

$12,606,22

$4,317.00

$27' 141.99

$

ONR
NASA
AFMDC
NASA
AFWL
LT
AFWL
AFWL

9,516,47
2,136.35
62,699.44
21,661.08
156.50
6,485,14
7,608,73
3,740.80
35,775.13
605,67

$

GEOGRAPHY
Study of Land Claims

Gordon

JAT

Climatic Cycles and Varved Sediments
Lunar Craters and Terrestrial
Volcano-Tectonic Depressions
HISTORY

Anderson
Elston

NSF
NASA

Health Research
Role of Military in Latin America
Possible Threats to u.s. Security
via Latin America
MATHEMATICS
Stochastic Processes
Research in Analysis
Partial Differential Equations

Lieuwen
L;ieuwen
Lieuwen

GEOLOGY

Blum
Blum
Blum
-

---

-~

NMHA
RF
AFOSR

NSF
NSF
NSF
----=-~"-

~

$19,856.73

500,00
3,150,80
2,322.45

$4,530,87

500,00
3,150.80
26,710.05

$19,856.73

$5,973.25

$4,530,87

$30,360,85

$17,850,26
25,542.48
14,583,88

$

552,29
582.20
629,22

$ 4,600,64
6,531.57
3,043.24

$23,003.19
32,656.25
18,256,34

$

$57,976.62

$I,763.7I

$

$I4,I75.45

$73,9I5.78

-

r-------_,.,.--

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

SALARIES

EXPENSES

INDIRECT
COSTS

TOTALS

$12,596.02

$ 1,009.57

$ 4,584,94

$ 18,190,53

10,411.56
9,986,15
11,285,89
7,998.13
12,456,58
3,057.12
1,214.73

2,137.85
1,833.26
1,675.36
3,418.48
3,534.05
165.70

3,789.79
2,545.34
643,54
2,913.09
4,534,18
805,71

16,339.20
14,364,75
13,604.79
14,329.70
20,524.81
4,028.53
1,214,73

$69,006.18

$13,774,27

$19,816.59

$102,597,04

SPONSORS*

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Temperature Distribution in Finned
Radiators
Interaction of Shock Waves
Inelastic Behavior of Materials
Behavior of Metallic Materia~s
Rocket Sled Instrumentation
Analog Study of Impact Fracture
Fracture and Yielding Phenomena
Numerical Analysis in Gas Dynamics

Wild in
Skoglund
Ju
Ju
Dove
Ju
Ju and Yao
Slwglund

sc
sc

AFOSR
AFOSR
AFMDC

sc
sc

NSF

MEDICINE

I

t-:1
1-'

I

Graduate Research Fellow
Active Transport of Drugs
Kidney in Cirrhosis
Hypercholesterolemia and Experimental Tuberculosis
Mechanisms of Electrolyte Transport
Myocardial Metabolism
Red Cell Biochemistry
Magnesium Metabolism
Cancer Tumor-Virus Studies
Renal Physiology

Papper
Despopoulos
Papper
Gale

Solomon
Brandfonbrener
Simon
Whang
Stone
Papper and
Solomon
Enterovirus-Host Cell Interactions McLaren
Regression Viral Induced Mesodermal Stone
Heart Research
Lovekin
Fitz
General Research Grant
Biosynthesis of Protein
Loftfield
Brain Cerebralspinal Fluid Barrier Pol lay
Despopoulos
Cellular Metabolism
Respiratory Distress
Finley
Brain Proteins
LeBaron
Structure of Adipose Tissue
Napolitano
Thymocyte Transformation
Leonard
Research Training Grant
Brandfonbrener

AHA
NIH
NIH
DHEW

533.00
16,142,89
9,467.06

788.20
1,963,67
5,600,52
727.19

DHEW
NIH
NIH
NIH
NIH
NIH

17' 061.25
7,972,51
8,757.05
7,743.62
2,125,00
15,879.06

12,481.80
13,206,57
32,848.77
4,059,64
2,518.83
22,304.20

NIH
ACS
NMHA
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
NIH

11,012,99
144.45
1,266.35

7,598.32
4,577,20
7,341,20
900,00
4,578,12
4,630.77
10,767,29
11,512,64
15,140.22
3,301.16
1,148.79
146.53

$
$

5,833,30
4,490,98
9,720,96
11,933.59
2,642,05
3,430,00
1,688,86
919,37

$

503,33
371.36
405.99
668.83
1,593,71
1,388.64

207.55

$

788.20
3,000,00
22,114.77
10,194,25
29,949,04
21,847,91
43,199.53
13' 191.90
4,643.83
38,183.26
18,611.31
4 '721. 65
8,815"10
900.00
10,411.42
9, 121.75
20,488.25
23,446,23
17,782,27
6,731.16
2,837.65
1,065.90

INDIRECT
COSTS

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

SPONSORS*

Lovekin

DHEW

$

Ladman

NSF

l,l89.ll
$140,969,35

38,272,34
$206,896,30

$1,655,29
$6,794,70

41,116,74
$354,660.35

Whan

sc

$10,019.69

$877 .. 42

$1,627.ll

$12,524.,22

8,675,01
16,694,02

$ 2,873.66
5,768.66

$ 22,044.31
34,637,31

EXPENSES

SALARIES

TOTALS

MEDICINE (Continued)
Congestive Heart Failure in the
Southwestern Indian
Fine Structure of Tissues
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Beryllium Compounds

1,015.90

482.33

$

$

1,498,23

PHYSICS

I

~):)
~):)

I

Ultrasound in Two-Component Systems
Vertical Distribution of Atmospheric Ozone
Solar Influences-Cosmic Ray Influx
Zodiacal Light
A Study of the Glory
Elastic Constants of Plastic Crystals
Research on Weather
Cerenkov Counter
Chemiluminescent Ozonesondes
Chemiluminescent Technique
High-Energy Neutrons
Electron Spectrometer
Zodiacal Light Observations
Digital Computing Techniques
Bluing Effect in the B-V Colors

Green
Regener

NSF
NSF

$ 10,495.64
12,174.87

Regener
Regener
Bryant
Green
Regener
Leavitt
Regener
Regener
Leavitt
Leavitt
Regener
Howarth
Davis

NSF
NSF

14,692.87
15,155,43
7,079.17
8,452.93
14,536.10
9,717.25
14,615.04
15,329.08
•. 4,950.72
6,655,50
ll,007.72
1,333.35
3,299,74
$149,495,41

31,177.40
13,187,61
1,797.57
1,417.14
129,361,24
16,790,17
59,506,23
8,ll3.52
25,216.26
3,123 88
31,185.75

9,176.46
5,666,63
2,576.83
3,076.48

719.59
$346,965.39

1,004,83
$53,622.26

55,046,73
34,009.67
ll ,453. 57
12,946.55
143,897.34
30,055 26
79,430.87
29,061.00
31,017,49
10,175,43
49,949.78
1,333.35
5,024.16
$550,083.06

PSYCHOLOGY
Perceptual Transfer in Learning
Conditions of Reinforcement
Conditions of Learning
Variables in Code Handling
Literature on Human Performance
Free Behavior Situation
Spindle Activities in Monkeys

Ellis
Logan
Ellis
Smith
Rook
Logan
Rhodes

$ 3,299,74
12,376.32
1,558,91
740,00
5,045,25
6,655.40
4,1.92.00
$33,867.62

719,59
9,959,15
561.14
21.55
1,884 46
5,477.62
6,924,90
$25,548.41

$1,004.83
4,262,10
424,01
273,80
1,835.09
631.56
1.,525,90
$9,957.29

$ 5,024.16
26,597.57
2,544.06
1,035.35
8,764.80
12,764,58
1.2,642,80
$69,373.32

sc
sc

USWB
NASA
AFSC
AFSC
NASA
AFWL
NASA
DHEW
NSF

NSF
NSF
NSF

sc
sc

DHEW
AFMDC

$

$

3,547.84
5,309,60
5,618.40
850.51
396,05
7,756.31

PRINCIPAL
.
INVESTIGATORS

SPONSORS*

Foote
Sparks
Walker
Zwoyer
Wray

AFOSR
NSF
NSF
AFWL
AFWL

Walker

AFWL

SALARIES

INDIRECT
COSTS

EXPENSES

TOTALS

RESEARCH SERVICES
Research Seminar
Research Computer Center
Institutional Grant for Research
Civil Engineering Research Facility
Analytical Support to Test
Directorate
Scientific Aides to AFWL

275,00

$

730,35
498,002;53
4,000.00

$

1,579,89
71,540,00
11,452,82
73,299,35
446,90

176,744.09

$

461.52
6,375,57
80,282,30
435,00

$

2,316.41
77,915,57
12,183.17
651,584.18
4,881.90

26,331.14

203,075.23

$679,751.97

$158,318,96

$113,885.53

$951,956.46

$17,768,63

$9,939,43

$1,439.68

$29,147.74

$1,630,032,10

$969,328,07

$342,855,62

$2,942,215.79

SOCIOLOGY
Campus Environment and ParaMilitary Organization
Total

Woodhouse and
Lynch

AFOSR

I

1:\:)

"'
t

* See

p, 3 for key to sponsors
,.

-
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FUNDS REIMBURSED TO THE UNIVERSITY IN FY 1964-65

I

1:\j

II>.
I

Anthropology
$
Biology
Chemical Engr.
Chemistry
Civil Engr.
Economics
Education
Electrical Engr.
Geography
Geology
History
Mathematics
Mechanical Engr.
Medicine
Nuclear Engr.
Physics
Psychology
Research Serv.
Sociology
TOTALS

4,279.44
16,860.29
4,143,00
116,377.64
60,757.77
83,586.73
3,503.20
150,385.31
1,207.75
10,218.77
19,856.73
57,976,62
69,006.18
140,969.35
10,019.69
149,495.41
33,867,62
679,751.97
17,768.63

$1,630,032_10

'·

TOTALS

44,058.40
446,88
4,317.00
4,530,87
14,175,45
19,816.59
6,794.70
1,627.11
53,622.26
9,957.29
113,885,53
1,439,68

10,210,04
30,346.36
6,059.96
214,629.75
95 '101. 54
163,951,95
10,472.31
207,198,89
2,484.18
27' 141.99
30,360,85
73,915,78
102,597,04
354,660.35
12,524,22
550,083.06
69,373,32
951,956.46
29,147,74

0 35
1.03
0.21
7.29
3.23
5,57
0,36
7.04
0.08
0,92
1.03
2.51
3.49
12.05
0.43
18.70
2.36
32.35
0,99

$342,855,62

$2,942,215.79

100,00

EXPENSES

SALARIES

DEPARTMENTS

PERCENT OF
TOTALS
FY 1965

INDIRECT
COSTS

$

4,395.60
10,983,60
408,91
69,294,66
13,892.66
67,135.44
6,969.11
12,755,18
829.55
12,606.22
5,973,25
1,763.71
13,774.27
206,896,30
877.42
346,965,39
25,548.41
158,318.96
9,939.43

=

$969,328.07

$

1,535.00
2,502.47
1,508.05
28,957.45
20,451.11
13,229.78

--

$

·~
!":y

0

APPENDIX C
REIMBURSEMENT TO TI-lE UNIVERSI1Y FROM
RESEARO-l CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

1958-1965
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The Report of the
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Eleanor B. Adams, Editor

The NEW ME{<ICO HISTORICAL /(£VIEW began its fortieth year
of publication in January 1965.

To mark this anniversary the

Department of History announced a prize of one hundred dollars
for the best article by a non-professional historian published
in

NMHI~

during each calendar year.

Graduate students in his-

tory are eligible, but not members of the regular history
staffs of institutions of higher Learning; historical contributions by professionals in other fields witt receive
consideration.

The first winner witt be named in the January

1966 issue of NMHR.
During July - December 1964 NMHR was completely redesigned typographically to make it more readable and
attractive.

Volume 40, Number 1, January 1965, was the

ffirst issue to appear in the new format, which has received
many compliments from old and new readers.

Articles pub-

lished during 1964-1965 have covered a wide variety of
subjects concerning the history of the region from Spanish
Colonial times to the present day.
Through NMHR the Zimmerman Library is receiving at
least eighty journals under existing exchange arrangements,
and new exchanges witt probably be added from time to time.
Current and back issues of NMHR are also used on occasion
in exchange for other items of value to the University Library.
There has been some increase in paid subscriptions,
and we can hope that this trend wiLl continue,.

The Report of the Southcrestern Journal of

.Anthropolo~

July 1, 1961~--June 30, 1965
Harry Basehart and Stanley Newman, Editors
Four issue of the Southwestern Journal of .Anthropology
Here published durin(; the fiscal period:

Surmner, Autumn, and Hinter

196h (Vol, 20, nos, 2, 3, and h) and Spring 1965 (Vol. 21, No .• 1),

The

number of pages in the foUl' issu.es totalled 397, slightly less than the

h09 pages printed in 1963-196h.

The number of manuscripts accepted for

publication uas also smaJJ.er'thla.n:in. the pmvious year:

22 articles vrere

published this year as against 26 last year,
The most important ne,relopment during this period was
the preparation by the editors and the publication of an Index coverinr: the first tHenty years of the Journal (19l.~5-196h).

The "l1.teriDJ.

COl'l}iiled in t\'l..e Index fanned a booklet of 6h pages and rras organized in
"b:·ro sections, a list of author entries and one of subject entries, Four
thnusnnd copies rrcre i)!':i.nted.
Inc1ex,
·i.;he

r~t11or

It uas decided to charge

t~l.!)O

for t.l-Ie

·bhan to isaue it free to subscribers, in orrter to defrllY

exl)ensPs of

p~paring,

pr:i.ntinr,, and rli.stributinr, it.

The editors

h<1Heve thr>t H uill be an indispr>nsl\ble bibliographical tool, assistin·; a'1t'lropolorrists and other scholars in

usi~

the Journal b;lr helping

'lhl"m locn.te dP.ta uhich is relevant to their research,

As

~.n

pr.e'l.':i.ous years the Journal continued to fulfill

it::: stated IJ11I'!JOSe of publishin.n: articles 11in the irrherest of p;eneraJ.
mrthrorologyn by i'1cluc1inr: studifls t-7hic11 investir,atcd a vride spectrum
of '1roblems amon<>: tho anthropolCY':i.cal specialties,

Inevitably, th<?

Journ"'J rr>f'locts thn current interests :Jrevailing 3l1lonr: professional

-2an-t.hropolor;ists, 'l·rho are the source of contributed manuscripts as well
as the readers of the Journal.

In accordance 1!Tii:h these interests the

majority of the articles, 17 of i:he 22, Here in the broad area of
cultural anthropology; and nearly l1alf of the 17 dealt 1·1i th problems
of social organization.

other fields of cultural anthropology repre-

sented among the papers were culture theory, methodoloBY, personality
and culture, psychopathology an::l. culture, language and culture, and
primitive

reli~ion.

Outside this area, articles concerned i·dth linguis-

tics and 1!Tith archaeology Here also published.

Again, as before, the

Journal included studies dealing <lith all parts of the -vrorld--vrith the
cultures of North AllJerioa (Indians, 1·rhites), !1exioo, Central America,
.South America, Polynesia, India, Africa.
The increase in subscriptions has been continuing at a
steady ra:t:.e over the past four :rears:

subscribers numbered 1808 in

June 1965, 1667 in 1961~, 1521 in 1963, and 1378 in 1962--an increase

of nearly 10% in subscriptions per year.

Subscriptions i'rom foreign

countries hr.ve increased at about the same rate--i'rom 333 last vear to
360 this yE'm.r, and they have continued to form about one-fifth of the
total list of subscribers,

These i'acts are

sigp~ficant

in demonstrat-

im t11at the Journal is en;joyinrc a stear.l.ily •·ridening recop,nit.ion amonf\
:nrof~;:Jsionnl antllropolo~iats

~l"h~l'll".tionrlly

and that. it.s importance cont.i.l'lues to grolT

:Js Hell as nationally.

The rise in subscriptions neces-

nitated an incm:J.se in th11 number of copies print:.ed:

2000 copies of

t1X" Sprit'"' nll!•lil"Jl' uer~ pr:tntl3d this year as compared to 1900 copies

l'J.st. ;','?ar.
Incorte from subscri!ltions and sales incrnased over t.he
>mviou::; ye::rr,

ru;

expect,d, but not in re1f'.tion to the cost of' printing:

-3the proportion ivas 8h% this year, nearly 99% last year.

The sharp drop

in the relation of incOJ!le to printing costs, after several years of
steady r.i.se, 1-ras tl:te result of tno factors.

The princ:i.:r.al £actor 1·1as

the publication of the Index, the total printing cost of Hhich, in our
uncomplicated bookkeeping, vras added to this year 1 s expenses.

If this

cost 1-rere to be prornted over a period of five years (since income from
this source t'lill extend over a number of

;l>e ars), ~Ji th

only one -fifth of

the cost of printing the Index applied to this year, the relation of
income to printing cos·ts vrould be nearly 99%, the same as last year.
Tho second factor influencing this proportion Has an unforeseen and

substrmtial increase in

printin~

costs.

This rise in expenses caused

the editors to coMe to a decision on a m!ltter 1-1hich they had been discussina for more than a year, that of increasing the cost of the Journal
The increl.\st"J uill be slif,J:rt--from

to B1.1bRcribers.

:';h.oo

to t\5.00 and,

for foreicrn subscriptions, from one pound to one pound five shillings for
n

calencl~ ~rem'.

't,~laJc.

t1!is

?.?. (Sprin~

The

incr~ased

lt~st

isl'ue of th8 Journul carried the announcement

subscrintion rate Hould go into effect with Volume

1966),
Pemir:sion to reprint ar·t.iclo?s originally published in

t:w Journal ttas e;rnrrbed to the .folloHing :
Alan lJunrl.es, A t1:1xtbook reader on Folklore:

0::

a

Lm·rell D. '!oJnes, Introduc:in,g llnthropolor,y:
cul +,nrP.-."U'~n. mn.p

2 articles

reproduction

Tlonaln "S. :l1mmc)son, in Revista del Nuseo 1Yaciona.l (Lima):
S '?"ish trm! ~J ;t·;crm b;.r t,he author of 2 articles ~
·pnJ:'T:'Of10~ ~

To:lnon L. Hodisdtn,
2 :));."'tiel en

nim"'o.~raphed

material i'or teaching

IJ, 1. Sinha, The Indian SUbcontinent:

l article

-L.J. K. Zarrodny, Personality, Small Groups and International
Politics: Levels of Conflict arid Integratio~ artiCle

---- ----

Robert T.
Village: 1 article

an~

Gallatin Anderson, Revolution in a French
-

The Dobbs-ilerrill Company, reprint series:

6 articles

Joshua A. Fislunan, Readings in the Sociology of I,angua.ge;
1 article

purposes:

John C. Chih1ood, Jr,, mimeographed ma;terial for teaching
3 articles
George F, Hu:rdoclc, collection of author's essays:

2

articles
Robert F. stevenson, Population Density and state Formation in Bub-Saharan Africa: reproduc·t:~.on of a map
-- -Robert F. Smith, Backp:round to Revolution:
ican Indian:

1 article

A. D. Fisher, R. C, OWen, and J, J, F. Deetz, The Amera Reader: 2 nrticles
-~>Jilliam

H. Scott, collection of author·t s articles:

3 articles
l!elville J. Herskovits, The Neu 1·Torld Negro and AfroAro<?rican St.udies: 1 article
-- -- --- --- -- - ,Tesse D. Jonninr:rs, Readings in AnthropolQI!y:

3 articles

ThP nlL'l!ber o:f' rE>cp.l<:!Sts for permission to reprint Journal articles is

r;rentor thi..<; vear than it h11s bnen in previous years.

This gra·Tth, like

t 1'" incr.'Jase in circulation, :i.s evidence of the wirlening recognition
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Completing its thirty-fourth fiscal year of operation in 1964·65,
The University of New Mexico Press publishes books, scholarly monographs,
and a

maga~ine,

records for

New Mexico quarterly.

~Mexico

Anthropolosx.

It handles the subscriptions and

Historical Review and Southwest Journal of

The Press is a member of the Association of American

University Presses and the American Boolc Publishers Council.
I.

Significant developments during the Academic Year 1964-65

1.

The Press operates under the office of Dr. Harold L. Enerson•
Academic Vice-President of the University.

Books and Publications

to be publi*had under the imprint of the Preeo are approved by the
Faculty PUbiications Committee, with the following membership for
1964-65:

R. R. 'MncCurdy, Jr., Chm. (Modern Languages)
Frank 'Angel, Jr. (Education)
Bauy W, Basehart (AnthropoloSY)
Roland DickeY* (Preas)
Howard,Dittmer (Biology)
Jovan Djuric (Electrical Engineering)
John ~rie* (Secretary of the University)
G. w. Smith (History)
IUlli.am 'lhonaon (Art)
T. Philtp ~lf (Government)
Joseph B. Zavadil (Bngliah)

* ez officio
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The Committee held meetings on October 6. January 12, March 23,
and May 13.

At these meetings, the Committee considered 9

lll8nuacriptsJ of which 3 tgere accepted for publication.

Two

meetings were devoted to discussion of plans for the reorganization
of the Press.

3.

The Press staff processed 34 book-length manuscripts and 88
lll8nuscript queries.

Outside readers tgere consulted on the lllOre

promisiL'Ig 'lll!lnuscripts.

Appropriate materials liere submitted to

Publications Committee for consideration.
4.

Three new books and two

The Press puM.ished nine msjor items.

reprints were completed.

Four UUM Publications ttere released.

One of the books, Weelt in Yanhuit1an, had the assistance CJf a
grant from the Ford Foundation.
Photogeaph 0

w~

Another, The Painter and the

prepared in cooperation with the University Art

An offset reprint of Hopi Kachina Dol,!&

Gallery.

l~as

made 0 and

Traders to the Nava1os tgas reprinted as a paperback.
5,

Three issues of New Mexico

pages.

A fourth issue

Quart!,~l

t~aa

we:!:e published, totaling :336

r.eleaoed on J'uly 15 0 falling in the

next fiscal year.

6.

The

~~ual

Reeearch Lecture,

·~~n

on

1-!ilitm:y Elitea 0 " by Edwin Lieuwen,

Ho~seback,

~:ao

Latin American

released as a 15eparate

offprint from the QMarterly.

7.

ThQ Preas staff ptoceased a total of 3,289
l>~xico

~uscripts for~

quarterly& including 2p207 poems. 971 works of fiction

nnd 111 articles.

Of these, 45 ware accepted for publication.

,,
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Dr. Joseph B. Zavadil. of the UNM Eaglish Department, was employed
to assist l~ith manuscript readiag.
8.

An analysis of 1964·65 eubscriptiona to New

ubowed that of

t~e

to libraries. 13 to

Mui~o

quarterly

total of 514• there were 273 aubecriptione
~orelan

couatriea. 61

complt.enta~

aubacriptiona. 82 exchaaae aad 85 iodivldual eubacriptiona.
9.

Tho Preas continued to handlo aales aDd aubscr1ptloa recorda for
· Soutbweatarn J'ouraal og Aothl'opglop,

edi~

by Dr:. l'!aU7 Baaehat:t

alld Dr. Stanlef Ne'IIIIIIQ of the Deputaat of Aatbropolos:r.
Procea~ina

for a
10.

of these recorda takes epproxt.ately

~er

one-ba~f

time

of the Preso staff.

In addition to aubscriptiona and records, the Preas provided
design· and production conaultation for New MeXico Historical Review.
Three iasuoa of the aaseaioe were publiehed in 1964·65 1 aad a
fourth waa

ralea~ad

fiscal :year.

in July 196$. at

~e

beg1DD1ng of the next

AlJ of July 1964. Mf.,elll Eleanor B. Ada11111 waa u_me.d

editor of the aaa-.:iu, replaciq llr, haak D. Reeve.

For the

Fo~tieth Anaiveraary Issue ia 3amuar,v 1965, the ..gaatae vaa

completely tedea1sned by Roland Dickey. aDd released in a .adern

format.

the previous desicn bed remained unchaQSed for .ore than

twenty•five years.
11.

In additiqa to published materiala, work wao in process on 10 new
booka, 1 reviaed edition. 3 publications, and aateriala for
!~ico

12.

!!!

Quartgrl7.

In a recent "Order Fulfill-nt Study" coDducted under the auapices
of the American Book Publiahera Council. it waa abown that the tlaa
taken by the

L~

Preae to proeoaa and ahip book orders

~··
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was approximately half that of the utional average.

For liii!IDY

years the Press bas had the system of filling all ordera witbio
tweaty•four hours.
13. Title aod Inventory Statistics:
Tit lea
in Priot
UNM Press booko

Imrentor:g

104

UNM Publicatione

107,125
25,825
6,911
152

55
58
5

trnM Bulleti011
Iater~Americaoa

Cop:i.ea io

Series

14. Iacome frora aa1es:

UDiveraity Press books
UNH Publications aad Bulletins
New Mlxicq QUarterly
b.

$65,885.57
2,305.01
1,429.45
$69,620.03

Press book sales:
~tal

dollar sales: $65,885.57

~tal ~umber

of copies:

27,133

MOnthly auaaary:
July 2,784
1,947
Sep. 1.742
Oct. 1,608
Nov. 1,682
Dec. 3,340
Aug.

$.6,516.35
{.,328.00
4,695.23
4,013.06
4,264.70
7,513.23

2,275
2,478
Mar. 2,159
Apr. 1,827
3,208
May
Juaa 2,083

. .Jaa.
Feb.

$5,856.04
6,203.10

5,924.84
4,785.86
6,100.77
5,684.39

..

Average:
Book sales iacreaaed by

$395~51

over tbe 1963·64 fiaca1

year, and the number of copies aold iacreaaed

~

21 189.

total iac01110 for the Preas increased by $1,783.81 over the
previous yeu.

the
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October 19, 1964, the Press moved into new quarterm on the

second floor of the new west wing of the JournalisM Building,
after eight and one-half

year~

in Marron Hall.

Specifically

designed for the needs of the.Preas, the suite consists of a
display foyer, ten offices, a work· and storage roOM, and a
fireproof vault.

One rOOM serve$ as the office of the Preas

secretary ae well as ataff library and meeting rooM.

The

arrangement of the offices excludes outside traffic, •ad
roducea the diatance between offices over previous artangemente.
Now

in the ea1110 building with the ?L-inting Plant, Mailing

Dopartaent, the campua Post Office aDd the University Information
Office, aubatantial tiae is save4 in inter-departmental
cODKnnication.

A small oervice lift ia used to transfer ordera

and books between the Press order office aDd the Mai11os
Department.
The Campu1 Post Office and the Mailing Department, iacludiaa Preas
warehousing~

were moved to the lower floor of the weat wioa of

JouxnaliaM in the fall of 1964.

Increased warehouse apace aad

relativel7 fireproof storage waa provided b7 the move.

COata are

reduced by beias able to tranafer booke aad other printed .. t«riala
dir~tly

from the PriatiQS Plant to the Mailing Room on dolliea.

rather thaa

wrappi~

them aad ae!ldill8 tha

ac~:oas cllli(IUS

by truck.

..
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Staff Aeaiguments

II.

RolQnd Dickey, Director of the Press, General Editor of UNM
Publications Series, Editor of Nm~ Mexico quarter1x.
Lt.!oOBrd A. Prehn, Production Manager
Carol Kurman~ Promotion Manager
Winifred W. Gregory 0 Aesistant Editor
M!lry E. AdAMS, Aoeiatant Mitor
Richard c. Angell, Aoeistllnt Editor
Margaret Weinrod, Journals Subacription Manager
Edna Vicory. orders Clerk
Richard B. Leonard, Record Clerk
Booke and other l!ll\\l:erials published:

III.

A.

University of New Mexico Preas books publiahedz
1.

'Ibe Painter and the

Photosraeh, by Van Deren Coke, Published
in cooperation with the UNMArt Gallery. 7 1/2 x 10 in., 80 pp.,
136 illus. ~aper. $2.50 (September 30, 1964)

2. Week in Yanhuitlan, by Ross Parmanter. 6 x 9 1/2 in., 387 PP••
124 drawings by the author. Ford Fouodation grant. $S,OO
(November 25, 1969)
3.

No Turnins Back, by Poliagaysi Qo}1lw8Jillll (Elizabeth Q. Whii:e),

as told to Vada F. carlson.
(Decemlulr 7 • 1964)
4.

6 x 9 in •• 198 pp.

9 photos.

~5.00

Hopi Kachina Dolls. with a Key to their Identification, by Harold
s. Colton. Color photos by Jack Breed. 6 3/4 x 10 in •• 176 pp.
S color photos, 33 halftones, 330 drawings. Offset reprint based
on 1959 edition. $6.00. (August 20~ 1964)

S. Traders to the Navajos. by Frances Gillmor and Louisa Wade
Wetherill. S 3/8 x 8 in., 273 pp, 2 photoa. Paper. Offeet
reprint based on 1953 edition,

B.

$2.00. (February 16, 1965)

UDivareity of Now Mexico Publicationa published:
l.

2.

A Reconstruction of the Basic .TeDI!~ Pattern of Social
m:s;ao:Lzation 'kfith. Co!lparisons to Other Tanoan Social Structuns,
by Florence Ha-.#ley Bllia. UNM Publicatiou in Anthropology, No, 11.
6 x 9 ia.G 70 pp, Paper.
$2.00. (September 21, 1964)
'lbe Three C Site, an Early ~b1o II Ruia in Chaco Canyon, New
by Gordon Vivian. UNl-1 l"ublicatiooo in Anthropology No. 13.

~'

6 x 9 in •• 48 pp., 8 photos.
3.

~per.

$2.00.

(February 15,

196~)

Zuni Graliilllar, by Stanley NeWIIIIl!l. UNM Publications in Anthropology
in.~ 77 pp.
Paper. $2.00. (April 7. 1965)

NN. 14. 6 x 9

,,

4.

Navaho Indian

Etlmoentow:~lom;. by Leland c. Hyllllln
Anth~opology No, 12.

Bail~y.

UNM Publications in

158 PP•

PllpQl>:',

$3.00.

XXX!V:l~

Sp:dag 1964
XXXIV:1 0 Sl.m:lmar 1.964

and Flora L.
6 x 9 in.~

(Deeembt11: 22• 196l•)

(Novellbet• 27, 1964)
(JI.'.l1U8J:7 28• 1965)

XXZIV:3. Autumn 1964 (April 22, 1965)

For

s~cl

yeara the Director of

incraased btuiget 2m: the pm:pose of

th~

Preas has recommended en

e!alarat~~S

the staff of the Prees

uo that its p:ogram could operate mre efficiently.
be~Jaan

After co1.1fereneu

the Vtca Prca1dcnt and the Dtractor, the Publicatious Coaa1ttee

m:Jfl: and reCOI!IIeAdmd tho employillallt' of the director of another UlliVU"sity
~~cs
1~.

cG a coaaultent.

Wmnk H. Wardlaw,

the UNM ~ess

~.

With

Ilitccto~:

Marcb 22•25 for

approval of the Univeroity Admio:f.otratioQ.

t•f the thU.veToity of Texu hess. ¥:f.&U:ed

~he

putpome of appraising its operatioas,

Mir. fiardlatil made a thorough exploration of Proar~ operatiou, :f.nteninicg

all atElfE :mnnboro, the Prea:tcf.ttnt. the Vice President. the Colllptroller,

abo lll:f!t

~~ith ~b•

~ardla~ o~tted

Publicaticuur t'mmil:too.

sun~,

Mit'.

a report to the UDiversity Ad5dnietrotion containins

neco~ndationo by ~ack

l.

llollowiDS llie

H. Wardlaw;

'lha i11li!titution of a "crash progr&att to brins the Preas to eunent
otatua. ineluding fnruls for de:Jign and 1111nufacture of bcoke and
~l~nt

of

f~oo•l&nce

Qditors.

2.

lba cmployrnont of an executive aecrsta:cy for tho Director, lll'ld a
profoaaion&l book deoigner,

3,

A roorgntd.z11tion of the i:llrOgr&m to redi•trtbute the flow of WOl'k aocJ
roli~ve the Director of detailo.

,.

4.

The installntion of a more vigorouo nalea program and the publication
of a Preas c4talog.

5.

All incret~ae J.n travel allowanee. so that at leaet one ataf:f:' m~Jmber, in
addition to the Director, could attead national meati~ of the
Association of American University Presses.

6.

An exploration of the book inventory oad the di#posal of obaolftte
tit lea.

7.

In the future • a reorgani:i:ation of the finalltciel structuro of the Pt'elillt
to provido a "revolving fund 11 mo that the Pre~• would 03 cgedited with

ita sales. providins a aoundar b&sio and greatar incentive to increased
aalea.

Plan submitted by the Director of the Preoa:
Baaed on Mr. Wardlaw'• report, on
aubaf.tt~

Ap~il

14 1£-, Dickeay 1 the d:l.rO!CtC:lr.

to the University Adr:niniBtration "A Plan for the Rlllorpoizmtiou

of The University of Naw Mexico l'roes." This outlil*t budg\fltaty
~ecoamebdationa,

procedures.

Btaff

appoiatmont~,

and ouggestcd chaagem ia

policie~

and

The Director requeatet'l pemisaion to visit til'# URivermity of

Oklahoaa Presa

~

study their operaeiono.

Iwplcaentetion of the plan:
1.

Tb.e Director visited the 11mivm:dty of Oklahoma Prea:s~ April 27 to Usy 1,
1965. He i&tf.ilf'Viowad each of thl:! ltey people amd ezplo~ed the atructur~t
of operationm and det~ils of proc~dur~.

2.

The AdDiaistration appro~od tho ~diate ~loygcnt of. SB ezmcutivc
ecc-retary for tha Directolt' and lltilde 1965-66 budget provi11iotuJ for tho
07.11ploym:~nt of a book deaianal:' and frroo••l&nco l!lditors ed deaig.aere to
bring the Prean program to a curreat stotum.

3.

A tomporecy mecrGtary 1'11113 h:f.JI"ed ond m:·rcngomenta were IM~ee for the
amplOymGnt of a permaBOnt oxucutive aecretary eff~ctiva Augu$t lS. 1965.

4.

7he Director bogan an active s9arch ~or a designor and for quelifi$d
frce*ll'lllCO ooiton. (tuw of August 1.5, 1965, Frenlc Mahoad. on Uptlrienced
book 4eBigncr 0 wsa employed by the ~eae.)

5.

A detaile>d plan for tho roaaai&lllMnt of staff duties '11115 undortektln, part
of thi» pB~~iog tha arri~ol of new etaff ~rs.

6.

Fro!ll May 22 to May 25 0 1965, the Director arxl the Sal013 lfAllsgarb lira.
Carol Kurman, attendod th2 annud l~~Qt!Qtin.g of the Auoci,aticn of &:!-.Jlt'iC411
University Prasoea, 1~ ~ingtun, Kentucky. Tbrougb auggcctiono m~de by
par~oAO at thie =-eting. a qualifiud de~ignsr. W£D later obteined, e3 well
ae promining candidates for free~lanca editors.

mm PRESS,
7.
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The Sales Manager began the

_(9)

of a Press Catalog, with
Hillerman of the UNM Information
(A completed Catalog was published on August
prepar~tion

at;sistance fTO'm Mr. Anthony G.

Office, and others.
18. 196.5.)

v.

Outside
The

Professi~nal

Di~ector

Activitieo of Staff Members.

waa aamed President of tho .Albuquerque Historical

Society on Auguet 30, 1964.

On Octobe% 9 and 10, 1964, he delivered

tuo lectureB at the Tulsa Writers CoafQrenco, Uaivereity of Tulsa,

Oklshomn.

He aloo gave two lectures on ucholarly publishing during

tho "Parap@ctiv&a on America 11
India~» Nov~er
111

eonf~renca

8 and 9, 1964.

at Hanover College, Hanover,

On February 13, 1965. he

present~

lectut:e bofot-o a l!!fl!lting of the State Historical SoeiQty in Soeon:o

on the oubjact of booko and documents sbaut tho history of the Socorro

The Director

o~lo~ed

fft<mj April 27 «:o May 1.

of tho

A~oueiatton

i.<au'i:uc~y.

r~.

fo:: the r:m!;:ioool

i~m:l~

ttoo

of

tho operatiouc of the Uaivereity of Oklahoma
iYI'OI:ll May 22 to i'1t!!y 25, tho D:tli.•cctor 11U1.d

~r!c~n Uaivoroi~

Dickey -woa net:mci). n
~"'ti~

coaeiq~d

~er

?rosseo ct

~ingtoa,

af tho program committee

nc!mc:'lulad at Rutgero Univeraity Prests ia

ic tho pl:opa:ration of

l!liiii.J.

to ba publ:l.ohed

utc1ot: t:ho t•bt'd Fotmlilation'lll progron to otittUlate ocl.tolady public.hing

io the bunn2iti~G ~ sociel sciancos.
l'c'i!'cr!ntorv '3EO publiaho:l undor the

to~

Wack in Yanhuittau, by Rosa
of the fiX'CJlt durin; l9fi4·6S.

'l'i:o !lotm~al!::1.cm. c:oatll'iiluted $3,000 tot1&1!"d the lll.flaufacturo of "the ~k.

....
(10)
·~u.

I..:l.bro::y Gifta.

Iruring tho

the ureos preoented to

ye~r.

Zi~~n Libr8~
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The University of New Mexico
Office of Admissions and Records

October 1, 1965

President Tom L Popejoy
The University of New Mexico
Presented .i.n these pages LS the sixteenth annual report of
the Office of Admissions and Records. The report contains
admissions and enrollment statistics for the 1964 Summer
Session and the Fall and Spring semesters of the 1964-65
school year. Also included are some compar.ative tables for
recenc years.
During the first year of conversion to data processLng methods 1
the cooperat~on and understanding given us by administrative
off_cers and faculty members have made the trials of trans-tion
bearable.
We look forward to improving and extending our serv:..ces during
the 1965-66 school year.
Respectfully submitted,

J. c. NacGregor
Director of Admiss~ons
and Registrar
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iNTRODUCTION
The Off~ce of Admissions and Records functLons as a unit of the DivLSLOn
of Student Affairs under the supervision of the Dean of Students. The
chart on the preceding page outlines the main funct~ons of the office.
Conversion to Data Processing Methods
The 1964-65 school year WLll long be remembered by the personnel in this
office as the hectic first year of conversion to data processing methods
of reg~strac~on and record keeping. Although the system, at the close of
the school year was far from free of "bugs·', some of the procedures
instLtuted had been reasonably well stabilized and definite improvement
over some of the older manual procedures had been accomplished.
Registratwn
The most apparent improvement was kn the speeding up of mass registration.
The amount of writing requLred of each student was reduced to a minimum.
Students found the up-dating of a few IBM cards a welcome relief from the
chore of f.lling out three cop1es of the old program card and a number of
Lnformation cards. This change, together vath removal of fee payment
from the registration procedure, made it possible to cut by more than
half the time required to complete post-advisement registration.
Class Lists
The fLrst product of the new registration procedures :s a class list
complete through the last hour of regular registrat~on and delivered to
college offices for distribut1on to instructors on the first day of
classes. This tentatLve class l1st is replaced 1mmediately after the end
of the fourth week of the sess1on with a permanent class list reflecting
all interim changes.
SLudent Registration Cards
Also Lmmediately after the regular registrat .. on, Data Process.tng produces
and delLvers to the Records Off1ce an alphabetically arranged file of
Student Registratwn Cards. These cards, which combine necessary current
information about the student with his program of studies, are produced
in quadruplicate. One copy is maLntained Ln the Records OffLce. one copy
is sene to the student's college, and a third copy is given to the
Student Personnel Office for use by the Deans of Men and Homen. Portions
of the fourth copy fLle are made available to other div.Lsions of the
Univero1ty.
Changes of Program
The Achilles heel of all reg1stration procedures appears to be postreg_strat.tun changes of program. In this area, data processmg is unable
to provLde a satisfactory solut1on. Undoubtedly, many changes of program
result from poor advisement and poor sectioning practices during
reg~stra:1on.
The vast number of program and section changes which occur
- 2 -
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dur~ng che weeks Lmmediately following regLstratl.on are costl>
Thl.s area must be carefully studied and some solutions found.

Lu

process

Grade Reports
The l.ntroductLon of data processing brought a revolutionary change in the
method of faculty grade reporting. Both at midsemester and at the end of
the semester. a specially designed Faculty Grade Report is prepared by
Data Processing and sent by the Records Off1.ce to each instructor for
each class and section he teaches. Students in each class are listed Ln
alphabetl.cal order on the left side of the grade report sheet. All
ava~lable University grades are printed in block letters beside the
student's name on the right-hand side of the sheet. Between two fine
l1.nes printed within each letter grade the instructor marks with a
common lead pencil to designate the grade assigned. The completed
Faculty Grade Reports are collected by the Records Office, checked for
errors. and sent to the Data Process1.ng Center where they are electronically read to produce Student Grade Reports in mult.i.ple copies. Copies of
the Student Grade Report are distrl.buted to students, parents, colleges
advLsers and various off1.ces of the Student Affairs Division. The
student'~ semester grade-po1.nt average is computed and printed on these
grade reports.
Permanent Records
To mee·t machine requirements. the UniversJ.ty' s Permanent S cudent Record
has been revised both in format and in size. Information coded from
each student's application and fro~ his admissions credentials l.S used
by Data Processing to prepare for the Records Office new-student Permanenr
Records. Although it is still necessary manually to enter advanced
standLng information on the Permanent Record card, the machine preparation
of the basic student data at the top of the card represents a considerable
saving of time.
After conclusion of each sess1.on, Ddta Processing prints out on a
contLnuous carbon form the entries--course numbers and descriptive titles,
grades, hours. and points--which are to appear on each student's Permanent
Record for that session. By feeding this contLnuous carbon form through
a transfer posting machine, Records Offl.ce personnel imprint in one
stamping operation a student's semester record on hJ.s Permanent Record
card,
Other Registration

By-Product~

Information about a student's major f1.eld of study, so difficult to gather
by old manual methods, is now available. A card for reporting to Selective
Service a male student's enrollment is processed quic~ly after registration
and mailed to Selective Service Headquarters in Santa Fe for distribution
to local draft boards. Information provided by the Office of Admissions
and Records and additional data obrained through the registration procedure
is combined by Data Processing to produce a News Bureau card and for
preparation of the Student Directory. Admission and Enrollment Statistics
are not the least of the by-products of the new system. During 1964-65,
enrollmenc reports, previously compiled by time-consuming manual methods.
were much more quickly available. Planning and programming for many
additional useful reports has been started.
- 3 -
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Assignment of Student Advisement a•1d Registration Appointments
Assignment of appointments for student advisement and registration was
adapted this year to data processing methods. A punched card Appointment
Request form is mailed during the latter part of each session to every
student enrolled. The student indicates his intention to enroll for the
following session by returning the request form to the Office of
Admissions and Records. In a computer program, these cards are used to
assign appointment times and print out for the student an Appointment
for Advisement and Registration.
Work Loads Continue to Rise
An indication of effect of rising enrollments on the workload in the
Office of Admissions and Records may be seen in the following accounts
of incoming and outgoing mail and of transcripts issued.
Hail
Comparison of the incoming mail counts as listed below for 1963-64 and
1964-65 reveals an increase of 23~ percent for the latter period. These
figures do not include catalog mailings.
COMPARATIVE ~~IL COUNT
FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1 THROUGH JUNE 30
1963-64 <Jnd J.964-65

1963-64
Incoming
Outgoing

1964-65
Outgoing
Incoming

July

5104

12415

5444

9534

August

4078

12044

5147

20963

September

3358

7344

3907

6042

October

3748

6J47

4004

4757

i•lovember

4196

12788

5098

14709

December

395J

3137

5066

5013

January

5125

13601

6172

12994

February

5246

7213

6209

8799

Harch

5026

7073

7110

10796

april

6033

8130

8152

21303

Hay

5072

14567

6783

12920

June

5309

~

6377

12513

56245

---

116530

69469

1~0343

4687
--

9711

5789

11695

Totals
Honthly Average

- 4
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Catalogs
Thirty thousand copies of the 1964-6S edition of the general catalog of
the University were distributed to students, prospective students,
faculty, and to other institudons. This compared with 27.000 copies
distributed during the 1963-64 school year. The general catalog is
compiled and edited in the Office of Admissions and Records. It is
published between the first and fifteenth of April each year.
Transcripts
During the period from July 1, 1964 through June 30, 196S, a total of
16,167 transcripts was issued by the Records section of this office.
Of these, S.J37 were the free copies to ~~hich students ~~ere entitled.
The remaining 10,330 resulted in payments or charges of $10,33·).00.
This income is assigned to the University's general fund. The table
below gives a month-by-month account of transcripts issued during the
1963-6lf and 1964-6S school years.
Transcripts Issued
July 1 through June 30
Number Issued
1963-64
1964-65

Month
July

1699

1474

Auguot

1066

167S

September

1Jl3

17S9

October

911

1163

November

643

336

December

721

1192

January

1173

1152

February

1653

!S27

March

1006

1766

April.

1199

1234

May

1043

lOSS

June

1202

1334

14129

16167

1177

1347

Totals
Monthly Average

-- s-

..

ADMISSION STATISTICS
ACADEMIC YEAR
196lf-65

AND
COMPARATIVE DATA

,.
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ADMISSIONS PROCESSING LOADS
Fall Semesters, 1955 through 1964

total
......

A:~·plications

Received

Incomplete Credentials
Total Applications Processed
Did Not Show
Cancelled
Refused
Admitted and Registered

1955

1956

1957

195J

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

3390

4129

4469

4'336

5327

5746

6ll25

6750

7461

3896

310

322

207

435

562

629

799

578

889

773

3080

3807

4262

4451

4765

5117

5626

6172

6572

!3123

462
96
107
665

533
184
158
375

662
172
212
1046

74J
175
329
1244

678
218
394
1290

au
225
574
1609

918
274
746
1938

1034
483
868
2385

1140
323
925
2388

1292
754
1227
3273

2415

2932

3216

32J7

3475

35JJ

3688

3787

4184

4850

;.~

:.ri

'•
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SUMMARY BY CATEGORIES OF ADMISSIONS AND READMISSIONS
1964 Fall Semester
ADHISSIONS
Beginning Freshmen
By Certificate
By Examination
After Special Testing and Interview
WLth More than 2 Subject Deficiencies
Early Admissions

1924
14
80
7
9

Total Beginning Freshman Admissions

2J34

Undergraduate Transfers
From Two-year Colleges
From Four-year Colleges
Hith Correspondence Credits only

12J
516
1

Total Undergraduate Transfer Admissions

637

Graduates
Wkth Degree from U. N. M.
With Degree from Other Institutions

126
546
672

Total Graduate Admissions

Prelegal Studies at U. N. N.
Prelegal Studies at Other InstitutLons
Transferring from Other Law Schools

18
35
1

Total Law School Admissions

54

Medicine
Premedical Studies at u. N. M.
Premedical Studies at Other Institutions

5
19

Total Nedical School Admissions

24

Non-degree Admissions

555

Total Students Admitted and Registered

3976

READl1ISS IONS
Undergraduate
Graduate
Law
Non-degree

445
237
1
191

Total Students Readmitted and Registered
TOTAL NEW AND READMITTED REGISTRANTS

a-

374
4850
--

ADHISSLON STATISTIC!:>
1964-65

SUMMARY OF NEW AND READ1ITTED STUDENTS
BY COLLEGZ
1964 Summer Session
New Readmitted
Total

College
University
Arts & Sciences
Bus~ness Administration
'"' Education
o Engineering
Fine Arts
Nurs~ng

Pharmacy
Non-degree
Graduate

165
42

1

53
26
7
27
9

2

5

1
1
341
317

1

7
2
5
519
613

112
16
4
8

4
17iJ
296

11
35
10

Lat~

Medic~ne

Totals

803

Returning Students

606

1409
1904

Workshops

Semester I
.'lew Readmitted
2292
163
34

232
105

80

46

49
37

2J

G

s

.::i55
672
54
24
3976

13

24
3
2
191
237
1

:-74

Total

New

2524
268
47
126
69
61

291
63
9
3.3

20
11

Semester II
Readmitted

Total

151
JO
10
40
12
23

442
143
19
7o
32
34

2
167
260
2

7
656
581
15

11

10
746
909
55
24
4J50

5

4J9
321
13

126J

-

--

747

2007

5..i73

'H62

1;)723

1Ql69

430*

Total Enrollments

J743

*Workshops scheduled during the regular eight-weeks' session and late workshops are kncluded in the total summer
sess~on enrollment.
These do not appear ~n the separate listing of worKshops.

'•
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BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS
1964-65 Academic Year
NEW MEXICO HIGH SCHOOLS

1964
Summer
Academy for Boys (Albuquerque)
Alamogordo
Albuquerque High
Artesia
Aztec
Belen
Bernalillo
Calvert Academy (Albuquerque)
Capitan
Carlsbad
Carrizozo
Cathedral (Gallup)
Central Cathol~c (Taos)
Central Consolidated (Kirtland)
C1marron
Clayton
Clovis
Cobre Consolidated
Cuba
Deming
Dexter
Dulce Independent
Encino
Espanola
Eunice

4

1965
Spring

1

1

lJ
1

15
91
14

2

25

5
6
2
1

2
l

2

24

1

2

1

1

5
3
5
1
4
1

6

1

1
1

15
1

1
1
1

14

l

1
1

15

3

3

29

29
1

1
3

3
7

7
13
9
1

1
1
1

14
10
2

4
5
23J

4
3

217
lJ
3
2

11

3
2

1

1

l

2

l

2
3
1

12

12

2

1
2

1

1

9

1

2
1
LJ

39

2

41

1

1

2

1

14

1

6
9

1

1

27
2
3
5

9

2
17

Total

15
77
13
5
23
6

Farm.~.ngton

Foothill (Albuquerque)
Fort Sumner
Gadsden Union (Anthony)
Gallup
Grants
Hagerman
Harwood Girls (Albuquerque)
Hatch Valley
H.1.ghland (Albuquerque)
Hobbs
Hot Springs
I Am School, Inc. (Santa Fe)
immaculate Heart of 11ary (Santa Fe)
Jal
Jemez ::Jprings
Laguna-Acoma
La Joya
Las Cruces
Logan
Lordsbu;:g
Loretto A~actemy (Santa Fe)
Los Alamos
Los Lunas
Lourdes (Albuquerque)
- 10 -

1964
Fall

6

7

16

16

.....

BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS - NEVI "NEXICO HIGH SCHOOLS (Cont.)
1964
Summer
Lovington
Magdalena
Manzano (Albuquerque)
McCurdy i1ission (Santa Cruz)
Menaul (Albuquerque)
Moriarty
Nosquero
Mounta1.nair
N. M. 11ilitary Ins tit. (Roswell)
Northern Ne~~ Melaco (El Rito)
Our Lady of Sorrows (Bernalillo)
Penasco Independent
Pojoaque
Portales
Raton
Reserve
R~o G•ande (Al~uquerque)
Robertson (Las Vegas)
Roswell Senior
Roy
Ruidoso
St. Cather~ne lndian (Santa Fe)
St. Mary (Albuquerque)
St. Michael's (Santa Fe)
St. Pius X (Albuquerque)
s~. Vincent Academy (Albuquerque)
Sandia (Albuquerque)
Sandia Vie;q Academy (Albuquerque)
Santa Cruz
Santa Fe
Santa Rosa Consolidated
Silver City
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Tierra Amardla
Tucumcari
Tularosa
Valley (Albuquerque)
Vaughn
West Las Vegas
Zun1

1
9
1

Note;

1%5
Spring

1
3

151
10
4

2

1.,
1
2

16
2
1

1

5
3
11
1

1

57

1

3
26
1
1
40
4
37
12
245

b

L
2

3
2J
2
2
1
4

15

41
12
273
l

2

2

4J

49

3
3
3
2

3
3
3
3

1

13

13

1

1
3
1
157
1
1
1

3
1

139
1

ll

2
14.>4

3

97

Beginning freshmen enter1ng the Un1versity dur~n5 the 1964-65
school year represented 92 New Hexico high schools.
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69

43

1

74

2
l

2
1
1
5
3

6

13

11
7

15

11

3

178
3

1

1

Total
3

3
2

G. E. D. Tests (New Hexico res.dents)
Total from New L'leX.Lco

1964
Fall

1655

~so
BEGINNING FRESHNAN ADMISSIONS (Continued)
OTHER STATES

1964
Summer
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georg.ta
Hawaii
Idaho
Illuwis
Indiana
low a
Kansas
Kentuc"y
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
r•iichigan
t•llnnesota
Mississippl.
Missouri
l1ontana

3

2

:.J

1
1

11

1

:39

2

3
1

,,

7

24
5
3
10
4
11

2
1

5

11

3
j9
12
12

()

lJ

3
1
4
10
22
21

5
2
4

32
10

6
2

lO

1

:;

3

1
1
1

9
J
6

1

2

42
6
2

1

15

3i

3

bJ
ll

2

J

3

2-:i

2
2
2
1

5

14

- 12

-

49
6
2

16

7

l

j

2

1
1

3

2

-

1
10
4

2

u
SLates

24
3

1

2
1

Ucah
Vermont
Virginia
WashinJton
vies t Virgin La
WLscon&.n
WyomJ.ng

23

6
5
28

4
27
37
2
lJ
7
1
25
2
1

Texas

4
97
23
6
3
1)
11

3
1

He\•1 Jersey
Ne~1 York
North CaroLna
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Penns,lvattJ.a
Rhode J.Sland
South CarolJ.na
South Dakota
Tennessee

Total

1

.~evada

O~her

1965
Spring

2
2

~~ebr;:;s:,:a

Total from

1964
Fall

516
--

52

-

J
2

-soz

~--

-

)Q-~j

'-"'''BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS (Continued)
TERRITORIES AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

1964
Summer

1964
Fall

Azores
Bolivia
Canada
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Ecuador
El Salvador
France
Germany, West
Honduras
Iran
Iraq
Italy
Japan
Korea

1965
Spring

Total

1
1
2

1
1

2
1

2
3
1

1

1

1

1
3

1
3

3

3

4
1
l

5
l
2
l
1
l
2
1
1
2

l
1

1
1
1

2

Mexi~o

1

New Zealand
Peru
Philippines
Puerto Rico
Ryukyu Islands
Switzerland
TurKey
United Arab Republic
Venezuela
Virgin Islands

l
1
1
l

1

1

1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1.

Total from Terr. & Foreien Countr_es

1

=

34

7

-

=

42

-

SUl1l1Ail.Y OJ!' BEGINNING FRESHNAN ADMISSIONS

Jummer

1964

1964
Fall

1965
Spring

Hew t•le;d.co High Schools

74

1484

97

1655

Other States

14

516

52

5J2

1

34

7

42

89

2034

156

2279
=

Territories and Foreign Countries
Total Beginning Freshman Admissions
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=

~

Total

COMPARISON

0~'

BEGINNING FRESH!1AN ADMISSIOiiS

Fall Semesters 1955-56 tLtrough 1964-65

FALL SEHESTERS
1955

1956

1957

1953

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

718

797

787

882

935

1J31

965

1055

1204

1484

(77%)

(73%)

(71%)

(71%)

(72"/,)

(73%)

(697,)

(70%)

(70%)

(73%)

207

273

3Jl

.b2

342

363

403

L~J()

478

516

13

18

18

13

13

17

35

26

29

34

Total OuL -of-State

220

291

319

365

J55

380

438

456

507

55J

Percent of Total

(23%)

(27%)

(29%)

(29%)

(2<3%)

(27%)

(31%)

(30%)

(30%)

(27%)

938

1088

1106

1247

1290

1411

1403

1511

1711

2JJ4

Admissions from:
New Mexico High Schools

.....

Percent of Total

-I>I

Other States
Territor~es

and Foreign

Total Bef,. Fresh. Admissions

;J!)

/)

N

,,

ENROLLMENT STATISTICS
ACADEMIC YEAR

1964-65
AND
COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS

- 15 -

STUDENT ENROLLMENTS

1945-46 through 1964-65
Summer
Session

Semester I

1964-65

3743

10723

10169

1963-64

3510

9494

8758

1962-63

3191

8642

8040

1961-62

3;)49

8036

7330

196J-61

2560

7595

6805

1959-60

2263

7284

6460

1953-59

2334

6914

6132

1957-5o

1962

6648

614&

1956-57

1598

5354

54il3

1955-56

1429

5;)28

4629

1954-55

1237

4692

4233

1953-54

1107

4163

3319

1952-53

1108

4036

3J45

1951-52

1643

3796

3563

1950-51

1.331

4643

4073

1949-5)

1386

4795

45;)1

194J-49

1877

4921

4514

1947-43

1578

4495

4335

1946-47

1256

3649

3542

1945-liG

364

924

1814

Semester II
-----

~~..!.·~

,,

213il

>:ouri.ng 'tlorld War II, the Jn::.versity operated on a three-semester bas:t.s.
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FULL-TIME STUDENT EQUIVALENTS
COMPARED WITH
TOTAL AND ON-CAMPUS ENROLLMENTS
1960-61 through 1964-65
FALL SEMESTERS

Year

Total
Enroll.

Total
F. T. E,>'<

%of
Total
Enroll.

OnCampus
Enroll.

OnCampus
!.:.....!.:.._~*

% of OnCampus
Enroll.

1960-61

7595

5415

71.30%

7138

5308

74.36%

1961-62

8036

5880

72.71%

7721

5795

75.06%

1962-63

0642

6338

73.34%

8251

6254

75.80%

1963-64

9494

6969

73.40%

9054

6872

75.90%

1964-65

10723

7965

74.28%

10238

7815

76.33%

OnCampus
Enroll..

OnCampus
F. T. E."'

SPRING SEMESTERS

Year

Total
Enroll.

Total
F. T. E.*

'J, of
Total
Enroll.

% of OnCampus.
Enroll.

1960-61

6805

4873

71.61%

6495

4804

73.96%

1961-62

7330

5292

72.20%

7041

5228

74.25%

1962-63

3040

5817

72.35%

7672

5740

74.82%

1963-64

8753

6456

73.727,

8414

6377

75.79%

1964-65

10169

7560

74.34%

9786

7472

76.35%

full-time equivalent (F. T. E.) is computed by dividing the total
number of student credit hou!"s by a theoretical full-time load of
16 semester hours.

'~The
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ANALYSIS OF ENROLLMENTS BY SEMESTER HOUR LOADS
1955-56 through 1964-65

II

Fall Semesters

II

.....
CD

1955
Number of Students Enrolled
tor 7 Hours or Fewer

1956

1957

1953

1959

1960

1961

1962

!963

1964

1336

1793

2275

2269

2432

2lf45

2lfll

2457

2645

2779

Number of Students Enrolled
for 3 to 11 Hours

237

232

314

356

3!l6

582

643

710

795

974

Number of Students Enrolled
for 12 Hours or More

3455

3779

q.059

4239

4lf66

4568

5032

5475

6054

6970

Total Students Enrolled

5023

585lf

6648

6914

7284

7595

8036

8642

9494

10723

Spring Semesters
1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1228

1729

2120

2002

2158

2153

2173

2352

2396

2707

241

290

336

403

398

532

658

633

744

932

Number of Students Enrolled
for 12 Hours or Hare

3160

3469

3690

3727

3912

4120

4499

5005

5618

6530

Total Students Enrolled

4629

5483

6146

6132

6468

6805

:3040

8758

Number of Students Enrolled
for 7 Hours or Fewer
Number of Students Enrolled
for d to 11 Hours

7330

=

=

10169

=

..:.:n
>,

:fl

C1')

~~7

M!ALYSIS OF STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AND CREDIT HOURS
BY COLLEGES AND DEPARTMENTS
1964-65 Academic Year
(Excluding course drops and first-week withdrawals of parttime students prior to the fourth week of the semester or
to the third week of the summer session)
College
& Dept.
A. & S.
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Journalism
Mathematics
Nod. & Class. Languages
Philosophy
Physics & Astronomy
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
TOTAL A. & s.

Student Enrollments
1964
1964-65
(2)
s. s.
(1)
1562
1910
1543
1063
5099
330
1345
1225
2793
162
2767
3073
5J2
1325
1373
1053
768

1306
2215
1448
923
4344
447
1235
1107
2898
166
2718
2607
629
1327
1730
841
725

28533

26716

106
225
61
103
636
1313
1J4.
370
17
463
406
lOJ
1713
343
161
lOll
3667

--

-- --

Student Credit Hours
1964-65
1964
(2)
(1)
s. s.
4667
73132
5015
3213
15297
1133
3248
3670
8297
434
1018J
J61+1
1749
3257
5583
3173
2256

3J38
7813
4694
2773
13034
1336
294J
3321
!3587
450
9622
771J
1889
3270
5393
2529
2129

--

11329

37203
-

--

485
J25
240
309
2056
320
554
1112
51
1617
1210
275
443
965
500
367

81344

BUSINESS ADHIH,

139

1720

1659

567

5071

5007

EDUCATION
Art Educat;;.on
Ed. & Adm. Serv.
Elem. ECi.
Health, P. E • , & Recrea.
Home Econ.
Library Science
Secondary Ed.

154
858
414
423
50
62
242

390
1149
391
3917
301

399
1299
508
3719
270

1113
3362
1338
5041
963

1157
3801
1630
5001
823

607

660

363
2403
1049
706
194
1136
731

2029

2256

2211

--

6755

--

6855

5632

--

133ll6

--

14663

--

7
67
15l;
5J

352
1246
1073
530

333
900
1175
508

24
205
346
150

940
299J
2753
1515

862
2724
2991
142J

278

--

3201

--

725

--

8198

8005

TOTAL EDUCATION
ENGII\EERING
Chemical & Nuclear
Civil

ElectrJ.cal
Nechanical
TOTAL ENGINEERING

-
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2996

-
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ANALYSIS OF STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AND CREDIT HOURS (Continued)
S~udent

College
& Dept.

1964

s. s.

FINE ARTS
Architecture
Art
Dramatic Art
Music
Music Ed.

Enrollments
1964-65
(1)
(2)
3:ZO

228

261
1409
310
1203
136

816
4191
854
1993
272

8432
--

8126
--

33

-523

3419
--

3319

522

463
--

1441

1314

76

74

627

61J

LAW
t1EDICINE

687

1112
4086
897
2025
312

1354
322
1217
156

262

TOTAL FINE ARTS

Student Credit Hours
1964
1964-65
s. s.
(2)
(1)

406
76
1169

--

NURSING

11

178

164

23

637

575

PHARNACY
Pharmacy
Dental Hygiene

24

157
88

229
89

98

508
188

678
186

TOTAL PHARMACY

24

245

318

98

696

864

AIR SCIENCE

-198

-

217

-

352

-230

NAVAL SCIENCE

197

277

591

411

GRAi~D

NOTE:

TOTALS

6903

=

45044

==

19543

43058

===-==

=

127099

=

l2115lf

====:::::=

Not listed above are English 010 and Mathematics 010, remedial
courses requiring three class hours of attendance each wee!<.
Student Enrollments in these courses duri.ng 1964-65 were:

s. s.

Sem. I

Sem. II

English Ol.:l

10

222 .

530

Mathematics 010

84

507

207

94

729

537

Totals

- 20 -
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EIGHT-YEAR SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES

1957-58 through 1964-65
Summer Sessions
College

1957
--

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

59

272

267

292

342

363

405

SOB

205

214

191

217

256

291

380

438

96

70

76

67

42

61

62

86

Education

217

178

l80

187

278

289

314

312

Engineering

144

ll~6

162

117

125

136

146

193

Fine Arts

61

61

49

61

66

88

103

12J

General*

75

Nursing

9

20

14

28

53

47

32

29

16

10

8

16

18

24

13

31

Non-degree

436

518

489

568

765

636

730

748

Graduate

643

844

824

1004

1100

1246

1301

1275

Law

--1

- -1

3

3

4

10

24

3

Totals

1962

2334

2263

2560

3049

3191

3510

3743

University
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration

N

.....

Pharmacy

*General
Note:

Coll~ge

=

discontinued after 1957 Summer Session.

Tte College of Pharmacy and the School of Law do not regularly offer courses of their own during
summer sessions, but some of their students do take courses from other divisions of the University.

·~

'-~
.f)

Co

EIGHT-YEAR

S~~y

OF

E~~OLLMENTS

BY COLLEGES

1957-58 through 1964-65
Fall Semesters

N
N

College

1957

1953

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

University

1793

2250

2638

2813

2937

3176

34GJ

4114

Arts .,. Sciences

856

836

757

310

920

1059

1270

1438

Business Administration

296

274

246

193

178

195

257

313

Education

510

461

411

485

598

613

678

674

Engineering

671

609

549

458

43i:l

459

432

525

Fine Arts

161

161

139

138

248

263

292

323

Nursing

43

63

50

78

95

96

83

89

Pharmacy

62

67

67

as

110

109

107

105

961

801

852

365

860

. 951

1038

1063

1207

1301

1488

1553

1641

1644

1706

1955

38

91

J7

62

61

77

93

liJO

Nedicine

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

24

Totals

6648

6914

7284

7595

3086

3642

9494

10723

Non-degree
Graduate
Law

Note:

The School of Medicine enrolled its first class in the

196~

=

Fall.
~J)

>J

'•

0

EIGHT-YEAR SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES
1957-53 through 1964-65
Spring Semesters

N

College

1958

1959

196ll

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

University

1612

1919

2062

2252

2363

2600

2381

3493

Arts & Sciences

793

771

75J

313

963

1136

1296

1532

Business Administration

260

257

212

191

183

230

296

306

Education

503

429

439

555

645

691

665

748

Engineering

636

567

53!)

434

41<3

433

439

509

Fine Arts

154

157

156

213

256

275

302

3l14-

Nursing

47

57

55

81

93

102

J7

35

Pharmacy

61

64

75

97

111

111

110

120

903

665

773

733

700

071

912

1030

1110

1173

1336

1391

1557

1529

1646

1885

67

63

64

45

41

57

74

93

Nedicine

--

--

--

--

--

6146

--

6132

--

24

Totals

6468

6305

7330

3040

d758

10169

w

Non-degree
Graduate
Law

;.~

•.

~~

Ei'lRQLLi1ENT BY COLLEGE AHD CLASS
1964 Summer Session

College
University

First
Year

Second
Year

269

234

Third
Year

Fourth
Year

F:..fth
Year

llon-

unclass.

Degree

Grad.

Law

Total

5

503

Arts & ScJ.ences

60

130

HJO

13

438

Business Admin

26

24

31

5

36

Education

35

104

153

20

312

Engineering

53

40

91

4

193

Fine Arts

lJ

32

66

3

120

Nursing

7

10

10

2

29

Pharmac:,

7

7

13

4

31

1

N

.p-

!~on-degree

74J

Graduate

74J
1275

Law

1275
3

Totals

269

445

397

544

1

61

743

1275

3

3
3743*

*Includes all summer workshops.
Note:

The fifth year ciassification applies only to the five-year degree programs in ArchJ.tecture and Pharmacy.

Noo::e:

The School of Law and the College of Pharmacy normally do not offer courses during the summer, out their
students may take courses available from other academic areas of the University •

.

,;;.{)
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N

ENROLLMENT BY COLL3GE A~ID CLASS
Semester I, 1964-65
College

First
Year

Second
Year

University

3003

940

Arts

II

:1,

I'

N
VI

Third
Year

Fourth
Year

Fifth*
Year

Unclass.

NonDegree

G:r:ad.

Law

Med.

Total

171

4114

Sciences

463

527

328

120

1438

Business Admin.

103

9J

81

31

313

.C.ducation

169

227

204

74

674

Engineering

192

116

174

43

Fine Arts

90

B7

93

Nursing

35

25

18

Pharmacy

43

24

22

&

16

525

37

323

11

7

89

9

105

Non-degree

1063

1J63

Graduate
1955

1955

Law
100
Medicine
Totals

*
**

-3003
=

-2035
=

--

--

-

--

1104

920

23

496

=

-1063

=

=

-1955

=

-100

=

100
24
24

=

24
10723**

The fifth year classification applies only to the five-year degree programs in Architecture and Pharmacy.
Of the total enrollment 722 students were registered for evening courses only.
Evening Undergraduates:
Regular Stai:us
Non-degree Jtatus
Evening Graduates
Total Evening Enrollment

199
321
202
7"2"2'
,1)

..

tJ

~

ENROLLMENT BY COLLEGE AND CLASS
Semester II, 1964-65

..

N

0\

College

First
Year

Second
Year

University

2365

926

Third
Year

Fourth.
Year

Fifth>'<
Year

Unclass.

NonDegree

Grad.

Law

Med.

Total

202

3493

Arts & Sciences

375

539

441

177

1532

Business Admin.

69

111

109

17

306

E<..ucat~on

162

234

261

91

748

Engineering

132

163

157

52

509

Fine Arts

70

103

102

49

344

Nursing

26

31

24

4

.:i5

Pharmacy

60

23

22

7

12J

20

3

Non-degree

1030

Graduate

1030
1JJ5

Law

93

Medicine

--

--

--

--

-

Totals

--

2365

--

Hl20

1209

1116

2(!

599

1030

*

**

1.335
93

--

-

24

1J35

93

24

=

24
10169**

The fifth year classification applies only to the five-year degree programs in Architecture and Pharmacy.
Of the total enrollment 831 students were registered for evening courses only.
Evening Undergraduates:
Regular Status
Non-degree Status
Evening Graduates
Total Evening Enrollment

..

225
353
253
331

=

m

•J

~

COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS
MEN AND WOMEN
1964-65
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Class
It.r..cst

Hen

Year

Second Year
Unclassified

.......,

Totals

1964 Summer
Women
Total

!-!en

Semester I
Hcmen
Total

l1en

Semester II
Women
Total

156

113

269

1769

1234

3003

1367

993

2365

134

100

234

539

351

940

623

298

926

1

4

5

108

63

171

130

72

202

291

217

503

2l;66

1643

4114

2125

1368

3493

Semester I
ifomen
Total

Hen

ARTS AND SCIENCES
Class

Men

Second Year

1964 Summer
Women
Total

Men

Semester II
Women
Total

34

26

60

26J

195

463

203

167

Third Year

375

104

76

180

348

179

527

349

190

Fourth Year

539

120

60

130

224

10lf

328

296

145

Unclassified

441

13

5

18

77

43

120

92

.J5

177

271

167

438

917

521

143/l

945

5J7

Totals

1532

=

;,:£)

•J
C/1
~-

COLLEGE ENROLLi1ENTS
MEN AND WOME.'I
1964-65
BUSINESS ADMINlSTitATION
Class

!

N
C:>

Men

1964 Summer
Women
Total

Men

Semester I
Women
Total

Men

Semester II
Homen
Total

Second Year

23

3

26

81

22

103

57

12

69

Third Year

21

3

24

87

11

98

93

18

111

Fourth Year

26

5

31

75

6

81

101

8

109

Jnclassified

-4

-1

-5

23
--

-8

31
--

15
--

-2

- 17

Totals

74

12

86

266

47

313

266

40

306

Semester I
Homen
Total

Men

EDUCATiuN
Clas3

Men

1964 Summer
Women
Total

~len

Semester II
l-lomen
Total

Second Year

13

22

35

43

126

169

44

118

162

Third Year

30

74

104

77

150

227

77

157

234

Fourth Year

61

92

153

86

113

204

96

165

261

Jnclassified

6

14

20

21

53

74

27

64

91

312

--

227

--

674

244

504

748

Totals

110

--

202

--

--

447

--

;l)

..

..J

OJ

--

--

COLLEGE ENROLLHENTS
HEN AND WOi<lEN
1964-65
ENGINEERING
Men

1964 Summer
Women
Total

Men

Second Year

58

58

189

3

192

129

3

132

Third Year

40

40

114

2

116

167

1

168

Fourth Year

91

91

174

174

l.57

4

4

42

1

43

51

1

6

525

504
=

=

Class

Unclassified

193

Totals

193

=

"'
\0

=

'

519

=

Semester I
\{omen
Total

=

L1en

Semester II
Women
Total

157

5

52
509

=

FINE ARTS
Men

Class

1964 Summer
Women
Total

Men

Semester I
Women
Total

Men

Semester II
Women
Total

8

10

18

5l.

39

90

42

28

70

Third Year

13

l.9

32

51

36

87

60

43

103

Fourth Year

42

24

66

55

38

93

62

40

102

1

16

16

1.'

"

2

20

49

Second Year

Fifth Year

1

Unclassified

2

1

3

21

16

37

25

24

66

54

120

194

129

323

207

137

Totals

344

=

~

<!

!,

"\}

COLLEGE ENROLLMElJT3
HEN AND i-IOr•IEN
1964-65
NURSING
Men

Class
Second Year

1964 Summer
Total
Women

24

24

-

4

4

89

1

34

35

Semester I
vlomen
Total

Hen

10

10

18

13

2

2

-

11

-

29

29

1

813

Fourth Year

Totals

31

25

w

0

30

25

li)

Semester II
Homen
Total
26

10

Third Year

Men

26

35

7

1

Semester I
Homen
Total
34

7

Unclassified

t>Iem

1

PHAR!1ACY
Class

Men

Second Year

4

rhird lear
Fourth Year

1964 Summer
Women
Total
3

Men

7

23

2\J

43

35

25

60

7

7

21

3

2lf

22

1

23

13

13

22

22

21

1

22

1

7

7

1

3

2

9

5

2

7

105

9J

Fifth Year

6

Unclassified
Totals

Semester II
Women
Total

4

-

4

7

2!l

3

31

79

-

26

=

-

JJ

12J

=

;J.)

,,

".1

Qj

COLLEGE ENROLU1ENTD
MEN AND WOI'IEN

1964-65
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Men

1964 Summer
Women
Total

659

616

1275

Hen

Semester I
Women
~

1453

502.

Semester II
Homen ·
Total

Men
1374

1955

1J85

511

LAW SCHOOL
Hen

Class
w
.....

1964 Summer
Women
Total

First Year

Semester I
Men

~vomen

Total

Men

--

Semester II
Women
Total

52

3

55

44

3

47

Second Year

2

2

27

2

29

26

2.

2d

Third Year

1

1

14

2

16

14

2

16

Unclassified

-

-

-

-

--

2

-

2.

Totals

3

3

9J

7

lOJ

36

7

93

Semester I
\·iomen
Total

Men

HEDICAL SCHOOL
Class

Hen

First Year*

2.0

4

24

20

Semester II
1!/omen
Total
L;

2!,

*The School of Medicine enrolled its first class in the 1964-65 fall.

(.~

'•

".1

ca
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ANALYSIS OF EVENING CREDIT
1964-65

ENROLLNEr~TS

SENESTER I
1st
Year

2nd
Year

University
Arts & Sciences
Business Admin.
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Nursing
Pharmacy
Graduate
Non-degree

64

37
11
9
3
12
1
1
2

Totals

64

College

3rd
Year

4th
Year

5th
Year

Uncl.

Grad.

Nongegree

Total

321

1J6
26
19
16
18
7
5
2
202
321

321

722

5

4
4

6
4

5
2
3
2
2
2

5

1
3
l

5

3
1

l
202

76

18

16

25

202

Uncl.

Grad.

SENESTER II
College
University
Arts & Sciences
Business Admin.
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Nursing
Pharmacy
Graduate
Non-degree
Totals
Note:

1st
Year

2nd
Year

77

42
9
3
3
12
4
1

3rd
Year

4th
Year

7

7
5
6

9

4
3

2
1

5th
Year

NonDegree

Total
126
33
19
19
19
7
2

7
10
2
6
4
1
253

253
353

353
77

-

74

-

23

-

21

-

30

-

253

--

353

--

831

--

Credit courses offered after 5 p. m. are classified for statistical
purposes as evening offerings.

,,
HOURS AND EQUIVALENTS FOR EVENING CREDIT ENROLLMENTS
Total Hou!:S

F. T. E.*

Semester I, 1964-65

3357

210

Semester II, 1964-65

3453

216

* The

full-time student equivalent (F. T. E.) is computed by dividing the
total number of student credit hours by a theoretical full-time load of
16 semester hours.
- 32 -
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ANALYSIS OF ENROLL!1ENTS
OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENT CREDIT CENTERS
1964-65 Academic Year
LOS ALAMOS
1964 Summer Session
Grad.
Graduate

Total

3

3

=
Semester I

College
University

1st
Year
4

2nd
Year

3rd
Year

4th
Year

2.

Arts & Sciences

3

Eng:.neering

4

Uncl.

Grad.

'o

5

"
1

5

122.

Non-degree
4

9

Total
12.

6

Graduate

Totals

Non-Deg.

5

122.
67

67
2.14

7

122.

67

Uncl.

Grad.

Non-Deg.

Semester II
College
university

1st
Year
4

Arts & Sciences

2nd
Year

3rd
Year

4th
Year

6

2

1

3

2

Education
Engineering

2

1

7

1

1

1

3

36

Graduace
Non-degree
Tt.tals

86
63

4

5

=

Total

3

=
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2.

=

3

=

86

-

63

-

63
166

--

~

88Z.
ANALYSIS OF ENROLLMENTS - OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENT CREDIT CENTERS (Cont.)

HOLLOMAN

Semester I
College

Semester II
Total

Graduate

College

121

Non-degree

University (1st yr.)

75

Total

Total

196

-

1

Graduate

93

Non-degree

45

Total

139

GALLUP
Semester I
College

Semester II
Total

Graduate

College

1

Total

University (1st yr.)

2

N.:>n-degree

74

Non-degree

76

Total

75

Total

78

HOURS AND EQUIVALENTS
Los Alamos
Total Hours F. T. E.

Holloman
Total Hours F. T. E.

Gallup
Total Hours F. t. E.

s. s.

17

1

Sem. I

894

56

673

42

261

16

Sem. I I

669

42

484

30

264

16

- 34 -

COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS
OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENT CREDIT CENTERS
1957-58 through 1964-65

Fall Semesters
1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

324

298

281

313

259

242

264

214

"Holloman

66

67

93

87

53

108

87

196

Gallup

69

51

49

57

53

44

89

75

459

-416

365

-394

-

440

485

Los Alamos

Totals

-

lf23

-

457

-

-

Spring Semesters
1953

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Los Alamos

248

246

204

224

173

222

221

166

Holloman

191

39

30

54

85

79

84

139

Gallup

59

39

30

32

26

67

39

78

Totals

-498

-324

-·

314

310

289

368

3lf4

383

,.
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GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCE:S OF ENROLL11ENT
1964-65 Academic Year
Students Enrolled from New Mexico
County

1964 Summer

Semester I

Semester II

Bernalillo
Catron
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
De Baca
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Los Alamos
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
union
Valencia

2550

6382
8
103
37
33
3
52
127
23
9
2
5
69
19
317
26
135
3
218
21
60
10
61
ll7
21
236

6511
7
93
34
34
3
53
112
21

Totals

2992

23
6
2
1
10
13
5
3
3
4
23
1
23
6
33
1
9
6
25
5
36
44
7
59
2
ll
9
12
2
53

3
4
62
17
280
27
133
2
165
19
61
9
54
106
li3

11

210
9

24
46
24
11
140

43
19
9
135

88513
--
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8

18

8284

=

GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF
s~udents

(Continued)

RR5

Enrolled from Other States

State
Alabama
A1aslca
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delav1are
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Ha1~aii

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
i(ansas
i.<entucky
Louisiana
Maine
Haryland
Hassachusetts
Nichigan
Hinnesota
l1ississ1.ppi
l1issouri
l1ontana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
Ne11 Yor!c
J.'lorth Carolina
ilorth Dakota
Ohio
o:dahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Ui:ah
Vermont
Virginia
tVashington
~Test Virginia
Wisconsin
Vlyoming
Totals

ENROLu~NT

1964 Summer
9
1
22
5
89
27
14
2
2
13
3
3

Semester I
10

6
39
16
285
72

25

5

7
31
12
21

8
33

8

42
14
16
20

139
27
37
32
10
14
5
35
54
41
16

2
10
15
16
13
8

8
4
41
13
294
67
25

5

5

5
10

Semester II

6

13

15
8
136
23
35
32
8

17
4
33
56
39
16
9
20

7
7
3
6

22
13
11
11

22
58
2

11

79
133
7
7
56
29
14

13
15
1
73
126
9
4
59
27
14

20

72

72

4
4
8
4
157
6

4
2
7
4
152

5

22
34

5

4
2
57
4

29
17
4
25
10

8

a

6
18
10

1680
--

635
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13

7

1
27
20
3
20
13
1643

"

--------

~RS

GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF ENROLLMENT (Continued)
Students Enrolled from Territories and Other Countries
Country or Territory
Afghanis tan
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
British Guiana
Bulgaria
Durma
Cambodia
Canada
Canal Zone
Chile
China, Republic of
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Cyprus
Denmar:<
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
England
Germany, Hest
Greece
Guam
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras, Republic of
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Kenya
Korea
Ku~Jait

Lebanon
Malaya
l1ariana Islands
Mexico
Norocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Horway
Pa!tistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru

1964 Summer
1

1

Semester I

Semester I I

1

2

3
2
1
2

4
2
2

1

1
2

4
2

1
1
2
1

2
10
8
2
12

3
3

11
3

9
5
2

14

6
4

7

2

3

4

1

1
2
1
2
22
1

1
1
6
6
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
3
30
1

5

5

1
1
2

1
1

1

2
1
2
3

1
2

1
5
6
2
2
1
2

4

1
3

1

1

1

2
1

4

8

1
1
1
11
1
2
1
1

2
1
1
12
1
2
1
3

1
1

5

6

5

1

3

1
1
3

3
3

2
1
3
35

4

6
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GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF ENROLLMENT (Continued)
S'.:udents Enrolled from Territories and Other Countries (Continued)
Country or Territory

1964 Summer

Philippines
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Saudi Arabia
Somalia
South Africa
Spain

Semester I
-----

1
1
2
3
1
1
2

2

1

Semester I I

1
2
4
1
2
1

S~·1eden

Sv1itzerland
Syria
Thailand
Turkey
United Arab Republic
Venezuela

185

237

1
1
1

66

Totals

3
1
2
5

2
1
3
1
2
5

1

=

SUMI'JARY OF GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF ENROLLMENT

1964 Summer
New Mexico Residents1<

Non-Residents*
Other States
Foreign

~~tal

Enrollments

Semester I

Semester I I

2992
(80%)

\3858
(33%)

8284
(81%)

685
66
751
(20%)

1630
105
1865
(17%)

1648
237
1885
(19%)

3743

1(Based upon state of origin.
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10723

--

10169

,.

COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS - RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT
(Based upon Residence for Tuition Purposes)
1955-56 through 1964-65

SUMNER SESSIONS
1955

1956

1957
-

1958
--

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

New Nexico
Percent of Total

1154 1307 1672 2003 1325 2064 25Lf0 2525 2316 2992
(31%) (82%) (85%) (36%) (81%) (81%) (83%) (79%) (00%) (80%)

Out-of-State
Percent of Total

275
291
290
331
438
496
509
666
694
751
(19%) (18%) (15%) (14%) (19%) (19%) (17%) (21%) (20%) (20%)

Total Enrollments

==========

1429

1598

1962

2334

2263

2560

3049

3191

3510

3743

1959

1960

1961 1962
---

1963

1964

FALL SEMESTERS
1955

1956

1957

1958

Nevi i'1exico
Percent of Total

4402 5139 5733 6018 6226 6449 6760 7126 77J2 8775
(38%) (8J%) (36%) (87'7,) (35%) (85%) (34%) (32%) (82%) (82%)

Out-of-State
Percent of Total

626
715
915
09G 1053 1146 1318 1516 1712 1943
(12%) (12%) ( lLf%) (13%) (15~;) (15%) (16%) (18%) (18%) (18%)

Total Enrollments

7284 7595 8006 8642 9494 10723
=====
=====

5023

5354.

6643

6914

SPRING SEl18STERS
1956

1957 1953 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965
--- - - -- -- -- -- -- --

New Nexico
Percent of Total

4071 4346 5294 5333 5549 5806 6130 6638 7164 8294
(08%) (38%) (86%) (87%) (86%) (35%) (04%) (83%) (82%) (82%)

Out-of-State
Percent of Total

642
558
852
799
919
999 1200 1402 1594 1875
(12%) (12%) (14%) (13%) (14%) (15%) (16%) (17%) (lJ%) (18%)

Total Enrollments

4629 5488
-=

6146

=

6132

--

-40 -

6468

=

6805 7330 8040
--=

8758 10169
==

,.

COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS - HEN AND WOMEN
1955-56 through 1964-65

SUMMER SESSIONS
1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

Men
Percent of Total

861
962 1160 1279 1252 1391 1432 1616 1708 1956
(60%) (60%) (59%) (55%) (55%) (54%) (47%) (51%) (49%) (52%)

Homen
Percent of Total

568
636
802 1055 1011 1169 1617 1575 1802 1787
(40%) (40%) (41%) (45%) (45%} (46%) (53%) (49%) (51%) (48%)

Total Enrollments

============

1429

1598

1962

2334

2263

2560

3049

3191

3510

3743

1960 1961 1962 1963
-- -- ---

1964

FALL SEMESTERS

1955

1956

1957 1958 1959
--- --

Men
Percent of Total

3658 4291 4878 it998 5232 5264 5406 5721 6214 6894
(73%) (73%) (73%) (72%) (72%) (69%) (67%) (66%) (65%) (64%)

Women
Percent of Total

1370 1563 1770 1916 2052 2331 2680 2921 3280 3829
(27%) (27%) (27%) (28%) (28%) (31%) (33%) (34%) (35%) (36%)

Total Enrollments

5028 5854 6648
--- --

6914

--·

7284 7595 8086
--- --

8642

9494 10723

=-=

SPRING SEHESTERS
1956

1957

1958

1959

1960 1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Men
Percent of Total

3385 4059 4512 4384 4559 4662 4839 5303 5701 6474
(73%) (74%) (73%) (71%) (70%) (69%) (66%) (66%) (65%) (64%)

Women
Percent of Total

1244 142S 1634 1748 1909 2143 2491 2737 3057 3695
(27%) (26%) (27%) (29%) (30%) (31%) (34%) (34%) (35%) (36%)

Total Enrollments

4629 5488 6146 6132 6468 6305 7330 3040 8758 10169
=
=========
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WITHDRAWALS RELATED TO TOTAL ENROLLMENTS
1963-64 and 1964-65

SEMESTER I
1963-64
With% of
drawals
Enroll.

1964-65
With% of
drawa1s
Enroll.

First Heek

35*

0.37%

46*

0.43%

Second Week

57

0.60%

79

0.74%

Total First Two Weeks

92*

0.97%

125*

1.17%

3 - 4 Weeks

ll8

1.24%

82

0.76%

5 - 8 Weeks

100

1.05%

103

0.96%

9 -16 Vleeks

141

~

144

1.34%

Totals

451

4.75%
=

-

454

4.23%
=

SEMESTER II
1963-64
With%of
drawals
Enroll.
First

~leek

1964-65
With%of
drawals
Enroll.

20>'<

0.23%

40*

0.39%

Second Week

44

0.50%

70

0.69%

Total First Two Heeks

64>'<

0.73%

110>'<

1.08%

3 - 4 Weeks

58

0.66%

197

1.93%

5 - 8 Heeks

81

0.92%

79

0.78%

9 -16

87

0.99%

..11.

0.13%

290

3.30%

-399

=

Totals

~-leeks

-

*Students who withdrew with full refund during the first wee!< of a
semester were not counted in enrollment or withdrawal figures.
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3.92%

..

GRADE POINT AVERAGE SUMrt4RIES

ACADEMIC YEAR
1964-65
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SlfMMARY OF GRADE-POINT AVERAGES
1964-65 Fall Semester
>'<All :Jniversity Average

2.3649

>':All university Men
"'All University Women

2.2782
2.5024

>':Averages exclude Graduate School, School of Law, School of Medicine and
Non-degree.
SCHOLARSHIP STANDING BY CLASSES
(Excluding Graduate School, School of Law and School of Medicine)
Freshman Class Average
Hen
Women

2.0076
2.2327

Sophomore Class Average
Nen
Homen

2.3263
2.6090

Junior Class Average
Nen
tvomen

2.4563
2.8011

Senior Class Average
Hen
Homen

2.6796
2.8987

2.100J

2.4345

2.5754

2.7527

>':Fifth Year Class Average
Hen

2.5487
2.5798
2.2424

~/omen

Jnclassified Students Average
Men

2.4623
2.3679
2.5406

~,/omen

;~on-degree

Students Average

2.3083

Nen
Women

2.0989
2.6303

"'The Fifth Year classLfication for undergraduate study applies to the
five-year degree programs in Architecture and in Pharmacy.
1lote:

The university computes grade averages on the four-point system:
A
B
C
D
F

-

4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
0 points
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B~3
SCHOLARSHIP STANDING BY COLLEGES
1964-65 Fall Semester
University College
Hen
Homen

2.0544
2.2968

2.1534

Arts and Sciences
Men
VI omen

2.4905
2. 7760

Business Administration
Men
Ifomen

2.3943
2.5656

Education
Men
Women

2.5552
2.8!'!10

Engineering
Men
Women

2.6099
2.6500

Fine Arts
Men
Women

2.5961
2.7206

Graduate School
Men
VI omen

3.3113
3.4101

Law School
Hen
I•! omen

2.2880
3.0152

Nursing
Men
Homen

2.1176
2.6431

Pharmacy
Men
Women

2.3908
2.5576

2.5956

2.4198

2. 7465

2.6103

2.6438

3.3359

2.3283

2.6350

2.4245

SCHOLARSHIP STANDING~'
NON-FRATERNITY and FRATERNITY GROUPS
Unaffiliated Men
Fraternity Nen
Fraternity Actives
Fraternity Pledges
Unaffiliated Women
Sorority Women
Sorority Actives
Sorority Pledges

2.2d26
2.2499
2.3824
2.0660
2.4796
2.5943
2. 7157
2.4376

>'<Excluding Graduate School, School of Law, School of Hedicine and
Non-degree.
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DEGREES CONFERRED
ACADEMIC YEAR
1964-65
AND
SUMMARIES
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~!1)5

DEGREES, DIPLOI1AS, AND CERTIFICATES CONFERRED

Year
1901-55
1956
1957
195J
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
:965
Totals

Earned Degrees
Bachelor's Master's Law Doctor's

Total
Earned
Degrees

Two-Year
Honorary Certificates
Degrees
and Diplomas

8199

1520

132

59

9910

63

496

475
4J9
524
588
592
602
622
691
787
955

125
114
144
157
182
196
273
279
313
34.l

15
19
9
27
12

10
16
16

17

3
2
4
1
3
3
3
5
4
2

52
68
1
2

9
23
28
27
21
48

625
630
693
785
795
329
939
1007
1132
1363

5
6
23
21
15

14524

3656

271

270

1J721

93

691

--

J
11

10
11

13

--

2

DEGREES CONFERRED BY COLLEGES
College of Arts and Sciences

Year

~

~

B. B. A.

1901-55

2393

797

71

110
94
109
125

44
52
74
66
73

1956
1957
1953
1959
196::!
1961
1962
1963
1964
19&5
Totals

116
142
147
162
205
257

73
67
93
93

3t365

1503

=

71

.. 47 -

71

J3, S. in
Medical
Technology

Total
3266

1
1
3
1
3
1

154
146
183
191
190
214
223
230
301
351

1\}

5449

=

.,.
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Degrees Conferred by Colleges (Continued)

College of Education

s.

B. s.
in
I. A. Educ.

B. A.

B. A.

B.

Year

in
Educ.

in
Educ.

1929-55

1213

774

245

44

2276

37
43
46
49
51
43
55
70
74
79

65
60
71
85
72
68
80
94
119

19
19
18
24
17
16
26
28
34
38

13
8
5
10
9
11
5
12
8
10

2
6
6

134
13J
140
163
149
138
167
206
213
252

1760

1579

484

-135

15

3973

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
Totals

B, S.

in
H. & P, E.

9L

--

in
Recrea.

Total

1

-

College of Engineering
B. S,

Year
191J-55
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
Totals

B. S.

B. S,

B. S,

B. S.

in
in
Arch. E. Ch. E,

in
C, E.

in
E. E.

in

49

90

502

388

8

8
14
14
9
10
14
6
8

20

_!:2.

24
26
21
26
37
35
21
27
20
27

201

766

7
6

4
3

9

-77

I. A.

50

808

- 48 -

s.

in
M. E.

Mise.

3130

15

13
29
28
38
22
31
31
20
35
28

33
36
46
56
34
43
41
38
73

-

B.

50

-

-66J

Bach.
of
Arch.

Total
1474
73
109

lJS
3
2

15

=

5

126
130
114
101
96
1J2
147
2582
--

,.

897

Degl:"ees Conferred by Colleges (Continued)

College of Fine Arts

Year
1937-55
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
19Slf
1965
Totals

B. F. A.
in Art

B. F. A.
Dram. Art

Music

216

60

75

11

8

11

14
16
13

2
4
4

5

11

16
19
24
30
34

-404

B. F. A.

B. A.
in
F. A.

3

1

B. F. A.

Bach.
of
Arch.

355

7
8

1

8

7

1

6
6
9

18

1
5

6
12

1
5

7

7

10

16

12

7
11

125

-

-172

3

College of Business Administration
Year

B. B. A.

673

1943-55

63
64
57
55
61
62
50
55
67
87

1956
1957
1953
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

1294

Total

- 49 -

31

-

Total

3
9
14
39

-

30
21
2£1
25
23
45
39
53
63
37

-774

Degrees Conferred by Colleges (Continued)

College of Pharmacy
Year

1949-55
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
Total

School of La1<1

B. S. in Pharm.

Year

155

1950-55

16
19

LL. B.

132
15
19
9
27
12
8

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

11
11

17
18
21

22
19
8

Total

317

College of Nursing

B. S. in Nurs.

Yea::

12
17

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

11

21
29
22

23
135

Total

- 50 -

11

10
11

17
271

-

Degrees Conferred by Cvlleges (Continued)
Graduate School
M.A.
in
Total
Earned
!YL M.Mus. Mus. Mus. M. Ed. Tchg. H.A. in
~~Mus. Ap.Hus. Educ. ~om:e_.:. in Sci. Span. Ina.Adm. 1'h.D. Ed.D. Sc.D. Degrees

M.

M.

Year

1917-55

....

'-"

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
TocaJ.s

~

M.S.

1234

267

95
33
J4
91
94

26
29
53

DG
1.)1

92
121
143

,,

u

11

1

3

sa
su

90
146
122
13G
127

2229 1114
---

2
4
4
1
3
5
4
9
9

3
1
5

49

25

3
2
2

2

6
3

1

5

1

5
9
4

40

2

=

14
6

0
6

3

31
24
39

10
21
9
14

122

6J

59

1579

63

10
16
16

'

5
4
7

135
130
160
170
191
219
306
306
334
396

3
2
4
1
3
3
_,"
5
4
2

lJ

22

3926

93

13
7

4-

1
2
2

20
21
20
15
33

5

230

-

Honorary
Degrees

2
1
3
2
2
u

2
l}

;))
~.9

•.

iJ)
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'lliE REPORT OF TI-lE UNIVERSITY COUNSELING AND TESTING SERVICES

July 10 1964

p

June 30, 1965

A. A. Wellek, Director

The work of the University Counseling and Testing Services may be
roughly divided as follows: (1) group tasting, (2) individual testing
and counseling. (3) research, (4) test scoring services, (S) consulting
work. (6) remedial reading. (7) community services, and (8) work of the
division of Veterans

Affai1~.

Group Testing
The group testing work may be divided into two parts.

One part

deals with the test!l that are sponsored by The Univorsity of New Mexico
and the other part deals with the tests that are sponsored by sucl1
outside agencies as the Educational Testing Service, Science Research
Associates 0 The Psycltological Corporation 0 and other professional
orgmai:ations.

The University of New Mexico sponsors the following

a. The college np~ituds and plncornsnt examinations given at the
baginning of !llach school session. Thirty~sl!.'lven hundred and
fo~y (3740) na1<1 $'i:tndants took thaso I!.'IJ:nminations this past
yoar. Those Ojtruninations coosist of the following~

1) Tile Scl!ool and College Ability Test
2) Cooperative English Test. Higher Level
3) C. E. E. B. Adv~mcod ~fathematics Test
b. The l!mra Legal! Aptitude Test (Law School only)
c. The English Proficiency

E~amination

d. The Area and Advanced Tests of the Graduate Record Examination
for seniors
e. The Aptitude and Advanced Tests of tho Graduate Record Examo
!nation for graduate students.

,,
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Due to the fact that over one thousand new students are given
their placement tests during the summer. several hundred of these
students come in during these months for test interpretation and
consultation.

OVer sixteen hundred new students have already taken

the aptitude and placement tests for this fall.

Another five

hundred or more will take them this summer. The result is tliat the
summer months are very busy ones.

It is becoming increasingly

difficult to plan vacations during the summer months.

It has become

advisable for some of the staff members to take their vacations
during the school year.
Individual Testing and Counseling
Students come in for individual testing and counseling when they
are uncertain as

to a vocational or an

educations' objective. Several

hundred of these students took a complete battery of tests this past
year in addition to the placement tests. Several

ti~s

this number

came in for counseling but did not have to take any tests other than
thosG taken at the time of adn1ission.

There is a great demand for this

tYPe of service from aclults in the community.
Present facilities for offering this service to students
as to outsiders are inadequate.

~s

At present most of the students

are referred to this office are already so deeply involved in

well
~ho

probl~ms

that much time is eanstll1lsd in assisting them. We act somewhat as
ambulance drivers
desi~able

o

dispen5ers of academic first aid.

It would be

if we could see these people before their problems become

acute. Special faculty advisors refer students to us only after
they have exhausted their rGsourses and then it is often too late.
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Several clients were tested for the State Vocational Rehabilitation
Service. The University receives $10.00 for each client tested.
Research
The titles of some of the studies made during the past year follow:
1. A Study of the Results of the Area Tests of the Graduate

Record Examination at The University of New Mexico.

2. 'l'be Departments of the College of Arts and Sciences and

the Area Tests of the Graduate Record Examination.

3. Do Superior High School Seniors Go To College?
The School Counselor~ October, 1964.
4. Are Test Scores Aluays Valid? has been accepted by the
N.B.A, Journal for publication in late 1965 or early 1966.

The Counseling and Testing Services has a wealth of information
at its disposal which could be gathered together in the form of studies
i f it had the necessary personnel to do this important work.

The

material that is assembled and made available is well received.
Requests nre still coming in for copies of studies made several years ago,
The English Proficiency Examination is now required for admission
by

eacl1

~ook

of tho degree granting colleges. Over one thousand students

this e:tamination this past year on special testing dates. Many of

these students come to this office for consultation as to their strengths
and

t1aalmesses in English

so

that they

may

properly prepare for this

examinatian. T'nose conferences require a great deal of time; in fact,
more time thllll

tJa

have available.

The Graduate Record examination for college seniors includes the
arans of the

humanities~

n1e examination

t~'es

the social sciences, and tho natural sciences.

three hoUTs and fortyafive minutes of actual

testing time. Tha Advanced Tests in the field of the student's
speciali~ation

takes three hours of testing time. There are no
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Advanced Tests as yet in anthropology. art 6 home economics, journalism,
and a few other fields.
past year.

An Advanced Test in business was added this

Nine hundred and thirty (930) seniors took the Graduate

Record Examination this past year compared with seven hundred and
ninetyceight (798) for the year of 1963c64o
Graduate students take the Graduate Record Examination whicl1
consists of the Graduate Aptitude Test and an Advanced Test in the
field of the student's specialization"

Three hundred and ninety-six

(396) graduate students took the Graduate Record Examination this past
year compared tlith three hundred and thirty (330) for the year 1963-64a
Test Scoring Service
The University Counseling and Testing Services has scored
objective tests for a few public scllools, agencies, and individual
faculty members.

T'nis past year hundreds of tests were scored for

the Peace Corps.

This service to outside groups is being discontinued

but faculty members are making increased use of this service.
Consulting lqorlt
Hardly a week passes without the Counseling and Testing Services
receiving a request from some institution, agency, or person for
assistance in planning a testing program or in the selection of
personnel.

No cllarge is made for these services.

Graduate students.

fnculty members. and various administrative officers are also assisted
uhen a l'equest is made to do soo
Remedial Reading
Mrs. Gene Lo Chievitz, our rending specialist, is called upon
more and more to give assistance to college students who have reading

difficulties or are in need of study skills. This increase in
students means that:
1. It has been necessary for her to use group methods instead of

individual conferences in spite of the fact that only those
who are likely to profit from such services are selected.
2. It has been necessary to restrict services to advice and
referral for all non-students such as parents of children
needing reading assistance.
Because many students with high scholastic aptitude have not
established efficient study skills and do not rend adequately to
meet the demands of college assignments, lfeekly meetings extending
over several months are necessary.

The students would receive

greater benefits from these services if meetings could be increased
to three a week as in the remedial English classes.

It also would

help a great deal if space could be provided for reading machines
so students could use them at other than s.cheduled class meetings.
Statewide Testing Program
Tho Stateuida Tests for High School Juniors ltas sponsored
jointly by The University of New Mexico and the State Department of
Education.
to~1ard

The State Department of Education contributed $5,000

the support of this testing
., program this past year•

The School and College Ability Tests (SCAT) were given for the
fir.st tims in the fall of 1959.
into four p:n;ts or subtests.
developod verbal ability 8nd

Each SCAT test booklet is divided

"Two of the subtests are measures of
t~o

measure ability in basic quantitative

areas." The SCAT tests yielld three scoras: a verbal score,
tative scoTe 0 ond a total score.

11

quantio

SCAT measures a student's power or

developed ubility rather than speed in performing certain mental processes.
The five Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP) represent
the latest techniques in test construction.

They were developed with
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four basic assumptions in mind: ·
1. Education is a continuous and cumulative process.
2. The primary goal of the whole educational process is
the development of the individual student.
3. The focus of education is upon the development of
critical skills and understandings.
4. The success of education is to be measured in terms of
the individual's ability to apply his schoololearned
skills in solving new and, for him, realistic problems.
These tests give a valid indication of the student who is
capable of doing satisfactory college work.

The effect that these

tests should have upon the educational process in the secondary
school should be salutary.
The number of high school students tested each year follows:
in the fall of 1953 there were 6912 students tested; in 1954, 7545;
in 1955, 7787; in 1956, 9013; in 1957, 9388; in 1958, 10,900; in 1959,
10 0 895; in 1960, 10 1 796; in 1961, 10,296; in 1962, 12.453; in 1963.
15,164; and in 1964, 15,191.

There was only a small increase in the

number of examinees this past year.
Testing
A good many tests are administered each year for the Educational
Testing Service 0 Science Research Associates, The Psydtological
Corporation. The National League for
agencieso

Nursing~

and several other

The most important of these are the Admission Test for

Graduate Study in Business. College Entrance Examination Board. Dental
Assistants 9 Tests. Dental Hygiene Aptitude Tests. Federal Career
Development Tests 0 Law School Admission Test, Medical College Admission
Test, Navy College Admission Test. Standardization Programs, Nursing
Tests 0 and the Graduate School Selection Tosto

Fees received for the

administration of these tests are deposited with the Comptroller.

This past year $1 0 956.55 was so deposited.

An additional $183.00 was

deposited with the Comptroller for scoring services rendered.

Most

of these tests are given on Saturdays. Staff members have been given
compensatory time off • but the Director has never been able to find
the time to take off.

He puts in about twenty-five such Saturdays a

year and the extra money he earns on these Saturdays goes to the
University.

This situation should be corrected.

During the seventeen

years the Director has served TI1e University of New Mexico over one full
year in such uncompensated time has accumulated.
The USAF! tests of General Educational Development are still
being administered each month to young people who have not graduated
from high school and who are at least twenty years of age.
hundred and

(237) people took this battery of five tests

thirty~seven

this past year.

TWo

Employers are insisting upon high school education

or its equivalent so that the number of people who will trute this test
tdll continue to be high.

Some of these people qualify for admission

to The University of New Mexico and stay on to graduate.
Community Services
The Director of Counseling and Testing Services was a public
representative on the New Mexico State Apprenticeship Council for
four years.

lie is a past president of this council.

The Director is the present Chairman of the New t-lexico State
Labor and Industrial Commission. lie is the public representative
on this commission. Tile GoveTnor has reappointed him for another
t\10

year term.

Veterans Affairs
Mr. N.

s. Stout, the Director of Veterans Affairs, has one full

tim& assistant (sacretary).
The main duty of this department is to act as liaison between the
University and the Veterans Administration in aiding veterans and war
orphan ·students in their benefits under the Educational Bill of Rights.
The Director carries on a great deal of individual counseling with
these students.

As

the number of veteran students

dirninishe~.

more of

his time is being used in counseling civilian students and assisting
in administering group tests.
The University and the Veterans Administration entered into a

contract to furnish counseling and guidance services to war orphans
and disabled veterans.

The fee established for this service is $64.35

par case for complete counseling services and $28.70 for psychometrics
only.

The number of these eases averages about 25

pe~

month.

This past

fiscal year (June 1964 through June 196S) 282 cases have been counseled.
For this service the University has received $15 ~ass. 15. Counseling
of these tfar ox-pham> and VEJtel'ans is being done for the most part by
the Director of Veterans Affairs and one part time counselor who is

paid according to the number of veterans or orphans he counsels.
Since this contract went into affect in June of 1961 there have been
110

cms~s

completed through June of !96S.

The UnivalL'Sity of New Maxico has received

For this counseling service
$41~476.26.

Dudng semester I, 1964·65 • there t•:ere 194 veterans and war

orphans enrolledD ood for sall13stttr
0nding da1l:a for

~e

:n:.

1964a6SP there were !OS.

The

oducsUonal benefits of the Korean Conflict caused

the drop in number of trainees during the second semester.

v.

A.

regulations require that each one of these people report to this office

-s-

at the end of each month to complete a monthly certification form in
order that these people be paid their training allowance.

The University

is paid by the Federal Government for processing this monthly certifi·
cation.

For the fiscal year 1964-65, the University received a total

of $1,249.00 for these services.

Since SepteMber 1952, which was the

beginning of the Korean program, to June 30, 1965, the University has
received a total of $115,007.15 for the services rendered by the
Veterans Affairs office.
Pending legislation before our United States Congress, if passed,
could cause a big increase in the number of students receiving educational
benefits. Our best information would lead us to think some of the
pending legislation will become effective during the next fiscal year.
Staff Separations and Appointments
Mrs. Diane Hazen. clerk, moved from Albuquerque and has been
replaced by Mrs. Willa Slack.

Professional Activities of Director
of Counseling and Testing
Member of Coordinating Council of Secondary Schools and Colleges
for Ne11 lv"~<~xico
President~ ~~w

Mexico Chapter of N.V.G.A., 5 years.

President. New Mexico Chapter of A.P.G.A.;. 4 years.
~7ember

of Program Committee., State Testing Loaders Conference,

3 years.

Amarican College Personnel Association Delegate to the American
Personn0l nod Guidance Association Assembly. 1955Q5G, 1956-57,
and 1957..58.
Delegate to the Assembly of the National Vocational Guidance
Association., 1955-56, 1956-57, 1957-58. and 1958-59.
Member of Professional Standards Committee of A.C.P.A., 1957-58
ood l958o59.
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State Membership Chairman of A.C.P.A. and A.P.G.A.
~rember

of Publicity Committee of A.P.G.A., 1956·57 and 1957uS8.

Member of Academic Council of 1qestem Personnel Institute, 10 years.
President, New Mexico Chapter of American Society of Training
Directors, 1959.
President, The University of New Mexico Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi,
196Sm66o

President elect of New Mexico Chapter of A.M.B.G.

Recommendations
The New

~xico

Statewide High School Testing Program should be

administered by The University of New Mexico with the financial
support of the State Department of Bducation.
lfuen the University Counseling and Testing Services moves to new
quarters in 1966, or thereabouts, it should be given approximately
three times the space it now has.

Particular emphasis should be

given to the space for testing and for remedial reading work.

At

least three times the floor space now devoted to these services
should be provided in the new quarters.

Adequate

air~conditioning

should also be provided.

,.
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91.0
l!>iEW .t-J.EXICO UlUON
1964-65

While primory efforts of managerial and supervisory

staff of the Ne111 !1.e:l-:ico Uni·on continued to be leveled at

meeting their commitment of

J?X:o~riding

service· to the campus

collllnunity, greater effort wat3 given to internal p+ojects in
1964-65 than has been given lllince t:.he days of preparation
befo~e

opening the Union.

~Vhile

this

becam~

particularly

notet'iarthy becauae of the res.ults t<1hich occurred, and are

listed later, the reasons for it tald.ng place at this time

l)

An effort by Union staff to make immediate
chnngeo where possible to accommodate m1
~l'l.tic,i.pated l5~f,

increase in campus population

in 1964-65 following a year in which it

se~~ed

the then current staff a."'ld organizction \'1ere
op8rating at an optimum.
2)

A decision

that it was an appropriate time to

begin to lay the groundwork for an organization
that could

ope~ate

a much expanded

fa~i~±ty----------~~~

through adding mainly lower echelon persom1el
when the time was appropriate.
3)

.fin. cffor·t to develop strong l<zey persons to

back-up each mcmager, this person to provide

91.1
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managerial re:Lief when needed and to assume
some of the administra·t:l.ve load.
4)

And, as the year progressed, the need of the
offi~e

of Non-Academic Personne! to

clear-cut descriptions of the
campus personnel, in

orde~

v1or1~

~ave

of all

that they could

make a campus-\'lide comparison of positions.
This, in turn, was to helJ? provide an
opportunity for an
respective

for

wage~

an~lys1s

a~d

received and proVide a basis

adjust~ng salarie~

be commensurate

of skills

w~th

and wages on campus to

wages in the

comm~~ity

the same general slt:l.ll requircrn:lln·cs.

for

(Since

salary and wage levels of Union personnel were
felt to be considerably out-of-line, -J.ow,

'\'JC

~nd

were particularly happy to coo;.::orat-9

i..l'l

this project.)
~vhile

some of the project work was. completed in tir.<G for

the Fall beginning of the school y$ar, much rno;;o too7;: place
during the year.

Tho wo.t•1c on job descriptions did not rcolly

get U.."'"l.den·;ay until the third qUarter -- budget prcp<Arnticn

tL"TTe.

This general delay was r.:omewhat disappointing,

though unavoidable, arld \tntil the end-of-the-ycnr rcc;;.p it

- 3

seemed
f;h(;!;'l

liiOSt

effor·ts hnd been on projects which would only

results in the fu·tura.

But the end-of-the-year recap revealed some fairly unexpected
benefits of our
t~ilc

in"l:~e:rnal .cross-~camining.

the overall volume in 1964-65 increased 15% over

1963-64, appro:dma:tely the same as the 141-t(, campus enrollment

:!.!.•crease over ·the same pariod, the net from revenue operations
increased

3l!;t;~

overall!

----~-----------~

This represents an increase of

$52,900 over the net .from revenue areas in 1963-64.
A~~inistrative

and Maintenance expenses increased $17,400

in doing this.
!n many cases, as better methods, better controls, petter

organizational plans 111ere unc:overed, they 'lt;ere able to be
put

:l.~•·to

effect, obviously, t;o good and :Lmmediate

;;~.dvantage.

I·::. is my fcelin.g this doubliit$ of percentage increase of net

il'lco:r.te over the pcrcent<:tge incll:'c:al?e o.f. net volume revealed
the most significant iter.t wh:l<:h. Ol::cu:.n:Ellil .this past year.

l.cust this 111aS the ;uost.
re::~ult.s
;;:::'Ci::l

uatit3~1yint;r sinct~

At

it represented

fro.n internal "house·-<:len:o.:Lng and straighte11ing",

programs which should p:r:ove beneficial fo:r; some time to

,,
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~{amples

of individual unit figures helping

make up the overall results follow:·

rood Service

Increase in
net over

1963-64

1963-64

6!.,%

23~

20~

Boo1~storc

Ir:.for:mation Dosk

Increase in
volume over

&

Guest Rocms

39 ~~
22%
13 %

6%
lS%

Gc:mes

Quite sisnifiCal'lt also \\'aS) the ac·t.ual financial results
of the fifth year of opGrat.tcn.

Net. revenues from all sources,

e::tcludi>?.g i,J'niversi·cy Cc;mcesuions, amounted to $233 1 092.

'l'otal

expenditures excludin<J reseJ:'Ii'es and ;bond obligation \'Jas
$211, 97 6 1 a difference of ill<!Orne over expense of $21, ll6.

This mn.z'k.s the first operating year tbat no operating subsidy
\1as

reqUired to balance income with expen13e.

It can also be

said, the only money put into the Uni.on not directly purchasi!lc;t

se:r.vicc.s of some type or kind \rJas tho Ne\"1 I-iexico Union bond fee,

$G.OO per full-tima student per semester.
(University concessions' income, amounting to $10,972,

is nee included with income figures since this money is not
nccessurily pledged to the New l·1exico Union program, even
though the union administers the program).
It is important to notice Food Service volume increased
only

GJ~

even though campus population jumped 15% ovar 1963-64.

··--~-~------11

--~----

'-----
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Information Desk volume <:>lone l:oo·ll'ed up only 3%.
~hose

Bool~stol~a;

volm:ne has ba<nn increasing by double the increase in

enrollments, only increased
increase of 15%.

2~~

with the campus population

Obviously, because of space limitations

the saturation point is approaching.
on~

our number

This,

\•le

now feel, is

problem.

Space needs for revenue-producing activities is also

being matched by space needs for other activities.

A total

of 4,488 events, involving arrangements for 333,750 persons,
'·Jere scheduled in the past twelve months.

To be able to

handle the increase in requests, second-floor room set-ups
~1cre

s·tandru;dized to cut doi'/n "Set-·up time and permit closer

(time) event scheduling.

But

an .:i.11creasing

number of groups

ure finding it impossible to be accommodated for week-day

ltmchcon. mt;leti.t1.gs 1 'L'-ucsday - Wednesday - Thursday evening
~~.no·l;:!.ngs;

and to find the Ballroom available for "1/Jeek--end - - - - - - - 1

zctivitio::J.

Next year; s use o£ building space by non-related

Univcrsit:y gl:oups t"lill probably decr(.lase from

5~~.

as it has

been in the past, to less than one-half that amount.

Co;-.ference business is also bound to decrease
o.s Claily demands on meeting space increase.
~~ ~cccmp~nying

some~·1hat

With this COI!les

decrease in. revenue, mostly affecting the

,.
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sh~dn

area of Food service.

Incluoing June events not

on tables in the Scheduling Office report, this year

299 conference days were held in the Un:i:on, averaging 100

!n Food service overall, an estimated 1,135,000 guests-----"-----1

were served l'y/through one of the seven areas of service
offered (Concessions not included); Snack Bar, Cafeteria,
Desert Room, catering, Lobo Room Lw1ch, Beverage Bar 1 and
Sun Deck Service.

An additional estimated 150,000 guests

were served by Concessions.
121,000 CJUCsts ·were served at a total of 1,885 catl(lred
events, rru>ging this year from coffee "roll-ins" for as fe"'l
as 10 to banquets for as

rnQ~Y

ao SOO+.

The largest events

handled were
Chz.;niber Of COitltiOl"CEI RISC4ll;>til:ln
.i'UbuquerqJ.1e Bc·zxd ():f lW1W<;1.:1::.i.ol~~ !Reception
Albug:uorque I3o~rd <>:ll Ec11~cat.3.o:a :Reception
J?r:rticularly

signii~icall~i

wats the great

numb~r

1200 guests
1500 guests
1750 guests
of "roll-out"

rcsuoots handl(:;d bocaune o:e tho availability of the new Onion
Varl~

later

supplement:~ld

\<lil:.h a second surplus.:..property vehicle.

l:::"livc.:sity Concessions was operated by the Union for the
~~ivorsity

this year, Food. Sorvico staff of the Onion taking

O» the responsibility of helping eat-up and oversee its
op~ration.

1~

additional supervisor was hired to specifically

,.

91.6
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handle Concession business.

While

oper~ting

on a very

small capital equipment budget which required a nU!'nl:ler---of- - - - - - - - -

special arrangements with product suppliers to also supply
o~uipmont1

tho

ovo~~tion

realized 25%

gre~ter

University than was realized in 1963-64.

profit to

th~

v1e feel "with better

service" should also be added.

First year problems were certainly present in the Concession
operation, not the least Of 'i'lhich was the rush caused by not
ta1c:J.:r.g over the business until just one ittonth before the

first football gam1e.

Still a complert;;e l:i.ne of products was

selected, operating procec1ure.il det:ermin-ec1, financial procedures
selac·tcd; fol:'tY Concessi,:;;n sta.."lrJ co1.1r.tl::et.l:'•·girls selected, and
0">1C

hundred and

t~venty

B·::.y Sc::.ut

''hu~lt;l,el:s"

outfitted with

:!.dc11ti:fying concession VS!Elts 1 a.p:c ons 1 baclges <md caps.

For

the :firat g<::.me 10,000 h·Ot-dc·gs were prE1pared in the Union <md
tr-..:;c1;:cd to the stadimTt.

~~he1

sama proc.:edure was used for each

:':co'.:";.)i::!ll garne that followed and was the only "temporary
c:rr?J."lgC.."!lCnt" not: finally replaced with a more 'permanent,

s;:ri:.iofactory h<md ling methoel.
After each Fall

g~me

tho Concession Supervisor, Food

Service X1Lnager 1 Accountant, and Union Director met to discuss
;::eccnt problems and possible solutions.

lUd-season a meeting

91.7
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was held with

r~presento:tives

of Bu:l.lclilag and Grounds a11d

the .M.thletic Depar·tmen·l:: to d.lsc·u.ss' ~~i:dbl.ems in corrlli'lon
rcsultL"lg frorn ·the operat:ion o.f Goncless:J.ons.

we:t:e se".:.tled in their lill.nor

.:~tag·es

Many problems

J;,ec:ause of the ease of

discussing them O,PeJ.1.ly-with ·these re1presentatives, not O."llY
at this meeting, but tl:u:oughout. the season.
The University Calendar Office was another all-campus
service administered. by the Union this year.

Late

i11

the Summer of 1964 it

'i'lllS

decided the Union

should oversee the developme11.t of an "office" where information
on all events held on the University

c~~pus

could be centrally

All agencies schedul;ing space on campus for other

located.

th<m ncademic use were
tho office,

knC\'Il'l.

asl~ed

to channel such information to

as the U'niversit;'{ Calendar Office.

This

office, undGr the direc·c: supervision of tha Union Information
bcsk and Scheduling 1'-lanager, was also given the responsibility .

o::= printing

a \4Cc1cly calenc'lar of events for distribution on

cc:.m:;ms and a mon·t:hly calendar of (major) public events· for
~encral

distribution.

All eA19ense Of staffing, equipping,

a:.<c; operating the office \'1as borne by tlle Union •
.i'l.s it pre!lcntly operates, information received by the

office is

fo~1arded

to the Activities center for posting on

·t.!1c !!~r:t:er Ct!le.ndar, permitting persons to

visually check

- 9 on dates <u"ld events.

to all

C~lendnr

The Information Desk also has access

Office information in order that desk

attcnda11ts may answer questions '"hen the Calenda;,: Office is
clo:ilcd.
t~111e

enough information on events tnking place has been

obtained in time to permit. the office to publish accurate

calendars for aistribution 1 information from some scheduling
a::eas hus been quite slCY.'l in reaching the office.

result, one of the prime reasons for

est~lishing

.As a

the central

info::-mu.tion-rcceiving locatic•n •. that of providing early
info=mation to persons wishing to schedule around possible
conflicts, has not been fully .realized.
C~•tralizing
cvc~tunlly

scheduling of space for non-acaoemic use may

prove to be the only way to accomplish this pre-

event coordination aim.

Such

centrC~lized

scheduling could

:::till. require £il1al approval of area departmGJnts where ..
l'locccsa:ry. but would provide one J..oca·!:ion with earliest possible
ln:i:o:::l.:l<:'l::ion on all events scheduled, or proposed.
nc-;11 the
h~vc

gre~test

Up until

majority of non-academic eve11ts on campus

been held in tho Union and,

be~ause th~

Calendar Office

is p:h.ysici:llly located in the Union, information on this
m::.jority of events is ea:::ily ::t'\J'a:Llable,
::~cilitics

However, with more

being adc1ed to acc,:>mmodate events the Union cannot

919
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handle, more coordination probl.ems ma:y well occur.

How

important this is, is realized only when one presently
atte.11pts to scheC!ule a n1ajor

pro~Jrarn

at a t:!.J:ne free o£ (-(;.he ·

greatest number of) conflicts.
tvhile some Building units

tool~

on entirll::l

ne~-1

areas of

service, as have just been listed, other areas such as
Ga.111es and the Activi"l:ies Center increased participa:Uon in

existing progrmns.

--And also, in some cases, were able to

add nei/1 ideas as new interests develOl::JeCi.
The Activities Center's
p~esentea

L~aaership

seminar, planned and

in conjunction with representatives of the

l-1<.:nagemon·c 'l.'raining Division o·f Sanc;lia Corporation, \'las

directed tm'lard VrogramDirectorate Chairmen and picked
parsonncl this year,

the

o~e-day

~na

thirteen persons took advantage

program.

The early Fall Activities Night program attracted 65

groups, an increase of 9 over last year.
A publicity Workshop sponsored with Theta Sigma Phi
attr~ctea

A

100 students.

Treasurer's scmi11ar t>1as offered for the first time,

tr"c Studcn.t Council treasurer developing a }?rogram in

conju.t'lction t>Jith the Union ac•:::ot.t."l.tant.

Attendance this

fi:;:st :yer;.r was poor, but ne1ed for such a session "ttlas felt

o~

- l l ....

to be great enough to justify its baing
Nc\~

offer~d

each Fall.

ideus or it'ldividual events included an Easter 'Egg

hunt .:f:or rnorried students' children, Theatre party -- a date
night including c<:mdlelight Clin."'l.er and movie, Sweetheart
Photos for V<:llentine's Day, Wig show, obtaining a co:tleci;.ion

of flag,s from countries of our International students for
use

011

appropriate occasions t beginning a record-lending

sel.--vicc, and rnany others.
With the .l?ilm Society no longer being recognized as an

orgm•ized student group on campust the Program Directorate

began planning a p:rog:ram of presenting clas:=:ic films to help
fill the void, a new area of f£lm programs for them.
J>...nd because of the particular interests o£ the new

l?.rogr;:-..m J.dv.isor, and the addi·tion of "Talent" to the forrner
"t-:usic'1 Committee, the Stuelent. 'l'alen·t Burt?au was formed.
student shows developod through the Bureau presented thirteen

sho-;;s ofl:-caropus during the year, the largest audience being
at

z. banguc:.t

o.f th.e Albuquerque Chc:,mber of commerce hel.d at

the t·icstcrn Sldes Motel with •30V•aJ:nor Campbell as guest.
I!opas are high that a show inv:ol ving '[)'Nlvl talen.t can be
dcvolo:;,,cd this next year tha.t '1:-lOuld be of high enough quality

to DC o:f interest ·co the Depar·t.-nent of the Army for touring
Europe or the Orient.
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One hund.rec:1 and :Eo.rty-fou:c students were active on the
Program Directorate this year ccrnpared with ll.B J.ast year
(and 38 five years

ago~)

While the program staff worked directly with Program

Dircc·tora-t:e committees and other cOllimit;tees such as Homecoming
and JJ'iesta, as might.

p~

expected, practically all campus

organized groups fom1d the opportunity to avail

th~selves

of their help or to use some of the services provided by
Activitie~

Center at some time during tho year.

~1e

Desk space

w;c.s spccificnlly assigned to 2.7 groups, 54 to storage lockers,
and 128 to mail box space.
Fortunately, the opcn-oj!:f ice arrangement permits

relatively unlimited cxpunsion of service to groups needing
it

\~ithout

expa11<ling the

In the Games

A~oa,

arc~a1.

one more billiard table was added as

tho year began, bri.ttging the t.o·tul numbel: of tables at that
ti~e

to twelve.

106~-65

One table was

~lao

added at the close of

in preparation for tho coming fiscal year.

The

<:.dditicn of these two tables essentially completed the aree1
fo~

the present time.
In all, an estimated 650,000 persons used tho Games Areu

cl'!.Zin.g the year.

'l'l~enty-eight

classes in

bO\~ling

were

ochcaulcd, only four short of probable (class) capacity.

..
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1284 students were enrolled :J.n these classes.

Eleven one-

semester bO\·lling leagues \'lere held.
U!1.i.versity stuaents part:'Loipated in

intercolle<;~iate

tournaments in all sports of the Games Area and did

remnrkubly ".'loll.

Some of

the~

results are listed bel0\'1:

New vlexico Open T;:\.blEl Tel:mis

October 2
April 3

Tc~urnaments

ls·t C!laos "A" rl:!.ngles
Fr a!ll ~ Ou::aat a c~tt~<l , UJ:'J'r.i
- lst (!f.t.nr"';p.ionsh;Lp Singles and

1st

(!C1.1•.J.egiate ~ingles

l?ra:n1: G1imatac)t;;~o, UNM

B. Y. u. !mi'i tat;Lr~nal ·l~cr~Tling •rourney5'!::h l?!·ace, t;'J.'ll-1
Z'.ssociC!tiOl't o:F. l:!ollege. Unions Region 13,
necreation Tournament
.... 3rd place
Ncn • s :Sowl.il'lg
- Ul%1
Women • s Bo;.Jling - lst place
- ULil!vl
Singles
Diana Bel~helsen
- 3rd place
All Events
- Diana Berthelsen
- 5th place

Billiards
!~en 1 s poc1tet
lst place
Womcitl' s pocl<:et - lst place
Men's 3-rail
2nd place

Se;m Frw.cis
- Virginia »~assara
- Alvin O'Neal

Chess
Teem

lst place
1st place

-UN!·!

2nd place
3rd place

- Frank Gurnataotao
Franl~ Gurnataot:ao '
Ashok Mazurndar

Individual
Tnble Tennis
Singles
Doubles

-

Gary Anderson

Virginia Hassc:;ra -v1as selected to participate in the
~:r::ri:iO:'lal

r.cu

Billiard £inaln where she placed second in

,,
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t'iomen' s pocl<.:et billiards competition.
Di~na

nertnelocn participated in the National ACU

Dowling :Cirtals £or \':omen and was a member· of the Collegiate
Championship

tea~

made up of

t~e representative~

from

Region 13 (Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and Hew I'1exico).
Because the Now .torexico Union acted as host to the ACU
Region 13 Recreation tournament the annual New Hexico
Invitational Bowling tournaraent

\'i'o.S

not held.

Some other items of note:
J'\

remote telegram sencter and receiver unit has been
installed in the Union·nusincss Office and permits
the u)<ion to offer Western Union service on campus.

~~Qerican E~press

Travelerz Checks are being offered for

::::nle in the tJnion Office

011

a ·temporary trial. basis

to see if there is enough interest to merit
continuL~g

ti1e service.

An i!Vcrage of $42,500 worth of persom1l checks ;.;ere

c::.shecl wee1dy in

th1~

Bufiliness Office.

Total money

lost on uncollectib;L(l checks a.'ilounted tp less than
the tot:al amount taken i.n on fir.es on returned checks.

Cashing of payroll c:l'le.cks '!t;as curtailed following a
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request from the Comptroller to reduce cash on

hana to a minimum.
The Nain Lobby thumb

t~ck

bulletin board was replaced by

charmeleCI tracks holding standara 22" posters.
Stanoard:Lzing the size of posted materials

helped turn m1 eyesore into an asset • . .

Student

Gover~~ent

provided funds for purchase of a

poster printing machine to suppleme11:t the
Embosograf mach.:lne already in use.

A part-time photo lab attendan·t was added to the
instructors' staff o:E Crafts.
Accot~,ts
F<:~ll

Receivable in thG.Bookstore irr~ediately after

registration alnounted to over $40, 000.

J)!odification of the

:Sool~st:ore

Ofj;icle .il.rea

t<las

completed

in time for the Fo.ll X'Ull·h.

'I'ho Snack Bar accousl:::lc;;.l (ceiling) )?last.er

~1as

replaced

;,;ith accoustical tJ.le jt:tst (baraly) beforG thG

Fall rush.
f, give-away coffee lf~J:IJgram il1 Food Service cost a11.

estimated $2300 foJ: the sevGn months it was in
operation.

Becauce of dormitory-cafeteria modifications being made,
the Union

\<laS

asked to serve meals to Girls • State

,. I

- J.6

:i!:n Jt.me.

In doing

SCI

at the University's contracted

price, the total recc:1ived by the Union was $3300

lcsn than would hnve l!Ol:'rnally been received at the
Union's ro:l.nimum conference meal rate.

(Both ·this

revenue loss and the cost o£ the free coffee program
\1•ere .,,):)sorbed by Food Service.)

Soft drink machines, a speciai Sa.lad bar 1 and soup

and sandwich specials were added ·to the cafeteria
line to help relieve the load on Snack Bar facilities.

Food costs have been inching upward while selling prices
have remained the same.

The squeeze probably spells·

the discOl"ltinuance oj: the discount 1neal ticlte"l.: boolt.
-- at least temporarily.
scrr:e

concex-ns and Heeds:
Pin~1cial

results of this past year began to reveal the

"topping off" of our financial growth possibilities
because of $pace problems.

~lhile

the year ended as

the best, financi<.:.lly, we have had to date, voluraes
did not increase in proportion to campus grzy4th as
they hnvo in the Pe>.st.

A tour of the Union facilities

during the week quickly confirms the craflaed conditions.
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:B:;wing a place to sit

Clo-vll"l

crt meal time has become

more .:tnd more o£ n problem.

But ·taking c;;:re o:f peOple is matched by needs for s·t.orage
of

m~terials

to furnish to these pe9ple,

in the J?Ool.::store.

partic~larly

The $45 0, DOD inventory

to be ready for Fclll registration

re~ired

liter~lly

takes

over every empty corner in not onlr tne Books"l:ore
~rea
E~~pan.sion,

but the rest of

tn~

Union also.

while inevitable, is still not able to be

placed among the active projects 1 largely because
of the lat:1e of time "'e 1 the Union staff, have been
able to give to it.
In some a:t"eas modifications are being considered in
order thnt they may h::tud:Le lc.rge numbers more easily.
- A proposal to modify the

InfoL~ation

D¢sk counter

has been <.l.J?pJ;ovea.

- A pla.n for part:l.ally e11closing- the West patio
·to permit its usc most of i!he year is

b~ing

developed.

- A temporary modification of the existing

Snac1~

Ear cashier area is being developed.

- Temporp.ry traffic rails are being ins·t:alled to
peo~it

an extra

bru~k

of cash registers to

II

9?.7
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I

o-per.:.t.e in the Bool<:.ztore during .rush l'>ariods.
- Under counter bO\'Jling shoe racks have been installed

Ch.:mge of work-\'leek, and morel
status th:Lu coming year

~Y.tens:i.ve

use of "<::ppointroent"

-.I ill pre$en·\::.

some problems.

l?lanz ho.vc been mace in E'ood s.ervice to permit them to
accomplish the change from a 4..8-hour \1eek for personnel

'co a 40-hour \•Jeek vlithout

l)

incre~sing

costs more than a proportionate

amount or

2)
~ut

reducing service over \vee1<:.-enas.

we still expect some problems, since part of the plan

involves finding qualified

part-tL~e

help this

~all.

nu.ilCiing Nainten;::.nce is also involved with the 48 to 40-'hour

t.;-ee:k shift cht.nge, hut most o;E the problems in this
p~rticular ~ra~

involve

~orking

out staggered shifts in

ordor to cov·cr a oeven-day 'veek operation.
Pl~cing

all rGgular CXtiployees on appointment status is already

\'1111 be sp::l~1t in d.:Lscussi11g s.itUiltions \'lhich arise, and
in

cl~xif:t·ing

the interpretation of policy "guidelines"

in these situations.
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But

parhup~

re-reading

thi~

entire

repo~t

points up one of

the; most ir.1port:an:t problems to-da;l:ei the problen1 o£

the tima spent on financial operations of thG Union and

on the proplcrns related to providing services,

le~ving

relatively lit.tle time to be spent with students on their

programs a."1.d p:co j ect.s.

do not al>>uys

"V7a."1-~

Wnile our

e"~erience

shows students

advice, I am mo:te concerned at not being

c:.vailai:Jle when they do want it, -- and particularly when
they need it..
The informal sit:uations inva:dably occurring during program

·-----·

planning, presentation, and evaluation; still provide
some of the best opportunities for counseling individual
students. -·- even l¥hen the "informal situations'' must be

::>tructured.
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"Desired Leisure Time Activi·tios of the University
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·
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'l;:custee, National
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member, Association of College

C~mnittae

member, Association of
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Report of the Placement Bureau
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
H.Maxwell Campbell, Director

PREFACE

During this academia year, 301 319 personal visits were made to
the Placement Bureau by students, alumni, school and compaey representatives.
A total of 31 949 students and alumni registered with the Bureau
for placement assistance. This figure includes 741 indua·trial registrants, 70S teacher registrants and 2500 part-time and summer regiatranta.
Total number of job placements reported to the Bureau during
1964-65 was 3455. Maey others took positions but did not r.epc;l't them
to the Bureau, others went into graduate schoOl, stayed with positions
they already had, or made other Plans. A small percentage are still
seeking positions in the industrial and educational sections. Because
of the temporary nature of many part-time jobs, many registrants are
always available in this section.
Details are explained in the succeeding sections ot this report
in the major areas of responsibility within the Bureau, i.e. industrial
and commercial 1 educational, and part-time.
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PAB!r I

A. Industrial and Ootnmercial Placement
1. Number of

aP121J-~.

A total of 741 applicants tor employment

registered for placement through this section of the Bureau during the
1964-65 academic year. This figure includes 304 seniors and graduate
students, 211 degree-holding alumni, 63 non-degree men, 51 juniors
for summer work, and 112

wott~n

seeking clerical work. Of this total

figure, Sl are still seeking employment in one or another of these
categories.
Of' 'the 741 applicants, 364 are now known to be employed, the dispo-

sition of 236 is unknown, and 141 chose other routes such as returning
to graduate school, entering the military, becoming housewives eta.
The known disposition or the seniors and graduate students may
be seen in Tables II and IV, pages 6 and 9.
2. Recruiting Aativitv. Approximately 425 registrants took part in
the industrial interview season, including 304 seniors and graduate
students, 51 juniors for summer work and a fluctuating number of degreeholding alumni totaling about 70. Of this last figure, 15 were

graduate~

of other universities receiving the service of the Placement Bureau
under reciprocal agreement arrangements with their own universities.
Since this activity is conducted mainly for the purpose of placing
seniors and graduate students in career positions, Table I, page 6,
~esents

a picture of these registrants by fields. The interview

season started Oatober 12 and continued into Uny.

3.

C2Jl!PBW

Statistias. One Hundred and ·ninety-aU; OO!llPaniee and

organizations sent representatives to the campus this year, and conducted 2482 individual interviews, for which 381 schedules were prepared. The most notable increase this year is to be seen in the
number o£ sales organizations visiting the campus. See Table II, page 6.

-2Approximately 450 individual company representatives visited the
Placement Bureau to conduct interview schedules, fill individual
openings, or for public relations purposes.

4. Employment by Industry and Field, 1965. Although the number of
government agencies visiting the campus increased by nine, the number
of students who accepted positions with government agencies dropped by
ten. Petroleum companies again led in numbers recruiting and in numbers
of students hired in the technical areas. Although sales organizations
led in total number of companies represented, there was no increase in
the number of students accepting positions in sales careers.

(See

Table III and IV, pages 7 and 8.)
5. Graduate Salarv Information. This year the highest average
salary for bachelor degree candidates was in the field of Chemical
Engineering. This is the first year that Electrical Engineers have
not been in first place in this category. Average salary offers rose
in all areas except Business Administration which dropped from $517 a
month to $501 a month.
The following factors should be considered in any evaluation of the
average salary offers shown in Table V page g. These figures can be
taken only as a general up or down trend, not as the usual salary
offer in these fields.

In the technical fields, Chemical Engineering

is the smallest Engineering Departreent offering the bachelorts degree.
Therefore, a few exceptionally high or low offers can radically affect
the average with the result having no relationship to the usual offer.
Overall in the technical field, government salary offers anchor the
low end of the salary curve and a few exceptional students receive many
offers usually reserved for doctoral candidates and throw the top
figures out of proportion. In the non-technical field 1 salaries offered

,.

-3to women (not figured in the national average) pull the overall average
down, and the exceptional student usually receives many more, but
not necessarily higher, offers than the average non-technical student.
Therefore, the usual technical salary offer is slightly below the
listed average 1 and the reverse' is true in the non-technical fields.
6. Degree Alumni Placement. Results in alumni placement this year
were excellent. or the 211 registrants, 125 are now employed, 42 did
not report to the Bureau and are

probabl~

employed, eight decided to

return to graduate school, four decided not to work, and 22 are still
seeking positions.

o:r the 125 now employed, 21 of these are women who have obtained
professional positions. Six women are still seeking professional
positions. The problem of placing professional women is very difficult
within the Albuquerque area because of the limited number of positions
available.

W~st

of the 21 women placed accepted positions in other

areas. N.arried women are limited in geographic area and present a
greater problem in placement. A total of 36 women listed for
professional positions in this section of the Bureau.

other than those

mentioned, six did not notify the Bureau and may be employed and three
decided not to work.
As word of our service spreads, a growing number of graduates from
other universities request our assistance under the reciprocal agreement policy of members of the College Placement CouncU. This agreement states that a member school will give placement service to a
graduate or another member school upon the request of the placement
director or the school from which the person graduated, The purpose
or this agreement is to assist alumni who Ell'e located away from their
home school, usually in the military service. CUr own alumni :receive

-4this courtesy elsewhere. This year the Bureau handled 15 such
alumni, 10 are now employed, two did not report to the Bureau, one
decided not to work, and two are still actively seeking employment.

or

our own male alumni, the Bureau handled 67 technical graduates

and 93 non-technical graduates. Forty-two technical men are now
emplqyed, 17 did not report to the Bureau, £ive returned to school,
and three are still actively seeking emplqyment. Of the non-technical,
62 are now emplqyed, 17 did not report to the Bureau, three returned
to school and ll are actively seeking emplqyment.
All alumni in this category receive the monthly ~

~

listing

positions available, and during the season they receive the monthly
interview schedule enabling them either to interview i£ they are in
this area, or have their file brought to the attention of recruiters
if they are unable to interview.
7. Ngn-degree alumni and clerical. University students who drop
out of school before completing their degrees, and students• wives
are eligible for placement service in this category. Sixt,y-tbree
non-degree men and 112 women seeking clerical work registered with
the Bureau. Almost all of these people were seeking jobs in
Albuquerque. Results were very poor, both :from the standpoint of
number of jobs available, and the large number of registrants who
did not report back to the Bureau concerning their status. Plans are
being made to increase the control on reports from these registrants
and the search for positions available for them.
S, St1.ll!ll!Bry•

Placement activity increased in all phases of the

Industrial and Con:mercial Section. M:>re applicants registered, more
recruiters visited the campus, and more placements were made.

..
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Percentegewise 1 we were about even with

las~

year as far as number

of applicants to number of placements. The largest improvement
was in the degree-holding alumni and 1 specifically, profesaiona1
women area.
In all but Business Administration average salary offers continued
to rise. The highest salary offers were made to engineers, with
the sciences, Business Administration, and humanities following in
that order.

q'17
'".
~

-6INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL STUDENT REGISTRANTS BY: FIELDS
ENGINEERS
Chemical
Civil
Electrical
N.echanical
Nuclear

Bachelors

Masters

23
13
32

l

15

Doctoral

Total

2
l

2l
41
2l
4

24

8
7
5

4

SCIENCES
Biology
Chemistry
Geology
Nllthematios
Pb;ysics

9

5
2
ll

J.
J.

5
4

10
9
9

3
2

15

4

l

1

6

'12

15

3

90

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION if!..
Totals
233

..'1.

-

304

LIBERAL ARTS

59

.u

'i2

TABLE I
NUMBER AND TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED ON CAMP'IB
l. Federal 1 State & Municipal Gov1 t.
2. Retail 1 Wholesale Sales Organizations
:3. Petroleum Products & Service Groups
4. Electronics Equipment, Systems & Service
5. Aircra.ft 1 Miasle & Parts
6. Chemical & Allied Companies
7. Insurance
8, Finance &Banking
9. Research
10, Accounting
l l . Service Organizations
12. Steel
13. Other
Totals
TABLE II

1964

45

1:3

1965
54
25

25

20

24
15

19

11

15
4
5
4
4

...u
182

19
11
ll
6
5
4
4

:3

..12.
196

..

9.18

-7DISPOSITION OF TECHNICAL STUDENT REGISTRANTS

E!!!J2lo;y;e:rs!

CHE CE

Government
Federal
State
g
Petroleum
Local Prim.
Contr.
Elect. Equip.
& Mfg.
1
Ohem. & Allied 7
Aircraft
Construction
Research
Education
Public Utility
Employed (de·
tails unlmown)2
other
Totals

2
1
1

4

EE

NuE

4

2

4

3

7
1
3

1
2

4

1

1

2

l

Biol Cham Gaol Math
1

1

1

18 11

ME

2

l

4
1

7

17

2

20

15

1

10

14

10
11

14
9

9
7
6
2
2

9,

1

l

2

2

l
1

1

l

3
l

2

4

'62 '£4.-

l

3

26 17

P~s

l
6

12

2
8

~

5
5

2
1

3

96

93

l

8
4
31
6

9
0

other Tech.
Registrants:
Still Seeking
other Plans
Graduate School 4
Military
2
Did Not CorDplate
No Information
Return to
NAti.ve Qountr;y:
Totals
24

l
3
2

1
1
7
2
l
3

l

2

21

41 21

4

2

l

4

3

4

l
4

2
10

9

l

5

2

2

9

15

l
1

33

g

3
12

7.

6 160

l5S

8

0

TABLE III
,.

9:'19
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DISPOSITION OF NON-TECHNICAL STUDENT REGISTRANTS
Gen.
Mgmt.
InvesAcct. tig:ation Trng:. Sales Bus. other
Government
Federal
State
City
Industry
Education
Finance & Banking
Retell Sales
In£ormation
Insu:ra<1ce
Service Organizations
Employed (de-

3

Totals
'62 '64
12
13

;3

2
2

2
1

6

1

4

3
1

4

18
9
6

l

l
3

g

6
2

2

1

2

14

6

7

4

Still Seeking
Graduate School
Military
Retu:rn to Native Land
Did Not Complete
Housewife
No In£ormatinn

4

4

2

··2
6

11

2l

62

55

tAils unkno:ml)

4

12
4
6
3
3

28
11

2
1

3
2

35

144
T.ABLE IV

AVERAGE MONI'HLY SALABY OFFERS _ BACHELORS LEVEL
Curriculum

Business Administration
Engr .-Chemical
Engr .-CivU
Engr .-Electrical
Engr .-JV:echanica1
Humanities
Physical Sciences

1964
$517
61$
576
643
612
No.In£o.

Class o£

244

1965
$501
672
601
666
640
451

Class of

644

National

Averag~

$530
642
618
641
6;35
512
609

*From July 1965 Salary Survey Report Compiled by College Placement
Council.
Average monthly salary offer from all fields of engineering at ~ $654
Nat'l average monthly salary offer for all fields of engineering:
6;35
T.ABLE V

~
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:a.

Educational Plallement
1. Number o£ Applicants. The Educational Section of the Bureau

handled a total of 708 teacher registrants during 1964-65. This
figure includes 489 seniors and graduate students and 219 alumni
reactivations. Six hundred and twenty-one registered for public
school placement, and 87 for college placement. A total of 411
registrants have been placed; 355 in public schools and 56 in colleges.
The number who wish to be placed and are not placed cannot be determined until late August, 1965. However 1 this figure will be much
below the 297 registrants who have not reported their status as of
July l, 1965. Some of these are just "shoppers" who will return to
the schools in which they taught last year, scme do not intend to
teach and registered only to meet the requirements of the College of
Education, and others will obtain positions between now and September

.,

(See Tables VII and VIII, pages 12 and 13•)

t.

2. Placement Procedures. Over 2200 individual sets or credentials
were sent to school officials upon their requests. This process involvec
the duplication of original references and data, assembling a packet
under a cover sheet, ccmpleting a form letter to the official requesting the file, and posting the information in the registrant's
file.

With the volume of requests received 1 this procedure

~onstitutes

one of the major work loads of the Educational Section of the Bureau.
~vever,

educational personnel and teachers are placed primarily

by mail, unlike the Industrial Section where placement is made

primer~

by means of the personal interview.

Applicants are sent a monthly list of positions available throughout
the country, and through this assistance and an up-to-date file or
openings kept in the Placement Bureau Library, they are able to make
the initial contact with the school officials.

..

-10-

Although still a secondary methoa of placing teachers, the interviews
during the recruiting season ere

o~inoreaeing·importance-aeoh

year.

Seventy-five school administrators conducted 853 individual interviews
during campus visits.

Y~ny

formal schedules, dropped

by

other administrators who did not request
the office to check files and discuss

their staffing problems.

3. Teacher Placement Trends. The number of registrants continues
to increase in this section. Fortunately, an increase was also noted
in the number of openings listed with the Placement Bureau. Supply
and demand was about equal for elementary teachers; this was a change
from previous years when the demand has been greater than the supply.

On the secondary level, registrants in the social sciences dropped
off considerably (from 101 last year to 82 this year). Since the
social sciences remain the area where the supply is much greater than
1he demand, this drop would indicate some excellent counselling in
the College of Education. Those registered in the English field rose
from 69 to 83 this year. English teachers are always in demand in
so~e

area Qf the country. However, many of our English teachers are

married

wo~en

Umited to the Albuquerque area, and the Albuquerque

school system did not have enough openings this year to absorb all
of these qualified English teachers.

Over two-thirds of the college

applicants :registered with the Bureau were placed in college positions.
,-

The number of registrants for college positions rose from 55 last year
to 87 this year 1 however the demand for college teachers was greater
this year than ever before. This fact is undoubtedly due to (l) the
increase in college enrolln:ents throughout the country, and (2) the
large number of new colleges which are being established.
VI, VII, VIII, and IX pages 12 and 13.)

(See Tables

-11-

4. Geographic Preference. Most or our teachers remain in New
Y.exioo 1 with .Albuquerque continuing to take the J.ion' s share.

California is the next choice ili popularity. others are scattered
throughout the United States and a few foreign countries.

,,

.-------------~----

---

-

-
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REGISTRANTS BY MAJOR TEAOH!NG FIELD
(New and Reactivations)
PUBLIC SCHOOL
Elementary--~------

133

Secondary
Social Sciences---Physical Eduo.----English -------------Sciences----------Languages---------Industrial Arts---MUsic-------------Business Educ.-----

82
66
83
37
39
16
31
24

Administration- - ---------Arts & Crafts
· ·------Home Economics
------NBthematics----------Psychology~-----Library;
------

16
26
22

29
2

l
Counseling~
-~-~------ 13
Special Educ.--------------- 1

Total----------~.QZ!.

COLLEGE

English--------------- 15
6

Axt------------------Sciences--------------

ll

Education------------- 3
History--------------- 19
Languages------------- 7
Psychology------------- 1

Economics-----------------Mathematics---------------Guidance-------------Physical Educ .--

6
5

Mlsia------------

2

Administration------------Geology-----

6
4

Total-------------

~

TABLE VI
TEACHER REGISTRANTS
New Registrants:
Public Sohool-------------------445
College-------- 44
Reactivations:
Public School---------------------------176
College
- - - - - - - - - - - 43
Total number registered--2Qa
Percentage of' increase 17%
TABLE VII

1

-13TEACHER PLACEMENTS 1964·65
Public School---------355
College----- - ---------------------- 56
Total Plaoed--.-----A11
Percentage of increase 16%
TABLE VIII

PLACEMENTS BY MAJOR TEACHING FIELDS
Elementary------~

lll

Secondary:
English---------Sciences--------Social Science--Languages-------MUsic-----------Physical Education

Art--------------Nathematios-------

30

Industrial A r t s - 11
Business Education--- 11
Home Economics------- 8
Counseling----------- 2
Administrative------- 5
Special Education---- 1

267

Total----------------355

58

17

JO

25
11

College
English----------- 14

Business Education--Physical Education--Wathematios---------Administrative------Psychology-Geology-·· • - - -

Art~------------Sciences---------- 24

Languages--------History----------Music------Counseling-------Education---------

3

7
l

3
5

Total-----·-

Total Placements All Levels------

l

8
3
3
l

l

2.2

~

TABLE IX
,.

-14C. Part-Time and Summer Placement
1. Number of Registrants: Approximately 2500 students and students'
wives registered for part-time or summer positions with the Bureau.
This figure includes student aid positions (limited to enrolled
students) and other jobs on and off

ca~us.

2. Placements: A total of 2680 positions were filled

by

the Bureau.

This figure is greater than the number of students registered because
many students accept a number of

te~orary

part-time positions, such

as yard work, inventory, etc. throughout the year, in addition to
permanent part-time work. Except in the highly skilled jobs requiring engineering, accounting, or drafting which some students
obtain on a part-time permanent basis, most bf the positions listed
in. this section of the Bureau range from B5t an hour to $1.25 an hour
and serve to supplement rather than pay his college expenses.
). Student Aid: A total of 243 applicants obtained student aid
positions in various departments on campus. These positions pay

90~

per hour and students must have indicated a financial need and meet
certain scholastic requirements to be eligible for participation
in this program. These positions have two advantages over most
other part-time listings in that (l) the positions are always located
on campus, and (2) working hours are arranged to fit the convenience
of the student's class schedule.

4.

Full

Time Summer Work: Technical students completing their

junior year, or seniors planning to enter graduate school, obtained
the highest paying summer jobs by interviewing industrial

represeTh~a

tives during the recruiting season. Most or the students obtaining
sumreer work took jobs out-of-town in summer camps, national parks;
r:sorts, eta. Listings for summer jobs in Albuquerque were at en alltime low this year, although a few students did obtain local positions.

.-----------------------

-
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5. Placement Procedures: A screening process was instituted by
Mrs. Susan Conlon Demas, who is in charge of this section. The
listings which were made available on an informal basis to students
did not indicate where the jobs were located or the person to
contact concerning them. Before this information was given to a
student, Mrs. Demas checked whether or not the student was
for the service o£ the Bureau, and whether or not he

~~t

q~lified

the re-

quirements listed by the employer concerning his skills and educational
background. Students were also required to report back as to whether
or not they obtained the position. Several students who proved to
be poor representatives of The University of New Mexico because of
unethical behavior (discourtesy to employer, poor performance on the
job or failure to report for a job that had been accepted) were denied
further services in this section of the Bureau.
6. Publicity; The need for positions for students to be J.isted with
the Bureau was given maximum attention again this year. Cards were
sent to all members, except colLllleroial placement bureaus, of the
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce, and other sources such as radio and
TV were also used.

-~P~II

1. Physical Facilities. Future plans for improving the facilities
or the Placement Bureau have been discussed and tentatively approved
by university officials. These new facilities should be ready for
oocupanoy within the next two years; therefore the Bureau is planning
no new facilities in the interim. The need for these planned faoilitiess
and the specific requirements remain the same as those listed in last
year's report.
2. Staff Requirements. The major staffing requirements include:
(l) a third Assistant Director. This person woUld handle the part-time
and sumreer emplqyment section of this Bureau. Although many improve~ents

have been made in this section through the efforts of Mrs. Demas,

the secretary, an Assistant Director is needed to devote considerable
time to contacting prospective employers to increase the number and
quality o£ jobs listed, and also to give individual counselling and
attention to hard-ship oases, which is now handled

b,y

the Director.

(2) An additional f.Ull-time clerk-typist is needed because of the
great increase in registrants in both the industrial and teacher
sections of the Bureau. It is becoming increasingly impossible for
one person in each section to keep uP with the daily paper work during
the peak periods. Uhfortunately 1 these periods over-lap end the steff
in the two sections find little time to assist the other1 which has
been the solution in the past.
The Bureau appreciates the assignment of a clerk-typist in the
Industrial Section as or July 1, 1965. This addition will enable the
Assistant Director in this section to give her attention to counselling,
contacting employers, and in general give better service to the

-17-

registrants and employers. However, this addition does not inarease
the number of clerk-typists in the office, since the work assigned
to the new clerk-typist was previously handled by the Assistant
Di~eotor.

PAIU' III

A. Staff Appointments. The following"individusls were appointed to the
staff of the Placement Bureau during the year ending June 30 1

1965~

Susan Conlon Demas (from hal£ time to full-time)

July

.Alice W.artinez

Aug. 19, 1964

Reese Smith

June 1, 1965

John

McClure

1, 1964

July 1, 1964

B. Staff Separations
Ruth Burlison

Aug. 181 1964

John li'!OOlure

W.ay 31, 1965

Mrs • Burlison left because of the transfer of her husband to another
city and was replaced by Mrs. J{.artinez. Mr. W.cOlure was appointed
as Assistant Director for Educational Placement and left to accept
another position on campus. Mr. Smith was then appointed to the
position of Assistant Director £or Educational Placement.

..
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OUTSIDE PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
• A. High School Relations During the 1964-65 Academic Year: The
Director of Placement served as the University's representative to
the Traveling Committee of the Coordinating Oounail of colleges and
secondary schools in the State of New Waxico. In this capacity he
assisted in the development of the itinerary for the annual College
Day Programs conducted in gigh schools throughout the state.
During the conduct of the College Dey Programs the Director
represented the University to the senior classes of 58 high schools.
This representation included speaking to groups and participating
in both group and individual counseling where high school seniors
were concerned. In manw schools special talks were made to sophomore
and junior classes also.
In addition to these activities, the Director was responsible for
planning the annual High School Senior Day which was conducted on
campus on Saturday 1 N.aroh 13 1 1965. This particular Senior Day was
even more successful than those conducted in the past. Approximately
700 seniors were in attendance. These students represented 44 New
WBxico high schools. Many of them were accompanied by their parents
or high school counselors, and while on campus had the opportunity
for discussion with professors in their various fields o£

interest~

These students and parents also had the opportunity to hear oaupus
student leaders disouss various aspects of University life.

- l9 Additionally, the high school seniors visiting our campus had the
opportunity of taking a number of conducted tours throughout the
University campus.
B. Professional Activities: Both the Director and Assistant
Director for Industrial Placement are active members of the Rooky
Y~untain

College Placement Association. This is the regional

professional placement association for this area, and along with
seven other regional associations in the United States and Canada
comprises the College Placement

The Director and Assistant

Council~

Director both attended the annual conference of the Rooky Mountain
College Placement Association in Scotsdale, Arizona, during the
first week of October, 1964. The Director serves as Chairman of the
N~mbership

Committee for the State of New Mexico. In this capacity he

has been responsible for the addition of

ma~

new members for the

association. Additionally, the Director served on the association's
nominating committee during the past year.
Both the Director and the Assistant Director for education became
active members of the Association for Staffing Colleges, Universities
and Secondary Schools. This is a national professional organization
for persons involved in the field of educational placement.
The Assistant for Industrial Placement is an active member of the
Albuquerque Chapter of Personnel Women of New

N~xico,

while the Director

is an active member of the Albuquerque Chapter of the National Personnel
Association.
During the second six months of 1964 the Director continued to
operate the 75th Anniversary Speakers Bureau. The Speakers Bureau
provided speakers for many organizations both

loca~

and out o£ town.

This function went out of existence as of December Jl, 1964.

.-----------------

--

-
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In addition to the above outside activities, the Director is an
active member of the .Albuquerque Armed Forces Advisory Committee. The
members of this committee are selected from among military personne1
stationed in the local area, and from 1ocal civilians who are in
positions of leadership in the community. The purpose o£ this committee
is to develop and promote ways and means of improving the present good
relationship existing between the military estab1ishment and the civi1iat
community.
The Director has served for the past 2 l/2 years as an e1der of the
First United Presbyterian Chu:t'ch in .Albuquerque, and wil1 continue to
serve in that capacity until December 31 1 1965.
As an active member o£ the Albuquerque Rotary Club, the Director
has served 12 months as a member o£ the Board o£ Directors of that club
and will continue to serve as a Rotary Director until June :30, 1966.

r--------------- - -
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THE REPORT OF THE STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
July 1, 1964 to June 30, 1965
A. Kenneth Young, M.D., Director
Significant Developments:
Once again it is gratifying to report that the general health of
the students has been good for the current year under review.
There were no epidemics of communicable disease and analysis of
the appended statistical tables demonstrates a relatively similar
pattern of illness to that which obtained the previous year.

There

was a slight reduction in the incidence of respiratory infections and
a slight increase in the proportion of minor accidental injuries.

This

year a new table has been added giving a percentage comparison of the
volume of work carried out in the Department during the actual session
from September to May.
It is evident from these figures, taking into account the absence of
epidemics, that student acceptance of the Service continues to increase
in a most satisfactory manner.
It is noted with deep regret, however, that during the year there was
an unusually high number of student deaths, nine in all.
died in four separate auto accidents.
freak accident in Mesa Vista Dormitory.

Six students

One student died tragically in a
A foreign student from Nigeria

died in a hospital of a major cardiac ailment, and one student who had
been under long-term private care took his own life.

- 1 -
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Staff Changes
In last year's report it was noted that arrangements had been com·
pleted for the addition of two new physicians to the Health Service Staff,
Jack M. McCabe, M.D. and Alice G. Brandfonbrener, M.D.
duties on September 1 and July 1, 1964· respectively.

They took up their
Their value as col-

leagues has been amply demonstrated throughout the year, and they have been
well accepted by students receiving service in the Department.
Mrs. Rita Thompson, clinical laboratory technician, resigned at the
end of May as her husband had been transferred to another state.
The Health Service was

e~tremely

fortunate, however, in completing

arrangements with Miss Evelyn Rapanos, a graduate in Medical Technology
of St. Joseph's Hospital, Victoria B.C,, Canada.

She will join the staff

here on July 1, 1965, coming from the Student Health Service at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada, where she served as clinical
laboratory technician for eight years.
Arrangements have also been made for the addition of two more nurses
to the staff of the Student Health Service,

Mrs. Sally Gaston, R.N. on

July 1, 1965 and Mrs. Marie Porter, R.N. on September 1, 1965.

Mrs. Gaston

comes to us from Portales, New Mexico where she headed the nursing staff of
the Student Health Service at Eastern :New Mexico University throughout the
previous year.

Mrs. Porter was on the staff of the Student Health Service

of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada from 195Z until
the present time.

- z-

Mrs. Adelina Wade was appointed as secretary to the Student Health
Service in May 1965 and brings to the Department a wealth of secretarial
experience in the business world.

She replaces Mrs. Dorothy Ayers who

resigned from the staff on May 7, 1965.
Mrs. Lois Mills, receptionist, resigned from the staff on June 30,
1965.

Receptionist duties will in future be carried out by a member of

the nursing staff.
Outside Professional Activities of the Health Service Staff
Professional Meetings and Conferences Attended
Dr. Shand attended the annual meetings of the American College of
Sports Medicine in Dallas in March 1965.
Dr, Williams attended the meetings of the American College of Chest
Physicians June 1965 in New York, the Western States Tuberculosis Conference in September 1964, and the Regional Meeting of the American College
of Physicians in December 1964.
Dr. Burress attended the meetings of the Southwestern Clinical Society
in Dallas and the International Proctologic Society in New Orleans in
March 1965, also the Rocky Mountain Clinical Society Meetings held in
Santa Fe in May 1965.
Dr. Best was present at meetings of the Southwestern Medical Society,
Las Vegas, Nevada.
The Director attended the State Committee appointed to review New Mexico
School Health Manuals in February 1965, and also was appointed Chairman of
the State Committee on the Health Screening of Prospective School Teachers.

- 3 -
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Professional Appointments, etc.
In June 1965 Dr. Shand was elected a Fellow of the American College of
Sports Medicine.

He was also appointed Vice Chairman of the Disaster Com-

mittee, Bernalillo Branch of the American Red Cross.
It is gratifying to report that Dr. Burress was elected Second
Vice President of the Bernalillo County Medical Society in January 1965,
Dr. Williams attained Fellowship in the American College of Chest
Physicians in June 1965.
Staff Publications During the Year
"Do's and Don'ts for Health Service Physicians 11
A. Kenneth Young, M.D.
The Journal Lancet, Minneapolis
November 1964 Volume 84 No. 11
Acknowledgments:
As in previous years the Director and Staff of the Student Health
Service most gratefully acknowledge the continuing support and encouragement of the many Officers and Departments of the University, whose warm
cooperation has greatly assisted the work of the Department throughout the
year.
Respectfully submitted;
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STATISTICAL REPORT
1964 - 1965

STUDENT ENROLLMENT
Student Registration

(1963-64)

1964-65

Fall Registration

(9494)

10,723

Regular Students Eligible
for Health Service

(6969)1'

7,927

Summer Session

(3519)

3,743

*

To the above must be added an average of
60 Peace Corps trainees per month for twelve
months in 1963-64

**

To the above must be added an average of
42 Peace Corps trainees per month for
twelve months in 1964-65
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+ 12.9%
*'~

+ 13.7%
+ 6.4%

STATISTICAL SUMMARY

(1963-64)

1964-65

Change

Total visits to Health
Service

(12550)

15039

+19.8%

Total consultations by
Health Service M.D.'s

( 8820)

10385

+17.7%

Total number of patients
seen by Health Service
M.D.'s

( 5632)

6392

+13.5%

87)

205

+134.5%

( 2845)

2876

+ 1.1%

462)

203

-56.8%

43)

25

-41.8%

736)

614

-16.6%

196)

195

( 8477)

9268

Physical Examinations U.N.M. employees
Total cases seen by
Nurse only*
Diathenny
Ultra-violet
Allergy Injections
Number of Immunizations
and Vaccinations
Performed

(

* Total cases seen by nurses
(including those later seen
by doctors)

- 6 -

+ 9.3%

Division of Psychiatry

(1963-64)
Number of students seeu.

( 76

Total number of Interviews
and Consultations

(416

Average number of
consultations per student

)

1964-65

Change

118

+55.3%

581

+41. 6%

5.5)

4.9

-10.9%

The number of students seen represents 1.8% of all
students seen by Health Service Physicians.
The number of consultations represents 5.6% of all
consultations by Health Service Physicians.

..
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Clinical Laboratory

(1963-64)

1964-65

Change

Number of students seen

(1067)

1778

+ 62%

Number of tests performed

(3457)

3718

+ 7.5"/,

( 193)

156

- 17%

(1963-64)

1964-65

Change

+ 14.4%

Administration
Directors Business Meetings,
Interviews, Conferences and
Staff Meetings
In-Patient Service

Number of Admissions

(360

)

412

Number of Patient Days

(820

)

1027

Average Days/Patient

2.3)

2.5

Average Patients/Day

2.2)

2.8

+ 25%

,.
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SESSIONAL COMPARISON
Period September to end of May 1964-65
TRUE SESSIONAL PICTURE
NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE STUDENTS UP BY 13.7% (Fall Registration)
Total Visits are up

24.8% Compared to Previous Year

M.D. Consultations are up

22.9% Compared to Previous Year

New Cases of Illness are up

19.4% Compared to Previous Year

Psychiatry Visits are up

41.8% Compared to Previous Year

Lab (Students Seen) are up

64.5% Compared to Previous Year

*Nurse Only Visits are up

6.0% Compared to Previous Year

In-Patient Admissions are up

19.4% Compared to Previous Year

In-Patient/Patient Days are up

25.6% Compared to Previous Year

*Total Students Seen by Nurses
(New Cases + Nurse Only)

Up By 14.8%

,.
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Relative Incidence of Disease and Conditions Seen
(International Classification - abridged)
(1963-64)

1964-65

Diseases of the Respiratory System

(35.4%)

32.9%

Accidental Poisoning and Violence

(19.9%)

21.14%

Diseases of Skin and Cellular Tissue

(11.5%)

11.28%

Diseases of Digestive System

( 8.3%)

9.08%

Emotional Disorders

( 2.0':1,)

3.1%

Infectious and Parasitic Diseases

( 1.6%)

2.07%

Disease of Genito-Urinary System

( 2. 2%)

2.43%

.9%)

1.75%

Diseases of the Nervous System
Symptoms and Ill-defined Conditions

( 7.2%)

6.1%

Other Conditions

(11.0%)

10.07%

(Resp. Disease more than 3% above average in Oct., Dec., Jan., Feb., March)
(
more than 3% below average in July, Aug., Nov., May
)
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!HE REPORT OF THE S!UDENT PERSONNEL OFFICE

July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Helen Whiteside, Dean of Women
Howard V. Mathany, Dean of Men

General Responsibilities and Developments During the Academic Year 1964-65
The basic functions of the offices of the Dean of Women and the
Dean of Men have continued to be in the areas of personal guidance and
counseling of students, administration of the University's scholarship
and loan programs, maintenance of student personnel records, assisting and
adv:i.s:ing the social and honorary student organizations, working with the
residence hall staff members, coordination of the student personnel office
staff and office procedures, supervision of the sorority and fraternity
house mother staff, and assistance with the high school recruitment and
visitation program.
There is a myriad of desultory duties and services which devolve
upon student personnel staff members.

Thes·e include such activities as

workshop assistance, public speaking engagements, publications, general
community service, and participation in professional meetings and conferences throughout the state and out-of-state.
As the University student population continues to expand and
growj so do the duties of both the Dean of Women and the Dean of Men.
Personal counseling situations are multiplying in both numbers and diversity, and proper maintenance of student records is becoming substantially
more time consuming from sheer bulk.

Additional office and storage space

along with additional staff will soon be needed acutely.

Data Processing

is proving beneficial, but its benefits are coming more slowly than
anticipated and the full value and importance of machine operations is
yet to be realized in the offices of the Dean of Women and the Dean of Men.

Student Rousing
Prior to the arrival of students on campus in September, those
of us working in the area of housing knew that we would have more students
than spaces for them in the residence halls for men and women.

Immediate

steps were taken to alleviate the over-crowded conditions, and the need
for the development of a new housing policy became evident.

For the first

time in the housing of women students, it seemed that we would be able to
move away from compulsory housing toward providing housing for those who
want and choose to live on campus.

Also for the first time, allowance was

provided that women students could be admitted to the University even
though housing on campus was not available to them.

The new University

housing policy, which emerged and was approved by the Regents effective
September, 1965, has added a great deal of flexibility in student choice
and also has reduced the question of discrimination in our procedures.
Additional developments in the area of housing are as follows:

(1) the

completion and opening of Santa Ana Hall for Women; (2) the completion
and opening of Alvarado Hall for Men; (3) the publication of a student
housing brochure by the Director of llousing; (4) the conversion of two
floors of Mesa Vista Hall to faculty offices; (5) the installation of
private telephones in all residence halls; (6) the acquisition of an
apartment complex to accommodate the University Peace Corps Training
Program; (7) the displacement of residence hall parking facilities

~

construction of the new infirmary; and (8) a continued improvement in
the over-all men 1 s and women 1 s residence halls personnel program.
Although the construction and opening of a privately-owned
and business-operated off-campus housing facility, The College Inn, has
caused some concern, it has not damaged nor negated the need for the
University to continue with its housing building program.

It is felt

•.

r------------------------~-

~-

t
that this College Inn housing facility for those who wish off-campus
housing will serve an appropriate need for a certain number of our students.
It is also hoped that the plans for future residence halls will be continued and that we will have additional structures ready for occupancy
by the fall of 1967.
Scholarships and Loans
The financial aid program for students at the University is
expanding rapidly due to a proliferation of monetary programs sponsored
by the federal government.

During 1964-65, more than $777,000.00 was

administered, excluding athletic grants-in-aid and graduate financial
aid programs.

This compares with $628,000.00 in 1963-64, $573,000.00

in 1962-63, and $362,000.00 in 1961-62.

The total number of students

involved in the financial aid program increased by some 400 over the last
year,

Scholarship activity among students increased by nearly $40,000.00

while the loan program increased by $121,000.00.

The large increase in

the latter is explained by a heavily increased participation in the United
Student Aid Funds Program and the addition of several federal programs.
In addition to the Scholarship program ($397,000.00), five major loan
programs ($380,000.00) were administered by student personnel, along
with athletic grants-in-aid ($184,000.00) and eight small loan funds
($18,000.00).

At the close of the fiscal year, the University made

arrangements to enter the federally-sponsored College Work-Study program,
which is now operational.
Including scholarships, major loans, short-term loans, and
athletic grants-in-aid, a total of $980,000.00 in financial aid was
administered through the student personnel office during the 1964-65 year.
The creation of a spearate office for administration of student aids is
alleviating the crowded conditions in the Deans' offices and will enable
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this functior. to be carried out much more efficiently.

Even so, the

offices of the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women will still be
ing the athletic

grants-in~aid

administer~

and certain small loan funds totaling some

$200,000.00 annually.
Other services to students dealing with financial aid concern
the administration of the student deferment payment plan for tuition in
cooperation with the cashiers' office.

This function has rested within

the offices of the Dean of Women and the Dean of Men over the past number
of years.

Considerable time has been given in counseling with students

in setting up their deferment payments and in following through with
those reported as having delinquent accounts.

It is felt that this

function can be more efficiently handled in the student aids office, and
it is encouraging to note that such a plan is materializing.

It should

be noted that the transfer of such a large operation as the financial aids
program is no small task.

The various staff personnel within the offices

of the Deans of Women and Men have invested considerable time in assisting
the student aids staff and will expect to be called upon for various
consultations from time to time.
A detailed report of the scholarship, loan, and

grant~in~aid

programs is appended to this final report.
Student Counseling
It can be noted by both the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women
that the number of students who frequent the office for counseling on
personal concerns has increased sizeably and that, in order to take care
of them adequately, additional staff will have to be added for the 1965-66
year.

Continued concern is felt by both Deans for a more adequate referral

service for those students who are felt to need more psychological or
psychiatric assistance.

(This need arises out of the nature of the problems

brought and the degree of seriousness affecting the student.)

It has been

felt that the part-time addition of the psychiatrist to the Health Service
is a tremendous assistance, but one part-time psychiatrist for the entire
University seems to be most inadequate in terms of the needs brought to
the attention of the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women.
It is also felt that this office and other offices rendering
counseling to students could benefit by closer coordination of our efforts.
Although the Dean of Women and the Dean of Men are accountable for knowing
what happens to each of our students, it is a bit unrealistic that many
other offices dealing with student concerns and student welfare, undoubtably through lack of time, fail to notify this office of their actions.
It would be highly desirable to set forth a procedural policy making
possible the centralization of such information so as not to lose track
of students, and to be able to provide· one place for this information to
be obtainable.

With the growth of the present and future, this need for

a one-place-check-point will be more acutely realized and felt.
Greek Fraternities and Sororities
The Greek system as a whole still leaves much to be desired.
Even so, it is felt that the efforts of the Greeks toward furthering
scholastic achievement has made some headway, and that their efforts in
the line of their social activities have taken on some maturity and responsibility toward the University and the general public relations area.

It

is further felt that their emphasis has changed from the activities of
the past toward an emphasis on service to the University and to their
philanthropic projects.
Within the total building and expansion of the University, provision has been made for fraternities and sororities to relocate themselves
on different property in different sections of the campus; provision also

t=.
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has been made for additional groups who might wish to colonize in the
future to come onto the campus.

These elaborate plans would indicate that

the University plans to back the fraternities and sororities and to encourage them to play a vital role in the academic picture as well as in the
area of standards for behavior of the students.

With this emphasis from

the administration, the Dean of Women readily made plans for one of the
groups (Phi Mu) to be selected to colonize and to become established at
the beginning of the 1965-66 school year.
The fraternities and sororities have, during the past year, lent
their support and resources to many civic projects.

Their work during

Greek Week received recognition from both the city manager and the chairman
of the city commission.
Fraternity membership increased during 1964-65, but the percentage of the male undergraduate students who were members of fraternities
dropped.

The drop was approximately eight-tenths of one per cent.

1964-65 four hundred and three students pledged fraternities.
one hundred and seventy-two or 42.6 per cent became actives.

In

Of these
This indicates

that the selection of members and pledgeship are two areas in which all
fraternities need improvement.
The Omega Psi Phi colony is progressing slowly but does hope
to meet the Interfraternity Council requirements for full membership
during the 1965-66 academic year.

An invitation was extended to Phi Gamma

Delta to establish a chapter at the University of New Mexico, and they plan
to colonize early this fall.

The "Fijis 11 are one of the outstanding

national fraternities and they lvill be an asset to the Greek system.
Further expansion of the system is planned,

At the present time it is

the intent of Interfraternity Council to invite another fraternity to
colonize in the fall of 1966.

There are several national fraternities who
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have indicated a definite interest in establishing chapters at the
University of New Mexico; our task is to pick one who is in a position
to establish a strong chapter.
A number of projects have been instigated within the Interfraternity Council to help resolve some of the problems mentioned in
last year's report.

The housing problem will be reduced substantially

if the project presently proposed for the south campus can be completed
successfully.

There will still be a need for housing for the new and

developing chapters.

As mentioned earlier, the selection of members and

the pledge training programs are not adequate, but substantial effort was
put forth by the Interfraternity Council and this office to try to improve
them during the past year.
bear fruit.

It is hoped that in time these efforts will

A weekend workshop is scheduled for the Lawrence Ranch

early this fall with two or three national secretaries in attendance.
All fraternities will be represented, and there should be excellent discussions on how improvements can be made and existing problems resolved.
Interfraternity Council has continued to strengthen its programs and is
becoming a more effective body.

There is every indication that the corning

year will be one of continued progress.
Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
1.

that a new housing policy be put into effect which would
cease all discrimination used toward Albuquerque (women)
resident students and which would be more closely indentified
with the academic purposes of the University;

2.

that the development program of the University continue
to provide on-campus housing regardless of other offcampus facilities which may develop in the future;

3.

that there be established a separate office for the

~
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scholarships and loans due to the rapid growth and heavy
demands in this area;
4.

that the Scholarship and Loans Committee be reactivated in
order to aid that office with policy and difficult decisions;

5.

that the University llusiness. Office establish different
procedures relative to the issuance of deferred payments
and the collection of delinquent accounts;

6.

that additional psychiatric service be provided as referral
agents for those counseling with students;

.7.

that procedures be established for keeping the Dean of
Women and the Dean of Men informed regarding pertinent
and appropriate information about students, thus establishing the offices of the Dean of Women and the Dean of Men
as a central information office for the use of faculty and
other University officials;

8.

that the Greek system at the University be more positively
received as are other student groups who render service
and aid in the public relations of the University.

It is

felt that certain negative attitudes toward fraternities
and sororities exist which indicate conflict and disagreement within the administration.

With the exposure of more

favorable attitudes toward fraternities and sororities, it
is believed that these groups will have the incentive to
respond and perform with renewed vigor;
9.

that additional professional staff be added for both the
Deans of Women and Men along with appropriate added clerical
assistance to render the office as a more efficient operation
for the University;
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10.

that the President's Administrative Council meet at least
once for the sole purpose of bringing all its members upto-date on matters under consideration by the Committee on
the University and by the Administrative Vice-President on
present and future building plans or proposals.

Administrative Appointments to Staff
Mrs. Jessica Koeberle, Assistant to the Dean of Women,
effective July 1, 1965;
Miss Karen Glazer, promoted to Assistant Dean of Women,
effective July 1, 1965;
Miss Sue Metzger, promoted to Assistant Dean of Women in
charge of Women's Residence Halls, effective July 1, 1965;
Miss Margery Stacy, Personnel Coordinator, Women's Residence
Halls, effective August 15, 1965;
Mrs. Jean Myers, clerk-typist, effective July 1, 1965.
Administrative Separations from Staff
At the close of the 1964-65 academic year the following
separations were effective:
Miss Margaret Nolte, Associate Dean of Women, separation
date effective July 1, 1965;
Mrs. Jeannette Preketes, Secretary, separation date effective
July 1, 1965.
Professional Activities of Staff Members
The staff members of the Dean of Women and the Dean of Men
participated in the following professional conferences and national meetings throughout the year:
Mr. Chase, National Interfraternity Council Conference;
Cincinnati, Ohio; December, 1964.

Miss Glazer, National Association of Women Deans and Counselors,
American Personnel and Guidance Association; Minneapolis,
Minnesota; .April, 1965.
Miss Metzger, American Personnel and Guidance Association;
Minneapolis, Minnesota; April, 1965.
Miss Nolte, National Association of Women Deans and Counselors;
Minneapolis, Minnesota; April, 1965.
Mr. Poole, Intermountain Association of Residence Hall Councils;
Greeley, Colorado; Intermountain Association of College and
University Housing Officers Conference; Boulder, Colorado;
April, 1965.

Mr. Reagan, National Financial Aid Officers Workshop (American
College Personnel Association, College Scholarship Service, and
The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education);
Boulder, Colorado; June, 1964.
Mr. Smith, Institute of Management of Southern Methodist
University; Dallas, Texas; December, 1964; Intermountain
Association of College and University Housing Officers
Conference; Boulder, Colorado; April, 1965.
Miss Whiteside, National Association of Women Deans and
Counselors; Minneapolis, Minnesota; April, 1965.
Through the attendance of professional meetings, staff members
gain from the exchange of ideas, additional personal growth, and professional stature, bringing to their jobs substantial results in terms of raising
the quality of their work.

..
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The Report ot the Of't'ioe ot the Fbreign Student Adviser
Jul:;r 1., 196h "' June 30, 196$

,/).. { ~

~-.J.b.x:r Jane Cook, Foreign Stuient Adviser/
J\ssistant ProfGISSOr, Depal'tment or English

--

'n_eyeloenta cl\lt'lng the academic zear 1264~
~lot the activities 1nitiate4 <hui.ng the academiC ;vuar l963.0h, when

t~. df.tioe ·~the Fo~i:gn Student Adviser was opened (see llepoztJI l963.0k)•
have continua4 and exPEUldad during the past ~ar.

f'o:raign students rep:resanting

6!r.

countries.

'l'he%9 a:re naw 328

The addition of a i'ull-tima

secretary who bas been able to manage the machinery ot tbe o!'t1ce snd to
wh0111 I couJ.d

re~gata

reaponsib:Uit;r !'or th\9 host

f~

progl'alll has

enabled me to devote Tllf. tiw.e this ;vear to working with the etlldents

and to the _proper work of foreign student ad\>isement 6
the most

sign~cmt

Follu.rlng aro

developnants:

I haTe been able to work cloBel;r with the International Club9

(l)

as their facultyo adviser,, and their aotiv:Lties haw broadened this yaar..
The International Fbst:!.val was an outstanding soocasa, with an audience

of ~bout 600; a. picnic heJ~ this spring at Oak Bluffs attracted ab011t
300o

A new development; has beefl. a much closer wol"l.d.ng ralatioruship
.

I

between the International Club and the Student Council, for which the
'

•

j

'

Club treasurer, Miea D;l.ane Ja~s¥ has been largely reeponaibleo

Both

organisations are wol'king activelY' to Jll'01110te the Peeple•to•Paople
progrem 9 which ve joina<l this ;year, on the campus.

Mr. John

~11 1

of the Student Couno'll, ani Miss Jaynes attended the annual national
conteranco of Peoplo~o-Pe~ beld in Denver this apl'lng.
ara ll1cld.ng plans
an

~er.l.~sn

tor .Q Brother-S!ater program on the

CQ!IIpdB•

'l'he;r
eo tbat.

Brother or Sisto:&' will be aaaif!'ll&d to each .fo:reign student,

and £o1• a wollacoordinated or:l.atrtation tor toreign students 1n which the
J\merican Brothers and Sistel"S will taka an active pert. this !'al.l 0
Intemational Club continues to volk for en Intornatd.onal Center on

The
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the campqa 1 or in the oommunit.;r, and

presented~

7.ntemational. Festival tt? P:ooaident '!'0111 L. Popejo;y
cont1~bu.t1on ·~o

(2)

Two

profits .from the
a~

an Wtial

a center.

new i'oreign atudan't oxganizations

~been established

on the f:ampust the Arab Stu~trl Dll,lb ~ the Indo~rl.oan Assacia'toion!'
(3)

One vexy su.ccess.f'u.l progl'iS!Il which this office carr:Led out. was

to host a group C«l1Sisting oi' nina ads!f and one Fmne,h V11!1:Ltors from
the Expa:r:f.mnt 1n :tntemational Living tor two waeks last

sunmere

The

&tpar1msnt. is pl.Qnning to sencl a group ~ Sllt!1dish Visitors to AlbuclJlal'q\W

this :yaar'l
(k)'l'ho host

.i'smil;r program

llss dollbled 1n numbers of .:&nUies

participating (tb.e:m are about ~.3S i~ our files),. and the foreign st;\ldents
not1 accept the prog:em as an e st~bl:l.sbed i'act and part ot their
axper:l.a:nce at the University o! New li:!:xieo,o
(5')

The program in English gor foreign

at'llients~ Which

I set up

last year, has womed very eff:l.ciently this year, nth no ditt.l.culties except

on the part of some half a dozen students who were adl!litted without
approval ot their Engllsb,.

m:v

The program has consisted ors (1) pretesting

on a standard ~isheaa-a-eeoond.•l.anguage

teat, subjeot to

my approval .

for admission; (2) teet:ing for placement in Englis}]. on arrival, the objective
test bair.g administered b;y Pounselling and Testing-? with an essay, subject to
my daciaion as to passing or failing and placement in English coursess

(3) testing fCY't' undergraduate EPE 2'equi:rement., administered 1n tba satme

uay ae the plaJlment test, subject to my dacisionJ (h) evaluation of English
credits for transfer :t'rom foreign 1not1tutiou9 which I personal.:cy have
done £or the English Depal,'tmentJ (S) three levels of courses in English ao
a sacond language, which I set up and choeo textbooka for, and the instructors
of wh:t.ch I httve supervised~ as weU as bu1ng taught courself ll!yllelf'..

..

€!m'tificaht plans

ana

\
rscC!DTii8fJ!lations for the near future

i
&••

--
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~l) Tbenr should be more active cooperation with national. .fo:n'lign-atud.ant

organizationeo

A good headsta:rt has been made this ;year with tba People...tOao

?eople prognm11 a3 wen as th0 ~rimant in International ~o

Work

with the In}amation.al Student Serri.ce baB continoodo
(2) More of'tice apace is impatat.:l.ve, and
Gentl!lr sbould be supportedo

t~

d:tive for an Intemation&l·

Tba Center should inclw:ie the Fo:reign Student.

Adviseros oi'!:lce, o.f'i'11:e space fdr the community vol'I.U'lte&ra1 ~ace for

the Loan Closet, a reading roQDI containing foreign periodicals and naorspaNSrs 9
an audito:r;!:um, and dining facilities.
!cbninistra~ive

SeJlOintments to stat£'

lho Mar;y H. Bla:l.l18, Secretary
· June 22", l96h•present (Full-timea Jul¥ l, l961J•p:res~t)
~istrativ~

aeP!rationa from star(

Dro Mary Jane Cook, Fol"Gign Student Ad!ser
August;

lS, l?o3ooJuna 30, 'l96S ·

Outside professional activities of Pb:rOisp Student

Advi~t.

(Notat as an Assistant. Frotessor :1.n the Department ot Enslish1 ae wan as
half•time Foreign Student Adv1S9l',~~ I have taught two cOti:rses per semester
:tn the Department o£ English and supervised the program in English as a

second language, and during SUD'lliler Tam,

1964,

taught; a special progrem

for teachers of Indian• and Spanish-speaking children,)
~'.~IJSUCi.!;·1AA1JltllQ!ffiinga

and otf-campua appearances

Panel member, I<Ml-E•TV 11 New Mexico Speech and Hearing .Aasoeiation panel
31lX'ies 0

November 128

•..

l96ho

Spaakar.e11Teacb1ng Er,gllib to Indian Ohildnln," New Mexico Education

Association, Bi..I4ngual Secti0111 November 22,

1~,

Albuquerque.,

Spaaker, "Teaching Englieh to I111ian Children.," New M3xioo State Depart100nt
of Education Workshop for Bel'rullillo County Teacba:rs, December 3,

BemaJ.Ul.o High Scboolo

1964,

-·

~·.

h
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(Invited to participate 11'1 p~grams ot amual. HAFSA .Pf.gional C:ante~enee
arid second .Ammal. fESOL National Coni'e:nJ!lOG 1 San Diego.}

Mamba rsbip on c!?f!!!!!ttees

}!Ennbe:r, Uni'V'erstt~
I.famber, Rase!U.'Ol'l

ot New Meld.oo Oorr.toula CG1uuitteo1 19Bl-6So

am stuq Proposals

~or Teacid.ng

Language Al;'ts as a Second Langua~

to

Oolt.~ Deprived Billni\Ualll

in an Ulban High Sohool• Albu.querq1e Hlgb
the College of Education

ot

School~ Albuque~e

Public Schools,

tbe Uniwl'Sitr ot Bew Masco,.

Member, committee for t:min1ng teacbers

o:t New Mexico Department

and leam!ng of l:'lngUsh

ot Indian child1'an, University

ot Fhglish .md the College ot Edu.ca.t1on 9

l96h-6So
Member, dcoto:ral CO!llfiittee tor Allen Davie Clalk11 Departmenf. of Antb:ropology.,
.lbade:r8 doctoi'Ol. eXSlJ!ination

of Englisb., spring,

ot

1965..

Robert

w.

Reddhlg1 l'bo D. candidate, Departmen!;
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THE REPORT OF KNME-TV, CHANNEL 5
July 1, 1964-.Tune 30, 1965
F. Claude Hempen, Director of

~~

Televi~

On May 1, 1965, KNME-TV, Channel 5, Albuquerque, began its eighth
year of broadcasting television for educational purposes to the viewers of
New Mexico,
KNME-TV is owned by the University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque
Public Schools and operates in cooperation

~ith

the New Mexico State

Department of Education.
For the nine months of the academic year, KNME-TV broadcasts five
days a week, averaging 13 hours a day,

During the summer months, the

broadcast schedule is reduced to five hours a day, Monday through Friday,
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO TELECOURSES
HUMANITIES (Philosophy I and II) was broadcast for the sixth year,
The host and principal instructor for the series was once again Dr, H. G.
Alexander, Chairman of the Department of Philosophy,

During the year,

several visiting lecturers from various departments of the university
appeared on the programs.
week:

The one-hour programs were broadcast twice a

Monday and Wednesday at 8:00p.m., with videotape repeats TUesday

and Thursday at 11:30 a.m.

The television presentations were supple-

mented by once-a-week discussion periods in the classroom,
INTRODUCTORY CIRCUITS (EE 202), an introductory course in circuit
analysis for electrical engineering students at the University of New
Mexico, was taught by Dr. Donald
Department.

c.

Thorn of the Electrical Engineering

The telecourse was taught during the second semester 64-65
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only, live Monday and Friday at 11:30 a.m. with videotape repeats the
same day at 4:30 p.m.

In addition to the two 30-minute programs each

week, the students enrolled in the course also attended one classroom
quiz section each week,
TELECLASSES FOR THE ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC .SCHOOLS AND THE NEW MEXICO STATE
DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATIO~

SCIENCE NINE (General Science), a weekly program of science instruction for the ninth grade taught by George Fischbeck since 1959, was
broadcast nine times a week to accommodate various class schedules
throughout the state.

The Friday night broadcast, designated GENERAL

SCIENCE PREVIEW, was designed to allow teachers to preview the coming
week's material.

The series was also shown on CBS stations in El Paso

and Odessa, Texas, and on non-commercial KTCA-TV in st. Paul, MinneaQta.
It was shown over KCSD-TV in Kansas City, Missouri, during 1964-65 and
utilized in the school system there.
SCIENCE SIX, a twice-a-week 20-minute program of science instruction
for the sixth grade, was taught by George Fischbeck.

A supplementary

program, SCIENCE FARE SIX, was also broadcast,
SCIENCE FIVE, a twice-a-week 20-minute program of science instruction
for the fifth grade, and the supplementary SCIENCE FARE FIVE, were taught
by George Fischbeck, for the second year.
MUSIC SIX, a twice-a-week 20-minute program of music instruction for
the sixth grade, taught by Mrs. Nancy Johnson, for the second year,
MUSIC FIVE, a twice-a-week 20-minute program of music instruction for
the fifth grade, taught by Mrs. Kathleen McVicker, completed its third
year of broadcast,

-2-
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MUSIC FOUR, a twice-a-week 20-minute program of music instruction
for the fourth grade, completed its fourth year. taught by Mrs. Jeanne
Hook.

The emphasis in all music teleclasses was on note reading rather

than music appreciation.
GENERAL PROGRAMMING (Locally produced)
TV KINDERGARTEN, with Joyce Marron, was the only kindergarten
instruction received by thousands of pre-school children in New Mexico
during the 1964-65 school year.

The series is designed to prepare the

pre-school child with readiness skills for his first years in school.
The 30-minute programs were broadcast live each afternoon and repeated
on videotape the following morning.

After play on KNME, the tapes

were sent to and shown over non-commercial television stations in
Columbus and athens, Ohio; St. Paul, Minnesota; Austin, Texas; Pnrtland
and Eugene, Oregon; and on a commercial station in Casper, Wyoming.
NEW MEXICO REVIEW, a weekly 30-minute program produced for the
New Mexico Department of Development showing the activities of the
Department.

Terry Brown of the Department of Development was the program

moderator.
SHIR!SLEEVE SESSION is a weekly 30-minute program of informal
discussion of current topics of interest to New Mexicans.

Three guests

from the university and the community appear on each program.

The series

is regularly seen on KOB-l¥ each Sunday afternoon on Videotape.
GREAT DECISIONS 1965 was broadcast in the time slot normally
occupied by SHIRTSLEEVE SESSION during February and March.

After play

on Channel 5, the programs were broadcast by KOB-TV and KGGM-TV in
Albuquerque, and KROD in El Paso, Texas.

-3-

Host for the series for the
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fifth year was Robert

c.

Colgan of Sandia Corporation,

CHANNEL 5 REPORTS, a weekly 30-minute documentary presentation of
various aspects of life in New Mexico and interviews with distinguished
visitors to the state, continues, as does SHIRTSLEEVE SESSION, throughout the summer months.
LOBO LAIR, a 15-minute roundup of university spprts act±vities seen
each Friday night, featured George McFadden, sports information director
of the university.

Eddie Groth replaced McFadden in April.

HABLEMOS ESPANOL 1 the beginning course in conversational Spanish,
was taught by Alfred Chavez.

The programs in beginning Spanish, now in

its sixth year, were re-broadcast during the morning hours for in-school
utilization.
NEW MEXICO OUTDOORS, a bi-weekly program of news for sportsmen,
featured Jack McDowell of the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish.
SOMETHING BORROWED was a 15-minute performance series by Albuquerque
folk singer Sonja Gay.
FUTURE PLANS
KNME-TV will occupy its new transmitter building atop Sandia Crest
sometime in September or October, 1965.
opened July 7, 1965.

Bids for the building were

Construction should start at the end of JUly.

The Albuquerque Public Schools and the University of New Mexico
will appoint an architect for the new KllME studios.
plans still reflect two

4o

The preliminary

X 80 production studios and necessary offices.

The location of the studios is now under discussion.

The north University

Avenue location is still under advisement.
Equipment for the new transmitter building and studio will be provided
through a grant-in-aid from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

-4-
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THE REPORT OF THE DA'IA PitOCESSIUG CEUTER
July 1~ 1964 - June 30, 1965
F. Parker Foulel' ~ Jr. !J Dil ector
1

P'isc~'.l
~1p•.J:rat1ons ~

yea1• 1965 Nas the first

11

:f'ul1 11 year of DPC

in the sense of f'ulfilline our ttw-part function

of administrative services and instruction in data processing.
In ·<;110 sense of an initial effort,

then~

most of our accom-

plishments have been significant"
§J.["_l'l!fi"c~n_Lf!cvelopments

Dur:l:n.e;. the. F,i..!;!.CQ_l Yetlt;

In 1\.pperidi.x A appears a list of the administrative pro-

r:;:;;·ams develop(.;?d

dm~ing

the year.

!);:en nddcd to the general

Some additional deta:l.l has

.

descript~.on

of each program 11ith Dn

o;t£• to future h:l.sto!'ical

compa;.~isons;

\·lithout antcced(:mi;s for

o:n.r-· C.!!i:'Ptmtly devaloping

systems~

::o

ci••:;1.·~r

conclusions about teclmicnl optimality.

The

; t'.'i

it is of course not possible

hult~

11~cOl'do.

<> ·:: .·:-:· •):£'

of our> syotoms time and efi'ort has been

'!7h~.c

o~t(Jfl3ivo

e~:pended

han pr>imarily entailed tho creation of a
and cor.1ple4

files~

currently maintained on

. -,;·~·.c,:;;tn ·[;;,r;e nnd/oJ.' maenctic disc, dcpendinr.; upon system re-

·, .'.• ::.A::;lto"

In C'!.ud:l.tion,? for exmnple, the net effect or t<thich

,,

The Repol~t of the Data Proce::;sinr.; Center
Pae;e 2
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:roer;:i.sia•at:lon by a significant amount itr:;clf ~ the preparation

emplii'ics 'che second point above.)

11. rema;r>kable pl~oceclure for

r;rcdc reporting, (referred to _again latet• in the

repot~t)

has

not only reduced this chore ft>om one previpusly requil'ing many

t·1eclm to complete to a matter or

hours~

at many other Universities» as \·Tello

but has round acceptance

Considerable t-IOrk still

lies ahead in the general area or student records, as

~rill

be

discussed bel01·1 •
.1\.ppJ.icat;ions in the Cont:r>olJ.er' s Ol'i'!ce, perceived to be
our next most important endeavor, have p1•oceeded at a lesser
:.:.>a 1;e due to
<'tl'l3i~lg

constraints of

time~

staff 2 and technical problems

from the inability to plan f'or a definite machine sys-

t:cl"'l"

The possibility of ttriting the controller's systems in

GL'BOL

nas deterred a start in this direction until, ;·rith some

";vbzt<:'.ntJ~al

probability, t{e could expect to be equipped to

::::::ucmble ov.ch pror.;rams economically.

Certain program3 in sub-

.·;cts or tho accounting activity, e.g ... agency accountingP
lr::mr·~ nr.G~

.os.;;·:;;

student bi1line, and payroll l'ecapitulations, have

:;,r::p:U:nentod, as indicated in Appendix A.

..UL be

lt:teg~·ated

These programs

:l.nto f;llc total systematization or the ac-

· • ;ri.t:-., as progJ.'osc is made in the future.

:i:-:t)c.u;c;e of om:-- p1•imary dedication to student reco1•ds and
~:.·c

.:mapc11inr.; adm:ln:i.Gt>:•ati vc p;:•oblem:;; ~ the DPC has not so.li-

:: ui imc:i.i1C:JG beyond that 1·1hich t1an planned internally.

\'lhe:L'e
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poss:l.bJ.es hm1ever, t'le have

at~e:mpted

to set•ve apparent needs.

In th·::s ca.tegor•y of achieverne:.'lt i'all the study f'or the State
Fish r.md Game Department; • production ot: the Medical LibJ.>al.'Y

Catalog) an analysis of College of Business salaries natim'l>r:i.de

i'o!~

the College of Busin!lss

Administration~

'cest scoring

anc1 analysis for various faculty rnernbe1•s, and other odd jobs
;:;uch as p!'inting address labels f'o:r certain activities such
as the rUlitary Science units.
A rather interesting experience was our involvement in the

November

1

64

elections~

l'Then the center p1•ovided a computer

analysis of state voting patterns in conjunction t'lith KOB-TV.
11 0n-tha-air 11

for some three hours election night J the UlJt-1 Da·ca

Proce~sing

facility

publicity~

throur;hout the state, as 11ell as on national ttire

~eceived

exposure, and hopefully helpful

In the area of educationp some 24 students comprised the
f lrs'l~

class of' the 14-t·Tonth Data Processing Training Pl'oeram

in June, 1.964a
l·•~t:.nc·d.

As of

in the program.

:d.;i;r:!tion 1•ate:

June~

1965, only 8 students still re-

1\ numbe:ro of reasons explain this high

1) the difficulty of the material and our

f'o.llu::•e to screen applicants suff:.!.ciently (although screening
•J:t•:!.i;m•ie. a1•e genera.lly suspect. H' not absent, in this area);
~:)
::~c

a fJ.a;:ging of the student's motivation t'lhen confronted trith
nature of systems t'lork, which is to be expected since data

n•n.ce;;s:'..ng is rathel:' poorly Ul1de1•stood by the world at la.,"ge as

'l'ho Report of' the Data Proc:;)ssine; Cente:;.•
Page l!
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of this yeo,r; and 3) inabil:.ty of the student to do collegiate
~rol•lt

sat:I.sf'act:orily in the i'nce of' economic or physical con-

stzoaints, or just plain dumb brains.

Our admissicm

standa:.~ds

are high (generally, top one-third of entering freshman class)

bu·i; apparently motivation plays a more important part in ulti=
mate ouccess than academic achievement.

By interviewing the

1966 appJ.icantsp \•re hope to have better results neJJ:t yea:r>.

During the summer. those students remaining will be
placed in business establishments in Albuquerque to do a field

project under the supervision of our professional staff.
ec'Gs

ran~c

to~ ~ormula

:ln scope from designing a music selection proe;ram

radio to redasignins a hospital accountin3 3ystem.

AJ.though feH in number:>

e:::cerld:.!.ngly

Proj"

1-1e

~'!ell-trained

f.Jel that these students have been

and t·rill reflect credit upon the Uni-

Tho DPC starr has ass:ts;;ed in offering the ne11 credit
colil?G<.?I

"'"egul::n•

in data processing to soms 320 students during the
l;0!'lllG.

c:m !!cllz by
_,oas

~;imo

t1-ro

Attl:'ition in this freshman course has been high

chal~ging

to a sophomore coul:'se, it is hoped that

t·Ji.ll be '1'1asted on the inept student.

;:~~,::~~t~i~!!;t~!12,. £ll.E.__lli;c=~!w.~U!!~~-ns

:1.1<.mtwa th3

tl~~ta

.f!:E' the N,ear

F~E!~

procassing function is an instrumont of

.''t:t:t ';o continued change.

The rapid rate of technological

'l'h8 Report of the Data Processing Center
Page 5

Ita!)J;'O"vmncnt in compute!'

hal•dt~are ~

accompanied by significant;

·,::oeductlons in unit cost of throughput as Nell as increases in
possible scope of opel'ations,

requ~.res

constant

plannin~

ahead

in order that the systems which today seem i'easibly optimal
do not become minimally efi'ective l•rhen implemented.

Systems

developments as w1.th other types of zoesearch and development
t•m:dc, requil•es consi.derable lead

time~

if the vehicle through

which a system is to be implerr,ented continues to change while
·che perceived

11 vehicular 11

constraints remain static. then the

analysis must be declared sustect9

The economic environment

of nmutat:ta mutandis" must be considered compelling; 'Che static

theory environment of "ceteris paribus" can provide only academic resultsp unjustifiable in the real '.'10rld.
Folr' these reasons P and others having to do t-rith the
''l:nr:hms prensures of instruction and research!> the DPC has

t:ppr•o:1..:;;ed its role in University affairs#

'~ith

re~

respect to both

rcdmin:1Gtx•ative system strategy and its function relative to
L

;.udents il<?U faculty.

Anothel' compelling reason fo1• reappraisal

:Is ;;he fact that our current "lease" in the College of Education
ro;;:npls•; 1<r:Ul t:mp:lre in the

ne~I'

future# and a move to nGI1 quar-

·:.. cl'"' dicta·(;c:; physical planning commensurate with our pe::r.ceived
. · ':<>-r;~.ono"

A planning strater;y for these t11o

functions~

ad-

· :T;,strativc and academicp \'lill be discussed in that ordG:l'.
Jl.c r:.n a'Gtachmcnt to this 1•eport is a study produced by
. .-;1 ~CollegG and Unive1•sity AtJninistrative App1:1..cations) ~rh:tch

'j.'h~
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dese:i'ibes ln a con-:;eptual tmy the best

a-:found the

u~s ..

think:l.n~

or people

about what is called the ''total syotems

approach" to University data processing..

The salient feature

or this approach is the integration o£ all data sources and
info:t•mation requirements into ones or virtually one P holistic
sy::r;;em.

The purposep of

l~ational

decision making throughout the University P f:t•om stu-

course~

is to provide information for

deal: 0 to faculty; to staff msmber. to administrative of'ficei'.
'.t'hia study is not a desaription of any set oi' p!'or,:rams in

uee

a~

any Universityz ratherv it comprises the elements of a

Jl•eq;;ommenc1cd strategy for def'in:'!.ng the total problem> and, to

s3:rtem people» provides some insight into tactics as w011.

ned-

al"eas of administrative applications are set forth:

'.l'hX'CD

uemicv

f~nuneialp

and planning and development.

As stated above 3

tho.) acti,Yities of the DPC have been primal.'ily directed at the

:i'irst of

thooe~

C:h"!W.!;iOl'l

of the adm1nistx•ative Vice-presidency at U!Jr.lJ>

~n~m

t>!ith limited t'lork in the second.

Hith the
\1e

pro-

to 1.n.Ve3tigate the thi!'d at>ea simultaneously t·tith further

d:;;.:c:?.:;:1mcmtal uork in the others.

l'lith some disposition to

· ..-·2.L::"~.?a tht\t the total nystem concept do fines the only suppo:rt-

·.:<..c <POl'cnch to t::\ltep regardless or current hardt·tar•e con;;:~-·li 1>ts::>

a roorfjanizntional plan has been implemented

~·Jithin

;.;-:, c:ontor to initiate steps in this direction ..
'l'hc p!i'act:l.call! p:t•a.gmatic outcome of this decision t'lill
-,~,:;;,;

E!tol:J appear as a l'Cduction in the number of taslcs

}'ha Rcpol"t of' the Pata Processing Center
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8ccornpliahed during tlle coming year" where taaka are dei'.i.ned
a!3 :i.n J:l.ppcmd1Jt A.
rGmarka.ble~

been

'l'he

headt~ay

rnaae during the las·t; year:> has

clue to the qtialificat.i.ons and losralty of our

10mccpti.onaJ. staf'f; many Un:Lvex•sities with previous punched
cmpcrience have required 2 to 3 times as long to a«hieve

c.::tl'd

I

cimil~r results~

Although files have been organized and pro-

oeCll.!l.'0a devised to !'it a total system to the best of ou1•
ttbility

~~~rhen

and 1f 11 8 our cun•ent commitment

·i.;he bulle or our time this
I'ath~l"'

l'lot.;

dictates that

coming year be spent in planning$

than in efforts to get

~.sola ted

programs "on the 'lir" o

Th:i.s commitment will require t.he indulgence of all admi;:1:?.stra·Q
oi'flccrs and staff 9 the ones ultimately to be se:t'V'•1d by

'l;iv~J

·;:he total system.
(All
bri~f

mm

oi':f'icers are encouraged to study the applications

!flncloaed.

~CI<'l'c:!•a!

Ear•ly next yc·a.x• (1~66) ~~e uill t'lish to have a

mcw·ting or meetings tc discuss problems in genel"al and

to propo.:;e a timetable for implementation o:f' the system.,)
1'1ith

<1

_·-1~· ;'i·~Uluru::
:~':'l

yearQ s expe:r>ienoe behind us in teaching the technical
t'le nope to Clo an even better job in the future.,

It

lJ(Jtm.r.:e appa1•ent that this type of' t..York 9 at the level of·

· " '.:::lp19.shm·:;!nt req\!Jired, dictates that students be aaps.;;le of

: , ~ ''s

c.ons'!derably bet'i:er-than-avGrage academic

r:L(Jnb

~1or!r.

\:he phrase nless than college grade" as stated

F'or th:i.s
:~n

:. ;.c:t ~J.JLC lor;islation under w·hich this program 1s f'undod in
~; 11 L~rtch

the

r;art; t>

we satisfy by giving no credit for these cour:"es, i.s

'i'hr~

Report of the Data Processing Center
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lens than hollo't'i. (l)

su;;th a program on a
~Gasonable

m~rged

11
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Since it does not seem feasible to off'er•
lass-than-col1eg;e=grade 11

it is

basis~

to expect that the program may ultimately be

1:ti th othar credit offerings in the College of' Business

lh:im:tn:tst1•at1on» if only because all of' the stl.ldents completing
~:he

pJ.•ogram to date plan to continue to\·tard the degt•ee.
The recognition of the College of Business .Admin1.strat10ll

i;ho.t ao111e understanding of computers and systems

~rork

must be

a part of the training of all of tomorrow's managers 9 compels
as to continue offering the 3... credit deg1•ee courseo
11

.t'eel that some
~he

a

B~cause t'le

hands-on 11 experience is necessal:'y to dispel

ntystiqt.!e ot: the apparatus» we shall continue to opel'ate on

J,ec'~JU:i:(;'/lab

basis.

Fortunately P technical program students

at•u a'il'ailnble and t'rilling to assist in the labs, which account

f.'o:;,•

som~:

'i.'h~

100 hours of computer time per semestero

a;."ca of' education in which ue perceive the UJI!:1 to

the; r:;t•eatest

need~ ho\'lever~

is ,that created by the gl'e::lt

'·:' :m,.TI·: eJ7· 1ntel1igenee found in the
t:: lin:'.:;·(;~~i'ltive,
.:: ::

~:m

staff'~

This is not meant aa a

obse::-vation of

fact~

both academic and

hyperc~itical. i.:'~marlc...-

The DPC i'eels

e. responoibillty

:, th".:1 (l:!.Jl•cwtionl) and one 'l'lh:l.ch t·re attempted to discharge in

tl; '.i:;;,o l4=Honth D,P. Training Program \·ras established under
·~;he lJDEA of l958o
The State Depal:'tment of' Education,
'J\::chnical-Vocational Department, t·rhich has jurisdiction
o;rep the diabut>sement ot: funds 0 has not been able to
G'-'Pf.!O!'t the program as originally agreed~

The Report of the Data Processing Center
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a small

~zay

in the Spring of' u64 uith an introductory class
! t is apparent that grea·i;er ef'i'ol't must be

i:o'I' staff.

p<;mded :ln this area than

.i.':l.lling the vacuum.

or

br:!'

11e

0x~

have been able to bend tm'l'a!'d

To this end,

propose to hold a nunl-

lite

meetings early next year (see above) 1'lith administl'at:tve

o.ff'ic~~l~o

and their key staff people.

Liket-rise P commencing

in the li'all semester 9 t.ze propose to offer to f'aeulty a number

or seminars in which we shall discuss requirements preparatory
to un:!.ng the computer either :ln research or in pedagogical
activities"
open-shop

It has been amply demonstrated elae;.rhere that an

system~

or near-variant of itD must be provided if

optimal use of the hard\>tare iu to be effected.

The minimum re-

quirement which must be met b!T every user is familiarity with a
p:~.~oblo:n-oriented

computer

lant~uage ~

such as FORTRAN.

Other

:Jn:i.versities have expended millions of dollars in th:l.s one
d::.~·ection

alone (pvoviding real-time access to the computer) ..

The ultimate success of our long-range plan (5 years)
·?,J:;;;;s pz'intarHy upon the

~till:tngness

of the faculty and adminis-

:.;r2.tion to recognize the present and future effect of what has
i:.q::n
.!~-'

called Industrial

Revolu~;ion

I! (the computor age) and

i't:mificat1ons for any Uniyersity.

· ,. othor single innovationp

~he

Responsible more than

computer provides both the

: ,.,·.~•z for generating ne>·J lmo'l'rledge as

~tell

as the means by

.;lioh >;his information can be captured» stored:. retrieved»
·11

us~d

to generate ins:Lght and further inquiry and lead to

,._

TE-w R~port of' the Data Processing Center
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~;•a!..ios:.al,

·.;he

urm

1•espom'Jible decisio:'l. making.

capital::zen upon

nm.::t:~on

~.ts
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'I'he speed 11:.l.th 1·1hieh

;.:>resent base :La pl:'imarily

D.

of mot:lva.tionl> and only secondar.ily one of mon8y.

Fc1r tho capability to use modJrn tools must precede thoil•
:::nme1•r:hip~

in a sense; as the

Univ~r:-rsity

family learns to

uso th0 machinery and the (sometimes bl:'ut,e f'orce) methods

rvh:lch the Mtehinery renders fgasible to use l> this
prj~ent:'l.a1

gro~·;th

tdll gene1•ate of itself' sufficient supported

:!:lnd

:..~asearch

funded programs to off'set its money oost.

!l::ltl

Secause of extensive J.eaa times both :ln plannS.ng ror and
,~::quioition

of

·;;hll p!'~f.H1nt

need for timely dscioion.

!J;;icn

ha~"'duare

-~>o~, B.~ih::.cvine;

!>:'.l

ha.rdt1are~

a stl"ong appeal i!il made to recognize
Hot<u~ver ll

thi:l;'d genera""

is a. necessary :although insm:'f'ic:I.ent condition
artd maintaining the capabilities described a.bo·.rc.

t.b: uompu'Ger type hoists

him~:wlf

by his mm petal•d of chango 11

':·;; ic wandeto:ry that havdt-.rare acquisitiorltt organizatiow::.l and

:_,_

·;~·;.:::_::mal

cr::'l.ter1a 8 pz-iorit:tas tmd sehedulesb and any othet•

::~r:;:;:J..Jcro.'G2..ons

0:: 'f ::;;:,::;nt
~t.' :;Jl.l,.;;:

be evaluated in the light of total Un:lvc:t>sity

of top mana({ement 1'1 it 5.a not al.ear thnt the

mm

will

to malte up \>Jhat time hns been lost rela.t:l.ve to othe!•

\~,~"!:,_:;_!~~~f\Jm,<?.,~tments .J.P Staff

iicLEJttt E. D:vinkmoeller ~ Progra.nuner

9/1/611

11/5/65

,.

of the Pata Procescing Center

Renor~;

'l'he
?age

li

John

Duggan~
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6/21/65

Analyst

A::; oX' 1 July D r.lr o Bril'll'.moeller \•rae promoted to Lectul'&r in
Data Process:tngP and Mr. Abrarrs to Analyst.

At year end$>

~he s~aff

n~~ed

consisted of (in addition to those

above):

F. P. Fm'ller, Assistant Professor and Dil'ector
Jack H. Feise, Manager
n~

Ro Jeffrey, Senior Analyst

Ernest

Lucero~

Computer Operator

Gerakd R. Huey» Computer Operator

Sue Ann Druffel» Keypunch Supervisor

Evanell Molzner 9 sr. Keyr.unch Operator
Clari(.Je

\-lesley~

Sr. Keypunch Operato.:• (eff. JuJ.y 1 0 1965)

Barbmra Favour» Secretary-

!:'ubli<Jatiom-:;
~";...~-:;

,:-.":;...:--..;;..:..-..;-;_:;:;:=.._'7

':~:;r

·:::lie Coller;c:: of Business Administration.

f-i:i.'.

Pu:lso

::·:''. :~·;,./ ~;'i.cl

.•.. 1;:-r:'!.;>;;:lty

··:om

a:n

USEH.mcd

the Presidency of the local chapter oi'

College l-'!achine Records Confe:t•ence held at
of !Uchigun in

Hay~

and attended by over 800 p:::ople

over the nation 11 Jl!r. Feioe presented a paper on the

' .l£•1 G::>t-<:1.;; Reporting Procedu!'eQ
· ;1

I; he

This presentation has resulted

;,mn:; inquiries from other schoo1s 11 a probable publication by

Th':i R&pox>i.; of' the Data P:t'ocess::une Center
Page :1.2

n:i!!~

n;d r>n invitation to Mr.

~·e:,,•zi.,;,y

{1965).
.J.lso

111

Fe~.ao
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to attend a i!.pecial Uni··

Poi?. Manager Seminar to i)a held irl Endico'ht in August
A::; a

t~~1arter

member of the

ucr.mc a

1>7r. Fe:l.se

suer.:~eCI,;d

cmpturing .t"ol" Albuquerque the 1967 meeting of th:l.n

g;eoup, nhich he 1·rill most likely serve as genal'al clla.1r::1<W.
Considez~ing

that oul' capabilities extend such a short aS.stanee

i£1to th·::l pnst ~ l'le believe these achievementa to be s:tngula1•
m:ed1ts to the University of Mei>!

Mexico~

r.zr. Fovrler and Nr. Jeffx•ey passed the examination ?ot•
p;.~o.~\;;:wional CeJ.~t:tficat~

:m o:f'

·~?ebJ.~ual'Y

13n 1965.

in

D~ta

Bot~'l

Proeess:tng 'l'thioh \'ras

of those

·~ui!.t:h>g

Committee for the 1966 examination.

N:t•o

r:~sistl.'>d

and were elect<)d to serve on t:he

J~i'ft•ey ~Jas ~.nst:roumenta.l

t:;&'t<:!rrt!Jdng of the g1•a.de

m-q~rdea

candidates placed in ·!;he top 10

vol(·~ent

passing~>

~ho

in the system c1es:f.gn an.d prc-

repo1•ting procedm•e mentioned ubotre P :ma

r-1ro Feise in its prEn;entat:l.on at Ann

A!•bo:r-~

f.J!•. Fm'Ile:t• has served as a member of the Governor q;::
:~t·;tsol:'y

CrJ:mnittee on Data Proc<3ssing nnd th$ BernaJ.:Ulo Couix;;y

'J.'he Reno:;;•t or' the Data PJ:•ocessing Center
Pa.g;" 1:1
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vo:l.nt or view both tdthin tho Center and as its

ope1•at.S.on::.

per'e>Divad by adrn1nistl•ator-c1ient and other users.

~Je

ar~

cur-

lt't;)ini:ly elilJoy the association of an eJttremeJ.y adro:i.t and capable

staff P ·l'fill:l.ng an.d eager to employ our :ne\1 strategy and its

concom:l.l;ant mcthodologyD :tn supplying the best service to the
University in a total sense.

Report of the Development Office
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Lars Halama, Director
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INTRODUCTION
Despite an almost complete turnover of personnel, the
Development Office accomplished a significant stride
toward improving existing projects and initiating new
ones designed to develop support

fo~

the University of

New Mexicp and its programs.
The Development Program measures its progress against
three fundamental criteria:
1.

Is UNM gaining increased acceptance with
those publics vital to it?

2~

Is UNM obtaining the quality and quantity
of students it wishes?

3.

Is UNM obtaining increased funds for curcent operation and capital growth?

Lars Halama became Director of Development and Executive
Director of the Alumni Association on March 15, 1965,
succeeding Robert M. Lalicker whose resignation was
effective March 1.
Michael Laine assumed the duties of Director of Alumni
Relations on February l, 1965 replacing Frank McGuire
who left the University December 31, 1964.
Mrs. Sallye Dalmasso terminated her work as Records Clerk
for the Alumni Office on April 15, 1965.

,.
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Mrs. Myra Grayson replaced Mrs. Maria Lawrence, A.K.A.
Mary Duthie, as Secretary to the Director of Alumni
Relations on June 7, 1965.
In the Development Office Mrs. Louise Stewart commenced work as Secretary to the Director of Development
on June 11, 1965.

Mrs. Jayne Moore terminated this

position on June 25, 1965.

ALUMNI RELATIONS
The Alumni Association enjoyed excellent leadership by
Presidents James T. Paulantis
who took office February 1965.

1

40 and George Ambabo '54
Michael Laine lost no

time in assuming the reins of the Association as its
Director.

He scheduled and completed visits to 18 Alumni

Clubs to add to the 12 made by his predecessor, Frank
McGuire.
The Board of Directors met on three occasions.

Perhaps

the single most important action taken was the decision
to reactivate the Action for Education Committee to
lend UNM Alumni support to the $42.5 Million Higher
Education Bond Issue, a matter vital to the University.
This proposition will be presented to the electorate
in November 1966.

Alumni President George Ambabo ap-

pointed Alfred Valdez

1

61, chairman.

The Board approved

this appointment.

The Membership of the Board is in-

serted as Appendix

~.

The Executive Committee met monthly to transact the business of the Association between meetings of the Board.
The Executive Committee and the Board of Directors acted
wisely and agressively to solve the problems of an
Association that is almost visibly assuming a more significant role in University development.
Among the ·important projects and programs which the UNM
Alumni Association accomplished were -1-

,.
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Legislator's Day - Chairman B.

c.

Hernandez '41 again

handled plans and arrangements for Legislator's Day on
February 13, 1965.

The Board of Directors of the Alumni

Association decided to hold their annual winter meeting
on the same date and also served as "hosts" to the members
of the state legislature who attended.
Legislators and wives attended the luncheon, tours, cocktail party, buffet dinner, and basketball game.
As in the past the Student Council paid for the luncheon
costs and other expenses were met by contributions to
the Legislator's Day account.
Invitations were extended to all New Mexico legislators,
a large number of whom attended all scheduled functions.
The success of this program is on the increase and its
importance should not be minimized.
A related event took place when on June 27, 1964 the
legislative candidates from Bernalillo County together
with former legislators from this county were invited to
a briefing on University needs and problems.
President Popejoy,

s.

They heard

P. Schwartz, President of Sandia

Corporation and Lars Halama, Executive Vice President
of the Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce, discuss
the economic, cultural, and educational importance of
the University to the city, to the state, and to the
Southwest region.
-2-
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Alumni Clubs - A rather extensive tour of our chartered
Alumni Clubs as well as prospective club areas was undertaken from February 1, to JUne 1, 1965 to acquaint the
new Director of Alumni Relations with many of the people
"in the field".
The consensus of alumni feeling is that they, as clubs,
are anxious to help UNM in any way.

Also, they want a.ur-

rent information about their university as well as direction and guidance from the Alumni Office.
As an important function of the Alumni Office for the
ensuing years Alumni Clubs will be provided, if desired,
with additional assistance in planning, executing, and
evaluating their individual programs.

This assistance

has been requested by several clubs who seek to mesh
their own goals and programs with that of the University.
As of this year we have 25 chartered Alumni Clubs.
Appendix

~

contains a list of where and when club

meetings were held, their respective attendance and if
they are chartered or organizing groups.
Student Recruiting - One of the major ways that alumni
can be of tremendous service to their university is in
the area of student recruiting.
of good will".

our alumni are "ambassadors

They know best the local communities, high

school principals, teachers, guidance personnel and coaches

-3-
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as well as their own children's and their children's
friends 1 aspirations.
Alumni Clubs are in a splendid position to assist the
University in attracting scholars as well as athletes.
A good sound club project can be built on this objective.
Beginning in the coming year Alumni Clubs will be supplied
with "club kits" which will include current information
on UNM for the student recruitment committees.
An existing program of note is the program of High School
Achievement Awards.

In brief the Awards Program invites

New Mexico high schools to select two worthy recipients
for the award, one in the field of the humanities and
one in the sciences.

Additionally each recipient re-

ceives a $50.00 stipend upon enrollment at UNM.

The

funding of the stipends is provided by the Greater UNM
Fund -- the annual giving program to which alumni are
invited to contribute.

Appendix £ lists all New Mexico

high schools and tabulates those which are participants.
Although this program is increasing favorably and continues to have a good acceptance, it can be amplified.
It

wou~d

be hoped that alumni could be more closely

identified with these awards - by personally making the
presentation at honor assemblies.

It is realized, of

course, that the wishes of the high schools must prevail

-4-
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and that UNM Alumni should participate only when requested to do so.
other Awards - James

s.

Caylor, a graduating senior from

Hobbs was awarded the Alumni Citizenship Award in recognition of his "endeavor, helpfulness, cooperation, and
good spirit displayed throughout his college stay".

The

award was made by a Selection Committee comprised of
alumni faculty and staff.
To James Paulantis as retiring Alumni Association President
and Jack Mulcahy

1

56, Homecoming chairman, for outstanding

service to alumni endeavors went the coveted Alumni Service
Award.
Homecoming - Homecoming was a huge success this past year.
All aspects of the program went smoothly and at year end
the Homecoming account was able to turn over $765.00 to
the Greater UNM Fund and retain $200.00 as an operating
budget.
The All Alumni "Lobo Lunch Wagon" was again a success
and costs were underwritten by Furr Food Stores, Inc.
We are appreciative of Furr•s substantial contribution.
Reunions were held for the classes of 1939, 1944, 1954
and the golden alums.
The dance was held in the Civic Auditorium which greatly
relieved the pressure for space.

-s-
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Jack Mulcahy will again be

th~

Homecoming Chairman for

1965-66 and has begun to make plans and assign committee
to projects.
Undergraduate Relations - The traditional all Senior
Breakfast was held in the New Mexico Union on Saturday,
May 22, 1965.
Harriet Gerding

Charles Lanier '43, addressed the group.
1

60 was chairman of the event which was

attended by 150 graduating seniors.
The Director of Alumni Relations in a letter to all
graduates, extended an invitation to utilize the services available through the Alumni Office and to support
the University in her efforts to attain goals and objectives.
President's Alumni Advisory Committee - This committee
which in its short history has served President Popejoy
in his important deliberations on University policies
and programs met on June 5, 1965 to counsel and advise
on matters relating to:
1.

The National Phenomenon of Student Unrest

2.

The UNM Medical School

3.

Legislative Results

The 1966 proposed $42.5 Million Bond Election was discussed in depth in view of its importance to the State's
institutions of higher education.
The present composition of the President's Alumni Advisory
Committee is shown in Appendix

-6-
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RECORDS & COMMUNICATIONS
Better than words the following table depicts the problem
of growth faced by the Alumni Office in its mail and records operation.

Both the system and the equipment are

hard pressed to meet the demands of increased volume.
The following statistics depict the number of mail pieces
sent out from and returned to the Alumni Office.
ALUMNI DEVELOPMENT OFFICE MONTHLY MAIL TOTALS
Month
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June

1962 - 1963
Out
Returns

1963-1964
Out
Returns
5,866
3,747

1,380
231
799
995

1964 - 1965
Out
Returns

4,093
6, 726
2l}, 351
462
10,051
2,890
29,956
22,941

191
123
757
316
72
149
496
475

33,433
26,250
22,803
980
22,161
25,272
47 ,6..76
l}' 101
1,440

226
139
279
298
1,470
811
_ill

21,515
2,387
4,905
82,399
3,052
1,093
22,562
45,734
6,107
25,282
48,872
554

Totals 10l,l}70

2,579

2l:.2 '769

7,097

26l},~·62

l~4,240

325

453
229
150
1,761
600
194
346
351
209
230

985
_ill
5,701

Fortunately the Alumni and Development Offices l'lill begin
converting to data processing during F Y, 1966.

This trans-

ition year will entail duplicate records and files but the
change is needed since the practical limits of the existing system have been reached.

-7-
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Looking into the future a modernized mail and records operation will 1.

Simplify the process of logging outgoing and
return mail.

2.

Improve the speed and accuracy of updating
alimni biographies and addresses.

3a

Speed address change processing time, insuring
that each mailing will go to our total list.

4.

Permit the addressing of bulk mail in the
Journalism building.

The present procedure of

hauling magazines, newsletters, and special
reports from the printing plant to this office
for addressing and then back is costly, inefficient and time consuming.

The Development Office

and the Alumni Office are business offices and as
such are not compatible with the noise and confusion
attendant to a mailing operation.

s.

Make recovery of data from our growing files
easier and quicker.

Present recovery procedures

are too slow to be generally useful.
Publications - As previously recommended by the Alumni
Publications committee, six issues of the Alumnus were
issued during the past academic year, three as magazines
and three as newsletters.

A total of 132,090 copies were

mailed covering a broad spectrum of campus and alumni
activities.

-a-
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The Alumni Publication Committee gave strong approval
to the quality and calibre of alumni publications, recommending only the use of additional pictures when
available funds make this feasible.
Including postage charges but not returns, the Alumnus
Magazine was published at a cost of 10¢ per copyr the
Alumnus Newsletter at 3¢.
The Alumni Publications Editor assumed substantial additional duties in connection with Homecoming, including
Class Reunions, and the City Panhellenic Council's Womens
Homecoming Breakfast.
The Editor handled a variety of functions of a publications or publicity nature for the Greater UNM Fund, the
Bond Issue proposition, the Friends of UNM Libraries,
the Civic Participation Committee of the 75th Anniversary.
FUND DEVELOPMENT
The Greater UNM Fund - It is most gratifying to report
that the Greater UNM Fund took another giant step forward
in 1964-65.

The wisdom of the Alumni Association in ap-

proving and supporting this project as a meaningful and
tangible way in which to assist the University was again
borne out.

-9-
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The Board members of the Greater UNM Fund for the period
of this report werer
Scott Mabry, Chairman
Mrs. George Savage
George c. Ambabo
Fred Reagan
John Perovich
Harold Enarson
Lars Halama
Michael Laine
The funds received which were earmarked for a specific purpose were spent for the intended purpose.
unrestricted funds were disbursed by an Allocations
Committee composed of alumni, administrative staff and
faculty Richard Dove, Chairman
Ned J. Davison
Robert M. Hawk
Louis Ogden
Harold Enarson
John Perovich
Lars Halama
Appendix

~

provides a tabulation of Sources of Financial

Support and the Purpose for Which Gifts Were Donated.
cash gifts are included.

only

Gifts in kind, including the Jfm

Young Ranch property, are not included.
An analysis of the tabulation reveals interesting comparisons with the prior year's results:
Individual Alumni Donors Increased
Individual Friends Participation Increased
Total Donors Increased

42%
44%
26%

Gifts to GUNM Fund totalled an encouraging $1.1 million,
some $700,000.00 over the previous year.
-10-
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friP,nds of UNM Libraries • In its first year the Friends
of Greater UNM Libraries etimulated dollar support for the
libraries of $13,775.47, up from $1,569.10 in the previous
year.
other Activities - As in prior years the Development
Office is asked to assist in many facets of fund development cooperatively with other University departments,
with attorneys, and with individuals.

These gifts are

often for future delivery.
There appears to be an increased awareness that the
University is a proper and deserving recipient of gifts
and bequests.

Hopefully, this awareness will swell the

Greater University of New Mexico Fund year by year.
STAFF ACTIVITIES
University - Related - The various Development-Alumni
Office staff served on:
Greater UNM Fund Board
Friends of UNM Libraries
Allocations Committee
Committee on Restricted Gifts
Committee on Gifts to Libraries, Museums, Galleries
Committee on the University
Scholarships and Prizes committee
Professional - Mrs. Reiter addressed the editor's section
of the American Alumni Council at the General Council in
Denver in July, 1964.

Her paper was printed in "Alma Mater",

official review of the council.

-11-
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Community Activities - Mr. Halama and Mr. Laine are active
in the United Community Fund as were their predecessors,
Mr. Lalicker and Mr. McGuire.

Both the Executive Director of the Alumni Association and
the Director of Alumni Relations are active members of the
Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce.
SIGNIFICANT PLANS
le

The launching of a program of deferred giving including
preparation of a brochure or portfolio suitable for
attorneys, accountants, trust officers, and insurance
counselors.

Leading attorneys, accountants, etc. should

be personally visited and interviewed to launch this
program properly.
2.

Conversion to data processing of Development-Alumni records, requiring duplicate and parallel record keeping
plus several additional mailings to update our information.

3,

Action for Education the $42.5 Million Bond Issue for
state educational institutions to receive major attention.

4.

Speaker•s Bureau to be put in operation.

The Development

Office will handle this program and will publicize the

-12-
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evailabiiity of speakers to the clubs and organizations and the ne'IIS media throughout the state.
'

5.

Alumni Club programs to be given increased assistance
by the .Humni Office to the end that the clubs will
develop projects of a continuing nature.

Club kits

will be provided t-7hich t'lill convey current UNM information suitable for student recruitment.
6.

The development of an improved mail log to provide
better control and better records.

7.

Continuing Ecucation to be developed as an additional
service of the Alumni Association and the University
for Alumni and friends of the institution.

-13-
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APPENDIX. A
liLUMNI ASSOCIATI0~1
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 1964-65
President, George C. Ambabo
Vice President, Alfred A. Valdez

1
1

54
61

Executive Committee
1

36
'41
'60

Atkinson
Sheldon Dike
Mrs. R. L. Gerding
t-1. !1.

Jamie Koch
Jack Mulcahy

1
1

59
56

1

55

1

62

Term Expires 1966
George C. Ambabo
vl. TtJ. Atkinson
Mrs. Elaine K~lmar
Scott H. Mabry
John S. Matthe,·7S
Gilbert Miranda
Mrs. Cyrus Perkins
Mrs. George Savage
Lee J. Seligman
Mrs. Glen L. Houston
Hobbs

I

5l:·

·36
'55
1

32
'40
'49
'41
'24.

'60
51

1

Frederick B. Howden
Belen
Linden M. Knighten
Los Angeles, Calif.
Robert C. MacNeely
Espanola
Pat Pugh
Oklahoma City
Allen Rollie
Gallup
Harvey H. t-Jhitehill
El Paso, Texas

'25
'32
1

34

1

59

Term Expires 1967
Wm. Lyle B1ker
James H. Benner
Joseph F. Boehning
Mrs. Arthur H. B~yce
Fred Goldsworthy
Mrs. Joe r. Harris
Howard T.Y. Henry
s. Sidney Hertzmark
Miss Julia Keleher
William Krieger
Norman Mugleston
Clay Pooler
Mrs. L G. Seis Jr.
Edt-Tard D. Shaffer
J. Leon Thompson
Mickey Toppino
Alfred fo. Valdez

1

60

1

51
1
53
1
28
1
36
1
41
'60
1
1

39
30

'60
1

59
1
36
1
46
'52
1
36
1
53
1
61
-14-

James F. White.
Mrs. E. A. Bryant
Los Alamos
Dean Blake Chambliss
Grand Junction, Colo.
Richard c. Chapple
Los Angeles, Calif.
Wm. M. Cleveland
Portsmouth, N. H.
Dr. H. C. Cox
Tifton, Ga.
Paul c. Cox
Las Cruces
Lloyd B. Crawford
San Diego, Calif.
Robert Dierman
River Edge, N. J.

'5l:.

'56
'59
'53
1

50

1

39

1

59

1

55

,,

1.;0:10

Jerm Expires 1967 Continued
Russell M~ Doetzell
Fresno, Celif.
Mrs. Dan Girand
Fairfield, Calif.
Dr. Wm. E. Hall Jr.
Lincoln, Neb.
Mrs. Gilbert Hendrix
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Dr. Ogle s. Jones
Centerville, Tenn.
Bruce King
Stanley
Mrs. Jose R. Martinez
Fairview
Dan C. Minnick
Ord~'lay, Colo.
Bobby Neil Morgan
Artesia

1

50

'60
'l~4
1

31

1

25

1

42

1

57

1

34

1

56

The ·::.ev ~ Ronald Norman
Dalton, Neb.
Owen N. O'Leary
Hich:i. ta, Kans •
Sigfred Sandberg
Forest Hills, N. Y.
~.fro. Speer
Farmington
Roy c. Stumph
Rame.h
Ralph N. Hatrous
Un:i.on, Ohio
Ma:rtin c. Hehmhoner
Deming
John C. Zutavern
Abilene, I<ans •

1

52

1

50

1

49

1

52

1

33

'4.0
1

31

1

51

1

53

1

53

1

59

1

60

Term Expires 1963
1

Mrs. Gus Benakis
Ray Cramer
Barry Cole
James Fleming
Mrs. Neil Foley
Mrs. J. J. Friedman
Mrs. R. L. Gerding
Mrs. Peter C. Harrity
D. A. Macpherson
Norman Maguire
Jack Mulcahy
Mrs. c. E. Nuckols
Joseph Roehl
Mabel Downer Durning
Longmont, Colo.
Walter Biddle
Phoenix, Ariz.
Leonard DeLayo
Santa Fe

54.
59
1
62
'57
1
32
'49
1
60
1
56
1

1

28

1

l~l~

1

56

1

53

1

36

1

38

1

37

1

44

Jim Heath
Palo Alto, CP.lif.
John Isaacs
Gallup
Jamie Koch
Santa Fe
Juan Carlos Lucero
Aurora, Colo.
Robert Miller
Oxford, Ohio
Wesley Quinn
Clovis
Jay :=tosenbaum
Cleveland, Ohio
Burton Smith
Santa Fe
Arvid Stromquist
Evergreen, Colo.
Rupert Hilliams
Les Cruces

•so
1

32

1

51

'31
1

41

1

60

1

38

1

50

1

57

Representatives
(Appointed):

~olleP,e

C. E. Dinkle
Arts & Sciences
Sheldon J;ike
Engineering
Harold Lavender
Education

1

32

'41
1

51
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Arthur Loy
Fine Arts
Byrne Cates
Pharmacy
Al Grubesic, Santa Fe
Business Administration

..

. 1011.
College

~epresentatives

Fred Tharp, Clovis
School of Law
Mrs. George R. Sheffer
Nursing
Dr. Martin Fleck
Faculty

Continued

'51
1

59

1

38

,.
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ALUMNI CLUB MEETINGS
ATTENDANCE

September 4, 196l:. Gallup, Net-7 Mexico
September 19, 196l:. Salt Lake City, Utah
September 30, 19.6l: Farmington, New Mexico
October 4, 1964
Taos, Net-1 Mexico
October 5, 1964
Raton, New Nexico
October 7, 1964
Clovis, New Mexico
October 13, 1964
Robbs, New Mexico
October ll!-, 1954
Artesia, New Mexico
October 20, 1964
Alamogordo, New Mexico
October 27, .1964
Los .!'.lames, New lYfexico
November 7, 1964
El Paso, Texas
November 20, 1964 Honolulu, Hawaii
February 19, 1965
Phoenix, Arizona
February 27, 1965 Denver, Colorado
April 1, 1965
Chicago, Illinois
April 2, 1965
New York, New York
April 5, 1965
Philadelphia, Pa.
.-'~pril 7, 1965
Cleveland, Ohio
llptil 8, 1965
Dayton Ohio
April 9, 1965
Indianapolis, Indiana
April"lO, 1965
Dallas, Texas
April 12, 1965
Houston, Texas
April 13, 1965
San llntonio, Texas
April 14, 1965
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
April 24, 1965
Detroit, Mich.
April 27, 1965
Washington, D. c.
May 1, 1965
Denver, Colorado
May 27, 1965
San Diego, California
May 23, 1965
Los Angeles, C:~lif.
May 29, 1965
S~m Francisco, Calif.

Popejoy, Lalicker, £-1cGuire
l1cGuire
McGuire
Popejoy, NcGuire
Popejoy, Lalicker, McGuire
l-icGuire
Popejoy, Eubank, Lalicker, McGuire
Smith, Lalicker, McGuire
Hibben, Lalicker, McGuire
Popejoy, Lalicker, McGuire
~cDavid, Lalicker, McGuire
McGuire
Laine, HcD~vid
Laine
Popejoy, Halama, King
Halama
Halama, Laine
Laine
Laine
Laine
Laine
Laine
Laine
Laine
Laine
Popejoy, Halama, Laine
Enarson, Laine
Enarson, Halama, Laine
Enarson, Halama, Laine
Enarson, Halama, Laine

28
?

?
?

24
22

36
36
30

51
?

31
16
48

36
l}O

17
.!:.

12
13
38

ll}
2

36
78
92

l}l

35
30

37
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APPENDIX B
UNM REPRESENTATIVES

CHARTERED
X
X
X

X
X
_,_,
'"

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

"

.~.~

X
X
X
X

1-6

s
N
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APPENDIX C
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
HIGH SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
SCHOOL

1962-63

£!IX

Alamogordo High
Alamogordo
Weed High
Alamogordo
Albuquerque Academy Albuquerque
Albuquerque High
Albuquerque
Albuq. Indian Sch. Albuquerque
Del Norte High
Albuquerque
Harwood
Albuquerque
Highland High
Albuquerque
Lourdes High
Albuquerque
Menaul
Albuquerque
Manzano High
Albuquerque
Rio Grande High
Albuquerque
St. Michaels
Albuque11que
St. Pius X
Albuquerque
St. Vincents
Albuquerque
St. Mary's
Albuquerque
Sandia High
Albuquerque
Valley High
Albuquerque
Animas High
Animas
Gadsden High
Anthony
Artesia High
Artesia
Aztec High
Aztec
Bayard High
Bayard
Belen High
Belen
Bernalillo
Bernalillo High
Bloomfield High
Bloomfield
Capitan High
Capitan
Carlsbad High
Carlsbad
Carrizozo High
Carrizozo
Causey High
Causey
Chama High
Chama
Cimarron High
Cimarron
Armistad High
Clayton
Clayton High
Clayton
Cliff High
Cliff
Cloudcroft High
Cloudcroft
Clovis High
Clovis
Charles Lathrop
Coyote
Costilla High
Costilla
Corona H:l.gh
Corona
Cuba High
Cuba
-18-

X
X

1963-64 1964-65

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

,.

X

X

X
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Participating Schools •· High School Achievement Awards

1962-63 1963-64

SCHOOL
Deming High
Des Moines High
Dexter High
Dora High
Dulce High
Elida High
Encino High
Espanola High
Estancia High
Eunice High
Farmington High
Floyd High
Ft. Sumner High
Gallup High
Cathedral High
Galina High
Grady High
Grants High
Hachita High
Hagerman High
Hatch High
Hobbs High
Hondo High
House High
Jal High
Jemez Springs High
Central Consoli.
La Joya High
Lake Arthur High
Las Cruces High
Robertson High
w. Las Vegas High
Laguna Acoma
Logan High
Lordsburg High
Los Alamos High
Los Lunas High
Lovington High
Magdalena High
Maxwell High
Melrose High
Mora High
Moriarty High
Mosquero High
Mountainair High

Deming
Des Moines
Dexter
Dora
Dulce
Elida
Encino
Espanola
Estancia
Eunice
Farmington
Floyd
Ft. Sumner
Gallup
Gallup
Galina
Grady
Grants
Hachita
Hagerman
Hatch
Hobbs
Hondo
House
Jal
Jemez Springs
Kirtland
La Joya
Lake Arthur
Las Cruces
Las Vegas, N.M.
vJ. Las Vegas
New Laguna
Logan
LOi:'dsburg
Los Alamos
Los Lunas
Lovington
Magdalena
Maxwell
Melrose
Mora
Moriarty
Mosquero
Mountainair
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1964~65
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

. :1.01.5
Participating Schools -- High School Achievement Awards
SCHOOL

CITY

Ojo Caiiente riigh
Pecos High
Penasco Higtl
Pdjoa~ue High
Portales High
Quemado High
Questa High
Ramah High
Raton High
Reserve High
Roswell High
St. Peters
Roy High
Ruidoso High
San Jon High
Santa Cruz High
Loretto Academy
Santa Fe High
Santa Rosa High
Seboyeta High
Silver High
Socorro High
Springer High
Taos High
Tatum High
Texico High
Tierra Amarilla Hg.
Hot Springs High
Tucumcari High
Tularosa High
Vaughn High
Wagon Mound High
Zuni High

1962-§3

'
Ojo caliente
Pecos
Penasco
Pojoaque
Portales
Quemado
Questa
Ramah
Raton
Reserve
Roswell
X
X
Roswell
Roy
Ruidoso
San Jon
Santa Cruz
Santa Fe
Santa Fe
Santa Rosa
Seboyeta
Silver City
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Tatum
Texico
Tierra Amarilla
Truth or Consequences
Tucumcari
Tularosa
Vaughn
Wagon Mound
Zuni

High Schools

20
39

A~-1ards

1963-64 1!}64-65

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

,.

31

35

62

68

In 1965 the Humanities and Science and Mathematics Awards
were given at all of the above checked schools except for
Eunice and Ramah who did not receive the Science and Mathematics
Awards.
-20-
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APPENDIX D
THE PRESIDENT'S ALUMNIADVISORY COMMITTEE, 1964-65
1
41
Dr. Albert G. Simms II
Chairman
1
Ben c. Hernandez
41
Executive Committee
1
Ray H. Rodey
55
Executive Committee
1
Michael Alarid
61
1
Sam R. Angell
49
Roswell
1
James B. Barber
37
Grants
1
Mrs. Howard Brandenburg
38
(Helen Zimmerman) Taos
1
Garnett Robert Burks
30
Socorro
Daniel C. Burrows
'26
1
Reese Cagle
32
Clovis
1
Mrs. John H. Campbell
44
(Harriet Lantow)Las Cruces
1
M. Byrne Cates
50
1
Roger Cox
54
1
Ralph E. Dixon
56
1
Mrs. Paul Dorris
39
(Juanita Fincke)
1
Dr. Paul Arnold Feil
44
Deming
Mr. Wm. E. Fields
Santa Fe
1
H. L. Galles
35
1
Mrs. Leonard Glasebrook
45
~argaret Herlihy)
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Goldsworthy 1 36
1
(Ruth Brock)
36
1
Gordon King Greaves
35
Portales
1
Emmett c. Hart
54
Tucumcari
1
Mrs. Leonard s. Hartman
42
(Betty Meyer)
1
Mrs. Guyton Hays
36
(Marie Jenson)

-21-

Mr. Sidney Hertzmark

1
39
1
John Norman Hodges
47
Silver City
Calvin P. Horn
'39
1
Glen L. Houston
52
Hobbs
1
R. Franl~ Jones
40
1
Glenn c. Karlin
Raton
38
1
William B. Keleher
55
Summer Stanley Koch-Santa Fe 1 38
1
Mrs. Lewis 0. Kohlhaas
28
(Leona Raillard)
Mr. & Mrs. Chas. Koskovich '54
1
(Judy Hubbard)
55
1
Ralph Loken
33
1
Thomas Eugene Lusk
41
Carlsbad
1
Mr. & Mrs. Rbt. Matteucci
57
1
(Mary Botts)
57
1
Eric T. McCrossen
58
Raton
1
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Mount
53
1
(Betha Young)
48
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Mugleston 1 59
1
(Riette Lewinson)
58
1
Thomas Murphy
23
Raton
1
Jess R. Nelson Jr.
49
Truth or Consequences
1
Mr. & Mrs. Cyrus Perkins
41
1
(Betty Burton)
41
1
Wesle_y M. Quinn
32
Clovis
1 39
Steve Reynolds
S·.:nta Fe
1 53 ,
Austin Evans Roberts
Farmington
1
Mrs. Jeffie W. Robinson
32
(Jeffie Sharp)
1
Paul William Robinson
44
1
Alva A. Simpson
40
Santa Fe

,.

101.7
The President*s Alumni Advisory Committee

Walter J. Stuart
Las

1

51

1

49
36

cruces

Robert D. Taichert
James L. Teare
ios Alamos
Frahk o. Westerfield Jr.
Archie Westfail
Tom Wiley
Judge Geo. L. Zimme~n
Alamogordo

1

52
32
1
32
'SO
1

1

,,
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APPENDIX E
GIFTS TO THE GREATER UNM FUND
1964 - 65
Sources of Financial Support
Amount Donated

Number of Donors

Found., Est., Mis.
Organizations
Bus. New Mexico
Bus. National
Friends
Alumni
Total

46

1964-65

1963-64

1963-64 1964-65

9121543'~25

$ 223,246.46 $

399
41
634
1,067

54
197
316
25
915
1.514

2,366

3,021

$ 401,985.17 $1,129,481.72

211

66,191.12
45,360.14
18,543.00
22,868.29
25 1 776.16

78,998.22
58,601.26
22,533.58
24,354.45
32 1 450.96

Pur2ose For Which Gifts Were Donated
1964-65

1963-64
Building Construction
Scholarship
Instruction
Research
Special Projects
Student Loans
Unrestricted
Library Material
Equipment
Chapel

$

Total

$ 401,985.17

-23-

725971.89
195,254.42
56,000.00
27,059.40
6,128.25
3,874.78
36,354.83
1,569.10
1,427.50
1.345.00

$

678,206.00
242,848.26
117,218.00
29,950.77
6,717.00
5,123.27
29,606.63
13,775.47
5,025.00
1.011.32

$1,129,481.72

..
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
Pete McDavid
Athletic Director
I.

Significant Developments during the Academic Year 1964-65
At the varsity level our teams have competed in the

following sports:

football, basketball, track, cross

country, baseball, tennis, wrestling, swimming, golf, and
gymnastics.

Freshman teams played regular schedules in

football and basketball and also competed in a limited number of contests in tennis, golf, and baseball.

A total of

133 athletes received major letter awards; 28 freshman
athletes were awarded numerals in football and basketball.
Our third year as a member of the Western Athletic
Conference again proved highly successful and further substantiated a well balanced program in all sports.

Three

championships were won by our varsity squads.
Coach Bill Weeks' Lobos won their third successive
football championship, sharing the title with Arizona and
Utah Universities.

The overall season record was the best

in the history of the school, finishing with 9 victories

1.020

and 2 losses.

The Legislature of the State of New Mexico

paid tribute to the team and staff through House Joint
Memorial Number 11:

"Congratulating and Commending The

University of New Mexico Football Team."
The team was ranked 16th in National rankings at the
conclusion of the season.

Another new attendance record was

established with a total of 132,821 fans turning out for six
home football games.
Jack Abendschan, guard, was named to the Official All
Conference team and, additionally received the great honor
of being named to the Official Associated Press All American
second team.
Stan Quintana, junior quarterback, had one of the
greatest years in the history of any Lobo athlete, receiving
the following honors:

First Team, Official Western Athletic

Conference; First Team, All Conference by Associated Press;
Western Athletic Conference Back of the Year by the Associated Press; Western Athletic Conference Player of the Year,
named at the Annual Conquistadores Banquet in Tucson, Arizona;
honorable mention, All American; named Athlete of the Year
by the Albuquerque Athletic Club; and received the Brannin
Award as Most Valuable Player of the Year.
(2)

Coach Bob King 1 s basketball team was again in contention for the Conference Championship up until the last
two road games, finishing in second place.

The team won the

Sun Bowl Tournament and received a second consecutive invitation to compete in the National Invitational Tournament in
New York City.

The team was ranked as high as 8th nation-

ally during seasonal play and ranked third in the nation at
the end of the season in defense.
Dick Ellis was named to the following First Team All
Star Squads:

All Western Athletic Conference, All N.C.A.A.

District Seven, and Sun Bowl Tournament.
A new attendance record was established again with a
total of 78,794 fans.
Track Coach Hugh Hackett's squads climaxed another
fine season by placing fifth in the N:,c,A.A. finals in
Berkeley, California.

National recognition was gained early

in the season by virtue of a dual meet victory over the
University of Southern California and winning the Western
Athletic Conference Championship for the second consecutive
year.
Clarence Robinson had a spectacular year -- he was a
double winner in the N.C.A.A. finals (triple jump and long
(3)

1.022

jump), as well as the Drake Relays, Kansas Relays, and
Western Athletic Conference Championship.
Bernie Rivers finished fourth in the 100 yard dash in
the N.C.A.A. finals.
In golf, Coach Dick McGuire's squad won their third
consecutive Conference Championship, making a total of nine
Conference Championships.

Ralph Coker was the individual

Conference Champion, setting a ne\v record of 210 strokes.
Coach Bob Barney's swimming team placed second in the
Conference for the second successive year.

The following

boys won individual Conference Championships:

Tom Mellars,

100 yard butterfly, setting a new conference record (53.8);
Greg Rendahl, 220 yard breaststroke, also setting a new
record (2:21.0); Carter Shillig, 50 yard freestyle.

In

addition, Tom Mellars was named to the Official All American
Swimming Team.
Robert Smith was the Conference Gymnastics Champion
in the trampoline event.
II.

Significant Plans and Development.
Leveling, plumbing, and fencing has been completed on

the new fields south of University Stadium.
(4)

These new

; . :10.23

facilities will provide needed space for baseball, track,
football, intramurals, Physical Education, Recreation, and
the Peace Corps.

President Popejoy and the Board of Regents

have approved plans for the new basketball arena, which will
seat in excess of 15,000 spectators and can be expanded to
take care of 20,000 for future needs.

A committee, appointed

by President Popejoy, is working on final details and plans
with the hopeful expectation that the arena will be completed
for the 1966-67 season.

Plans are also being formulated to

move football, basketball, baseball, track, cross country,
the business manager's office, training facilities, sports
publicity, and various offices to the stadium area.
III.

Outside Professional Activities of Staff Members.
The University Athletic Staff is well represented on

the following important National Collegiate Committees:
Athletic Director - Pete McDavid - National Athletic
Directors Program
Committee.
Football ---------- Bill Weeks --- American Football
Coaches Assoc.
Rules Committee
Golf -------------- Dick McGuire - N.C.A.A. Golf
Rules Committee
Track
Hugh Hackett - N.C.A.A. Track and
Field Rules
Committee

-M-----------

(5)

t ~ 1024
IV.

Appointments to Staff.
Robert D. Leigh -- Baseball Coach
Jim Cromartie
Asst. Football Coach
Eddie Groth ------ Sports Information Director

V.

Separations from Staff.
George Petrol -- will devote full time to
teaching.
George McFadden - Sports Publicity
Reese Smith ----- Assistant Football Coach, transferred to Placement Bureau.

f.

1.025

Report of the Office of the University Architect
July 1, 1964 to June 30, 1965
Van Dorn Hooker, University Architect
The fiscal year 1964-65 saw the beginning of the largest building
program in the history of the University of New Mexico.

About $7,000,000

of building is either under construction or was completed during the year.
There follows a 1 ist of contract projects handled by this office this
year.
BUILDING PROJECTS BEGUN IN 1963-64
1.

1964 Addition to Journalism Building, UNM Project No. 611-100

This job included the completion of the second floor of the building for
the University Press, the first floor for the University Post Office and
storage for the University Press, and the air conditioning of the
existing building.

Holien and Buckley of Santa Fe were the architects.

The contract was awarded to Bradbury and Stamm for $136,534.00 and change
orders increased it by $1,908.48 to a final total of $138,442.48.

The

Press occupied the second floor in October and the first floor was
occupied in November.
2.

1964 Addition to Fine Arts Center, UNM Project No. 612-100

A portion of the second floor east side of the Music Building was completed
to provide additional faculty-staff offices.

Holien and Buckley were the

architects and Lembke Construction Company the contractors.

The contract

was awarded for $35,976.00 and completed for $36,369.45 in September.
3.

Additional Offices, Unit

11 11 ,

C

College of Education

Office spaces were completed in the basement of this building at a cost of
$13,033.00 and accepted for the University in October.

Flatow, Moore,

,.
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Bryan and Fairburn were the architects and C. W. Murphey the contractor
4.

Air Conditioning, Administration Building

This office handled the inspection of the work only

Bridgers and Paxton

were the engineers and Southwest Plumbing and Heating the contractors
The original contract was for $73,454.00 and was completed for $79,303.07.
in November.
NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
1.

Temporary Laboratory Building, School of Medicine,
UNM Project No.

603-100

Bids were received on July 15 for the erection of a prefabricated metal
building to house the first class of the School of Medicine.

The con-

tract, which included the addition of a research laboratory to the rear
of the Medical Library Building, was awarded to Hesselden Construction
Company for $82,015.00,

Equipment for this building and the laboratories

in the rear of the Medical Library Building had been previously contracted
for with the Permalab-Metalab Corporation for $72,423.00.

In the meantime,

the University had acquired the Exter-Tonella Building and $20,326.00 was
added to this contract to remodel this building into laboratories and
offices

Because of several delays in construction and delivery of equip-

ment, the project was not finally completed until the first of December.
W. C. Kruger and Associates were the architects.
2.

1964 Dormitories (Santa Ana and Alvarado), UNM Project No. 615-100

Bids were received on October 8th for two new dormitories similar in
design to Onate and Santa Clara.

The contract for construction was

awarded to K. L. House Construction Company in the amount of $1,246,509.
All bids for built-in furnishings were rejected and rebid as a separate

2
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item in January.
This contract also was awarded to K. L. House Construction Company
for $135,632.

The work is proceeding on schedule and the buildings will

be ready for occupancy before September 15th.
W. Ellison and Associates.

The architects are William

The job inspector for the University is John

Williams.
3.

1964 Extensions of Utilities Distribution Tunnels

A project for the extension of the uti] ity tunnel system to take care of
new building projects was initiated by the Physical Plant Department
earlier in the year.

The project included an extension to the Graduate

Physics Research Building and the School of Medicine on the North Campus,
and an expansion of service on the Central Campus to serve the new dormitories and the addition to the Library.

A switching station is to be

erected next to the electrical substation on Las Lomas to provide standby service between the North and Central Campuses in case of failure of
either substation.

Bids were received on November lOth and the contract

awarded to Hesselden Construction Company for $718,430.
completion on this project.

Work is nearing

Bridgers and Paxton and Carl Albach were the

engineers and WilliamS, Patterson of this office is the job inspector
for the University.
4.

Graduate Research Building for the Department of Physics and
Astronomy, UNM Project No. 613-100

Bids were received on November 17th for the construction of a Research
Building for the Physics and Astronomy Department.

This structure is a

one storey building with a partial basement and a roof deck attached to
the east end of the existing Physics Building on Lomas Boulevard, North
East.

This project of 41,156 gross square feet is devoted almost entirely

3

to research with the exception of space for department and faculty offices.
The National Science Foundation contributed $350,000 to the construction
and equipping of the facility.

The general contract for $739,000.00 was

awarded to George A. Rutherford, Inc.

The present contract amount is

$757,208.12, which includes remodeling and air conditioning the existing
building to incorporate the former Department of Meteoritics.
completion date is now set for December 7, 1965.

The

Ferguson, Stevens,

Mallory and Pearl are the architects and W. S. Patterson is the job inspector for the University.
5.

Phase I I Remodeling at 930 Stanford, School of Medicine,
UNM Project No. 602-100

A contract for $33,331,00 was awarded to K. L. House Construction Company
for additional remodeling at 930 Stanford to provide space for Gross Anatomy.
Work was completed in March.
6.

Addition to Zimmerman Library, UNM Project No. 614-100

The building was bid on December 8, 1964, and Lembke Construction Company
was awarded the job for $1,769,684.

This addition, which will more than

double existing space in the 1 ibrary, consists of three floors and a basement all on the east side of the present structure.

Some 400,000 volumes

will be housed in open stacks and temporary faculty offices will be located on the basement and second floor levels until the space is needed for
additional stacks.

At the present time the concrete frame has been com-

pleted and the masonry walls are being erected.
for July, 1966.

Completion is scheduled

Following the occupancy of the new portion and the

vacating of the old building, extensive remodeling will begin to provide
rooms for special collections and the Honors Program.

An application was

prepared and presented to the Board of Educational Finance, the state

. 1.029
body allocating funds from the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963,
and $802,134 was awarded the University for the construction of this
facility.

Architects are Ferguson, Stevens, Mallory and Pearl and the

job inspector for the University is Daniel Polk.
7.

Concert Hall Addition to Fine Arts Center, UNM Project No.612-200

The second part of the Fine Arts Center, the Concert Hall, is located just
south of the Music Building, which was completed in 1963.

The auditorium

will seat 2,086 and will have a complete working stage and orchestra
shell.

The working drawings for this project were done at the same time

as the Music Building, but because of lack of funds construction was
delayed until this year.

The drawings were revised to incorporate the

latest concepts of stage design and acoustics and bids were received on
December 17, 1964.

Lembke Construction Company was low bidder with a

figure of $1,769,684.

Construction began on January 17, 1965 with com-

pletion presently scheduled for July 1966.

Hoi ien and Buckley are the

architects and their consultants include Bolt, Beranek, and Newman for
acoustics and George lzenour as stage equipment designer.

Job inspector

for the University is Charles Little.
8.

Addition to Medical Library, UNM Project No. 608-100

Bids were received on April 14 for additional stack space for the Medical
Library.

Weaver Construction Company was low bidder at $38,666.

This

project is nearing completion with occupancy scheduled for the end of
July.

W. C. Kruger and Associates are the architects.
9.

Temporary Medical Facilities Addition, UNM Project No. 606-100

Two more prefabricated metal buildings are being added to the initial
structure completed in 1964 to provide space for the second year medical

. 1.030
instruction program.

This was made necessary because of the delay in

beginning construction of the Basic Science Building.

A contract was

signed on May 17, 1965 with K. L. House Construction Company for $246,487
with completion scheduled in early September.

W, C. Kruger and Associates

are the architects.
PROGRAMMING AND PLANNING
In addition to the projects under construction, several others are
now in various stages of planning.

The Basic Sciences Building for the

School of Medicine is scheduled to be bid on August 18, 1965.

This

building will house the instructional laboratories for the first two
years of the School of Medicine curriculum and research space for the faculty.

There are 172,406 gross square feet in the five floors of the

building.

The National Institute of Health is participating in the cost

of both the research and instructional space.

The initial construction

contract will be about 3.5 mill ion dollars, which will not include builtin equipment.
planning.

This will be bid at a later date to allow for more detailed

Total project budget for this building is $5,467,474.

W. C.

Kruger and Associates are the architects.
After several delays the program for the addition to the Biology
Building is being finished and will be given to the architects, Flatow,
Moore, Bryan, and Fairburn in July.

This addition has some 66,780 square

feet and is estimated to cost $1,928,745 for construction alone.
project budget is $2,429,200.

The

Application for funds has been made to the

National Science Foundation and is being sought from the Higher Educational
Facilities Act.

In order to allow more space for this addition it was

decided to demolish North Hall which served first as a dormitory and later
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as an office building.
Also nearing completion is the program for the Infirmary Building to
be located just south of Mesa Vista Dormitory.
architects, Hoi ien and Buckley, next month.

This will be given to the

The building will be a three

storey structure with the ground floor devoted to University College,
Counseling and Testing, Reading and Study Habits Clinic, and offjces for
the Foreign Student Advisor, and the upper two floors for the Student
Health Center.
$1,026,800.

The construction cost for this building is estimated at
1966~

It is anticipated that bids will be received early in

A building to house transmitter equipment for KNME-TV is being
planned for erection on Sandia Crest.
tects.

Pacheco and Graham are the archi-

Drawings for this project were done some time ago, but were

shelved due to lack of funds.

The Albuquerque Public School System is

participating in the cost of the building.

Bids will be received July].

At the present time wind tunnel tests are being conducted at the
University of Maryland on a model of a structure to enclose a swimming
pool designed for the University of New Mexico by Milton Costello of New
York.

The idea is to create a covering which will allow year-round

swimming with adequate protection in the winter and in the summer can be
opened up to give the feeling of an open air pool.

Educational Facilities

Laboratories is participating in the cost of the design studies.

If the

design appears feasible it will be used to cover an Olympic size pool to
be built on the north side of Johnson Gymnasium.

Outside the pool structure

will be a diving pool and a wading pool deep enough for swimming classes
for small children.

The entire complex will be surrounded by a wall to

give wind protection to the sun bathers.
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The University is constructing a new 18-hole Golf Course on the far
South Campus near the intersection of University Boulevard and Interstate
Highway 25.

The University Architect recommended that a competition be

held for the design of the Club House Building

This idea was approved

by the Regents of the University and a program was written for the competition, 1 imiting it to architects resident in New Mexico who had not done work
for the University.
of Architects.

The competition was approved by the American Institute

Twenty-three entries were received from all over the state.

A jury composed of O'Neil Ford, FAIA, San Antonio, Texas; Donald P. Stevens,
AlA, Albuquerque; and Tom L. Popejoy, President of the University of New
Mexico, reviewed the entries and made the following awards at the annual
meeting of the New Mexico Society of Architects meeting in Albuquerque on
May 28:
John Reed, AlA, Albuquerque, First Award
McHugh, Kidder, and Plettenberg, AlA, Santa Fe, Second Award
John Varsa, Albuquerque, Third Award
John Reed was awarded the commission for the work and is now in the
process of revising his pre] iminary drawings and preparing a cost estimate
A Basketball Arena to seat 15,000 persons, now being designed by
architect Joe Boehning, is to be located across University Boulevard from
the Football Stadium.
kind in the state

This structure will be one of the largest of its

It will have a clear span of 330 feet.

The floor of

the basketball court will be below ground with the earth excavated to form
the support for the concrete seating.
arena has been set at $1.25 million.
for the 1966-67 basketball season.

8
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Some time ago it became apparent that the Zimmerman Field area was
the last building space left in the heart of the campus and therefore it
should be developed intensively.

Around this field are planned millions

of dollars of construction, including a major addition to the New Mexico
Union, a wing to the Fine Arts Center for Arts and Architecture, a
building for the College of Business Administration, general classrooms,
facilities for Psychology and the Humanities, and an outdoor Drama Theater.
The University Architect suggested to the Regents that an outstanding
architect be employed to give design continuity to these structures which
will be built over a period of several years.

The University Architect

discussed the project with the offices of John Carl Warnecke, Ernest J,
Kump, and O'Neil Ford.

Mr. Kump and Mr. Ford came to Albuquerque and were

interviewed by the Campus Planning Committee, which recommended that they
be hired as a design team to work together in planning this area.
At the present time the office of the University Architect is preparing a detailed program for the Business Administration Building and
the General Classroom Building and an outline program for the other proposed buildings.
Programming has been started on the following projects:
Engineering Center
Addition to Chemistry Building
Physical Plant Department Facilities
In order to solve some of the problems of food service in the dormitories and the New Mexico Union and the central food stores, Mr. Arthur
Dana, a nationally known consultant, was employed to make a survey of the
present facilities and make recommendations for their improvement.

As a

result of this study Hokona Dormitory will be remodeled next summer and some

9
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changes will be made at Mesa Vista this fall.

Consideration is being

given to building a facility to house the food stores and a central
kitchen.
Mesa Vista Dormitory is being phased out as a men's dormitory and
converted to faculty-staff offices beginning in the fall of 1965.

Plans

are being made to enlarge the present dining room to serve l ,000 persons
The kitchen will be remodeled accordingly.
Several months ago the Regents agreed to the development of a Research Park on the South Campus in cooperation with the Albuquerque Industrial Development Service, Incorporated.

This year the first two

buildings to be erected on the site were in the planning stage:

a build-

ing for the Dikewood Corporation and a laboratory building for the United
States Forest Service.

This office is working with architects and engin-

eers in the preparation of site and uti] ity plans for the park.
In order to provide proper drainage for the central part of the campus,
a storm sewer was designed by Robert Donham of the Department of Civil Engineering to run from the northwest corner of the New Mexico Union, east
to Cornell, south to the end of the projected site of the Infirmary, and
then east and north to tie into the storm sewers in Campus Boulevard,
This job was awarded to Higdon Construction Company on a bid of $46,714.00,
This project is to be completed prior to the beginning of the fall semesterWhen the sewer is completed it will be possible to begin work on the
first major landscaping work designed by Garrett Eckbo:

the Union Square-

Cornell Mall work on the north and east sides of the New Mexico Union
Building.

The working drawings on this job are being completed and it is

hoped they can be ready to submit for bids later in the summer.

IO
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Appointments and Additions to Staff
It has become the pol icy of the Office of the University Architect to
employ professional architects from the Albuquerque area to prepare programs and assist in campus planning.

This allows them to continue their

own professional practice while giving at least half-time to the University work.

In this capacity the following architects were engaged to work

out of the University Architect's office:
Robert B. Riley, AlA, is a graduate of the University of Chicago and
received a Bachelor of Architecture degree from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

He has won AlA awards for both design and editorial work,

and has contributed to several national and local magazines.

Prior to

coming to Albuquerque, he was the editor of the Potomac Valley Architect,
publication of the Potomac Valley, Maryland Chapter AlA, and was an associate of the architectural firm of Kea, Shaw, Grimm, and Crichton in
Hyattsville, Maryland.

Mr. Riley is directing the general campus planning

work of this office and coordinating the work of the student assistants.
He is preparing programs for the Infirmary, the Zimmerman Field projects,
and the College of Business Administration Building.
Harvey Hoshour, AlA, is a graduate of Pomona College and received a
Bachelor of Architecture degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he won the Rotch Traveling Fellowship.

He has studied and

worked in Italy and was formerly employed by Harry Weese and Associates
and Mies Van der Rohe of Chicago, and I. M. Pei and Associates of New York.

11
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Edward B. T. Glass was appointed assistant to the University Architect
and began his assignment on September 15, 1964.

Mr. Glass has a Bachelor

of Architecture degree from the University of Texas.

For several years he

was with the firm of O'Connell and Probst in Austin, Texas, consultants
for design of medical facilities.

Mr. Glass is primarily responsible for

work on the north campus for the School of Medicine.
It is the pol icy of the University to use full-time job inspectors
on major construction jobs; at the present time the following men are so
employed:
W. S, Patterson: Physics Research, Uti] ity Tunnels, Storm Sewer
John Williams: Dormitories
Charles Little: Concert Hall
Daniel Polk: Library Addition
E;arl D'Arcy: Mechanical, all jobs
Jack Stevens: Electrical, all jobs
These men are responsible to both the Project Architect and the University Architect.

It is anticipated that more men will be employed as

major projects are started, with additional specialized inspectors on complex structures such as the Basic Sciences Building.
FEDERAL GRANT APPLICATIONS
The office has worked very closely with several colleges and departments in the preparation of applications for both federal and private
grants for construction.

A complete file of laws and regulations govern-

ing applications and administrative procedures is maintained in the office.
We are involved in various ways with the following government agencies:
Board of Educational Finance
Higher Educational Facilities Act of 1963
National Science Foundation
National Institute of Health
Public Health Service
Housing and Home Finance Agency
Educational Facilities Laboratory

12
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The complexity and variety of federal administrative processes have
required the office to maintain close 1 iason with the Comptroller in the
matter of accounts, records, and procedures.

In an effort to make a fair

distribution of funds under the Higher Educational Facilities Act, the
Board of Educational Finance has developed a system which requires an
accurate space inventory for each institution's facilities.

This office

is cooperating with the BEF in making and updating the inventory for the
University of New Mexico.

The application forms for HEFA funds are all

prepared in this office with information secured from various University
sources.
It is evident that more and more federal funds will be released to
assist University building and that more time and effort will be required
to keep up with the demand.
PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR
At the close of the fiscal year 1964-65, the University of New Mexico
had $6,800,000 of construction projects under contract and another
$3,600,000 out to bid.

Planning and programming for urgently needed

projects totalling approximately $10,000,000 is under way.

It is antici-

pated that during the forthcoming year planning will begin on new projects
almost equal] ing the above totals.
Six general contracting firms, eight architectural firms, four engineering companies, and seven consultants who are specialists in various
fields, are being employed in this effort.
through this office.

13
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There is no indication that the building-planning program will
decrease as immediate needs are met, but on the contrary, as the
University grows in numbers of students, the building program will grow
proportionately.

The universities in this country with the largest

enrollments also have, almost without exception, the most money budgeted
for construction.
Besides the immediate need for programming new construction there is
an ever present need to keep the general campus planning up-to-date.
Next year special emphasis will be placed on the planning problems of the
North Campus where consideration will be given the needs of the School
of Medicine, the Physical Plant Department, and the Golf Course.

New

planning will be required for development of the area affected by therealignment of the flood diversion channel.

A model now being constructed

of the central portion of the main campus will enable us to study in
detail landscaping and building problems, particularly in the Zimmerman
Field area.
An updating of the South Campus Master Plan is essential because of
the many developments which have occurred there within the last year.
The Research Park is being actively developed, the playing fields south
of the football stadium are under construction, the baseball field and
the basketball arena are planned for the west side of University Boulevard, and there are indications of interest in fraternity housing in the
area.

These demands make planning of this area urgent.

mode Is of the area are being assemb I ed at this time.

14
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The need for additional parking space is under constant consideration and plans for new parking Jots will be drawn as soon as certain
necessary engineering data has been collected.

The design of Redondo

Drive between Cornell and Terrace has been started and construction can
begin when funds are made available.
The master planning of the Zimmerman Field area will proceed next
year, and at the same time this office will be engaged in similar planning
and programming for the science and engineering areas.

During this year

the landscape architect should be given instructions to proceed with detailed studies for the rest of the Ash Mall project and the Humanities
Oval.

The completion of some of the landscaping within the heart of the

campus should develop a sense of unity in the area, and keep the campus
from appearing so disrupted by the new building projects.

~·
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THE REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
July l, 1964 - June 30, 1965
David Otis Kelley, University Librarian
The most important single event to report was the beginning of
construction, during January, 1965, of the addition to the Zimmerman
Library.

Bids were opened on December 8, 1964, and shortly afterward

the contract was awarded to the Lembke Construction Company of Albuquerque.

Weather conditions through the winter and spring were favor-

able and excellent progress has been made.

Construction is ahead of

schedule at this time and the long-awaited addition should be completed by July, 1966.

The subject-departmentalized library will be

in operation at the beginning of the fall semester, 1966.
While the noise and dust of construction has been somewhat unpleasant, yet 1964-65 was a year for setting records in library service.

From the statistics given in the Appendixes of this Report

we can see the following increases over last year.

Size of collections
Volumes added
Amount spent for books
Number of donors
Size of full-time staff
Circulation of books (Zimmerman only)
Interlibrary loans (Zimmerman only)

1963-64

1964-65

399,699 v.
37,384
$199,176.19
262

439,268 v.
39,569
$247,525.17
337
62
245,559
2,422

5~

228,453
2,ll3

It is gratifying to be able to report this type of improvement
which can be reported by statistics.

One wishes, however, that he

could report the real educational attainments realized through the
activities of librarians and other staff members.

We are deeply con-

scious of the fact that the work of the professor in the classroom and
1
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in the laboratory, and the work of librarians with students in their
use of the printed word constitute the real university.

As we move

more and more into service for research we must not lose sight of
the obligation we ha.ve to undergraduate students a.s well as to graduate
students and fa.cul ty.

I get real pleasure in stopping my work on

building planning, budget preparation, or staff-hunting to help a.
student prepare a talk for a. speech class or to get started on a.
history term paper.

The reference librarians in Zimmerman have em-

phasized this type of service in a. special way during this year.

If

we could provide this type of library service for a.ll students we
would truly have something to report.

But it is unfortunately true

tha.t, in a.ll colleges and universities, less than half of the faculty
and students make reasonably frequent use of the library's collections
and services.

One thing we look forward to, when we have our enlarged

building next year, is the increased use by our

c~us

citizens.

Expecting an enrollment of 12,000 in September, 1965, and about
14,500 one year hence, when we occupy the new building, the library
staff and fa.culty members are building collections to support teaching and research.

Good progress can be reported for the year just

closed.
THE COLLECTIONS
The number of cataloged volumes in the general library increased
by 7.4'/>.

Since university libraries over the land ha.ve tended to in-

crease annually about

5'/>,

this growth helps to bring the collections

closer to the size needed for a university such a.s the University of
New Mexico.
2
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Of the volumes added to the general library, 64% were acquired
by purchase, 10% by gift and exchange, and 26rfo by the binding of
periodicals.
We have continued to follow the basic book selection policy of
many years standing.

Faculty members have, in the main, determined

which books to purchase, and their selections have follmred closely
the areas of teaching and research.

Our purchasing follows very re-

strictive lines.

For example, we duplicate only where needed for

large class use.

We do not buy rare books except in unusual cases

where they are needed for research.

We do not buy texts.

The Library

committee plans to review book selection policies during the coming
year.
Having about a 35% increase in book funds available during 196465, we were able to strengthen the collections in several areas.

The

faculty members have previously needed more foreign publications than
we have been able to acquire.

While purchasing many of the

~ortant

English language publications, we acquired also some

~ortant

material

in other languages, especially serial publications.

We also acquired

some English language materials from India, Pakistan, and the United
Arab Republic on the P. L. 480 program.

Examples of these foreign

acquisitions are:
Jahrb«cher fur Geschichte Osteuropas, Bd. 1- 1964Jahrbuch ffu Amerikastudien, Bd. 1- 1956
Neue Deutsche Literatur. 1- Jan. 1953Revista de Filosofia. v. 22- Jan./June 1963India Quarterly. v. 22- 1964The Indian Economic Journal. v. ll, no. 3- Jan./Mar. 1964The Indian Journal of Political Science. v. 25- 1964The Indian Journal of Public Administration. v. 10- 1964Scientia Paedagogica Experimentalis. v. 1- 1964Felsmechanik und Ingenieurgeologie. v. 2- 1964The East. Tokyo, Japan. v. 1, no. 4- 1964-
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Journal of Social and Political Ideas in Japan, v. 1- Apr. 1963National Bibliography of Indian Literature. 1962Art de France. 1- 1961Coloquio; Revista de Artes e Letras. no. 1- Jan. 1959Contem:porary Arts in Pakistan. v. 1- Jan. 19600saka Journal of Mathematics. v. 1- Aug. 1964The increased Special Purchase Book Fund made possible some
significant additions to the Collections.

The several firms now re-

printing important serials and other works provide libraries with
materials that otherwise have been difficult, if not impossible, to
acquire.

We regret the high cost of these reprints.

The continuance

of the Special Purchase Fund over a period of years will provide the
University with a bloc of important research material.

Some examples

of 1964-65 purchases are:
Harvard Univ. La~T School. Library. Catalog of International
Law and Relations.
Early American Newspapers, 1704-1820. Microprint.
Overland Monthly. v. 1-15
The Philosophical Review. Selected volumes.
Management Review. v. 1-12.
Sewanee Revie~r. v. 1-30.
Ellis, Brooks F. Catalogue of Index Foraminifera.
American Statistical Association. Journal. v. 1-10.
L 1Anne Politique. 1944-1963.
British Museum. Catalogue of Printed Books. v. 244-291.
Journal of Insect Physiology. v. 1-9.
Royal Society of London. Proceedings. v. 1-10.
Asiatic Society of Japan. Transactions. 1872-1922.
California. University. Bancroft Library. Catalog of Printed
Books.
New York. Public Library. Reference Department. Dictionary.
Catalog of the History of the Americas.
English Historical RevimT. v. ll-20.
Population Index. v. 1-15.
Journal of Philosophy. v. 1-4, 12-27.
Psychological Revi~f. v. 1-5, 8-9, ll-14.
Biblio. 1948-1951, 1954-1961.
Hartens, Georg Friederich Von. Martens Collection of Treaties.
Microcards.
Mercure de France. v. 1-20.
Dictionnaire de Biographie Francaise. v. 1-57·

4
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American Culture Series. Microfilm reels 249-276.
Uspekhi Matematicheskikh Nauk. n.s. v. 1-14.
Atomkern Energie. v. 1-9.
Collection of Recordings of Dramas. 52 titles.
Perez y Lopez. Teatro de la Legislacion Universal.

28 v.

The gifts of pocks and money for the purchase of books have
strongly supplemented our regular institutional funds.

It is note-

worthy that the number of individuals making donations to the libraries increased from 262 to 337·
as Appendix E.

A complete list of donors is given

In addition to these individual donors there were

many others such as publishers, institutions, and corporations who
donated materials.
Large quantities of materials were given by Dr. France Scholes,
the Edward P. Anconas, Prof. George Baker, Prof. John M. Batcheller,
Miss Kate Corbin, Mr. C. A. Dahlgren, Mr. George L. Doolittle, Jr.,
the Erna Fergusson Estate, Dr. Hmrard Raper, Miss Helen Hefling,
Mr. Merrill C. Jones, Mr. R. H. Koopmans, Mr. Arthur Loy, Mr. William
MacMurphy, Mr. M. Meyer, Dr. Frank Reeve, and the William J. Parish
Estate.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Townley Scott made several important gifts
of E. A. Robinson books.
of New Mexico newspapers.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stanton gave a quantity
The Helene vTurlitzer Foundation of New

Mexico presented a large collection of books, pamphlets and serials,
chiefly Ger.man materials.
Our largest institutional donor continues to be the Albuquerque
National Bank.

But many important materials were received from the

Miller and Smith Mfg. Co., from the Albuquerque Public Library and
from the Museum of New Mexico.

Two foreign donors who are unusually

generous in both books and serials are the Belgian ministry of
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Education and the Gulbenkian Foundation.
Many University departments have given materiaJ.s to the lib-

raries.

Especially generous were the Bureau of Business Research

and the University of New Mexico Press.
Gifts of books and money as memoriaJ.s have provided some vaJ.uable
additions.

Dr. and Mrs. Homer S. Musgrave have continued their quar-

terly gifts with which we have bought chiefly works on the history of
science.

Dr. Maurice Tauber of Columbia University's School of Lib-

rary Service established a memoriaJ. fund for the purchase of books in
library science and the book arts in memory of his late wife, Rose.
The Alumnae Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi made contributions of books in
memory of parents of members.
Gifts to the Fine Arts Library's Archive of Southwestern Music
have helped it to grow significantly.

A second grant from the Greater

U.N.M. Fund provided more blank tape for duplicating purposes.

A

grant from the Wenner-Gren Foundation for AnthropologicaJ. Research in
New York is providing for the purchase of a Nagra tape recorder for
field recording.

Collections added to the Archive during the year were

those of Odd HaJ.seth, Charlotte Johnson, John Duncan, John Robb, and
Alfonso Ortiz.
With a continuing program of duplicate and publications exchange
and an increasing receipt of materiaJ. through gifts, we were able to
add to the Zimmerman and Fine Arts Collections 52% more volumes by
gift and exchange than we did last year.

We hope soon to add a Gifts

and Exchange Librarian to develop this source even more.
ORGANIZATION OF MATERIALS
The report was a significant one for the CataJ.og Department
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of Zimmerman Library.

The yea:r began with the change from the Dewey

classification system to the Library of Congress system,
at that time a subscription to the L.

c.

We began

proof slips, and in Septem-

ber began to reproduce sets of cards from proof slips, printed and
typed ca:rds, by means of the Xerox 914.

Also during the summer of

1964 we sta:rted using a SE-LIN letterinej attachment on a large-type
typewriter for labeling books.
During the summer of 1964 we had the consultant services of
Dr. Maurice Tauber to survey our technical services work.

His report,

.:!:!! ~ Libra:ries of

~~

Technical Services

~

University of New

a 124 page, typed report was issued, and has served as a frequentlyconsulted reference book during this yea:r just completed.
Following the recommendations of Dr. Tauber, we decided to discontinue the use of a special government publications classification
system and classify such official publications by the
gress system.

Lib~ary

of Con-

To implement this decision we transferred all readers'

services involving government publications to the Reference Depa:rtment,
to enable the staff of the Government Publications De:pa:rtment to devote
all of their time to processing.

We also decided to reclassify into

L. C. all books yet to be transferred from Zimmerman to the Fine Arts
Library.

These two decisions, plus the increased acquisition program

has greatly overloaded the Catalog Depa:rtment. ·
To help with the increased work load we added one Cataloger and
one Catalog Clerk, but this staff increase was considerably insufficient. We now have a sizable backlog of uncataloged material.

Be-

cause of the shortage of catalogers nationwide and our limited budget,
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we will be forced to adopt a system of brieflisting to make the
materiaJ.s available for readers.

VTe vlill continue to explore methods

for processing materials with more speed.
The staff of the Catalog Department deserve much credit for the
year 1 s work.

Being relatively inexperienced with the Library of Con-

gress system, yet they increased by nearly 50% the number of titles
cataloged.

This was made possible by using clerks to copy L. C. proof

slips, and cards in the

National~

Catalog, following exactly the

classification and the subject headings.
The staff members in the Fine Arts Library processed the addition
of 2,865 slides which were received by purchase, gift, and by photographing from books, periodicals, and art shows.

They also continued

the cataloging of the phonorecord collection, using all the added
entries on the Library of Congress cards.
New serial titles added to the central seriaJ.s checklist numbered

846, bringing the total number of titles to 131 799· With the change in
functions of the Government Publications Department, we transferred
the checklist of that department to the Serials Department and interfiled the government serials record cards with others in the central
checklist.

An additional clerk will be needed to keep records of re-

ceipts 1 making claims 1 etc.

Because of the emphasis upon serials in a

research library, this checklist will be a vital bibliographic record
in the future and it is therefore located near the card cataJ.og in the
new building.
We bound a totaJ. of 6,970 book and periodical volumes at the
commercial bindery, an increase of

8

42%

over last year.

The home bindery
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production increased from 2,495 volumes to 3,270 volumes.

This work

is done by student assistants and the increased production is due,
chiefly, to the fact that the same two girls have just CO!ll!lleted their
third year on our staff.

A walk through the stacks in Zimmerman and

in the Fine Arts indicates the in1Proved conditions due to the program
of "Z" and "Tie" binding.
Statistics of production in Photoduplication Services indicates
a reduction in enlargement prints and a great increase in the number
of Xerox prints.

The installation of a coin device on the Xerox 914

in the lobby of' Zimmerman has worked reasonably well.

There have been

some patron CO!ll!llaints but many losses of dimes are due to the failure
of' the users to read the sin1Ple instructions posted on the machine.
The value of having this coin device is that it permits staff members
to devote their time to other duties.

The two photographers have com-

pleted the filming of' the Albuquerque Journal to provide microfilm of
this newspaper from 1907 to 1954.
In September, 1964, we acquired a second Xerox 914, and have pro-

vided a contract copying service for both campus departments and for
the Sandia Base and Sandia Corporation libraries.
of 70 contracts for campus agencies.

vTe handled a total

In addition the photographers did

a fine job of' reproducing sets of catalog cards.
SERVICES TO READERS
One would assume that the use of books would be related chiefly
to the size of the student body and the size of the faculty.

Actually

there is also a correlation with the size and quality of the collections.

9
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And we are confident that the new and more attractive facilities of
the new building will cause a greatly increased use of library materials.
During the report year the staff of the Circulation Department circulated 245,599 volumes, an increase of 7-5% over the previous year.
The loan of serials and government publications was nearly doubled.
The number of interlibrary loans increased from 2 1 ll3 to 2,422.
The functions of the Circulation Department were performed under
conditions of great difficulty.
and readers.

The stacks were crowded with both books

The one elevator performed nobly but was not up to the

demand, and occasionally took time off.

The University Librarian

usually considers it better to walk to the 9th floor, despite his
age in the mid-fifties, than to compete with the many patrons for use
of the elevator.

The staff had the books in neat order early in Septem-

ber but soon afterward neatness disappeared and a given book might be
difficult to find.

This is the disadvantage of an open stack system.

The increased production of the Catalog Department made frequent shifting of entire ranges necessary to make room for new books and journals.
There was an almost constant flow of books to storage areas in Hokona
Hall and in five rooms of Zimmerman.

At the end of the report year

there were 137,073 volumes in storage.
Pickups from storage were made once a day.

For this a Cushman

scooter, operated by a student assistant, was used.

The scooter was

worn out, and competed with the elevator in the number of breakdowns.
At this writing we have just received a new Cushman scooter and look
forward to better storage pickup days.
have had fewer patron complaints.

Despite these troubles we

Our student and faculty friends are

becoming more aware of the space problems.
10
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The first work performed by the construction company on the new
addition was the removal of the east face of the stack.
carrels and quite a few sections of shelving.

We lost 29

During the fall semester

223 readers were assigned to the 109 carrels; during the spring semester
151 readers were assigned to 8o carrels.
The use of plastic, embossed identification cards for students
~ii th

Addressograph imprinters was an improvement.

But as the n1.llllber of

circulations per month approaches 20,000 we will need a more automated
system.

It is hoped that we can work out an acceptable system with the

cooperation of our Data Processing Center.
Like most university libraries we charge out books to faculty members for an indefinite loan period.

Once a year we send lists of books

charged and request that the faculty members return them or report that
the books are still needed.

This check was made in February.

time 5,286 vol1.lllles were charged to 421 faculty members.
to report as requested.

At that

Only 29 failed

These 29 faculty members had 4 74 books checked

out.
The use of the Fine Arts Library increased substantially.

The

turnstiles registered an increase in persons entering the library from
32,680 to 61,835.

The total circulation of books, records and slides

increased same 45'fo over last year.

A new clerk has been added to the

staff because of this heavy usage.
It has been necessary to limit use of the slide roam to faculty
members and graduate students.

He plan to acquire projectors with boxes

of slides for the use of undergraduate students.

The collection of

54,193 art slides should be made available to all students.
of the listening center has also been heavy.
ll

The use

The use has been chiefly
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that related to course work in music.

It is desirable to make this

facility more available to all University students.
The three reference librarians in Zimmerman, with meritorious devotion to professional service, helped readers with 30% more general
questions and with 46% more search questions.

At the beginning of the

year, upon recommendation of the Reference Librarian, we placed the
interlibrary loan work in a separate room end assigned one of the reference librariens for certain hours to manage this function.

This has

worked well in that it leaves the reference desk end the reference
telephone for reference questions alone.
Increased enrollment and the same size of reference staff caused
the discontinuance of the orientation sessions for class groups.
the fall of

In

1963 the reference librariens met 67 classes for this one

hour of instruction on library usage.
to 8o groups in September

Since there would have been 70

1964, we had to discontinue the instruction.

This is a decision that is to be regretted.

Some students and faculty

have indicated their desire for instruction of this type.

We hope

that some way can be found later to give instruction about books end
libraries to entering students and special instruction for graduate
students.

It is primarily a problem of staffing.

rlith larger enroll-

ment it will require a full-time instructor.
SPECIAL SERVICES

In an institution the size of a university library serving 10,000
students and about 500 faculty members, it is to be expected that certain services vlill be developed that are not truly in the main l:i.ne of
library service.

One of these services performed by the U.N.M. Zimmer12
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man Library is the sending of doctoral dissertations to University
Microfilms for publishing in microfilm form.

An abstract of each

dissertation is also published in readable size in Dissertation
Abstracts.

There is a fairly large amount of time spent by the Tech-

nical Services Division staff in the preparation and shipping of
dissertations to Ann Arbor, plus correspondence concerning imperfections in the typescripts such as misSing pages, abstracts that
are too lengthy, etc.

The University could well use a thesis and

dissertation editor to confer with students on the mechanics, bibliographic completeness and style, and types of paper and method of reproduction to use on dissertations.

This editor could also handle

the shipping to and correspondence with University Microfilms.
Another special service performed is that of exhibits.
wall cases and two floor cases are used for exhibits.

Two

The Special

Collections Librarian is assigned the responsibility for exhibits
and, since they are library. exhibits, they are composed, principally,
of books and other materials for learning.

During the year there were

exhibits of Bibles, New Mexico Cartography, D. H. Lawrence materials,
banned books, faculty publications for 1964, and the Korber collection
of Old English manuscripts.
Because of insufficient funds and understaffing the Iribrary's
publishing program is more limited than is desired.

However, during

each summer the Reference Department staff edit, and see through the
Printing Plant, a Guide to

~Zimmerman

and Fine Arts Libraries.

These are placed on counter tops and are used in individual instruction
to make the use of the libraries easier for students.

13
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report year we published Dr. Maurice Tauber's TechnicaJ. Services
~

Libraries

!?f ~ University !?f New

~·

:!:!!

It was distributed

gratis to members of the University administration, deans, department chairmen, members of the Library Committee and to any faculty
member requesting it.

And it was mailed to library schools and to

other college and university librarians who requested it.
Another publication, of a type, is the monthly mimeographed
Book~

which gives a selected list of new acquisitions and a brief

message to the faculty on the front cover.

It is sent to members of

the faculty, and surprisingly, to a fairly long mailing list of libraries
and individuaJ.s who have requested it.
~Report

And, of course, there is this

which is typed and published by offset press, and sent

to certain University officers, to library schools, and to individuals
and libraries requesting it.
The first publication in the series University of
Library Series was Albert J. Diaz 1 s Guide to
Relating~ New Mexico Land Grants. 1960.

~

Ne~r

Microfilm

Mexico,

!?f Papers

This has proved to be a

useful publication for a select group of scholars, libraries, and other
persons interested in New Mexico's Spanish land grants.
available from the U.N.M. Press.

It is still

Manuscript is now being prepared for

a bibliography which we expect will be No. 2 in this series.
INSTRUCTION IN LIBRARY SCIENCE
During the 1965 summer session two courses in Library Science
were offered as a part of the curriculum of the College of Education.
The demand for this instruction has increased in recent months and we
experienced a heavy enrolllllent during these six-weeks courses.

14-
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The course Fundamentals of' Library Science (L.S. 424) had 47 students
and Reading Guidance (L.S. 430) had 50 students.

Decision was made

to schedule one course, Classification and Cataloging (L.S. 427)
during the fall semester.

It will be taught on Tuesda;y evening from

6:30 - 9:15 to accommodate persons who live outside Albuquerque.
Another course, Reference and Bibliography, will be scheduled for the
spring semester.

For both of these courses enrollment will be limited

to 30 students.
THE ST.AFF

The total staff of the University's libraries has been increased
from the 56 reported last year to 64 at this writing.

While this in-

crease is greatly appreciated we are still not keeping pace with the
faster grovth of' the University and are not able to meet the demands
upon the libraries for service.

We have already mentioned the grow-

ing arrearage in cataloging in Zilllmerman Library.
is for more staff.

Obviously one need

The same is true in Serials and Binding, and in

Acquisitions to handle a larger book budget.

In 196o the Director of

the nation's largest academic library said they were spending $48,000
per year for Slavic materials (including binding), and that a staff of
ten is required for acquisitions work, classification and cataloging of
this material.

Using this ratio of' staff size to book :funds, we should

increase our technical services staff some fourfold.
At the ~d of 1964-65 Miss Helen Mcintyre, Acquisition Librarian
since 1947, and Miss Theresa Gillett, Chief Cataloger since 1946, retired.

They served the University faithfully and well for a period of

19 and 18 years respectively.

They will continue to 1ive in Albuquerque.
15
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Mr. Donald Foster was :promoted to head the Catalog Department, and
Mr. Benny Jolmston was :promoted to Acquisition Librarian.

The Special Collections Librarian, Mr. W. Michael Mathes, resigned at the close of the year to spend some months in Euxo:pe conducting research for his doctorate in history.

He was awarded the

Del Jlmo Foundation Fellowship for this research.
Col. Norris K. Maxwell from the University of Texas' Graduate
School of Library Science spent an internship of ll months working
in our libraries.

He worked in all departments of the Zimmerman and

Fine Arts libraries.

For his report on the internship he wrote a

description and analysis of our building planning for the Zimmerman
adcli tion.

Having :proved his good qualities during the internship,

we appointed him to the newly created position of Readers 1 Services
Librarian beginning July 1, 1965.
Miss Elaine Keebler joined the staff as Cataloger in November,
coming from a similar :position at Oklahoma State University.

She

resigned in July to accept a :position as head of a branch library at
Indiana University.
Mr. Jerome Simpson was appointed to a new :position of Cataloger,

starting July 1, 1965.

He came from a :position on the library staff

of Central State College at Edmond, Oklahoma.
Library staff members have :participated in :professional activities
and in :publishing during the year.

Miss Porterfield completed a

questionnaire study of interlibrary loan work which was :published in
the July, 1965 issue of College and.. Research Libraries with the title
"Staffing of Interlibrary Loan Service".
16
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Mr. Don Roberts attended the meeting of the Society of Ethno-

musicology in Detroit during November.

He went to DaJ.las in Febru-

ary for a meeting of the Music Library Association.

He presented a

paper at the GaJ.lup meeting of the New Mexico Folklore Society held
in May.

He talked on Indian music at the Institute of American

Indian Arts in Santa Fe and for a program on Channel 5 TV.

He has

served as Secretary of the College, University and Special Libraries
Division of the New Mexico Library Association, and has been President
of the Albuquerque Symphony.

He published the following:

"A Brief Guide to Rio Grande Pueblo Dances", The Quarterly of
the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs':- Vol. I, nO. 2,
Smer/FaJ.l, 1964, P• 12-15. - - - A review of six records for Ethnamusicology, Vol. 9, no. 2,
May, 1965.
.
Mr. T. Laurence Welch attended a Mountain States

Tel~hone

Company seminar in Denver on the general subject of automation and
the April meeting of the New Mexico Library Association.

In June he

attended the American Library Association Annual Conference in Detroit.
Mr. Benny Johnston and Mrs. Nanette Sargent attended the Portales

meeting of N.M.L.A., and Mr. Johnston served as a member of the Southwestern Library Association's Book Award Cammittee.

Mr. Charles Warren

and Miss Mary Ellen Soper attended the meeting of the New Mexico Library
Association in Portales.

Mr. Michael Mathes went to Oklahoma City in

October for the Annual Conference of the Western History Association.
During May he attended a history conference in Tucson.
Mr. 'Arthur DeVolder chaired a general session program of the New

Mexico Library Association in Portales.

He also attended the seminar

on automation conducted by the Mountain States Telephone Company in Denver.

17
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I attended the Little Rock meeting of the Southwestern Library
Association and was elected Vice President (President-elect).
FIUENDS OF THE LIBRARIES
Certain members of the faculty Library Committee suggested the
organization of a Friends group who might provide additional support,
in money and in other wa:ys, for the University's libraries.

During

the summer and early fall of 19643 Prof. Marion Cottrell, Chairman of
the Library Committee, Mr. Robert Lalicker, Director of the Development Office, and I held some discussion meetings for organization of
a Friends group.

A steering committee was set up to help in the or-

ganizational phases.

Then on December 4, 1964 we had a dinner meet-

ing for the purpose of launching the Friends organization.

Senator

Clinton P. Anderson spoke about his experiences as a book collector.
In the business session following the program, Prof. Hamlin Hill was

elected President, Mr. Arthur Loy Vice President and Mr. David 0. Kelley,
Secretary-Treasurer.
On April 9, 1965 the annual meeting was held in the theater of
the New Mexico Union.

We heard Mr. Calvin Horn tell of his experiences

as a publisher and Mr. Howard Bryan relate incidents connected with his
work as a special feature writer for the Albuquerque Tribune.
A Friends Newsletter was published, with Miss Mary Ellen Soper
as editor, and was mailed to all members.

By the end of the report

year there were 183 members in the Friends organization.
With money donated by the Friends a special collection of books
on ballet was purchased.

The Allocations Committee has earmarked all

of the remaining money in the Friends 1 account for the possible pur18
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chase of a major collection about which negotiations are now in
progress.
THE AUTONOMOUS LIBRARIES
This Report covers activities mainly of the Zimmerman (general)
and Fine Arts Libraries.

Where possible, statistics of all four

campus libraries are shown.

The Law Librarian, Mr. Myron Fink, has

reported as follows about the Law Library:
"During 1964-65, books selected for classification in the
'Current Treatise' collection were processed and completely recataloged.

The entire first floor of the LaM Library was reorganized

to facilitate use of the more basic materials.

Substantial progress

was made in the development of improved New Mexico and United States
document collections.

Work was begun on a special collection of

'Legal Education 1 materials.

"New policies and procedures w·ere adopted for cataloging of all
materials in the Law Library using Library of Congress cards where
available and subject headings for Law."
Mr. Robert T. Divett, Librarian of the Library of the Medical

Sciences wrote a Report for his library.

From it I note here these

significant developments.
During July and August the staff worked hard to get the library
ready for service to the first class of the Medical SChool arriving
in September.

A large shipment of material was received from Swets

& Zeitlinger and processed in record time, thanks to the electronic
machines previously installed.
The semester opened and usage o;f:' the library by students in the
19
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School of Medicine by students in the College of Nursing and by the
faculty proved to be unexpectedly high.
Between January and May, 1965, the staff produced the first book
catalog.

At the end of May, copies were distributed to departments

in the School of Medicine, to medical libraries and hospitals in the
state and region,to a limited list of regional scientific institutions, and to selected other persons and institutions.
Toward the end of the year work was started on a new, mechanized
circulation system.

The IBM 357 Data Collection System was adopted,

and its installation was scheduled for July,
The building now used for the Medical Library was filled to
capacity and an addition was constructed during the Spring of 1965.
It is nearing completion at this writing, and should provide for some
five years growth according to present planning.
CONCLUSION
This has been a good year.

There have been problems, but we have

enjoyed the solving of these problems.
we are engaged in.
many people.

And it is a pleasant work that

For these rewarding experiences we are indebted to

Above all I wish to express my personal thanks to members

of the library staff who have worked so faithfully under difficult
conditions, and also to members of the University Administration, the
Library Connnittee, the Friends, and others who have supported our
attempts to provide a high quality of library service.
Respectfully submitted,

ila-tn".f /2t;;; ~/
David Otis Kelley_
University Librarian
August, 1965
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Appendix A
SIZE AND GROWTH OF THE COLLECTIONS
Zinmlerman
and Fine Arts Medical.
Libraries
Library

Law
Libr!:!:!Z TotaJ.s

Number of Cataloged Volumes
June 30, 1964

323,985

15,989

59,725

399,699

Volumes Added (net) 1964-65

24,088

12,713

2,768

39,569

Number of Cataloged Volumes
June 30, 1965

348,073

28,702

62,493

439,268

Percentage Increase OVer
Previous Year

9·9'1>

Other Processed Material.
in the Libraries:
June 30 z 1264
Government Publications
Maps (approximation)
Microfilm (reels of varying
lengths)
Micro cards
Sound Recordings
Tape Recordings
Slides

Added
1264-65

June 30z 1265

146,207
55,718

10,967

157,174
55,718

7,918
109,853
11,695
448
51,328

681
2,029
830
250
2,865

8,599
lll,882
12,525
698
54,193

1263-64

1264-65

9,354

13,830

9,826
1,464
4,i8®
5,

14,532
2,216
5 945
22!693

-----

116

225

------

552

846

------

12,953

13,799

Appendix B
PROCESSING OF MATERIALS
Zilmnerman Library

--- - - - - --- Volumes:
By Purchase - - - - - - - - - - - - By Gift and Exchange - - - - -New Titles Cataloged -

-

~

By Binding of Periodicals - - Total.

Number of Titles RecataJ..oged
Number of New Serial. Titles Added
Total. Number of Serial Titles in
the Checklist

- ----

2l
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1964-65
Binding:

(in volumes)

Commercial Bindery
Books - - Periodicals - - - - - - - - Theses - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total

""4,"§i1i:

1,412
5,334
224
6,970

Home Bindery
"Z" Binding - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,253
Tying of Incomplete Volumes - - - - - l,f42
Total
2, 95

1,574
1,696
3,270

981
3,702
231

Photographic Services:
Negative Microfilm Frames
- - - - 49,132
Enlargement Prints - - - - - - - - 4,569
Contact Prints (Copease) - - - - 1,039
Xerox Prints - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 44,157

77,313
3,307
37
150,318

Appendix C
USE OF LIBRARY RESOURCES

1963-64

1964-65

Z:l.nnnerman (General Library)
One Month Loans

171,279

- - - -

Loans of Serials and Government
Publications

- - - - 15,671

28,327

Reserved Book Loans

- - - - 44,986

45,953

641
1,472

879
1,543

Interlibrary Loans:
Loaned - - - - Borrowed - - Fine Arts Library
- - - - - -

14,955

- - - - - - - -

7,700

One Month Loans
Reserved Book Loans

Loans of Records and Tapes -

1,973

7,930

Loans of Slides - - - - - -

- - - - 29,959

35,281

Medical Library
Free Circulation: Books

3,193
22
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1963-64
Free Circulation:

1964-65
1,880

Serials - - - - - - - -

Reserved Book Loans:
Books - Serials - - - - - -

2,318
1,613

Xerox Prints - - - -

1,128

Interlibrary Loans -

282
Appendix D
EXPENDITURES

1963-64

Zimmer.ma.n and Fine Arts
Books and Other Materials:
Departmental Fund - - - - - - - - - - - -$100,001.47
General Book Fund - - - - - - - - - - - - 22,482.39
Special Purchases Fund - - - - - - 14,804.13
Engineering Fund (Special) - - - - - - 4,413.00
Fine Arts Materials (Slides, etc. ) - - +Ibero-American Studies Fund - - - - - - 6,378.48
+John Knox Musgrave and John Mauhinney
201.49
Memorial - +Edith Blessing Memorial Fund - - - 52.33
+Rose Tauber Memorial Fund - - - - - - - +Eva Springer Memorial Fund - - - - - - +Walter Sullivan Jr. Memorial Fund - - - lll.48
+Rockefeller Grant - - - - - - - - - - - 164.11
~athematics and Science Institute - - - +NDEA English Institute - - - - - - - - +Shock Tube Facility - - - - - - - - - - +Special Grant for Architecture Books - +Civil Engineering Grant (275-69)
+NSF (275-56) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +Friends of the Libraries - - - -

$148,718.88

Sub-Total
//Supplies and Expense
Equipment
- - Binding - - - - - - - - Salaries - - - - - - - - Student Assistance - - - Social Security, Retirement

- - - - and

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Travel-

-

Total Expenditures, Zimmer.ma.n and Fine Arts

23

1964-65

$131,096.46
28,6o2.22
26,251.80
2,511.82
3,396.84
5,7lf0.57
97.73
162.67
56.31
28.28
·99
9·65
31.47
278.82
444.72
132.4o
131.87
2.52
559.63
$199,506.77
12,741.39
4,969.26
26,570·57
203,914.00
39,863.65
2lz008.57
$508,574.21

,.
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1964-65
Law Library
Books and Other Materials Binding - - - - - - Salaries - - - - - - Student Assistance - Supplies and Expense
Equipment - - - - - - -

17,018.40
1,066.35
17,533.00
8,330.44
2,215.62
1,349.83
$47,513.64

Total Expenditure, Law Library
Medical Library
Boolts and Other Materials Binding - - - - - - - Salaries - - - - - - Supplies and Expense
Equipment - - -

31,000.00
10,000.00
63,575.00
12,000.00
1,000.00

- - - - - - - - - -

$ll7,575·00

Total, Medical Library

$673,662.85

Total Expenditure for Libraries
+Non-institutional funds.
#This entry includes items not usually considered
library expense, such as: The cost of publishing
dissertations on microfilm.
Percentage Distribution of Expenditures.
Amount
Books, Periodicals and Binding
Salaries and Wages
Supplies, Expense, and Equipment

Percent of Total

$285,162.09
333,216.09
55,284.67

Ratio of Library Expenditures to Total Expenditures of the
University for Educational and General Purposes -

5.9%

Appendix E
DONORS TO THE LIBRARIES
Individual Donors:
Dean Clinton Adams
Miss Eleanor B. Adams
Dr. Stuart Adler
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Alexander
Mrs. Bertha Allen
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Mr. Clyde R. Alvarez
Mr. Carlos R. Alvarado
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Ancona
Hon. Clinton P. Anderson
Prof. George Arms
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Prof. Marion Cottrell
Dean Virginia Crenshaw
Dr. Charles A. Curtis, D.V.M.
Miss Charlemaud Curtis
Mr. Salvatore Cutino
Prof. Camilo Dagum
Mr. c. A. Dahlgren
Mr. Donald L. Daoust
Mr. Deryl Davis
Mr. John DeBuck
Mr. Theodore de Koning
Dr. S. R. Denzler
Dr. A. Despopoulos
Mrs. Jeanne DeValk
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. DeVolder
Prof. Franklin Dickey
Prof. Howard J. Dittmer
Prof. Robert T. Divett
Mr. George L. Doolittle, Jr.
Mr. P. G. Dorsey
Prof. R. C. Dove
Mr. Donald s. Dreesen
Mr. Francis P. Elliott
Vice President Harold L. Enarson
Miss June Enstrom
Lie. Jorge Fabrega P.
Mr. Joseph Farber
Prof. George E. Fey
Mr. James K. Feibleman
Mr. c. E. Feinberg
The Erna Fergusson Estate
Mr. Joseph Ferrer
Dr. R. B. Fernlund
Mr. John Earl Fetzer
Prof. Myron Fink
Dean Reginald H. Fitz
Prof. Troy Floyd
Dr. J. R. Foote
Rev. Benjamin P. Ford
Mrs. c. E. Foster
Mr. Sanford Fox
Mr. Pete Frank
Mr. H. A. Freeman
Mr. R. s. Freeman
Mr. Kenneth Frink
Captain Clifford F. Fry
Mr. John L. Gardner
Dr. Dale c. Garell
Mr. E. J. Garretson
Prof. Fitzgerald A. Gerard
Mr. H. M. Gilbert
Mr. Myndert Gilbert

Mrs. Verdean Armstrong
Mr. Nobori Asaji
Miss Shirley Ash
Mr. J. B. De Atha;yde
Miss Barna M. Avre
Mrs. E. Baerwald
Prof. Archie Bahm
Prof. George L. Baker
Mr. K. L. Ball
Prof. Roberto Barrios
Mr. P. s. Barrows
Mrs. J. H. Barton
Prof. John M. Batcheller
Miss Vivian L. Beach
Dr. F. Bebmlander
Mr. Henry E. Bender, Jr.
Mrs. Reba Benge
Mr. G. G. Biggar
Miss Mildred Blake
Mr. Ed Boggs
Prof. Claude-Marie Book
Dean c. Boyden
Mr. Otis E. Brake
Mrs. Dorothy Bryan
Mrs. Alice Franklin Bryant
Mr. Victor s. Bryant
Mr. Ralph Brown
Miss Ann Burke
Mr. Witter Bynner
Mrs. Madeline F. Campa
The Clarence Cannon Estate
Miss Madeline Canova
Mr. Albert Caraco
Mrs. E. I. Carmichael
Mrs. Mary Carr
Dr. Edward Castetter
Dean Elmon L. Cataline
Mrs. Fletcher A. Catron
Mrs. Florence Chanukoff
Mr. H. Edwin Cheney
Prof. Fred M. Chreist
Prof. Robert Emmet Clark
Mi·. Claus-Peter Clasen
Mr. Cyril Clemens
Prof. Dorothy Cline
Dean Richard H. Clough
Prof. Van Deren Coke
Dr. Henry v. Cobb
Mr. Phil Cooke
Prof. James G. Cooper
Mrs. Kate Corbin
Mrs •. D. E. Cordova
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Mrs. c. P. Glaese
Rabbi Israel Goldstein
Mrs. Miguel A. Gonzales
Miss ToiJllllY Gotham
Rabbi Jerome w. Grollman
Miss Clara Grotta
Mrs. Carl M. Grove, Jr.
Prof. Mercedes Gugisberg
Mr. c. Richard Gunzer
Miss Helen Hadley
Mr. w. w. Hakala
Mr. Evetts Haley, Jr.
Mr. G. K. Hall
Mrs. Pauline Hall
Mr. Pete Harrity
Mr. William H. Ha;ys
Miss Helen Hefling
Prof. John Heimerich
Mr. Rollie V. Heltman
Mr. Otto w. Henry
Mr. J. Noe Herrera
Major General Kennard F. Hertford
Prof. w. W. Hill
Mr. J. Vance Hoagland
Prof. Clayton C. Hoff
Mr. Charles A. Hohlhaes
Prof. Robert Holzapfel
Mr. Calvin Horn
Prof. Edwin Hoyt
Dr. George Hubbell
Prof. William H. Huber
Mr. Earl Hutchinson
Mr. Hashime Itch
Mrs. Alan Jacobson
Mr. Arthur Jacobson
Mr. Benjamin Jaramillo
Mr. Everett c. Jessup
Mr. Harold A. Jerry, Jr.
Mr. Merrill c. Jones
Rev. Hershey Julien
Prof. S. Karni
Prof. David Otis Kelley
Mr. Dale E. Kempter
Mrs. Evan Kerr
Mr. Robert E. Kintner
Mrs. James M. Knowles
Dr. Lambert H. Koopmans
Mr. R. H. Koopmans
Dr. Anthony T. Kruzas
Dr. J. M. Lacarra
Dr. A. Ladman
Mr. c. Oliver LaGrone
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Mr. Robert Lalicker
Dr. Vere Lane
Mr. Don R. Larson
Mr. .Arthur Larson
Mr. Martin .A. Larson
Mrs. Lavenworth
Mrs. Elissa Ledbetter
Father John Mary Lenz
Miss Barbara Liberato
Dr. Lester Libo
Mr • .Augusto de Lima, Jr.
Mr. H. P. Lippincott
Mr. Arthur E. Loy
Prof, Willem Jacob Luyten
Mr. Charles H. Maak
Mr. David Mc.Allester
Mr. George B. McComb
Mr. J, c. MacGregor
Miss Helen Mcintyre
Mr. William MacMurphy
Mr, T, N. McMullan
Mr. J, McFeeters
Mr. H. Wilson Maglidt
Rev. Tsumilta Maneki
Mrs. Margolis
Prof. J. E. Martinez
Mr. Jose Luis Masso
The Orner Masters Family
Mr. Michael Mathes
"The Mavericks"
Mr. John s. Ma;yfield
Mr. s. M. Melton
Mrs • .Arthur Merkle
Mr, Ra;y L. Merrill
Mr. Merl M. M. Meyer
Dr. w. L. Minear
Mrs. Virginia Misa.nko
Mr • .Allen F. Miser
Dr. and Mrs. Homer s. Musgrave
Mr. Tim Nara
Prof, Gerald Nash
Prof. Marshall Nason
Dr • .A • .Alfred Nelson
Dr. E. E. Nelson
Mr. Glen E. Norton
Mr. Louis I. Newman
Dr. Madaline Nichols
Mr. Glenn E. Nielson
Miss Katherine Norris
Lie. Gustavo Diaz Ordaz
Mr. Mike Ortiz
The William J. Parish Estate
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Prof. France v. Scholes
Mr. Karl H. Schrrerin
Mrs. Munson Scott
Mr. Winfield Townley Scott
Mrs. A. T•. Seymour
Mr. William Seymour
Dr. Leonard Sha.ewitz
Mr. Robert Shee.ts
Mrs. c. Richard Shelly
Mr. c. Richard Shelly, Jr.
Miss Wilma Loy Shelton
Mr. James D. Shinkle
Mr. Brant Shoemaker
Mr. Fletcher L. Short
Prof. Hirsch L. Silverman
1-Ir. Van M. Sim
Mrs. Paule Simon
Mr. Upton Sinclair
Mr. Stanley Slatkin
Miss Emily M. Smith
Mr. Gaylord E. Smith
Prof. Sherman Smith
Mrs. Marjorie Solenberger
Prof. John Somerville
Dr. B. Sotoodeh
Mrs. Edgar Soule
Mr. Frank G. Speakman
Mr. and Mrs, Ed. Stanton
Mr. Richard Stark
Mr. Charles N. Staubach
Mrs. Wilfred Stedman.
Mrs, Mary Steele
Mrs, Daphne Steer
Prof. Jack R. Stephenson
Mr. J. H. Steward, Jr,
Dr. Hudson Strode
Mr. Norman Strunk
Mr. Frank Sullivan
Mr. Roland B. Sundown
Mr. John Tatscbl
Mr. DonaJ.d c. Thayer
Prof. Louis J. Thompson
Mr. James Thornton
Mr. R. J. Throckmorton
Prof. Henry J. Tobias
Mr. I. Fausto Toso
Dean Hoyt Trowbridge
Prof. Bernard Udis
Dr. R. W. G. Vail
Mr. Nelson Valdes
Prof. David H. Vernon
Mr. John Verral.l

Prof. James W. Park
Mr. P. M. Pasinetti
Miss Esther Paulo
P.E.O. Chapter V
Prof. T. M. Pearce
Mr. Donal.d s. Pearson
Mrs. Lillie Pearson
Mr. Frank F. Pershe
Prof. Paul V. Petty
Dr. A. G. Davis Philip
Mrs. Leonard Phillips
Mr. Ely E. Pilchik
Mrs. Rufus Poole
President Tom L. Popejoy
Miss Genevieve Porterfield
Dr. David c. Prickett
Mr. Ra.ul Quintanilla
Mr. Keen Rafferty
Mr. Manford W. Rainwater
Mr. John Randal.l
Dr. Howard R. Raper
Mrs. c. E. Redi
Prof. Frank Reeve
Mr. George Reinhardt
Mrs. Winifred Reiter
Mr. Charles Reznikoff
Mr. Carter Rila
Mr. Shorty Rizir
Dean John Robb
Mr, John B. Robert
Mr. Don Roberts
Mr. Ernest L. Robinson
Mr. Gerald Rock
Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.
Mrs. Mary Blanchard Rohn
Mrs. Myron G. Rosenbaum
Dr. Alexis Lawrence Romanoff
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Rose, III
Mr. Frank E. Ross
Dr. Gunther Rothenberg
Mr. J.tl.chael Rowland
Mr. Robert Rubio
Mr. Albert Rudnick
Mrs. Lena N. Rudolph
Dr. Line. Ruiz y Ruiz
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Rushing
Mr. Ramon Beneyto Sanchis
Mr. Clark Sanger
Mr. Carlo Sanz
Mr. J. Sarratud D.
Mrs. Phyllis Schlafly
Mr. William E. Schenck
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Miss Jenny Vincent
Miss Audrae Visser
Mr. Helmut H. Von Erf:f'a
:Mrs. Adele Waldman
:Mrs. B. E. Walker
Prof. Harold Walker
:Mr. John Wa.lley
Mr. Charles Warren
Prof. Elizabeth Waters
Mr. George B. Watts
Mr. T. Laurence Welch

Prof. Arthur A. vlellck
Mr. Stuart E. Whitcomb
Dr. L. H. Wilkinson
:Mr. J. Bayes Williams
Prof. T. Phillip Wolf
Mrs. Edwin F. Wood
Dorothy Woodward Estate
Mrs. Emma s. Woytinsky
Helene Wurlitzer Foundation
Prof. Oswald vlyler
Mr. and Mrs. Philip K. York

Selected Institutional Donors:
Albuquerque. Juvenile Court
Albuquerque Jewish Welfare Fund
Albuquerque Journal
Albuquerque National Bank
Albuquerque Public Library
Albuquerque TypographicaJ. Union No. 304
1 'Alliance Francaise
American Automobile Association
American Chapter of Podiatrists
American Medical Association
American Standards Association
Anonymous (In memory of Dean vTilliam J. Parish)
Belguim. Ministere de l'Education Nationalle et de la Culture
Bollingen Foundation
Ciba Foundation
Commonwealth Fund
Fundacao CaJ.ouste Gulbenkian, Lisboa, Portugal
Indiana University. Archive of Traditional Music
Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation
·
Ga.llup lnter~Triba.l Ceremonial Association
L. c. Ranch
Lovelace Foundation
Miller and Smith Manufacturing Company
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company
Museum of New Mexico
Music Mart
New Mexico. State Highway Department
New Mexico. University.
Practically aJ.l departments on c~us contribute books, magazines,
p8lJ!Phlets, and miscellaneous materiaJ.s.
New Mexico. University. Associated Students.
Net-7 Mexico HistoricaJ. Review
New Mexico Quarterly
New Mexico Medical Society
New Mexico Podiatry Society
New Mexico State Hairdressers and Cosmetologist Association
Roswell Art Museum
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Sandia Corporation, Technical Information Division III
Southern Union Gas Company
Union County Citizens, Clayton, New Mexico
U. s. Air Force; Air Force "I'Teapons Laboratory, Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque
U, S. AEC, ALOO, Albuquerque, New Mexico
The Helene Wli.rlitzer Foundation of New Mexico, Taos, New Mexico
Appendix F
NOTABLE ACQUISITIONS
Albers, Josef. Interaction of color. New Haven, Yale University Press.
1963.
American Statistical Association. Journal. reprint of v. 1-10, 1888-1907.
American Universities Field Staff, AUFS Reports, 1952-1958 (all series)
1 1Annee politique. 1944/45 - 1963. (19 volumes)
Annual magazine subject index. Cumulated reprint, 1907-1949. 2 volumes.
Asiatic Society of Japan:--Transactions; reprint edition. 1872-1922.
Basutoland. Basutoland records, collected and arranged by George McCall,
et al. Cape Town, 1964. 4 volumes.
Biblio; catalogue des ouvrages parus en langue francaise dans le monde
----entier. 1948-1951; 1954-1961.
British Museum. British~ catalogue ~printed books. v.244-291.
California. University. Bancroft Library. Catalog of printed books.
Boston, G. K. Hall and Company, 1964.
-The Canadian entomologist, v. 91-96, 1959-1964.
Cancioneiro da Ajuda, edicao critica e commentada par Carolina Michalllis
de Vasconcellos. Halle, 1904.
Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer. Winston s. Churchill; his memoirs
and speeches, 1918-1945. 12 records.
Deiateli revoliutsionnogo dvizheniia v. Rossii: biobibliograficheskii
slaver. 5 v. in 10 arts.
- --DictiOriiiiiire de biographie francaise. v. 1-57• Paris, Letouzay et ane,
1933-64. Ellis, Brooks Fleming. Catalogue of index foraminifera ••• New York,
American Museum of Natural History, 1965.
English historical review. Reprint of volumes ll-20 1 1895-1905.
Four centuries of sjiiiiiiSii ~· 1964 edition. (Microcards)
Harrisse, Henry. Decouverte et evolution cartographique de Terre ~·
Walter, 1900.
Ichthyological ~ material ~ microcard. Series 1 and 2.
Manuscrita microfilms of~ and out-of-print~· St. Louis, St.
University, 1964,
Martens, George Friedrich von, ed. The Martens collection of treaties.
107 microcards.
Mercure de France; reprint of v. 1-20, 1890-1895·
Migne, Jacques Paul. Patrologiae curious campletus. Series latina. v.l-29.
New York. Public Library. Reference Department. Dictionary catalog of
the histor-t of the Americas. Boston, G. K. Hall, 1961Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm. CosPlete works, translated by Dr. Oscar
Levy, New York, Russell and Russell, ""'I964. 18 volumes.
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OVerland monthly; reprint of v. 1-12, 1868-1875.
Perez y Lopez. Teatro de la legislacion universal. 28 volumes.
Population index; reprint of volumes 1-15, 1935-1949.
Psychological review; reprint of v. 1-5, 8-9, ll-14.
Revue d 1histoire:l:rteraire de la France; reprint of v. 1-16; 35-45.
Royal Society of London. Procee~v. 1-10, 1832-1859.
Sewanee review; reprint of v. 1-30, 1892-1922; and General Index, v. 1-10.
u. s. Department of State. Records £! ~ Df.artment of State relating .:!!£
the internal affairs of Cuba. (Microfilm •
Usp~ matematichesklkh nauk; n.s., v. 1-14, 1946-1959·
Wauchope, Robert, ed. Handbook of Middle American Indians. Austin,
University of Texas Press, 19~ volumes.
Appendix G
Staff of the Libraries, Summer, 1965
Zimmer.man Library Administration.
David Otis Kelley - - - - - University Librarian
Arthur L. DeVolder- - - Technical Services Librarian
Norris K. Maxwell - - - - - - - - Readers' Services Librarian
Marie Jones
- - Secretary
Reference Department.
Genevieve Porterfield - - Reference Librarian
Charles Warren
- - - - - Assistant Reference Librarian
Dorothy Wonsmos
- - Assistant Reference Librarian
Circulation Department.
To Larry Welch
Circulation Librarian
Bette Haumschild - - - - Circulation Clerk
Geraldine Jacobson- - - Circulation Clerk
Dorothy Legere
- Circulation Clerk
Clark Melling
- - Circulation Clerk
Laura Norsworthy
Circulation Clerk
Alice Seeds
Circulation Clerk
Technical Services Division.
Virginia M. Misanko - - - Bookkeeper
Janice Doxtater
- - Technical Services Clerk
Acquisition Department.
Benny L. Johnston - - Acquisition Librarian
(Vacant)
- - Assistant Acquisition Librarian
Nanette Sargent
- Assistant Acquisition Librarian
- - Acquisition Clerk
Ruth Lashley
- - - - - Julie Anne McWilliam- - - Acquisition Clerk
(Vacant)
- Acquisition Clerk
Mildred Richardson- - - - Steno-clerk
Catalog Department.
Donald L. Foster
- - Catalog Librarian
Claire Bensinger
- - Cataloger
Elaine Keebler
- - Cataloger
Helene Ott
- - Cataloger
30
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Jerome Simpson
(Vacant)
Moreyn Cole
Nelle Davis
Dorothy Duncan
Sonja Spencer
Elena Watson
Serials Depaxbnent.
Mary Ellen Soper - - Barbara Davison
- Helen Lee
Lillie Pearson
Phyllis ZuschneidGovernment Publications Depa.r-bnent.
Robert B. HarnessEmily Jane Roberts - - - Elizabeth Thurston - - Photoduplication Service.
William OWings
George Reinhardt
Special Collections Department
Carol Thomasson
Fine Arts Library Donald L. Roberts
Charlemaud Curtis
- Clara Grotta
Sally Meador
Law Library Myron Fink
- Jane Goldman
Brenda Snyder
- Library of the Medical Sciences Robert T. Divett
- - Harold Bellingham
Louise Small
- - - - - Marian Ausher-man
Eva Baerwald
Grace E. Hollied
- - - - Leona Green
- - - - - Michael Norviel
- - - - - - - La<]ye Margaret Pa;yne - Tey Esther Rebolledo Ann Spence
- John Urioste, Jr.
William Wettinkind - -

31
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Cataloger
Cataloger
Catalog Assistant
Catalog Clerk
Catalog Clerk
Catalog Clerk
Catalog Clerk

-

Serials Librarian
Binding Clerk
Serials Assistant
Serials Clerk
Steno-clerk

-

- - Documents Librarian
- Government Publications Clerk
- - Government Publications Clerk
- - Technician (Photolab)
- - Technician (Photolab)
- - Special Collections Librarian
- Fine Arts Librarian
- - Library Clerk - Fine Arts
- - Library Assistant - Fine Arts
- - Library Clerk - Fine Arts
- - Law Librarian
- - Assistant Law Librarian
- - Secretary
-

- - - -

Librarian
Associate Librarian
Associate Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Administrative Assistant
Keypunch Operator
Medical Illustrator
Library Technician
Library Technician
Keypunch Operator
Library Technician
Library Technician

. 1.071.
Appendix H
FACULTY LIBRARY COMMITTEE, 1964-65
Prof. Marion Cottrell, Civil Engineering, Chairman
Prof. George Arms, English
Prof. J. Paul Fitzsinnnons, Geology
Prof. Fitzgerald A. Girard, Mechanical Engineering
Prof. Edwin Hoyt, Government
Prof. William W. Johnson, Biology
Prof. Edvrin Lieuwen, History
Prof. Hugh M. Miller, Music
Prof. James W. Park, Business Administration
Prof. Kenneth H. Stahl., Pharmacy
Prof. John T. Zepper, Education
Prof. Robert T. Divett, Librarian, Medical Library, ex officio
Prof. MyTon Fink, Law Librarian, ex officio
Prof. David Otis Kelley, University Librarian, ex officio
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Herewith are exact reproductions of the major exhibits and schedules which are included in the annual
audit report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1965.
It is believed that these fairly present the financial
condition of The University of New Mexico on June
30, 1965, and the results of its operations during the
fiscal year then ended.

There is a complete audit report, by Denham, Youngberg & Co. Certified Public Accountants, on file in
the Business Office, which is available for inspection
by any interested member of the University faculty
or administration.

Tom L. Popejoy, President
John Perovich, Comptroller
Joe D. Harris, Asst. Comptroller
Eleanor Manson, Administrative Assistant
Frank D. Manfredi, Purchasing Agent
Robert V. Blailock, Accountant, Research Administrator
Eugene H. Bergman, Internal Auditor

Albuquerque, New Mexico
December 1, 1965
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ACCOUNTANTS 1 REPORT

Board of Regents
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
We have examined the consolidating balance sheet of the University of
New Mexico as of June 30, 1965 and the related statements of surplus and fund
principal and revenues and expenditures for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the
rules and regulations of the State Auditor, and accordingly included such tests
of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet, statements of surplus
and fund principal, and revenues and expenditures present fairly the financial
position of the University of New Mexico at June 30, 1965 and the results of its
operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted institutional accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
The accompanying comments and schedules, though not considered necessar
for a fair presentation of financial position and results of operations, are
presented mainly for supplementary analysis purposes and to give information as
to the scope of work. Whjle our examination was made primarily for the purpose
of formulating our opinion on the current year's basic financial statements, the
additional data have been subjected to the same audit procedures and, in our
opinion, are stated fairly in all material respects when considered in conjunct~o
with the financial statements taken as a whole.

~~-~-·
~~E~,
&
YOUNGBERG

October 22, 1965
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UNIVERSITY OF NEll MEXICO

Balance Sheet.
June 30, 1965
Assets

Liabilities and Fund l'rincipal
Current Fund

Cash:
Petty cash and operating funds
Cash on deposit
Due from Construction Fund
Accounts receivable
Inventories, lower of cost or market
Prepaid expenses and deferred charges

$

34,690.00
1,128,220.35

1,162,910.35
25,041.47
164,512.87
599,859.20
105,649.40
2,057,973.29

Vouchers payable
F .r.c.A., withholding taxes and. retirement payable
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deposits
Deferred income
Reserve for encumbrances
Surplus (Exhibit B):
Unappropriated
Appropriated

174,604.72
444,429.60
43,291.45
77,215.45
483,511.91
23,646.78
194,899.99
616,373.39

811,273.38
2,057,973.29

Restricted Fund
Cash on deposit
Investments. at cost (Schedule 1)

206,643.82
853,968.28
1,060,612.10

Restricted reserves

1,060,612.10
1,060,612.10

Loan Fund

Cash:
Petty cash fund
Cash on deposit
Deposit - United Student Aid Fund, Inc ..
Notes receivable - Student: loans
Accounts receivable, - Student fees

$

50.00
103,173.31

103,223.31
10,000.00
980,384.29
89,157.41
1,182,765.01

Vouchers payable
Surplus (Exhibit B):
Unexpended reserves
Fund principal

75.50
47,843.57
l, 134,845.94

1,182,689.51
1, 182,765.01

Endowment Fund
Cash:
Cash on deposit
Cash held by the State Treasurer
Investments, at cost (Schedule l):
In custody of University comptroller
Held in trust by banks
Invested by the State Investment Council
Note receivable - Student: Publications
James W. Young property - Rancho de Canada

248,988.44
1,228 ,'20
875,908.06
93,997,19
5,844,028.96

250,216.64

6,813,934.21
14,461.64
538,707.00
7,617,319,49

Surplus. (Exhibit B):
Unexpended reserves:
Reserved for scholarships
Reserved £or losses
Fund principal

72,916.85
5,875.60

78,792.45
7,538,527.04

7,617,319.49

~
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Continued

UNIVERSITY OF NEW' MEXICO
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1965

Liabilities and Fund Principa 1

~

Construction Fund

Cash on deposit - Bond construction accounts
Investments (Schedule 1)
Due from N. M. State Highway Department

299,428.87
7,868,760.95
850,000.00
611,879.82
12,297 .87

Real estate purchase contracts
Development cost - Coronado Village

Cash on deposit - Fund overdraft
Vouchers payable
Due to Current Fund'
Mortgage notes payable
Surplus (Exhibit B):
Appropriated for construction
Overexpended plant reserves (deficit)

818,282.47
112.38
25,041.47
611,879.82

$ 8,809,041.86

9,642,367.51

(621,990.49)

8,187,051.37
9,642,367.51

Refund tng Escrow Fund

1:

Cash on deposit
Investments, at cost (Schedule 1)

108,978.39
14,869 '711.89

Bonds payable (Schedule 2)
Restricted revenues (deficit) (Exhibit B) Funds to be provided from inter:es t and
maturity of investments, for the payment
of bonds, interest and call premiums

14,978,690.28

).5' 648' 000.00

(669,309 .72)
14,978,690.28

Investment In Plant

Budgeted construction projects:
Building and Improvement Bonds - Series K
Refunding and Improvement Bonds, 1965
Less construction costs in progress
Investment in plant
Land and improvements
Buildings
Equipment and books
Construction in progress

2,500,000.00
7,727,000.00
10,227,000.00
3,685,712.15
4,120,893.91
27 '518' 128 .41
8,472,048.52
3,685,712.15

Contract payable, utility system
Bonds -payable (Schedule 2)
Net 'investment in plant (Exhibit B)

'14, 148.59
23,500,000.00
26,823,922.25

6,541,287.85

43,796,782.99
50,338,070.84

~8,070.84

Agency Fund

Cash on deposit
Notes receivable, Pharmacy and Law School loans
Accounts receivable

397,873.63
1,775.80
597,398.49
997,047.92

$ 87,874,846.44

Total assets

'•

Vouchers payable
Deposit - National Science 'Foundation, unallocated
Fund principal (Exhibit B)

Total liabilities and fund principal

5,443.53
312,119.62
679,484.77
997,047.92
$ 87,874,846.44

EXHIBIT B
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Consolidated Statement of Surplus and Fund Principal
Year Ended June

30~

1965

Current
Combined

II
11
I,

Balance, July 1, 1964:
Unappropriated surplus
Appropriated surplus
Restricted reserves
Unexpended reserves

$

Fund principal

!

Eliminations

161,130.76
565,594.82
1, 293,843.65
508,411.18
31,598,517.36
34,127,497.77

(Schedule 3)

Loan
(Schedule 4)

Endowment
(Schedule 5)

Plant
(Schedule 6)

1, 293,843.65

47,627.77
878,107.34
925,735.11

74,035.77
6,606,028.59
6. 680,064 .36

386,747.64
23,643,039.50
24,029,787.14

471,341.93
471,341.93

36,649.52
24,327.57
12,321.95

247,323.11
21,288.11
226,035.00

968,886.01
35,966.92
932,919.09

11,310,966.90
4,023,122.80
7,287,844.10

6,812,208.51
6,161,086.45
651,122.06

_1Q,2_19 .40
256,954.!•0

4!336 .04
937,255 .!3

534,000.00
842,638.60
1,647,394.06
10,3ll,876 .76

1,182,689.51

7.617,319.49

34,341,663.90

47,843.57
1,134,845.94

78,792.45
7,538,527.04

8,809,041.86
(669,309 .72)
(621,990.49)
26,823,922.25

679,484.77

1,182,689.51

7,617,319.49

34,341,663 .90

679,484.77

Restricted

Agency

(Schedule 7)

161,130.76
565,594.82
1, 293,843 .65
726,725.58

Additions for the Year, Net:
Revenues

Expenditures
Excess revenues over expenditures
Uninsured losses charged against rt:!serve
Excess group insurance dividend reserved
for decline in future dividends
Accrued interest on sale of bonds
Write off of old New Mexico Union and
Bookstore equipment
Interest during construction capitalized
Bonds retired from Restricted Fund
Additions to plant from other funds
Transfers from (to) other funds
Net additions

37,205,031.12
27,196,756.69
L0,008,274.43
{2 ,873 .47)

Represented By:
Unappropriated surplus
Appropriated surplus
Restricted reserves
Unexpended reserves
Fund principal

(3,153.68)
114,911.82
763,485.23

194,899.99
9,425,415.25
391,302.38
(495 ,354 .47)
36,176,780.00

$ 45,693,043.15

Total (Exhibit A)

33,704.93

(3,153 .68)
114,911.82
534,000.00
842,638.60
ll,565,545 .38

20,284,303 .62
20,149,756.62
134,547 .oo
(2,873 .47)
38,042.75

38,042.75
33,704.93

$ 45,693,043.15

Balance June 30. 1965

2,455,306.55
3,218,791.78
(763,485 .23)

(82 1 014 .SO)
84,547.80
811,273.38

(394,170 .25)
(233,231.55)
1,060,612.10

194,899.99
616,373.39
1,060,612.10

811,273.38

1,060,612.10

(442,979 .22)
208,142.84
~484.77

~
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EXHIBIT C
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison
Year Ended June 30, 1965

Revenues

Budget
Estimate

Educational and General:
$ 1,895,000.00
Student fees
State appropriation
7' 192,000.00
Federal instructional grants
70,000.00
Gifts and grants from private
100,000.00
sources
Miscellaneous sources:
Research overhead
124,000.00
Los Alamos and Holloman
instructional programs
153,775.00
Sandia Base subsidy
56,225.00
Other
Total educational and general
9,591,000.00
Organized Activities Relating to
Instruction:
Intercollegiate athletics
Noneducational Income:
Student fees, pledged to bond issues
Land and Permanent Fund income,
pledged
Rent, Geology Building, pledged
Scholarship income and stipends
Western Regional and Dental Programs
appropriation
Total noneducational
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Dining halls
Residence halls
University Golf Course
Heating plant
Printing plant
Associated Students Bookstore
New Mexico Union
Student health service
University concessions
Total auxiliary enterprises

Actual
Revenues
1, 925,443 .41
7, 192,000.00
40,560.32

Actual
Over (Under
30,443.41
(29,439 .68)

100,000.00
60,000.00

(64,000.00)

90,076.95
57,014 .so
62,189.44
9,527,284.92

(63,698 .OS)
57,014 .so
5,964.44
(63, 715 .08)

728,000.00

719,597.96

(8,402.04)

960,000.00

941,400.00

(18,600.00)

511,200.00
34,000.00
640,000.00

511,200.00
37,396.20
529,478.29

3,396.20
(110,521.71)

90,000.00
2,235,200.00

90,000.00
2,109,474.49

(125, 725 .51)

978,500.00
585,000.00
185,000.00
410,000.00
355,000.00
915,000.00
700,000.00
146,500.00

976,086.29
587,544.42
203,909.36
440,763.74
353,190.10
963,189.35
657,505.61
153,240.00
41,176 .so
4,376,605.37

(2,413 .71)
2,544.42
18,909.36
30,763.74
(1,809,90)
48,189.35
(42,494.39)
6,740.00
41,176 .so
101,605 .37

4,275,000.00

EXHIBIT C
Continued
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison
Budget
Estimate

Revenues
oninstructional Research:
State appropriation
Sale of publications
State Department of Development
grant
Sponsored programs
Total noninstructional
research
oninstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
Peace Corps
Total noninstructional
organized activities
Total Current Fund Revenues
eceipts for Capital Outlay:
Refunding and Improvement Bonds
Building and Improvement Bonds Series K
Student fees
Federal grants
Grants from private sources
Sale of property
Interest and discounts earned
Rental income
Land and Permanent Fund income
Subsidy - Sandia Corporation
Los Alamos and Holloman overhead
Other revenues
Transfers from:
Current Fund surplus
Restricted Fund bond reserves
Agency Fund overhead
Agency Fund - Kellogg Foundation
Depreciation transfers
Service agencies
Total receipts for capital
outlay
alance from Previous Year:
Educational and general
Noneducational
Auxiliary enterprises
Capital outlay
Total budget

$

Actual
Revenues

Actual
Over (Under)

286,950.00
91,000.00

286,950.00
83,371.01

37,050.00
1,887,490.00

42,066.71
2,361,306.55

' 5,016.71
473,816.55

2,302,490.00

2,773,694.27

471,204.27

110,000.00
929,500.00

110,000,00
667,646.61

(261,853.39)

1,039,500.00

777,646.61

(261,853.39)

$ 20, 171, 190.00

20,284,303.62

113,113.62

8,000,000.00

8,263,024.25

263,024.25

2,500,000.00
50,000.00
235,000.00
630,000.0C
10,000.00
50,000.00
75,000.00

2,500,000.00
37,430.00
175,000.00
514,000.00
6,961.20
34,621.13
83,185,16
43,226.52
30,888 .39
39,165.58
4,005.22

(12,570.00)
(60,000.00)
( 116,000 .00)
(3,038 .80)
(15,378 .87)
8,185.16
43,226.52
(29, 111.61)
39,165.58
(30,994.78)

60,000.00
35,000.00

(7 ,628 .99)

57,014.80
1,226,539.48
252,097 .99
86,625.79
25,116.00

57,014.80
(423,460.52)
(147,902.01)
86,625.79
(24,884,00)
(55,000.00)

13,800,000.00

13,378,901.51

(421,098 .49)

140,000.00
69,000.00
247,680.00
456,680.00

161,130.76
70,583.81
203,536.23
386,747 .64
821,998 .44

21,130,76
1,583,81
203,536.23
139,067.64
365,318.44

$ 34,427,870 .oq_

34,485,203.57

57,333.57

1,650,000.00
400,000.00
50,000.00
55,000.00

=

1.076
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison
Budget
Estimate

Expenditures
Educational and General:
Administration and general expense:
Administration
Student welfare services
General expense
Less general overhead applied
to other departments
Total administration and
general
Instruction:
Academic vice-president
Graduate School
School of Law
School of Medicine
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business Administration
College of Education
College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy
University College
Summer and field sessions
Instructional programs
Instructional activities
Other instruction expenses
Total instruction
Off-campus instruction
Libraries
Operation and maintenance of
physical plant
Less charges applied to
other departments
Total operation and
maintenance
Total educational and
general
Organized Activities Relating to
Instruction:
Intercollegiate athletics
Science Fair
University Band
Home management house
Total organized activities

$

Actual
Expenditures

Unexpended
(Overexpended

746,185.00
332,495.00
320,320.00
1,399,000.00

753,395.03
329,221.37
292,421.76
1,375,038.16

154,000.00

159,016.84

5,016.84

1,245,000.00

1,216,021.32

28,978.68

49,500.00
55,300.00
115,650.00
480,380.00
2,328,500.00
145,400.00
618,330.00
534,140.00
475,350.00
99,850.00
68,850.00
30,450.00
220,644.00
119,820 .. 00
58,725.00
599,111.00
6,000,000.00
325,000.00
640,000.00

48,548.13
52,538 .37
116,879 .72
478,224.14
2,323,692.54
145,123.42
617,669.37
532,960.39
475,422.90
100,184.45
68,126.86
30,290.08
212,324.23
124,705 ,39
61,647 .34
578,859.61
5,967,196.94
262,158.70
638,435.16

951.87
2,761.63
(1,229 .72)
2,155.86
4,807 .46
276.58
660.63
1,179.61
(72 .90)
(334,45)
723.14
159,92
8,319.77
(4,885 .39)
(2,922.34)
20,251.39
32,803.06
62,841.30
1,564.84

1,530,000.00

1,535,554.89

(5,554 .89)

230,000.00

267,062.63

37,062.63

1,300,000.00

1,268,492.26

31,507.74

9,510,000.00

9,352,304.38

157,695.62

740,400.00
7,600.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
752,000.00

721,794.54
5,013.53
2,010.11
3,080.98
731,899 ,16

18,605.46
2,586.47

(7,210.03)
3,273.63
27,898.24
23,961.84

(10.11)

(1,080.98)
20,100.84

r----------------
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison

Expenditures
meducational:
Bond debt service
Interest on loan
Scholarships, fellowships and
stipends
Western Regional and Dental
programs
Rent
Refunding expense
Total noneducational
1xiliary Enterprises:
Dining halls
Residence halls
University Golf Course
Heating plant
Printing plant
Associated Students Bookstore
New Mexico Union
Student health service
University concessions
Total auxiliary enterprises
>ninstructional Research:
Press and publications
Research and computer center
General research
State resources development
Bureau of Business Research
Historical research
Meteoritics
Government research
Various contracts and grants
Air Force Shock Tube Laboratory
Sandia Corporation contracts
Total noninstructional
research
•ninstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
Peace Corps
Total noninstructional
organized activities
Total Current Fund
expenditures

Budget
Estimate

$ 1,618,500.00

Actual
Expenditures

Unexpended
(Overexpended)

35,000.00

1,607,863.23
32,502.95

10,636.77
2,497 .OS

740,000.00

602,204.49

137 '795 .51

159,000.00
26,000.00
55,000.00
2,633,500.00

167,000.00
24,867 .44
56,496.08
2,490,934.19

(8,000.00)
1,132,56
(1,496 .. 08)
142,565.81

92,3,500.00
470,000.00
160,000.00
415,000.00
320,000.00
810,000.00
698,500.00
143,000.00
35,000.00
3,975,000.00

888,927.38
444,910.07
160,257.28
460,376,50
311,961.76
850,972.41
673,959.58
142,753.31
33,624.24
3,967,742.53

34,572.62
25,089.93
(257.28)
(45,376.50)
8,038.24
(40,972.41)
24,540.42
246.69
1,375.76
7,257.47

148,300.00
66,300.00
36,860.00
59,000.00
76,290.00
16,000.00
250.00
12,000-00
1,221,490.00
570,000.00
96,000.00

140,702.09
67,520.58
32,103.01
60,653.95
75,247,77
17,981.80
511.70
11,486.34
1, 715' 619.98
569,843.35
75,843.22

7,597.91
(1,220.58)
4,756.99
(1,653,95)
1,042,23
(1,981.80)
(261.70)
513,66
(494,129.98)
156.65
20,156.78

2,302,490.00

2,767,513.79

(465,023 ,79)

170,000.00
929,500.00

171,715.96
667,646.61

(1,715.96)
261,853.39

1,099,500.00

839,362.57

260,137.43

20,272,490.00

20,149,756.62

122,733.38
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UNIVERSI1Y OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison

Expenditures

Budget
Estimate

Capital Outlay:
Land and improvements:
Land purchases
180,000.00
$
Utility extension
500,000,00
Land improvements
190,000.00
Golf Course
600,000.00
Total land and improvements
1,470,000.00
Building and additions:
Fine Arts Building, concert hall
580,000.00
Library Addition
515,000.00
Dormitories
1,000,000.00
Basic Science Building
480,000.00
Graduate Research Building
500,000.00
900 Stanford - Medical Library
345,000.00
155,000.00
930 Stanford - Tonella property
Temporary Medical School facility
Journalism Building Addition
150,000.00
Administration Building refrigeration
100,000 .oo
Biology Research Building
Infirmary - Office Building
Swimming pool
210,000.00
General campus
Total buildings and additions
4,035,000.00
20,000.00
Automotive equipment
355,000.00
Furniture and equipment
120,000.00
Books
Payment on utility contracts
Repairs, maintenance and expend-·
ables
Other
Total capital outlay
Transfers to Other Funds:
Loan Fund
Plant Fund
Write Off of Old New Mexico Union and
Bookstore equipment

6,000,000.00

Actual
Expenditures

Unexpended
(Overexpended
I!

223,502.14
444,461.01
133,982.51
576,955.60
1,378,901.26

(43,502.14)
55,538.99
56,017 .49
23 1044.40
91 1 098 .. 74

386,052.76
513,889.73
980,421.44
234,677 .28
437,855.94
131,282.44
159,815.18
109,463.74
149,920,56

193,947.24
1,110.27
19,578.56
245,322.72
62,144"06
213,717.56
(4,815 .18
( 109,463.74
79.44

88,143.42
94,439.81
6,084.67
10,743.60
240,040.70
3,542,831.27
6,903.08
493,360.15
53,811,95
14,148.59

11,856.58
(94,439 .81
(6,084.67
(10,743.60
P0 1040.70
492 1168.73
13 1096.92
( 138 1360.15
66 1188.05
P4 1148 .59

74,857.82
13,783.66

{741857 .82
{13 1 783.66

5,578,597.78

421 1402.22

25,000.00
57,014.80
82,014.80

(25,000.00
{57 1014.80
{82 1 014.80
,

3,153.68

(3 1 153.68

·- -·"
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison
Budget
Estimate

ExEenditures
lances to be carried forward:
Educational and general
Noneduca tiona 1
Auxiliary enterprises
Capital outlay
Total budget

$

207,700.00
7 2 947 1 680.00
8 1 155 1 380.00

$ 34,427,870.00

Actual
ExEenditures

Unexpended
(OverexEended)

12,800.01
194,899.99
6,416.19
(6,416 .19)
296,145.52 (296' 145 .52)
8 1 187 1 051.37 (239 1 371,37)
8 1 671 1 680.69 (516 1 300.69)
34,485,203.57

(57' 333 .. 57)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Notes to Financial Statements

1. Property and equipment of the University are stated at actual cost where available or at estimated replacement cost. Items of equipment costing $10.00 or more
have been capitalized as a part of the Plant Fund and are supported by detailed plan
records. In accordance with generally accepted institutional accounting practices,
depreciation on buildings and equipment is not reflected in the balance sheet or
statement of revenues and expenditures, except for charges of $25,116.00 to auxilia
enterprises, These funds have been transferred to unexpended reserves of the Plant
Fund.
2. The Regents of the University of New Mexico entered into long term lease agreements on two pieces of property on University Boulevard N. E. Each lease is for
forty-nine years with an option to purchase the property at dates to be determined
upon the happening of certain events. The lease rentals on the property in the
initial years aggregate $13,892.88 per year, payable monthly, and are subject to
increases or decreases provided for in an escalator clause based on the General
Commodity Wholesale Price Index published by the Department of Labor. The prices at
which the separate options may be exercised total $423,490.00, unless increased by
escalator provisions similar to those applicable to the rental payments.

Schedule 1
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Investments
June 30, 1965

Fund - Refunding and Improvement Bond of 1965:
Bond Service Fund:
United States Treasury Bills, due August 31, 1965
United States Treasury Bills, due September 16, 1965
United States Treasury Bills, due September 30, 1965
United States Treasury Bills, due September 30, 1965
Reserve Account:
United States Treasury Bonds, due October 1, 1969, 4%
United States Treasury Bonds, due August 15, 1972, 4%
United States Treasury Bonds, due February 15, 1974, 4-1/8%
Total Re<>tricted Fund

~stricted

Fund:
Corporate Stocks, Li·sted:
Allied Chemical Corporation, 204 shares
American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
20 shares
American Tobacco Company, 320 shares
Bank of America, 200 shares
Boston Fund, Inc., 134 shares
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.,
60 shares
Crocker-Citizens National Bank, 627 shares
Crown Zellerbeck Corporation, 508 shares
El Paso Natural Gas, 65 shares
Filtrol Corporation, 150 shares
General Electric Company, 301 shares
General Portland Cement Co., 96 shares
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, 561 shares
Hartford Fire Insurance Company, 204 shares
Hershey Chocolate Corporation, 90 shares
Hunt Foods and Industries, Inc., 52 shares
Kennecott Copper Corporation, 80 shares
Lone Star Cement Corporation, 92 shares
Mesabi Trust, 2,420 units
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 312 shares
Pacific Lighting Corporation, 240 shares
Pillsbury Company, 600 shares
Proctor and Gamble, 600 shares
Public Service Co. of New Mexico, 75 shares
Pure Oil Company, 190 shares
Sears Roebuck and. Company, 400 shares
Sherwin Williams Company, 400 shares
Sperry Rand Corporation, 93 shares
Standard Oil Company of California, 259 shares
Tennessee Gas Transmission, 5% 2nd Preferred,
100 shares
Texaco, Inc., 420 shares

$

9,801.82
198,229.17
12,698.37
238,527 .94
50,063.00
106,033.13
238,614.85
853,968.28

~ndowment

Market Value
9,894.00

$

12,226.00

1,347 .so
11,520.00
11,050.00
1,440.50

910.98
8,066.91
13,495.75
1,136.12

7,980.00
24,296.25
26,797.00
1,324.38
6, 075 .00
28,858.37
1,644.00
28,050.00
13,642.50
2,981.25
1,417 .oo
8,120,00
1, 713 .so
32,065.00
11,232.00
6,990.00
23,700.00
43,350.00
2,362.50
10,640.00
27,250.00
20,250.00
1,081.12
17,676.75

3,700.00
17.700 .oo
26,132.50
1,320.63
5,475.00
20,714.88
2,490.00
25,249.12
16,165 .oo
1,476 .oo
1,647 .so
6,200.00
2,438.00
9,020.00
8,617 .oo
6,840.00
18,787 .so
44,100.00
2,675.00
6,555.00
13,925.00
25,050.00
2,010.87
11,776.58

9,950.00
32,550.00

10,850.00
24,110.00

1.079
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Investments
Market Value
Endowment Fund (Continued):
Corporation Stocks, Listed (Continued):
Texas Gulf Sulphur, 628 shares
$ 33,598.00
United States Gypsum Company, 200 shares
14,450.00
Universal Leaf Tobacco Company, 50 shares
2,562.50
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 300 shares
14,362 .so
Total Listed Corporation Stocks
492,221.62
Corporation Stocks, Unlisted:
Freeman-Smith Land Company, 172 shares
Kansas City Structural Steel Company, 187 shares
Total Unlisted Corporate Stocks
Mutual Building and Loan Association of Santa Fe,
Fully Paid Share Certificate, 50 shares $200 Par Value
Trust deed note, due April 22, 1970, 4%
Faculty real estate mortgage notes
Investment in real estate:
1824 Las Lomas Road, N. E., after allowance
for depreciation of $4,200.00
1806 Sigma Chi Road, N. E., after allowance
for depreciation of $1,425,00
1809 Los Lomas Road, N. E., after allowance
for depreciation of $3,650.00
815 Vassar Dr., N. E., after allowance
for depreciation of $1,265.00
917 Vassar Dr., N E., after allowance
for depreciation of $1,565.00
1825 Sigma Chi Road, N. E,, after allowance
for depreciation of $2,000.00
925 Vassar Drive, N, E., after allowance
for depreciation of $3,200.00
1819 Roma Ave,, N, E,, after allowance
for depreciation of $1,060.00
Net investment in real estate
Funds held in trust by banks
State Permanent Funds invested by the
State Investment Council:
Federal:
U. S. Treasury Securities
81,009,951.06
Federal Agency guaranteed securities
85,956,052.21
Federal Agency securities
36 J 250,344.14
New Mexico ~ county, municipality and
institutional bonds
3,387,418.29
Corporate bonds
9 ,440, 194,63
Corporate common stocks
58,057' 777.99
274,101,738.32
University Permanent Fund 2.117730%
University Saline Permanent Fund ,014335%
Total State Permanent Funds invested
by the State Investment Council
Total Endowment Fund

Cost

10,430.00
19,600.00
2,100.00
12 1 712.50
395 1 703.84
3,612.00
1 1 075.25
4 1 687.25
10 1 000.00
9 1 500.00
238,633.06
16,800 .oo
27,574.10
70,507.30
13,235.00
14,135 .oo
38,000.00
12,692.51
24 1 440.00
217 1 383.91
93,997.19

"'
.

5,804,735.29
39 1 293.67
5 1 844 1 028.96
6,813 1 934.21

1-080
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Investments

?lant Fund Construction:
United States Treasury Bills, due July 8, 1965
United States Treasury Bills, due August 5, 1965
United States Treasury Bills, due August 12, 1965
United States Savings bonds, Series J, due October, 1966
United States Treasury notes, due October 1, 1965, 1~%
United States Treasury notes, due August 15, 1966, 4%
United States Treasury bonds, due June 15, 1967, 2~%
United States Treasury notes, due November 15, 1967, 3-5/8%
United States Treasury notes, due May 15, 1968, 3-7/8%
United States Treasury bonds, due March 15, 1970, 2~%
United States Treasury bond, due February 15, 1972, 4%
United States Treasury bonds, due August 15, 1972, 4%
United States Treasury bonds, due November 15, 1973, 4-1/8%
United States Treasury notes, due May 15, 1974, 3-3/4%
United States Treasury bonds, due November 15, 1974, 3-7/8%
United States Treasury bonds, due February 15, 1980, 4%
Albuquerque National Bank - Certificate of Time Deposit
6190, due July 5, 1965, 3.71%
First National Bank - Certificate of Time Deposit dated
February 10, 1965, due September 8, 1966, 3.9%
Total Plant Fund Construction
~efunding

United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United

Escrow Fund:
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
States Treasury
Total Refunding

Notes,
Notes,
Notes,
Notes,
Bonds,
Notes,
Notes,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Escrow

Total Investments

due August 13, 1965, 3-7/8%
due November 15, 1965, 4%
due May 15, 1966, 4%
due August 15, 1966, lf%
due November 15, 1966, 3-3/8%
due February 15, 1967, 3-5/8%
due August 15, 1967, 3-3/4%
due November 15, 1967, 3-5/8%
due May 15, 1968, 3-7/8%
due August 15, 1968, 3-3/4%
due November 15, 1968, 3-7/8%
due February 15, 1969, 4%
due October 1, 1969, 4%
due August 15, 1970, 4%
due August 15, 1971, 4%
due November 15, 1971, 3-7/8%
due February 15, 1972, 4%
due August 15, 1972, 4%
due August 15, 1973, 4%
due November 15, 1973, 4-1/8%
due May 15, 1974, 4-1/4%
due November 15, 1974, 3-7/8%
Fund

$

418,158.42
416,838.56
345,353.26
60,840.00
17,917 .18
24,384.38
93,440.94
24,635 .77
7,528.39
109,598.58
53,513 .81
149' 186 .25
24,633.40
25,415.00
29,617 .90
67,699.11
1,200,000.00
4,800,000.00
7,868,760.95
319,000.00
126,157 .50
153,000.00
321,000.00
95,100.00
168,831.25
328,040.63
108,968.75
158,155.31
332,535.00
104,343.75
184,884.38
641,191.56
668,430.00
363,826.88
100,342.50
211,069.69
701,362 .so
134,257.50
160,195 .oo
318 '271.25
9,170,748.44
14,869.711.89

$ 30,406,375.33
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Investments

Custodians
Exhibit A
Restricted Fund
Endowment Fund
Construction Fund
Refunding Escrow Fund

853,968.28
6,813,934.21
7,868,760.95
1418691711.89

$ 30,40:5,375.33

University
ComE troller
875,908.06

875,908.06

Banks
853,968.28
93,997.19
7,868,760.95
1418691711.89
23,686,438.31

Investment
Council
5,844,028.96

5,844,028.96
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Bonds Payable
June 30, 1965

~

Buildings
Series
Series
Series
Series

and Improvement:
E:
J!
J
l(.

Date of
~
10-1-34
2-1-36
6-1-55
10-1-64

Interest
~

4'7.
47.
2\7.
3.1 to 47.

Original
Issue

$

189,000.00
375,000.00
2,000,000.00

total (Exhibit A)

11,000.00
50,000.00
1,301,000.00
~000.00

~
11,000.00
25,000.00
98,000.00

2,soo,ooo.oo

Outstanding
June 30, 1965

25,000.00
1,203,000.00
2,500,000.00

134,000.00

3,728,000.00

10-1-48

3'\; and 3\7.

2,200,000.00

1,520,000.00

75,000.00

1,445,000.00

3-1-50
8-1-51
1-1-52
6-1-55
12-1-57

37.
3.9'7:
3.6'7:
2.2 to 3.17.
37.

171,000.00
1,600,000.00
900,000 .oo
1, 000,000 .oo
1,800,000.00

95,000.00
1,255,000.00
747,000.00
890,000.00
1,453,000.00

7,000 .oo
45,000.00
25,000.00
25,000;00
30,000.00

88,000.00
1,210,000.00
722,000.00
865,000.00
1,423,000.00

12-1-57
4-1-62
4-1-63

3, 4, and 5%
3\ to 4%

3,000,000.00
1,435,000.00
2,500,000.00

2,820,000.00
1,415,000.00
2,2so,ooo.oo
12,445,000.00

35,000.00
33,000.00
250,000.00
525,000.00

2,785,000.00
1,382,000.00
2,ooo,ooo.oo
11,92o,ooo.oo

2,500,000.00

659,000.00

15,648,000.00

23,500,000.00

-----

23,5oo,ooo.oo

26,000,000.00

659,000.00

39,148,000.00

2~?.

total banda refunded
Refunding and Improvement Bonds
of 1965

~

2,500,000.00

total building and
improvement· bonds

Revenue:
General Building Bonds of 1948
Recreation Center Improvement
Revenue Bonds, Series 1950
Building Bonds, Series of 1951
Building Bonds, Series of 1952
Building Bonds, Series of 1955
Dormitory Bonds, Series of 1957
Student Union Building Bonds,
Series of 1957
Dormitory Revenue Bonds of 1962
Building Bonds • Series of 1963
Total revenue bonds

OUtstanding
July 1, 1964

13,807,000.00
2-1-65

3 to 5'7.

$ 13,807,000.00

~

0

00

~
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964

Revenues
Educational and General:
Student fees:
Tuition - campus
Off-campus tuition:
Community evening college
Los Alamos classes
Correspondence classes
Holloman classes
Gallup Community College
Extension classes
All other student fees

$ 1, 656' 621.08

1,376,859.15

279,761.9

56,684.00
25,857 .40
23,664.95
18,703.60
8, 779 .oo
21,561.00
113,572.38
1,925,443.41
7' 192,000.00
40,560.32
100,000.00
60,000.00
55,796.82
34,280.13
57,014.80

38,621.50
32,152.40
23,982.94
9,505.00
7,203.60
9,524.00
47,856.91
1,545,705.50
5,563,000.00
145,000.00
115,000.00
55,976.20
100,000.00
85,335.68
35,260.70
31,304.51
63,572.22

18,062.5
(6,295.0
(317 .9
9,198 ,6
1,575.4
12,037,0
65 715.4
379,737.9
1,629,000.0
(145,000.0
(115,000 .o
( 15,415 .8

--,.--6:::.!2:.2., 189.44
9,527,284.92

74,148.32
7,814,303.13

(11 958.8
1,712,981. 7

16,000.00
703,597.96
719,597.96

100,000.00
623,258.66
723,258.66

(84,000.0
80 339.3
(3 660.7

State appropriation
Land income, unpledged
Permanent Fund income, unpledged
Federal instructional grants
Gifts and grants from private sources
Research overhead
Los Alamos instructional program
Holloman instructional program
Sandia Base - subsidy
Sales and services from educational
departments and other
Total educational and generai
Organized Activities Relating to
Instruction:
Intercollegiate athletics (Schedule
State appropriation
Intercollegiate athletics income
Total organized activities

Increase
(Decrease)

(25,335.6
20,536.1
2,975.6
(6,557.4

8):

,.

Noneducational Income:
Student fees, pledged to bond issues
Land income pledged
Permanent Fund income, pledged
Rent, Geology Building, pledged
Scholarship gifts
Scholarship trust income
Institute stipends
Western Regional Program appropriation
Total noneducational

941,400.00
301,200.00
210,000.00
37,396.20
141,486 .17
28,332.00
359,660.12
90,000.00
2,109,474.49

872,200.00
90,080.00
84,000.00
37,396.20
96,192.98
30,360.66
322,883.12
150,000.00
1,683,112.96

69,200.0
211,120.0
126;ooo .o
45,293.1
(2,028.6
36,777 .o
(60,000.0
426 361.5

,.---------

~--
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964

Revenues

rxiliary Enterprises:
' Dining halls (Schedule 9)
$
976,086.29
I Residence halls (Schedule 10)
587,544.42
203,909.36
University Golf Course (Schedule 11)
' Heating plant (Schedule 12)
440,763.74
Printing plant (Schedule 13)
353, 190.10
Associated Students Bookstore (Schedule 14) 963,189.35
New Mexico Union (Schedule 15)
657,505.61
Student health service
153,240.00
University concessions
41,176.50
4,376,605.37
Total auxiliary enterprises

3,924,099.60

37,496.90
29,518.99
21,637.08
59,438.81
28,339.51
163,234.36
50,473.62
21,190 .oo
41,176.50
452,505.77

286,950.00
69,620.03
13,750.98
42,066.71
1,715,619.98
569,843.35
75,843.22

271,950.00
68,350.03
12,318 .67
29,070.68
1, 113,794.27
458' 169 .02
107,387.61

15,000.00
1,270.00
1,432.31
12,996.03
601,825.71
111,674.33
(31,544.39)

2,773,694.27

2,061,040.28

712,653.99

110,000.00
667,646.61

108,500 .oo
1,375,448.58

1,500,00
(707 ,801 .97)

777,646.61

1,483,948.58

(706. 301.97)

$ 20,284,303.62

17,689,763.21

44,414 ,45
6,088.33
7,792.60
23,209.00
879.54
42,915.68
230,128.23
180,393.96
16,302 82

37 '735 .25
6,354.99
6,032.00
22,715.00
816.18
38,832.86
198,401.80
155' 731.61

>ninstructiona1 Research:
State appropriation
University Press (Schedule 16)
University publications
State Department of Development grant
Various contracts and grants
Air Force Shock Tube Laboratory
Sandia Corporation contracts
Total noninstructional
research
minstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
Peace Corps
Total noninstructional
organized activities
Tota 1 revenues

Increase
(Decrease)

938,589.39
558,025.43
182,272.28
381,324.93
324,850.59
799,954.99
607,031.99
132,050.00

2,594,540 41

Expenditures
'ucational and General:
Administration and general:
Administration:
Administrative retirement
Administrative travel
Auditing
Board of Educational Finance
Board of Regents
President's office
Comptroller's office
Registrar's office
Non-Academic personnel

$

6,679.20
(266.66)
1,760.60
494.00
63.36
4,082.82
31,726.43
24,662.35
16,302.82
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UNIVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO

current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus

Expenditures

Increase
(Decrease)

Year Ended June 30 1
1965
1964

Educational and General (Continued):
Administration and general (Continue d):
Administration (Continued):
Department of Information
40,201.79
$
Sports publicity
28,403.50
Data processing
77 '731.05
Food Stores
22,029.35
Legal expense
8,200,35
Social security taxes
24 1704.38
Total administration
753 1395.03
Student welfare services:
Alumni Association
46,872.78
Counseling and testing
69,738.50
Development
21,360.31
High school activities
2,064.06
Placement Bureau
33,838.69
Dean of students
37 '763 .17
Deans of Men and Women
117!583.86
Total student welfare
329 1 221.37
General expense:
Campus planning
27,894.29
Commencement and diplomas
9,444.02
Dues and memberships
8,408.75
21,276.54
Group insurance
Honoraria and moving costs
27,086.65
Mimeograph and mailing
1,691.54
Postage and postal service
62,497.78
Receptions and entertainment
3,378.30
Telephone and telegraph
104,249.07
Miscellaneous expense
26,494.82
Workmen's compensation
Total general expense
292 1 421.76
Total administration and gene ra1
1,375, 038. 16
Less overhead applied to othe r
departments
159 1 016.84
Total administration and gene ral
1 1 216 1 021.32
Instruction:
Academic vice-president
48 1 548.13
Graduate school
521538.37
School of Law
116 1 879.72
School of Medicine:
Administrative office
93,003.85
Anatomy
44,511.65
38,128.23
Biochemistry
Medicine
77,085.00
Microbiology
40,951.09

29,624.15
21,753.76
33,159.27
20,986.88
10,599.82
21 1186.00
603 1929.57

10,577 .6
6,649.7
44,571.7
1,042 .4
(2,399.4
3,518.3
149,465.4

38,206.45
62,248.15
18,856.27
1,922.51
25,560.57
35' 141.7 3
110 1372.07
292 1307.75

8 ~666 .3
7,490.
2,504 ,(
141.5
8,278.1
2,621.4
7 211.7
36 913.6

22,605.33
6,595.93
6,263.00
22,083.48
27,992.38
8,882.12
52,284.14
2,977.46
82,893.53
24,662.36
61000.00
263 1 239.73
1,159,477 .OS

5,288 .9
2,848.C
2,145.7
(806.9
(905. 7
(7' 190 .s
10,213.6
400.8
21,355.5
1,832,4
1.6 000.0
29 182 .o
215,561.1

155 1 521.72
1 1 003 1 955.33

3 495~1
212 065.9

43 1 290.16
49 1 504.60
103 1 790.76

5,257.9
3 033.7
13,088 .9

58,043.71

34,960.1
44,511.6
38,128.2
17,882.9
40,95l.C

59,202.09

--

-
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Bnded June 30,
1965
1964

Expenditures
ucational and General (Continued):
Instruction (Continued):
School of Medicine (Continued):
Pathology
Physiology
Psychiatry
Surgery
Total School of Medicine
College of Arts and Sciences:
Administrative office
Anthropology
Anthropology museum
Biology
Chemistry
Division of foreign studies
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Journalism
Mathematics
Modern languages
Philosophy
Physics and astronomy
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
Total College of Arts and
Sciences
College of Business Administration
College of Education:
Administrative office
Art education
Elementary education
Home. economics
Health education and recreation
Educational and administrative
services
SPcondaty education
Total College of Education
Colleg~ of Engineering:
Administrative office
Chemical
Civil

$

Increase
(Decrease)

43,473.58
58,188.34
50,786.19
32,096.21
478 1 224 .llf

21,912,97
22,405 .27
4,417.62
19,091.04
185 1 072.70

21,560.61
35,783.07
46,368 57
13,005.17
293 1 151.44

43,433.92
110,131 41
14,282.17
226,797.31
168,697.94
10,329.89
78,169.18
320,231.32
29,531.36
118,003.99
71,749.51
176,394.86
24,794.00
259,644.09
238,976.10
52,185 .40
149,442.49
98,927 .135
45,634.51
86 1 335.24

37,583.59
88,054.14
11,457 .28
196,583.39
152,291.08
9,621.80
72,524.70
280,157 .58
24,410.27
108 '795 .74
60,259.10
146,822' 13
21,734.64
195,044 99
197,194.05
46,863.23
131,330 93
82,818.74
31,067.99
72,106.55

5,850.33
22,077 .27
2,824 .89
30,213.92
16,406.86
708 .09
5,644.48
40,073 74
5,121.09
9, 208 ,.25
11,490.41
29,572 73
3,059 36
64J599 10
41,782 ,OJ
5,322.17
18,111 .56
16,109 -11
14,566 52
14,228 69

2 1 323 1 692.54
145 1 123,42

1 1 966 1 721.92
122,167.19

356,970.62
22 1 956 23

65,219.63
23,408.98
65 '710 .68
38,535.51
193,590.77

50,703.59
20,252.78
55,578 80
34,601.01
167,591.30

14,516.04
3,156.20
10, 131.88
3,934 50
25,999 47

122,333.96
108,869.84
617,669 ,37

88,403.69
91,668.62
508,799 79

33,930.27
17,201.22
108,869 58

33,776.65
46,194.09
127 '188 83

31,967.23
40,851 47
125' 079 .33

1,809 42
5,342.62
2,109 .so

"'
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus

Expenditures

Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964

Educational and General (Continued):
Instruction (Continued):
College of Engineering (Continued):
20,694.14
Nuclear
$
Electrical
169' 240.83
135,865.85
Mechanical
Total College of Engineering
532,960.39
College of Fine Arts:
Administrative office
27,757.92
23,003.06
Art gallery
Architecture
53,115.31
Art
148,861.06
Dramatic Art
45,260.74
Music
177,424 .81
Total College of Fine Arts
475,422.90
100,184,45
College of Nursing
68,126.86
College of Pharmacy
University College
30,290.08
Summer and field sessions
212,324.23
Instructional programs:
Air Reserve Officers Training
Corps
9,594.60
Data processing
43,118.94
Data Hygiene
44,715 .68
Naval Reserve Officers Training
Corps
5,124 93
Sandia Technical Development Program
21,046.64
Television
1,104.60
Total instructional programs
124,705 .39
Instructional activities:
Band clinic
3,911.25
General honors program
22,747.23
Intramurals and extramurals
34,988.86
Total instructional activities
61,647.34
Other instruction expense:
State retirement
288' 516 .86
114,609.35
Social Security taxes
22,214.09
Group insurance
Student employment
35' 081.58
Student participation
59,412.20
59,025.53
Miscellaneous instruction
Total other instruction
578,859.61
Total instruction
5,967,196.94
Off-campus instruction:
46,262.24
Administrative office
33,618 18
Community evening college salaries

Increase
(Decrease)

10,184.81
153,676.43
131,166.72
492,925.99

10,509 33
15,564.40
42699 13
402034..40

24,578.17
20,457.28
39,524.09
119,871.30.
42,759.09
163,306.43
410,496 .36
83,515.90
64,646.30
28,938 02
194,484.30

3,179.75
2,545.78
13,591 22
28,989 .76
2,501.65
14,118 .38
64!926.54
16!668.55
32480.56
1 1 352 06
17,839.93

8,903.05
26, 197 .23

691.55
43,118.94
18' 518 .45

4,531.24
19,844 78
2,000.00
61,476.30

593.69
1, 201.86
{895 40
63 1 229,09

4,901.89
3,500.04
30, 195 .07
38,597.00

(990 64
19,247.19
4 1 793.79
23 1 050.34

233,580.12
104,489.07
24,693,37
31,292.91
65,170.00
120,815 .35
580,040.82
4, 934,468.11

54,936.74
10,120.28
(2,4,79 .28.:
3,788.67
(5,757 .so:
(61,789 .82:
(1, 181..21:
1 1 032,728.83

43,368.31
25,295.85

2,893.93
8,322.33

.
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30 1
1964

ExEenditures
lucational and General (Continued):
Off-campus instruction (Continued):
I
Los Alamos instructional program
Holloman instructional program
Gallup Community College
Correspondence salaries
Extension class salaries
Film library
Harwood Foundation
Total off-campus instruction
Law Library
Library of the medical sciences
Library
Total Libraries
Operation and maintenance of
physical plant:
Administrative office
General equipment
Janitorial service
Harwood Foundation, Degan, Lawrence
Ranch and Young Ranch
Maintenance of grounds
Policemen and watchmen
Property insurance
Repairs to building and equipment
Repairs to vehicles
Utilities
Miscellaneous expense

~

Increase
(Decrease)

81,431.82
53,419.36
10,842.00
13,308 85
10,843.75
5,423.89
71008.61
262 1 158.70
45,355.14
123,097 .09
469 1 982.93
638 1 435.16

82,130.41
48,188.92
8,294.00
11,980.56
6,960.00
5,128.31
61475.84
2371822.20
42,527.76
93,416.23
378 1 346.26
514 1 290.25

(698.59)
5,230.44
2,548,00
1,328.29
3,883.75
295.58
532.77
24 1 336.50
2,827 .38
29,680.86
91 1 636.67
124,144.91

161,479 .08
7' 267 .84
220,138.88

128' 119 .58
185 .00
206,068.24

33,359.50
7,082.84
14,070.64

26,733.59
132,908.50
78,310.33
16,165 .45
520,285.53
69,280.71
301,912.02
1 1 072.96
1,535,554.89

52,777 .12
126,242.94
65,293.55
13,545.53
503,459.64
63,139.51
243,314.31
1 1114.88
1,403,260.30

267 1 062.63

2391143.81

27 1 918.82

1 1 268 1 492.26

1 1 164 1 116.49

104 1 375.77

9 1 352 1 304.38

7 1 854 1 652.38

1 1 497 1 652.00

·ganized Activities Relating to Instruction:
Intercollegiate athletics (Schedule 8)
Science Fair
University Band
Home management house

721,794.54
5,013.53
2,010.11
3 1 080.98

693,418 .27
5,071.23
2,003.18
1 1 987.81

28,376.27
(57 .70)
6.93
1 1093 .17

Total organized activities

731 1 899.16

702 1 480.49

29 1 418.67

$

Less charges applied to other
departments
Total operation and maintenance
of plant
Total educational and general

(26,043.53)
6,665.56
13,016.78
2,619.92
16,825 .89
6,141.20
58,597.71
(41.92)
132,294.59

,.
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964

Expenditures
Noneducational:
Bond principal
Bond interest
Bond reserve fund
Interest on loans
University scholarships
Scholarships and awards
Peace Corps stipends
Institute stipends
Western Regional Program
Dental Program
Rent
Refunding expense
Total noneducational
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Dining halls (Schedule 9)
Residence halls (Schedule 10)
University Golf Course (Schedule 11)
Heating plant (Schedule 12 )
Printing plant (Schedule 13)
Associated Students Bookstore
(Schedule 14)
New Mexico Union (Schedule 15)
Student health services
University concessions
Total auxiliary enterprises
Noninstructional Research:
Bureau of Business Research
Historical research
Research center
Computer center
General research
Meteoritics
Governmental research
State resources development
University Press (Schedule 16)
University publications
Various contracts and grants
Air Force Shock Tube Laboratory
Sandia Corporation contracts
Total noninstructiona1 research

$

Increase
(Decrease)

721,000.00
595,459.03
291,404.20
32,502.95
58,376.20
170,268 .17
13,900.00
359,660.12
78,000.00
89,000.00
24,867 .44
56,496.08

642,000.00
429,288.59
155,300.00
40,628.69
55,905.00
126,553.64

2,490,934.19

1,968,851.92

522,082.27

888,927.38
444,910.07
160,257.28
460,376.50
311,961.76

869,367.47
423,207 .20
148,183.49
389,279.81
296,135.44

19,559 .91
21,702.87
12,073.79
71,096,69
15,826,32

850,972.41
673,959.58
142,753.31
33,624.24

728,887.80
631,484.02
131,147.28

122,084,61
42,475.56
11,606.03
33,624,24

3,967,742.53

3,617,692.51

350,050,02

'15,247 .77
17,981.80
20,147.98
47,372.60
32,103.01
511.70
11,486.34
60,653.95
120,063.64
20,638.45
1,715,619.98
569,843.35
75,843.22

71,915.00
26,696.77
20,833.71
45,362.33
31,940.38
1,301.74
9,511.78
52,125.15
115,989.05
15,205,05
1,113,794.27
458' 169 .02
107,387.61

3,332.77
(8, 714 ,97)
(685.73)
2,010.27
162.63
(790 .04)
1,974.56
8,528.80
4,074.59
5,433.40
601,825.71
111,674,33
(31,544.39)

2,767,513.79

2,070,231.86

697,281.93

322,883.12
97,400.00
65,100.00
33,792.88

79,000,00
166,170.44
136,104.20
(8,125.74
2,471.20
43,714.53
13,900.00
36,777.00
(19 400.00
23,900,00
(8,925 .44
56 496.08
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30 2
1964

Expenditures
oninstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
Peace Corps

.illi
$

Total noninstructional
organized activities
Total expenditures
Excess of revenues over
expenditures

839!362.57

1 2 541 2448.58

(702 2 086 .01)

20,149 2 756.62

17,755,357.74
(65,594.53)

2,394 2 398.88
200,141.53

38,042.75
~2 2 873.47)

84,547 .80

Surplus, July 1, 1964

Total (Exhibit B)

5,715.96
(707 2 801.97)

(3, 153 .68)

Net additions

Represented by:
Unappropriated surplus
Appropriated surplus:
Western Regional Program
ReseFVe for payment of bond
principal and interest
Reserve for group insurance
Reserve for uninsured losses
Reserve for bad debt losses
Associated Students Bookstore
New Mexico Union

166,000.00
12 375 2 448.58

(57 ,014 .80)
(25,000.00)

!other Additions (Deductions):
' Write off of old New Mexico Union
and Bookstore equipment
Excess group insurance dividend
reserved for decline in future
dividends
Uninsured losses charged against
reserve

Surplus, June 30, 1965

171,715.96
667,646.61

134,547.00

!Transfers to:
' Plant Fund
Loan Fund

Increase
(Decrease)

726 2 725.58

$

811,273.38

$

194 2 899.99
(6 ,416 .19)
200,000.00
77 '737 .88
48,646.63
259.55
212,225.08
83 2 920.44
616 2 373.39

$

811,273.38

,.
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Loan Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Year Ended June 30, 1965
Balance
July 1 r 1964
Unexpended Reserves:
Reserve for losses - Deferred payment fees

Fund "Principals:
Altrusa Club Loan Fund
Lois and Harry Bruch Memoria 1 Loan Fund
College of Education Memorial Loan Fund
Associated Students Loan Fund
Walter B. Fuente Memorial Loan Fund
Daniel Jackling Student loan Fund
K.twanis-Milne Student l.oan Fund
Law Student Loan Fund
National Defense Student Loan Fund
Nursing Student Loan Fund
'Phrateres· l.oan Fund
Professional Student l.oan Fund
Rodey Memoria 1 Loan Fund
A. and L. Rosenbaum Loan Fund
Rotary Club Loan Fund
Sandia Fund
School of Medicine Loan Fund
Smith Loan Fund
G. Perry Steen Memoria 1 Student Loan Fund
Student and Alumni Loan Fund
United Student Aid Fund. Inc.
\Hlkinson Foreign Travel Loan Fund

Contributions

47,627.77
342.87
343.07
163.00
5,000.00
2,005 .44
75,000.00
2,093.05
5,581.91
762,475.73

9,331 99

85.76

Total
~

9,331.99

Transfers
To (From)

9,116.19

Balance
June 30, 1965

47,843.57
342 87
3!.3 .07
:63 1)0
s.css 76
..:~005 ..:..:'..

85.76

219,600.00
5,400.00

.18
154.03
5,117 b3

-t6 .18
15!. .GJ
224, 71; .63
5,400 . .:)(1

112.73
534.00

878, 107_2i

_?.32,261. 00

Total (Exhibit B)

925:.ZJS .11

232,26~

ob

14,400.00

tiOO.OU

.:.1

:,, 7.lS

_,~

.oo

591.89

99.30

5,327.51

68 AS
30.78

68.45
30.75

5,730 12

237,991.12

12.171.92

30,919

4()

1,134.845.94

15,062.11

247,323.11

21,288 ·l!

30,919 ~~

1,132,689.51

104.93
23.06

1,400.00

60.00
2,942.67
1,659 .88
5,000 00
_1,001.00

12,17: .'12

~, D~

999,42:1 -t+
o,flOO ·JO
1!2. 73
5,918.89
814 .11
7,949.67
2,691.27
4,932.93

638 .93
23.06
1,400 00
99.30

5,327

5,327.00
814.11
7 '310.74
2,668.21
3, 532 .93

Expenditures

•s,c-or ·x·
~6

Total fund principals

•.

Interest
Earned

5,426.81
60.00
3,011.12
1,690.66
5,000 .1)0
1,0o1 or.

·--------------------------------------------------,
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Endowment Fund

Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Year Ended June 30, 1965
Balance
July 1, 1964

Fund l'rincipa ls:
Scholarship tr11st funds:Alpbn l'hi Omega
Ba llut Aby ad
Clayton Barber Memoria 1 Fund
Thomas S. Bell Scholarsbip Fund
louise Freeman Bell Scholarship Fund
Philo S .. Bennett
c. M. Botts Memo-rial
George 1!. Br~ece
Burkhart·Parsons Memorial Funu
c.trnl.ine Thornton Carson Scho.u~-rship
.Rufus JL_ Carter
Charles F. Coan
Marian Coons Pl:'ize
Daniel Cordova Scholarship Fund
Margaret Keiper DaUey Award
Lou Beverly Damron Memorial St;holarship 'Funa
Harry L. Dougherty
Sam and Frances Joy Dazzc Scholarship Fund
Mrs. Leslie Denman Estate
James H. Doolittle
.Fit:st Presbyterian Church - Ulvaldo Martinez
Memoria 1 Fund
Chester T. French
Friends of the College of Nursing Scholarship Fund
Gausewitz Memorial Award
Gibson Memorial
Edward Grisso Memorial Scholarship Fund
Alfred Grunsfeld Memorial
Miriam Grunsfe ld Memorial
Grunsfeld Scholarship Fund
Dr. Eric P. Hausner Memorial Scholarship Fund
Telfair Hendon, Jr._, Memorial
Hoshour Memorial Fund
Portia Irick Scholarship Fund
George A. Kaseman Memoria 1 Scholarship Fund
Kennedy Scholarship
Jant. Kluckhcln Memorial
Frederick and Christina Kent

500.00
3,500.00
3,340.40
409,252.48
50,000.00
1,200.00
5,000.00
700.00
21,773.78
20,415.80
2,500.00
311.00
750.00

Gifts and
Bequests

Other
Additions

Transfers
To (From)

1,986.00

700.00
2,403.50

1,000.00
3,000.00
219.00
5,000.00
400.00
1,000.00
1,200.00
500.00
416.48
1,341.59
1,125.07
8,214.92
5,000.00
5,000.00

25.00

66.15

122.99

44.42

446.94

50,000.00
4,122.14
490.00
1,.912 .00
10,000.00
25,839.94
2,000.00
282.50
5,000.00

102.17
500.00

Balance
June 30, 1965

~

500.00
3,500.00
3,340.40
411,238.48
50,000.00
1,200.00
5,000.00
700.00
21,773.78
20,415.80
3,200.00
311.00
750.00
2,403.50
1,000.00
3,000.00
219 ;oo
5,000.00
400.00
1,000.00

25.00
175.00
167.02
15,052.99
2,500.00
60.00
250.00
35.00
1,020.50
1,020.79
142.50
15.55
37 .so
59 .57.
50.00
150.00
10.95
250.00
20.00
50.00

1,389.14
500.00
932.84
1,341.59
1,125.07
8,214.92
5,000,00
5,000.00
50,000.00
4,122.14
490.00
1,912,00
10,000.00
25,942.11
2,500.00
282.50

66.15
25.00
44.42
67.08
52.55
519.40
250.00
250.00
937 .50
206.11
24.50
95,60
237 .so

5,000 .oo

250 .oo

110.42
14.13

~

0
ClJ

~

'•
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UNIVERSITY QF NEW MEXICO

Endowment Fund
Revenues,. Expenditures and Principal

Balance
Ju~:. ~.

Fund Principals (Continued):
Scholarship trust :funds (Continued):
D. H .. Lawrence Fund

$

Law School Alumni
Harry Leonard Estate

Thomas J. Mabry Memorial
Joseph W. Meek
Charles May Memo-rial Scholarship Fund
Mike Millican
John Milne Scholarship Fund
Miscellaneous U.l!.M. Scholarship Fund
Ab-raham Lincoln Mitchell Fund
William J. Parish Memorial Fund
Phidelity Educational Fund
New Mexico Concrete Products Co. Fund
Anna K. Reisiger Fund
Reynolds Electric: Co. Irund
Waldo Roge-rs Memorial
Julius Rolshoven Fund

Rose Rudin Roosa Prize
Eleanor Roosevelt Memorial Fund
School of Medicine
George St. Clair Memorial
Albe-rt G. SilliDS Scholarship Fund
Katherine M. Simms Memorial
Max Smigelow Memorial Scholarship
State Bar of New Mexico Scholarship Fund

Taos Foundation
Lena M. Todd Memorial

1964

6,605.64
2,500.00
28,979.91
1,090.00
500.00
5,000.00
838.00
5,591.23
2,670.28
4,130.00
1,000.00
1,200.00
1,000.00
2,500 .oo
1,241.00
15,000.00
1,000.00

Gifts and
Bequests

4,000.00

Other
Additions

Transfers
To(From}

6,605.64
2,500.00
35,677.22

2,697.31

~.090.00

500.00
4,642.47

6,474 .so

72.00
85,000.00
185 .00
2,532 .so

542.00
1,005 .oo
1,000.00
5,010.00
3,000.00
9,600.00

Berta Hurt VanStone Memorial Scholarship Fund

Eric H. Wang Memorial
Ellen. E, Williams Well Memorial
Thomas M. Wilkerson Memorial
Sheila Rodey Witte
Katherine Woodson Fund
Total Scholarship trust funds
Student aid and assistance funds:
Joe Feinsilver Student Assistance Fund
Daniel Jackling Student lDan Fund
Total student: aid and assistance
trust funds
fo

Balance
June 30, 1965

1,860.75
2,029.75

172,160.77

36,554.08
205,414.88

684.51

241,968.96

684.51

4,896.05

7,044.43

-----

330.28
125.00
1,239.17
54 ..50
25.00
250.00
41.90
279.56
133.51
255.25
377.59
50.00
60.00
50.00
125.00
62.95
1,250.00
50.00
5.00
30.66
27.10
50.25
50.00
250.50
150.00

22,000.00
5,000.00
7,687 .so
2,675.00
909,064.41

93.04
95.93
54.17
1,100.00
250.00
384.38
58.50
31,601.97

36,554.08
206,099.39

1,414.27
11,413.87

242,653.47

12,828.14

z,ooo.oo

2,000.00
22,000.00
5,000.00
7,687.50
2,675.00
724,963.16

500.00
5,000.00
838.00
5,591.23
2,670.28
4,630 .. 00
11,116.97
1,000.00
1,200.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
1,313.00
100,000.00
1,000.00
185.00
2,532.80
542.00
1,005 .oo
1,000.00
5,010.00
3,000.00
9,600.00
1,860.75
2,029 .75

~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Endowment Fund
Revenues. Expenditures and Principal

Balance
July 1, 1964

Fund Principals (Continued):
Other trust funds:
UniveTaity Pennanent 'Fund
University Saline Permanent Fund
Carl Grabo Memorial Fund
Jamea W. Young 'Fund
Total other trust funds
Total fund principals

Gifts and
Beguests

$ 5,597,961.70
38,289.77
2,845.00

Other

Additions

Transfers
To ~Fr0111}

207,993.53
1,012.16

5,639,096.47

538,707.00
538,707.00

209,005.69

-------

$ 6,606,028.59

711,552.28

213,901.74

~

Balance
June 30, 1965

Inc:.om.e

5,805,955.23
39,301.93
2,845.00
538,707.00
6,386,809.16

226,951.01
1,544.88
132..95

7,538,527.04

273,058.95

228,628.84

Disposition of Income:
210,000.00
1,020.50

Cu-r-rent Fund -· Re.venuea

Agency Fund - General Scholarships
Endowment Fund:
Scholarship trust funds
Reserves for scholarships
.Plant Fund

110.57
43,431.99
18,495.89

$ zn,o58.95

Total disposition of income
Balance
July 1 1 1964

Unexpended Reserves:
Reserved for scholarships
Reserved for losses
Fund Principal
Total (Exhibit B)

~

ExEenditures

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30, 1965

65,161.83
8,873.94

43,431.99

32,968.58
2,998.34

(2,708 .39)

72,916.85
5,875.60

74,035.77
6,606,028.59

43,431.99
925,454.02

35,966.92

(2,708.39)
7,044.43

78,792.45
7',538,527 .04

$ 6,680,064.36

968,886.01

35,966.92

4,336.04

7,617,319.49

----

,....
0·
00
....:!
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Plant Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Year Ended June 30, 1965
Unexpended
Total
Balance, July 1, 1964
Net Additions for the Year:
Revenues and bond proceeds:
Building and Improvement Bonds - Series K
Refunding and Improvement Bonds - 1965
Rental income:
Winrock lease
Albuquerque Board of Education
Other
Land income
Permanent Fund income
Los Alamos and Holloman instructional overhead
Subsidy - Sandia Corporation
Student fees
Sale of property
Interest and discounts earned
Other
Federal grant for construction
Grants from private sources
Expenditures:
Additions to plant:
Land and improvements
Buildings
Equipment
Books
Medical School buildings
Medical School equipment
Construction in progress
Payments on utility contracts
Repairs and maintenance
Expendable supplies
Taxes and interest - Tonella property
Legal consulting and other expenses
Bond interest
Refunding expense

Excess of revenue~ over expenditures

$ 24,029,787.14

~

402,286.28

55,626.16
25,000.00
2,559.00
24,7.30.63
18,495.89
39,165.58
30,888.39
37,430.00
6,961.20
2,991.19
4,005.22
__1,;7 ,853.26
357,484.65
490,836 .so
267,253.13
53,811.95
197,963.19
141,018.08

3,685,712.15
54,201.94
20,655 .88
5,535.38
8,248.28
234,088.53
14,680 .64
4,023,122.80
7 ,287_,844.10

Reserved
for Debt
~

Invested
~

23.643! 039 .so

(15,538 .64)

2,500,000.00
7,727,000.00

2,500,000.00
7,727,000.00
55,626.16
25,000.00
2,559.00
24,730.63
18,495.89
39,165.58
30,888.39
37,430.00
6,961.20
149,947.96
4,162.09
175,000.00
514,000.00
11,310,966.90

Construction
Funds

14,148.59
54,201.94
15,856.83
5,535.38
8,248.28
1,606,358 .82
(1,358,505._56)

31,629.94
175,000.00
s1<.,ooo .oo
10,947,629.94

115,326.83
156.87
115,483.70
(357 ,484 .65)
(680,572.54)
(338,436.96)
(53,811.95)
(197,963.19)
(161,826 .27)

189,735.74
71,183.83
20,808,19
3,685,712.15

(14,148 .59)
4, 799 .OS

3,972,238.96
. 6,975,390,98

234,088.53
14,680.64
248,769.17
(133.285 .47)

.
(1,804,244.15)
1,804,244.15
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U!UVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Plant Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Principal
'Reserved
Total

Net Additions for the Year (Continued):
Transfers from other funds:
Current Fund surplus
Restricted Fund principal
Agency Fund principal
Appropriated from the Current Fund for depreciation Auxiliary enterprises
Excess of proceeds of Refunding and Improvement Bonds
over cost of U. S .. Treasury securities required to
amortize debt service to June 1, 1975
Additions to plant from other funds
Bonds retired from Restricted Fund
Net additions for the year

Balance, June 30, 1965
Allocated to l'rojects:
Basic Science Building
Tunnels, utilities and refrigeration
Fine Arts lluildlng, concert hall
Graduate Research Building
Library .Wdition
Domitories
Biology Research Building
Infirmary - Office building
Golf course - club house
Swimming poo 1
Unallocated

~

Unexpended

Construction

Reserves

Funds

for Debt
~

Invested
~

57,014.80

57,014.80
1,226,539.48
338,723.78

252,097.99

25,116.00

25,116.00

1,226,539.48
86,625.79

536,024.25

(536,024.25)
842,638.60
534,000.00

842,638.60
534,000.00
10,311,876.76

(1,024,276 .77)

8 1824 1 580.50

(669,309 .72)

. 3,180,882.75

34,341,663.90

(621,990.49)

8,809,041.86

(~9,309

.:23)

26,823,922.25

1,560,545 .66
570,077.32
1,613,947.24
362,609.94
1,024,110.27
739,582.44
1,205,560.19
1,193,915.33
518,044.40
3,256.40
17,392.67
8,809,04l.8~.

~

0
00

.,

Q)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and :Principal
Year Ended June 30, 1965

Research Contracts:
Agency overhead
$
Air Force:
Holloman Air Force Base - Electrical Engineering AF29(600)-3445
Holloman Air Force Base - Mechanical Engineering, AF29(600)-4928
Holloman Air Force Base - Physiology, AF29(600)-5163
Meteoritic Services, AF29(601)-6284
Office of Scientific Research AF49(638)-1413
Special Weapons - Electrical Engineering, AF29(601)-5976
Special Weapons - Electrical Engineering, AF29(701)-6290
Special Weapons - Electrical Engineering, AF29(601)-6637
Special Weapons - Electrical Engineering, AF29(601)-6779
Special Weapons - Shock tube, AF29(601)-6002
Special Weapons - Mathematics
Special Weapons - Mathematical Aides, AF29(601)-6252
Special Weapons -Mathematical Aides, AF29(601)-6641
Systems Command, AF19(628)-2927
Systems Command, AF19(628)-417
A.R,M,U, -National Science Foundation Support
Atomic Energy Commission:
Chemistry, AT(ll-1)-733
Chemistry, AT(29-2)-915
Department of the Army, Medical Research and Development Command Chemistry, DA49-193-MD-2645
Department of Defense - ARPA, SD-181
Department of the Navy:
Electrical Engineering, NONR02798(00)(0l)
Office of Naval Research - Medicine, NONR-4754(00)
High School Planning and Construction
Jicarilla Apache Tribe - Geography
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. -Electrical Engineering, P,O. 453 GN-41483
Miscellaneous Research
National Aeronautics and Space Agency:
Electrical Engineering, NSG - 129-61
Electrical Engineel:ing, NSG - 279-62
Physics, Nona SW-99
New Mexico Department of Public Health - Mental Eea1th Planning Project
Ne~ Mexico State Highway Department, Civil Engineering
New Mexico State Highway Department. Civil Engineering
Research - Special Account

.

Balance
July 31, 1964

(6.89)
1,084.80
15.86

1.28
110.55
14,066.39
(1.92)
3,142.66
2,504.98

(35.30)

~

(1,312.75)

Transfers
To {From}

Balance
June 30, 1965

479,984.27

2,079.21

229.11
14,315.61
12,616 .82
3,797.10
26,710.05
11,206.34
10,161.98
43,555.72
1,208.83
652,205.93

222.22
14,329.70
12,642 .so
4,881.90
26,710.05
11,222.20
10,175.43
44,199.92
1,241.98
651,584.18

67.734.71
148,710.54
29,061.00
79,422.42
6,574.78

81,801.10
121,274.13
29,061.00
79,430.87
6,443.46

16,812.66
8,815.20

17,437.31
10,516.43

29,855.70
1,039.45

29,865.35
1,039.45

(9 .65)

91,826.03

91,863.48
1,688.15
1,300.62
2,484.18
5,949.39
49,924.75

(72 .75)
(1,688 .15)
(1,300.62)

(477 ,905 .06)
(14.09)
(25 .98)

(13.45)
(644.20)
(33 .15)
623.03
(110.55)

2,484.18
5,912.87
1,002.50
400.19
1,166.62
(18 .25)

ExEenditures

28,939.00
8,823.00
30,064.46
3,800.00
18,667 .23
3,311.31
50.00

27,252.26
9,794.13
30,055.26
3,477.04
16,637.23
3,311.31
5_._434~

27,436.41
(10 .37)
131.32
2,518.01
803.75

(36.,52)
48,922.25
2,086.93
195.49
(9 .05)
322.96
(70.00)

(787 .25)
__.5_.38_4_..54__

-
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Balance
July 31, 1964
Research Contracts (Continued):
Sandia Corporation:
Chemistry, 51-7990, Task #1
Chemistry, 13-7663
Chemical Engineering, 48-2512
Chemistry, 53-0196, Task #1
Chemistry, 53-0196, Task #7
Chemistry, 13-0565
Civil Engineering, 48-0522
Civil Engineering, 48-2561
Electrical Engineering, 51-7990, Task #4
Electrical Engineering, 82-3599
Electrical Engineering, 74-8181
Electrical Engineering, 53-0196, Task #3
Electrical Engineering, 53-0196, Task #6
Mechanical Engineering, 51-7990, Task #3
Mechanical Engineering, 51-7990, Task #9
Mechanical Engineering, 53-0196, Task #4
Mechanical Engineering, 53-0196, Task #5
Mechanical Engineering, 48-1932
Nuclear Engineering, 48-0086
Physics, 53-0196, Task #2
Physics, 53-0196, Task #8
Psychology, 11-4157
Psychology, 51-9238
Physics, 51-7990, Task #6
Technical Services, 30-1636
United States Department of Commerce:
Physics, W627250
United Statea Department of Health, Education and Welfare:
PH-86-63-241
PH-108-65-12
United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs
14-20-0650-1306
University of California ·- Lawrence Radiation Lab., 8276105
Total Research Contracts

$

(7 .40)

(32.60)

(111.12)

~

369.09
17,454.79
6,059.96
15,488.97
13,170.12
47,333.97
340.66
23.88
(7 .78)
10,574.42
13,141.12
2,936.09
66.34
(8 .00)
18,193.98
16,272.86
21,039.25
12,556.82
12,835.76
11,444.34
8,397.60
1,035.35
221.91
367.20

Expenditures

361.69
17,454.79
6,059.96
15,488.97
13,170.12
1,214.73
47,333.97
340.66
23.88
(7 .78)
10,574.42
13,141.12
2,936.09
66.34
(8 .00)
18,198.53
16,272.86
20,524.81
12,524.22
12,835.76
11,453,57
8,397.60
1,035.35
110.79
367.20

(27' 100 .52)

171,170.43

143,897.34

(84.00)

126,749.75
136.00

126,821.50

6,004.25
2,098.07
2,374,366.00

12,452.47
2,098.07
1, 920,472.06

6,762.85
545.43

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30, 1965

(1,214.73)

(4 .55)
514.44
(9 .23)

17.76

190.33
(155 .75)
136.00

(314 .63)
(424, 792 •.24)

29,646.43

~

0

..

~
~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW .MEXICO
Agency Fund

Revenues, ExpendituLes and Principal

Balance

Ju1v l, 1964
Research and Instructional Gifts and Grants:
Agency for International Development - Paraguay, AID/la-248
Air Force Office of Scientific Research:
269-63 & 269 -63A
9782-01
250-63
AF-AFOSR-507 -64
QF-AFOSR-568-64
Allied Chemical Co.-poration Gift
Amex:ican Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
.funerican Cancer Society, iJE-372
.funerican Chemistcy Society - Petroleum Research Fund
American Heal:t Association
Animal Care Fund
A.R.M.lT, - A.E.C. Research Participation Program
Atomic Energy Coumission~
Biology Equipment
Medical Equipment
Nuclear Engineering Equipment
~ysics Equipment
l!ell Equipment Fund
Carnegie Corp. - Honors
Charles E. Merrill Trust - Medical School
Chemical Engineering Equipment Fund
Chemistcy Equipment Fund
llepartment of the Army, Office o£ Civil Defense, OCD-PS-64-162
Electrical Engineering Equipment Fund
Elks Fellowship - Cerebral Palsy
Engineering Equipment Fund
Fiscal Research
Ford Foundation•
Central American Projeet
College :reachers Program
Overseas Professional Service Fellowship Program
University Press
Geology Equipment Fund
Geology Scholarships and Reseal:'ch Fund
His toriea 1 Fund
Historical Publications Fund
Kellogg Foundation'
Dental Hygien~st Program
Medical School
Medical School Faculty Program

..

$
48,886.76
3,.552 .81
881.99
5,782.19
5,441.88
1,000.00

Revenues

(1,669 .05)
10,000.00
35,000.00
609.24
10,000.00
(2,158 .46)
3,683.55
191.90
2,632.61
415.78
14.57
23,816 .00
(75.08)
12,690.80
25,360.00
4,711.60
3,748.59
9,790.49
1,250.00
(107 .63)
8,945.79

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30, 1965

35,000.00

50,959.20

(15,959 .20)

10,942.00
10,811.94
35,318.00
16,742.00
3,000.00

45,654.76
14,364.75
29,147.74
13,604.79
807.66
939.16
4,721.65
240.37
788.20
3,931.51
3,236.76

14,174.00

17,798.00
242.84
450.57

ExEenditures

500.00
7,678.00
3,236.76
20,580.75
7.5.50

7,052.25
8,919.40
7,634.22
60.84
13,076.35
(2 .47)
162.37
3,746.49
5,424.63
77.00
(6, 121.06)

13,487.07
9,923.00
41,196.56
(609 .24)

10,000.00
2,158.46
25,000.00
1,500.00

25,000.00
4,965.15

218.40
(191.90)

50,441.98
595.76
3,483.33

50,489 .89
893.75
3,899.11
12.90

6,678.40
89.77
44,000.00
250,.505.09
13.10
1,632.76

(47 .91)
2,334.62
(1.67)
(9,500.00)

14.69
44,981.74
25,880.49
7,000.00
4, 781.06
334.10

20,994.40
11,709.06
224,624.60
18,360.00
(56 .36)
5,047.25

(9,790 .49)
1,250.00
615.50
77,680.00
68,000.00

149.47

358.40
(86,625 .79)

68,000.00

UNIVERSITY OF NEll MEXICO
Agency Fund
Revenues:t Expenditures and Principal

Balance
July 1, 1964

j

I

Research and Inst-ructional Gifts and Grants (Continued):
Law Library Fund
Library Book Fund
Medical School Fund
Medical School Research Overhead
Medical School - Unrestricted Gifts
Medical Science Library - Gifts
National Aluminate Chemistry Fellowship
National Aeronautics and Space Administration:
NSG (T)-62
NSG 332
Geology, NGR-32-004-011
Physics, NsG-666
Technology Dissemination Program, NSR-32-004-013
National Defense Education Act, Data Processing
National Institute of Health:
Anthropology, MHO 3088-04
Biology, 5 ROl AI 06450-02 VR
Biology, 6 F2 RD-23, 374-0lAl
Cancer Research, 5 ROl CA 08000-02
Chemistry, CA 02653-09
Chemistry, CA 4327-06MC
Fellowship Grants, l-F2-AI-25, 141-01
General Research Support, 1 SOl FR-5583-01-5
Medicine, RE0766501(CV)
Medicine, HE07665-0S1(CV)
Medicine, AI05154-0l
Medicine, lROl HE 08697-0l
Medicine, AM 08131-01
Medicine, 1R01 HE 08673-01
Medicine, MH 10316-01
Medicine, CA 08088-01
Medicine, AM 08772-01
Medicine, 1 Tl HE 5633-01
Medicine, 1 T2 HE 5640-01
Medicine, 1 T8 NBlO, 034-0l
Medicine, 5 ROl NB 05193-02
Medicine, ROl AM 08719-01
Medicine, 7 ROl HE 0949-01
Medicine, 2 ROl NB 05923-02
Medicine, 2 ROl AM 09432-02
Medicine,
ROl AM 09157-0l
Medicine, 1 ROl HE 09460-01

$

~

73.57
.270.99
5,483.50

329.56
2,295.75
8,241.42

7,737.18
1,55-3.15
148.92

3,006.49
2,873.18

(7 ,514 .37)
(879 .60)

57' 763 .oo
27,536.00
14,477.00
30,038.00

(114, 196 .59)

18,901.65

Expenditures

18.00
875.61
(750 .60)

Transfers
To (From)

(6,919 .40)
8,480.94

1,287.03
3,556 .26

Balance
June 30, 1965

385.13
1,691.13
7,556.12
8,480,94
9,456.64
870,07

(148 .92)

9,502.17
7,129.62

1,050.68
19,017 .oo
500.00
34,596.08
30,214.00
9,720.00

7,152.14

12,254.55

4,921.89
8,332.50
16,225.19
(3,992.48)
5,591.15
2,404.62

12,941.00
17,502.65
49,788.79
14,284.00
6,446.00
4,932.00
3,000.00
64,326 .oo
7,500.00
52,575.00
12,027 .oo
16,438 .so
18,505.00
30,935.67
6,395.50
3,888.00

71,108.65
31,017.49
16,328.17
49,949.78
13.40
104,297.98
1,050.68
18,611.31
520,33
10,411.42
21,794.45
11,766.39
302.10
900.00
22,114.77
10,194.25
21,847.91
43,199.53
13,191.90
12,764.58
4,643.83
3,000.00
38,183.26
1,065.90
19,428.31
9,121.75
20,488.25
23,446.23
17,782.27
6, 731.16
2,837.65
1,498.23

60,000.00

(20,860 .02)
(4,361.09)
(1,851.17)
(19,911.78)
(13 .40)
(139 ,592 .92)
405.69
(20 ,33)
24,184.66
17,921.72
5,083.23
(302.10)
(900.00)
(2,708 .08)
7,668.64
3,987 .24
22,814.45
(2,900.38)
(727 .43)
2,692.79
26,142.74
6,434.10
33,146.69
2,905.25
(4,049 .75)
(4,941.23)
13,153.40
(335.66) ~)
1,050.35
.
(1,498 .23) 0

~

0

"
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Principal
Balance
July 1, 1964

Research and Instructional Gifts and Grants (Continued):
National Institute of Health (Continued):
Mental Health, 1-Rll MH-01641-01
Mental Health, 1 Tl MH-8479-02
Physics, RH 00404-01
Psychiatry, 5 T2 MH-6043-02
National Resources Center
National Science Foundation:
Anthropology, GS25
Anthropology, GS-587
Biology, GE3491
Biology, Gl7176
Biology, GB216
Biology, GB43
Biology, G3172
Chemistry GP204
Chemistry, Gl5705
Chemistry, GE2480
Chemistry, GU536
Chemistry, GE2823
Civil Engineering, GE3190
Civil Engineering, GE4018
Economic Sciences, GS-406
Education G-3379
Electrical Engineel:ing, G23411
Geology, GP742
Geology, GE1976
Geology, GP-4200
Mathematics, GP1816
Mathematics, GP2214
Mathematics, GP2558
Mathematics, GE302l
Mechanical Engineering, GE2222
Mechanical Engineering, GP1379
Medicine, GB-2621
Physics, GP2419
Physics, GP2714
Physics, GP1654
"
Physics, GP2394

;:~~!~~i ~~~~ t~~~~~~---=P-4565~

$

3,648 .oo

~

(102 .00)
55,375.00
3,000.00
7,452.00

2,822.76
71,052.38
1,333.35
5,022.76
23.50

5,159.36
3,000.00
11,575.00
(302.74)
8,174.92
3,728.23
17,143.04
8,978.07

5,159.36
3,000.00
11,575.00
1,104.08
8,174.92
3,728.23
8,405.00
9,001.85
3,553.50
3,365.45
9,690.05
984.30
10,845.14
7,554.20
16,633.23
183,801.06
1, 254 .80
6,309.60
295.75
4,504,22
23,003.19
32,656.25
18,256.34
21,353.96
10,273.55
4,028.53
41,116.74
55,046.73
34,009.67
22,044.31
34,637.55

(148 .97)

1,406.82
(8,738.04)
3,553.50

(482.80)

(1.61)
(3.10)

(12.06)
(3 .32)

Expenditures

9,690.05
984.30
10,845.14
7, 713.90
16,633.23
104,600,54
1, 254 .80
6,309.60
295.75
4,504.22
23,003.19
32,657.86
18,259 .44
21,353.96
10,273.55
4,028.53
41,116.74
55,058.79
33,999.77
22,044.31
34,612.59

~~~~ ~~

,

7.' ;~~ ·~~

Transfers
To {From)

Balance
June 30, 1965

723.24
(15,677 .38)
1,666.65
2,429.24
(172.47)

23.78
(3,365 .45)

159.70
(79 ,683 .32)

(9.90)
(28 .28)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and 'Principal

Balance
July 1, 1964

Research and Instructional Gifts and Grants (Continued):
National Science Foundation (Continued)!
Psychology, GB924
Psychology, GB2509
Psychology, GB-3432
Graduate Fellowships
Graduate Traineeships in Engineerl.ng, GE-4751
Institutional Research Grant,. GU874
N ,S .F. Stipend Clearing Account
Research COO!llittee Grant, GU338
Research Computer Center Grant, GP2467
Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equipment, GE-5738
Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equipment, GE-9378
Undergraduate Research Program in the Sciences, GE-6361
Ne'fi Mexico Departmenc of Education - Teaching of Handicapped
Children
New Mexico Heart Grant
New Mexico Heart Grant
Pack Forestry Foundation
Research Corporation of Netrt York - Chemistry
Research and Study COIIIIlittee - Education
Resources for the Future
Resources for the Future
Retarded Children Education
Rio Rancho Estates Anthropology Grant
Rockefeller Foundation, History
"Roclty Mountain Forest & Range Experiment Station
Schoo 1 Survey
Smith, Kline and French Foundation:
Medical grant
Pharmacy equipment
lTe-doctoral grant
United States Department of l!ea1th, Education and
Welfare, HE-08477 -01
United States Deparb:D.ent of Health, Education and
Welfat:e, VRA 443-T-64
United States Office of Education:
Teacher Training Grant, 31-41-0090-72
Language Center Gt:ant, OE-5-13-040
United States l'ublic Health Service, Mll-8190-01
Wenner-Gren Foundation - Anthropology
Woodrow Wilson Pund (Fellowships)
Total Research and Instructional Gifts and Grants

4,950.00
50,140.24
(29, 123 .40)
12,381.08

~

5,024.16
12,000.00
2,544.06
17,017 .so
33,452.80
77,501.30
30,621,90

3,375.00
907.51
7,900.00
7,683.31
9,645 .19
4,245.55
895.34
(1,678 .33)
3,500.00
3,147.43
1,717.15
4,171.16

198.68

(1,707 .56)
246,971.43

5,024.16
12,000.00
2,544.06
18,920.30
29,628.81
11,681.85
51,905.60
501.32
77,915.57
30,621.90
4,457.06
2,334.60

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
.June 30, 1965

3,047.20
(29,628 .81)
38,458.39
47,576.20
(ll,879 .76)
(414.27)
(4,457 .06)
(2,334.60)
332.23

3,042.77
907.51
7,907.59

( 7 .59)
(7 ,683.31)

11,303.36

9,301.74
2,393.82

343.45
13,155.09
(895 ,34)

10,372.27

29,647.54

1, 700.00

1,000.00
3,150.80
1,662.68
9,743.73

(20,953 .60)
(3,500.00)

8, 786.39

700.00
(3 .37)
(54.47)
3,213.82

859.85
1,032.50

4,140.15
345.78
949,81

19,274.00

29,949.04

(6,356 .76)

24,970.50

17,364.92

7,804.26

17,400.00

11,397.49
43.30
24,056.43

6,002.51
(43.30)
4,704.01
1,500.00

5,000.00
1,378.28
949.81
4,318.28

Expenditures

30,468.00
1,500.00
100.00
2,199,904.92

100.00
2,080,941.60

(19,563.38)

346.371.37'

~

0

~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Balance
July 1. 1964
Student, Faculty and Staff Activities:
Air Force:
A.F.R.O.T,C. basic uniforms
A.F.R.O.T.C. flight instructional program
A.F.R.O.T.C. fees
A.F.R.O.T.C. miscellaneous
A.F.R.O.T.C. surplus uniforms sales
American Council of Learned Societies
American Council of Learned Societies - Anthropology
Anthropology Field School
Anthropology Field School, 1965
Art Publications Account - Royalties
Associated Students
Athletic Program Fund
"Bureau of Business Research
Business Office Welfare Fund
Campus Parking
Campus Visitation and Recruiting
Chi Epsilon
Children's Art Class
Club Maintainers • Physical Plant
Coffee Fund - Administration
Coffee Fund - Data Processing
Department of Architecture Trip to Mexico City
Dormitory Improvement Fund
Dormitory Students Small Loan Fund
Drama Fund
Drawing Equipment Rental
Education Coffee Fund
Education Flower Fund
Faculty of Medicine Fund
General Scholarships
General Services • Nursing
Instructors Travel Fund
Law Journal
law School Alumni Fund
Library Photo Laboratory
Mathematics Fund
Music Recording Fund
•
N.R.O.T.C. Flight Program
Pharmacy Activities Fund
Pharmacy Construction Fund
-"•

1,085.83
145.98
398.30
161.48
27.50
500.00
5,717.75
399.93
33,768.35
7,301.13
141.20
8,768.58
5,365.08
902.59
377 .23
562.10

937.76
(120 .43)
92.68
(17 .03)
(12,925 .95)
39,313.19
11.48
500 .oo
3,254.38
3,588.06
1,549 .22
1,195.75
295 .24
702.!,9
600.00

Revenues

6,525 .oo
2,095.85
22.50
14.65
420.00
500.00
2,031.09
6,260.00
12,629 .66
320,793.83
17,222.53
98,552.32
59.00
14,209.70
4,139.82
688.28
4,931.63
46.00
120.00
6,952.26
25.15
240.00
255.00
205.88
133,244.46
106,192.68
13,722.61
557.50
14,951.67
285.04
6,292.73
217.95
50 00

Expend_:i. tures

6,301.00
17.61
1,801.74
118.04

Transfers
'fo_(E't'Qm)

Balance
J_une 30, 19 65

1,309.83
(128 .37)
(250 .00)

180.00

442.41
65.94
42.15
740 .oo

(500.00)
4,338.68
10,913.49
300,709.98
15,271.67
78,527.32
115,61
8,550.27
34,277.18
50.00
3,431.01
607.46
5,198.11
25.46
120.00
6,952.26
25.15
543.11
423.06
120.00
160,347.02
100,387.76
13,081.20
62.84
13,091.78
660.23
112 44
6,265.43
580.00

(14,580 .11)
(1,950 .86)

3,410.16
6,260.00
2,116.10
39,272.09
27,326.13
84.59
14,428.01

28,912.10
852.59
1,086.04
642.92
(266 .48)
20.54

12,655.68
(11.48)
(500.00)

1,177 .76
(408 .54)
(124.50)
(137 .03)
(40,028 .51)
57,7'73.79
3,895.79
4,082.72
3,409.11
535.52
172.60
322.54
340.44
650.00

-- -----
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Balance

July 1, 1964
Student, Faculty and Staff Activities: (Continued)
Pharmacy Scholarship Fund
Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Sports Day Fund
Surveying Equipment Rental
Tutoring Fund
Unive~sity Orchestra
Vending Machines Scholarship Fund
William Tucker Golf Tournament
Volunta~ Agency Nursing
Total Student, Faculty and Staff Acdvities
~nstructional

$

Revenues

Expenditures

632.33
1,468.75
1,041.40
5,462.96
5,314.47
2,400.00
2,893.13
6,950.75
662.22
2,050.00
803,780 .so

1,071 50
744.60
720.60
4,041.59
3,615.93
1,983.50
2,511 07
699.25
662.22
2,099.97
791,417.14

13,473.35
10,125.45
564.25
1,045.66
17,923.55

16,607 .79
4,385.13
737.42
1,045.66
13,785.58

453.17

22,500.00
494.10
115.00

7,649.55
475.45

102.51
566.00

950.00

725 .oo

482.80

9,323.33

9,806.13

2,258.11
115.35
(889 .71)
919.84
3,982.93
27,302.29
83.25
138,873.14

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30, 1965

(200.00)
(16, 776 .00)

1,818.94
724.15
436.15
3,544.23
808.83
1,336.34
4,164.99
16,777 .79

8,793.82

33.28
!§Q.030.62

2,122.86

Institutes and Conferences:

Atomic Energy Commission:
Radiation Biology, AT(29-2)-1636
Radiation. Biology, AT(29-2)-1636 (Continuation)
llance Workshop
Engineering Conference
Extension Division - Institute Funds
Ford Foundation - Teacher Training Workshop in Basic Education for
Adults
Great Decisions
Home Economics Workshop
Industrial Arts, non-credit
Intercultural Workshop
National Science Foundation:
Academic Yea~ Institute for Science and Mathematics Teachers
In-Service Institute in Mathematics for Seconds~ School
Teachers 1965-66, GE-8468
Mathematics Teachers Institute, GE-4472
Summer Institute in Mathematics for High School Teachers
of Mathematics
Summer Institute in Mathematics for Seconds~ School Teachers,
GE-6659
Summer Institute in Probabilistic Structual Mechanics £or
College Teachers, GE-7254
Sumnter Institute in Radiation Biology for College Teachers,
GE•7253
Summer Institute in Radiation Biology for Secondary School
Teachers, GE-7038
.
N.U.E.A. Training Project for Project Head Start Directors

3,569.20
420.54
1,000.00

23.75
2,775.19

(6 .53)
(7 .61)

,

46,603.40

(4,137 .97)

6,175.08
247.37
1,000.00
14,850.45
471.82
115.00

(102.51)
791.00

(23 .75)
(2, 781.72)

46,595.79
14,781.22

(14, 781.22)

10,092.78

(10,092.78)

8,963.50
38,340.00

(434.76}
434.76

11,869.50
11,546.18

(8,963 .50)
(11,869 .50)'
26,793.82 ,...

0

,,
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Balance
Julv 1, 1964

!

'I,

Instructional Institutes and Conferences (Continued):
Opera Workshop
Paving Conference - Highway Engineers
Peace Corps, PC(W)-115 & PC(W)-159
Peace Corps, PC(W)-291
Sandia Corp. Colloquium
Sandia Corp. Colloquium
Spanish Language Table Reserve
Speech and Hearing Clinic
United States Air Force - Office of Scientific Research:
AF-AFOSR-32-64
Sunmer Scientific Seminar, 1965, AF-AFOSR-861-65
United. States Office of Education:
Ibero American Studies
Quito Institute, 1964
Quito Institute, 1965, OE-5-45-004
Spanish Teachers Institute, 1963-64
Spanish Teachers Institute, 1964-65
Sunmer Institute for Secondary School Teachers
United States Department of Defense - Office of Civil
Defense, OCD-OS-63-87
United States Deparbnent of Interior - Bureau of Indian
Affairs, 14-20-0600-8313
United States Public Health Service - Workshop in Clinical
Nursing Skills, lTl MH-9502-01
Total Instructional Institutes and Conferences
Other Agency Accounts:
ABC Telecast
Aesthetics Institute
Albuquerque Journal Scholarship Fund
Alumni Development Fund:
Campus Beautification
Chapel
Distinguished Professor Awards
Equipment
Faculty Research
Greater U,N.M, Fund
Guest I.ectures
Library
Scholarships

.

..

$

898.30
(158.01)
(924.00)
192.68
(2,501.39)

•
~

759 .85
5.00
669.64
772,506.95
14.66
2,207 .65
9,202.38
4,024.58

Expenditures

557.11

(1,708 .00)
34,671.00

2,316.41
16,537.22

723.15
(21, 987 .63)

7,500.00
31,484.25
113,896.00
(6, 177 .20)
135,763 .oo

6,982.81
6,526.87
103,335.02
1,249.21
120,804.03
12,303.91

(555 .83)

(B, 167 .07)
32,364.81
79.18
752.22
(.65)
(63 .70)
179 .oo
195.00
104.00
25.00
295.00
2,661.50

(150.00)
153.01

669.64
771,864.26
14.66
2,207.65
8,874.64
1,523.19

4,024.41

7,426.41
(1,885 .24)

Transfers
To (From)

1,338.03

782.20

11,630.00

10,934.00

1, 279, 245 .88

5,952.05
1,235,300.50

14,835.13
365.50
880.00

224.31
538.49

Balance
June 30 2 1965

951.04
(281.31)
520.42

18,133.78
1,240.34
2,969.75
10,560.98
13,073.73
(12,303.91)

696.00
(4,237 .47)

(5,952 .05)
31,540.84
47' 199.94
220.37
1,093.73

.65
937.62

1,001.32
(10.00)
100.00
350.00

141.57
107.75
350.00

(179 .00)
(43 .43)
96.25
(25 .00)

2,202.50
1,613 .oo

5.00
3,740.00

1,700 .oo

2,492.50
2,234.50
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Agency Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

II'

Balance

Ju1v 1, 1964

II
II
I,

Other Agency Accounts (Continued) :
ARINC Research Corporation Gift
Art Scholarship Fund
Art Lithograph Paper Fund
Bernalillo County Medical Society - Library Services
Betty Hall Memorial
Bids and Bonds - deposit account
College of Education Gifts
Concert Hall Fund
Degan Estate
Dental Clinic - Income
Dental Clinic Special Account for Peace Corps Trainees
Facilities Rental
Governing Boards Conference
Leo Rosenthal Gift
Medica 1 Schoo 1 Library Fund - Miscellaneous
Nancy Tolman Memorial Fund
New Mexico Health Foundation History Gift
New Mexico Scholarship Fund
Physics Equipment Account
Science Fair - prizes and scholarships
Spaceport Committee
Speech and Hearing Clinic
Special T. V. Account
Television Specia 1 Equipment Fund
University of New Mexico 75th Anniversary Fund
University Photo Laboratory
Unrestricted Gifts
Total Other Agency Accounts
Grand Total (Exhibit B)

~

300.00
4,739.02
316.93
35.00
1, 031.60
• 625.21
(12 .02)

(3,392 .91)
22,010.24
9,255.27
1,661.49
488.50
6,622.96
1,317 .36

~

Expenditures

558.79
1,865 .02
1,299.44
6,087.50

1,354.01
1,851.47
10,940.52

6,100.00
285.00

5,850 .oo
76.09

1,378.60
2,930.00
8,243.54
422.• 36
2,000.00
7,500.00
415 .oo
500.00
24,008.00

1,338 .67
3,387.25
7,308.00
422.36

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30 1 1965

558.79
811.01
(552 .03)
(114.00)
(316 .93)
250.00
208.91
(35 .00)
(1,031.60)

3,577 .75
1,447.75
16,056.15

665.14
(469 .27)
(935 .54)
2,000.00
(1,532.18)
415 .oo

5,639.27
500.00
9,237.53
1,929.41
212.70
1,324.78
13,591.39

4,999.03
93,119 .oo

31,253.13
4,372.00
154,910.91

17,996.42
35,518.93
3,967.86
132,955.15

$ 471,341.93

6,812,208.51

6,161,086.45

(22,000.00)
(17 .74)

24,018.24
3,309.83

212.70
611.47
9,087.72
(1,317 .36)
17,996.42
4,265.80
p,l79 .25)

5,403.17
111,895.51

(442, 979 .22)

679,484.77

~

Cl

~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Intercollegiate Athletics
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964
Revenues:
State appropri.ation
Sale of tickets, etc:
Football
Basketball
Student fees
Guarantees:
Football
Basketball
Gifts and grants
Concessions income
Minor sports income
Miscellaneous
Total revenues

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 16,000.00

100,000.00

(84,000 .oo

209,184.52
73, 110.13
306,480.00

211,575 .99
57,687.03
264,100.00

(2,391.47
15,423.10
42,380.00

64,946.58
11,934.13
22,000.00
620.35
11,394.75
3 1 927.50

36,565.33
19,954.44
19,030.00
6,424.12
3,426.75
4 1 495.00

28,381.25
(8,020.31
2,970.00
(5,803 .77
7,968.00
(567 .so

719 1 597.96

723 1 258.66

(3 660.70

195' 062.38
168,136.29
15,676.37
17,025.51
13,415.81
9,92'1.95
13,534.17
12,700.00
13,303.69
13,033 ,4!_
471 1 815.58

192,713.34
152,516.69
18,539.06
16,115.32
17,915.02
15,355.27
14,230.30
12,700.00
12,371.03
6 1 095.29
458,551.32

2,349.04
15,619.60
(2,862.69
910.19
(4,499.21
(5,427 .32
(696 .13

94,424.64
42,924.87
20,891.95
15,358 .42
. 13,511.74
187! 111.62

100,228.66
24,264.77
22,504.87
16,055.89
14,817 .29
177,871.48

('5,804.02
18,660. w
(1,612.92
(697 .47
(1 305.55
_2.,2'40.14

21,777 .88
15,851.01
7,437 .53
9,950.00
55,016.42

20,877 .38
13,942.86
6,767.00
5 1 325.00
46 1 912.24

900.50
1,908.15
670.53
4 625.00
8 104.18

Expenditures:
General expense:
Grants~in~aid

Salaries
Training table
Travel
Miscellaneous
Applied general overhead
Laundry
Conference dues
Social Security and Retirement
Campus visitation
Football expense:
Game guarantees
Team travel
Game expense
Miscellaneous
Medical expense
Basketball expense:
Team travel
Game expense
Miscellaneous
Game guarantees

932.66
6 938.12
13 264.26

..

~

··---
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Intercollegiate Athletics
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964
xpenditures (Continued):
Minor sports:
Track
Baseball
Other

$ 15,291.31

16,200.44
6,746.03

Increase
(Decrease)

(909.13)
(484.76)
4 2 832.95
3 1 439.06

6, 261.27
20 2 575.52
42 1 128 .10

38 1 689.04

Total expenditures

756,071.72

722,024.08

34,047.64

ess expenditures charged to
Agency Fund

34 1 277.18

28 2 605.81

5 2 671.37

721 2 794.54

693 1 418.27

28 1 376.27

$ (2,196 .58)

29,840.39

(32,036.97)

Net expenditures
Net income

:

15 1 74~.57

-
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Dining Halls
Stat ement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comp arative Figures for 1964
Hokona
Dining

Mesa Vista
Dining
Hall
~-1Income from sales
Expenditures:
Cost of sales
Salaries and wages
Operations and
Maintenance:
Depreciation
Group insurance
Insurance
Janitorial service
Laundry
Repairs and
maintenance
Retirement and
Social Security
Supplies
Utilities
Administrative
expense:
Applied general
overhead
Miscellaneous
Total
expenditures
Net income

Total
June 30,
1965

Total
June 30,
1964

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 662, 159 .6 7

313,926.62

976,086.29

938,589 .39_

37.496 .9C

309,939.9 8
182,603.38

156,557.24
80,838.27

466,497.22
263,441.65

464,035.98
246,222.32

2.461.24
17! 219 .33

1,500.00
750.7 5
132.67
5,161.58
10,350.39

1,500.00
320.82
126.86
2,901.27
4,732.98

3,000.00
1,071.57
259.53
8,062.85
15,083.37

7,000.00
1,110.24
315.26
10,057.62
16,173.20

(4,000.00
(38 ,67
(55.73
(1,994 .77
(1,089 .83

9,817.67

10,396.81

20,214.48

12,710.70

7,503.78

8,689.6 3
18,454.58
15,203.25
70,060.52

3,367 .03
6,331.29
7,063.28
36,740.34

12,056.66
24,785.87
22,266.53
106,800,86

11,681.72
21,981.39
27,253.51
108,283.64

374.94
2,804.48
(4 986 .98
i_L482.78

.
33,107.98
2,252.83
35,360.81

15,696.33
1,130.51
16,826.84

48,804.31
3,383.34
52,187.65

46,929.47
3,896.06
50,825.53

1,874.84
(512 .12
1,362.12

597,964.69

290,962.69

888,927.38

869,367.47

19 559.91

$ 64, 194.98

22,963.93

87! 158.91

69,221.92

17 '936 .99

,

·=·

.. ,,.,
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UNIVEilSITY OJ! NEW MEXICO
Residence Halls
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964

Rental Income

Total.
June 30,

_!ill_

...lliL

Increase
(Decrease)

16,445.57

587,544.42

558,025.43

29,518.99

21,597.18

2,172.00

195,918 .90

175,263.18

20,655.72

1,000.00
411.82
282.50
2,002.68
1,261.33
914.87

1,000.00
436.16
162.83
981.89
1,467.45
1,284.78

1,500.00
68.71

17,900.00
3,950.64
3,495.26
12,835.73
13,982.04
19,843.91

27,200.00
3,450.40
3,017.92
14,148.15
15,016.29
20,508.56

(9,300.00)
500.24
477.34
(1,312 .42)
(1,034.25)
(664.65)

1,734.63
1,147 .95
3,654.16
16,123.59
37,046.85

815.35
1,264.39
1,445.92
6,986.24
16,385.10

1,346.38
350.61
1,510.54
14,108.86
22,649.50

120.90
331,68

9,059.70
6,677.34
13,453.51
108,703.18
209,901.31

8,182.75
12,224.91
12,800.93
98,124.28
214,674.19

876.95
(5,547 .57)
652.58
10,578 .90
(4, 772 .88)

6,169.81
1,099.83
7,269.64
1,238.92

6,907.59
879.15
7,786.74
320.28

2,507.86
124.15
2,632.01

2,788.19
421.45
3,209.64
37.35

822.28
2,271.75

29,242.68
4,132.90
33,375.58
5,714.28

27,840.34
5,429.49
33,269.83

1,402,34
(1,296 .59)
105.75
5,714.28

98,209.03

89,049.35

36,494.53

47,493.67

14,234.69

444,910.07

423,207.20

21,702.87

8,539.21

2,210.88

142,634.35

134,818.23

7,816.12

Mesa Vista

Coronado

DormitoEX

$ 201,611.66

Expenditures:
Salaries and wages
Operation and maintenance:
Depreciation
Insurance
Group insurance
Janitorial service
Laundry
Repairs and maintenance
Retirement and social
sec.urtey
Supplies
Telephone and telegraph
Utilities
Administrative expenses:
Applied general overhead
Miscellaneous
Capital outlay
Total expenditures
Net income

Total
June 30,

Hokona
Dormitory

$

DormitoE:£

Onate
Dormito!:I

Santa Clara
Ilormi to!J:

124,068.89

138,824.64

~560.78

56,032.88

62,495.52

48,281.30

43,895.48

17,477.42

5,200.00
1,414.54
1,336.02
4,321.11
5,532.94
5,639.96

5,200.00
771.43
1,086.96
3,566.15
2,383.01
3,812.72

4,000.00
847.98
626.95
1,841.85
3,337.31
3, 732.43

2,917.56
2,615 .02
4,046.98
50,407.90
83,432.03

2,124.88
967.69
2,795.91
18,710.42
41,419.17

10,046.95
1,608.32
11,655.27
1,845.98
159,428.80
42,182.86

25,859.86

49,775.29

14,066.25

University of
New Mexico
Al!artments

122.05
4,459.15

2,366.17
8,968.66
822.28

~

0

to

'•

Of

!
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

University Golf Course
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964
Income:
Green fees
Sales
Student fees
Memberships
Rentals and storage
Miscellaneous
Total income
Expenditures:
Cost of sales
Salaries
Operation and maintenance;
Depreciation
Repairs and maintenance
Retirement and Social Security
Supplies
Telephone and telegraph
Utilities
Administrative expense:
Applied general overhead
Other
Total expenditures
Net income

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 70,836 .25
66,095.87
30,648,00
20,540.50
15,303.52
485.22

63,515.85
57,453.75
26,410.00
20,589.75
14,243.53
59.40

7,320.40
8,642.12
4,238.00
(49.25)
1,059.99
425.82

2032 909 .36

1822272.28

21 1 637.08

40 2 846.82
71 1 103,15

36 1 295,54
68 2066.54

4 2551.28
3 1 036.61

1,816.00
12,231.04
5,344.28
2,402.50
1,194.57
8 1 685,03
31 1 673.42

1,816.00
8,748.57
4,917.15
1,446 .46
1,186,40
82542.29
26 2656.87

3,482.47
427 .13
956.04
8.17
142.74
5 1 016.55

10,217.97
6 !415 .92
16 1 633.89

9' 113 .61
8 2 050.93
17! 164.54

~1 1 635.01)
~530.65)

160 1 257.28

148 2183.49

12 2073.79

$ 432652.08

34 2088.79

9 2563.29

1,104.36

~·
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121.03 6

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Heating Plant
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30,
1964

12§1.

Increase
~Decrease}

$ 4·402 763.74

381 1 324.93

59,438.81

63,515 .62

47,488.92

16,026.70

111,453.81
2,929.55
231.58
17,413.15
5,089.08
154.59
237 1 545.68
3742817.44

97,641.59
1,997.97
245.38
10,363.60
3,141.01
1, 703.96
207 1 121.15
322 1 214.66

13,812.22
931.58
(13 .80)
7,049.55
1,948.07
(1,549 .37)
302424.53
52 1 602.78

22,038.19
5.25
22,043.44

19,566.25
9.98
19 1 576.23

2,471.94

Total expenditures

460 1 376 .SO

3892279.81

71 1 096.69

Net income (loss)

$ (19,612.76)

'ncome
~xpenditures:

Salaries and wages
Operation and maintenance:
Fuel
Insurance
Group insurance
Repairs and maintenance
Retirement and social security
Supplies
Utilities
Administrative expense:
Applied general overhead
Miscellaneous

(7,954.88)

~4.73)

22467 .21

(11,657 .88)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Printing Plant
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30 1
1964
1965
Income from sales
Expenditures:
Direct material
Direct labor
Operation and maintenance:
Depreciation
Insurance
Miscellaneous factory expense
Plant supplies
Repairs and maintenance
Utilities
Administrative and general expenses:
Applied general overhead
Group insurance
Miscellaneous administrative expense
Office salaries
Office supplies
Retirement and Social Security
Telephone and telegraph
Total expenditures
Net income

Increase
Decrease)

$ 353!190 .10

3241850.59

28,339.51

751390.99
1542288 15

631332.36
151 1 053.58

12 1 058.63
3 1234.57

3,000.00
1,156 .41
5,392.54
15,939.86
9,147.99
4 1 096.49
38 1 733.29

7,000.00
1,187.26
5,424.07
14,177 .64
9,974.63
3 1 711-10
411474.70

(4,000.00
(30.85
(31..53
1,762.22
(826 .64
385.39

17,659.51
813.00
90.44
12,099.96
139.69
12,577.72
169.01
43 1549.33

16,242.53
868.63
285.64
11,093.22
179.99
11,400.92
203.87
401274.80

1,416.98
(55.63
(195.20
1,006.74
(40.30
1,176 .80
___J_34.86
3 1274.53

311 1 961.76

296 1 135 .44

15 1826,32

$ 41,228.34

28,715 '15

12,513.19

~21741.41

r..-:.

,

1.097
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Associated Students Bookstore
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964
avenues:
Sales
Other income

$ 959,122.73
Total revenues

xpenditures:
Cost of sales
Salaries and wages
Operation and maintenance:
Advertising
Bad debts
Retirement, social security and
insurance
Freight
Supplies and miscellaneous
Telephone and telegraph
Administrative and occupancy expenses
Total expenditures
Net income

Increase
(Decrease)

4 2066.62

797,009.93
2 2945.06

162,112.80
12121.56

963, 189 .35

799 2954.99

1632234.36

707 2 357.88
68 1 002.79

597 2229.19
61 1 868.14

110 2 128 .69
6 1 134.65

2,245.08
1,042.31

2,430.32
292.95

(185 .24)
749.36

3,270.88
21,790.32
5,831.47
401.85
34 1 581.91
41 1 029.83

3,025.63
18,544.78
6,301.44
312.37
30 1 907 .49
38 1 882.98

245.25
3,245.54
(469.97)
89.48
3 1 674.42
2 1 146.85

850 2972.41

728 1 887.80

122 1 084.61

$ 112,216 .94

71,067.19

41,149 .75
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Union
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964
Revenues:
Sales
Student fees
Bowling, billiards and table tennis
Rentals
Other
Student fees available for operating
loss
Total revenues
Expenditures:
Cost of sales
Bowlihg alley rental
Salaries and wages
Operation and maintenance:
Bowling pins replaced
Employees' meals
Retirement, social security and
insurance
Laundry
Supplies and miscellaneous
Repairs and maintenance
Administrative and occupancy expenses:
Building maintenance
Administrative office
General expense
Allocated to bookstore
Provision for capital outlay
Total expenditures
Net income (loss)

$ 482,953.17

Increase
(Decrease

7,900.10
58,277.68
30,456.76
8 1 959.90
588,547.61

450,228.60
6,411.19
52,319 .06
31,785.91
6 1 864.73
547,609.49

32,724.5
1,488.9
5,958.6
(1,329.1
2 095.1
40,938.1

68 1 958.00

59 1 422.50

9 535.5

657 1 505.61

607 1 031.99

50,473.6

229 1 040.23
11 1 200.00
216 1 336.21

211 1 831.66
11 1 200.00
199 1 218.25

17_,_208 .5

2,012.83
6,835.14

1,661.93
6,431.54

350.9(
403 .6(

10,055.95
9,806.85
28,801.83
5 1 432.70
62 1 945.30

8,010.44
10,110.25
29,108 .OS
4 1 823.33
60 1 145.54

2,045.5
(303 .4(
(306 .2?
609.3
2 799.7

137,022.28
46,597 .92
10 1 812.02
194,432.22
41 1 029.83
153 1 402.39
1 1 035 .45

124,447.69
43,132.43
10 1 391.43
177,971.55
38 1 882.98
139 1 088.57
10 1 000.00

12,574 .5S
3,465.49
420.55
16,460.6/
2,146 .8~
14 1 313.8
{8 1 964.5

673,959.58

631 1 484.02

42 475.56

$ (16,453 .97)

{24 1 452.03)

7 998.06

17 117 .9

1

1.098
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
University Press
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1965
With Comparative Figures for 1964
Year Ended June 30,
1965
1964
les of Publications
st of Goods Sold (including royalties
of $5,906.85)
Market decline in inventory
Gross profit
blishing and Selling Expenses:
Advertising
Applied general overhead
Commissions
Depreciation
Manuscript reading
Miscellaneous
Retirement and social security
Salaries
Supplies and postage
Telephone and telegraph
Travel
Net income (loss)

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 69,620.03

68,350.03

1,270.00

40,925 .21
10 1 986.45
51 1 911.66

40,963.68
14 1 650,22
55 1 613.90

(38 .47)
(3 1 663.77)
(3,702.24)

17 1 708 .37

12 1 736.13

4,972.24

4, 705.08
3,481.00
2,401.64
188.00
812.57
464.63
2,538.32
49,040.53
3,833.19
47.81
639.21
681151.98

3,628.87
3,417 .so
1,820.44
188.00
504.55
97.60
2,399.18
44,499.37
3,512,86
40.88
265.90
60 1 375,15

1,076.21
63.50
581.20
308.02
367.03
139.14
4,541.16
320,33
6,93
373.31
7. 776.83

(47 ,639 .02)

(2,804.59)

$ (50,443.61)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Educational and General Expenditures
Per Student Credit Hour
Year Ended June 30, 1965

Direct Instruction:
School of Law
School of Medicine
College of Arts and Sciences:
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Journalism
Mathematics
Modern languages
Philosophy
Physics and astronomy
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
Administrative office
Division of foreign studies
Total College of
Arts and Sciences
College of Business Administration
College of Education:
Art education
Elementary education
Home economics
Health, physical education and
recreation
Educational and administrative
services
Secondary education
Administrative office
Total College of Education
College of Engineering:
Chemical and nuclear
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical
Administrative office
Total College of Engineering

$

Cost Per
Student
Credit Hou

ExEenditures

Student
Credit
Hours

1161879.72
478 1 224.14

21755
12 237

42.42
386.60

124,413.58
226,797.31
168,697.94
78,169.18
320,231.32
29,531.36
118,003.99
71,749 .51
176,394.86
24,794.00
259,644.09
238,976.10
52,185.40
149,442.49
98,927.85
45,634.51
86 1 335.24
2,269,928.73
43,433.92
10 1 329,89

8,461
15,071
9,441
5,764
28,244
2,474
6,163
6,964
16,854
884
18,890
16,248
3,638
6,127
10,817
5,671
4 1 385
166,096
166,096
166 1 096

14.70
15.05
17.87
13.56
11.34
11.94
19.15
10.30
10.47
28.05
13.75
14.71
14.34
24.39
9.15
8.05
19.69
13.67
.26
~

2 1 323 1 692.54
145 1 123.42

166 1 096
8 1 770

13.99
16.55

23,408.98
65,710.68
38,535.51

2,270
2,968
1, 786

10,31
22.14
21.58.

193,590.77

10,042

19.28

122,333.96
108 1 869.84
552,449.74
65 1 219.63
6171669.37

7,157
4 1 280
28,503
28 1 503
28 1503

17 .09-·
25.44
19.38
2.29
21.67

66,888.23
127,188.83
169,240.83
135 1 865.85
499,183.74
331776.65
532 1 960.39

1,617
5,714
5,462
2 1 866
15,659
15 1 659
15 1 659

41.37
22.26
30.99
47.41
31.88
2.16
34.04

. :10B9
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UNIVERSITY OF NEl-l MEXICO
Statement of Educational and General Expenditures
Per Student Credit Hour
Cost Per
Student

Expenditures

Student
Credil
..l!!!'.:!E.L

53,115 ,31
148,861.06
4·5 ,.260. 74.
_)JL_424 .81
424,661.92
27,757.92
- 23,003.06
475,422.90
_lQQ..l84 .45
__§!!,126.86
__g_l2, 324.23

1,928
8,277
1,751
_4,602
16,558
16,558
16,558
_16,558
1,212.
- 1,186
19,543

27,55
17.98
25.85
38.55
25 .64
1.67
1.40
28.71
82.67
57 ,4.3
-10.86

582
1,002
1,002
374

16 .49
5.11
43.03
119.54

Total direct instruction

9,594.60
5,124:93
43,118.94
44,715.68
21,046.64
1,104.60
124,705.39
5,195,313.41

57
3,017
264,536

19.38
41.33
19.64

·ndirect Instruction Expense:
Academic vice-president
Graduate school
;rniversity College, administrative office
instructional activities
Other instruction expense
Total indirect instruction

48,548.13
52,538.37
30,290.08
61,647.34
_.])8,859.61
_771,883.53

264,536
264,536
264,536
264,536
264,536
264,536

.19
.20
.11
.23
2.19
2.92

5, 967' 196.94

264,536

22.56

81,431.82
13,308.85
53,419.36
10,842.00
10,84.3.75
169,84.5.78
46,262.24
33,618.18
7,008.61
5,423.89
262,158.70

1,464
857
1,136
642
1,593
5,692
5,692
5,692
5,692
5,692
5,692

55.62
15.53
47.02
16.89
6.81
29 .84·
8.13
5.91
1.23
.95
46.06

irect InsL·ruction (Continued):
College of Fine Arts:
Architecture
Art
Drama
Music
Administrative office
Art Gallery
Total College of Fine Art:s
College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy
Sumw.er and field sessions
Instructional Programs:
Air Reserve Officers Training Corps .
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps
Data Processing
Dental Hygiene
Sandia 1:echnica1 Development program
Television

Total· instructional expense
Off-Campus Instruction:
Los Alamos instructional program
Correspondence salaries
Holloman instructional program
Gallup Community College
Extension class salaries
Administrative office
Community evening college salaries
Harwood Foundation
Film Library
Total off-campus instruction

$

Credit_!!~!
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Educational and General Expenditures
Per Student Credit Hour

Total instructional and
off-campus instruction
Other Educational and General Expenditures:
Administration and general
Libraries
Operation and maintenance of physical
plant
Total other expenditures
Total educational and general

ExEnndi~ures

Student
Credit
Hours

Cost Per
Student
Credit Hour

$ 6 2 229 1 355.64

270 1 228

23.05

1, 216,021,32
638,435.16

270,228
270,228

4.50
2.36

1 1 268 1 492.26
3 1 122 1 948.74

270 1 228
270 1 228

~
11.55

$ 9,352,304.38

270,228

34.60

~---
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UNIVERSITY Of NEW MEXICO
Current Fund

Comparativ:. Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
Ten Years Ended June 30, 1965

1965

1964

1963

1962

1961

Revenues:

Educational snd general:
Student fees
Land and Permanent Fund, income unpledged
State appropriation
Sales, services and miscellaneous income

.!ill.

12.22.

1956

1957

1956

11925~443

1~545,705

7,192,000
409,842
9,527,285
719,598

260,000
5,563,000
445,596
7,814,303
723,258

1,524,479
100,000
4,847,440
440,053
6,911,972
601,799

1,494,557
70,000
4,407,600
403,952
6,376,109
482,999

1,319,336
66,000
3,903,748
339,163
5,628,267
460,397

1,222,691
56,000
3,711,724
125,057
5,117,472
415,683

941,400
511,200

872,200
174,060

637,535
235,000

465,000
210,000

440,000
205,000

416,200
204,000

90,000
529,478
_37,396
2,109,47/+
:..,376,605
2,773,694
777,647

150,000
4tJ9 ,437
37,396
1,683,113
3,924,100
2,061,040

145,000

135,000

99,000

100,000

86,391

37,396
1,054,931
3,412,530
379,577

37,396
847,396
2,934,591
358,846

~
781,396
2,571,600
298,408

~
777,094
2,229,867
:n8,192

~
665,014
1,797,989

$ 20,284,303

17,689,763

12,360,809

10,999,941

9,740,068

8,858,308

7,381,864

6,976,514

~

5,473,212

1,003,955
4,934,468

873,595
4,224,307

763,311
3,765,065

701,818
3,354,151
9,983
223,072
280,709
869,870
5,439,603
478,835

650,131
3,026,325
9,852
218,007
254,239
811,593
4,970,147
409,127

554,195

514,497
2,394,995

464,424
2,139,932

419,395
2,008,378

213,852
221,050
685,478
4,281,365
381,121

201,976
214,443
648,434
3,974,345
353,230

188,246

171,452

559,615
3,519,326
349,060

539,656
3,241,128
236,385

715,964
78,606
34,288
102,000

659,677
53,418
43,201
88,133

521,733
20,000
28,493
86,391

527,703
20,000
22,412
84,653

435,497
20,000
16,056
66,500

331,725
20,000
49,109
64,350

930,858
2,467,696
366,167

844,429
2,224,824
378,993

656,617
1,666,947
243,087

654,768
1,633,598
221,839

538,053
1,435,649
158,091

465,184
1,236,618
167,970

8,827,520

7,229,137

6,837 ~ 780

$

Organized activities reladng to instruction

1,182,856
52,000
3,226,912
151,203
4,614,971.
249,021

934,970
55,000
3,164,862
145,971
4,300,803
224,837

2,595,334
134,998
3,536,087
194,782

805,755

667,664
138,000
2,549, 724
~
3,397,925
191,454

320,000
195,000

304,000
193,500

304,675
51,770

84,653

66,500

~
660,626
1 1 781 1 929
__bill_

~
624,971
,1,605,049

66,500
26,648
~
509,517
1,374,316

Noneducational:
Student fees, pledged
Land and Permanent Fund 1 incomE' pledged

Western Regional and .D!ntal. Progcams
appropriations
Scholarship income
Rent, Geology Building
Auxiliary enterprises
NoninstLuctional -research
Noninstructional organized actiV'icies

Expend! tures:
Educational and general:
Adm.inis tra tion and gen.etal, net
Instruction
Instructional research
Off-campus instruction
Libraries
Physical plant operation

$

organized activities relating to instruction
Noneducational:
Bond principal and interest
Rand reserve requirements
Scholarships
Western Regional and Dentral Programs
Other
Auxiliary enterprises
Noninstructional research
Noninstructional organized a.;tivities

1,216,021
5,967,197

lt463~949

262,159
638,435
1,268,492
9,352,304
731,899

237,822
514,290
1,164,117
7 1 854 1 652
702,480

249,215
340,173
1,049,861
6,737,151
607,439

247,570
305,782
962,055
6,043,783
509,147

1,348,962
291,404
602,204
167,000
81,364
2,490,934
3,967,743
2,767,514
839,362

1~ 111,917

155,300
505,342
162,500
33,793
1,968,852
3,617,693
2,070,232
1,541,449

699,504
211,735
49,050
122,433
10,599
1,093,321
3,038,044
434,286

706,851
54,385
52,156
100,646
5,oo1
919,039
2,755,507
413,378

20,149,756

17,755,358

11,910,241

10,640,854

320,000
196,000

54,869

---- ---- ---- ----

~

2,601,105
5,685

167' 109

102,247

---- ---- ---- ----

----

6,000,179

~

~

I-A
0
0
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Pledged Revenues
Year Ended June .30, 1965

Total Revenues and Receipts
for Capital Outlay (Exhibit C)

Educational
and
General

Organized
Activities

NonEducational

Auxiliary
Enterprises

$ 9 .5~7, 284.92

719,597 .96

2,109,474.49

4,376,605.37

7,192,000.00

16,000.00

90,000.00

Excluded Revenue:
State appropriation
State grants
Federal grants
Restricted gifts and grants
from other sources
Intra-university charges
Bond proceeds

Representing:
Revenues from housing and
other buildings, structures
and facilities
Student fees

334,978 .as
194,499.44

2, 773,694.27

777,646.61

13' 378.901.51

33,663,205.13

286,950.00
58,928.59
2,053,054.12

110,000.00
667,646.61

28,675.00
175,000.00

7,584,950.00
197,603,59
3,305,520.03

600,625.79
82,130.80
10,227 ,ooo.oo

1,186,515.78
876,084.64
10,227 ,ooo .00

11,113~431.59

23,377,674.04

291,390.55

777,646.61

~

7,366,840.45

16,000.00

619,478.29

793,953.84

2,690,323.26

$ 2,160,444.47

703,597.96

1,489,996.20

3,582,651.53

83,371.01

2,265,469.92

10,285,531.09

8,589.89
1,925,443.41

306,480.00

37,396.20
941,400.00
511,200.00

3,329,805.53
252,846 .oo

226,411.17

397,117.96

83,371.01

58,185.16
37,430.00
43,226.52
2,126,628.24

.3,433,976.78
3,463,599 .41
554,426.52
2,833,528.38

$ 2,160,444.47

703,597.96

83,371.01

2,265,469.92

10,285,531.09

263,882.55
200,000.00

463,882.55

$

Land revenues

Other pledged revenues
Total pledged revenues

Receipts
for Capital
Outlay

793,953.84

Total excluded revenue
Pledged Revenues

74,840.45
100,000.00

Noninstructional
Organized
~
Activities

Debt Service - Refunding and
Improvement Bonds:
One-half interest due 10/1/65
One-half principal due 10/1/65

1,489,996.20

3,582,651.53

$

Excess of Pledged Revenues Over
Debt Service Re'luirements

9,821,648.54
1,621,975.83

Average Annual Debt Service Re'luirement

'

Highest Annual Debt Service Requirement - 1985

..

$

1,753,031.25
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
THE EDUCATIONAL OPERATING DOLLAR
Year Ended June 30,
1965
~
Source of the dollar:
Student fees
State appropriation
Sales, services and miscellaneous
Los Alamos and Holloman instructional
programs and Sandia Base subsidy
Permanent land income - unpledged
Research overhead
Gifts and grants

$

.71
.01

.01
.01
1.00

.01
.03
.02
.02
1.00

.13
.62
.03
.07
.13
.98

.13
.63
.04
.07
.15
1.02

.02

=

.02

Which was spent in this way:
Administration and general
Instruction
Off-campus instruction
Libraries
Operation and maintenance of plant
Used for other activities and enterprises

.20

.20
.75
.01

$

=

(.02)

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT CREDIT HOUR

Cost eer Student Credit Hour
1963-64
1964-65
School of Law
School of Medicine
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business Administration
College of Education
College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy
Summer and field sessions
Instructional programs
Total direct instruction
Indirect instruction expense
Off-campus instruction
Other educational and general expenditures

$ 42.42

47.50

386.60
13.99
16.55
21.67
34.04
28.71
82.67
57.43
10.86
41.33
19.64
2.92
46.06
11.55

13.69
13.56
21.64
34.47
29.06
62.89
52.47
10.89
32.25
18.21
3.32
50.24
11.47

$ 34.60

33.59

=

,.

r
"-''
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
Education is a process which embraces every aspect
of student life.

Whether in University residence halls,

married student housing, fraternity or sorority house,
or off-campus housing, it is important that each student
is provided comfortable, wholesome, and pleasant living
conditions and an opportunity to make his housing a positive educational experience.

The provision of physical

facilities conducive to good study habits, combined with
a program of contructive social activity and leisure time,
is essential in developing the proper attitude toward
the goal of academic achievement.

Students at the Uni-

versity of New Mexico are encouraged to select housing
which they believe will best meet their unique needs and
desires.
Above is the opening statement of the new departmental
brochure which provides prospective students with general
information concerning student housing at the University of
New Mexico.

The statement expresses the prevalent philosophy

on this campus in the matter of student housing and implies
the limitations of university responsibility in this area.
Most University personnel believe that the University has an
obligation to provide on-campus living facilities for those
undergraduate students who are unable or unwilling to locate
off-campus housing which meets the above noted criteria.
Consequently, the building of future residence halls is
predicated on the demand of undergraduate applicants.

To

.tl~
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date, the University has not extended this obligation to
include graduate and married students.
SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS
Perhaps the most significant, long range, development
of the 1964-65 academic year in the area of student housing
has been the adoption of a new basic housing policy.

This

policy, formulated by the University Housing Committee and
approved by the University Administration, was voted into
effect by the Board of Regents commencing the fall semester
of 1965.
An

examination of the old and the new policies shows

some changes in over-all philosophy, particularly in the area
of women 1 s housing.

The previously existing policy was

formally stated as follows:
To be eligible for University Housing, a student
must be enrolled for a minimum of 12 semester hours,
except with the permission of the Personnel Deans.
All freshman whose homes are not in Albuquerque are
required to live in University Residence Halls for two
semesters, regardless of social affiliations.

All under-

graduate women whose homes are not in Albuquerque are
required to live in University Residence Halls or Sorority
houses.
The revised housing policy follows below:
Living quarters in Residence Halls are available to
all University students.

Students enrolled in the Uni-

versity College, whose homes are not in Albuquerque, are

i

I
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required to live in University Residence Halls unless
given permission to live elsewhere by the Dean of Men or
the Dean of Women upon authorization of their parents.
Women enrolled in degree-granting colleges may live offcampus with parental authorization.

Wherever they live,

students are expected to conduct themselves so as to bring
no discredit to the University.
A

portion of the residence hall capacity will be

reserved for returning students.

The remainder will be

available to students new to the University and will be
assigned in order of the receipt of housing contracts and
deposits.
The new policy is viewed as being considerably more permissive than the former one in that upperclass women are now
allowed to live off-campus.

The University will require paren-

tal permission in such cases, thus placing the responsibility
of deciding where the female student should be allowed to live
back on the student and parents.
It is also significant that the new policy is the same
for men and women, with the one exception of required parental
approval in the case of upperclass women.

In the future any

male or female student who has proven academic proficiency by
having been accepted to a degree-granting college will be free
to elect housing where he or she chooses.

University students

viewed these changes in policy as a marked improvement.
The statement regarding student conduct was requested by
the Board of Regents as an amendment to the policy, and was
welcomed by the Housing Committee.

However, since the
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jurisdiction of University disciplinary agencies has been
restricted to academic infractions and non-academic violations
taking place on-campus, this phase of the policy may prove
difficult to enforce.
Under the old policy Albuquerque residents were required
to receive special permission from the Student Personnel Deans
to live in the residence halls.

The new policy abolishes this

form of discrimination with local students being given an
equal opportunity in securing University housing.

Commencing

with the 1965 fall semester, priority in assigning residence
hall space will be based on the date of application.
In the past a student's admission to the University was
oftentimes contingent upon the availability of University
housing.

The University was virtually forced to provide hous-

ing for all undergraduate women.

In the future, if University

housing is unavailable for an admitted student, he or she will
be allowed to live off-campus with parental permission.

Thus

the new policy allows the University much more flexability in
determining the amount of University housing it will provide.
OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALL

A recent housing development which will most likely have
a considerable effect upon the University has been the planning
and construction of a privately owned and operated off-campus
residence hall.

Named the College Inn, this facility will

operate independent of the university.

The builders of the

College Inn actively sought and received the cooperation of
University officials prior to their decision to build.

The

•.
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new facility, designed to ultimately house 400 men and women,
will be ready to house 250 women next fall.

Planned for

luxury living, the College Inn will attempt to sell students
on the advantages of added comforts
element of exclusiveness.

and conveniences plus the

Food service, swimming pool, maid

service, wall to wall carpeting, and co-ed recreational opportunities will be provided.
be considerable.

The cost of these enticements will

A single or private room will cost the resi-

dent $1,164.00 for the academic year as compared with $858.00
for a single room in the University residence halls.

Thus the

student must be willing to pay an additional $306.00 for the
year or an increased cost of $34.00 per month for board and
room.

The comparative costs for space in a double occupancy

room is $994.00 for the College Inn and $762.00 for the University residence halls.
The present attitude of university officials is to allow
students who are willing to pay the additional cost required
for living in a more luxurious and exclusive off-campus residence hall or in a private off-campus apartment to do so.

The

arguments in favor of this position are that students are
allowed freedom of choice; the University is removed from an

"in loco parentis" position in the case of the off-campus
students; and perhaps most importantly the University does
not have to build expensive on-campus residence hall space
to accommodate them.

If the venture proves successful, more

private entrepreneurs will most likely build various types of
off-campus facilities to compete for the student business.

Thus

•.

._L ~
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the ratio of students housed on-campus will be further reduced.
On the other hand, the possibility certainly exists that
the large majority of non-resident students will be unwilling
to pay the extra cost involved in living off-campus, particularly in view of the convenient location of University housing
and the wide diversification of programs being offered in the
residence halls.

It is a real possibility that the off-campus

facilities will simply be unable to compete with University
housing for the typical non-resident student.

In light of

the above considerations, it is readily apparent why many
University administrators believe that the University's
policies must be flexible in order to cope with future student
needs.
NEW RESIDENCE HALLS
Two new halls presently under construction are progressing
we.ll ahead o£ schedule and, barring unforeseen-circumstances,
will be ready for occupancy next fall.

The capacity of both

halls is 164 residents plus four resident staff members.

One

hall has been named Santa Ana and will house women next year.
The second hall, Alvarado, will house men.

The two halls are

both air conditioned and identical in almost all respects.
Consequently, they can be used to house either sex as the
dictates of yearly housing needs require.

With the exception

of a few minor imporvements, the student rooms will be similar
to those in Santa Clara and Onate.

No single rooms are included

in the structures other than the staff rooms.
As a result of the experience gained in the two prototypes, Santa Clara and Onate, it was decided that the services

11.08
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of an Interior Decorator would be utilized in the present
building program.

The renderings submitted by the decorator,

Anita Carr Scheer, indicated that the interiors of the new
buildings will be quite attractive and functional.

It is

anticipated that many of the mistakes made in the first effort
will be avoided.
STUDENT HOUSING BROCHURE
The long awaited brochure which outlines the area of
student housing to prospective students who are interested
in attending the University of New Mexico has become a reality.
The pamphlet includes general information regarding housing
facilities presently available for student occupancy along
with basic housing policies which affect the student.

Al-

though primarily concerned with the University residence halls,
basic information is provided about graduate student housing,
married student housing, off-campus, and fraternity and sorority houses.

The brochure should prove to be a valuable

informational aid to most departments within the University.
FACULTY OFFICES IN MESA VISTA HALL
The south wings of the first and second floors of Mesa
Vista Hall will be converted to faculty offices for the 1965/66
academic year.

This is a temporary measure designed to provide

,.

the faculty with desperately needed office space until permanent
quarters are completed as part of the library expansion program.'
These two areas constituted two Houses 1 Kearny and Carson.
Previous residents of these Houses will be given priority in
Alvarado, the new men's hall.

Every attempt will be made to

assign these residents together so that the previously

II

_j
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established cohesiveness of the groups will not be completely
disrupted.
CENTREX TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Next fall each student room will have a phone with a
private line.

The cost of the new system will be included

in the room and board charges.

Installation of the phones are

in progress at the present time.
Although it will be mechanically possible for a resident
to place a toll call from a room phone, it will be against
University regulations to do so.

Residents will be allowed

to make collect calls from their phones or, in unusual situations, may make long distance calls from the Advisor's phone.
Violators of this policy will be billed for the toll call and
referred to an appropriate disciplinary board.

Repeated vio-

lators will be subject to suspension from the University.
INCREASED ROOM AND BOARD COST
The room and board rates have been increased for the next
academic year.

The rent on a double room with board has been

raised from $732.00 to $762.00 per year, i.e., $15.00 per
semester.

The single room with board will cost $848.00, an

increase of $76.00 over the former $782.00.

This is the first

increase for board since 1962 and the first for double room
rent since 1961.
necessary were:

Some of the factors which made this increase
1) rising food costs, 2) remodeling costs for

dining facilities, 3) Centrex, 4) salary increases, and 5) overall rise in purchasing prices and utility costs.

.. :. ~
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PEACE CORPS APARTMENTS
The newly acquired apartment complex at 1809 Las Lomas,
N. E. has been set up to accommodate the University Peace
Corps Training Program.
bedroo~

This complex consists of 10 two-

units which have been furnished as satisfactorily as

possible from surplus residence hall furniture.
During the past year, various Peace Corps training groups
have been housed in the apartments.
eight residents.

Each unit will accommodate

The venture has apparently been highly suc-

cessful in that the specific needs of the training program
have been better provided for than was possible in the residence halls.
However, since the increased size of the groups made it
impossible to accommodate all of them in the apartment units
during the summer and since the University has been obliged
to provide family housing for National Science Foundation
Institute personnel, the apartments are being used to accommodate families this summer.

The Peace Corps will live in the

residence halls and return to the apartments next fall.
LOSS OF PARKING SPACE
Construction of the new Infirmary is scheduled to start
in September on the site of the present parking lot between
Mesa Vista and Johnson Gym.

Residents of Mesa Vista have been

informed that they will not have that parking space reserved
for their use in the future.

They will be obliged to utilize

open parking areas south of Johnson Gym and elsewhere on campus.

,.
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RESIDENCE HALL COUNCIL
For the first time this past year the Residence Hall
Council had funds for operational purposes.

Each resident

pays a $3.00 Social Fee which is included in his room and
board contract.
to the R.H.C.

Last year one dollar of this fee was allocated
The Council went from their former position of

having no funds whatsoever to a position of working with a
budget in excess of $3,400.00.
Unfortunately the group was not as effective this year
as had been hoped.

Their primary functions are to encourage

academic excellence within the halls and to represent the
students of the halls to the entire campus.

Perhaps due to

conflicting personalities of various members of the group, the
Council did not seem to be able to carry through properly on
most of their projects.

Many members were so overextended in

their membership in various student groups and in the area of
extracurricular activities that it was difficult for the chairman to recruit workers.

Nevertheless, the R.H.C. did experience

some success in their activities throughout the year.
The main undertaking consisted of attempting to establish
a common tutoring program for the men's and women's residence
halls.

This tutoring program now appears to have overcome most

of the major obstacles and should prove to be a success in the
future.
The tutoring sessions were conducted in various rooms of the
Education Complex.

Participation in the program increased sig-

nificantly as the year progressed.

The program was offered to
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all University students the second semester.

Shortly there-

after, the University Student Council appropriated funds to
supplirnent R.H.C. funds.

It is hoped that the Student Council

will eventually take over the tutoring program and make it
available to all interested university students.

Over $2,000.00

was spent on the program by the residents.
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MEN'S PERSONNEL PROGRAM
The personnel program in the men's residence halls have
improved notably in several areas.

Much of this improvement

has resulted from the efforts of the new Personnel Coordinator,
Mr. Bob J. Poole.

Mr. Poole was employed July 1, 1964 to re-

place Mr. Charles Carder.

Mr. Poole served in a similar ca-

pacity at East Texas State University prior to corning here.
Communications throughout the program has improved markedly
this year.

A reporting system has been developed which informs

all pertinent University personnel quickly and efficiently of
unusual incidents occuring in the men's halls.
are quickly reported and recorded.

Missing articles

Consequently, the staff and

the campus police have been successful in recovering a large
number of stolen items.

All printed materials have been up-dated

and revised for a more efficient operation.
A formal in-service training program for the Resident
Advisors has been established.

This program has served as a

stimulant and a confidence builder for the Advisors.
training sessions were conducted during the year.

Eight

Each session

was oriented toward helping the staff with immediate needs.
sessions dealt with the topics of diagnosing group behavior,

The
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group building, leadership, academic advising, employment
opportunity, noise control, and image building.
The Advisor Orientation Program was carefully planned
and presented this fall.
training period were:

The objectives of this three day

1) to provide the Advisor with a

knowledge of the views and philosophy of the administrative
personnel who heavily influence the operation of the University, 2) to alert the Advisor to the many services available to students, and provide them with an opportunity to become acquainted with the individuals responsible for those
services, 3) to provide a working knowledge of how to deal
with such activities as security, fire prevention, communications, rapport, discipline, fraternities, and men-women
relationships, 4) to outline staff structure and relationships,
5) to give Head Resident Advisors an opportunity to work with
their staffs, and 6) to allow the invited elected hall officers
to participate in the formulation of a successful program.
The Personnel Staff was successful to a large extent in
their attempts to stress academic advising and good study
conditions.

The Advisors were provided with practical tools

and techniques that they could utilize in helping residents
recognize weaknesses in their study and learning habits.
Constant attention was given to controlling the noise level
in the halls.
In summary, the main achievements listed for 1964/65 were:
1)

better working relationship, within the staff, 2) improved

communications, 3) formal training program, 4) increased
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efficiency in working with residents, 5) Advisors being made
more aware of their responsibilities, 6) strengthening of the
academic atmosphere within the halls, 7) increased success in
the area of academic advising, and 8) more consiste.ncy in the
total operation.
PROBLEM AREAS
The greatest crisis this year in the area of housing
occured with the opening of the fall semester.

The long

predicted shortage of space for female applicants became a
reality.

Plans made the previous spring for the provision

of prefabricated housing to handle the inevitable overflow
had been abandoned.

Consequently a crash program was initiated

to locate temporary off-campus housing which would accommodate
90 women.

Plans were hastily made to take over the Park Lane

Hotel for this purpose.

However, after a complete survey of

that antiquated and inadequately furnished facility, it was
decided that the women would be better off in Hokona Hall on
a triple-up basis.

Beds from Hokona Hall were exchanged with

beds located in Mesa Vista Hall since the latter could be
double bunked.

Additional roll-away beds were purchased.

Portable wardrobes were furnished wherever needed.

Although

crowded, the double rooms were set up to accommodate three
residents.
A good deal of criticism was directed at the department
as a result of the lack of foresight displayed in not having

,.
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prepared for the increased number of applications.

This

was regrettable but unavoidable since the problem had been
anticipated and predicted by the department.

Like so many

of the problems facing the University, rapid and easy solutions
were simply not practical.

New permanent housing space was

being provided in the form of two new residence halls scheduled
for occupancy in September 1965.

As other departments are

forced to do when working under adverse conditions, the
Department of Housing simply had to make the best of a difficult situation.
It was interesting to note that most of the residents
who were actually inconvenienced by being tripled-up displayed little antagonism.

This problem was carefully explained

to them along with the alternatives, and they readily adjusted
to the obvious solution.

First year residents were assigned

to triple rooms for the most part.

As is so often the case,

these girls were not dissatisfied since they had no basis for
comparison.

On the other hand, a few past residents who nad

failed to comply with scheduled application dates were also
tripled-up.

Some of these women complained bitterly.

Undoubtedly the above described situation contributed
heavily in the decision to change the existing housing policy
which required all undergraduate women to live in university
housing.

In the future, every effort should be made to make

low cost University housing available to all students who desire
such accommodations.

However, when an unavoidable space lag

does occur, students will not be forced to accept crowded
conditions in order to attend the University.

It was difficult
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to defend the position that women were better able to pursue
their academic objectives in crowded University housing than
they would have been in a private off-campus living situation.
There is little doubt that many female students would elect
to live in a triple room on-campus rather than move off-campus.
Nevertheless the choice will be theirs to make in the future
and not the "Administrations".
THEFT
A second area of great concern the past year was the
alarming amount of theft in the residence halls and on the
campus in general.

One hundred and one reports of missing

articles were filed in the Men's Residence Halls.
books were reported most frequently.

Stolen

One of the most alarm-

ing developments in this area was the discovery of what appeared
to be a theft ring of residents specializing in stolen watches
and like items.

Although a good deal of circumstantial evidence

supports this conclusion, no physical evidence has been produced to use against the individuals in question.

Most of the

suspects will not be returning to the halls next year.

Much

burglarizing has taken place in the parking lots, particularly
the unpaved lot between Coronado and Onate Halls.

The Campus

Police in cooperation with the departmental staff have taken
every feasible preventative action in attempting to stop this
activity.

Nevertheless, the problem has recurred all year.

All residents who are charged with theft are now referred
to the Student Standards Committee.

It is hoped that strong

disciplinary action will be taken against the guilty.

Unless
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unusual extenuating circumstances are presented, residents
who are found guilty of theft are removed from the residence
halls.
MORE SPACE IN 1967
It now appears that all residence halls will be filled
to capacity for the 1965/66 academic year.

Thus the additional

space provided by the completion of Alvarado and Santa Ana will
be required to supply the present demand of applicants.
The problem of insufficient residence hall facilities
will again become pressing the fall of 1966.

A correlated

problem is the need for increased feeding facilities.

With

the addition of the two new halls next fall, the limitations
of the present dining hall capacity will have been met.

Ad-

ditional housing and dining facilities must be provided for
the fall of 1967 if the University is to meet the demand for
on-campus housing.
FUTURE

PLANS

Much of the future planning for the department has been
outlined earlier in this report as constituting significant
developments.

,,

BASEMENT REMODELING IN CORONADO
Plans for remodeling the basement area of Coronado have
been approved by the University Comptroller.

This area, for

the most part, is presently in a rough, unfinished condition
and has been used alternately as storage, recreational, and
lounging area.

{17)

Two years ago the residents initiated a student work
program in which they and the Housing Department partitioned
one section of the basement area to serve as a study hall.
The study area has received extensive use by Coronado residents.
A second portion of the area was partitioned for use as a
T-V viewing area.

Finally a side room was remodeled to serve

the dual purpose of storage for Civil Defense supplies and
Weight Lifting Room.

The remaining basement area is in an

unfinished state.
The Coronado Hall Resident Government, at the insistance
of hall residents, has been petitioning the Department of
Housing to convert the unused portion of the basement into a
functional and attractive lounge area.
The cost of the project has been estimated at $4,000.00
by the Buildings and Grounds Department.

This includes instal-

lation of a false ceiling, improved lighting, tiling the floor,
painting, and furniture.

The project will be carried out this

summer.
SELLING OLD FURNITURE
The University Comptroller has authorized the disposal
of all the old surplus furniture which is presently in storage
at Hokona and Coronado Halls.

It is hoped that these items

can be sold prior to August 1st when furniture for the new halls
will start arriving.

Most of the existing storage space will

be needed for the new equipment.

Early delivery dates have

been scheduled in order to avoid the heavy back log that inevitably occurs around September 1st.

..
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RESIDENCE HALL MAINTENANCE
The Maintenance Program in the residence halls has operated
smoothly and efficiently the past year under the direction of
Mr. Roscoe E. Storment.

The new Executive Housekeeper of the

Women's Residence Halls, Mrs. Nadine Palomo, is also to be
commended for the outstanding work accomplished in the mainteance of Hokona and Santa Clara Halls.

On several occassions

this year visiting administrators and maintenance personnel
from other colleges and universities have complimented the
staff on the unusually good housekeeping displayed in the halls.
The Chairman of the University Safety Committee wrote a letter
of commendation to the above mentioned supervisors complimenting them and their staffs on their high standards of cleanliness and safety.
The major physical improvements and repairs which have
been accomplished or started this year are outlined by place
of residence as follows:
MARRIED STUDENT APARTMENTS
1.

A new directory board was erected near the front
entrance to the apartments.

2.

All exterior walls were plastered with a color coat.
This included the apartments and the retaining walls.
The work was completed on September 1, 1964.

3.

Twenty new Frigidaire refrigerators were installed on
August 28, 1964.

The existing combination units in

the kitchenettes were left in operation for use as
additional storage.
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4.

New floor and table lamps were placed in all apartments.

The old lamps were transferred to the Peace

Corps Apartments.
5.

Two elm trees were removed and damaged portions of
the concrete walk were repaired.

ONATE HALL
1.

Numerous attempts have been made to repair the plUmb-

ing in a first floor bathroom in an attempt to correct
a water leak that floods the janitor's supply room in
the basement.
2.

A section of wall tile was replaced in one of the
janitor's closets.

3.

Numerous broken base tiles were replaced in the hallways.

4.

The All Steel Equipment Company replaced some metal
frames on the lounge furniture which were apparently
defective.

5.

The office door in the main lobby was converted to a
dutch door with counter ledge.

This illirninated resi-

dent traffic in the main office.
6.

Appropriate directional signs were painted on all
exterior doors.

MESA VISTA HALL
1.

An adaptohorn fire alarm system was installed in
Mesa Vista Hall.

The installation was carried out

by the Physical Plant at a cost of $668.65.
2.

The Mesa Vista Board of Governors purchased a R.C.A.
color T-V set for the lobby.

·.
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3.

Carbon dioxide fire extinguishers were installed in
the office and linen room to be used in case of
electrical fires.

4.

Various signs and instructions were painted in appropriate areas to assist residents in vacating the
building in case of fire.

5.

Cardboard trash boxes were replaced with metal waste
baskets in trash shute stations.

6.

Metal grills were installed on window openings of
all elevator doors.

7.

All window trim on interiors of the student rooms
were repainted.

CORONADO HALL

1.

The main office in the lobby was partitioned into
two offices and redecorated.

The purpose of this

installation was to provide a private office for the
Personnel Coordinator.
2.

Wall to wall carpeting was installed in the living
room of the Personnel Coordinator's apartment.

3.

Two sectional davenports located in the conference
room were reupholstered.

4.

Steel sash balances and nylon guides were replaced
on all ground and first floor windows.

PEACE CORPS APARTMENTS

1.

Ceramic tile was installed in the bathrooms of three
apartments.

2.

All toilets were repaired as needed, and new toilet
seats were installed.

~.
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3.

A dividing wall was constructed in the basement
storage area in order to provide a linen room.

The

installation of two metal doors was included in this
project.
4.

All metal pipes in the garages and basement area
were insulated to prevent freezing.

s.

Shelfs were installed for storage space in the garages.

6.

A concrete side walk was laid from the alley to the
entrance of the linen room.

7.

A concrete base was poured around the bottom of the
garage doors to seal them.

B.

All brick decking on the first floor porch and
breeze-way was replaced with a redwood flooring.

9.

New linoleum was laid in all bathrooms.

HOKONA HALL
1.

All lounge furniture was reupholstered.

This pro-

ject included the furniture in the library and music
room.
2.

The rugs located in the various apartments were all
cleaned.

3.

Telephones were installed in the linen rooms and
maintenance shop.

4.

Two additional hair dryers were installed.

s.

All showers in both Zia and Zuni wings were recaulked.'

6.

The reconditioning of 132 pillows was completed.

7.

Bicycle racks were installed in the Zuni and Zia
patio entrances.
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8.

Extensive retiling was completed in the lobby area.

9.

Rooms were spot painted where needed.

10.

Patio fences and handrails at entrance and rear
loading docks were painted.

11.

The lower half of the main lobby was painted.

12.

The housekeeping office in Zia wing was painted.

13.

The outside beams of the patio porches were painted.

SANTA CLARA HALL
1.

A handrail was installed at the entrance to the
vending machine room.

2.

Two hair dryers were installed in the laundry room.

3.

All of the drapes were cleaned and fireproofed.

4.

A coffee machine was added in the vending room.
STAFF COMPOSITION, APPOINTMENTS, SEPARATIONS

Departmental employees are listed in three groups, each
of which denotes an area of responsibility.

These groups are:

1) individuals who act in an administrative capacity, 2) housekeeping and maintenance personnel and, 3) student employees
serving as Resident Advisors in the Men's Residence Halls.
The women's personnel staff is included in the report of the
Dean of Women.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Director of Housing
Assistant Director in
charge of Maintenance
Personnel Coordinator-Men's
Residence Halls
Executive Housekeeper

E. J. Smith
Roscoe E. Storment
Bob J. Poole
Nadine Palomo

.....
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The secretarial staff included the following:
Coronado Hall
Hokona Hall
Hokona Hall
Hokona Hall
Hokona Hall
Mesa Vista Hall
Onate Hall
Santa Clara Hall
Santa Clara Hall
Santa Clara Hall

Kaye Kresicki
Mabel Snyder (Terminated Aug~ 31)
Georgie c. Cound (part-time help)
(Sept. 7-25)
Mary Lucero (Appointed Sept. 28)
(Terminated Feb. 19)
Veronica Loomer (part-time help)
(Feb. 22-June 4)
Yvette Lively
June Feise (Terminated June 30)
Mary Mangusso (Terminated Feb. 26)
Georgie c.· Cound (part-time help)
(March 1-12)
Jo Anne Browning (Appointed March
15)

MAINTENANCE STAFF
1.

Hokona and Santa Clara Halls:
Assistant Housekeeper
Assistant Housekeeper
Assistant Housekeeper
Assistant Housekeeper
Maintenance Repairman
Maintenance Repairman
Linen Room Attendant
Linen Room Attendant
Linen Room Attendant
Janitor
Janitor
Janitor
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid (hourly)
Maid

Toni Caire (Terminated July)
Gertrude Wilson
Ramona Garcia (Appointed Aug.)
(on leave of absence)
Beda Romero (replacing Mrs.
Garcia-hourly)
Cedric Tate
Logan Fisher (Appointed Oct.)
(Transferred from Mesa Vista)
Gladys Stacy (Terminated Dec.)
Lazelle Van Horn (Hired hourly
in Feb.) (Terminated April)
Mandy Baird {Appointed April)
Cardinio Chavez {Appointed July)
Jesus Montoya
Jose Lovato {Hired hourly in Sept.)
(Terminated Sept.)
Estella Anaya
Dora Aragon
Maria Armijo
Agnes Benavidez
Irene Benavidez (Hired hourly May)
(Terminated June)
Agnes Candelario
Anita Chavez
Rozann Chavez
Emilia Herrera (Terminated Oct.)
Epifania Martinez (on leave of
absence)
Fidelita Montoya (Appointed Jan.)

.· ...
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Maid (hourly)
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid {hourly)
2.

Linen Room Attendant
Janitor
Night Janitor
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid (hourly)

Manuel Chavez Jr.
John Fuentes {Terminated May 31)
Jim Spillane {Hired hourly on
June 1)
Lupe Trujillo
Ralph Mierra
Gavino Campbell
Mary Armijo (Transferred from
Mesa Vista)
Genoveva Chavez
Martha Ortiz
Maria Sanchez (Terminated Nov. 9)
(Reinstated April 6)
(Transferred to Mesa Vista)

Mesa Vista Hall:
Leadman
Leadman
Maintenance Repairman
Maintenance Repairman
Janitor
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid

4.

Rita Ortiz (Hired Oct.)
(Terminated Feb.)
Consuelo Rodda {Appointed May)
Julie Rome
Theresa Sanchez (Appointed Oct.)
Julia Torres
Odella Trujillo (Appointed July)
Rose Valdez

Coronado Hall:
Leadman
Maintenance Repairman
Maintenance Repairman

3.
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Arturo G. Gutierrez {Terminated
April 28)
Lorenzo Garcia (from Night
Janitor)
L. H. Galloway
Logan Fisher (Transferred to
Hokona)
Julian Aragon
Mary Armijo (Transferred to
Coronado)
Josefa Duran
Reynard G. Gutierrez
Maria Sanchez (Transferred
from Coronado)
Mela Silva

Onate Hall:
Leadman
Linen Room Attendant
Janitor
Janitor
Night Janitor

Conrada Armijo
Eva Vaguera
Otto Thompson
Estanislado Chavez {Terminated
Sept. 16)
Ernest Phares (Hired Oct. 1)

. ,•.·
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5.

Peace Corps Apartments:
Linen Room Attendant &
Maid

Bernie Lovato (Appointed
Nov. 9)

STUDENT ADVISORS STAFF
1·.

2.

3.

4.

*

Coronado Hall:
Hall Area

Semester I

Semester II

Head Resident
Ground Floor
1st Floor
2nd Floor
Chimayo
Chimayo
Mescalero
Navajo
Pueblo
Pueblo
Tewa
Tewa

Douglas Young
Douglas Young
Gil Jaramillo -Oct.- Dave Rogers*
Efren Rocha
Efren Rocha
John Watson
John Watson
Randy Boeglin
Randy Boeglin
Tom Kellahin
Tom Kellahin
Roy Blankley
Joe Goetsch
Jamie Dvorak
Jamie Dvorak
Roy Martin
Roy Martin
Jerry Reed
Oystein Lilleskare
Fred Jenkins
Jerry Reed
Dave Rogers
-Oct.- Steve Stuart*

Mesa Vista Hall:
Hall Area

Semester I

Semester II

Head Resident
1st Floor
2nd Floor
3rd Floor
Aztec
Carson
Escalante
Kearny
Mendoza
Mossman
Yaqui

Charles Deason
Charles Ray
Jim Roach
Charles Pharris
Russell Rhoades
Loris Hughes
Jim Smith
Dave Waples
George Lewis
Ron Marotto
Charles Wollmann

Charles Deason
Charles Wollmann
Jim Roach
Charles Pharris
Russell Rhoades
Bob Rusin
Jim Smith
Dave Waples
George Lewis
Ron Marotto
Jim Branch

Hall Area

Semester I

Semester II

Hall Advisor
Acoma
Churicahua
Toltec

Blas
Dick
Paul
Gary

Charles Ray
Dick Bresenham
Paul Schulte
Gary Webster

Onate Hall:

Urquidez
Bresenham
Schulte
Webster

Peace Corps Apartments:
Semester I

Semester II

Jim Branch

Blas Urquidez

All changes not otherwise noted were made during the
semester break.

,,

.....
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5.
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Summer Session 1965:
Hall

Head Resident

Advisors

Coronado

Ron Marotto

Santa Clara

Dave Waples

Jim Branch
Russell Rhoades
Bob Rusin
Gary Webster

RESIDENCE HALL STATISTICS
Statistics gathered from various phases of the operation
of the department are recorded in the Housing Office.

It has

been the practice in past years to provide an analysis of the
more vital figures as part of the annual report.

In keeping

with this practice, comparative tables are presented in the
following portion of the report.

Since the tables are self

explanatory and in the interest of brevity, no verbal documentary is presented.
Table I
Occupancy of Residence Halls:
Classification
Normal Capacity
Residents Starting Fall Semester
Residents End of Fall Semester
Residents End of Spring Semester
Total Move Outs
Total Move Ins
Year Total Move Ins

Coronado
428
428
383
405
126
103
531*

1964-65
Mesa Vista
420
452
344
399
120
67
519**

Onate
176
176
172
171
40
35
211

*Six residents stayed through to go to summer school.
**Bill Johnston and Aubrey Quinn were not included in the count:
They were here during the 1964 Summer Session only.

,,
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Table I
Occupancy of Residence Halls:
Classification
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate
Unclassified
Total Regular Students

Coronado

1964-65
Mesa Vista

267
127
75
44
11
7
531

239
137
90
45
6
2
519

Onate

95
68
28
16
0·
4
211

Table III
Reasons Listed For Withdrawing From Residence Halls
Prior To End Of Academic Year
Classification
Withdrew from University
Moved to off-campus accommodations
Transferred Residence Halls
Graduated
Marriage
Move to Fraternity
Death
Total

Coronado

Mesa Vista

46
27
11
12
11
11
2
126

45
29
23
0
6
16
1
120

Onate

17
9
5
0
3
2
_Q

40

,.

.
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Table IV
Occupancy Of Peace Corps Trainees:
Contingent

Building

1964-65
Out

In

Count

Peace Cor2s A2artments
E.C.D.R.
Peru-RCA
Chile UCA
Total

Sept. 23
Feb. 8
Mar. 10

Feb. 2
May 9
June 6

June 11
June 11
June 11

Sept. 4
Sept. 4
Sept. 4

June 16
June 16

remain
remain

June 16
June 16

remain
remain

63
35
33
131*

Coronado Hall-Summer 1964
Brazil Hlth.
Col. PE
Col. RCA
Total

51
16
22
89**

Summer 1965
Col. RCA
Seniors
Total

91
15
106

Mesa Vista Hall-Summer 1965
Columbia
Seniors
Total

Grand Total Peace Corps Housed

14
4
18***
344

*Men and women housed-118 Men and 13 Women.
**Men and women housed-40 Men and 49 Women.
***Couples housed-9 couples total.

Table V

,.

Guest .Lodging - UNM Residence Halls
Classification

Hokona

Guest Housed
Overnights

481
2,991

Santa
Clara
9
22

Coronado

Mesa
Vista

Onate

100
326

801
2,859

28
100
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Table VI
1964-65:

Conference Groups
Hall

Group

Dates

University Workshops
Jr. High Music Festival
Citizen's Conference
New Mexico Bar Association
Girls State
School Lunch Workshop
Sr. High Music Festival
Anthropology Dig
Ute Mountain/Ute Tribe
Indian Workshop

Hokona & Santa Clara
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Hokona
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Coronado

State Tax Commission
Experiment For International
Living
Winston Salem Student Tour
Cheerleaders Clinic
Coaches Clinic
Horne Economics Conference
National Science Study
Program
International Ozone Committee

Hokona
Hokona & Coronado
Mesa Vista
Hokona & Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Hokona
Hokona
Onate

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
Aug.
July
July
Aug.
July
July
Aug.
Aug.

Income From Laundry Operation

Mesa Vista
Coronado
Onate
Hokona
Santa Clara
UNM Apartments
Peace Corps
Total

Washers & Dryers

$

853.23
896.10
343.42
1,327.25
438.52
188.57
.00
$4,047.09

4
24-25
26-31
2-8
2-14

Aug. 10-14
Aug. 31Sept. 5

Table VII

Hall

6-18
8-13
10-13
10-14
14-21
15-19
15-20
19-20
20-21
628
12-17
22-

Student Laundry

$ 4,099 .. 10
5,701.04
2,047.46
4,183.22
1,067.39

.oo

686.73
$17,784.94

...

.'
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OUTSIDE PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES OF STAFF
Bob J. Poole, Personnel Coordinator of the Men's Residence Halls, attended the regional convention of the Intermountain Association of Residence Hall Councils in Greeley,
Colorado.

He also attended the Intermountain Association of

College and University Housing Officers conference held in
Boulder, Colorado during the month of April.

Mr. Poole wrote

a monograph entilted, "The Development of Residence Hall
Advisors".
Roscoe E. Storment, Maintenance Director, attended the
annual conference of the Intermountain Housing Association
held at the University of Colorado in Boulder, Colorado.
E. J. Smith, Director of Housing, participated ih the
Institute of Management of Southern Methodist University in
the month of December.

In April, he attended the convention

of the Intermountain Association of College and University
Housing Officers.

He served as a program panel member and as

a member of the Executive Committee of that group.
he will act as Program Director.

Next year

He was elected Vice President

of the Intermountain Housing Association.

He also served as

a member of the University Safety and Civil Defense Committee
and as a departmental representative for the United Fund Drive.
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CONSTRUCTION AND
~1/\Il<lliNANCE DIVISION
Floyd a. Williams. Jr.

SERVICE DIVISION
Hyman S. Adler

ENGINEERING
G PLANNING
SECTION

A. u. Ford
R. o. Burke
F'. B. Feather

ELECTRICAL AND
REFRIGERATION
SECTION
Adrian Robbins

OFFICE AND ACCOUNTING
SECTION
Harian Pierce

~1/\ClllNERY

,1 I

}1/\INTENANCE
SECTION
Floyd r.l. Faustman

SURPLUS PROPERTY
HANDLING
Floyd ~1. Faustman

Imws~g~~~~ucnoN

EXTENSION PROPERTIES
TAOS COUNTY
A. J.. Bearce

James Anthony

HEATING AND
REFnlCERATION PLANT
Pat Rainwater

I

LABOR GROUP

I

SAFllTY SECTION
\~. n. Lewis

SCIIlr41TIC ORGA.~IZATION CHAnT
TilE O~IVERSITY OF NU< HEX!CO
i'IIYSICAL l'LA\,. UlPART'II:~T
ltcviscd l0-20-64
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THE

UNIVERSITY OF

NEW

MEXICO !ALBUQUERQUE

PHYSICAl. Pl-ANT DEPARTMENT

June 15, 1965

TO:

All holders of University Keys, both present and new
receivers

FROM:

M. F. Fifield

SUBJECT:

Regulations regarding duplication of U.N.M. keys

Your attention is invited to the following laws which control the
duplication of University Keys.
On November 29, 1963, the Board of Regents of the University of New
Mexico passed the following resolution:
"RESOLVED that the unauthorized duplication or other copying of
keys to any of the University premises endangers the security of
property and the safety of all University personnel. Any duplication or copying of any keys to any of the University property
except through facilities of the University is prohibited and
will result in appropriate disciplinary action against any student, faculty member, officer or employee of the University
participating in the same. All University keys issued hereafter
shall be inscribed STATE PROPERTY, DO NOT DUPLICATE."
During the 27th Session of the State Legislature the following law
was enacted effective June 18, 1965.
Section 1, CONSENT REQUIRED FOR KEY DUPLICATION. No person shall
knowingly make or cause to be made any key or duplicate key for
any building, laboratory, facility, room, dormitory, hall, or any
other structure, or part thereof, owned or leased by the state,
~~y political subdivision, or by the board of regents or other
governing body of any college or university which is supported
wholly or in part by the state, without the prior written consen·.
of the state, political subdivision, board of regents, or other
governing body.
Section 2. PENALTY--Any person who violates Section l of this
act is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be imprisoned up to one year, or be subject to a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars ($1,000), or both.
Yours very truly,

~·
M. F. Fi~eld
Directo!?'
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THE REPORT OF THE PRINTING PLANT
FISCAL YEAR

1964~65

Edwin J. Schodorf, Manager
As in the past, each new year has brought an increase in the volume
of Printing Sales. During fiscal year 1964-65 the percentage was up 8% over
the previous year. Production costs have a habit of escalating, due mainly
to higher wages or material costs. Each year more automatic equipment is

pur~

chased to combat the every rising expenses. The Plant was able to show a profit
and still maintain the samE overhead charge of 115% on direct labor. This

per~

centage has been used for the past five years.
As of June 30th, the Plant had a working complement of the following
personnel:
Manager

(1)

Secretary

(1)

Bookkeeper

(1)

Proofreader

(1)

Y~meograph

Department

( 2)

Foreman

(3) Composing Room, Pressroom & Bindery

Linotype Operators

(3)

Compositors

(6)

Pressmen

( 3)

,Tourney Boolt-Dinders

(2)

Journeywomen Binders

(4)

General

(1) Part-time Mimeograph & Bindery

Total number of employees

28

- 2

1.143

~

The following is a summary of Sales and different types of printing
completed at the Plant during fiscal year 1964-65.
No. Jobs
University Printing (General)

Percentage

~

989

$151,821.41

43%

Press

II

33

65,16.3.47

18~%

Student

II

227

51,347.82

14~%

Off,...Campus

II

119

84,857.40

24%

1368

$353,190.10

100%

Total Printing Jobs completed
*Total Cash Receipts, same Period

51,347.82

Student Credit
Total Revenue, Cash & Student Credit
?~his

$107,646.34

$158,994.16

amount was larger than Off-Campus Sales due to advanced payments for Printing

Jobs to be completed l965M66 fiscal year, by New Mexico Institute of Mining &
Technology, Socorro.
Profit, 1963-.. 64

$19,122.12

Profit, 1964-65

31,747.52

Total Increase

$12,625.40

Types of Printing:
Business Reviews
(17)
23,120 Copies
Brochures
(24)
106,300 II
Catalogs
(4)
58,000 II
Glass Schedules
(3)
29,985 II
Directories
(2)
7,200 "
Hardbound books (Boys Academy 200; Horn & lvallace 10,234;
II
Nedical School 24; !'Jirage 5000; Nl'll:M'?LT 200; UNM Press 22072;) .37, 730
lfJagazines (Alumni 3, 72,000; LASL NEVIS 14, 80,000; Misc.
11aps
(4)
.Newsletters
(7)
NeviSpaper (LOBO)
Paperbound (Journals & Bulletins) (32)
Programs (Football, Basketball, Track) {23)
Total
Balance: Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Forms etc.

148,743) 300,743

18,500

74,400
122
60,426
47,283
76,3,809

II
II

"
II

11
II

~----------

11.44
A total of 1368 Jobs were completed the past year. Student and Off"Campus
printing accounted

~or

3Bi% of the total volume of printing sale,

The major OffMCampus customers are as follows:
Academy for Boys
Horn & Wallace Publishing Co.
Lovelace Clinic
?fuseum o~ New Mexico
New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology
New Mexico Western University
United Nations (UNESCO)
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Lab.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
II

II

II

II

II

111

Santa Fe,
11
11
Socorro,
n
11
Silver .. Gity,
11
11
New York, New York
Los Alamos, New Mexico

New Equipment purchased during the year.
Pony Perfect Binder (used for paper bound books)
Three~Knife-Trimmer

Building-in Machine

(all

~es

of publications)

(Hardbound books)

Using the Perfect-Binding machine and the

Three~Knife~Trimmer

on the General

Catalog this year, the unit cost was reduced from .63¢ in 1964 to .58¢ for 1965.
Also considering an additional sixteen pages were added to this year 1 s catalog,
a savings of $2,700.00 was realized.
After checking 'l-1ith the local Printing Industry and Plants in Arizona and Texas,
the

~allowing

hourly selling rate comparison was made:
Plants Selling Rate

For LinotYPe, Hand set and floor time
Gan·era 20 x 24

$8,.50 per hour

Locally
$109 75 per hour

B,5o

tl

II

10~00

tl

II

B.. 5o

ll

ll

9.20

ll

II

press 25 x 38 (Offset)
*(Dallas, Texas has the only other Press in
tPis size in the immediate area)

16.oo

II

II

21.75*

"

II

qylinder Heidelberg 21 x 28 (Letterpress)

n.Bo

II

II

12.60

II

"

7.75
8.75

It

ll

8.25**

n

II

II

II

8.90*ll-

II

II

II

II

B,.OO*ll-

II

II

Plate Burner

19 x

25

25

38

X

x 38

Mechanical Fed Folder

54" Gutter
~*These

25

11

II

II

7 ..75

,.,.

Rates are shown in the Franklin Catalog. The Local Printers add 20% to this
for their sellirtg price.

- 1.1.45

Mark-up on paper is 10%, above delivery cost. Five percent for handling and
five percent for business office overhead.
Locally, the mark...up may run from 20% to 100%, depending on the amount of
printing ordered.
The per hour selling rate used by the Plant as listed on Page 3 with a range
from

4%

to

36%

under the Arizona, Texas and local Printing rates.

The average volume per employee for 1964-65 is $16,054.09. According to the
report put out by the Printing Industry of America, the National average is
$15,244.00. Considering the savings under the local pricing structure the
per volume employee total is well above the national average.
As in the past, it is the constant aim of the Printing Plant to operate
more efficiently and to give the best service to all concerned.
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The.. Re;po:rt. of the Department o:l' ·CapJ.j;>.us Secu:rity and :Police
July 1, 1964 1 to June 30, 1965
J. A. Cairns, Supervisor.
:During the 1964-65 fiscal year this Department has continued
to maintain security of almost eighty buildings, the policing
of the entire Campus, assisting the Physical Plant in the
pe:rf'ormance of some of its f'unctions, cooperating with and
assisting the Office of' the Dean of' Students, and extending
police services where :requested o:r needed.

The University

_Police has continued to maintain e;x:cellent :relationships with
all law enforcement agencies in the immediate area.
its officers have :received

commend~.tions

Some of

for services rendered.

University :Police Officers were fortunate to have been
invited to attend three police training courses vrhich were
sponsored by .the City of Albuquerque, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and civic organizations.
The University of Herr I••exico was host to Senator Barry
Goldw·ater in October, 1964, and this Department vras assigned
to take part regarding security measures.

In November, 1964,

President Lyndon B. Johnson addressed citizens on the main
campus ano 170 police officers were assigned to assist this
Department in maintaining the protection and security of the
President of the United States.
In the fall of 1964, the 75th Anniversary Year, University Police Officers maintained continuous security for a
thirty-five day period at the Art Gallery located at the

.. _ :1147
College of Fine Arts.. University Police Officers continue
to.be assigned to sporting events on Campus for the protection
of property, traf:fic direction, and assistance to the public •.
Thi's Department was successful in the recovery of repo:rited stolen property from the Univers'i ty, faculty and sta:f:f'
members and students, and conducted investigations concernint\5
University interests.
Thirteen persons are assigned full time to this Department:

1 Supervisor of Campus Security, 1 Captain o:f Police,

3 Police Sergeants, 7 Police Patrolmen, and 1 ReceptionistSecretary.

Four student Receptionist-Dispatchers are employed

on an hov.rly basis.

One patrolman resigned in Hay, 1965, in

order to continue his educati<;m at the University, and his
position vras filled

t1~o

vTeeks later.

It is recommended that

three more patrolmen be employed during the. 1965-66 year to
meet expected police demands.
A larce amount of construction on the Campus has eliminated some p:J.rking space; how·ever, it is proposed that a nevr
parking lot be installed southeast of Zimmerman Stadium, and
t1·ro motorcycle lots be installed.

.At present there are 2,994

parking spaces on the Central Campus.

There vrere 10,700

student :po.rldug permits issued, and 3,500 St&,ff-Faculty permits
issued,
ve!dcle.

In some cases more than one J;Jermit was issued to a
It

:19,:::;

been recommended to the Chairman of the Campus

Planning Committee that Graduate Assistants and

Rese~rch

As-

sistnl'ts no longer be entitled to Faculty-8taf:f permits, except

1148
as their de;partmentai reSJ;JOnl;libilit~~s requii'e.

This. recom-

mendation, the construotion of'a'new parking lof ana construction of tvro new· motorcycle lots, was appro\ted

l:)y

the

committee on Nay 27, · 1965.
Members of this Department have been invited to $peak
. to the Student Cowcil, the custodial force, other lavT
enforcement agencies, and ci\tiC groups explaining its function
at the University of New Nexico.

,.

.-----------

~
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The

Repo~t

of the Peace C~ps Training
fo~ Latin Ame~ica
July 1, 1964 - June 30, 1965
David T. Benedetti, Directo~

The Peace

C~ps

Training

Cente~ f~

Cente~

Latin America sent one

hundred fifty-seven Volunteers to five South American
the past

y~,

These Volunteers specialized in skills

coun~ies

within

~anging f~an

Physical Education/Recreation, Health, and School Construction to
R~al

P~

and

U~ban

Canmunity Develo).lllent,

Colanbia,

B~asil,

Ecuador,

and Chile received these Volunteers,
Besides receiving

~aining

in their specialized technical areas,

these Volunteers were given an intensive audio-lingual language
(Spanish or

P~tuguese);

c~se

Ccmmunity Develo).lllent classroan work and field

experience;

an expanded agricultural skills training (a rabbit and gU.inea

pig care was

in~oduced)

;

an Outwaro Bound and Physical Training

pr'Ogram

which includes daily physical conditioning, recreation skills, drownproofing,
horsemanship, and trekking;
Institutions,

\v~ld

instruction in Area Studies, United States

Affa:irs and Ccmmunisrn, and Current Events;

a medical

program including medical lectures on the host country environment, medical
self-help, and mental health discussions.
training,

~ainees

As part of the technical skills

had practical experience in building culverts, improving

roads, and other public works at the

n~by

Crippled Children's Camp run

by :the Easter Seal in San .Antonito, New Mexico,
On June 16, 1965 approximately two hundred trainees arrived on
campus to train for work in

Ecuado~,

- 1 -

Bolivia,

P~ and

Colanbia.

One of

~

.1150

these contingents constituted Phase III of the Senior Year PI'ogt'am.
In preparation for this training program, Mr. John Arango, Coordinator
of Ccrnmunity Dellelopnent, toured the Andean Countries in January - March,
1965.

Special language skills in Aymara and Quechua were taught sane

of the trainees, in addition to the instruction in Spanish.
To han:ile the large number of trainees , the camnunity developnent

field sites were expanded;

they now include Ranchos de Taos, Anton Chico,

Taos, Albuquerque, Pecos Valley, la.s Vegas and Bernalillo County.
Dr. L. Mayland Parker, Director f = June to August, 1964, was
replaced by the Assistant Director, Dr. David T. Benedetti.

Dr. Benedetti

was Acting Chainnan of the Psychology Deparbnent until June, 1964-.
Negotiations for a new contract with Peace Corps/lolashington ere

now underway.

.,

